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Alan J. PhiPEs
ABSTRACT

This thesis outlines the emergence of victimology as a major subdiscipline within criminology. Its growth is traced to intellectual
debates and problematics in the history of criminology, and the interactions with wider political and social currents. Chapter I provides
an overview of literature in victimology, its scope and areas of theory
and research. Chapter II examines the context of the 'discovery of
criminal victimisation' by the President's Crime Commission, 1967, and,
the linking of state intervention in crime and poverty in the reformism
of the Johns on Adminis tra tion. Vic timology' s growth is linked to the
'data revolution' in criminal justice and. the state fundine of victimisation surveys through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Chapter III analyses the alliance between sooial science and social democracy, and Chapter IV deals with the alliance of criminologists and
social reformism in relation to the political history of crime statistics. The latter's problems are assessed in relation to the 'dark
figure' of crime, and the roles of police and victims. The chapter
also evaluates the claims that victimisation surveys are a superior
method of counting crime. Chapter V examines the orientation towards
victims. in social democratic, right-wing and radical criminologies.
Chapter VI traces the intellectual and political backgrounds of the
Merseyside and Islington Crime Surveys, including the debates within
the Labour Party on policing and crime, and the alliance
between radical
v
reformists and left-realist criminologists. Chapter VII describes the
design of a draft questionnaire for the Islington Crime Survey and
offers a critical comparison of the questionnaires for the final
Islington and Merseyside questionnaires and those used in other surveys.
Chapter VIII summarizes the themes and findings of this thesis and
comments upon the theoretical methodological and policy issues for the
development of a radical victimology.

Alan J. Phipps.
Septemb er, 1987.
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PREFACE

The orlglns of this thesis came initially from thre e quite different directions. Firstly, students to whom I tausht criminology
(policemen, probation officers, social workers. teachers, and members
of the general public) constantly bemoaned the fact that offendercentred mainstream approaches, and the state-centred nature of radical
approaches, both seemed to miss the point of the problem of crime that its impac t on victims, com:nu."'li ties, and s oaiety was demonstrably
damaging. As a result of this (admittedly intimidating) encouragement,
I started to incorporate into my courses material on patterns of
victimisation, offenders perceptions of victims, and the victim in the
criminal justice system. As I delved into the field of victimology,
I realised th"t as a studen of deviance and criminology I had been
denied access to crucially important facts and theoretical perspectives
concerning the realities of crime as a social problem. Later, as a
'radical criminologist' and teacher I was denying them to myself and
to others. At that time (the late 1970s), Jock Young, and also the
group around the journal Crime and Social Justice J were publishing
material which initiated the left-realist perspective in radical criminology. Thirdly, and relatedly, it seemed to me that victimology,
both in its approach to the qualification of aspects of the crime
problem, and in its eclectic approach to theory, offered the potential
for enriching radical criminology, especially in rescuing it from its
almost exclusive orientation to the structural and ideological analysis
of crime, law, and law enforcement, as well as its denial of criminal.
victimisation as a source of personal and social harm. This work is
then intended as a contribution to the ongoing development of the
emerging left-realist perspective - a perspective whose great strength
is its openness to a broad spectrum of theoretical ideas in criminology,
the social sciences and philosophy. A particular virtue of left-realism
is its re-assessment of the value of quantitative methods in informing
knowledge, theory and practice. This thesis examines both theoretical
and empirical currents in victimology and assesses them with regard to
their potential contribution to a radica.l realist victimology.

Alan J. Phipps.
September, 1987.
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Introduction
In this opening chapter it is my intention to survey tile available

literature in the field of victimology.

I will begin by looking at the

various attempts to define victimology and to delimit its subject area,
and then go on to examine the debate on the relationship of victimolotrJ
to criminology.

I will then outline the debate around victimology's

central concept - victim precipitation.

In succeeding sections I will

give an overview of the findings of various surVeys of criminal victimisation in relation to the extent, distribution and impact of victimisation.

I will also draw on the findings and theory concerning the

'fear of crime', and critically discuss these in the light of evidence
for the differential impact of victimisation.

Further sections will

deal with the place of the crime yictim in the law and in the operations
of the criminal justice system, and the availability of services for
victims of crime.
1 .2.

Il!fhat is

'V~mology'

?

The field of studies which have become known as victimology , its
foci, scope, and purposes, have been defined and outlined in various
ways.

Emilio Viano (1974; 1976) has defined 'victomology' as the "study

of the yiotim".

He notes that in recent times criminology has shifted

its interest from the offender to the crime itself

"

• • • not only as a legal enti ty
but as a complex situation reflecting the interaction between different
actors and the cultural norms and
expectations of socie~; as the
product of intricate interplay of
emotional, rational, incidental and
. situational factors. "

(1976 p .xiii).
Viano emphasises the concern of victimology with the dynamics of
crime at the immediate and societal levels.

He notes also that the

concept of victim appears among the most ancient ones of hwnanity,
inextricably connected with the idea and practice of 'sacrifice', and
emerging in all mythologies end religious sys terns.
Attempts to delimit the field of victimology often begin with the
attempt to precisely define the terms 'victim', and 'victimisation'.
- 2 -

Many of the attempts range widely, admitting all those who are on the
receiving end of acts and situations, intentional or accidental, which
result in harm.

Some writers devote much space and effort to these

conceptual issues, arguing for tighter definitions and cautioning against
the concepts becoming devoid of meaning through being applied too universalistically.
In the work of Mendelsohn (1947; 1963; 1974; 1976) there is a pronounced attempt to have victimblogy recognised as a discipline quite
separate from criminology, and to extend empirical and theoretical work
to the victims of accidents

~nd

hazards.

There is no need, he maintains,

to reduce the scope of victimology to the victim of crime (1974 p.25.)
for the discipline ought to be able equally to examine 'victim determining
environments' and dynamics, as well as 'the danger complex', a notion
which goes beyond the scope of 'criminal victimisation'.

Mendelsohn is

almostalone in his definition of the scope of victimology, and has even
proposed a new concept-victimity- which is meant to distinguish his idea
from that of those mainly concerned with victims of crime.

(1974 p.25.)

Other definitions tend to focus on the notion of 'victim-offender
~amics'

and also 'the victim-offender relationship'.

Thus Schafer

(1977.a. p.3.) and Drapkin and Viano (1974.a.) both refer to this aspect,
the latter writers adding that victimology is :

"

• • • that branch of criminology
which primarily studies the
victims of crime and ever,ything
that is connected with such a
victim. "
(ibid p.2.)

Still other definitions stress that victimology is concerned with
promoting understanding of the etiology of crime, and that the conclusions
emerging from examing the victim's role in

cri~nal

acts, may lead to a

re-examination, in legal and conceptual terms, of the traditional concept
of 'responsibility'.

Schafer (1968; 1977.a.) has coined the term

"functional responsibility" to denote the 'blame' or 'contribution to the
act' which may be said to result either from the victim's behaviour, or
else from his various physical and psychological characteristics.

There

is an important connection between this philosophical concern on the part
of Schafer and the concept of 'victim precipitation' which, until recently

- 3 -

disowned by some victimologists, was the major concept within
victimology.
Ziegenhagen (1977) sees the problem o~ precisely de~ining the
'victim' as allied to the traditional (and apparently insoluable) problem
o~

who is, and who is not, the 'criminal'.

Legal-process

de~initions

(i.e. in which victim status is in some sense proxeJ!) have their advantages

i~

adopted by victimologists,

been

de~ined

~or

the subject

o~

study has then

by "some explicit procedure".
" When the de~ini tion o~ the
criminal and the victim is
broadened, this advantage
is lost, though there is the
theoretical bene~it o~ a
less biased selection process.

"

(1977 p.6.)
But on the other hand • • • •
It

•

Who is to determine whether
a crime has been committed?
'How is the identity o~ the
perpetrator to be known, and
what process shall be employed
to determine his guilt or lack
o~ it?
The same questions exist
~or the victim.
Are the injured
parties themselves to determine
that a crime has been committed
and that they are victims of a
crime? "
(ibid p.6-7).

Similar doubts and problems are raised by Separovic (1974).
far victimology has related exclusively to the victim
~rom a legal point o~ view the victim may be specific

o~

So

crime •. But

(e.g. a ,person,

a corporation), or a non-specific abstraction (the peace, public health).
Also, the criminological definition is
crime victims (o~ accidents etc.)

insuffi~ient,

since there are non-

There are actual and potential victims,

known and unknown (non-reporting) victims, simUlating (false) victims,
victims o~ attempts, and others.

(1974 p.16).

there are "victim constituencies", who are,

~or

Toby (1964) also claims that
example, friends and

relatives, or persons who closely identify with and themselves fear the
victims plight.

Sutherland (1949) maintains that "the publicI! is always

the direct or indirect victim of crime, and Quinney (1972) poses the

- 4 -

question as to why victim status is not conferred upon victims of police
force, war, the correctional system,

~d

oppression.

Thus it would appear that victimology may be experiencing similar
definitional and paradigm problems similar to those arising at various
stages of the history of criminology.

But, if we cannot be

comp~etely

certain about the precise boundaries of victimology, we can at least
glean from the literature some clue_as to the purposes of the enterprise.
Drapkin and Viano (1974.b.) stress that victimology, as with all
advances in scientific understanding, begins at every level with speculative method as a main tool.

Scientific reasoning is an interaction

between two episodes of thought - one imaginative, the other critical.
Thus

theo~

knowledge.

and evidence must combine to produce new areas of sound
They seem to hold to an idea of 'grounded

theo~t

for victim-

ology and caution against critical reason alone, worshipping at the altar
of statistics, and pragmatic ecleticism (1974.b. p.xiv).

As they see it,

the tasks of victimology centre not only:.around embelishment of crime
causation

theo~,

but also championing the rights of victims of crime.
.

.

This is to be accomplished for example, through the dissemination of
knowledge about victims, to counter the "conspiracy of silence on the
subject" (presumably both in cTiminology and in social policy); to
promote legislation to compensate (violent) crime victims; to challenge
the victimisation of the weak by the strong, and to promote a particular
value, namely opposition to harmful and victimising aspects of a technological and materialistic era controlled by • • •
,t

• • • economic rules, competitive
antagonism, and blatant agressiveness among human beings; a world
torn by bitterness and hatred, where
the right of force prevails rather
~han the force of right • • • a world
that lives dangerously without trying
to avoid unnecessa~ victimisation.
In this world, all kinds of alienation
become the natural and frequent outcome.

It

(1 974.b. p .xiv).
Mendelsohn (1974) also maintains that the major task for victimology
is to strive for practical results (e.g. the setting upof crisis centres
and victim clinics) and all other efforts to combat the sources of
victimi~.

Schafer (1968; 1977.a.) gives equal weight to the explanatory

- 5 -

goals of the subjeot, and to the implioations of kn.owledge in the field
to the issue, of oompensation and restitution to viotims of orime.
Another attempt to define the oonoerns and objeotives of viotimology
has oome from Dadrian (1976).

This author is important in that he is

representative of oontemporary attempts in viotimology to define its
partioular foous in terms of
II

• • • the stu~ of the sooial prooesses
through whioh individuals and groups
are maltreated in suoh a way that sooial
problems are oreated. Thus (viotimology)
has two integral areas of oonoern: the
sooial oontext in whioh viotimisation
ooours, and the sooial oonsequenoes of
suoh viotimisation. II
( 1 976 p .40) 0

The term sooial oontext here refers to oultural values and institutional arrangements through which unequal statuses and roles are
imposed on individuals and groups.

It also refers to pressures re-

sulting from deprivations, orises, oonfliots, labelling and struotural
imbalanoes in the sooial system.
II

Viotimology seeks to understand and
analyse the oonditions and prooesses
• • • in'which certain types of
people, certain social categories
emerge as prominant and recurrent
victims • • • it correlates such
victims to corresponding t,ypes of
perpetrators in the framework of
social struoture and symbolic interaction • • • its central objectives
consist of developing and oodifYing
a reliable and reasonably acourate
bo~ of knowledge, relating to stable
and ohanging attributes of conoepts
of victim, and to its socio-cultural
underpinnings. To the degree to
which a society feels threatened by
the magnitude of certain forms of
viotimisation, and presses for
remedies, to that degree the task
of advanoing to levels of prediotion
and control may be viewed as the
ultimate of objeotives. II
(ibid p.41 ).

So then, Dadrian is stressing both knowledge for understanding and
for

utili~.

To an extent he is prepared to see the task of understanding

- 6 -

victimisation in wider and more sophisticated sociological terms than
the earlier victimologists.

The ease with which knowledge is held to

have practical utility, in which the "is" quickly becomes followed by
the "ought", is fairly characteristic of work in victimology.

In this

sense, it may be noted that victimologists apparently feel less constrained to make explicit value judgements than have most offendercentred criminologists.
The problem remains, however, that victimology has certainly not
seen the development of a 'sociology of criminal victimisation.'

In

fact that work which passes for "theoretical victimology" tends to
have a very narrow foous and oonceptual basis.

The level of analysis

for theoretioal work is almost always the social psychology of the
victim-offender relationship, or else a further re-working of the
concept of victim-precipitation (see below).
Drapkin and Viano's text (1974.b.) subtitled Theoretioal Issues
in Viotimology, contains papers divided into consideration of the
following areas : the notion of viotimologYi victims' typology.

Most

papers deal with narrow and oiroumsoribed areas of work, but none could
be desoribed as addressing structural issues.

Ziegenhagen's Victims,

Crime and Social Control, (1977) attempts an analysis of the emerging
place of victims in the law, but does not extend this to a structural
analysis.

Weist paper On theory and politics of victimology (1978),

though oritizing viotimology's lack of theoretical background, equally
does not attempt a structural analysis, but extends the conoepts of
labelling theory to victimisation and notes that "sooial approval of
victimisation" is an integral part of how viotims beoome selected.
The level of analysis is once more, however, the small group or dyad.
Fattah's (1979) review of theoretical developments in victimology,
devotes most space to victim precipitation and related ideas.
The proceedings of the First World Congress of Viotimology, held
in 1980, (Viano 1980) contains only a handful of theoretical papers,
in oontrast to a mass on policy issues.

The papers on demestic violence,

for instance are almost all small-scale desoriptive studies or else
related to the delivery of services.
The book-length analysis of data from the Amerioan National Crime

- 7 -

Survey (see below) by Hindelang et.al
entitled.: Towards a

theo~

(1978) concludes with a chapter

of personal criminal victimisation.

Basing

their conclusions on the data base for those variables most associated
with risk of criminal victimisation, the authors construct a model in
which

~exposure

to risk" is the crucial variable.

This is held to have

predictive value and, indeed would be invaluable for policy-makers
concerned .with the control of crime through situational preventive
measures.

What it does not do is to attempt a

origins of

victimis~on.

1 .3.

theo~

of the wider social

The origins of victimology and its relationship to criminologz
In the development of victim-centred study and research, much has

been written about the relationship of the 'new' subject of victimology
to the wider concerns of the parent discipline - criminology.
mentioned, Mendlesohn has always favoured a distinct
contempora~

As earlier

separation.

His

and co-founder of the subject, Von Hentig, whose works are

outlined below, does not seem to have used the term 'victimology' at all
as a label for the view points he was promoting.
victims

His main work on

(1948) was one of twelve chapters in a text on general matters

pertaining to crime causation, and clearly he saw the study of offendervictim relationships as a necessary addition to the total approach of
criminology.
The general sense of the writings in general and theoretical
victimology, is that a semi-independant status is favoured within the
discipline.

It is argued by most that studies of victims, offenders,

the criminal justice system, po]cing, legislation, should be seen as
part of a holistic approach to the study of crime as a complex social
and human phen0menon.
According to Anttila

(1974) victim-centred research is useful

because of its "informational value."

It has brought new perspectives

to criminology, set new research targets, and offered a new kind of
balance.

It has had various effects upon criminal justice policy and

increased awareness about the costs of crime to victims, and thus has
. the potential to promote re-assessment of the

gravi~

of offences.

The limitations and risks of victim-centred research are that it
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may merely switch the individualistic focus of criminological enquiry
from offender to victim, without incorporating'general situational
factors, by which he seems to mean social conditions and arrangements.
Further, there may be an over-emphasis upon crimes which have a ready
victim (a person) as against crimes having abstract victims (business
firms, goyernment) and those that are apparently 'victimless'.

"
For Goppinger
(1974) the criminologically relevant aspects of
victimology are victim-offender exchangeability, leisure time behaviour
and the inter-relationship of victims and offender's environments.
Victimology must be an empirical and practically oriented, but he sees
victimology as developing quite separately.
According to Nagel (1963 P.13.) "classical etiological criminology"
is so one-sided a science, being concerned with the delinquent only,
that a need for"a special consideration of the victim is fully justified.
Onoe victimology has restored the balance, the need for it will disappear:
Criminology ought to be re-defined as the 'criminology of relationships' ,
not just of victim-offender relationships but of all relationships
associated with crime.

Victimology "also helps us to understand facts

related to causes and cures of crime; it can help us in the "readaptation
of the delinquent" as well as allowing us to give better aid to victims.
Referring to the concerns of criminology as informed by victimological knowledge, Parsonage (1979) has suggested (a) the development
of reliable crime and victimisation data, (b) attention to characteristics of special types of offenders and victims and (c) assessment and
development of strategies to deal with the social and personal effects
of crime and victimisation.
Finally, Herman Mannheim (1965 p.672) comments that it is "a fundamental error of the victimology enthusiasts in that they arbitarily
confine criminology to the study of the criminal.

Victimology's claim"

to the victim is arbitary and exaggerated and it should not aspire to
separate status".

Criminology however, would be incomplete without the

proper study of the victim and, although this has been done in an
unsystematic way up to now, criminology is well placed in its present
methods to achieve much to clarify the role of the victim.
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Traced chronologically, the origins of the attempt to make the
stu~

of the victim a discreet specialism, date from the 1940's.

The

works of Von Hentig (1941; 1948) and Mendelsohn (1947) together with a
a later paper by Ellenberger (1954), are usually cited as those which
first established victimologyj they are, as it were, its seminal works,
and helped lay claim for victimology as a relatively independant, subdiscipline of criminology.

These works, and an outline of the field

of victimology were referred to in two

impor~nt

pap'ers published in

Excerpta Criminologic a in 1963 (Mendelsohn 1963; Nagel 1963).
In comparison to the volume of texts and studies now being produced,
the 1960' s saw very few studies in victimology.

That decade did however

see the pUblication of a limited amount of very important statements
and studies, for example Sellin and Wolfgang's The Measurement of
Delinquency (1964) which contained the Sellin-Wolfgang Victim Typology.
Wolfgang's studies of criminal homicide (1957; 1958) uUlised the concept
of victim precipitation, and seem to have influenced many British studies
of homicide (e.g. West 1965; Morris and Blom-Cooper 1964).

A British

stu~ of child victims of sex offenders (Gibbens and Prince 1963) and a

similar study by the Langley Porter Clinic in California (1954) are
among the works which utilised a victim-centred

~namic

approach.

The

works of Amir on rape (1967; 1971) must also be mentioned among those
which pioneered the study of offences in terms of interactions and
relationships

0

In the intervening decades between the foundation of victimology
and its large-scale re-emergence in the 1970's, two further trends in
criminological work were helping to sow the seeds of the revival.
Firstly there was the ongoing debate about the 'uark figure' of. crime.
Results of self-reports studies and vitimisation surveys continually
indicated that offence rates and victimisation rates far exceeded
official estimates (e.g. Hood and Sparks 1970).

Secondly, in the United

States, Ennis' summaries of the National Opinion Research Centre
victimisation surveys (Ennis 1967.a.; 1967.b.), and the extensive
National Crime Survey results, which I will describe below produced new
sets of data and suggestive areas for future research and theoretical
speculation in victimology.
All of these works emphasised what they saw as the importance of
studying the 'criminal-victim relationship' as a contribution to a full
- 10 -

understanding of the nature of the particular acts.and of crime
causation.

For the early victimologists the 'victim' seems to represent

a neglected variable in the study of criminal behaviour.

Indeed, as

noted earlier, the relationship of the sub-discipline to criminology has
always been a critical one.

Victimologists have always been keen to

point out that the offender-centred bias of criminology has resulted in
a partial and one-sided understanding of crime.

Basically the victim,

his characteristics and behaviour, and the ways in which these interplay
with the characteristics and behaviour of the offender (in qynamic
fashion), may be seen as "determinants" in the "functional interplay
of causitive elements" in the production of crime.

(Schafer 1977.a.).

Thus, the task of victimology has been, from its inception, to
direct attention away from the sole concern with the offender as an
~bstracted

actor, himself acted upon and determined by sets of 'causes',

towards a wider· context in which the criminal act is conceived of as an
outcome of human interaction and of dynamic inter-relationships.
In a recent review of victimology, Fattah (1979) notes that it has
strongly affirmed its presence as an integral part of criminology.

It

has developed from a narrowly-focussed "victimology of the act" to a
"victimology of action".

Originally the study of specific crimes such

as homicide, rape and burglary.

Recently, however, it has become more

concerned with applied aspects of the field, such as the provision of
legal and welfare services for victims.

A number of factors, Fattah

maintains, have contributed to this development, not least the unmistakable swing to the right in North

American and European politics,

which has elevated the victim of crime to the centre of the conservative
debate on law and order.
Secondly, one of the effects of feminism and its many studies of
sexual and physical assault upon women, hasln1ghlighted the plight of
a previously unrecognised group of victims,
centres for their assistance.

an~

has also set up crisis·

Thirdly, there has been a general decline

in more traditional types of research in criminology, in favour of a
shift to applied researoh in criminal justice.

This shift has been

facilitated - particularly in the United States - by the

availabili~

new funds for research of a practical and evaluative nature •
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Fattah also contends that the past two decades. have seen a move
from a "static criminology" to a "dynamic victimology".

In the ' former

he includes the earlier stages of victimology for, he says, most
theories whether attempting to defind causation or association, offer
only static explanations.

Victim-centred research, like offender-centred

criminology, has tended to explain acts with reference to the characteristics of individuals, to the complete neglect of situe, tional factol,"s
in actualising or triggering criminal behaviour.
The study of victims, their relationships, interactions with the
victimisers, and other associational factors, in addition '.to their
characteristics, seemed to offer great promise for transforming etiological
criminology from the static, one- sided study of the qualities and
attributes of the offender into a dynamic, sit uational approach that views
criminal behaviour as the outcome of dynamic processes of interaction.
In a sense then, victimology offered the promise of integration, and a
multi-faceted approach to crime.

ThiS, Fattah concludes, remains a

largely unfulfilled promise.
Weis (1978) addresses this problem when he criticizes victimology's
lack of theoretical background.

The real problem is not, as most

authors stress, that the subject area has not been clearly defined, but
that the 'definitional debates have been conceived too narrowly.

It

'Science and study of victims' is
a . meaningless translation of this
ar:tificial Graeco-Latin compound
'victimology', as long as neither
the term victim nor the sources
and processes of becoming a victim
have been defined, nor the groups
or institutions have been i4entified that enjoy the definitional
power for labelling someone a
victim and for providing for the
consequences of such a label. "
(ibid P.182).

Weis, like Dadrian, is conscious of the fact that victimology has
operated within a narrow theoretical framework.

It has moved from the

dyadic : level of the offender-victim relationship towards some acknowledgement of the part played by the network of relationships and situatiohal (presumably immediate environmental) factors, but seems incapable
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of developing a theory of victimisation which
of structural and ideological factors.

inco~porates

the influence

Weis is in favour of a victimology

which goes beyond legalistic and commonsense definitions of victims, to
one which includes the study of the victims of wider social processes and
the normal functioning of social and economic arrangements, and he cites
the problem of pollution as a case in point.
We may see therefore that victimology is still undergoing continual
internal debates concerning its definition of itself, and its precise
relationship to criminology.

It is also engaged in an ongoing attempt

to define its area of study, and the central concept of 'victim'.

I

shall comment more fully on these developmental aspects in the conclusion
to this chapter; but, it is firstly necessary to trace the origins of
victimology and its orientations to date.

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Hans Von Hentig is usually cited as the founder of victimology,
and indeed his work has had a profound influence on the direction of
research.

In considering his w:d tings one is struck by the similarities

in the st,yle and content of his analysis to the 'criminal anthropology' ,
'social ecology' and 'moral physics' of an earlier age of criminology.
Humani~ is seen as composed of a number of different 'psychological types' ;

the social environment is seen as a sort of test tube in which the
'elements' exist in a set of inter-dependent relationships reminiscent
of those outlined by Park (.1936).

Furthermore, Hentig's analyses are

supported by anecdotal illustrations of 'cases', and by tables which
rest uncritically upon official statistics.

Nevertheless, these works

are informative at the conceptual level, and have provided a set of
statements which have been elaborated in empirical and theoretical .
victimology, and have proved particularly influential in the consideration
of violent and sexual victimisation.
ideas.

Let us now move on to his central

In one of his earliest statements he contends that • • •

"

We are want to regard crime as
an occurrence which falls upon
the victim without his aid or
co-operation. "
( 1 941 p .45) •
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In other words, criminologists have regarded the victim as a passive

and random target for the offender.

There are he says, many cases in

which this seems to be true, when there sometimes seems to be little
or no inter-action between offender and victim.

There are also cases

where the relations are "slight and general", as when one's possession
of money contributes to one's being robbed, or when "prettiness or
youth are contributing factors in criminal assaults" (ibid).

However,

in other cases we may observe Ita real mutuality", "a reciprocal
operation" at work.

"

When these elements meet, it is
likely that a novel compound is
set up in the world of human
relations, explosive and big
with ruinous conflicts • • •
There is probably a corresponding relation among beasts of
prey and preyed creatures in
the animal world. "
(ibid).

In Chapter

XII of his book The Criminal and his Victim (1948),

Hentig considers "the contribution of the victim to the genesis of
crime".

Using such phrases as "the duet frame of crime" and the "doer

- sufferer relationship", he outlines the problems of the neglect of
the victim role in criminology and also in the criminal la\,/s.

In most

crimes (i.e. in which there is are real, as opposed to "fictitious"
victims such as the state, order, and health) there are always two
partners: the perpetrator and the victim.
these relationships in mechanical terms.

The criminal codes conceive

A purse is snatched, bodily

harm is done • • •
It

Yet experience tells us that
• • • the relationships between
the perpetrator and victim are
much more intricate than the
rough distinctions of criminal
law. "

(1948 p.383).
The victim is crucial, in the eyes of the criminal law, in the.
process of definition of an act as a crime (for consent more often turns
an act into the opposite) but it does not rec9gnise that the "sociological and psychological quality of the situation may be completely
different" (p.384) and that, in these terms, the victim may assume the
role of a determinant.
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"

I maintain that many criminal
deeds are more indicative of
a subject-object relation than
of the perpetrator alone. There
is a defined mutuality of some
sort • • • In a sense the victim
shapes and molds the criminal."

(p.384).
This is a most important statement in two respects.

Firstly,

Von Hentig redefined the study of criminal acts in terms of a set of
interactions.

It is normally assumed that the victim plays no active

part in the process which leads to a crime being committed.

Criminology's

sole focus is upon the offender's prior motivations and the antecedent
circumstances which gave rise to them.

Von Hentig contended that a

criminal act was an outcome of a process which involved

~

sets of

motivations and related actions - those of the victim and those of the
perpetrator.

His contribution to the study of crime is therefore the

insight that victimisation is somehow dependent upon the victim's
physical behaviour, cognitive and perceptual orientations, and moreover
his or her personal characteristics; for these may serve to draw the
victimisation event towards them.
He refers to thirteen different 'types' - "general classes" of victims
and "psychological types".

These are the

~oung;

females; the old; the

mentally defective and deranged; immigrants, minorities and dull normals;
the depressed; the acquisitive; the wanton; the lonesome and heartbroken;
the tormentor; and blocked, exempted and fighting victims.

These are

categories of persons whose characteristics render them more likely to
victimisation - they are 'natural' victims. (op.cit.)

Thus, Hentig

lays the ground for a social psychology of the criminal act which invites
analysis and speculation going beyond the ambit of offender-centred
criminology.
There is a second respect in which his work extends the boundaries
of the study of criminal acts.

His contentions have implications for

the criminal law, especially in relation to traditional conceptions of
responsibility.

In Hentig's formulation the victim is also seen to

have some responsibility for the criminal outcomes of certain dynamic
inter-relationships.

Thus, early victimologists from Hentig onwards

continually challenged the predominant idea that the victim was
'innocent'.

As the criminal law recognises degrees of culpability in
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the offender, so victimologists argued for the recognition of degrees
of contributory 'guilt' on the part of victims.

This assertion became

enshrined in the concept of 'victim precipitation', which I will
examine belowo
Much of early victimology is concerned with the quest for classifications of types of victim.

Sometimes the typology is related to the

nature of the victimising offence, other attempts utilizes notion of
'psychological type'; some relate to the general and personal characteristics of the victims, others combine criteria.

Von Hentig as we have

seen, constructed a typology based upon the susceptibility of certain
categories of people to exploitation, or else who contributed to their
victimisation through their own folly.
Mendelsohn (1956, as cited in Schafer 1977.a.) classifies victims
according to their

culpabi~ity;

the "completely innocent victims;"

those with "minor guilt"; the victim who is equally guilty with the
offender, and the "voluntary victim"; "victims more guilty than the
offenders"; the "victim who is guilty alone"; the "simulating" or
"imaginary" victim.
Sellin and Wolfgang (1964) offer five categories of victimisation
"primary victimisation" where there is a personal or individual
victim, who is directly assaulted or injured, or who has property stolen;
"secondary victimisation" in which the 'victim' is a commercial establishment; "tertiary victimisation" which excludes the first two
categories, and refers to the victimisation of thecommunity at large,
public order, or the state; "mutual victimisation", in which the
participants engage in mutually consensual acts; and, "no victimisation",
by which the authors mean mainly juvenile acts such as

truancy~

."
Later attempts in this tradition include that of Fattah (1967 as
cited in Silverman 1974) who offers five victim categories : nonparticipating; latent or predisposed; provocative; participating; and
false, victims.

Sellin and \volfgang (1964 as cited in Silverman 1974)

also offer five categories : primary, secondary, tertiary, mutual
victimisation, and "no victimisation".

These are generally founded upon

the sociological and psychological traits of the victims.
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Silverman (1974) has surveyed and compared victim typologies in
the literature of victimology and offer criteria
typology should meet.

~hich

they feel a

It should be exhaustive; categories should be

mutually exclusive; it should be useful in empirical work regardless
of data which are available.

Hentig's categories are found to be

neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive, and the psychological types
do not lend themselves to most types of sociological data.
Mendelsohn's typology accordingly, utilizes the criterion of 'guilt',
a term which is not adequately defined.
victims only and fails to be exhaustive.

Further he deals with personal
Fat,tah's categories are

mutually exclusive but not exhaustive, and are only usable with crimes
against the person.

Of the four typologies reviewed, Silverman con-

siders only that offered by Sellin and Wolfgang as fitting all the
criteria proposed.

Although he offers a number of ways of modifying

this model, he claims that "the typology is a flexible instrument that
may be molded to specific research needs". (1974 p.63).
Finally, Schafer (1977a) offers his own typology which consists
of seven categories : unrelated victims; provocative, precipitative,
biologically weak, socially weak, self-victimising, and political
victims.

The author here tries to produce a typology which is in line

with Silverman's criteria, and there is an attempt to define the categories with precision.

However, Schafer'S main purpose in doing so

is to • • •
"

• • • assess the victim's
responsibility, this concept
may operationally cover the
pivotal issue in the criminal~ictim relationship that, after
all, is the critical of understanding and judging crime.
This typology is basedh'on the
idea of who is responsible for
what and to what extent •• 1 "
(ibid.p.45).

Thus, to use Schafer's own terms, and in line with his own debt
to Von Hentig the task of victimology is two-fold; to "understand" the
etiology of the victimisation event, and to "judge" the event from the
point of view of the apportionment of blame.
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The construction of typologies - either of victims or of victimisation - has become unfashionable in

contempor~y

victimology, and this

is linked I think, to the decline in the acceptability and use of the
concept of victim precipitation.

However, as I shall argue in my final

chapter there is no reason why carefully constructed typologies should
not aid us in a theory to explain the extent and distribution of
victimisation determined

s~ructurally

and ideologically, as well as

guiding us towards an understanding of victimisation at the situational
and inter-personal level of analysis.

• • • • • ••

••
•
••
Before moving on to examine victim precipitation - the concept

which emerged directly from this thinking - it would perhaps be useful
to offer some thoughts concerning the sociology of early victimologists'
knowledge.

\{hen one looks for the intellectual sources of their per-

spective, three formative trends emerge - positivism, psycho-analysis,
and Roman Law.·
We can confidently, I think, classify the founders of victimology
as positivists.

Their concern to establish a 'science of criminal-

victim relationships', is really an enlargement of the project of
positivistic criminology - to precisely detail the variables most closely
associated with criminal behaviour.

Their concern to add the behaviour

and characteristics of the victim into the general formula, seems to me
to be no more than a desire to establish the importance of missing
v~iables.

But, in so doing, early victimologists move towards acheiving

something which many criminologists have aspired towards, namely a
criminology which is multi - and inter - disciplinary.
Certainly, Von Hentig was steeped in a tradition of positivist
criminology - incoporating insights from biology, depth psychology; and
and ecological sociology - which seems an almost quaint throwback to the
nineteenth century Italian School.

The highly deterministic view of

human nature, and the notion of actors existing and interacting within a
milieu of numerous causative factors, leads to an almost exclusive
concentration upon the micro-level of the analysis of the origins of
discreet events - assaults, thefts, frauds, and so on.

Victimisation

is viewed as an almost inevitable feature of human relationships,
especially those relationships characterised by personal or social pathology,
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or else in which one or more partners is affected by the traits Combativeness or acquisitiveness.

One can, I think, detect a view of

human nature which is profoundly pessimistic, and in which the drive
towards exploitation is inherent.

This last point is perhaps explained by the fact that the middleEuropean intellectual tradition from which Von Hentig and very many of
the heirs to his perspective came, was considerably permeated by the
influence of psycho-analytic thought and the depth psychologies which
are derived from it.

In these theoretical traditions human nature has

an innate propensity for selfish and negative actions.

Also human

relationships are seen somewhat in terms of unconscious determinants
towards mutual exploitation, and even towards self-harm.

Actors relate

outside of any understanding of thepsycho-dynamics of these determinants.

Thus, in the psycho-analytic analysis of murder, the account

is often given in terms of the distorted nature of the victim-perpetrator
relationship, and the contribution made by the victim to his 'or her
fate.

The relationships are held to be complex, to operate mainly at

the intra-psychic level, and to require an analysis which goes beyond
the scope of sooiological observation and the classicist assumptions
of the criminal law.

A further point is that victimologists such as Von Hentig and
Schafer were both lawyers who received their training in Germany and
Hungary respectively.

Both countries had legal systems founded in

Roman Law, whose procedures are more inquisitorial than those -of legal
systems based on Anglo-Saxon law, and which also accord a more central
place to the victim in criminal proceedings and considerably more
oriented towards the principle of restitution.

This therefore means that consideration of the role of the victim
is crucial in deciding the sentence.

Also, the victim in Roman Law

systems continues to be conceived as an actual person with legally
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determined rights and claims, rather than an abstraction without rights,
as is the case in

Anglo~Saxon

systems.

In the light of this, it is

perhaps not surprising that European criminologists should have seen
the victim as a valid as well as crucial subject of study.
The two countries in which victimology has most flourished, the
United states and Israel, are those to which mid-European victimologists
emigrated and re-established their tradition.

The leading criminologist

Marvin \volfgang travelled the same route and came from the same background.

His work on homicide (1957; 1958), ~d on violence (Wolfgang

and Ferracutti 1967), as well as

that on the

me~urement

of crime

(Sellin and Wolfgang op.cit.), and his recent arguments for a victimcentred criminology (Wolfgang and Singer 1978), are all considerably
influenced by the intellectual tradition which I have just outlined.
Hermann Mannheim, who emigrated to England, was also of this tradition,
but disavowed the search for a separate victimology.

Even so, his

Comparative Criminology (1965) was the first British textbook to give
the subject lengthy and sympathetic treatment.

1.4.

The concept of victim precipitation

\.

A discipline such as victimology, whose concerns and subject matter
are so diverse, will naturally be. dealing with a large number of conceptual areas and problems.

Some of these concepts it shares with the

parent discipline - criminology, and with the other social sciences
and behavioural sciences.

But, new disciplines generate concepts of

their own, and in this section I want to survey literature which has
dealt with the concept of
As

Victim Precipitation.

noted above, early victimology was overwhelmingly concerned

with the criminal act as an outcome of dynamic interaction arid the
personal and situational variables therein.

Early victim typologies

were concerned to categorise participants in -crime in terms of their
'responsibility', or 'culpability'; in other words the 'blame' which
could be judged to attach to the actions of the victim in bringing
the outcome upon themselves, or the unwitting contribution they made
to the event.

Just as the criminal and civil law divides blame or

guilt into levels, as determined by the amount of 'intent' or 'negligence',
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so these writers were concerned to show that victims' behaviour and
characteristics could be instrumental in drawing the victimisation
event towards them. Sometimes victims were morally blameworthy
'in that they 'willed' their fate, or 'provoked' the offender, or became victims in their attempts to victimise others, or else did these
thingS unconsciously.
J-

Sometimes the element of moral blame was relatively

absent, but still the behaviour of the victim could be seen to have
contributed to the -act - for example they were in 'bad' districts after
dark, or they caused the offender to misunderstand their intentions;
equally, characteristics of the victims may have predisposed them to
greater risk - for example being young, female or black, and thus in
certain social environments being perceived as a deserving, easy or
weak targets, or else whose victimisation would not lead to difficult
consequences.
The term IIfunctional responsibility", which was coined by Schafer
(1968; 1977.a.) makes more explicitly clear the element of the attribution of blame, which is implicit in the over-lapping concept of
victim precipitation.

It is concerned with the victim's role and

"accountable linlr..s in the chain of causes" • • • • "often the victim's
negligence, precipitative action, or provocation contributes to the
genesis or performance of a crime" • • • "this is the victim's functional
responsibility" (1977.a. p.161.)

Schafer's arguments concerning the

"responsibility" of victims is couched in the terminology and style of
the perennial debate in theoretical criminology about the "responsibility"
of the offender.

(see Schafer 1977.b.; Glaser 1977).

One of the first empirical studies to utilize the concept of
victim precipitation was Wolfgang's (1957) study of factors in criminal
homicide in Philadelphia.

USing information from police files on-588

homicides, he designated 26%, or 150 homicides as victim precipitation
cases.

The definition of victim precipitation used in his study included

the following elements: the victim is a direct, positive precipitator
in the crime, his role in the homicide drama to be the first to use
physical force against the subsequent slayer, with a deadly weapon or
blow.
In some studies of homicide, the purpose of which is to contribute
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to the debate about the deterrent effect of capital punishment, the
concept of victim precipitation is often implicitly used when presenting
facts about the situational variables and relationships in homicides.
Thus, Morris and Blom-Cooper (1979 p.10.) estimate that in homicides
in' the U.K. in the period 1957-77, "family killings could be identified
definitely in between at least one-third and one-half of the

~otal"

with other close relationships within and without the family, between
offender and victim, contributing a further 10-15%.
Amir's studies of rape (1967; 1971) also utilized the victim
precipitation concept and defined it in the following way :

"

• • • those rape cases in which
the victims actually - or so it
was interpreted by the offender
- agreed to sexual relations but
retracted before the actual act
or did not resist strongly enough
when the suggestion was made by
the offenders. "

It also applies to situations in which • • •
"

• • • the victim enters vulnerable
situations charged with sexuality
especially when she used what
could be interpreted as indecent
language and gestures or makes
what could be taken as an
invitation to sexual relation. "
(1967 p.652).

More recently, Amir and a co-worker (Nelson and Amir 1975) studied
"hitch-hike victims of rape" and noted various victim precipitation
elements in the case of women hitch-hikers.

As

well as their being

perceived by potential offenders as persons of "loose morals", other

In ,82% of the rapes studied the
victim was hitch-hiking by herself. In 62% of cases she initiated the
precipitative factors also obtain.

con tact which lead to rape; in other v/ays the vi ctims often through
their deportment and attire, may have conveyed a particular image to
the offender.
Use of the victim precipitation concept and the considerable set
of normative and value assumptions underlying it, have come under
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criticism from numerous writers in criminology as well as from within
victimology itself (e.g. \'leis and Weis 1975) and especially from
feminists.

Clearly, those using the victim precipitation concept are

seen as "blaming the victim" in both explicit and implicit moral
senses.

Carol Smart (1976 p.107.) has revie\oJed and criticised various

studies and has been concerned to show "the presence and acceptance of
culturally based, common-sense understandings of • • • rape in
traditional criminological theories and perspectives" • • • and which
have overlooked the way in which sexual deviation may be interpreted

I·::

as mere extensions of cultural attitudes towards sexuality in general
and women in particular.
More stinging criticism of the victim precipitation concept and
of Amir's work in particular, comes from Clark and Lewis (1977) in
which they state

"

Amir's unquestioning acceptance
of the male perspective is not
unique; it is a \videspread
feature of a male- dominated
society. But when this
general bias is carried into
the social sciences, it becomes
an academic endorsement of the
rapist's point of View, and an
excuse for blaming rape upon the
victims."

i

(cited in Fattah 1979)
Implicit in the search for the precise characteristics of, and
inter-relations between, victim and offender is the desire to show that
victims generally initiate their own victimisation, implying that by
avoiding certain situations, some individuals can avoid victimisation.
(Franklin and Franklin 1976; Teevan 1979).

Ryan (1971) refers to ' the

phenomenon of "blaming the victim", not only of criminal harms, but
social harms such as poverty and disease, as part of a cultural assumption
that society (and God) is just, and that victims of all kinds 'bring '
down' their fates upon themselves.
Lynn Curtis (1974 pp.603-4) has analysed the records of police

departments in the U.S. on serious violent crime.

She concludes that

victim precipitation is not uncommon in homicide and aggravated assault,
less frequent in robbery, and least relevant in forcible rape.
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She

also argues that definitions of victim precipitation are somewhat constricted and contain limited scope for proper analysis of situations.

As one expands the sphere of conceptual relevance beyond situationally
circumscribed definitions and encompasses the moral demand-system of any
society or sub-group within it, other theoretical alternatives unfold.
Criminologists should be turning these concepts and assumptions insideout 0 What does victim precipitation mean, she asks, i f American blacks
- the oasualties of institutional raoism - pass their victim-identit,y
on to others through violenoe?

To the extent that these orimes encourage

further repression, whioh in turn leads to further violent orime as a
oontra-culturalmeasure, government repression might be seen as a
preoipitator also.

(p.603-4).

Curtis, in making these most important points, is somewhat unique
among oriminologists writing about victimisation.

She seeks - although

in an unelaborated way - to link together oriminal viotimisation with

what I refer to in Chapters II onwards as social viotimisationj those
harms which emanate from the normal social and economic relations of
capitalism.
Further detailed criticism of this ooncept and its use has come
from Silverman (1974.b.).

This author is concerned with the preCision

and utilit,y of victimological concepts.

Victim precipitation is a concept

oharged with the values and perceptions of those who apply it.

The

assumption 0f IIvictim responsibili t,y" is challenged in that the logical
extension of acoompanying arguments is that .the attraotive woman should
'dress-down' to avoid responsibility for being raped; equally, hov! do we
know that a man who is burgled is really not responSible for his victimisation - how many locks should he have before we absolve him from all
guilt?

The range of victim precipitation definitions has been wide and

no precise agreement on its meanings is possible on the basis of them.
With the exception of homicide, no operational definition has been used
(e.g. Wolfgang 1957)0
". • • the measures us ed in the
past have been highly unreliable f
from a methodological point of
view because they are highly
dependent on a researcher's interpretation rather than on fixed
criteria. "
(Silverman 1974.b. p.104)
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The author goes on to explicity critize what he sees as the
psychologism of the ooncept, in that its users almost seem to assume
the existence of a "victimisation wish", albeit of an unoonscious nature ..
But victimology is wrong in its insistence upon an exclusively victimoentre approach.

As he persuasively asserts :

"

The offender is the one who
really consciously or unconsciously interprets events
that are preoipitating. Thus
far in the researoh it has
been the researcher who has
been doing the interpretation
with little or no regard to
the offender's actual perception.

"

( ib id P.1 06) •
So then, he seems to be suggesting that victimology has turned
offender-centred positivistic criminology on its head only to produce
yet another partial and one-sided perspeotive.

There is clearly too

little research into offenders' perceptions in general in criminology
and almost no work in victimology on offenders' perceptions of victims.
Hermann Mannheim

(1965) has cited Sykes and Matza's (1957) work on

'techniques of neutralisation' as a useful work in this respeot; the
five techniques - denial of responsibilit.Y, denial of the victim,
condemnation of the condemners, and appeals to higher loyalties, are
seen as strategies for loosening the "moral bind of the law".
Other relevant work includes that of Landau

(1974) in which

he

examines violent offenders, property offenders, fraud and forgery
offenders, and sex offenders in relation to a number of questions relating
to their perceptions of the victim.
~_J'

Landau was interested to find out - the reasons given for committing
the offence; perceptions of suffering caused to the victim, to_himself,
and to the respective families; the offender's guilt feelings in contrast
to "blaming the victim"; and willingness to compensate the victim.

This

stud;y" of 104 offenders, interviewed while serving prison sentences in
three Israeli prisons, addressed a wide range of questions and produced
some quite detailed findings.

In summary, the author finds that violent

offenders in most cases admit causing suffering to the victim but perceive
the victim as in large measure responsible for the offence.

Property

offenders mostly claim that the victim was not caused suffering and perceive
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themselves as completely

guil~.

Fraud and forgery offenders maintain

perceptions similar to the latter group; finally, sex offenders mostly
deny causing suffering to victims, and tend to perceive victims as
totally or partially responsible for the offences.
Addressing himself to the victim precipitation question, Landau
claims that in the case of vi alent and sex offenoes his findings suggest
that, "in spite of the aotual contribution of the victim, in these
offenoes the offender finds himself in a state of strong self-concept
distress" (p.152).

The contention is that, on the basis of equi~ theory

in social psychology (in which it is assumed that one of the psychological
consequences of doing harm ~ self-concept distress), the derogation of
the victim leads to restored "psychological equity between themselves and
the victimll

(ibid) •

Finally, Silverman (1974) offers his own definition of victim precipitation, which inoorporates the notion of 'offender

"

preception'~

Victim precipitation occurs when
the offender's action in committing
or beginning to commit a crime is
imitated after and directly related
to, an action (be it physioal or
verbal, conscious or unconscious)
on the part of the victim. The
offender perceives the victim's behaviour as a facilitating aotion
(inoluding temptation, invitation)
to the commission of the crime.
The action of the victim might be
said to have triggered the offender's
behaviour. "
(ibid. p.107).

The crucial problem with attempts to reformulate the victim precipitation concept, I would argue, is that it is too exclusively eventcentred, in that the cause-effect relationships surrounding the event are
seen to emanate solely from within the viotim-offender interaction itself.
There is an urgent need to relate offenders' and victims' perceptions,
behaviours, and vocabularies of motive to wider issues, including socioeconomic relation (of class, gender, race and so on) and to ideological
.. factors such as the socially labelled characteristics of the victim and
the situation.

I shall return to this problem in my proposals for a

socialist victimology in the final chapter.
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A final aspect of the victim precipitation controversy - perhaps
its central problem is the question of the implied or sometimes explicitly
assumed 'responsibility' of the victim, in full or in part, for the
commission of criminal events.

We have here almost a mirror-image of the

perennial debates concerning the 'responsibility' of the offender.

In

his review of developments in theoretical victimology, Fattah has expressed
the view that much criticism of the concept is prompted by a failure to
grasp • • •

"

• • • the subtle distinction between
the behaviouristic concept of victim
precipitation as used in etiological
studies of crime for explanatory
purposes and the legalistic concept of
victim provocation used in criminal
courts for the sake of determining the
criminal responsibility of the accused
• • • "
(Fattah op.cit. p .201 ).

In other words, Fattah feels that such a distinction is necessary
and possible;

that issues of description and of moral judgement can be

held separately.

That such a propos"al can beer put forward seems on the

one hand to point to the continuing strength of the long-standing trend
in victimology towards originating a social psychology of victim-offender
relationships and criminal events, in which 'facts' and 'values' would
not overlap.

My own view is that the fact-value problem can no more

easily be overcome in victimology than in criminology or any of the other
social sciences.

This problem is associated with that of the relationship

of victimology, its theoretical orientation and practices, to dominant
ideologies, and this question must be resolved if victimology is to ever
transcend its presently static state.
There is therefore another sense in which Fattah's comments must be
approached;

namely, that there is as much a need for a fully developed

victimology to develop a theory of situational variables giving rise to
criminal harms as there is to develop a theory 'of their structural
origins.

This is a further point to which I shall return in the final

chapter.

"1.5.

Surveys of criminal victimisation
So far, I have given an overview of the development of theories and
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concepts in victimology.

However, on turning our attention to the total

~iterature

of this discipline, it becomes clear that by far the greater
proportion is given over to the discussion of the. various sample surveys
of victimisation, their methods, results, and to a limited extent the
implications of their findings for the· development of theory.

In Chapters

II and III below, I will be tracing the political and ideological origins
of these surveys, and in Chapter IV will be discussing their methodological
procedures and problems.

What I will offer here is a s ununary of findings

in terms of their contribution to knowledge of the extent and distribution
of criminal victimisation.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The use of sample surveys in the social sciences, aimed at covering
some hidden aspects of quantifiable social trends is not new; but, it
is only in the last two decades that this method has been used to
investigate various dimensions of' crime as a social problem.

This

omission has much to do with the sociology of knowledge in positivist
criminology, most especially the unquestioning usage of' judicial and
police statistics.

Although the earliest recorded survey took place in

Aarhus, Denmark in 1720, and there have been other small-scale surveys
in Britain, Europe, and the United States up to the early 1960 t s,
(Dussich 1978), large-scale surveys of' victimisation did not start to
be come widely used until the late 1 960 t s.
A significant turn of events came with' the publication in 1967 of
the Report of' the U.S. Presidentts Crime Commission.

The Commission

initiated the first national survey of' crime victimisation.

The

National Opinion Research Centre (NORC) of the Universi~ of Chicago,
surveyed 10,000 households containing 33,000 eligible persons, in order
to determine if any household member had been victimised, if the offence
had been reported to the police, as well as various attitudes and
perceptions concerning crime and policing. (Argana 1975).
surv~s

of selected high and medium crime

rat~

Further

areas of various American

cities followed, and the results indicated that the actual amount of
crime in the U.S.A. was much greater than that reported in the Uniform
Crime Reports (UCR) of the U.S. Police Departments, as collated by the
F .B.L since 1931 •

ip 1970 the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of
the U.S. Department of Justice began developing plans for a continuous
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I'
victimisation survey of household and businesses on a nation- wide scale.
Funds for this huge undertaking were made available under the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
The national surveys, and the surveys of large U.S. Cities, conducted
since 1973, are collectively known as the National Crime Survey (NCS).
The national survey is updated each year and the summary results for
1981 were published recently (U. S. Department of Justice 1983a), and

include estimations of national victimisation rates based on a survey
126,000 people in 60,000 households.

The focus of the national survey

is now entirely upon personal and household victimisation.

The

National Crime Panel has conducted two major surveys of large U.S. cities,
Criminal Victimisation Surveys in Thirteen American Cities ( U.S. Department of Justice 1975) and Criminal Victimisation Surveys in Eight
American Cities (U.S. Department of Justice 1976).

The latter has been

extensively summarised and analysed by Hindelang (1976) and by Hindelang
et ale (1978).

Four further NCS reports worthy of note are a study of

crimes against persons in urban, suburban and rural areas; a study of
rape victimisation in twenty-six cities; a study of losses from household
burglarie~; a stu~ of violence among friends and relatives.

Department of Justice 1979a; 1979bj 1979c; 198Ob).

(U.S.

The extent of the

material disseminated by the U.S. Department of Justice, confirm that
victimisation surveys are a major

indust~

with a budget of millions of

dollars per annum, and employing thousands of people.
More recently, the Bureau of Justice Statistics of the U.S.Department
of Justice, has published a number of periodic reports on selected
aspects of the problem of criminal victimisation drawn from the National
Crime Survey results.

These include Violent Crime By Strangers (1982),

Households Touched by Crime 1983 (1984.a.), and The Economic Cost of
Crime to Victims (1984.b.).
Major surveys have also been conducted in Canada - the ongoing
Canadian Urban Victimisation Survey (Minist~ of the Solicitor General
1983; 1984) - in which ~ ,000 people in seven cities are interviewed on
an annual basis.
In Britain, the Home Office now conducts a national victimisation
survey, known as the British Crime Survey (BCS) at about two-year
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intervals (Hough and Mayhew 1 983; 1 985) •

Following on the American

pattern reports on selected topics and drawing on the main survey data
are now published at regular intervals, including Victims of Crime:
the dimensions of risk (Gottfredson 1984), and Fear of Crime in England
and Wales (Maxfield 1984).

There has also been a trend towards surveys

of victimisation in selected urban areas; these include the Midlands
Crime Survey (Farrington and Dowds 1983), the Merseyside Crime Survey
(Kinsey 1984), and the survey being conducted in the London Borough ef
Islington (Maclean 1984).

There have also been a number of small-scale

surveys of violence against women (Hanmer and Saunders 1984) and rape
(Hall 1985), and racial harrassment (Home Office 1981; Greater London
Council Police Committee 1984).
A massive amount of empirical data on criminal victimisation is
therefore available to victimologists - more to date, according to one
commentator, than could adequately be analysed by the entire criminological community wi thin the nex t decade (Sparks 1 981 ).

It is mos t

certainly true that efforts in the direction of these surveys have been
made disproportionately to, and at the expense of, qualitative work on
victimisation and theoretical work.

It is also the case that the

availability of this data is not being used in the main, to inform the
development of victim services or theories of victimisation.

However,

the rather abstractly empirical nature of much work on victimisation,
has generated important findings which throw light upon victimisation
as a social phenomenon and which highlight some important areas for
further quantitative and qualitative research.
• • • • • • • • ••

••••

In general, surveys of victimisation are aimed at establishing
the following facts about crime within given national or local .
popul~tion

areas, by the administration of a questionnaire in face-to-

face situations or by telephone, to a stratified sample of persons or
household.

On the basis of the results, calculations are made in

order to arrive at estimates for the population area as a whole.

The

central problematic which is addressed is the 'dark figure' of unreported
crime.

It is possible to arrive at an estimate for the 'true extent'

of crime, by offence, where previous ly the only information had be en
available in compilations of statistics of 'crimes known to the police'.
Thus, the uncovering of unreported crime also raises questions as to
the various situational factors, attitudes and perceptions associated
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with the reporting and non-reporting behaviour of yictims.
Such surveys are also aimed at establishing various personal and
situational factors which correlate highly with the risk of criminal
victimisation, such as class, income, age, race, gender, housing t,ype,
and behaviour patterns.

They also seek out public perceptions of the

extent and seriousness of crime, the risk and fear of victimisation,
as well as perceptions of police performance and experiences of policing
methods.

They also may be used to determine the economic, psychological,

behavioural and attitudinal impact of crime and the fear of crime, as
well as the needs of victims.

In the case of personal crimes - mainly

of an assaultive t,ype - there may be an attempt to establish the
characteristics of the offender as well as the nature of the victimoffender relationship.
The NORC sUrvey, conducted for the U.S. President's Crime Commission
(Ennis 1967a; 1967b) inoorporated most of the above elements and set the
pattern for the more elaborate design of the National Crime Survey (NCS)
and the subsequent British Crime Survey.

Among its findings were that

almost 20% of households surveyed were victimised at least once during
the target year of 1964.

In general there was found to be twice as

much major crime reported by survey victims than appeared in UCR figures
for that year, higher rates being shown for all offences except homicide
and auto-theft.

Discrepancies between survey and UCR figures ranged

from four times greater for rape, to little or no difference in the case
of some minor offences.
victimisations.

Property crimes accounted for 95% of reported

Estimates were made of the monetary loss involved in

property crimes (at 1965 figures) and also found that white victims had
a lower median loss than black victims.

Central cities produce more

violent crime than non-metropolitan communities; suburban respondents
reported more theft and vandalism.

As one moves from cit,y centre, through

suburban to smaller towns and rural areas, crime rates decline, but much
more drastically for crimes against the person 'than property crimes.
Metropolitan centres have a five times greater reporting rate for violent
crime than other areas, two-times greater for property crimes.

40%

of serious assaults took place in victim's homes;

43.%

About

of all serious

crimes against persons are committed by someone familiar to the victim.
At all levels of income, blacks had higher rates of victimisation
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for serious crimes against the person than whites •. For whites, burglary
rates decline as income rises, but car thefts and larcenies rise.

For

blacks, trends seem to mirror those of whites, except that burglaries
rise with
...........

income (reflecting perhaps the residential segregation of

middle-class blacks).

For minor crimes the survey found strong evidence

of under-reporting of victimisation by blacks (perhaps reflecting subcultural differences in definition of events as crimes and distrust of
the police).

In the ~ income groups blacks were more likely than

whites to be victims of serious crimes against the person.

In higher

income groups blacks were slightly more likely to be victims of serious
assaults and much more

like~

to suffer property loss.

/

The findings of the NCS have tended to confirm the patterns found
in the NORC survey, but have added new detail as well as broadening
the scope of knowledge.

In the report for 1981, it is estimated that

41 .5 million victimisations were incurred by individuals across the
United States.

Rape, robberyoand assault made up 16% of these, whereas

thefts of personal or household property made up 63%, the remaining 21%
included motor vehicle thefts and residential burglaries.

The victim-

isation rate, per 1000 population age 12 and over, were for violent
crimes 35, for thefts - 85, for household crime - 121 per 1000 household.
(U.S. Department of Justice 1984a p.3).
Some interesting data is avilable for changes in victimisation
rates in the years covered by the NCS.

For instance, in the period

1973-1981, the rate for violent crime increased by 9%, that for personal
theft declined by 7%, and for crimes against household the rate also
fell.

The interesting aspect of these figures lies in the comparison

with the police statistics (UCR).

For 1971-81, total serious crime

recorded by the police increased by 39%; violent offences increased by
44% (U.S. Department Of Justice 1984b. p.9).
Although there are serious problems of overall comparability in
that NCS and UCR measure different offences - for example NCS does not
measure crimes against businesses or homicides - it is notable that for
personal crimes such as assault the NCS shows an

8%

increase (1973-81),

whilst the UCR (1971-81) show an increase of 57%; for rape the NCS shows
no increase at all whilst the UCR show a 74% increase!
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(ibid).

These findings have exceptionally highlighted. the central role of
victims and witnesses in the functioning of the criminal justice system,
for the relatively low rate at which crime is reported to the police
accounts for much of the discrepancy in comparable NCS-UCR rates.
although the UCR show much greater

~

For,

of increase in crime, the NCS

shows a much greater volume of personal and household victimisation.
In general, slightly less than half of all victimisations reported to
NCS interviewers, had not been reported to the police.
The reporting rates vary by type of crime and the sex and age of
the victim.

In 1981, the rate for reporting to the police was higher

for violent crimes - 47'fo, than for crimes of theft - 2710.

Female

victims were more likely to report violent crimes than males - 5~ as
opposed to

44%.

Older victims were more likely to report than younger

victims for all types of crime.

There did not however, seem to be

~

variation in the reporting rates for violent offences on lines of race.
The higher income groups also had a higher reporting rate for
household crimes, than the lower income groups, and homeowners were
more likely to report household crimes than renters.

Lastly, roughly

half of all crimes by strangers and non-strangers were reported and

44%

49%

respectively.

The reasons given for non-reporting var,y by the type of crime,
but three types of answer - that the matter was "private" or "personal",
that "nothing could be done", that the matter was "not important enough",
tend to predominate over answers such as "fear of reprisal", and" too
inconvenient".

Confusingly, the category "all other reasons" has a

higher response rate than the answers just mentioned.

(ibid.pp.24-25).

The original Crime Commission surveys showed for the first time
that criminal victimisation was unevely distributed across sub-groups of
the population, and indeed most subsequent surveys have confirmed this
feature of crime as a social problem.

The NCS data have consistently

shown that the victims of crime are more often men than women, that
younger people are more

l~y

than older people to be victims, that

blacks are more likely to be victims of violent crime than members of
other racial groups, that violent crime rates are higher for lower
income people, and that theft rates are highest for people with low
annual incomes - under 3000 dollars, and for those with high incomes
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25,000 dollars .
One of the most interesting findings relates to racial differences
in rates for violent crime.

For instance, blacks have a rate of 17 per

1000 population whilst that for Hispanics is 12, and that for whites
only 6.

Other racial groups, including Asians and American Indians

have a rate of 10 per 1000.

Blacks and Hispanics also have higher rates

for residential burglary (134 and 1 (4) compared with 83 for white
households.

(ibid p.20) .

Furthermore, it is found that the residents of larger cities have
higher rates than those of suburbs or rural areas; the victimisation
rate increased with the size of the city's population .

Unemployed

persons and those at school have higher rates of victimisation than
retired, house- keeping, employed persons, or those unable to work.
Lastly, the rates for violent and property crimes increase steadily as
persons' number of years in formal educa,tion increases .

(ibid. p .19).

On tlilis last point, it is suspected that an "education effect" is

operant in interviewees' perceptions or recall of events and which leads
to those with lower levels of education reporting less to survey interviewers.

(Sparks 1982).

In fact, many of the findings of the NCS and other surveys may well
be effected by a host of biases and other methodological problems .

Thes e

will be discussed in full in Chapter IV.
Another important finding of the NCS, deals with the relationship
between victims and offenqers.

In terms of race, it is found that 72%

of the violent crimes against whites were committed by whites, and that
~% of violent crimes against blacks were committed by blacks.

violent victimisation is markedly intra- racial in character.

Thus ,
Other

findings relate to victimisation by strangers and non- strangers.
During 1973- 79 men were victimised by violent strangers at an annual
rate of 29 per 1000, whereas the rate for women was 11 per 1000.

Blacks

were almost twice as likely as whites to be robbed by strangers.

The

overall chance of becoming a victim of violent crime by strangers decreases with age, although the rate for robbery does not decline as fast
as that for assault.

It has often been observed that the fact that

older people are often unable to go outside their homes, or else delib -
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erately restrict their activities because of their. fear of crime,
'artificially' lowers their rate for street crime, and that the risk
of robbery· for those who remain active, is the same as that for those
in other age

groups~

Detailed analysis of British Crime Survey results

has, however, shown that those elderly people who do go out frequently,
are still less frequently· victimised.

(Clarke et.al.1985) •

./ -

Women are much more vulnerable to assaults by acquaintances and
relatives than are men.

Two-thirds of all assaults on divorced or

separated women were committed by non-strangers.
on women who had never been married, and
women were committed by non-strangers.

40%

Half of all assaults

of assaults on married

More than half of all assaults

on women, but only a third of those on men were committed by nonstrangers.

(ibid. p.21).

The report· of the first British Crime Survey (BCS) was published
in 1983; this dealt with the year 1981, and used a sample of 11,000
people in England and Wales, and 5000 in Scotland.

A second survey

was conducted in early 1 984 relating to 1 983; this was based on a
sample of 11 ,000 in England and Wales only.

(Hough and Mayhew 1 983 ;

1985) •
The BCS has confirmed the findings of previous surveys, particularly
the NCS, with regard to the "dark figure", the uneven distribution of
victimisation, and various aspects of victims' reporting and nonreporting behaviour.

The first survey found, on the basis of its

estimates, there to be about 6 million incidents of theft,

2t

million

incidents of criminal damage, half a million incidents involving some
sort of violence, a further 1 t million incidents of common as saul t,
and about a million incidents involving threatening behaviour. "(Hough
and Mayhew 1983 p.7).

For those offences for which comparison·with the

Criminal Statistics for 1981 was possible, the survey found a considerably
greater number of incidents than those recorded by the police.

The

survey indicated twice as many burglaries as were recorded, almost five
times as much wounding, twelve times as much theft from the person,
and thirteen times as much criminal damage.
Taking crimes of violence together (sexual offences, wounding, and
robbery) there were about five times as many incidents as were recorded.
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The overall ratio of incidents of personal and household crimes to those
recorded was one in four.

(ibid. P.10).

The rate at which crimes were reported to the police varied with
the offence; the rate for motor vehicle theft was 95%, whereas that
for burglary was 66%, vandalism 22%.

In all the reporting rate for

household offences was just under 5Cf%,.
rate for robbe~ was

47.%,

Wi thin personal offences, the

but for sexual offences only 28%.

There was

an overall reporting rate for personal offences of just over 36%.
(ibid. P.11).

In the second report, the overall reporting rate, for all

personal and household offences as

38%.

Interestingly, the BCS has checked a proportion of those incidents
reported to its interviewers

as having been notified to the police,

and has found a marked discrepancy between crimes reported and those
recorded by the police as crimes.

Only about two-thirds of reported

propert.y crimes, for instance, were recorded by the police.

Also,

many reported offences do not end up being recorded in the offence
categories suggested by the victims' descriptions to the BCS.
and Mayhew 1985 P.11).

(Hough

Thus the BCS has highlighted an additional area

of police practice which contributes to the unreliability of official
crime statistics.
The completion of two British surveys, permits the tentative
comparison of 1981 to 1983 figures, and further between the percentage
changes found for selected offence types and the percentage changes for
the identical period, found in police statistics.
Table 1.

Offences in England and Wales 1981.1983 i a comparison between
BCS and notifiable offences recorded by the police.

%change

1 981 -83
based on BCS
estimates

Vandalism
Theft from a motor vehicle
Burgl~ in a dwelling
Theft of a motor vehicle
Bicycle theft
Theft in a dwelling
Theft from person/robbe~

(Source

+ 9
+ 7
+ 21

%chailge
recorded
offences
+15
+ 12

+24

9

2
+ 13
+ 3
- 1

+10

+ 12

+ 34
+ 2
+

Hough and Mayhew 1985; derived from Table 2 p .15).
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in

Clearly, reliable comparisons between changes·BCS and police
figures will not be possible until the survey has been completed for
more annual periods.

In which case the BCS might move towards being a

more accurate indicator of the extent of crime and of overall changes
and between offence groups.
The report of the second survey deals in some detail with the
decision on the part of victims, to report offences to the police.
Victims who did not notify the police most often gave as their reason
the triviality of the incident (55%).

In 16% of cases victims felt that

the police would be unable to do anything, and in 1 Cffo of cases the
matter was felt to be not one for the police.

These are in line with

survey results from other countries. (ibid. p.19).

In victims'

decisions to notify the police of offences, the reasons given were
balanced between personal gain and the felt obligation to report.

Over-

all, the most important factor influencing victims' decisions either
way, was the perceived seriousness of the offence.

However, many

offences perceived as serious do go unreported, and many reported crimes
were not rated as serious.
Additionally, people from non-manual household were more inclined
to report property crimes to the police, and older people, the well
educated, and those with favourable attitudes to the police were more
likely to report.

(ibid. pp.23-25).-

Some interesting, though not unexpected results emerge concerning
the distribution of the risk of victimisation.

These tend to confirm

the trends found in the NCS, that the risk of personal victimisation
decreased with age and that men are more often victims than

wom~n.

Household victimisation is highly associated with housing type and
location.

The risks of burglary, for instance, are much higher in the

inner city, and higher for flats than houses, and for local authority
properties than for those which are owner-occupied.

However, in marked

contrast to the NCS, the first BCS found no tendency for burglary rates
to be associated with the victims' social class.

(Hough and Mayhew 1983

P.1 9) •

With regard to robbery, risk was found to be associated with
residence in the inner city.

There were twice as many victims aged
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under 45 as over, and twice as many male victims than female.

For

theft from the person, the same associations held except for gender most victims were females who experienced the attempted or successful
snatching of their hand-bags.

(ibid p.17).

The victims of assaults were disproportionately males under 30
years of age.

Other associated factors were being single, widowed,

or divorced, spending several evening a week out, drinking heaviley
and being involved in the assault of others.

Some relationships between

assault victims and their assailants were also found.

Victims knew

their assailants in a third of cases and were "husbands, relative, lovers
or ex-lovers" in a siXth of cases.

(ibid pp.20-21).

A further finding of both the American and British surveys concerns
the phenomenon of tmulitple victimisation'.

The distribution of victim-

isation in any chosen sample is skewed dramatically.

Most respondents

report no incidents at all, a few report one, and a very small number
report several.

Therefore expressions of average victimisation rates will

be inflated by the repetitive victimisation of a few.

In the first BCS

data, 68% of respondents reported no victimisations, nearly 18% reported
one, and just over ~ reported six or more incidents (Gottfredson op.cit.
p.41 ).
This phenomenon further adds to the problem of the unequal distribution of victimisation between different sections of the population.
Not only is it the case that victimisation rates vary according to age,
social class, gender, race and area of residence, but also rates vary
within those categories.

This fact has an important bearing upon the

disucssion of the fear of crime, and the impact of crime, with which I
will deal below.
Another notable British survey, is that carried out in 1980-82 by
the Policy Studies Institute (PSI), the relati0nships between the
Metropolitan Police and the public in London.

The findings are based

on a sample of 2,420 people, and include data on experiences of victimisations.

In all 27.% said that they had been the victims of one or

more crime in the previous twelve months.

For instant 6% had been

burgled, 6% had had a vehicle stole, 10% had suffered some kind of
personal theft, 8% criminal damage, and 4% had been attacked or
assaulted

(Smith and Gray 1985 p.52). Experience with victimisation
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was higher for men (32,10) than for women

(24%).

Also, the rate was

highest among those aged 20-24, closely followed by those aged 25-44,
with the lowest rate being for those aged 60 years and over.

The rate

is also substantially higher among males aged 15-19.
The rate was found to be lower for Asians than for other ethhic
groups, but about the same for white people, West Indians, and other
non-whites.

However, among the age groups 15-24, and 25-44, the rate

for whites is higher than that for West Indians.

Within each ethnic group,

the rate is higher for men than for women, and this difference is
particularly marked in the Asian group.
Rates of victimisation are much higher in inner

ci~

areas than

in outer London, and this contrast is especially marked for West

Indians.

Also, there is no evidence to support the idea that white

people living in areas of high ethnic concentration are more likely to
be the victims of crime in general, even though they are more likely
than whites in other areas to be the victims of theft from the person.
In contrast to this, however, a higher proportion of West Indians than
whites are theviotims of this orime.

(ibid. pp.55-56).

The survey found a strong and oonsistenttendency for the rate of
victimisation to be higher in the upper than in the lower sooio eoonomic
groups; this is particularly striking with regard to damage to property,
and the rates for crimes against the person and are roughly similar.
However, among unemployed persons the rates for burglary, theft from
the person and physical attack, are higher than for persons in full time
employment.

(ibid. p.57-58).

About 52,10 of victimisations mentioned had been reported to "the'
police.

There were no differences in the reporting rates of ethnio groups

in the survey.

Even though West Indians were shovrn to have less con-

fidenoe in the polioe, they were as likely as other groups to call them
when viotimised.

Older people were about twioe as likely as younger

ones to report inoidents; young West Indians were as likely as young
whites to report, although eaoh reported only about

3710

of inoidents •

. (ibid .. p.70).
In addition to the BCS and the PSI survey of Londoners, there have
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been two local victimisation surveys completed in Britain in the past
few years.

For the Midlands Crime Survey, about 3000 people aged 16

or over were interviewed - 1000 each in Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire
and Staffordshire.

One aim, in addition to gaining the usual categories

of information central to such surveys, was to explain the higher rate
of crime in Nottinghamshire in comparison to the two other counties.
(Farrington andDowds op.cit.).

The methodology and findings of this

survey will be discussed in Chapter IV below.
The first report of the Merseyside Crime Survey (MCS) was published
in 1984.

This relates to the year August 1983 to July 1984, and was

based on a sample of 3,500 people, living in five districts of the county
chosen for their dissimilarity in terms of social composition, housing
t,ype, and social problems.

(Kinsey op.cit.).

The survey was designed

to allow some comparability of the data with police statistics, as well
as with that the first BCS.

The findings in relation to the estimated

extent of crime in Merseyside showed that, for personal crimes the rates
were not significantly higher than for other urban areas of England and
Wales.

For 1981, the BCS had shown rates, per 1000 population, of 4.2

robberies and 9.8 wotmdings;

the rates for M:erseyside for 1983-84 were

higher for robbery (6.00 per1000), but lower for woundings (9.4 per
1000).

There were, however, significant differences in relation to

household crimes, Merseyside having substantially higher rates for
burglary (126.9 vs 41.0' per 1000), and for other household theft (116.5
VB

83.5 per 1000), as well as for vandalism (266.9 vs 149.4 per 1000).
There were also interesting findings with regard to the recording

of offences by the police.

The average rate for the police recording

personal crimes was higher in Merseyside than in England and Wales
generally - almost 2~ compared with

14%.

For household offences the

average rates were identical.
Comparisons were also made between the M CS and BCS rates of
reporting of offences by victims.

The average rate for all personal

crimes were 41% in Merseyside, and 39% in England and Wales as a whole.
Within those figures however, is concealed a significant difference in
the respective rates for the reporting of robbery - 7~ in the MCS, as
opposed to 47% in the BCS.

The overall rates for all household crimes

were only slightly higher in Merseyside (5~ vs. 49%).
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Whereas about

32.%

of BCS respondents reported at least one

incident of victimisation to interviewers, ~ did so in Merseyside.
When these .were analysed for the characteristics of the victims, a
similar pattern emerges to that in previous surveys.

Men under 30

years were most at risk, and women over 50 years were least so.

Violent

personal victimisation was heavily concentrated among younger men.
The results of the MCS also allow comparison of victimisation
rates between different residential areas of the
the highest rates

coun~.

In general

both of single and multiple incidents, were suffered

by residents of rooming-house districts

(57%),

and those districts with

a very high proportion of the population living in the poorest local
authority accommodation (45%).
suburban area (34%).

The lowest rates were for an affluent

Inter-area dif'ferences in the rate for burglary

~d attempts, was particularly marked, with a contrast of 2~ reporting
this offence in one poorer area, in comparison to 3% in another more
affluent area. (ibid. pp.246).
A notable feature of the MCS as a victimisation study, is the
attention which it pays to public experiences and perceptions of policing.
It found that a

majori~

of calls from the public on police time are

related to crime-related or 'public order t
calls' regarding other issues.

,

rather than being 'service

This is in contrast to the findings of

the !,CS, which showed service calls to far outnumber others.

About one

half of respondents who initiated contact with the police said they were
"very satisfiedu with the way the officer treated them, nearly a quarter
said they were "a bit dissatisfied" or "very dissatisfied".
varied across

~pes

Results

of area, with residents of council estates more often

expressing dissatisfaction at the way in which 999 calls were handled,
than residents of more affluent areas.

Of victims who reported offences,

one in four expressed some- dissatisfaction, but 31 %said they were "very
dissatisfied".

The main reasons given for dissatisfaction were "inaction

of failure to help" (45%), and "poor follow-up" (18%).

A "bad atti tude It

on the part of the officer was mentioned by 11% of respondents.

(ibid.

p.26-29).
Findings concerning public perceptions of policing included that
a quarter of respondents felt that the police "did not have a good
understanding of the problems of the area", whereas more than half
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thought they did.

However, there were significantly more people in

poorer areas who felt there was a lack of police understanding than
in more affluent areas;

men under the age of 30 years were in general

those most likely to respond negatively, with men and women over 50
years responding most positively (ibid. p.35).

On public perceptions

of policing priorities and operational styles, it was found that
there were a large majori~ (79%) in favour of an increase in the
number of foot patrols.

Desire for more foot patrols increased with

the level of anxiety about crime and its perceived prevalence. (ibid.p.37).
A majority of respondents throught that

priori~

should be given

to policing tasks which were directly related to crime - immediate
emergency response, crime investigation, and deterrent presence on the
streets.

Also, it was generally felt that the police should give

priority to offences such as street robbery, sexual assaults on women,
burglary, hard drug abuse, and drunk driving, in contrast to offences
such as prostitution and shoplifting.

(ibid.p.46).

These types of findings are important, for it is known that the
rate at which crimes are reported to the police is affected by specific
experiences of policing.

The speed police respond to calls for assistance

is partioularly important with regard to the subsequent reporting behaviour of victims and witnesses.
1 .6.

The fear and impaot of viotimisation
Since their inception, victimisation surveys have, in addition to

the types of information on experienoes with crime, sought to discover
the attitudes and perceptions of respondents in relation to crime, policing
and a range of criminal justice issues.
priori~

One of the issues given some

is that of the different levels of the "fear of crime!', within

populations, especially as these levels compare with the differential
risks of victimisation.

One of the most Common observations and con-

clusions based on survey data, has been that those who have most fear of
crime are those whose statistical chances of falling victim to it are
smallest.

Thus, it has been commonly asserted that although women and

older people have the lowest rates for all types of victimisation, their
level of fear is highest.

Conversely, males and younger people, who have

the highest rates of victimisation (especially for violent personal
crimes) are those whom surveys consistently find to be least fearful.
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other findings on the fear-risk issue include the conclusion, from
the American' NCB, that fear of being out alone at night in one's
neighbourhood is positively correlated with rates of personal robbery
when cities are the unit of analysis, but that this relationship does
not hold up well for crimes such as assault, burglary, and theft.
The strongest predictor of fear of crime in numerous studies is gender
- women are consistently more fearful than men; this is followed by
age, with the fearfulness of older persons dramatically increasing at
age 60 years and above. (Baumer 1978)0
The fear of crime is also shown to be a predominantly urban
phenomenon.

In the first BCS report, the following table is produced,

showing fears for personal safety "walking alone in this area after
dark. II

Table 2.

Fears for personal safetz b:x: age, sex and az:ea
feeling "very unsafe"o
Inner cities

MEN
-16-30

31-60

3
11

61

27

+
WOMEN

Other large
city areas

pe.J:~

Other
areas

1

1

3
12

1
6

16-30

28

18

11

31-60

21

+

38
60

13
29

Source

Hough and Mayhew 1983 Table 4 p.23.

61

41

These results are confirmation of the tendency for women to
express much more fear for personal safety than men, for older persons
to be more afraid than younger persons

and for fear to increase across

the dimensions of age and gender are we move from rural to suburban and
on to urban areas, with fear being especially high in the inner city.
Until recently surveys have looked at fear of crime solely in terms
of fearfulness generated by going out at night after dark.

More recently,

in the second BCS and in the MCS, questions have related to how safe
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people feel in their own homes and als 0 about whether, when they are out,
they fear their homes will be burgled.
Muoh of the debate surrounding the "fear of crime" issue, has
previously centred on the trationality' or 'irrationalit,y' of levels of
fear in

relat~on

to objective levels of risk.

Thus it is often glibly

assumed that the high levels of fearfulness of women and older'people,
and sometimes of people living in low crime rate areas, are irrational
in that their personal estimations of risk of victimisation are faulty,
or that their fear is disproportionate to the risks.
The method used in the report of the first BCS, of expressing risk
in terms of average ohanoes of viotimisation over time, is a case in
point.

We are told that :

"

• • • a tstatistioally average'
person aged 16 or over can
expeot a robbe~ every five
centuries • • • an assault resulting in injur,y onoe every
centur,y • • a burglary in the
home onoe eve~ 40 years. "
(Hough and Mayhew 1 983 p.1 5) •

Although the authors acknowledge the artificiality of such
presentations, the notions of 'average risk' and 'rational calculation
of risk t and 'proportionate anxiety' run deep in the discussion of the
fear of crime.

Left-wing writers seeking to minimise the risks of

personal orime and believing much fear to be irrational, have often
recoursed to this type of argument (c.f. Harman 1982; and Chapter V
below).

The device m~ be oompared to the 'gee-whiz' orime rate graphs

of the popular press and the F.B.I.'s orime olocks which present orimes
as oocurring, for example, "every
opposite goal.

1t minutes",

which have a precisely

(see Clark 1970).

Certain authors have questioned the unspoken assumptions of the
fear of orime debate, and have sought to clarif,y preoisely what 'fear t
entails and to broaden the conceptual framework in order to make sense
of 'fear' in terms of other aspeots of the sooial environment and
personal existence.

Garofalo and Laub (1978) ask the question:
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"

Is 'fear of crime' simply the
fear of crime? By this we
mean : Does what researchers
and theorists have been measuring and conceptualising as the
fear of crime have a simple
correspondence with immediate
citizen fears about being personally victimised in specific
types of criminal act? "
(p. 243.)

They find for the following reasons, that the answer is a negative one.

Firstly, surveys have found that respondents - even the

residents of quite high crime rate areas - believe that crime is
worse elsewhere, either in the country as a whole or in other nieghbourhoods, than in their own localities. If attitudes called the
'fear of crime' stemmed from actual fear about victimisation, the
authors say, one would expect the threat of crime to be perceived as
immediate rather than distant or abstract.

Secondly, city residents

appear to be more afraid of the threat from strangers to the neighbourhood rather than their fellow residents, from whom they are likely
to be most at risk.
In the report of the second BCS we find the following information

on fear of personal and burglary offences :
Table 3.

Worry about burglary, mugging and rape, by age and sex:
percent feeling "very worried".
Being Burgled

Being Mugged

16 - 30

18

31 - 60
61 +
WOMEN

18

13
10

Not asked

17

14

Not asked

28

29
27
28

Being Raped

MEN

16 - 30
31 - 60
61 +
Source :

27
26

Not asked

41
28
21

Hough and Mayhew 1985 : adapted from Table 7 p.35.
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These results do not show (with the exception of rape) the pronounced age-effect found in Table 2, above, and in other surveys.

They

do however underline quite high levels of fearfulness as expressed in
answer to survey questions.
The MCS also found quite high levels of expressed "anxiety" about
crime.

It was found that 39% of respondents "worried a lot" about crime

in general; 35% worried a lot about burglary and vandalism to the home,
and 22% worried a lot about street crime - robbery or assault by strangers.
The greatest levels of anxiety about steet and household crime were expressed by those living in council estates and inner-city areas.

Women

expressed far higher levels of anxiety than men, older people were more
worried than younger people, (Kinsey 1984 p.17-24).
Writers have also noted that the fear of crime generally gives rise
to two types of behavioural response - avoidance and personal precautions
aimed at protecting oneself from crimes against the person, and protection
measures aimed at protecting one's home and property.

In the first BCS,

Gottfredson found the tendency for avoidance behaviours, especially
refraining from going out alone at night, .to be strongly related to
expressions of personal fear, and for the taking of special property protection measures to be strongly related to expressed fears of burglary.
(op.cit. pp.29-34).

In Merseyside, Kinsey found that nearly half (46%)

of women aged 50 years and over, said they always avoided going out at
night. (op.cit. p.23).

In the PSI report (Smith and Gray op.cit. pp.28-34) about 47% said
they sometimes feared for their safety when out after dark, and 41% thought
that women were seriously at risk.

Women had a much grater fear for their

safety than men (70% vs.20%), and older people are more afraid -than
younger ones; 57% of those aged 60 or over said that they sometimes feared
for their safety. West Indians were much less likely than other ethnic
groups to worry about the safety of the streets. Only 28% of this group,
compared to 48% of whites and 52% of Asians said they worried about themselves going out at night. Even among the older age group of those aged
45 and over, only 24% of West IndianS as opposed to 49% of whites mentioned
such fears.

The fears of whites, both for themselves and others, were
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considerably more marked among those who lived in. areas of higher ethnic
minorit~

concentration, although it is not certain that it is the

presence of minorities alone which makes them feel unsafe.
The authors conclude that 'fear of crime' is not quite the same as
fear of actual victimisation, but is a more dif'fuse set of fears linked
to fears about other personal, social and situational

problems~

Thus

they regard 'fear of crime' as being closely linked to concern about
the 'quality of life' as related to objective and subjective measures
of such things as 'communit.y'.

Much of the problem arises from the

specific framing of questions about fear of crime.

Usually, they are

asked in the context of a host of other questions about crime only.
When respondents are asked about their general concerns about their
neighbourhood, they usually mention crime in the context of other environmental and wider social problems, and then not as frequently as those
other problems.

(ibid. pp.248-251; Hough and Mayhew 1985 pp.40-41).

Gottfredson (op.cit. p.3), as part of his examiniation of the data from
the first BCS, engages in a clarification of the concept of 'fear' in
relation to crime.

At one level, he says, it is possible to distinguish

between fear as an emotional response to threat when, for instance, a
person is confronted by the possibility of an immediate assault.

This

may be distinguished from the fear of someone who anticipates the
possibility of a

ris~

situation, for instance thinking about the danger

posed to oneself whilst walking home from the pub late at night.
like Garofalo and Laub, distinguish.es

He,

fear of immediate attack from

more general concern, and again from worry about the safet.y of others
such as family members.
What seems clear from much recent work on fear in relation to' risk
is that on closer examination, the fear of crime seems much more rational
that at first sight, even on the part of those groups who have relatively
low average victimisation rates.
Another way of looking at fear of crime is to ask exactly what fears
are conjured by imagining being a victim of crime.

It is reasonable to

suppose, for instance, that for people who have a fear of being assaulted
or robbed in the street, their anticipatory fear relates not only to
the unpleasantness of the imagined event, but also of the consequences
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of that event in terms of

inj~,

incapacitation, loss of money, loss

of feelings of status, self-esteem, and personal security and

safe~.

In support of this we may cite the findings of the first BCS (GOttfredson

op.cit. p.7) that fear of crime was strongly associated with experience
of previous victimisation;
crime and
assault,

burgl~.

burgla~,

this tendency was

ve~

marked for street

Equally, we might well say that fears of sexual
and other property crimes such as ,theft and vandalism,

also certainly contain this component.

It is at this point that the

question of the fear of crime - more accurately here, the fear of
specific tYpes of victimisation - cannot be adequately separated from
what is known about the unequal distribution of criminal victimisation,
and the impact of victimisation and fear.
We know from the results of the American NCS, and from the Merseyside
Crime Survey, that working-class people on lower incomes suffer disproportinately from personal and household crime.

The NCS data for 1980

show that the economic impact of victimisation from crimes involving
money hits the poor most heavily.

The average loss from such a crime

was about 180 dollars for victims with a family income of less than
6000 dollars per annum, and 340 dollars for those with annual incomes
above 25,000 dollars.

The burden of such crimes expressed as a proportion

of family income decreased with increasing family income.
Department of Justice 1983b p.22).

(U.S.

The BCS is ratherunhelpful in

respect of the financial burden of property crime which is borne by
victims in different income groups, prefering to present figures in
terms of average net losses for different offences, and also in estimates
for total losses on a national scale.

(Hough and Mayhew 1985 pp.27-29).

Another aspect of the problem of the inequalities impact of victimisation concerns the question of the resources which an individual or
household have at their disposal in order to cushion the impact of
victimisation.

According to the British Insurance Association (1981)

for instance, only 25% of households have any.contents insurance, and
many of those who do only half to two-thirds of adequate replacement
cover.

The experience of the National Association of Victims Support

Schemes is that the lower the income of a burgled household, the less
likely it is that they will be adequately insured or insured at all.
A particular problem for low income victims of crime in private or
local authority rented accommodation, relates to theft from fuel meters,
wherein the victim becomes responsible for the contents as well as the
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repair or replacement of the meter.

(NAVSS 1984) •

.Equally, those with lower incomes are less likely to be able to
move away from localities and estate? which have high crime rates,
leaving many of the most vulnerable sections of the community virtually
marooned and left to take what avoidance and defensive precautions they
can.
Those on low incomes are then, not only more likely to be the victims
of household property crimes, but when victimised suffer disproportionate
loss, which is further less likely to be compensated through insurance.
In fact, as we also know, less victimisation of lower income groups is

reported to the police and non-insurance is likely to be a contributory
factor in this.
The most important element of the inequality of victimisation is
its compounding effect.

That is, the capacity of victimisation to high-

light and exacerbate other personal and social problems.

In my own

research on the work of a victims support scheme in North-West England,
I found many cases in which burglaries and meter thefts, or the theft
of a purse with the week's housekeeping money, had made worse the
already bad financial situation of families or individuals on low incomes or dependent on state benefits.

In other cases a burglary or

street robbery had precipitated a breakdown in a barely adequate ability
to cope with multiple financial and personal problems.

(Phipps 1981b).

However, the question of the impact of crime and the related
question of the fear of the consequences of impact of victimisation,
cannot be confined to the discussion of purely financial loss.

Research

on the wider impact of crime has revealed that a victimisation event may
impact in a number of different ways.
Bard and Sangrey (1970) in a rev.iew of research, show that for
victims of violence and sexual assault there is an emotional and psychological impact which expresses itself in terms of feelings of guilt, shame,
and rage akin to the experience of bereavement.

Victims often report

feelings of personal violation and continuingly questioning what they
'. have done to deserve their fate.

Additionally, victims often experience

a compounding effect similar to that \'lhich affects victims of property
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crimes; they report not being able to cope with quite ordinary aspects
of daily life, of having their relationships with relatives impaired,
of developing a fear of strangers, and of an often
. of self-confidence.

overwhel~ing

loss

In my own research there is a case of a burly

building worker in his forties, who was attacked by some youths.
Although not badly physically injured, he felt that he had failed to
adequately defend himself, even though he had always believed ,himself
to be "someone who can take care of himself".

His confidence was so

shattered that he applied to the council for a transfer to another
area and spent much time away from work on sick leave.

(Phipps op.cit).

Research has shown that the experience of burglary is one in
which the psychological impact is often grave.
an offence against property, victims'

Although basically

reactions often seem marked even

though the financial loss may be small and the damage negligible.

In

research conducted by Maguire (1980; 1982), found that being burgled
was often accompanied by initial reactions of shock, anger, upset, fear
and confusion; only 17% of his sample of 322 victims had experienced
"no strong reaction" with 20% suffering "acute distress", and for a
further 19% the impact was considerable.

Four to ten weeks after the

event, 65% of victims said that it was still having a lasting effect
on their lives, varying from nightmares and sleeplessness, fear of
leaving the house empty, or of being in the house, being suspicious of
neighbours and others.
Clearly, being a victim of burglary brings reactions similar to
violent victimisation, and many reported a sense of personal violation.
For others the 'violation' was of their personal space or their
personal sense of security and well-being; still others resorted to
extra home security measures, or reported that they had "lost faith
in human nature." (1982 pp.122-134).

Maguire also found that vulner-

ability to the adverse impact of burglary varies considerably according
to social category.

Thus (1980 p.268) he shows that whereas women in

general were more vulnerable than men, working class women, those living
alone, those divorced or widowed, and those over 60 years, had progressively higher rates of vulnerability.

Thus victimisation has a poten-

tially more serious effect upon, and is more likely to compound the
other difficulties of those women who are working class, socially
isolated, and aged (c.f. Waller and Ikihiro 1978).
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Indeed the con-

clusion which we can draw from all research which shows the differential,
as opposed to the 'average' impact of victimisation, is that the level
of impact is itself associated with social powerlessness and vulnerability.

If this is the case, then the higher levels of fear of

women and older people appear to be rational in terms of their calculation of the impact which a future incident might have on their
lives.

Levels of fear are positively correlated with levels ,of vul-

nerability to adverse impacts.

(c.f. Haward 1979).

On the basis of unofficial surveys conducted by women's organisations, the victimisation rate for women from violence and sexual
assault, is far in excess of the rates derived from statistics of
police-recorded crime or from larger-scale victimisation surveys.

On the basis of these
results concerning the frequency with which women in particuiar areas
(Hanmer and Saunders op.cit; Hall op.cit).

are confronted with potential or actual violence in public places,
their fear is neither ill-founded in terms of risk nor of their levels
of vulnerability.

When one adds to this the evidence for the extent

of hidden violent and sexual victimisation within the home (Pizzey 1974;
Wilson 1983; Hall 1984),

then a connection between victimisation, fear

and powerlessness becomes more apparent.
Older-people are also often thought to have an 'irrational' level
of fear of crime.

However, older people are often affected by declin-

ing health and impaired mobility, as well as by low income.

As such,

they would calculate that being the victim of an assault or robbery
might have a devastating effect upon their physical and psychological
well-being.

Equally, the fact that many older people are tied to their

accommodation, probably accentuates the feeling that their identity
and security is tied to their 'little corner of the world'.

.The

experience of burglary would mean that they would be highly likely
to meet the offender face-to-face, whereas very few younger victims
do so.

(Maguire 1982).

Also, burglary would symbolise their lack

of security in their almost sole physical domaino
Finally, several authors have placed stress on the symbolic impact
of crime and the fear of victimisation; in other words its capacity
to act as a metaphor for the 'decline of order, values and community'.
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John Conklin (1975) speaks in terms of crime as being both a realistic
threat and a symbol of the breakdown of social order.

Crime, he says,

generates suspicion and distrust, thereby weakening the social fabric
of a community.

It leads people to avoid others, and take measures

which erect barriers between residents.

Diminishing social interaction

and reduced natural surveillance and informal crime control are
thereby weakened so that the crime rate may further increase.>

vfuen

they turn to the police for protection and the police fail them, they
become less willing to report crime.

This diminishes the probability

that offenders will be apprehended and, as the risk to offenders
decreases, so they may become more willing to commit crimes.

(ibid

p.25; p.248-9).
This part icular vi ewpo int in which crime is seen as creating the
impact and conditions for its own proliferation is also shared by
James Q. Wilson (1975; Wilson and Kelling 1982) vwhose position is
examined in detail in ChapterV. below.
The decline of community as both a consequence and cause of crime
is also starkly presented by Paul Harrison (1983 pp.339-45) in his
in-deptch study of life in the inner-city area of Hackney, London.
The prevalence of crime and the fear .and experience of victimisation
creates, he says, conditions of oppression and fear made all the worse
because the threat (of burglary and street robbery) is diffuse and
hidden and may strike with frightening speed and ferocity.

The com-

munity also suffers and is diminished by crime, driving away business
and the wearing down of all public amenities by the constancy of major
and minor theft and damage.

The climate of fear gives rise to a

defensive egotism of survival, in which everyone looks after themselves.
"Crime itself, when it passes a
certain threshold, helps to break
down even further all-the social
mechanisms that used to control it.
Like a parasitic life form,> crime
fosters the very conditions for its
own survival.
It becomes one of the most potent
factors in community disintegration,
weakening all efforts at community
organisation, turning neighbour
against neighbour, young against old,
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white against black. The collapse
of community control leads, of.
necessity, to a heavy presence of
police in the inner city and this,
with equal inevitability, has sparked
off even wider outbreaks of disorder
and violence. "
(ibid p.245.).
1.7.

studies of special victim categories
Evidence from victimisation surveys and from special studies of

the fear of crime, therefore seems to indicate that the young, males,
whites and persons with relatively high incomes have less
chance of victimisation from a range of offences and are generally
less fearful of crime.

However women (Riger et.al.1979) and older

persons (Forston 1977) have greater fear of victimisation and its
impact.

Personal crimes such as burglary and assaults seem to have

worse psychological effects upon women and older persons (Maguire
1980; 1982), and lead to greater changes in life-style, behaviour
and attitudes towards strangers and attitudes towards penal measures.
The data relating to these issues do not always permit firm and lasting
conclusions about this complex of issues, even when broken down and
analysed by victim category and offence category, and it is generally
agreed that much further work needs to be done.

(Sparks 1982).

A survey of topics in the literature of victimology reveals
great interest in groups who, although not having the highest statistical
chances of victimisation, may be considered to be especially 'vulnerable'
or 'prone' to certain types of victimisation in certain situations.
Thus women, older persons and children have always received a bulk of
the attention given to special victim categories, with a smaller
number of studies of juveniles (e.g. Friedman 1976), policemen (e.g.
Chapman 1976), offenders (e.g. Wolfgang 1978; Newman 1975), inmates of
penal institutions (e.g. Drapkin and Viano 1975 b.; Viano 1976), racial
and ethnic minorities (Scott 1976; u.S. Department of Justice 1980.c.),
homosexuals (Sagarin and MacNamara 1975;

Harry 1982), prostitu tes

(James 1978), the victims of white-collar crime (Geis 1975), and the
police use of deadly force (Brenner and Kravitz 1979)0

Violent and

traumatic personal offences, such as rape, robbery, assault, have
received far more attention than non-violent property crimes.
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At

particular points in time on special victim group will receive more
attention from victimologists than others.

Thus a recent set of abstracts

prepared by the National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS) of
the Law Enforcement Assitance Administration, includes references to more
papers and texts in the area of the victimisation of elderly persons
than on all of the other aforementioned special victim categories put
togetherl

A recent NCJRS bibliography (1977) on crime against the

elderly cites 140 references written in the period 1972-77.
Teevan (1979) is of the opinion that we are here in the realm of
the 'sociology of criminologist's knowledge' - why
things and neglect or avoid others?

How

~

~

we study certain

some phenomena become

defined as social problems while others remain 'unproblematic'?

He

answers these questions by suggesting that we respond to issues because
they are defined within the field, for various reasons, as 'more
interesting or relevant', or because interest groups representing the
victim group are inBtrumental in getting their group's problems generally
knO\~;

books are written, demonstrations and conferences are held, media

attention is forthcoming and later (rather than sooner) criminologists
themselves become interested.

Teevan urges that we examine these

processes carefully - firstly those by which social problems 'emerge'
secondly, those by which the professional involvement of academic
criminologists is engaged.
In terms of the politics of victimisation, we might suggest that

the attention given to rape owes much to that issue being made a public
concern through the activities of the Women's Movement.

The natural

history of the 'social problem of child abuse' has been charted by
Parton (1979) in terms of the emerging professional interest of paediatricians, social workers and others, working through the NSPCC and
various influential study groups (also Phofl 1977).

The attention gained

by the victimisation of the elderly has not been traced in this fashion,
but growing victimisation of

elder~y

persons in the U.S., the new

interests in social gerontology attendant upon the changing age-structure
of Western populations, and the work of interest groups such as the
Grey Panthers, as well as growing political and media concern with the
issue, may be cited as important influences.
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Conversely, we must of oourse ask why the victimisation of blacks and
other minorities, although demonstrated to be more frequent, receives
little attention within viotimology.

Why has the criminal victimisation

of powerless groups such as prostitutes, homosexuals, Amerioan Indians,
or the Palestinians reoeived so little attention?
isation of

~

reoeive more

Why does the viotim-

relatively powerless groups suoh as prison inmates,

publici~

isation generally?

and attention than the issue of criminal viotim-

Why should the U.S. Department of Justioe reoently

deoide to publish a speoial report on Hispanio viotims (1980.0.) in
preference to a report on the viotimisation of blaoks or other minorities?
The answers to these questions need not be offered here, although
it is clear that several problems assooiated with topio ohoioe within
victimology must be solved through further study.
AI though the above 'sociology of knowledge' questions are important
in determining how researoh targets beoomeselected, these oannot be
completely divorced from questions about the explanatory frameworks,
oonoepts and theories which are brought to bear in the quest for understanding.

Much of the research into speoial viotim oategories, utilizes

'abstraot' empirical methods in whioh hypotheses are tested and measured
with great care, but little or no theoretioal generalisation and
speculation is present ooncerning wider structural oonsiderations (e.g.
olassconfliot and economic domination; the repression and exploitation
of oertain social groups within the framework of social institutions).
There is a trend, however, on the part of certain oriminologists and
viotimologists to understand victimisation in sooia-eoonomic and structural
terms.

Thus the work of many writers on rape and violenoe against women

seek to understand those phenomena in terms of the eoonomio and sooial
subjugation of women - in viotimological terms, their 'proneness' derives
from their sooial powerlessness rather than- either personal oharaoteristics
such as 'weakness', or purely situational variables such as those
, oharged with sexuali ~', (e.g. Smart 1 976; Schwendingers 1 983) •
Takagi (1979) in a similar vein, seeks to explain the higher rates
for minori ~ groups of 'death by police intervention' in terms of
institutionalised racism and olass domination, although he oontends that
'labelling' and 'definitions of situations' are important at the level
of mioro-analysis.

The British groups Radioal Alternatives to Prison,
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Women in-Prison(1983J and Inquest (1983) - a group which oampaigns
around the issue of deaths in oustody - all employ an analysis in whioh
the propensit,y for social control agencies to viotimise their charges,
is examined in terms of the oonoepts of powerlessness, repressive justioe
and institutional secreoy.
It is not out of place to mention here sociological approaches to
harm and victimisation which are situated largely outside of the fields
of criminology and victimology.

In this respect we may include the

considerable literature on child abuse and negleot.

Many writers have

departed from the pathology model of this t,ype of viotimisation and
have sought to show the connections between the institutionalised and
legitimised use of foroe in child-rearing, and the occassioning of harm
to children which is defined as the illegitimate use of force.
J. and E~ Newson
~-to-d~

(1976) present evidence of the extent of routinised

aggression between mothers and their 700 seven-year old

children in Nottingham.

They present these events in an interaction

framework of a struggle for power and control by both parties.

Smaoks

and slaps were common, with punishment with instruments being less
common.

About 11% of parents interviewed smacked their children for

deliberate procrastination;
instructions.

56%

smacked for explioit refusals to obey

Although smacking was more widespread, 2~ of the ohildren

had received corporal punishment via some implement; a further 5~ had
been threatened with corporal punishment.

Commenting upon similar findings

for the United States, Gil (1973 p.51) comments that against the background of considerable public support for the use of applied force in
child-rearing, " it should surprise no-one that extreme inoidents oocur
from time-to-time in the course of 'normal' child-rearing praotices."
Nor should we be surprised if ohild abuse ooours disproportionately
among groups in the population suffering the highest levels of social
disadvantage.
Similarly, Dailey (1979) oontends that "parental power breeds
violenoe against children", and Marx (1976) conceives of the parent'child violent interaction as sometimes stemming from the parent's
desire to control and coerce the child through the use of "applied
press ure to conform".

At other times the parent's violence take s the
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form of a symbolic appeal to the victim to become. involved in the
parents social and situation problems.
The strand running through this work would seem to be the desire
to show that victimisation arises not from 'pathological' elements but
more often from quite normative patterns of relationship and behaviour.
The perspectives and tools used by authors such as Marx could certainly
lay an important theoretical basis for the development of a critical
social theory of victimisation.
1 .8.

The victim in the criminal ,justice system
Stephen Schafer (1977.a.) has surveyed the development of the

rights and roles of the victim through different historical periods, which
he characterises as the periods of the "golden age of the victim", the
"decline of the victim", and the "revival of the victim".

The "golden

age" refers to the historical period before the rise of the nation-state,
and before the rise of centralised criminal justice systems.

The basis

of "primitive" and early Western law, he says, was personal reparation
by the offender, or his family, to the victim.

"

When political institutions were
largely based on kinship ties and
tribal organisation, and when there
was an absence of a central authorit,y
to determine guilt and the type of
punishment, some forms of revenge,
blood-feud, vendetta, or pecunia~
compensation
were common practices".
,
(1977a. p.G).

Social control was in the hands of the victim, or potential victim,
who combined the roles of law-maker, prosecutor, judge and executioner.
Punishment was largely aimed at detterence and compensation, and mirrored
the struggle for survival; it took the form of "ruthless retaliation
and aggressively acquired co~ensatiori" for wrongs and harms.

In the

ancient world many "codes" relating to wrongs and retaliations blurred
the present-day distinction between "criminal harms" on the one hand,
and "civil wrongs" or "torts", on the other.

The ancient concept of

'restitution' was based upon a firm notion of like-for-like retaliation
as in the Mosaic Law of an "eye for an eye".

According to Schafer it

was not until the end of the Middle Ages that the concept of 'restitution'
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was closely related to that of 'punishment' and was temporarily included
in the Penal Law.

This heralded in a further development by which the

growth of centralised social organisation was accompanied by the greater
codification of procedures for settling disputes and wrongs without
recourse to the cycle of "perpectual vendetta".

Thus he notes that in

the Arabian world of the period? tribes outside the cities usually adhered
strictly to the blood-feud, but tribes in the cities

It

found it' necessar-J

to practice compensation for offence against the person in order to prevent
the socially dis integra ting effects of the blood-feud".

( ib id P .11 ) •

In the Europe of the Middle Ages, "col!lposi tion" combined punishment
with compensation, but it was applied to "personal wrongs" rather than
"public crimes".

In Schafer's view the penal law in this period was one

relating to "torts" rather than "crimes".

The rights of the victim to

revenge and compensation were recognised, but the embryonic state acted
as 'intermediary', punishing the offender and ensuring compensation to
the victim by itself seising goods and lands.
The "decline of the victim", his rights in law and role in social
control, accompanied the rise of the dual power of the feudal barons and
the Church (through the ecclesiastical courts).

These two powerful

entities to a large extent appropriated the traditional rights of the
victim of wrongs.

They exacted a double vengence upon the offender, by

forfeiting his propert,y to themselves instead of the victim, and then
punishing the offender by imprisonment, mutilation or execution.

From

thls time onwards the notion of the victim in criminal law began to take
on a more abstract meaning, the 'victim' of criminal wrongs became the
rights and authority of these ascendant forces, the barons and the
clergy.

With the development of the legal system over the next few

centuries, there was witnessed the increasing distinction between "crimes"
and "torts", and also the evolution of ahhew role for the victim in the
criminal courts.

The decline of the victim's personal importance and

the concern for his personal rights and needs·, did not mean that he was
placed entirely outside criminal procedure, but that his participation
was reduced to an evaluation of

the~ong

that had been done to him.

The

extent of the harm done was related to the seriousness with which the crime
was viewed, but this estimation was then translated into a determination
of the severit,y of the sentence to be imposed, rather than as previously,
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the compensation to be exacted.
These issues are also examining by Eser (1966) in his lengthy and
detailed analysis of the principle of "harm" in the concept of crime.
Harm, he

s~s,

consists in the impairment of certain legally recognised

interests and acquires

a certain gravity and quality in terms of the

specific interests which it opposes.(p.346).

The decline of the victim,

and to a great extent the rise of victimless offences, owes itself to
the redefinitions of the nature of harm in the historical development
of the legal system.

It has arisen in criminal justice that crime is

a breach of law, and that "such violation of a penal provision is a
form of harm to the public which stands behind the law".

Also, criminal

harm is seen as a material wrong in that, in addition to the mere breach
of law, an object has been injured which the provision is designed to
protect.
In Anglo-American jurisprudence the "breach of law" criterion is
held to be most important, with the "material wrong" criterion made
seoondary though intimately connected to it.

In English legal history

there has been the abstraction of crime into a breach of law, so that
the legal order itself, as represented by "the king',s peace" or "order",
or latterly the "common,good" or "societylt, are held to be the victims
of criminal harms.
The contentions of Schafer and Eser are then that the modern state
has appropriated "victim status" at the expense of the real victim (as
a person or other entit,y)j that the conception of harm in criminal law
is related more to the 'harm' perceived to be done to the statutes themselves and to the 'social order' as this might be seen to be embodied
in some notion of the "common good".

The extension of these ideas may have

implications for our understanding of the part which the victim and
conceptions of the victim,
enforcement.

pl~

in the formulation of law and in law

To what extent, for instance, are

~

victim constituencies

perceived as having interests over-lapping with those of "social order",
Whilst the interests of other, less powerful constituencies are not?
Similar views are expressed by the Norwegian criminologist, Nils
Christie (1978) who speaks in terms of conflicts between individuals,
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and within communities, as having been "stolen" by the state and criminal
justice system, as well as by bureaucrats and experts.

In the process

whereby the state is regarded as the victim of crime, the real victim
is disinherited and rendered a powerless by-stander with few rights.
Christie favours the movement towards a "victim-centred" criminal court
system, in addition to a greater emphasis upon de-professionalised
informal systems for conflict resolution at the level of the local
community. (ibid.pp.241-3).
Schafer's final period, of the "revival of the victim", is that of
the lasttwent,y-five years, in which great dissatisfaction has been voiced
about the t,ype of treatment which victims receive at the hands of the
legal system, and the rise of campaigns and legislation aimed at bringing
back into the criminal justice system, a recognition of the victim's
personal rights and needs.
Victimology has

alw~s

had a strong and avowed policy orientation.

Writers in this tradition, from Von Hentig and Mendelsohn to the present
time, have argued strongly for the implications of their findings for
patterns of policing, crime prevention, various aspects of ·the criminal
process, and for legal and therapeutic interventions to secure a
"better deal" for victims of crime.

Victimology has generated a large

literature on compensation, restitution, and treatment programmes for
crime victims, and the major readers (e.g. Drapkin and Viano 1974.a.;
1975.a.; 1975.b.; Viano 1976; Galaway and Hudson 1981 ), contain numerous
papers on these issues, and the journal Victimology has devoted a whole
issue to papers on compensation. (1980).
The promotion and evaluation of state-sponsored compensation schemes,
mainly for the victims of violent crime, has been a major concern in the
lite~ature.

Victim compensation programmes are the means by which the

government assumes responsibilit,y for providing financial assitance to
'innocent' citizens injured as a result of a crime incident.
Although as early as the 19th centur.y legal theorists such as
Jeremy Betham and later the Italian criminologist Garofalo, suggested
that society bore a responsibilit.Y to assist crime victims when it failed
in its obligation to protect individuals from criminal harms, it was not
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until the 1950' s that penal reformers such as Margery Fry revived the
issue (Carrow 1980).

Such reformers extended the cencept of the secial

centract - the idea that the state had a duty to' defend these who. kept
their side ef this bargain.

In Britain, as well as in some Cemmenwealth

ceuntries, victim compensation was seen as a necessary extentien, net
so. much ef the scepe of the legal system, but of the cencept ef 'natienal
insurance' and ef the welfare state's 'safety net' for those in special
need.
Laws to' cempensate victims ef violent crime were passed in New
Zealand (1963), in Great Britain (19~), in California (1965), and 36
ether states in the U.S. up to' 1982 (McGillis and Smith 1983); mest
Australian states and Canadian previnces also. eperate such schemes.
(Nerquay and Weiler 1981 ).
In addition to' the 'secial centract' argument, in which the crime
victim has been held to' be the "fergetten person ef the Criminal Justice
System" (McDenald 1976) er even the "victim ef the criminal justice
system" (Lynch 1976), ether arguments in favour ef victim cempensatien
have cited widespread public suppert fer such schemes, and the alleviation
ef the victims alienation from the system.

Thus the results forthoeming

from the 'preper' treatment ef victims, net enly by the ceurts and the
legal precess, but alSo. by thepelice, gevernment departments, and secial
werk agencies, backed by adequate finanoial cempensatien fer injury, are
held to' smeeth the mere efficient eperation ef a system which depends so.
much upen the active as well as censensual suppert ef individuals.
If, the argument gees, victims, witnesses and ethers perceive that

the system is 'fair' and 'just' and that these who. suppert it and actively
assist it are net themselves penalised, then mere crime will be reperted
by victims and witnesses, witnesses will be mere likely to' go. to' the aid
ef victims and pelicemen; witnesses and victims will be mere likely to'
presecute and give evidence, and generally reduced alienatien and disaffectien will derive ceuntless ether, immediately less tangible benefits
to' the system and to' seciety (e.g. Carrew 1980; Schafer 1977.a.).
Literature invelved with evaluatien ef victims' rele in the judicial
system, as oppesed to that dealing with mere philesophical and theeretical
issues, can be sub-divided in the fellewing way.
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Firstly, there are those

studies which look at police-victim interactions and the effects of victims'
perceptions of, and attitudes towards the police. (Hood and Sparks 1970;
Parks 1970; 1976; Poister 1978; Horley 1982) •

Secondly, there are studies

which examine aspects of the victim's role in court procedure (.e.g.
Tartaglione 1975; Schembri 1976; Christie 1978; Shapland 1984) and in the
judicial sentencing process (Landy and Aronson 1969; Denno and Cramer
1876; Williams 1976). Other studies have looked at effect of victim
compensation legislation on conviction rates (Silverman and Doerner 1979)
and the position in the justice system of victims of separate offence
oategories - rape (Holstrom and Burgess 1975);

wife-battering (Wolfe 1979);

other violence (Miers 1978); and even the wrongfully accused (Shichor 1975).
A small body of literature has emerged around the issue of the
prevention and treatment of criminal victimisation.

Carrow (op.cit)

Dussich (1976) and Salasin (1981), have looked at the design and effioacy
of 'service models' for programmes to help victims with the personal
impact of victimisation.

Much attention has been paid to special

programmes to aid the victim of rape (Adleman 1976; Hilberman 1977;
McCombie 1980) and some to the child victims of sexual assault (Towell
1976), as well as the victim of robbery (Cohn 1974).
Victimologists have devoted a considerable degree of attention to
consideration of offender restitution to victims as a oorrectional
alternative to imprisonment.

This idea is seen as a necessary corollary

to that of 'compensation', in that offender restitution mainly concerns
property offences, whereas state compensation schemes are exolusively
designed to benefit the victims of violent crime.

Secondly, offender

restitution is held to have additional benefits in that it contributes
to the rehabilitation of the offender by making him aware of t~e suffering
he has caused, and of the impact of crimes, it provides real benefits
to the victim, and possibly contributes towards 'reconciliation', it is
cheaper and more effective than imprisonment.

(see Jacob 1970; Goldstein

1974; Hudson and Galaway 1975; Hudson et.al.1975; Wright 1982).
Various authors have recently made very strong critioisms of the
operation of victim compensation schemes and the legislation upon which
they are based.

David Miers (1978) has compared the operations of the
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schemes both in Ontario and Britain.

Primarily, .he and other authors

(especially MacNamara and Sullivan 1973; Wright 1977) have pointed to
the ways in which compensation has a very low take-up; in 1 975-76 the
British Criminal Injuries Compensation Board awared £6.4 million to
only 13,500

applicants although nearly 80,000 violent crimes were known

to the police.

Also, most schemes operate on the principle'that any

'precipitation' of the offence on the part of the viotim, leads to
reduction or cancellation of any award·;

victims of domestic violence

cannot claim, partly because of the 'precipitation' principle, and
partly because the assailant must not be able to benefit from any award
made.

Furthermore, 'way of life' clauses in legislation disqualifY any

whose occupation or

life-s~le

expose them to a high risk of violence;

and, lastly only victims of violence are covered even in spite of the
evidence of loss and trauma stemming from non-violent personal victimisation.
1 .9.

Services for viotims of orime
There is, as we have seen above, a body of literature concerning

the impaot of crime on victims, and this has revealed an area of suffering and need which is only just beginning to be recognised.

When a

crime is committed the burden of the consequences is usually borne by
the victims or their families.

Whereas crime has differential impacts,

so victims will have different levels of personal and financial resources
or the availability of help from within the family or wider social network.

Victims of orime are one of the few groups in need whose needs

are not met by the agencies of the welfare state, although a small proportion of victims of violenoe are finanoially compensated by state
schemes.
The main state agenoy with which victims come into contact is the
police.

Therefore, the findings of surveys (such as the MCS) on victims

experiences with the police are of particular importanoe; for if criminal
victimisation may be regarded as a social problem in its own right, then
the nature of police-victim interactions - including police response to
calls for assistance, police behaviour at the scene of the crime and subsequently, is ripe for detailed investigation.
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In fact, ver,y little research has been undertaken which examines
the detailed interactions between victims of crime and the police.

An

exception is the work of John Howley (1982) who conducted a survey of

65 victims of house burglar,y; he also carried out 18 semi-structured
depth interviews with uniformed and C.I.D. officers who were regularly
in contact with crime victims, and group discussions with a total of
105 officers of all ranks.
Among his findings were that there was a misfit between victims'
stated expectations of the behaviour of officers before and after initial
contact, and officers' own perceptions of those expectations.

Response

time, for instance, was not the most important victim expectation; a
constantly expressed need on the part of victims was for caring, supportive
personal contact and for' officers to express sympatQy and to make enquiries
of neighbours, to take fingerprints and so on.

Victims also expected to

be kept informed of the progress of investigations.

Most of the victims

expressed satisfaction with officers at the scene of the crime, and
their recollections were mostly about officers' attitudes.

Less satis-

faction was expressed about the investigation stage and information feedback.
Police perceptions of victims of burglar,y often contained beliefs
that the police were only called to verify insurance claims.

They also

felt that many of the attitudes and lack of action of which victims
complained, arose directly from the pressure of work which investigating
officers face.

Officers believed that

better~off

victims were more

likely to report offences, and got a better standard of service than
working-classvictims, mainly because of their capacity to make articulate
complaints.
The main source of help to crime victims in Britain comes in the
form of victims support schemes.

Each scheme is run by a full or part-

time co-ordinator with a team of trained volunteers.

Referals are made

directly from the local police station to the scheme who then send s
volunteer to visit the vict±m with offers of help, advice, and support.
This may include emotional support, help with damage and organising
repairs, accompanying the victim to hospital or to court, helping with
insurance or compensation claims, helping with form filling and dealing
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with state bureaucracies.

The type of intervention is based upon the

"crisis intervention" principle, and is not intended to be prolonged.
The first scheme started in Bristol in 1972, but now there are over
~O

schemes affiliated to the National Association of Victim Support

Schemes.

In 1983-84, schemes received 100,000 referals by the police.

Schemes are therefore able to help only a fraction of victims of personal
and household crimes, and a number of factors contribute to this.

Because

of the inadequacy of funding (see Hillard 1985; and discussion in Chapter
V below) schemes can operate only a partial service.

The ~2,000 people

helped by s.chemes in 1982, must be contrasted with the 556,000 reported
crimes by private citizens in 1981.

(NAVSS 1983 p.9.).

Secondly,

schemes are almost entirely dependent upon police referal; this means
that victims of unreported crime are not referred, and refer themselves
in only tiny numbers.

Another consequence of dependency upon police

referal is that inevitable selection mechanisms operate at a number of
different levels of the police bureaucracy.

Some chief constables are

more enthusiastic for the work of the schemes than others and this tends
to affect formal and informal procedures of referal.

Police officers in

some areas must carry victim support scheme pUblicity to give to Victims,
but give it to some victims rather than others.

It has been noted that

schemes receive a disproportionate number of burglary referals in comparison to assault referals, and also that elderly female victims are
referred with great frequency, some schemes receiving victims in this
category alone.

Thus police perceptions of the differential impact of

victimisation, and notions of

'deservi~'victims,

and perceptions of need

and available support all come into play in the referal process (Phipps
1981 .a.).

There is a marked tendency, for instance, for younger victims

and ethnic

minori~

victims not be referred in very great numbers

(NAVSS-"1982; 1983; 1984).
In addition to victim support schemes, other voluntary agencies
supply help, including citizens' advice bureaux and law centres.
(Williams 1983).

Rape crisis centres and refuges for female and child

victims of violence also operate on small budgets and are particularly
important as a source of aid for victims of unreported crime.
Rape Crisis Centre 1984).
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(e.g.

In general, the area of victim support has received little
attention from researchers in Britain.

However, a recent

stu~

by

Maguire and Corbett (1987) has made a systematic evaluation of eight
schemes in England and "Vales.
In terms of the proportion of the population covered, voluntary

services for victims of crime in Britain are more extensive than in any
other country (NAVSS 1983).

In the United States, the National Organ-

isation for Victim Assistance (NOVA) acts as a political pressure
group forcrime victims, and promotes models of statutory and voluntary
ser~ice.

Development of such services is however very uneven, and in

many states very wanting.

The President's Task Force on Victims of

Crime (1982) has recommended federal, state and local funding for the
promotion of compensation and victim/witness assistance services. By
1986, 21 states had passed major legislative packages to provide funds
for services to crime victims.
1 .1 0

(U.S. Department of Justice 1986) .

Conclusion
The scope of victimology, and the literature which has emerged

from this sub - discipline and related work in criminology - especially
since the early 1970's, is therefore quite vast.

Victimology derived

its main impetus from the sharpening debates within criminology in
the 1960's, concerning

the latter's relevance and potential to solve

the problems of crime.

These internal debates interacted with the

crisis of order maintenance and consensus which affected the capitalist
state in America in that period.

Victimology, its methods, findings

and the new perspectives on the crime problem to which it has given
birth,- has contributed substantially to the re- making of criminology
'-----'

as a discipline, allowing it to address as far broader range of
criminal justice and crime control issues than has been
the past.

~ssible

in

It has contributed to what Jock Young (1986) has called

the drift to "administrative criminology" - that which is concerned
with the operation and efficiency of the system - policing, courts
corrections - and with crime prevention and community involvement,
rather than the traditional concern with the search for etiology .
The predominant orientation of victimologists towards empiricism
and administrative problems, and the glaring absence of any attempt
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to build a theory to explain the structural or cultural sources o£
victimisation, is the impression with which one is le£t at the end o£
a review o£ the relevant literature.
I shall now go on, in the next chapter, to trace the sQcial and
political origins of victimology, with special reference to its
contribution to what I will call the 'disaovery o£ criminal victimisation' •
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2.1. Introduotion
I have illustrated in the previous chapter the emergence of
victimology as a distinct sub-discipline within the mainstream of
criminology 0

The emergence of new, systematic areas of study and

concern do not arise in isolation, and my task now is to begin to
explain the 'discovery of criminal victimisation', by tracing the
roots of that discovery in concrete social, economic and political
processess and ideologies.

In so doing, it is my hope to establish an

understanding of the relationship between this 'discovery' and the
operations of the state, the criminal justice system, and other forces
in the maintainance of order, legitimacy and control.
In this chapter I shall give an account of the content of the
U.S. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration
of Justice (1965-67), in the social and political contexts of the
"war on poverty".

I shall then go on to how the new concern for

criminal victimisation occupied a central place in both social democratic
and conservative accounts of the crime problem.

This new concern for

victimisation can be argued" to have marked a shift in emphasis in
thinking about crime, its causes and effects.
The description and analysis contained in this chapter is in preparation for a discussion in Chapter III below, of the complex interpl~

between the political philosophies of liberalism, pluralism,

aQcial democracy, and conservatism as these have bearing upon growing
state intervention in

~~e

problems raised by crime in the 1960's.

I shall show that various groups in American societ'J in the 1960's,
in wayf- quite different from one another, began to conceive the crime
problem in terms of its impact on victims.
three major strands may be discerned.

Within this general trend,

One set of interests, particularly

that represented by politicians of the "law arid order" lobby, presented
the victim as a symbol or metaphor - law-abiding citizens viotimised
both by evil individuals and by the failure of law enforcement agencies,
courts and the corrections system to proteot them.

It also seems clear

that throughout the 1960' s much conoern about victimisation was felt by
the inhabitants of middle - and working-class urban areas and the racial
ghettos.

The concern manifested itself in two related ways; firstly,
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in a form which was capable of being harnessed by ,both media and

politicians as support "for a "tougher criminal justice system" and,
secondly, in a form in which criminal victimisation was conceived as
part of the more generalised phenomena of social

inequali~

and in-

justice in such areas as income, housing, welfare, employment and
education.

This second form found its expression through the

activities of class, community, and minority group organisations,
who campaigned both for greater political and economic equality, and
for the prevention of crime.
The third major perspective on criminal victimisation which I
will locate, is that of the predominantly social democratic interventionism of those Democratic Party politicians and administrators
who saw crime as a failure of, or as an indication of the pressing
need for, "social engineering" of social conditions to eliminate the
evils of crime and victimisation - themselves resulting from the
implicit failures of American society to provide a "fair deal" for
all citizens.

This emerging concern with victimisation can be seen

somewhat in terms of a coincidence of interest between the social
democrat wing of the Democratic Party and its black and white workingclass constituencies as represented by organised labour, civil rights
activism and grass roots pressure groups.
However, as I hope to show, the "social engineering" perspective
on crime, and the reformism of the early and

mid~960's,

contained

within it uncomfortably side-by-side, the promise of a fairer

socie~

controlled from below, and the promise of a centralised and strong
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement system, controlled increasingly
fran above.
2.2.

The Social and Political Context of the "War on Crime"
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration

of Justice was established in July 1965 by President Lyndon B. Johnson
with wide terms of reference to investigate all aspects of the crime
problem and the operation of the Criminal Justice $ystem.

By the time

the Commission began its enquiries crime had become firmly established
in the pub lice consciousness as a social problem of major proportions
and for which urgent solutions had to be sought.

Crime had been high

on thepolitical and media agenda since the 1950's, when great attention
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was turned upon it, particularly by sociological criminologists,
investigative journalists, civic and community
ment officials.

g~oups

and law enforce-

In the Presidential election of 1960, the major

candidates, Kennedy and Nixon, thrust issues of crime and criminal
justice to the fore, thereby initiating a tradition in which, in every
presidential election since (with the exception of the Carter-Ford
contest of 1976) these issues have overshadowed others.
1969).

(Vfuite 1965;

The particular ideological thrust, however, in the way the

crime problem was presented by Democratic Party spokesmen, was an

~vil

which arose out of a host of other social evils such as poverty, unemployment, poor education and the criminogenic nature of the cultural
context of slum life.

Although crime was by no means seen as exclusive-

ly a problem of the slum or the ghetto, it was in the inner-cit,y that
the problem appeared most sharply and most intransigently.

More over

crime, as indicated earlier, became a focus for the other ills of the
city.

The cit,y was assailed by 'constellations' of problems which,

although each had its distinctive characteristics, were inter-related
in important ways.
p0~itical

Crime in the ghetto was the focus because in

terms, the demands for action on it came ever more strongly

from 'public opinion' (especially white middle and working-class constituencies) but also increasingly from within the ghettos themselves.
Ghetto dwellers, as the results of the President's Commission enquiries
were later to show, were not only disproportionately involved in crime
and delinquency, but were disproportionately the .victims of crime.
The spokesmen for these areas also saw the levels of crime (especially
juvenile crime) as resulting from two sets of related factors - the
brutalising features of slum life and poverty, and the lack of
opportunit,y for access to the mainstream of American social and economic
life.
Recognition of the strength and persistance of calls from the
poorest and most powerless sections of American societ,y in the 1950's
and 1960' s,

for more protection and better policing, for less police

corruption and more democratic control of the police, as well as for
a "tougher" and more punitive criminal justice system, is central to
our understanding of the context and form of the President's Commission
enquiry and the directions taken by Criminal Justice policy in the
period since it reported.
Whereas it might be argued that the Democratic Party's stand on
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crime was 'sociological' or even 'multi-casual' in essence, that taken
by the Republican Party (and by the American Independant Party of
Wallace in 1968) had much less to say about social causes than about
the need for a strong system of law enforcement, criminal justice and
punishment.

Both political stances did however, start to take in the

1960's, a form in which victimisation became the central issue; it
./ -

both emphasised the

~

done by criminal acts to individuals communi ties

and to social life in general.

In one stance, that of the social

reformists of the Democratic Party, the solutions lay in primary
prevention by eradicating the social causes through positive intervention on the part of the federal government; but as I hope to show,
this optimism gave way in the later Johnson years (and in the Nixon era)
to a heavier reliance upon more openly repressive criminal justice
measures.

In the stance taken by the right wing of t he Republican

party, the victims and potential victims of crime can only be effectively
protected by a criminal justice system which is "victim-centred", which
incapacitates the law breaker and which truly deters the potential lawbraker by the certainty of apprehension and swift and certain punishment.
The report of the President's Commission portrays a welding together
of the presuppositions of both stances.

The emphasis in social policy

and expenditure terms is explicitly upon increasing the power and
effectiveness of law enforcement, the criminal process and corrections.
In this chapter I wish to elaborate these points but next I shall look
at the problem of crime as it was perceived in the 1960's.
Crime has always been seen as a serious problem for American cities,
but in the immediate post-war world the focus was upon the involvement
in large numbers of young people in delinquent acts.

The increases in

the level of gang delinquency in the 1950's became a focus for media
attention and popular concern.

An important feature of youthfUl

involvement in crime is that it frequently brings into sharp relief the
institutions which are charged with the successful socialisation and
social control of the child - the family, school, and community.

By

the 1950' s sociology and sociological analysis of urban life had
already reached a wide constituency including those professionals
concerned with political power and policy implementation.

Sociology

had an important role to play in describing the social world, partic-
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ularly through the use of social statistics, social surveys and
ethnographic methods; but sociologists also interpreted the world,
arguing in terms of cause-and-effect relationships and processes which
were not only observable, but which also lent themselves to various
~es

of action to ameliorate or pre-empt social problems.

Writing about the growth in importance of sociological perspectives
on crime, Richard Quinney (1971 p.22) notes that such perspectives
emerged in the early twentieth centur,y in a context of rapid social
changes.

The phenomena of urbanisation, immigration, population growth,

and social and geographical mobilit.y, were some of the dynamics which
faced American scholars in that period.

Since much criminal behaviour

occurred among the groups most affected by these changes, it was
reasonable to investigate the social causes of crime.

Additionally,

quoting Leon Radzinowicz, Quinney stresses the optimistic belief of
Americans in "remediable social forces."

The sociological perspective

on crime became intrinsically linked to a newly emerging thought system
- a "liberal" social philosophy compounding pragmatism, institutionalism,
behaviourism, legal realism, and the IInew history".

All of these new

ideas had in common a relativism which suggested that ideas and events
only have meaning in relation to their context.

This trend made

possible the study of crime in terms of social causation rather than
in terms of individual differences.
The basic optimism which underpinned and informed these ideas was
significantly influenced by positivism and in particular by a form of
sociological determinism.

If human conduct was moulded and shaped by

the conditions of social existence, then it seemed to follow that
human conduct could be altered and shaped by the judicious alteration
of those conditions.

As earlier indicated, sociological description

and theory seemed to represent a basis for the "social engineering"
implicit in most American policy for solving social problems from the
1930's onwards.

A much fuller discussion of the role of the social

scientists in the process is undertaken in Chapter III.
2.3.

The Growth of Ineguality in Post-War Amerioa
I have noted earlier that the crime problem, addressed throughout

the 1960' s by politicians, reformers and publio opinion alike, was the
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problem as it existed in the cities.

The slum areas and the racial

ghettos were identified as a sort of criminogenic core from which the
problem sprang.

This perception of the problem had been conditioned

in earlier times, as early as the post-Civil War period and more
recently in the 1930's, when the sociological criminology of the
Chicago school highlighted the social conditions of poverty and ,the
cultural features of "lower-class life" as the prime causes of
delinquency.

Once the problem was defined and described, the 1950's

and 1960' s saw a process of increasing federal government attempts
to intervene in and eradicate the perceived causes.

The sociological

perspectives of the 1950's had been tremendously influential but
perhaps none more so than Richard Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin's theory of
delinquency - their so-called "opportunity theory".

Building upon

Robert Merton's theory of Anomie and Social Structure, it argued
essentially that delinquency was a response to frustration.

(Cloward

and Ohlin 1 960) '.
Socie~

held up for emulation middle class ideals, but it system-

atically denied to millions of lower-class young people any access to
the opportunit,y structure of the society by the inadequacy of education
and employment chances, by racial discrimination and a combination of
factors influenced by povert,y and the disorganisation of slum life.
Thus the strategies which seemed logically to flow from such a theory
involved measures which would enhance the economic and educational
opportunities of the poor.

To attack crime and delinquency it was

necessary to attack the conditions of inequalit,y by which they were
generated.

(ibid: especially p.86; p.211).

That inequalities were becoming more sharp in the "affluent
society" of the period was demonstrated by a number of studies ,which
made clear the persistence of poverty and other social problems and
which also showed them to be concentrated disproportionately among
urban blacks (e.g. Harrington 1962; Moynihan 1965).

Black migration

from the rural South to the industrial North had begun even before the
civil war, but in the mid 20th century it increased substantially.
just one decade, 1950-1960, 1 .4 million blacks left the South.

In

By 1960

"half of the blacks in America's six cities having the largest black
population, had been born elsewhere, chiefly in the South.
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(Marris and

As another set of writers have remarked • •

Rein 1967 P.11-13).

"

Racial inequalit,y acquired a
physical dimension, as the
newcomers crowded into the
dilapidated ghettos of the
centre cit,y, while the middleclass white population settled
into the suburbs. In ten years,
the central cities of the
twelve largest metropolitan
areas lost over two million
white residents and gained just
under two million non-whites,
who by 1 960 accounted for more
than a quarter of their citizens.

"

(Piven and Cloward 1971 p.223-4).
In the same period, the suburbs added only minutely to the number
of their black residents.

The resulting concentration in the ghetto

maintained by racial discrimination in housing and jobs, and also by
economic inequalities in wage levels and unemployment rates, created
what has been termed a "super-exploited" sector of the American working
class.

(Platt 1978).

In the years following the Korean War, the

econo~

was marked by

periodic recessions and rising unemployment which occurred at the same
time as the great migration.

Those black workers who did find jobs

found them at meagre wages; others found sporadic employment or else
endured long-term unemployment.

In the 1960's most affluent year, 1963,

nearly 30% of black men were unemployed at some time during that year,
one half of whom were out of work for fifteen weeks ore more.
and Cloward op.cit. p.224).

(Piven

Blacks were thus especially victimised by

declining economic growth and-expanding unemployment.

Between'1950-

1955 real gross national product increased at an annual rate of 4.(,%,
but in 1955-1959 had declmed to 2.3%.
1959 from 3.5% to 5.5%.

Unemployment increased in 1953-

Blue-collar workers,.from whose ranks black

workers were largely drawn, suffered more sharply than the average.
In 1940 black unemployment was 20% higher than among whites; by
1963 it was 112% higher.
more serious.

The situation for black teenagers was even

In the same period, income disparities between black and
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white workers oontinued to be sharp and aotually stood at about 52%
in 1963.

(ibid) •

In these inequalities many writers and oommentators located the
symptoms
arising

serious social

o~
~rom

Not only might the

d~sorder.

~rustrations

such injustices cause disorder, but in the ghettos the

normal institutions

o~

control were

"

High labour demand might
have eased the disorder in
the oities and thus mod~ied
the strain towards disorder,
~or the occupational role
has been the main agency o~
social control throughout
history. "

~ailing.

Piven and Cloward

~urther

note that • • •

(ibid) •
The tendency

~or

a larger than normal proportion

o~

black house-

holds to be without a ~ather - 23% in 1960 - also beoame a oause ~or
concern.

The Moynihan Report (1965 p.447) made muoh o~ the conneotion
~irm~

between t is phenomenon and black delinquenoy, and looated it
as a

~actor

which propelled black ohildren towards social

~ailure

and

law-breaking 0
The contemporary commentaries upon sooial disorder are
relevance to our discussion here.
urban crime

o~

o~

particular

The 1960's saw not only increasing

a traditional nature, but also a number of serious ghetto

riots which were clearly insurrectimnal in charaoter, and in whioh there
are almost seemed to represent a convergence between crime and social
rebellion.

As Piven and Cloward observed, the previously internicine

and intra-raoial oharaoter
white

socie~.

o~

ghetto crime started to spill over iQto

The black gangs who had previously fought each other

now attacked whites on the streets.
white

sooie~

representatives

- teachers, social workers, policemen,

were attacked with greater
increasingly

Pro~essional

dif~icult

"

~requency.

and soldiers,

Policing the ghetto became

and dangerous.
The main conclusion to be
drawn ~rom the disorder o~
the 1960's is that the old
pa tterns o~ servile conformi~ were shattered; the
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~iremen

o~

I

trauma and anger of an
oppressed people not only
had been released, but had
been turned against the
social structure. Disorder,
in short, had become at
least partly politicised. "
(ibid . p.227) .
Politicised disorder was only part of the political response of
the ghetto dwellers of black America to the adversity of their situation .
Between 1955 and 1965, the movement for civil rights had campaigned
vigorously for those rights apparently guaranteed by the American
Constitution.

This campaigning contained a great deal of political

lobbying within the traditions of institutional politics, but also
contained an element of civil disobedience which was easy to read, in
the context of the times, as "social disorder".

The legislative

results of the .campaigns were the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965; these attacked the p0litical and social base
of the "caste system" of the old Confederate States, but did nothUlg
for the poor blacks of Northern cities.

What it did do, however, was

to contribute to a process of politicisation of urban blacks .

2.4.

Civil Disorder and Crime

political resEonses and imperatives

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have seen a continual increase in the growth of the "interventionist state."

The non-interven-

tionist ideologies which informed the state's role in the early stages
of industrial capitalism, gave way in the late 1800's to a 'reluctant
collectivism' and increased state regul ation of the economic sphere .

In the twentieth century this aspect of the state's role has intensified,
and the state itself has become an economic force in its own right .
More importantly perhaps for the purposes of this analysis, the state
in the period of late capitalist development has progressively increased
its direct involvement in the social sphere and has particularly sought
to regulate those social consequences of capital ist development which
have been seen to threaten and

disrupt the orderly development of

production and market relations .
The American national state apparatus - the federal government has been slower to engage in intervent ionism in the social sphere than
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its European counterparts, preferring to leave the solution of the social
problems of povert,y, urban blight and the rest, to market forces or to
state and

loc~l

government, whilst funding relevant programmes through

the grant-in-aid system.

The doctrine of "states' rights" and a

presidential edict of the 1850's, provided effective political impediments
to direct federal involvement until the years of Roosevelt's "New Deal"
of the 1930's.

Acts of Congress aimed at ameliorating major social

problems, and providing the funding for such efforts became part of the
defined role of the national legislature at that time.

The mass un-

employment and poverty, serious labour unrest, and the then recent Russian
Revolution, prompted consciousness of the urgent need for social reforms
which would integrate those sectors of the American workforce which
were the primary victims of the decline in industrial output and employment.
It was, however, the "affluent" 1 960' s which saw the bulk of social
legislation passed.

Of the nineteen major pieces of social legislation

enacted since 1930, over half has been passed since 1960.
p.548).

(Jones 1971

Included in these latter Acts is all the legislation except

housing, intended to deal with the irler-related problems of povert,y,
education, and crime.

(ibid p.573).

The contradictions and disorders

of American society were sharper in the 1960's and, as has been pointed
out by a number of writers, social legislation tends to be enacted in an
atmosphere of crisis.
"

Much of current welfare
legislation is predicated
on the assumption that
unless the relationship
between abundance and work
a relationship upset by
automation - is redressed,
persons not needed by the
economy, symbolised by
urban black youth, will
overturn the established
social structure. "
(ibid. p.567).

The growth of the interventionist state is prompted not only by
(fears of) serious disorder, but also by the fact that the problem is
national in scope, producing political lobbying and media attention.
American governments must satisfy not only povTerful interests but also
less powerful interests as represented by "voting blocks" - urban blacks,
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!.:

urban and suburban whites, rural and small town interests and so forth.
Lastly, when state and local governments appear unwilling or unable to
act or to provide finance, then federal intervention is sometimes en-.
forced, sometimes sought, by the states and cities themselves.
The 1960's has been called the decade of the IIwelfare explosion ll
and the "war on povertyll.

The 1950' s saw an increase, but President

Johnson's "Great Society" saw a massive accelleration, in the number of
families in both the North and South being added to the welfare roles.
Whereas these roles only increased by 15% in the 1950's, the period
1960-1969 saw nearly 800,000 families added, an increase of 107%.
(Piven and Cloward 1971 p .183-4).

Also, fully 71 % of the huge welfare

increase of the 1960's took place in the four years after 1964. (ibid.
P.187).

But, as Piven and Cloward point out, relief-giving does not

simply increase because economic deprivation spreads; rather they maintain
that the "welfare explosion" was a "political response to political
disorder."

(ibid. p.198).

In order for the federal government to effect

the massive expansion in welfare payments it had to engage state and
local governments to force them to abandon their practices of rigorously
restricting

eligibili~.

" • • • city government was defined
as a major impediment by ma~ federal
officials, an obstacle to be hurdled
or circumvented if federal funds were
to reach blacks. The problem was
solved by diverting a large proportion
of the new funds to a host of intermediaries, including private social ag'encies, univerisities and new ghetto
agencies created for the purpose as
well as imposing specific guide lines
for the use of those monies that were
in fact funnelled through established
municipal agencies. "
(ibid. p262).
The federal strategy, as Piven and

Clowar~

indicate, included the

establishment of a direct relationship between the national government
and the ghettos, a relationship in which both state and local governments
were undercut.

The problem which presented itself was that many

northern states were controlled by the Republican party, and in the
South the ruling Democrats could hardly be expected to co-operate in the
implementation of new programmes to help the black poor.
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City

governments were circumvented too, even in many cities which Democrats
traditionally ruled.

The drastic action involved in the circumvention

of the usual power bases probably bears witness to the concern felt by
the national Democratic leaders over black disorder and potential
disorder in the cities and the failure of the urban political machinery
to deal with it.

(ibid. p.262).

Blacks were given control over some of the new agencies and programmes, and they became the device with which the federal government
attempted to prod municiple agencies into doing more for blacks.
White politicians in the cities responded vigorously;

they had tradition-

ally depended upon distribution of the bulk of services to their traditional
white constituents in order to maintain power.

The strategy upset the

balance of political power in the cities in a fundamental way.
Deference to "citizen participation" is important in legitimising
governmental action in the United States, but the "Great Society"
programmes it is said, "went beyond the customary rituals of legitimation."
(ibid. p.266).

Direct funding actually meant that the programmes could

use mone for overt political and agitational

activi~.

They set up

'store-front' offices to advise people of their rights and encouraged
such actions as picketing of municipal and private welfare agencies in
order to concede more to blacks.
The stimulus in political terms was three-fold.

Firstly, the fear

of social unrest was a real one, thus the preparedness to alter the flow
and dynamics of

tr~ditional

American political machinations.

there was a strong caucus within the Democratic

par~

Secondly,

both at grass-

roots level and in key positions in federal agencies, which embraced a
mixture of radical pluralism and social democratic political philosophy.
This theory of politics and of social justice particularly overlapped
with the sociological theories· of 'anomie' and

'opportuni~'

and also

with the strict 'constitutionalist' approach to civil rights then
embraced by the Supreme Court.
Haas 1978).

Thirdly, the processes involved included the battle for

black votes.
. Republican
of 1960.

(Barker and Barker 1975; Inciardi and

The traditional allegiance of southern black voters to the

par~

was substantially altered in the Kennedy-Nixon contest

With the continual migration of blacks to the cities into
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situations in which they were dispossessed by the white-dominated
Republican power structure, the Qonditions for their permanent defection
to the 'party of civil rights and social justice' appeared to be ripe.

But, in the

~recarious

balance of American electoral politics,

with the re-election of congressmen every two years, the gaining of
black votes had to be balanced against the possible alienation of the
traditional allegiance of the white working class.

I

I

I
I shall now go on to examine the patterns of, and rationales for,
the federal intervention in the cities and, in particular, its strategy
of a combined attack on juvenile delinquency and those social ills
from which it was believed to spr ing.
2.5.

Juvenile Delinquency , Community Action

and Federal Intervention

in the Cities
As indicated previously, the 1960' s under the Kennedy and Johnson

administrations, saw a new and radical departure from usual practices
and policies in response to pressing social problems.

Poli~J

on social

problems under the 1950' s administrations of Truman and Eisenhower
had been fundamentally non-interventionist.

Those Acts which were passed

by the Congress, such as the Civil Rights Act of 1957, the Housing Acts
of 1949 and 1954, and the Social Security Act of 1956, tended either to
be political gestures, or else so inadequately funded that they failed
significantly to affect the nature of the problems they were meant to
address.

In essence the belief was that the conditions of 'affluence'

andtgrowtht in the U.S.
integrate the poor.

econo~

would permeate downwards to affect and

As the 1950's drew to a close, those economic and

political doctrines which justified conscious government inaction seemed
~ ,

less and less plausible.

(Marris and Rein 1967 p.13).

The problem of increasing levels of juvenile delinquency in the
United States was one of the first in which the federal government
established the new relationships with state and local government referred to above.

The new national government strategy involved the

direct involvement of cummunity and class organisations in programmes
designed to tackle problems

"~t

the roots ll and on IIstreet level ll •
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In the 1940' sand 1950' s these groups came to articulate the
problems of' the ghettos and espe'cially saw delinquency, in both its
mundane and its spectacular f'orms, as indicative of' the strains and
deprivations af'i'ecting the young urban poor.

Delinquency was held to

point the urgent need f'or better schools, wel£.are and community
programmes, housing, youth projects and a number of' attempts to redress
the problem through policies of' "positive discrimination".

In New

York f'or instance, local, mostly private, social agencies had become
particularly concerned about the numerous f'ighting gangs roaming the
neighbourhoods of' the Lower East Side.

(Piven 1971 p.597).

Settlement

houses and church groups had attempted to deal with the problem by
sponsoring recreation and counselling projects and by organising a
"communi ty alert" to warn of' gang trouble.
A Youth Board was created in the late 1940's to do "street work"
with delinquency-prone youths, as well as to provide services in group
work, f'amily counselling, and community organisations.

Also in the

late 1950's the Henry Street Settlement in the Lower East Side began
to seek f'unding fora comprehensive programme f'or the neighbourhoods
which would make use of' all that was known in social work and social
soience theory about helping children and f'amilies and more specif'ioally
to reach and redress' the underlying causes of' gang delinquency. (Marris
and Rein op.cit. p.13).
Richard Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin, authors of' the influential
"opportunity theory" of' delinquency, became closely involved in the
movements and helped develop a research and action programme.

With

f'unding f'orthcoming f'rom the Ford Foundation, the National Institute
f'or Mental Health, and the City of' New York, the programme - entitled
Mobilisation f'or Youth (MFY) - was established in 1958.

By the time

that President Kennedy es tablished his President" sCommi ttee on Juvenile
DelinguenC"J and Youth Crime in mid 1961 , MFY was f'ully f'unctioning and
f'unded f'rom a number of' sources, and controlled by a variety of' participating local bodies.
Marris and Rein report that the Kenneqy family had had a longstanding interest in problems of' youth (presumably through Joseph
Kennedy's philanthropy).

Also, the new President was eager to give

expression to his campaign slogan of a "New Frontier" in a seriesof'
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innovative programmes.

Robert Kenneqy, the new Attorney-General and

David Hackett, a member of the campaign staff, were given the task of
developing "a new Federal initiative against delinquency."

The

particular style which it was clear this initiative would take - the
direct injection of vast funds to ameriorate the specific problems of
ghetto areas - immediately alienated the controlling bureaucracies of
the cities.

The writers add • • •
"

The President was shocked to
discover how inflexible
bureaucracies could be, and
it was characteristic of his
'administrative s~Jle to place
an independent intelligence
paralleling the establishment,
in a strategic position to
forge new ideas without administrative constraint. "
(ibid. p.20).

What is being referred to here is the intransigence of state and
local government which both precipitated and excused the beginnings of
a major incursion of the Federal government into persistent social
problems which were traditionally defined as outside of its legitimate
jurisdiction.

It was clear to the Kenneqys, and to others in the

liberal Democratic hierarchy, that delinquency (a pressing public
issue) was directly attributable to conditions of poverty, unemployment
and racial discrimination.

If the state and citygovernments would not

act, because of their fear of a political back-lash, then the Federal
government

~

find the means to circumvent their power.

The President's Committee was chaired by the Attorney-General and
comprised liberal and social democratic politicians and Lloyd Ohlin, who
was then with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

The

committee was a "cabinet pressure group", with a clear mandate for
proposals for reform.

The President also created, for the same purposes,

an auxiliary Citizen's Advisory Council of "recognised authorities on
delinquency."
At the same time, new delinquency legislation was drafted.

The

bill provided for grants for states and communities for combatting
delinquency, but it significantly noted that delinquency was closely
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:Ii

related with unemployment and low educational attainment.

Delinquenqy

occurred disproportionately among school·drop-outs, unemployed youth,
and those from deprived families.

The prevention and control of

delinquency required co-ordinated efforts to resist it.

Moreover, the

President's Committee, as spokesman for the new legislation, toured
the major cities to outline their view of the inter-relatedness of
delinquency and other social problems, and to search out innovative
programmes in delinquency control, education and work-training which
were worthy of support and would mark the coming of the "New Frontier."
The Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Offences Control Act of 1961
authorised the expenditure of 1 0 million dollars for grants to youth
development projects, and, by the end of 1964, seventeen community
action agencies were receiving federal funds.

Of these agencies,

Motilisation for Youth was that most favoured by the President's Committee.
What particularly appealed to them was the manner in which MFY was a
collaboration of seemingly diverse groups and interest - neighbourhood
groups, local government, federal government, private agencies and the
Social Work Department of Columbia University.

(Piven op.cit. p.603).

To this collaboration, the different constituents brought a variety of
structures, programmes and goals, some of which were contradictory.
Whereas the administration and various federal agencies may have seen
the project largely in terms of a "social engineering" perspective, the
local

communi~

groups saw it as a means of getting federal funds to

address the ills of their social, economic and physical environments.
Also various professional groups - teachers, social workers and others
also embraced their own perspectives.
The strategy of the federal government, once it had perceived MFY
in this way, was to forge and encourage collaboration.

Thus, ih the

early stages of the project the organisations involved reached "from the
federal government itself to the local neighbourhood and included both
public and private groups in what Piven has called a form of "creative
federalism."

(ibid. p.600).

But very soon, the federal government

began to intervene increasingly in the patterns of service to the ghetto.
The principle device was to be federal funds.
" • • • federal money was dangled
before local groups and meted out
through an elaborate process of
accommodation in which programmes
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were broadened, diffused, and
altered to meet the terms of
political trading.
• • • the various parties to the
dealing were obviously not equal
partners. As each grant was
negotiated, federal conditions
were imposed • • • and • • •
the federal agencies continued
to exert the dominant influence.
Moreover the national administration
dispersed its money through
mechanisms that promoted collaboration, while easing the way for
federal intervention. "
(ibid. p.60\).
To ensure the co-operation of the local bodies, the federal government required that a structure be formed in MFY which actually incorporated the groups whose support was needed.

Additionally, it made use of

the concensus among progessional groups on the
"social engineering" approach to problems.

desirabili~

of the

This consensus buttressed the

federal political strategy, providing continual academic and expert
re-inforcement for the social-causation view of the delinquency.
Thus MFY has been seen as an important vehicle through which the
interventions of the national state in social problems solutions were
worked out.

The complex nature of lobby and pressure group politics

in the United States necessitated the creation of new strategies and
devices for effecting intervention and also new federal bodies for
furthering those ends.

The President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency,

and its various allies, had an important part to play.

On the one hand,

it had circumvent the traditional political power of local and state
government; on the other, it had to also compete with powerful ' federal
funding agencies such as the National Institute for Mental Health and
also private funders such as the Ford Foundation.

Additionally, there

was a need to be seen to be doing something directly for urban blacks.
To a certain extent the basis for the involvement of grass-roots and
class organisations already existed, if only in the rhetoric of American
"participatory democracy."

But is has been noted that the perspectives

on problems embraced by the Kennedy administration, welfare professionals
and academics alike, called for "a comprehensive, rationalistic approach
to policy making" (ibid. p.603, emphasising "theory, rational planning
and evaluative research.tI'

(Marris and Rein op.cit.p.225).
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Also, Marris and Rein observe, the role of community- level groups
was seen,as central to federal strategy from the

ve~

beginning.

Each

community suffered from a range of similar problems, but each suffered
them in different objective and dynamic ways.

Each community was to

work out a conceptual framework from which the goals and methods of
action were to derive.

Each proposal was to be justified

to a rational analysis of the nature of the problem.

b~ _ reference

Community groups

would be important in helping to identify the nature and sources of
discontents.

In the early stages they would also be given the authority

and funds to put policies into operation.

Eventually, however, a

combination of political manoevering and the manipulation of funds would
lead to effective power being denied.
In the case of MFY the experience followed the following course.
Firstly, the federal government courted and effectively co- opted the
ccmmunity groups.

The considerable overlap between the two groups'

analyses of the roots of the problems of delinquency, led to a special
relationship being established and Rurtured.

The federal government

saw "community action" as an important means of affecting problems "at
the roots", and also as a means of circumventing the traditional power
structure of city politics which had effectively blocked large-scale
social welfare approaches to the problems of the urban poor.
However, a serious political backlash was experienced, not only
from white voters, but also from state and local governments demanding,
as the legally elected administrative forces, to be allowed themselves
to fund programmes and exercise what they claimed to be legitimate
control over the expenditure of public funds.
The federal government was faced with a number of complex dilemmas.
It had tried to push i'maximum feasible participation of the poor" in
both delinquency and poverty programmes.

Not only did this arouse

considerable political opposition, but also

f~om

the perspective of

ongoing "scientific evaluation" of the programmes, it emerged that
social conditions were not truly being affected by local re-training
schemes, and the programmes' encouragement of political action by the
poor did not succeed in altering the policies of the agencies and
bureaucracies which were their targets.

The interventionist strategies

involved in the community action approach, had as far as the federal
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government were concerned, largely failed.
In commenting on the pover~ programme, in which the Kennedy and

Johnson administrations used strategies similar to those in the field
of the delinquency projects, Marris and Rein note that it was eventually
realised that • • •

"

only the cabinet nationally, and
the mayors locally were powerful
enough to co-ordinate the resources needed. Hence it still
faced the inherent conflict of a
simultaneous committment to two
different conceptions of democratic accountability. From
whom were the projects to take
their lead, elected government
or those they serve? "
(ibid. p.215).

The answer to this question is largely that the programmes did
little to give more power to urban blacks.
in the

ci~

At best, power relations

were re-shuffled into a set of relationships in which power

was not wrested from city hall by the poor, but it was significantly
usurped by the growing power of new interventionist federal structures.
The lesson of the delinquency and

pover~

programmes, as the above

authors conclude, is that • • •

"

• • • no reform movement in
American socie~ can hope to
supplant the conflicts of
interests from which the
poliqy evolves. It can only
act as advocate, not as judge.

"

(ibid. p.230).
In the United States the conflicts of interest were not merely
those of special interest groups, but the need of the national state to
reconcile those conflicts which potentially or· actually result in civil
and economic disruption or civil disorder.
on a manipulative function.

In so doing the state took

It was faced with both violent and non-

violent action in protest against social ills.

Pressure for social

reform came both from the liberal middle classes, as well as from
communi~

and class organisations.
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Widespread deviancy and crime in

the ghettos both highlighted the urgency of the situation and also gave
rise to formidable and concerted pressure for a law- and- order solution
- one which would "solve" the manifest problems of crime and rioting
through a repressive law- enforcement and justice system .
In the Johnson years massive amounts of federal money were being
spent on attempts at a social welfare solution to the "problem of the
ghetto" - attempts which were failing to stem the tide of black political

I·

activism and the attendant convergence of crime and rebellion .

I

It is certainly against the background of the failures of social
reform that two important Presidential enquiries of the mid4960's began
their deliberations - The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
the Administration of Justice

(the Crime CommiSSion), and the National

Advisory Commission of Civil Disorders

(the Riot Commission).

In both enquiries an implicit commitment to the rhetoric of social
reformism and to "ooportuni ty theory" and sociological crime - causation
theories, is evident .

The shift in emphasis however is patently towards

the law- and- order solution .

Social science theories of crime - causation,

urbanism, human behaviour, policing, justice and corrections, come to
have as important a! part to play in this shift in emphasis as they had in
previous welfare oriented strategies.

Also, as I indicated at the

beginning of this chapter, 'victimisation
consideration.

becomes the major theme of

Precisely what this concept meant and how it was utilised

by the various constituencies are issues which I shall now go on to
examine.
'- ,

2.6.

The President's Commission and the Discovery of Criminal Victimisation :
The Crime Commission was set up by President Johnson in JUly 1965

with wide terms of reference to investigate the causes of crime,
delinquency and other forms of social deviancy, and also to examine the
functioning and effectiveness of the whole of the system of law enfQrcement, courts and correctional institutions .

It was set up against a

background of increasing crime and the fear of crime in the cities, and
in the wake of the first ghetto disturbances.

Crime in America was

becoming a major political issue in which social welfare- oriented
theories and solutions, and those theories positing more classicist
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models of the origins and solutions to crime, were becoming increasingly
polarised and manifest in public debate.
After nearly two years of deliberation and evidence, the commission
finally published its report in February 1967.

In its introduction it

quickly established the problem of crime as it appeared:
sentence says

0

•

its opening

•

"

There is much crime in America,
more than ever is reported, far
more than ever is solved, far
too much for the health of the
na tion. Every American knows
that. "
(President's Commission 1967 p.1 ).

The health of the nation was held to be at risk, but so too were
the health, well-being, and security of its citizens.

The report

continues • • •

"

Every American is, in a sense
a victim of crime. Violence
and theft have not only
injured, often irreparably,
hundred:! and thousands of
citizens, but have directly
affected every one. Some
people have been compelled
to uproot themselves and find
new homes. Some have been
afraid to use public streets
and parks. "
.
(ibid.) •

But more than this, victimisation and fear ·of victimisation have
lead to an increasing disaffection on the part of citizens with state
and society over protection from these hazards •.
It

Some have become distrustful
of the Government's ability,
or even desire, to protect
them. Some have lapsed-into
the attitude that criminal
behaviour is normal human
behaviour and consequently
have become indifferent to it,
or have adopted it as a good
way to get ahead in life. "
(ibid.).
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Additionally, crime has lead to hostilit,y to. those perceived to be
its main perpetrators - adolescents, blacks, drug addicts, college
students and political activists.

Police departments who fail to solve

crimes, courts which pass lenient sentences or make decisions restricting
police activities, 'soft' corrections and parole boards - all of these
are blamed, says the Report, for the crime problem.
The authors are quick to point out, however, that the "underlying
problems are the ones which the criminal justice system can do little
about.1I

These are identified as - the unruliness of youth, widespread

drug addiction, the pursuit of the dollar by any available means, and
the lIexistence of much poverty in a wealthy society."

In fact, unless

society takes concerted action to change the general conditions and
attitudes that are associated with crime, no improvements in law
enforcement and court procedures would be much avail.

The Report

continually returns to the theme that crime has its roots in adverse
social conditions and that a IInational concerted effort" is required to
eliminate both the roots and the phenomenon itself.
The two striking facts about crime, the Report says, are that most
crimes are committed in cities and are committed by boys and young men
between the ages of 15 and 24 years , with the peak ages for arrest being
15 and 16 years.

Addressing the problem of youthful crime, the Report

vemarks that this sector of the population is growing more numerous, and
would seem to be more crime-prone.
~d

But social conditions of povert,y

neglect are seen a primarily to blame, because youth crime has

continued to increase even in those cities which had, in recent years,
made "marked improvements "in police efficiency and correctional resourcefulness."

The commission identified the weakening
of parental . authority,
.
at all levels of society. Those social institutions central to the

socialisation of children - families, schools, churches - are failing "to
give young people the motivation to live moral lives. 1I The failure of
children to receive proper love and guidance,

'le~ds

to a situation where

the young are "unprepared to cope with the many ambiguities and lacks
that they find in the community."

(ibid. p.5).

These factors are associated with racial discrimination, bad housing,
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commercial exploitation, and the gap between promise and fulfillment
in American society.

Poor educational provision and attainment lead

to a further contraction of employment opportlmities.

Although youth

is sorely discontented in the suburbs, campuses, as well as the slums,

-.

it is in the slums that youth often express this discontent criminally.
"So do older people. It is not
hard to unders tand why. The
conditions of life there,
eoonomic and social, oonspire
to make crime not only easy to
engage it but easy to invest
justifioa tions for. "
(ibid. p .6).
Important~,

for the purposes of this analysis, the Report notes

that the conditions of life in cities and in particular in the slums,
have the oapacity adversely to affect human relationships.
lI

In the

abrasive" and "impersonal" atmosphere of the city, people are likely

to live their lives unnoticed, unrespected, and with their hopes unfulfilled.

In the ghettos, where raoial minorities are sequestered

with little hope of escape, there are people who are deolared by the
law to be equal but are prevented from improving their circumstances
and who suffer extraordinary strains on their respect for 'the law
and society.
It is such people with whom the criminal justice system
preponderantly deals.

Society, through the criminal justice system,

insists that individuals are responsible for their actions, but has
not devised the means for ensuring that all its members have the
ability to assume responsibility.

"

It has let too many of them
grow up untaught, unmotivated,
unwanted. The criminal justice
system has a great potential
for dealing with individual
.instances of crime, but is not
designed to eliminate the
conditions in which most orime
breeds. "
(ibid.).

In this the criminal justioe system needs help • • •
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«

Warring on povert,y, inadequate
housing and unemployment is
warring on crime. A civil
rights law is a law agains t
crime. Money for schools is
money against crime. Medical,
psychiatric, and fami~ counselling services are services against
crime • • • every effort to improve
life in America's "inner cities" is
an effort against crime. A communit,y's most enduring protection
against crime is to right the wrongs
and cure the illnesses that tempt
men to harm their neighbours. "
(ibid.) •

Students of criminology have little difficult,y in locating the
direct influence of anomie theory, "opportuni t,y theory" and social
disorganisation

theo~,

in the Report's analysis.

Such a direct influence,

as we have seen, had manifested itself in most academic and social policy
orientations towards issues of crime and related social problems for
most of the period since World War II.

The slant of the analysis informed

by these theories, became in the Crime Commission's Report, more
sensitively attuned to the consequences and impact of criminal victimisation at a number of levels than had been the case in earlier reports
and studies.
As I noted much earlier, the Crime Commission gave birth to, and
institutionalised support for, the large-scale victimisation survey.
The whole tenor of that part of the report dealing with the nature, extent
and causes of crime, is marked by the desire to understand the specific
variable relating to offenoe and viotimisation patterns.

The Commission

reoeived much guidance to show the 'human cost' 6f orime, but also to
show that victimisation, as with offending, is disproportinately concentrated in the ghetto.

Evidenoe from victimisation surveys seemed to

underline what observers of the ghettos had been saying for many decades,
ghetto dwellers not only suffer worse social c'ondi tions and greatest
infringments of human rights, but also the greatest insecurities associated
with violent and economic victimisation.
The concern expressed for issues of harm, 'economic loss, fear and
social dislocation resulting from the orime problem, has in the Report a
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number of related aspects.

Criminal victimisation. is not only seen as

socially and personally injurious, but the role of the crime victim,
the potential victim, and also of witnesses to crime, are given a
central place in the analysis not only of the present failures of the
criminal justice system, but also in the improvements which must be
made.

Some of these aspects will be dealt with

further on, but in

brief they conoern such dimensions as the oontribution whioh victims'
prior behaviour makes to the oommission of orime;

the

prima~

role of

the victim as reporter of crime; the dependence of the system upon
public, especially victim, co-operation are also considered.
The Crime Commission's over-riding concern is with issues of
consensus and legitimacy.

Its Report identifies several areas in which

crime both results from a decline in these elements, and in its turn
contributes to a further erosion.
crime, seem

fo~

The potential and actual viotims of

the Commission to epitomise these issues, and it is

concerned in its many recommendations to. forge a new consensus but
presumably one whioh is based more firmly upon oonceptions of "justioe"
and "fairness" in society as well as "efficiency" in the criminal
justice system.

As noted earlier; they saw that the failures of the

system were located

~in

the structure and operation of the system

and in wider social issues.
The Commission had at its disposal a great deal of statistical
and survey data on crime and victimisation.

In addition to data from

the Uniform Crime Reports, whioh are collected annually on a nationwide
basis and oollated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Commission also sponsored a number of studies of criminal victimisation
and the demographio faotors assooiated with it.

The National Opinion

Research Centre (NORC) of the University of Chicago surveyed 10;000 .
households to determine if any member had been

victimise~

had been reported to the police and, i f not, why not.

i f the crime

(Ennis 1967).

More detailed surveys were undertaken in high and medium crime rate
preoinots of Vlashtington D.C., Chicago and Boston by the Bureau of
Social Scienoe Researoh of Washington and the Survey Research Centre of
the University of Michigan.

(Argana 1975).

The Commission conoerned itself in the main with those orimes which
were held mostly to concern Americans - those which affect public safety
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!tat home, work and in the street. I I As such the Report considers in its
analysis the seven offences which are grouped together in the Uniform
Crime Reports to form the F.B.I.'s Index of serious crimes.

Interestingly,

these are all offences, both violent and non-violent, which have
personal victims, as opposed to those offences which are "victimless"
or else have an abstract or corporate victim.

The seven Index crimes

are willful homicide, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault,
burglary,~

larceny over 50 dollars and motor vehicle theft.

The table

below shows the number of each of these offences in the Uniform Crime
Reports (UCR) for 1965.
Index Offence

No.Recorded

Homicide

9,850

Forcible Rape

22,467

Robbery

118,916

Aggravated Assault

206,661

Burglary

1 ,173,201

Larceny

762,352

Motor Vehicle Theft

486,568
TOTAL:

(SOURCE

UCR 1965

TOTAL CRIMES 357,894
AGAINST PERSON (1 3%)
TOTAL
PROPERTY
CRIMES

2,442,1 21
(87'/0)

2,780,015

cited in President's Commission op.cit.P.18).

In its comparison of the UCR reports for the years 1933-1965, the
Commission noted that rates for all serious offences had increased
steadily since the end of World War II.

In respect of violent offences

the Report claims that the 1933-65 period had been one of "sharply divergent
trends."

Also although the nation's population had increased by 47'/0

since 1940, violent offences had increased much faster.

The rates .per

100,000 population tripled for forcible rape and doubled for aggravated
assaul tj willful homicide had decreased to 7C1/o of its 1933 peak, while
robbery had fluctuated from a 1933 high, a lo\,! during World War II to
a point where it was 2C1/o above its post-war level.

(ibid. p.23).

Property crimes had increased much more sharply than the crimes
of violence; the rate for larceny of 50 dollars and over showing the
sharpest increase of all Index offences - it had increased to more than
550% of its 1933 level.

The burglary rate had nearly doubled, whereas
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auto theft had seen uneven development to a point .where it was almost
the same as that in 1933.
From these and other official data the Commission concluded that
both the total number of crimes and the rates per 100,000 population
were increasing in an alarming and

"

~ervasive

way.

Crime always seems to be
increasing, never going
down. Up 5.% this year,
10 the next, and the
Commission's surveys have
shown that there is a
great deal more crime than
the office statistics show.

II

(ibid. p .24).
Indeed the NORC Survey, referred to earlier, revealed information
about the inaccuracy of the UCR figures, which although this perhaps
did not surprise criminologist, it caused a sensation in the media and
became an immediate political issue.

(Clark 1970).

The NORC Survey showed that the actual amount of crime in the United
States was several times that reported in the UCR.

As the table below

shows, the amount of personal injury crime reported to NORC was almost
twice the UCR rate, and that there is almost twice as much individual
proper~ crime.

Forcible rapes were 3t times the reported rate,

burglaries three times, aggravated assaults and larcenies over 50 dollars
more than double, and robbe~ 50% greater.

Only vehicle theft was lower

in the NORC survey than in the UCR.

Comparison of NORC Survey and UCR Rates for Index Offences (per
100,000 population).
Index Crimes

NORC 1965-66

Wilful Homicide
Forcible Rape

UCR for Individuals
1965

UCR for Individuals
& Organisations 1965

3.0
42.5
Robbe~
94.0
Aggravated Assault 218.3
Burgla~
949.1
Larceny (over ~50) 606.5
Motor Vehicle Theft 206.2

5.1
11 .6
61.4
106.6
299.6
267.4
226.0

5.1
11 .6
61 .4
106.6
605.3
393.3
251 .0

Total Violence

357.8

184.7

184.7

Total Property

1 ,761 .8

793.0

1 ,249.6

(Source

President's Commission p.21).
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The surveys in Washington, Boston, and Chicago also showed the
disparit,y between reported and unreported amounts of crime.

In

Washington, for instance for certain specific offences against individuals,
the number of offences reported to the survey per 1 ,000 residents aged
18 years or over, ranged from 3 to 10 times more than the number contained
in the police statistics for the city.

The aspect of these findings which particularly concerned the
Commission was that of victims' tendency for non-reporting of offences
committed against them.

The NORC Survey asked respondents why, if

appropriate, they had not reported offences to the police.
In the case of robbe~, for instance, 35% of offences were not
reported;

27% of non-reporters gave as their reason that their definition

of the matter as private, or else they did not wish to harm the offender;

45.%

felt that the police would be ineffective or would not want to be

42%

30% felt
the offence a private matter, 63% cite police ineffectiveness. The
definition of the matter as private, or the ineffectiveness of the
police ·were given as the main reasons for non-reporting for all offences.
(ibid. p.22).

bothered.

In the case of burglaries,

went unreported;

The Commission also concerned itself with the demographic variables
associated with crime, including density and size of population,
composition with regard to age, race and sex and the economic situation
and moves of the population.
"

As the Report states • • •
One of the mos t fully documented facts about crime
is that the common serious
crimes which people wor~
about most - murder, forcible
rape, robbery, aggravated
assault and burglary - happen
most often in the slums of
large cities. Study after
study in city after city in
all regions of the country
have traced the variations
in the rates for these crimes.
The results with monotonous
regularit,y, show that the
offences, the offenders and
the victims, are found most
frequently in the poorest
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a nd most deteriorated and
socially disorganised areas
of the cities. "
(ibid. p .35).
Furthermore, it is the poorest social conditions and other factors
associated with" social disorganisation" which correlate most highly
with the most serious offences.

"

Burglary, robbery and serious
assaults occur in areas
characterised by low income,
physical deterioration, dependency,
racial and ethnic concentrations,
broken homes, working mothers, low
levels of educational and vocational
skill, high unemployment, high
proportions of single males, overcrowded and substandard housing,
high rates of tuberculosis and
infant morta~i~, low rates of
home ownership or single family
dwellings, mixed land use, and
high population density. "
(ibid. p.35).

In an

~y.sis

based upon and indeed citing the work of Shaw and

McKay in Chicago in the 1930's, the Report suggests strongly that it
is not only that slum and ghetto residents are brutalised by their
conditions of life, but also that they are involved in a process of
transition, between the rural existences from which they have emerged,
and the mainstream of American society.

But this transition is

effectively held up by processes of discrimination and unemployment
and indeed the Commission suggests that much of everyday crime in the
slums "is a blind reaction to the conditions of slum living."

(ibid.

p.37).
Questions regarding the demographic variables associated with crime
further emerged for the Commission from the NORC victimisation survey.
It found that rather striking variations in the risk of victimisation
appeared among different sectors of the population.

The highest levels

or victimisation occurred in the lower income groups when all Index
offences except homicide were considered.
from

burgla~J,

The risks of victimisation

robbery, and forcible rape, were concentrated in the
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lowest income group and decreased steadily at higher income levels.
The picture was more eratic for aggravated assault, larceny and
vehicle theft.

Als~victimisation

increases sharply in the highest

income group.
Victimisation

by_~ncome

(rates per 1002000 Eopulation2

o-

Offences

2,999
Dollars

3,000 - 5,999
Dollars

6,000 - 9,999
Dollars

Above
10,000
Dollars

Total

2,369

2,331

1 ,820

2,237

Forcible Rape
Robbery
Aggrav8.ted Assault
Burglary
Larceny (over t50)
Motor Vehicle Theft

76
172
229
1 ,319
420
153

49
1 21
316
1 ,020
619
206

10
144
867
549
202

17
34
252
790
925
219

No. of Respondents

(5,232)

(8,238)

(1 0 ,382)

(Source :

48

(5,946)

ibid. p .39).

The NORC survey data also showed that non-whites were victimised disproportinately by all Index crimes, except larceny of 50 dollars or
over.
Victimisation by Race

(Rates per 100.000 population)
NON-VlHITE

OFFENCES

WHITE

Total

1 ,860

2,59 2

22
58
186
822
608
164

82
204
347
1 ,306
367
286

Forcible Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Larceny (over ~50)
Motor Vehicle Theft

(27,484)
(Source

(4,902)

ibid. p.39).

At all levels blacks had higher rates of victimisation for serious
crimes against the person than whites, for whites, burglary rates
declined as income rose, for blacks, trends mirrored those of whites,
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except that burglaries ~ with income (reflecting perhaps the
residential segregation of middle-class blacks).

For minor crimes

the survey found strong evidence of under-reporting of victimisation
of blacks (perhaps reflecting subcultural differences in definition
of events as crimes).

In the lower income groups blacks were more

likely than whites to./be victims of serious crimes against the person.
In the higher income groups blacks were slightly more likely to be
victims of serious assaults and

~

more likely to suffer property

loss.
The results also show

~

rates for most crimes to be higher

for whites than for blacks (with some evidence of under-reporting by
blacks).

Males of all races aged 30-39 years reported most serious

victimisation.

Females of all races aged 20-29 reported most serious

victimisation.
Additionally, the Commission found that most offences - victimisation
relationships were intra-racial rather than

~-racial.

most likely to be victimised by white offenders;
offenders.

Whites were

blacks by black

Indeed the demographic characteristics of offenders have

been shown to be very close to those of victims, in a number of studies
of personal crime.
The discovery of the disproportionately high levels of victimisation
in the slums and ghettos, was paralleled by findings relating to
of victimisation and feelings of personal security and safety.

~

The

Commission had been created largely because of the evidence not only
of increasing crime, but also of an increasing concern in the population
as a whole.

Based on the results of opionion polls, most urban Americans

felt that crime was the most serious social issue.

Surveys undertaken

for the Commission, however, established that the residents of innercity areas were oonsiderably more fearful than residents of other areas
and that black respondents were more fearful than whites.
the NORC Survey, the following table is to be found.
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Thus, in

How sa~e do rou ~eel waiting in
rour neighbourhood a~ter dark?
(Percentage)
RESPONSE
Very

WHITE

%
22 %
9 %
4%

%
%
23 %
18 %

33

1~

10~

10~

10~

(4,628)

(7,495)

(646)

(1,033)

65

Sa~e

Somewhat

Unsa~e

Very

FEMALE

Sa~e

Somewhat
Sa~e

TOTAL
No.
(Source

NON-WHITE
MALE
FEMA:LE

MALE

35
24

25
22
20

but they had to expose themselves more
o~ten

Commission two years
and

o~

sa~e~

than whites

to risk, being required
~oot a~ter

dark.

crime and insecurity were taken up by the Riot

~ter

the Crime Commission's Report.

table showed the incidence

proper~

in 1965.

o~ten

than whites to make necessary journey on

Similar issues
~ollowing

16

Ennis op.cit p.73).

Not only were blacks more concerned about personal
more

%
19 %
28 %
37 %

%
%
%
%

o~

per 100,000 residents in

The

Index crimes against persons

~ive

Chicago police districts

Taking one high income all-white district at the edge

o~

the

city core, and two predominantly white districts, one with mainly
lower middle income and low income household, the table shows the
rates as

~ollows

:

High Income
White

District

No. Index Crimes
against persons

Low Middle
Income
White
District

Mixed High
and Low
Income
Black
District

Very -Low.
Income
Black
District
No.1.

Very Low
Income
Black
District
No.2.

80

440

338

1 ,615

2,820

No. Index Crimes
against property 1 ,038

1,750

2,080

2,508

2,630

133

115

243

291

Patrolmen
Assigned
(Source

93

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder 1968 p.267).
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I'

These data suggested the great extent of variation in crime rates
between the neighbourhoods.

These variations are much larger for

crimes aga inst persons than for crimes against

proper~.

have something to suggest about levels of policing.

They also

The presence

of more policemen per 1 00,000 residents do not offset high ra tes in
certain parts of the

ci~.

Later on, however, the Riot Commission

noted that police practices in black neighbourhoods were at variance
with those in white areas.

(ibid. p.299).

Blanket policing through

the use of "aggressive preventative patrols" and "stop and frisk"
taXics lead to greater arrest rates but also to greater abuse of
citizens through the use of "alley justice" - violence against suspects
with no further action.

The Riot Commission also found a widespread

belief in the existence of police

brutali~

and great strength of

feeling that "ghetto neighbourhoods are not given adequate police
protection."

The police were believed to maintain much less rigorous

standards of enforcement in the ghetto, tolerating their activities
such as drug-trafficking, prostitution and street violence that they
would not tolerate elsewhere.

The police were also believed to treat

complaints and calls for help from black areas much less urgently
than for the white areas.
Both the Crime and Riot Commissions found evidence to support
both charges.

The Riot Commission, for example, quoted the results

of study in Cleveland in which they found that the police took almost
four times as long to respond to calls from a black district concerning
robbery than for the district where response was next lowest.

The

response time for some other crimes was at least twice as long.

(ibid.

p .309).

A NORC poll of attitude towards the police (for the Crime
Commission) found the following :
NORC POLL

Affirmative Answers

Do Police do "excellent" job?

Do Police do "poor" job?

White

Whi te

23%

Non-\Vhi te

Non- Whi te

15%
Are Police "almost all honest?"

Are

White

63%

vVhite

Non-White

30%

Non-vVhi te

(Source: President's Commission p.99).
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7'/0
1 6%

Police "almost all corrupt?"
1%
1 0%

Finally, on the question of the criminal victimisation of ghetto
residents, the Riot Commission concludes that most of the crime in the
ghetto is committed by a small minority of residents and the principle
victims are other residents of those areas.

"

As a result, the majority of law
abiding citizens who live in
disadvantaged Negro areas face
much higher probabilities of being
victimised than residents of
most higher-income areas, including almost all suburbs • • •
• • • Thus, crime not only
creates an atmosphere of insecurity and fear thoughout
Negro neighbourhoods but causes
continuing attrition of the
relationship between Negro
residents and the police. This
bear~ a direct relationship to
civil disorder. "
(Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders. p.268).

What then were the solutions posed to these

problems~

As we have

seen the Crime Riot Commission Reports identify crime and disorder as
major problems of increasing proportions.
in terms of the harm done to social order
communities.

The problems are presented
~

to individuals and their

Fear of crime is shown to be widespread, but the chances

of victimisation vary enormously according_,to the characteristio of
individuals and neighbourhoods.
Implicitly accepting the predominant sociological theories of
crime causation, the Crime Commission located the causes of crime in
pover~,

un~mployment,

and other adverse social conditions.

It extends

this analysis, in the spirit of these theories, to see these c-ondi tions
creating cultural atmospheres which lead to the decline of the quality
of inter-personal relationships.

These proces,ses are seen as leading

in the ghettos to two related sets of circumstances;

firstly,there is

internicine crime in which the oppressed victimise the oppressed.
Secondly, and more disturbingly for white society, there emerges a new
someWhat politicised variety of criminal behaviour, which is partially
political rebellion and

partial~

a racially motivated move towards the

viotimisation of whites outside the ghetto area.
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There is·little question that during this period social disorder
in the form of riots became seen as an indicator of what was wrong with

the structure of American society, and for all sectors of the American
political establishment the riots were regarded as a portent of what
was to come if some effective action was not taken.
At the time when the Crime and Riot Commissions were established,
it was beginning to emerge that the Great Society programmes of direct
intervention by federal government in the solution of social problems,
were failing to prevent rising levels of crime and delinquency.
programmes had also failed after all, to forstal the

These

riots~

It is in the face of this dillema the import of the Commissions'
findings and recommendations start to take on a form of reasoning in
which social justice and order are seen as inextricably linked.

On

the one hand the federal government must continue its commitment to
fighting crime at its roots in social conditions, but at the same time
it must reform the components of the criminal justice system.

Whereas

the Great Society programmes represented the incursion of national
state in the direct attempts to solve social problems, the terms of
reference, endeavours and proposals of the Crime Commission represented
a parallel attempt by the federal government to directly intervene in
and control the activities of the criminal justice system.

'---j
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3.1. Introduction
How then can we make sense of the tangle of political philosophies
and imperatives which form the background to the developments in
American Criminal Justice in the 1960's?

It is important to state that

the 'dis covery of criminal victimis a tion' , di.') ous sed in the pr evious
chapter, and the concerns an(l strategies arising from ooncern with that
issue, cannot be understood in isolation from other aspects of criminal
justice.

What we witness is an attempt by national government to

rationalise and systematise an unweildy and ineffioient system, but in
this attempt to reform the criminal justice system are necessarily
reflected the world views of politicians and those social soientists
whose works informed the debates.
the

i

These world views interacted '"ith

reali ties' and 'necessities' which presented themselves - the

urgency of the search for renewed

'dome~3tic

tranquili"t-.f', the social

and economic impacts of the war in Vietnam, and other facets of social
conflict and crisis which were described earlier.
It may also perhaps be fruitful, in attemptlllg to make sense of
these complexities and interactions, to discuss the developments so far
outlined in the light of the inter-play between political philosophies.
In the following section I shall discuss at length the tendencies
inherent in democratic pluralism as they contribute to the unders tanding
of Amerioan social democracy, reformism, and state intervention.

This

will be followed by an examination of the oontribution and participation
of social scientists (particularly sociologioal criminologists) in
these processes.

3.2.

!:1m:?l-~

Liberalism

.~nd§'oc:h~l-De~at:hs_Consci'2.usne~

Aocording to the analysis made by Robert Paul Wolff (1965),
democwatio pluralism, in both its desoriptive and prescriptive forms,
grew out of nineteenth century attacks on the methodological il1.dividualism of the classical liberal tradition.

In t1).e latter, political

society is, or ought to be, an assoc:Lation of self-detl"Jrmi:'ling individuals
who Goncert their wills and colleot their powers in the stqte for
mut'.lally self-intere:-3ted ends.

The sta te is the locus of supreme power

and authori ty, and its cOr.Jffiand..s are legitimised. by a democJ:'a tic process
of dec·Lsion and oontrol.

This ensures partiGipa ticm of the governe,i in

the making of the laws to which they submit.
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I:
Centrally, the theo!"J is one of the relationship betNeen the
individual and the sovereign state, with other associations being
accorded secondary importance.

Confusingly, some liberal theorists

counsel minimum state interference with private individuals and
associations, while others argue for active state intenrention.

(ibid.

p.1 3).

Wolff argues that c19.ssical liberalism, born of the pre-industrail
era, was quickly recognised to be an inadequate description of the
industrial society which emerged in the nineteenth centuFY.

The

enfranchisement of the adult populations of great nation-states, and
the development of an elaborate private industrial system, gave rise to
a new 'pluralistic' structure within the political framework of
representative government.

This trend undercut the notion of 'direct

democracy' wherein, in the views of Rousseau and Locke, the state was
to confront the citizen directly, as both

servan~

and master.

The size and organisation of the modern state, the complexity of
institutional and associational relationships, and the rise of an
intermediatin~

bureaucracies, says Wolff, destroy any possibility of

classioal liberal democracy.

As a standard by which to judge the great

industrial democracies, liberal democracy suffers from the greatest
possible failing - the irrelevance which attends the progressively
greater divergence of the realities of industrial society from the
main tenets of the theory.
In addition to these faotors, three others - historically more

specific to the American experience - have combined to produce a
characteristic form known as pluralism.

Firstly, there is the federal

structure of American government, in which a hierarchy of local
government structures interposed itself between the individua1:and the
supreme power of the state.

The eighteenth century debates concerning

the unification of the ,'::;ta tes, display not only that the United Sta. tes
was to be a union of a ssociational and political communit;es rather than
of individuals, but also that the emerging constitution was meant to
represent a series of compromises b e tween diverse and competing interest.
A second factor whi:)h shaped the characters of American plur9.1istic

-

-j
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democracy, is the "oft-cited penchant for dealing with social problems
by means of vol1mtary associations."

Thus there is a tradition in

whioh "a remarkable variety of needs are met in America by private and
voluntary institutions."

(ibid. p.17-18).

In order to clarify the

relationship of the government to this network of private associations,
it is necessary to observe that while some groups perform their
functions and achieve their goals directly, others are organised as
pressure groups to influence national or local government to achieve
their ends.

All groups el15age in an intensity of institutionalised

political lobbying which is not matched in other political systems.
The third factor cited by Wolff is the great ethnic and religious
diversi ty of the American nation, brought about by three hundred years
of immigra tiona

"

The ethnic and religious communities
in American society encountered one
another through the pluralistic
meohanisms of politics and private
associations which already existed ••
The religious and ethnic groups
entered the political system at the
precinct, city, or county level,
using the unified mass of their
voting populations as a weight to
be thrown on the political scales.

"

(ibid. P .21 ).
Any analysis of social and political policy as it affects American
cities, must take into consideration the considerable influence of
ethnic and religious pressure groups and special interest lebbies,
especially in view of the abilities of some to 'deliver votes', in
return for a voice in the legislative administrative and fiscal
processes.
In turning to examine pluralist views of the role of the state in

relation to diverse social interests, Wolff presents two principal
theo:c'ies of this relationship_

The first, or 'referee' theory, asserts

that the role of the central government is to lay dnl'1n ground rules
for conf'lict and competition, and employ its power to make sure that
no major interest abuses its influence or gaim1 an unchecked dominance
in some area of social life.

The most obvious instance is the economic
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sphere, where firms compete for markets and labour competes with capital.
But, accordine to this

theor~y,

a similar competition takes place among

interests in the social sphere, between the various religious and ethnic
groups, public and private education, and so on.
In the second, or 'vector sum'

theo~,

Congress is seen as the

focal point of pressures which are exerted by interest groups throughout
society, ei ther by way of the two major parties or through the political
lobbies.

The laws merely reflect their shaping by manifold forces

brought to bear on the legislators.

As

the strength and direction of

private interests alters, there is a corresponding alteration in the
composition and

activi~

of the interest groups.

Therefore, in the fragments of the descriptive account offered by
the theory of pluralistic demooracy, America is a complex interlocking
of ethn.ic, religious, racial, regional, and economic groups, whose
members pursue their diverse interests through the medium of private
associations, which in turn are co-ordinated, regulated, contained,
encouraged, and guided by a federal system of representative democracy.
Individual citizens confront the central government, and one another,
through the intermediation of the voluntary and involuntary groups to
7ihich theybelong.

In this way, pluralist democracy stands in contrast

to classical democracy on the liberal model, and in comparing the
former with the relations between classes in feudal society, Wolff
comments that the guiding principle is not 'one man - one vote', but
rather 'every legitimate group its share.'

Scarce resources, and

rights and liberties should not be distributed according to the relative
numbers or might of groups, but upon the principle of distributive
justice.
Pluralism, though, is not merely a set of descriptions of the
operation of democracies, but contains also a set of prescriptive
statements about what ought to exist.

Democracy, as earlier mentioned,

should ideally be a matter of direct participation and pressure by
ci tizens to sec;.)re their individual and collective in teres ts - rather
as in the Jeffersonian vision of a democracy of small farmers and
businessmen, living within stone's-throw of their legislature.

The

burgeoning complexities of the industrial state render this situation
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increasing less likely.
means or notj

Decisions will be taken, whether by democratic.

thus a system in which there is.little real participation,

save for the occassional ritualistic and cynical casting of votes at
election time, is in danger of losing its real democratic features in
favour of rule by economic and political elites.

The answer which

pluralism poses, is to find a way of ensuring maximum participation by
a11 interested parties in the 'democratic process'.
Pluralism is thus presented "as a useful means for preserving some
measure of democracy under the unpromising conditions of mass industrial
society".

A pluralistic societ"lJ is natural and good and an end to be

sought in itself.

The

theo~

offers not only a model of the state and

of democratic politics, but also of the nature of human personalit,y and
group functioning.

Human personality is dependent upon the social

group of which it is a significant member.

The influence of societ,y

upon the individual is primarily positive, formative and supportive.
Social inheritance, rather than seen as something to be cast off,
should be seen as central to man's nature.
owes his

loyal~s

Man, as a social animal,

primarily to the group, and to the state only in so far

as his rights and interests are secured in that relationship!
The politician, furthermore, is presented by pluralis ts as a type
of middleman in the power transactions of

~he

society.

He absorbs the

pressures broughtto bear upon him by his organised constituents on the
basis of their relative voting strength, and then goes onto the floor
of Congress to work out legislative compromises with his colleagues,
who have been equally affected.

The end result is legislation which

is a compromise between the different interests.

Individuals are then

free in that they participate, at least partially, in the framing of
the laws to which they submit.
In the prescriptive past of pluralist theory there also lies an
importa.'1t commentary upon the issues of 'deviancy', 'tolerance of
diversi ty', 'freedom', 'equall 'bJ' and 'justice'.
Wolff notes that in each of its two variants - the liberalindi vidualis t, and group process theories, the re is associated a theoI'".f
of tolerance.

In the former tolerance "is equated with acceptance of
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individual idiosyncracy and interpersonal conflict".

(ibid. P31).

Citing John Stuart Mill's essay On Liberty, Wolff sees liberal pluralism
as viewing the realm of private behaviour as a sanctuary into which the
state and society should not interfere.

Mill distinguishes between the

private and public realms of action and, in the latter, groups of
individuals may combine to engage in public-regarding
actions.
r
this public sphere, society ought

Even in

to interfere with the individual

only for the purpose of advancing the welfare of society as a whole.
This qualification of the general liberal principle has become increasingly
problematic as the state has continued to intervene in ever more areas,
not only of the public sphere, but also has proceeded to intervene in the
areas of private morality and 'victimless' deviance.
In their analysis of the concept of 'permissiveness' in relation to
the social legislation in the Britain of the 1960's, Greenwood and Young
remark that Mill's position on liberty and state interventionism takes
no account "moral indignation" as a force leading to restriction of
personal freedoms to behave in diverse ways;

nor does it take into

account the role of an interventimist state, which must preside over the
allocation of rewe.rd and punishment, and which will intervene if sacred
institutions are seen to be challenged.

The liberal rhetoric of

interventionism, they maintain, contradicts with its desire to maintain
'nature' and 'just' order of the mixed economy and of existing institutions
- "its espousal of freedom falters at these parameters".

(1980 p.156-7).

This recurring problem for a liberal theory of democracy, is also
taken up by Wolff.

In the context of American society he sees the

problem of toleration versus intervention as one which has been,
partially at least, addressed by a particular dynamic in later, democratic
pluralist, variants of liberalism.
"Democratic pluralism, as it developed
in the context of American life and
politics in the late nineteen~h and
early twentieth century, purports to
achieve just the required union of
'liberal' principles and 'conBervative'
sociology. "
('Solff op.cit. p.J...5).
To the

theo~J

of democratic pluralism, classical liberalism broght
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a particular notion of the relationship between
and the concept of 'individualism'.

The

personali~

s~ecific

and

socie~

contribution of con-

servative philosophy is the •• "fundamental insight that man is a
social being", and the concomitant concept of 'community'.
Thus, in respect of the issue of 'tolerance versus interyention',
the modern state is mindful of the potentially negative and harmful
aspects of what Mill called 'liberty'.

In the work of Durkheim, for

instance, there is an examination of the conditions in which the social
integra tion of individual and group life may break down in sometimes
dramatic ways.

The

loose~ing

of the constraints of traditional and

group values creates, in some individuals, a condition of lawlessness
and individualism ('Anomie') in which the outcome is potentially
disastrous for both the individual and the
In the conservative current in

~~e

socie~J.

philosophy of state intervention-

ism, therefore, intervention in Mill's public and private spheres,
becomes a necessity dictated by the realisation that consensus and
integration - in other words conformity and maximum participation in
group life - are the joint guarantors of individual and social wellbeing.

In one part of the democratic pluralist dialectic - the traditional

conservative current - the existence of social order is a

necessa~

precondition for social justice.
In the liberal current in state interventionism, Mill's arguments
advanced in defence of the individual's right to differ from the
surrounding society are taken over as arguments for the social group to
differ from other social groups.

It is concerned more with the ways in

which diverse groups and interest can be fused with political
and how these groups - existing outside, or on the

periphe~

~bligation,

of the

concensus - can be integrated more perfectly into the social system.
But, here we find a statement which is the opposite of the conservative
belief in the particular relationship of 'order' and 'justice';

it is

that social justice is a necessary precondition for social order.
is then, a commitment in democratic

ph;ra.li~m

to the psychologice,lly and

sooially desirable forces of social integration which traditionally
liberali::,m tends to weaken.
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There

We may see therefore, the modern sta.te, having

definl~d

for itself

a role as 'arbiter' or 'referee', striving to soh-e the economic and
socia.l contradi.cticns posed by the nat1,."lre of capitalist production.
In one particular historical ,period, economic and political imperatives
may dictate that the promotion of social order can best be served by
interventionism in both economic and social. spheres.

In another

period the same imperatives, together with philosophical reconceptualisations of the problems, may dictate that the role of the
state is to ensure the general conditions (e.g. 'control of the money
supply' ; 'perfect competition') by which social integration may be
achieved without radical state interventionism and high levels of
social investment.

(see especially Barker 1978).

The contrasts in emphasis between these 'two trends in democratic
pluralism are well put by Charles A. Reich in his comparisons of
"Consciousness I" and "Consciousness II".

The former is concerned with

a profoundly optimistic image of man and hie, relation to the state,
identical with that presented by classical liberal philosophers.

In

a spirit close to that of Wolff, Reich notes that Consciousness I
proved unable to chanbe with the changing realities of America.

It

still tends to see America in terms of the idyll of small towns, farms
and communities.

It believes the "America.n Dream" still to be possible,

and i t3 analysis cannot incorporate the reality of the power and predominanGe of organisations over individuals in the twentieth century.
,Most characteristic' of Consciousness I is its moralism.

It

insisted in the nineteenth century, as it still does today, on seeing
the ills of industrial capitalism, not for what they are - the subordination of 'human needs' to 'system needs' - but as essentially
moral problems.

"

If' a given number of automobiles
are crowded on to a highway there
will be a predictable number of
accidents. The moral approach
tries to deal wi th thi~ as a:
question of inrEviclual-driver
responsibili vJ. It stress AS
safe dri vine; and criminal penalties.
Yet reduction of the accident
rate is demonstrably a problem in
engineerine;. Similar1y, urban
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crime is seen as a moral and lawenforcement problem, although crime
is a product of identifiable environmental factors. The moralistic
approach to public welfare is similar.
Over and over again Consciousness I
sought scapegoats rather than face
the forces of industrialism directly.

II

(Reich 1970 p.39).
By contrast the features of Reich's Consciousness II are recognisa.ble
in the philosophy of' state interventionism to which we have already
referred.

Consciousness II, originating with the leaders of the New

Deal and ': i th "a new breed of industrial and labour leaders of the
1930' s and 1940' s ", came about as a result of the catas trophic failure
of Consciousness I - grotesque inequality, unemployment, economic
recession.

It represents a turn away from individualism to'llards a

philosophy which fl:wours the general subordina.tion of 'individual
rights' to 'the common good'.

Consciousness II unites a broad spectrum

of P.merican opinion in political, business a.nd intellectual life.

It

is the consciousness of the liberalism of the Democra.tic Part;y and the
reformism of the 1960's.
"

Consciousness II believes that the
present American crisis can be
solved by a greater commitment of
inclividuals to the public interest,
more social responsibili.ty by
private business, and, above all,
by more affirmative government
action - regulation, planning, more
of a welfare state, better and morc
rational administration and managemente II
(ibid. P .61-62).

Consciousness II is deeply commi lted to reform.

Much of this

reform is directed at redressing the ills resultine from Consciousness
I - prejudice, discrjmination, poverty.
the possibility of social progress.

It believes conficlently in

In a passage whJ.ch seems adequateJ.y

to capture the spirit of the Kennedy-.J ohnson years, and to some extent
the Carter years, Reich says
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I''

II

Confront the men of Consciousness II
with a~ list of evils and the
response is cheerfulness: they know
what measures can be taken, they see
signs of improvement, and they compare
the present favourably with the evils
of the past which have been overcome.
Even tod.ay they still believe that
America's problems can be solved by
pushing ahead with material progress,
equalivJ, a greater public commitment
to social welfare, to rebuilding cities
and to revised domestic priorities. "
(ibid. p. 64).

Al though there exis ts different pos i tions and emphases wi thin
Consciousness II, the commitment to a central role for the state is
the central theme.

For Reich, however, there is in addition to the

nominal liberalism of Consciousness II, a potential which is deeply
repressive.

It welcomes every point of view and tolerates every idea,

but it wants everything expressed through proper channels and procedures;
it wants no interference with reationalities, nor disruption of orderly
processes.

'Freedom' must not destroy the underlying order that enables

all types of freedom to flourish in orderly fashion.

(ibid. p.65).

It

is, furthermore, profoundly anti-populist, and largely anti-democratic
in its tendency to subordinate the rights and needs of individuals and
groups to the state and to the business organisation.

Consciousness II

came into existence, Reich says, as a response to the realities of
organisation and technology.

It pushed these values to a conclusion

which gave us the American corporate state.
Reich traces the emergenoe of the liberalism and interventioniSm
of Consciousness II to the New Deal era.

The great transformations of

nineteenth century industrialisation had resulted in consequences which
were profoundly harmful, ach:.ally or potentially so, to the s tabili ty
of the social and economic system.

These consequences represented a

challenge which resulted in attempts to preserve basic values and
structures.

Most reform legislation, Reich says, represents efforts

to protect the system and its members from the harshest effects of
industrialism.

The erosion of the social and physical environment, and

the grovrth of unregulated private control over the economic and social
spheres was continuing at an aocelera.ting rate; major social problems
and the threat of serious internal strife created
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context in which

reformism grew.
The basic prescription, according to Reich, was simply that
economic povler, where it is most severely abused, must be subjected
to'the public interest'.

The government would keep a paternalistic:

eye on the consequences of the economic system - 'Rhen these got too
bad it would apply regulation, although 'self-regulation' was always
to be preferred.

Reich characterises this o1..ltlook, as we noted above,
as essentially IImoralisticll; and this "moralism ll he sees as central
to the Itpublic interest" philosophy which underpinned the policies of
the Roosevelt administrations.

Basically, Roosevelt believed it was essential to save capitalism
from i t self.

In hi s 1933 Inaugura l Spe ech he described the chaos of

the Depression as stemming the "stubborness and incompetence" of the
IIrulers of the exchange in mankind's goods", who know only Itthe rules
of a generation of self-seekers".

There should be an end to the abuse

of the American people's "sacred trust" on the part of bankers and
businessmen.

Americans must recognise their "interdependence on each
other", they must "not merely take but give as well ll , and go forward

as a

l~tr8.ined

and loyal army willing to sacrifice for the good of a

common discipline"; all this ' would make possible a national leadership
(Roosevelt 1933 cited in Reich ibid.

II which aims at a larger good".

p.41+).
In his 1937 Inaugral, Roosevelt summed up the themes of his programme
as follows : "11'ie mus t find practical controls over blind economic forces
and blindly selfish men • •• 11, issues of the Itcommon welfare" cannot be
left to the !lwinds of chance and the hurrica.nes of disaster • •• " the
federal government had begun"to bring private autocratic powers' into
their proper subordination to the public's government • •• 11; "heed less
self- interest is "bad morals" in the long run "economic morality pays".
(1oosevelt 1937 : cited in Reich ibid. P.44-5)..
The New Deal, we sball furthE,r examine below, resulted in a
realignment of progressive liberal and ra,di.cal forces which continues
to give the operation of the American political system, and. partic'Lllarly
American reformism, its distinctive character.

-

Ii
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The NeVI Deal was

was ideologically mixed and highly pra.gmatic and contamed, accordmg
to Reich's analysis, four mam aspects: (a) Regulatory Measures new legils.a tion and special federa.l agencies sought to regulate 'abuses
of eoonomio power' in such areas as competition, mvestment, pricing;
. (b) Balanoing of Power - organised labour was co-opted as a 'balance to
busmess power', through 'oonsul ta tion' and 'involvement'; (c) Security
and Welfare - safety net was to be plaoed under the castl8.lties of the
competitive struggle; (d) Radical Programmes - the federal government
began an involvement in large scale economic and social investment, by
which it sought to solve unemployment, and other social ills through
the 'rational' use of resources, and the maximum utilisation of scienoe
and tedmology in the productive process.

Programmes also sought to

oreate a meritocracy through the combatting of irrational forms of
prejudice and discrimina t ion.

Importantly, for the purposes of the

present chapter, the New Deal can be seen, in furtherance of the joint
objectives of economic rationalisation and social integration, a new
public state approximately in size and power the existing private
sector.

For each piece of regulatory legislation, a large specialised

federal government agency was established, and at the same time the
executive and administrative departments of the government were greatly
expanded.
Additionally during the New Deal era, the Supreme Court began its
trend - continued up through the 1960's - of allowing government sweeping new constitutional authority, in place of the traditional doctrine
of expressly limited powers.
In summarising the place of the New Deal developments in the growth
of the American Corporate State, Reich sa.ys that originally individuals
los t power to private organisa.tions.
some of

th ~ t

What the reforms did was to take

lost power and turn it over to 'public' organisations I

government, labour unions and farmers
people.

groups.

Nothing came back to the

If anything, the public organisations gained greater power over

individuals than the private organisa.tions had held previously (ibid.
p.49).

The liberals of Consciousness II were primarily ooncerned with

'order', rather than conceptions of 'liberty'.

• •

•
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An examination of pluralism in the American context necessitates

some evaluation of the theory at its descriptive level.

Does pluralism

in fact present us with an accurate account of the distribution and

exercise of power in its various forms?
In his critique of the pluralistic basis of the labelling ,theory
of social deviance and social reaction, Frank Pearce finds that the
central assumptions of the theory are that the United States is a
SOCiety of great diverSity of cultures and interest, fractured into
oogeries of hundreds of small special interest groups within completely
overlapping memberships, widely different power bases and a multitude
of techniques for exercising techniques salient to them.

More system-

atically, pluralists believe that there are no power elites, for power
is widely distributed throughout communites, and their main focus is
the influences exerted on the taking of 'important deoisions'.

The

institutionalised channels of decision-making are the proper area for
study;

and, the power system is 'slack' in allowing for sooial change.

Pluralism consists in asking such questions as - 'Who rules and for
whom?'

(Pearce 1976 p.40).

On closer examination, however, the problem of pluralism is
precisely the questions which it does not raise, and the levels of
description and analysis whioh are not incorporated into their view of
the world.

Pluralism does not take into account souroes of 'power (such

as corporate power) which may be argued to be pervasive in socio-economic
and politioal spheres, but which are not reducible merely to the outand-thrust of 'lobby politics'.

The raising of those questions and the

resultant analysis are precluded because pluralism is not a wide enough
theoretical system to embrace them.

According to Pearoe, corpQrate

capital has continually consolidated its power, in the twentieth century,
over national and local political processes.
Radical pluralism, which has emerged to remedy the deficiencies in
traditional pluralist descriptions of political realities, has soughtto
show empirically that the 'major decisions' in American cities, have
always been made in such a way that corporate interest are not threatened.
Radical pluralists, says Pearce,
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share with their conservative
counterparts a belief that societ,y
is made up of pluralit,y of different
groups with different interests;
they differ, however, in their recognition that not all such groups
benefit from the workings of the
system. "

It • • •

(ibid. P.41 ).
In the field of deviancy theory Howard Becker (1963) is a foremost
representative of the view that power, and especially the power to make
and enforce rules and laws, is unequally distributed between competing
groups.

Those groups "whose social position gives them weapons of

power are best able to enforce their rules".
The 'discoveries' of

r~dical

(ibid. P.17-18).

pluralism would seem to be of interest

to us in two ways. Firstly, as Pearce notes, the recognition that
society works in irrational and unjust ways calls into question the
taken-for-granted picture of the social world of liberal pluralism.
Secondly, it has resulted in the radical branch of pluralism becoming
intimately involved in reviving the theory's (latterly dormant) prescriptive element.
As

Wolff remarks in the essay cited above, pluralism's once

accurate account of American society • • •

"

• • • once construoted • • •
becomes frozen, and when changes
take place of economic or social
grouping, they tend not to be
acknowledged because they deviate
from that picture. "
(Wolff op.cit. p.49).

Furthermore, the theory has been responsible for a "conservative
falsifying of social realit,y" in which the plight of disadvantaged
groups which do not fit into the institutional setting of American
politics, simply do not appear.

Pluralism tends to perpetuate inequalit,y

by ignoring rather than justifying it.

Once, however, pluralists ack-

nowledge the existence of groups whose interests are not usually weighed
in the balance, then their own theory required them to call for an
alteration in the system.

(ibid. p • .51).
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If' it can be demonstrated that the poor, blacks, or migrant
workers are genuine groups, then the legitimacy of' their claims must
be acknowledged, for pluralism is "a philosophy of equality and justice".
(ibid. p.52).
It is never completely clear, in the theory of' pluralism, how
claims achieve legitimacy, and Wolf'f notes that an interest can move
with bewildering speed f'rom beyond-to within-the-pale.

He cites the

example of' the sudden legitimisation of' the problem of poverty in the
early 1960's.

Tens of millions of Americans were left behind, in the

post-war years, by sustained economic growth.

The f'acts were discussed,

mown, and published, but for deoades were greeted with silenoe or
disbelief.

Suddenly, as Wolff desoribes it, povert,y was 'disoovered'

by Presidents Kennedy and Johnson.
The explanation, whioh Wolff' forwards for suoh rapid shifts, lies
in the "logio of pluralism", acoording to whioh every legitimate sooial
group has a right to a voioe in the making of' polioy and a share in
sooiety's benefits.

There would seem to be then, seme imperative by

which polioy urged by a partioular group should reoeive attention.
But, a polioy or principle has no olaim if' it laoks 'legitimate
representation'.

On the plateau, as it were, of' Amerioan politios

are all the competing interests whioh have representation within the
political establishment; in the deep valleys all around are groups
struggling to climb onto the plateau.

In the end, however, no group

ever gets all that it wants, and no legitimate group ever goes away
oompletely frustrated.
Viewed from the perspeotive of this 'vector sum' analysis of
changing power relations, it would almost seem as if social problems

..

are 'disoovered' or polioies implemented solely because of good
political organisation (through media campaigns etc.), or beoause of'
the pioneering aotivities of investigative reporters or sooial researchers.
Although we can oonoede that these things have an important part to
play at one level - the more highly visible political level - there is
not sufficient attention given to more pervasive interests, over and
above the immediate lobbies, whose interests inform the direction
taken by particular sooial.polioies and their implementation.
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The account of social change contained in both varieties of
pluralism does not consider the interplay between political and
economio imperatives, neither in explaining the emergence or recognition of sooial problem areas, nor in the decisions which lead to
state intervention or its absence.
What then were the particular imperatives which informed the "war
on poverty" in its various aspects in the 1960' s, and which form a
backcloth to our analysis of concommitant new ways of viewing crime?
In order to satisfactorily answer this question, it is necessary
to engage in some examination of the peculiar alliances between various
political ideologies in the Amepican context, also, it will be necessary
to shed some light upon the political and economic constraints within
which these alliances have functioned.
It will be clear perhaps from the previous discussion, that the
theory of pluralism contains within it not only a conception of the
relationship between the individual, intermediate groups, and the state,
but also a set of prescriptions concerning the rights and claims of
legitimate groups within the society.

The spirit of pluralism, all tre

way back to de Tocqueville, has been concerned with the problem of too
much power being concentrated in the hands of elites and of the state;
equally, there has been a trend in which concern is constantly felt
regarding the emergence of the "tyranny of the majority".

In other

words, the functioning of a pluralistic democracy may lead, in some
instances, to the rights and claims of legitimate groups from being
recognised and realised.

If such becomes the case, then the democratic

nature, and legitimacy, of the political system is called into question.
Indeed, more than this, i f legitimate claims cannot be realised, then
the legitimacy of the system itself, its institutions and its government,
may also be called into question.
It is at this point that we can again take up Reich's contrasting
of Consciousness I and Consciousness II.

The former seems to coincide

with the laissez-faire liberalism which Wolff has described as of
declining relevance for confronting the realities of advanced industrial
capitalism.

Its doctrine of minimum state interference in private and
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corporate affairs has been replaced by a form of consciousness in which
state interference and intervention at all levels is seen as essential
to the very survival of social economic institutions.
In respect of the social problems generated by the nature of the
contradictions of the capitalist system of production, liberalism, in
its twentieth-century guise, has come increasingly less to resemble the
liberalism of Mill, de Tocqueville, and Bentham.
main respects;

This is so in two

firstly, twentieth century liberalism is committed to

the containment and control of social problems through the institutions
of the welfare-state;

secondly, it is committed to the growth of the

state as a political and economic force in its own right, and to the
evolution of institutional tools (the various agencies of the state)
through which the regulation of affairs at every level is maintained.
Governments of the twentieth century, beginning with the Germany
of Bismark, the Liberal governments of Lloyd George and others in
Britain, and Roosevelt's New Deal in America, have been characterised
by the growth of state interventionism.

But, the liberalism of reform

has in each national instance, incorporated (or co-opted) a set of
programmes and perspectives which we know as social democracy.
A major commentator on the role of social democracy in American
politics, is Michael Harrington, in his two books, Socialism and
Twilight of Capitalism (Harrington 1 972; 1976).

~

Social democracy is

an ideology which contains elements of socialist thought which have,
in the terms used by Marx and Engels in The Communist Manifesto (1848),
been co-opted by a part of the bourgeoisie which "want to remedy social
grievances in order to secure the stability of bourgeois society".
want to have the existing
forming elements.

socie~r

They

but without the revolutionary, trans-

The function of this 'socialism' they go on, is not

the abolition of bourgeois relations of production, but "administrative
improvements, which can go forward on the basis of this mode of
production'~,

which alter nothing in the relationship of capital and

labour, "but in the best case lessen the cost of bourgeois domination
and reduce its public budget."

(cited in Harrington 1976 p.208).

Social democracy is interested in the socialisation of social
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problems and in the regulation o~ con~licts (included those at work
in the competitive
market);
.
isation

the means

o~

'utopian' and

o~

but, it is --not interested in the social-

production as implied in the programmes of

'scienti~ic'

socialists.

In Socialism, Harrington argues that whereas this "bourgeois
socialism" found its European expression through the social democratic
parties which replaced the
democracy

o~

re~orming

liberal parties, the social

the American experience took on quite a

di~ferent

form.

Because of the exceptional nature of American capitalism, "the socialist
impulse" which is inherent in social democracy, "expressed itself in
in bourgeois rhetoric".

(Harrington 1972 P.110-111 ).

Quoting Samuel Gompers, Harrington believes these exceptional
elements in the development of American capitalism to be • • • "the
absence of feudalism • •• , greater class
standard

o~

mobili~

• • • a higher

living, • • • the right to vote for all male citizens, as

well as the greater social democracy". (ibid.).
aspects are "so obvious that political

~oes

These exceptional

can agree on them".

Histor-

ically, America has "a social democratic tradition which • • • never
learned to pronounce its own name".

America's political and social

development contained within it "a mass social democracy which is invisible because • • • its socialistic aims are phrased in capitalist
rhetoric."

Paradoxically, the very favourable conditions in which

nineteenth century American capitalism arose, gave rise also to political
(even socialistic) working-class movements.
Whereas in Europe the worker had the status of a political outcast
and his formal exclusion

~rom

the political process

~orced

him into

a solidari~ which expressed itself in socialism - the existence o~
universal

suf~rage

in America caused non-working class parties to try

to co-opt and absorb the workers' demands at a very early moment in the
nation's history.

The trend towards working class socialist organisations

was also paralleled by utopian socialism, "entrepreneurial radicalism",
populism and the farmers' lobby.

In the lasttwo decades

o~

the nineteenth

century, however, the "brutal triumph of industrial capitalism began to
force America out of its agrarian reveries".
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The origins o£ American state interventionism (in the econo~)
date £rom the £irst two decades o£ the twentieth century, in which
there was a greater acceptance by the labour movement £or federal
government action.

The labour movement increasingly allied itself

with pragmatic, progressive politicians whose programmes prepared the
way for Roosevelt's New Deal.
The history of the American labour movement during this century
has been one of anumber of political shifts designed to realise its
predominantly socialist aims.

In the early part of the

cent~

the

alliance was with the Sccialist Part,y of Eugene Debs, and the
Progressive Part,y.

With the subsequent decline of American Socialism

and in the constituency of all socialist parties, a lasting alliance
was formed between these and the Democrats during the New Deal period,
which still forms an enduring £eature of American politics.
The turn to Roosevelt during the depression, writes Harrington,
marked the begirming of a mass social democrat'ic movement in the United
States.

This is effectively a coalition o£ diverse political positions

committed to welfare statism and the control of the 'excesses' and
'abuses' of the free-enterprise system.

The coalition includes groups

organised to secure working class interests :

"

There is in the United States today
a class political movement of workers which seeks to democratise many
of the specific economic powers of
capital but does not denounce capitalism itself. It champions • • •
the political econo~ of the working
class, but not socialism. And its
impact is roughly analagous to that
o£ the social democratic parties of
Europe. "
(Harrington 1972 P .251 ) •

Harrington is thus describing a constituency which is, for the main
part, made up of politically active labour unions and of other working
class pressure groups, which operates - with some considerable effect within the established Democratic Part,y.
party, committed to social reformism,

A formally pro-capitalist

contai~~

within it a major force

which is itself "formally pro-capitalist and ambiguously anti-socialist".
(ibid.).
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Originally a party of 'WASP' and rural interests, the Democratic
Party, quickly achieved, in the early 1920's, a new constituency among
immigrants from Europe, and other groups with the burgeoning industrial
urban centres, including displaced migrants from rural areas.

In the

Presidential election of 1928, although it was the loser, the Democratic
Party's vote in the cities had doubled.

As Harrington puts it • • •

The working class had become
Americanised and proletarianisedj
the cities were turning into a
political force. "

"

(ibid. p.257).
From 1932 onwards - a date which marks the formal end to organised
labour's opposition to state intervention - and the near collapse of
capitalism in the mid-1930's, with 25% unemployment and the collapse
of the Socialist Party as an electoral alternative, the New Dealsaw a
social democratic alliance of Liberal - Labour forces.

For all its

historic importance, however, Roosevelt's administration did not have
the coherent policy of state interventionism which has often been
claimed for it.
"

The goal of the Roosevelt
administration had been to
use federal power as a means
of restoring the health of
the private economy. "
(ibid. p.264).

Furthermore

"

o

•

•

It was not until the administration of John F. Kennedy
that the government employed
Keynesian state interventionism
in a carefully planned way • • •
Now the unions and some of their
intellectual and civil rights
allies, were profoundly modi~ing
this for~lla by insisting that
state interventionism also reorder
the basic economic priorities of
the socie~J and favour the social
rather than the free-enterprise
system. "
(ibid.) •
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At the 1965 Conventions of the AFL-CIO, a full range of demands
for state intervention, in the economic and social spheres, was adopted.
Included were demands for a 50J& increase in Social Security;' a massive
programme to rebuild the cities; a national health-care programme; a
peacetime "G.I.Bill"; a resources conservation policy.
conc~ntrating

Instead of

upon its traditionally exclusive concern with unfettered

"collective bargaining", and its suspicions of any government action

• • •
" • • • the AFL-CIO was now making
overall economic planning central
to its concerns. "
(Harrington 1972 p .265).
Labour was becoming collectively critical of the social consequences
of the "actions taken by oorporate managements, self-perpetuating or
chosen by and responsible to a few large stockholders."

They can have

more impact, the 1965 Convention maintained, on the lives of Americans
than the decisions of democratically elected government.
Throughout the 1960's the unions were doing more than passing
resolutions, they were busy building - within the Democratic Party ~

political apparatus which was a

"

par~J

in all but name.

Throughout the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations • • • the union
political organisations and lobbies
were the strongest single force
for progressive social legislation
in Washington. In terms of actual
political pressure on issues like
pover!y, racism and social security,
the labour contingent did infinitely
more than the middle-class intellectuals and churchmen who so often
dismissed the unions with oontempt
• • •

II

(ibid. p.266 emphasis added).
It has been noted by Mike Davis (1980a; 1.980b) - in an analysis of
American labour and the Democratic Party similar to that of Harrington
- that the black urban working class (increasing greatly in terms of
numbers) played a very important part in organised labour's pressues
for social reformism.

Like the European immigrants before them, this

newly radicalised sector of the working class were "dazzled by the
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sights and smell of a banquet in which they were never allowed to
participate."

Occupationally frozen in unskilled in semi-hereditary

unskilled and menial slots, they threw off the

passivi~

of the past

in order to demand their share of the benefits of affluence.
1980b. p.46).

(Davis

The political influence of the AFL-CIO reached an apogee

under Johnson's "Great

Socie~"

- riding on the coat-tails of the Civil

Rights Movement.

"

The militancy of blacks created
the political conditions for a
renewal of social reform for the
first time since the late 1940's,
and also catalysed a dramatic
surge in unionism in the public
sector. "
(ibid. p .84) •

• • • • • • • • • • • ••

•••••

It could be argued that state intervention in social problem areas,
during the Kennedy and Johnson years - the so called 'Age of Reform' was informed by a number of different political philosophies.

The

political pragmatism of those Presidents and their highest advisers in
the Democratic Party, gave rise to a number of responses.
against crime and

pover~

The "wars"

- which it has been argued, were seen as

intimately linked - incorporated elements of an attempt to give limited
power to working-class and ethnic groups, in the acknowledgement that
crime was nurtured in conditions of both

pover~

and powerlessness.

This was, as it were, American social democracy's shortlived radical pluralist moment.
Also, reflecting a conservative commitment to the basic structures
and institutions of capitalism, we find an equally deep commitment,to
a strong system of law enforcement and corrections.

No longer, however,

was the repression of crime to be the sole responsibility of the state
~pparatus

of control.

The newer 'law and order' rhetoric of Robert

Kennedy, Ramsey Clark, and Lyndon Johnson - elaborated and refined in
the pages of the President's Commission Report - held up a new justice
system through which the ramparts of the classical liberal 'social
contract' could be manned by all law-abiding members of the ItGreat
Socie~'

•
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As many commentators on the "Age of Reform" have observed, the

measures which American governments actually undertook in order to
reduce poverty and ameliorate harsh socaal conditions were of limited
effectiveness.

Richard Polenberg (1980 p.2~-207) has commented that

although the various peices of reforming legislation pumped billions
of dollars into Medicare, Equal Opportunities, the

Pover~

Programme

and so on, the net effect was (from 1964 - 1967) to lift 4.7 million
individuals above a poverty line; an achievement which many scholars
regarded as set at an unrealistically low level.

The war on poverty,

says Polenberg, produced a gradual incremental advance, but not the
unconditional surrender and spectacular victory which Johnson had
promised.(ibid. p.202).

The escalation of the war in Vietnam made

more and more insistent demands upon the federal budget, leading
Johnson to edge away from the commitment to the

"

anti-pover~

programme:

The Office of Economic Opportunity
found itself on a treadmill, fighting a losing battle each year to
stay in place. The OEO expected
to spend 3.5 billion dollars on
its second year but received just
half that amount, and the next
year its budget was sliced to 1 .5
billion dollars. "
(ibid. p.2~).

Although this and other key agencies and programmes were out in
the period 1964-1967, total federal outlays rose substantially from

13,4 billion to 23.9 billion dollars - a paradoxical situation which
led to a conservative republican critic of the anti-poverty programme
to refer to it as • • • "the greatest boondoggle since bread and
circuses in the days of the ancient Roman empire - when the republic
fell. 1I

(Sen. Dirksen cited in Polenberg ibid.).

Michael Harrington (1976 p.210) goes~much further in his critioisms
of the failures of American social democracy to solve the problems 0f
pover~.

State interventionism - at least a hundred years old - very

far from 'transforming' capitalism, has led to a situation in which the
basio capitalist structures persist through the most extraordinary
permutations.

Even in the United States there had traditionally been a

limited welcoming of the possibilities of friendly state interventionism.
State interventionism was always seen - as the German Marxist Kautsky had
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put it - in terms of a

~uest

for the end of class struggle, and the

introduction of social peace by a strong state which stands above and
is independent of class interests.
But, the notion of the state as am independent arbiter has always
been a questionable one.

In the context

o~

twentieth century America,

Harrington sees the developments much more in terms of a gradual interpenetration of state and corporate interest.

The entire Progressive

Era at the turn of the century, he writes, was a triumph of a "political
capi talism" in which government and business joined together.
mone this

w~s

a period in which,

Further-

he contends, "capitalism was central-

ising, cartelising and intertwining with the government".
It was still capitalism, but it opened up the theoretical

(ibid.p.212).
possibili~

that the total political control of the economy could lead to a new
form of society.
In a passage which is couched in terms of a debate with the
theorists of the "end of ideology", Harrington holds that statism, or
the statification of capitalism, is "a mechanism for the perpetuation
of class domination rather than its transformation" (ibid.).

Even in

an economy in which the state takes an increasing hand - the planned
economy - the profit motive still plays a crucial role.

"

When the government intervenes into
an economy dominated by private
corporation to promote the common
good, those corporations will normally be the prime beneficiaries of
that intervention. The planners
may be liberals, or even socialists,
but they will not be able to carry
out politics which run counter to
the crucial institutions of the
socie~ unless they have the support
of a determined mass movement willing
to fight for structural change. "

furthermore • • •

"

• • • the normal tendency of the
welfare state, • • • is to follow
the old capitalist priorities in
a new sophisticated way. "
(ibid. p.222-3).

The macro-economic planning of the welfare state, follows capitalist
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priorities.

The government, and the 'seoietal goals' which it'

articulates, is subordinated to private purpose.

An illustration of

this principle is provided by Harrington with reference to federal
housing policy.

The issues of urban decay, overcrowding, and atrocious

living conditions, were of course central to reasoning about the
connection between poverty and crime.

However, over a period of three

decades, "the government helped to build ten million units for the
better-off and 650,000 units of low-cost housing for the poor. "
Housing poliqy for the poor, as a Council of Economic Advisors
report for 1969 had shown, is usually "highly unprofitable";

in fact,

the demolition of low-income homes to make room for business and highincome families is the "most profitable investment".

(ibid. p.224).

What, Harrington asks, were the Council referring to as "profitable"
in the context?

"

It could not possibly have been
referring to a social conception
of increased benefits since the
process, that it was describing
had exaoted a high public cost in
crime, welfare expenses and, above
all, wrecked human lives. "
(ibid. p.225 emphasis added).

The Counoil was of course talking about the private profit
criterion, and it had been one which the government had adhered to in
its housing investment programme o

The billions of dollars assigned to

high-income housing would, it had been assumed, "trickle dovm" to the
poor.

In reality the central cities were turned into devastated

regions; the system of benefits for the wealthy had led to one of
psychic desperation for the poor.
Federal policies had helped transform the class and racial composition of the cities in a way that made them helpless to deal with a
crisis subsidised by Washington.

In the case of New York city, for

instance, that meant a vast increase in the numbers of those whom the
society had made more desperate as well as an equally vast exodus of
more stable families.

- 1 29

-

This sort of development cannot be explained" Harrington concludes,
i f we assume, as do the "post-industrial" theorists, that there are

scientifically trained new men making decisions according to a new
calculus.

It can only really be grasped if it is realised that a hidden

agenda behind all of the various federal policies (from agriculture,
housing

and highways);

the agenda is one of making government choices

conform to, and promote, corporate capitalist priorities.
corporate interest control both the Republican

~

These

the Democratic Party.

This of course continued to be so throughout the years in question.
Organisations representing large-scale business are most influential in
both social and economic policy areas.
According to Harrington macro-economic policy is pro-corporate in
two basic ways.

Firstly it stimulates private investment and thereby

allows executives to determine what form public expenditure will take.
Instead of direct outlays for health, mass communications, education, and
the like, there are tax cuts that allow the private sector to build and
sell without reference to social usefulness.

Secondly, the benefits of

public expenditures are assigned in inverse proportion to need, with
the largest benefits going to the rich.

(Harrington 1976 p.233).

Furthermore, Harrington directly rejects an aspect of the thesis
of Piven and Cloward (1971 cited in chapter II above) which holds that
the level of conflict,in America - particularly urban crime and the
Civil Rights and Black power movements - stimulated reform of the
social structure.

In actual fact, the anti-poverty programme of the

1960's can be seen as the cause, not the effect, of militant politics
on the part of the poor and of the struggles between racial and ethnic
groups within the world of poverty itself.

(ibid.p.305).

But in another respect Harrington holds the Piven-Cloward thesis
to be correct.

To a certain extent the welfare state does represent

the reluctant concessions of the ruling class .in the face of the
challenges presented by both political action and social dis-integration.
The history of the welfare state - of welfare capitalism - contains a
dialectic element which Piven and Cloward have only partially glimpsed.
It is an arena of struggle, in which gains may be made by the working
I

class;

but it is also an arena that is "normally and systematically
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biased in

~avour o~

the powers that be •• • " • (ibid. p .306).

This dialectic is present in the period under consideration.
Washington had, in the post-war period,
migration, without thought
the logic

working-class groups, both
o~

Both crime and p.()litical ·action by

which stem

o~

these economic priorities, generated a

conscious and rational types

a massive internal

social consequence but in obedience to

o~

corporate priori ties.

o~

~unded

o~

~rom

the social consequences

~namic

in which more

intervention were necessitated.

The

phenomena (crime, poverty, alcoholism and se on) and the social policy
responses to them, may be seen to be inter-penetrating parts

o~

the

same process.
The "Age
o~

a number

aspects

o~

o~ Re~orm"

was a product

o~ d~~erent e~~ects

o~

diverse

~orces,

and a locus

and responses to some contradictory

American capitalist development at a certain historical

point in time.

Sustained economic growth since the end

had produced great social changes and amidst relative
continued to exist large proportions

o~

o~

World War II

a~~luence

there

the population in a structurally

produced immiseration.
From 1953 to 1960 the GNP grew at 2.1% annually - and ~rom 1961
to 1965 at 4.5% annually.

Unemployment ~ell ~rom

in 1965.

The purchasing power

increased

4%

6>7'/0.

workers, controlled

in 1961 to 4.5%
~or in~lation,

~rom 1955 to 1960, but by 13% ~rom 1961 to 1965.

same time corporate
almost

o~

7'/0

pro~its

At the

ballooned under Kennedy and Johnson by

Furthermore, a series o~ planned budget de~icits, it was

argued, would stimulate economic growth and in this vein Johnson
enacted in 1964 a 13.5 billion dollar tax cut.

"

(Polenberg 1980 P.174).

The pivotal brick in this structure
was considerably less re~ormist in
shape and dimension than the one
that was rejected : increased
expenditure in social we~are programmes o "
(ibid.) •

Social problems persist even though the state intervene to control
them.

Radical pluralists such as James A. Jones (1971 p.584-7) attribute
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this persistance to the fact that once created, problem-solving
bureaucracies tend to function in ways which benefit their appointees
and a middle-class constituency.

Although there is continual pressure

from the middle class to "do something" about the lot of the poor (for
their values do not condone the systematic repression of others), reformers are urged to do so in ways which do not disturb "in any
fundamental way the basic institutions and processes of the society"
(ibid. p.586).

Indeed the middle class, which Jones sees as originating

pressure for social change, is deeply fearful of a transfer 'of political
power to "lower-class collectivities";

they will support a change in

the personalities of lower-class individuals, but will not support "any
meaningful structural change" in order to solve a social

problem~

In Jones' analysis, the failure of the Great Society programmes

may be attributed to the failure of the governmenttomuter a sufficient
consensus in support of carrying the programme forward.

But, such an

analysis systematically omits the role of the logic of capitalism in other words the ways in which, as Marx would say, the social relations
of production permeate the logic of social policy and intervention.

3.3.

Social Science and the Welfare State
I have then outlined the complexities of the political and

philosophical currents which informed thinking about the existence of
pover~

and crime, and the growth of state interventionism in relation

to economic and social problems.

It is now necessary to turn to the

question of the location of social scientists - and especially sociological
criminologists - in the state's attempts to directly regulate relations
in the social sphere.

In other words, we need to understand the relation-

ship between social science and social democracy.
In his recent historical account of social democracy, Adam
Przeworski (1980 p.46) has argued that in the 'nineteenth century nonrevolutionary socialists and social democrats had envisioned a 'social
revolution' which would transform the irrational and unjust features
of capitalism.

The source of many social evils was traced to the

private ownership of the means of production.

¥fuat was desired, as

made clear in Harrington's analysis above, was the regulation rather
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than the abolition of capitalist production and of the social relations
generated by them.

Of foremost importance to.the growth of social

democracy as an ideological and practical force was its alignment in
the 1930's with Keyneaian economic theory.
Social democrats, particularly in Europe, soon discovered in
Keynes' ideas after the appearance of his General Theory, something
they urgently needed - a distinct policy for administering capitalist
economics.

"

The Keynesian revolution - and
this is what it was - provided
social democrats with a goal
and hence the justification of
their governmental role and
simultaneously transformed the
ideological significance of
distributive policies that
favoured the working class.
From the passive victim of
economic cycles, the state
became transformed almost
over-night into an institution
by which society could regulate
crises to maintain fully employment. "
(ibid. p. 51 ).

This Keynesian turn is further credited with leading social
democrats to develop a full-fledged ideology of a "welfare state".
Keynesianism contains an essential ideological thrust which could be
argued to fit well into the spirit of optimism and rationalism which
pervades social

democr~tic

thinking.

The regulatory activities of the

state, says Przeworski, are based upon the belief that capitalists can
be induced to allocate resources in a manner desired by
expressed at the polls.

citize~s

and

The basic notion is that in a capitalist

democracy resources are allocated by two mechanisms:

the 'market',

in which the weight of preferences of decision-makers is proportional
to the resources they control, and the state, in which the weight of
preference is distributed equally to persons as citizens.

"

The essence of contemporary social
democracy is the conviction that
the market can be directed to those
allocations of any good, public or
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private, that are preferred by
citizens and that by gradually
rationalising the economy the
state can turn capitalists into
private functionaries of the·
public without altering the
juridicial status of private
property. "
(ibid. p.54).
Social democracy is thus characterised a political will which stems
from these under-currents of optimism, and from a commitment to what
Piven (1971) has termed "adaptive rationalism".

In the economic sphere

this makes use of theories, models and devices which are the product of
the application of reason to the complexities of the natural and social
universes.

In the social sphere - the sphere of social problems and

social order, there is a commitment to programmes which are based around
the rhetoric of "justice", "fairness" and "reform", and which in certain
historical periods are seen as facilitating the integration of disaffected
~nd

dispossessed groups into the mainstream of social and economic life.
This basic optimism is assisted greatly by the philosophy of

positivism which in its sociological varieties presents human nature
as essentially molded by cultural ,and environmental circumstances, and
which also contains the promise of the possibility of the "engineering"
of behaviour through the application of social scientific knowledge.
(Quinney 1971; Pi ven 1 971 ) •
Writing just before the advent of the "Age of Reform", C. Wright
Mills (1959), writes of the potential of social science in regard to
state bureaucracies.

Since the late nineteenth century American social

science had been directly linked with reform movements and with betterment activities.

The transformative potential of social science was

however co-opted into academic specialities on the one hand, and on the
other into more specific and institutional welfare activities.
In the United States, Mills notes, liberalism has been the political
common denominator of virtually all social study as well as the source
of virtually all public rhetoric and ideology.

As in the liberalism

of classical economics, and in its applications to the social sphere,
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"the idea of balance or equilibrium is clung to mightily" (ibid. p.85).
As well as its concern for problems of order thoug?, social science has
derived from liberalism (although in more diffuse ways) the tendency
towards 'pluralistic causation', that is the notion that social
phenomena must have a great number of minute causes.

This approach,

says Mills, is quite serviceable to a liberal politics of piece-meal
reform.

This he terms liberal

practicali~;

its basic characteristic

is that it approaches the study and reform of the social world in
fragmented ways.

Liberal practicality does however have two major

trends - an older version in which the social scientist is closely
alligned with reform movements, and a more recent version in which it
is more concerned with the administration of social services in a
welfare state.

(ibid. p.92).

The 1960' s saw a revival of the very "reforming push" which Mills
noted was lamentably absent at his time of writing.

However, the

relationship of the theorising and activities of social scientists in
relation to the welfare state remains problematic.
Gouldner (1970) in writing about this issue makes much of sociology
as a carrier of utilitarian culture.

The principle of

utili~

emerged

as a dominant social standard in the eighteenth century, arising first
in the realm of economies and then permeating social

th~ught.

speaks of "knowledge" as an all purpose utility in middle-class

Gouldner
socie~

- second only to money.

"

In order to appraise consequences
one must know them; in order to

control consequences one must
emplqy technology and science.
Therefore, in a utilitarian
culture knowledge and science
are shaped by strongly instrumental conceptions. "
( ib id. p. 69) •
Gouldner further seems to suggest that there is in the middle class
some tension bet'rveen the demands arising from these two "all purpose
utilities".

One would expect a commitment to economic utility to conflict

with moral commitments and values;

but, bourgeois utilitarianism has

a strong leaning towards questions of "conscience",
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"morali~",

and

I

"right".

In fact although propertied sections of the middle class tend

to emphasise the importance of money, the educated and· professional
sections are more likely to stress the knowledge and education that
will produce it.
"

Middle class culture thus embodied
tensions between property and
utili~, as well as between morality
and utility. "
(ibid. p. 72).

What is clearly being referred to here is the contrast within
the bourgeoisie which Harrington, and Reich, also stress.

There is

a part of the bourgeoisie (represented historically by social
democracy) which emphasises the necessity or orderly and rational
economic and social relations.

It stresses the crucial importance of

managing or engineering the economy, and this consciousness has increaseingly extended towards the necessity to manage and engineer social
relations and human behaviour.

Social order itself is seen as dependent

upon the well-being of the people - a "just

socie~".

The state's

contribution to the well-being of individuals has become the standard
of its political legitimacy.

"

The utilitarian had no obligations
to a state that did not protect his
interests and, correspondingly,
believed that the political loyal~
of other strata would be undermined
when their well-being was neglected.
It was similarly assumed that
political loyal~ could be instrumentally generated or motilised by
aid provided through the state. In
short bourgeois utilitarianism was
consistent with the assumptions of
the Welfare State to whose development it contributed. "
(ibid. p. 73) •

Thus, it could be asserted that

Keynesia~

economics, with its

emphasis upon the role of the s tate in regulating the economy, its
emphasis upon the primary importance of investment as the key to the
generation of further wealth, is an extension of the utilitarian
principle.

What is important about Keynesianism as a social phenomenon

is that it represents a sort of official marriage of intellectual and
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j

political rationalism

~or

the development

Commenting upon this in the context
Polenberg makes the

"

~ollowing

o~

o~

the

wel~are

state.

o~ Re~orm",

the "Age

observation.

The conviction that growth was
man-made had an intoxicating effect
Jof social re~ormers • • • (it was)
believed that economic planning was
'rapidly approaching the status o~
an applied science'. It did not
seem unreasonable to suppose that
John Maynard Keynes t s "General
Theory" explained as much about
the laws o~ the market place as
Isaac Newton's "Ma thema tical
Principles" did about the laws o~
gr,!vity. "
(op.cit. p.175).

Economic Keynesianism gave birth to a social Keynesianism which
ought not to be thought
in

o~

as separate o

For it was the annual growth

GNP and the resultant surplus, which would guarantee the government

almost

in~inite

means to solve social problems through a programme

o~

massive social investmento
In the American context, sociological
a natural ally

o~

state interventionism.

~unctionalism

proved

itsel~

The paradox, as G-ouldner

notes, lies in the fact that although always concerned with social
problems, functionalism
to the role

o~

~unctionalism

the state.

had traditionally accorded little importance
As the most optimistic of all social theories,

had stressed evolution towards ever better sets

arrangements which would produce the gradual redress

o~

o~

social

social dys-

~unctions.

A~ter

World War II, American

~unctionalism

explicit support for the welfare state.
inversion

o~

began to give more

According to Gouldner this

the long-held conception the role

o~

government and the

state was made possibly partly by "something embedded at a deep level
o~

its infras tructure" • • •
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" • • • Funotionalism, like Positivism,
has had an abiding conservative disposition to respect and accommodate
to the 'powers that be' and thus to
accommodate to the state power, whatever its ideological and social
character. "
(Gouldner op.cit. p.344).
The growth of the welfare state has given rise to an increase in
state power throughout its bureaucratic apparatus.

Sociology has been

tied into these developments through the vastly increased levels of
fundings for the social sciences in general.

The social sciences have

thus become increasingly "a well-financed technological basis for the
Welfare State's efforts to solve the problems of its industrial society".
( i b i d . p . 345) .

There has been a vast demand for applied social science

- the policy-oriented use of social scienoe by governments, both for
welfare and warfare purposes.
The level of this funding was truly phenomenal.

In 1962 the

federal government spent ;S 118 million in support of social science research.

In 1963

$ 139 million, and in 1964 ;S 200 million was spent.

In the space of three years federal expenditures alone inoreased by
seventy per cent.

(O.E.G.D. 1966 - cited ibid.).

These levels of investment are surely evidence of the state's commitment to social science as policy science.

Also revealed is the

apparent faith in the ability of the social sciences to lay bare the
intricacies of social causation and to assist

the~ate's

to design and operate interventionist .social policies.

administrators
It is Gouldner's

view that functionalism is undergoing a transformation into a sociological version of Keynesianism.
As such, functionalism has had to re-write many of its previous
assumptions about the nature of the social system.

Not only is the

state (as we have seen above) now accorded a more central role in
society, it is accorded such a role because of the perceived need to
manage and correct certain 'imbalances' inherent in the system, and
will not go away of their own accord as part of the evolutionary
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dynamics of a 'self-maintaining social system'.

In short, the state

must concern itself particularly with problems of order which threaten
the very survival of the system itself.

In the context of the period

about which Gouldner is writing, we can assume that the 'crisis in
the cities' and particular manifestations such as the riots and the
high levels of violent crime, provided just such a challenge to the
fundamental optimisim of, particularly Parsonian, functionalism.
Certain social changes and pressures are therefore instrumental
in

prom~ting

change in theories and in the s"bJles in which the social

sciences operate.

These pressures also have certain other tendencies.

Firstly, they are aimed at acquiring technological resources to
facilitate planned. and deliberate change in social corditions.
are thus committed to social reform.
also be justified;

They

Secondly, this commitment must

for, in the contest of ideologies, there remain

constant forms of opposition to state (explicitly federal) interventionism and the high levels of public expenditure and taxation which
this entails.·

"

The state, therefore, does not
only require a social science that
can facilitate planned intervention
• • • ; it also requires social
science to se~ve as a rhetoric, to
persuade resistant or undecided
segments of the society that such
problems do, indeed, exist and are
of dangerous proportions. "
(ibid. p.350).

Once the state has committed itself to intervention, the state
acquires a vested interest in the uncovering of the nature of the
problems with which it has chosen to deal.

As part of this process,

social science must also therefore be able to demonstrate that previous
~pes

of state or private action or inaction, have been inadequate for

dealing with social problems.

Elites

arrangements are thus

by the national state.

re~laced

formerl~

in charge of these

fore, a tendency to favour evalution researches -

There is, there-

studies which

analyse the effectiveness and expose the ineffectiveness of the elites.
The state thus needs research which will "unmask" its competitors; the
role of social science is to supply "a kind of limitedly critical research".

(ibid.).
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Gouldner's remarks enable us to locate the relationship
described above as existing between theories in sociology and crimino~

ology on the one hand, and the social democratic wing
Part on the other.
nature

o~

Such theories not only uncovered the partial

the social causes

provided a source

the Democratic

o~

crime and delinquency, but they also

o~

rhetoric

~or re~ormist

politicians.

This

rhetoric, as we have seen especially in the writings and speeches
Ramsey Clark, drew strongly upon a notion
justice based in the logic

o~

social

o~

o~

rationality and social

scienti~ic

pragmatism and

empiricism.
The evidence on the extent and patterns

o~

criminal victimisation

available to the Crime Commission and the Riot Commission, is important
in its implicit evaluative statements concerning the

particular 'elites'.

ef~ectiveness

of

Firstly, the largely autonomous, under-funded,

under-trained, -and often overtly racist cit,y police forces are shown to
be

ine~ective

and partial in the fight against crime.

Secondly, cit,y

governments are (again implicitly) seen to be responsible for the
'psychic desperation' of afflicting ghetto communities, and thus for
resultant intra- and inter-racial victimisation and other dehumanising
aspects of cit,y

li~e.

It is clear that a marriage had been effected between social science
and reformism by the mid-1960's.

This relationship in respect of the

problems of the criminal justice system, was shown to be rather underdeveloped.

There were a number

o~

different ways in which as a social

bureaucracy, the criminal justice system had been more resistant to
federal

inter~erence

than other social bureaucracies.

There was however,

on the part of Lyndon Johnson, Ramsey Clark and others, a clear desire
and pOlatical will to reform the system, which was at that time" controlled
by largely autonomous local and state agencies.

In the reform of

crrminal justice, the technical and social sciences were to playa key
role at all levels.
In two important chapters of its Report, chapter 11 on "Science
and Technology", and chapter 1 2 - "Research - an instrument for reform",
the Crime Commission outlined the core of its proposed oyerhaul of the
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I~

I

criminal -justice system.

In short, the tools of science, technology

and research are seen as formidable "weapons in the armoury of the
war against crime".

Whereas a "scientific and technological revolution"

had in recent decades so radically impacted upon the areas of business
and defence, this revolution had had "surprisingly little impact upon
the criminal jill tice system".
p.245)0

(President's Commission Report 1967

In an age where government and business have established

special relationships with the scientific-technological community, in
order to gain "objective analyses of possible consequences of their
actions", public officials responsible for administering the criminallaw have almost no relationship with the scientific-technological
community at all. (ibid.).
In the appl i cati on and use of the latest technological innovations,
criminal justice was held to compare very poorly with such areas as
medicine and defence, and in terms of the level of technology then in
use, "could have been equipped 30 or 40 years ago as well as they are
today".

(ibid.).

The Report found that in 1965 the Justice Department

was the only Cabinet department with no share of the annual 15 billion
dollar research budget.

Of its own budget, the criminal justice system

spent only 1% on research, compared with 3% in industry and 15% in the
Defence department.
The Crime Commission's Task Force on Science and Technology gave
special attention to the use of the resources of science and technology
which might be used to "solve the problems of crime" - computer. technology, information systems, communications engineering, and systems
analysis.

These resources were held to offer the "greatest tinrealised

potentials for systemwide improvement, with special reference to police
operations.

(ibid.).

Specific recommendations of the Task Force included-a-compilation
of field data examining relationships between. police patrol operations
and apprehension of offenders;

a proposal for improving police re-

sponsiveness at minimum cost a programme for reducing police radio
congestion; a research and development programme for semiautomatic
fingerprint recognition; studies examining possible alternative alarm
systems, non-lethal weapons and other technological innovations for
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police operations.

Additionally applied technology could help reduce

congestion in the operations of the courts; programmed learning techniques would help in the rehabilitation of young offenders; the
application of statistical techniques would routinely be used to predict and evaluate the impact of treatment of offenders; innovation
would establish reliable anti-theft gadgets for cars; detailed systems
analysis of the criminal justice system at all levels would expose
weaknesses and improve efficienqy and cost-effectiveness; and lastly,
a national research and development programme would be established.
Although science and technology could, theoretically, provide
devices which would almost eradicate some forms of crime, the Report
stresses the need to balance issues of cost effectiveness with issues
of efficacy.

But the most important problem is to determine the cost

effecti veness and efficacy of various applications and nevI methods of
working.
The theme which runs very strongly through the total Report, but
more especially through the chapters here under consideration, is the
perceived need for quantitative research."Virtually all the efforts of
the Commission", the Report states, "have been hampered by the pervasive
lack of adequate objective information about crime and the possible
effects of various techniques of crime control".

(ibid. p.247).

Quantitative methods were seen to have considerable potential in many
areas, including arrest rates, judicial statistics - the relationship
of sentencing to future behaviour, and the field of police operations especially in relation to the details of situations confronting policemen in their daily duties.
Among the very detailed catalogue of recommendations made 'in this
part of the Report, the use of computer and information proces'sing
systems is given special place.

Information - formalised and utilisable

knOWledge - is seen as the vital tool of the system, without which it is
doomed to amateur and haphazard flIDctioning.

Technology - as the

application of scientific knowledge - provides the promise of better
things.

Once more a spirit of optimism is evident in the confidence of

tho Commission that, given the adequate levels of investment and the
political will tobbeat crime through a 'national effort', such an. effort
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would be more than re-paid.
What the Commission in essence proposed

w~s

a data revolution, the

key to which lay in the aevatiori of statistics to a primary place in
the hierarchy of the operations of the criminal justice bureaucracy.
In fact, the increasing bureaucratisation and centralisation of
criminal justice is the implicit and inevitable feature of the system's
proposed revolution.

At numerous points the Report lays stress upon

the notion of a "national strategy" to defeat crime;

by "national" we

must read - in the context of the American state - "federal".
same way that the "war on poverty" was elevated

In the

(by· embracing the

same view of the realities of the development of the national state in
relation to social problems as those of the Crime Commission's members)
to a national/federal arena requiring national/federal solutions,

S0

then the reform of criminal justice and the "war on crime", must be a
crusade - already initiated by the Federal Government - but furthermore
funded and controlled by them.
The joint themes of the need for a data revolution and for federal
funding and oontrol combine in the recommendation for a National
Criminal Justice Statistics Centre of the Department of Justice, to be
responsible for the collection, analysis, and dissemination of two
basic kinds of data.

"

Those characterising criminal
careers, derived from carefully
drawn samples of anenymous
offenders. Those on crime and
the system's response to it, as
reported by the criminal justice
agencies at all levels. "
(ibid. p.269).

The Centre would act as a clearing-house for all statistics related
to the crime problem, such as costs of crime, census data, and victimisation surveys.

It would work in co-operation with the F.B.I.'s

Uniform Crime Reports Section, The Children's Bureau of the Department
of Health, Education and·Welfare, The Federal Bureau of Prisons, and
other related statistics collecting agencies.
t~s

It would combine all

information into an integrated picture of crime and criminal justice.

The need for centralisation is obvious.
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It

The Federal G-overnment should take
the initiative in organising and
sustaining a science a nd technology
research and development programme.
Whether it be equipment de'velopment,
field experimentation, data collections, or analytical studies, the
limi ted budgets of individual state
and local criminal justice agencies
cannot provide the necessary investment • • • the results will be of
nationwide benefit. Thus the Federal
G-overnment should support a major
science' and technology research and
development programme relating to
all areas of criminal justice. "
(ibid.).

The importance of research efforts of all kinds, and the

necessi~

for their institutionalisation as part of the criminal justice bureaucracy,
is further

st~es$ed

in chapter 12 of the Report.

In the area of criminal

justice problems "the greatest need is the need to knovr" (ibid. p.273).
The startling advances in biology and other physical sciences, the
application of exploration, discovery and knowledge in shaping and
controlling the physical environment, in protecting America's health,
in furthering national security, are all products of an "intellectual
revolution" from which the criminal justice system is yet to benefit.
Yet, there is no other comparable problem which receives so much effort
and attention matched by so little knowledge upon which to base any
evaluation 0
Although research "will never provide the final answers" to the
crime problem, it can provide data crucial to making informed policy
judgements.

The Commission's own victimisation surveys are held up as

an example of this general point, as are its surveys of police-community
relations.
Problems arising out of the

fragmentati~n

and antonomy of the

system~ thousands of agencies (including 12,000 separate police depart-

ments) are broached in the Report's comments concerning the resistance
of agencies to admit research personnel;

this tendency is seen as part

of the generally "inertia" of the criminal justice system and the urgent
need for reform of its organisation and operations.
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The Commission

particularly recommends that criminal justice agencies should develop
their own research units, staffed by specialists and liasing with
academic and other experts.

It also favours the promotion, on a large

scale, of research in independent institutes, backed by both federal
and private funds.

An institute of criminology is also proposed.

Finally, the Report recommends the foundation of an independent National
Foundation for Criminal Research.

3.4.

Conclusion

the "new federalism" and the LEAA

In the wake of the impact of the Crime Commission's Report, the
Johnson administration quickly drafted a nd sent to Congress a new
"Crime Bill".

This was initially entitled the Safe Streets and Crime

.Control Act 1967.

Its passage through Congress was largely influenced

by the events of 1967 and 1968 - riots in one hundred cities, two
assassinations, and Johnson's announcement that he would not seek the
Democratic re-nomination.

Additionally, the level of public and media

attention to the fear of crime ensured that the issue of "crime on the
streets" was the most pressing for all Congressmen intent upon political
survival.
The President's Commission had recommended (a) upgrading of policing
and police methods, (b) the revision of court systems, (c) a general
improvement in corrections, and (d) a large injection of monies for law
enforcement and the amelioration of poverty.

Johnson's Bill provided

money for three key areas - police training and education, investigative
technology and evaluative research, and correction.
However, almost as soon as the Bill began to be debated it attracted
considerable opposition from Republicans and conservative Democrats.
Not only was the Bill held to not go far enough in the effort to suppress
crime, it also contained a number of clear proposals for the direct
interference of the federal government in policing.

Again, as with the

"war on poverty" the key to federal control was to be the centralised
control of funding.

In short, as Ramsey Clark had contrived, federal

funding for training and for operational expenditures would be withheld
from police departments who failed to meet a
progress.

nt~ber

of criteria of

Included in these were stipulations about the nature and type
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of training, progress towards the development of ,good police-community
relations, and the ra'cial integration of police departments in a way
representative of the make-up of the police district.
A conservative backlash against the Bill was led by Senator John
McClellan, a segregationalist Democrat of Arkansas, and Roman Hruska,
right-~~ng

Republican of Nebraska.

The political manoeuvering which

marked the eventual passage of the Bill, is extremely complicated and
is treated to a book-length description by Richard Harris (1969).

I

will here summarise the developments which are important for the
present analysis.
Firstly, the Administration's original Bill (S.917) became, with
various revisions, Title I of a new Bill entitled - the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Ac t 1968.

Then was added Title II which sought

to repeal certain key Supreme Court decisions which guaranteed certain
rights of defendants in criminal trials.

Finally, Title III - the so-

called "bugging bill", proposed to legalise the interception of telephone
calls between persons suspected of being engaged in or planning criminal
acts.

Let us now briefly look at the nature of the conservative

opposition to the Johnson Bill, and the philosophical positions informing
the proposals in Titles I and II.
The proposals of Title I, 'as we have seen, provided, among other
things, for greater centralised control and funding of local and state
policing.

This movement was particularly resisted by the advocates of

"states' rights";

traditionally, police power is the most jealously

guarded of all state and local rights.

Conservative opposition was

based partially on traditional federalist principles, but perhaps is
more to be seen as a manifestation of the traditional social role of
political conservatism - as a force mobilising reaction against the
erosion of localised and customary forms for social relations and
control.

Oppos:ition to the power of "Washington" and "big government"

was contempraneously a major element in the Nixon campaign.

In the

terms of that campaign the "New Federalism" (Harris 1970 P.175) meant
that far from taking powers away from state and local government, the
role of the federal government was to strengthen the latters I powers,
by providing a system of block grants the manner of the expenditure of
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whioh was entirely a matter for the reoipients.

The aohievement of the

blook grant system, instead of the Administration's proposal for the
dispensing of funds only to "approved programmes", was a partioularly
important suocess for the oonservative caucus.
Title I of the original Bill also provided for the creation of the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administra tion (LEAA).

This was envJ.saged

by the drafters as federal agency, allied to the Justice Department,
and a major element in the thrust of federal intervention in the criminal
justioe system.

Ironioally, the emascluation of its planned might

threatened to come from two sources.

Firstly, the Johnson

~dministration,

experiencing considerable budgetary difficulties due to the escalating
cost of the war, began to think again about levels of LEAA funding.
Ti tIe I had proposed the spending of ,350 million in 1969, wi th ~300
million to be spent in eaoh of the three following fiscal years.

The

conservative caucus, uncharaoteristically perhaps, proposed even greater
levels, including a vote of an extra ~50 million in the firs t year to
be earmarked for- block grants to states for' anti-riot' equipment rather
than for upgrading law enforcment practice in general.
The provisions of McClellan's Title II are equally illustrative of
the ideological oleavages between conservatives and social democrats
in relation to their respeotive visions of the relationship between
order and justice.
In essence Title II attempted to legislatively overturn two Supreme
Court'landmark' decisions: MalloEY vs. United States 1957; and Miranda
vs. -4rizona 1966.

These dicisions specifically referred to the rights

of suspects in respect of police interrogation methods, ruling suspects
confessions to be inadmissible as evidence at a trial if it could be
shown that these were given without the suspect having full access to
and awareness of his constitutional rights, and if the procedures
offended against "due process" principles.
In the 1960' s, the Supreme Court under Chief .Justice Warren,
announced a number of decisions in accordances with what has been termed
a "strict constitutionalist" interpretation of the riehts of suspects
and the accused. (Barker and Barker 1976; Inciardi and Haas 1978).
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The

liberal majority on the Warren Court emphasised a "due process model"
of crime control (Packer 1969).

This classical liberal model,which

is consistent with social democratic notions of the need to ensure
social justice in order to secure social order, requires that state
power in the criminal process be severely limited.

Furthermore, only

a system which is seen to be fair impartial and just is capable of
resisting the tendency of modern states to drift towards centralisation
and despotism.
In common with these underlying principles the Court's decisions
had come down in favour of the rights of defendants in cases relating
to the Fifth Amendment right to be free from compulsory self-incrimination;
the Sixth Amendment rights to counsel, speedy trial, confrontation of
hostile witnesses and to compulsory processes for obtaining witnesses;
and, the Eighth Amendment prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments.
In the minds of the conservatives in Congress, as in the rhetoric
of Nixon's campaign, these decisions were held to unduly 'tie the handsof law enforcement officers', to be symptomatic of the increasing
'softness' of courts and the government towards criminals, and in
general to unduly favour the offender and unduly put at risk the potential
and actual victims of crime (Carrington 1975).
Title II therefore provided that in a criminal prosecution Ita
confession shall be admissible in evidence if voluntarily given".

Also,

in federal courts, a confession was not inadmissable solely because of
delays in committal as long as the trial judge ruled that the confession
had been given vollmtarily.
The particular strategy of the leaving of these dicisions to lower
court judges rather than to the dictates of the Supreme Court reflects
the conservative view, one shared by many legal scholars (c.f. Cox

1968; Funston 1977), that the Warren Court was a reformist arm of the
federal government.

The unprecedented, and probably unconstitutional,

repeal of Supreme Court decisions by legislation, and the subsequent
packiP~

of the Court, by Nixon, with non-constitutionalist nominees,

further reflects the preferences of conservatives for state pO'l7er
unfettered by the restrictions imposed by classical liberal principles.
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It also underljnes the remarks made earlier in this chapter, and in
Chapter II, concerning the conservative view that order must take
precedence over considerations of 'rights' and 'justice'.

In this

respect the provisions of Title III providing for the right of the
police to 'bug' suspects, in spite of the traditional view that such
methods offended against First Amendment guarantees of right to
privacy and protection from government trespass, further serves to
illuminate conservative thinking about crime control.
The Act was finally passed by Congress on June 5th 1968, after
an acrimonious debate in which liberal Democrats made speech after
philosophic speech condemning it as unconstitutional, unlikely to do
anything about the crime problem, and as putting America on the road
to the police state which the authors of the Constitution had
explici tly sought to prevent.

At the final c01.mt, excluding those who

had for various reasons absented themselves, only seventeen members of
the House of Representatives, and only four members of the Senate
actually voted against.

As Richard Harris (1969) put it "1968 was a

bad year to be seen to vote against 'safe streets'."

Declaring that

it contained "more good than bad", President Johnson, after some
prevarication, finally signed the Act into law - the day before it
would have passed into law without his approval.
The passing of the Act, in a form highly unsatisfactory to Johnson
and Clark, cannot be counted as a complete defeat for social democratic
aspirations.

The establishment of the LEAA did mark a significant

advance, together with other changes in the structure of criminal
justice practice and policy, in the power of the federal government in
these areas.

The Justice Department, within whose ambit the LEAA

operated, emerged considerably strengthened and rationalised.

But, as

McLaughlan (1975) has argued the direction which has been taken has
borne little resemblance to the ideas, espoused by the President's
Commission and by J6hnson.:and Clark, of an a-ttack on crime through
fighting poverty as well as strengthening and legitimising criminal
justice.

Rather, the trend has been towards

patter~~

of policy and

expenditure which are biased against the powerless sections of the
working class.
It has been similarly shown that LEAA block grants were used, in
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period

o~

the Nixon presidencies, disproportionately

equipment.

In its

~irst

annual report,

~or

~or

'anit-riot'

1969, the LEAA claimed that-

22.5.% o~ its expenditures were used ~or riot gear, as opposed to only
3.5% ~or research.

(Harris 1970 P.178).

According to Goulden (1970

p.138) minute dabs o~ LEAA cash went to courts, corrections and juvenile
delinquency programmes, whilst 59.3 cents

o~

each dollar spent went to

police operations in 1969 - 51 cents in 1970.
~iciaries

o~

One

o~

the main bene-

LEAA money, according to Goulden, and McLaughlan, has been

the electronics industry through itm contribution to the technological
rationalisation

o~

law

en~orcement.

Silver (1974 p.136) has made the point that the LEAA has been a
major source

the legitimation

o~

o~

"blue power".

Policemen, he says,

have used pr o~e ssi onalisation (so much advocated by Ramsey Clark) ~irst
as a shield against political control, secondly as a cloak with which
to insulate themselves
i~luence

~rom

public acceptance

public scrutiny, and
o~

their particular

~urther

as a sword to

conceptio~~

of law and

order.
Lastly McLaughlan (op.cit.) has sought to show that these developments
in the role of the LEAA have moved beyond the rhetoric of social democratic
ideology towards the realities of a more repressive system of criminal
justice.

The latter's function, in the 1970's, has been to police

problematic social relations generated by the fiscal crisis of the state
through the creation of a "social-indus trial" complex.

The s ta te has

sponsored the regulation of social, economic, and political problems
through the direct involvement of technocratic industries in criminal
justice.

Despite the levels of state expenditure on criminal justice

operations (increasing four times between 1965 and 1974) the crime rate
continued to rise steadily (New York Times. 1982).

"

Beyond the rhetoric of justice,
due process, and civil rights,
the modern U.S. criminal justice
system is far more than a .
bureaucracy designed to implement
bourgeois legal sanctions. It is
a repressive component of a
developin& state social-industrial
complex which further attempts to
expand and rationalise the economic
and political dominance of monopoly
capital. 11
(McLaughlan op.cit. p.15).
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The essential point is that crime control policy - in practice
responds only partially to philosophical orientations to crime and
justice.

In reality, parties and administrations are subject in the

sphere of the social contradictions of capitalism to imperatives and
constraints analogous to those which they face with ever-increasing
urgency in the economic sphere; and, the two spheres overlap in many
different ways.

The capitalist state has at the top of its agenda the

problem of securing economic and social order.
In so doing criminal justice has a central part to play, most
especially in periods of economic and ideological crisis, when the
problem of disorder, in its many forms, becomes sharper.

Criminal

justice is part of what James O'Connor (1973) has called the "social
expenses" of the state, those projects and services which are required
to maintain social harmony and also to fulfill the state's "legitimisation function".

Whereas social capital is expended in the promotion

of industry and profit, the social expenses of the state are not
directly productive, for they produce no surplus value.

Welfare and

criminal justice are the primary forms of the state's social expenses,
and are aimed at regulating class struggle, repressing action against
the existing order.

They are also, however, part of the process of

maintaining consensus, especially among the most disadvantaged sections
of society.

(Quinney 1980)

0

The capitalist state finds itself in the midst of an irresolvable
contradiction in that is goal of promoting consensus and legitimacy is
continually frustrated by the highly visible inequalities and social
problems generated by the disorderliness of capitalist market relations.
As Richard Quinney (op.cit. PP133-9) observes, the state forms an

alliance with the monopoly sector of the economy, the continued growth
of which increasingly depends upon the ability of the state to police
social relations.

A "social industrial complex" has appeared, involving

industry in the planning, production and operation of state programmes,
especially in the area of criminal justice.

Its involvement generates

surplus value and also the social expenses necessary to secure order.
The LEAA is seen from this perspective as an essentially innovative
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state bureaucracy in which the role of the state in securing social
order and its role in promoting economic order and efficiency are
more closely related than previously.
The 'discovery of criminal victimisation' and the arguments to
which it gave rise - concerning the various solutions - may also be
seen to be affected by the dillemas of the capitalist state.
However, as we shall see in ChapterVII below, the social democratic
orientation to crime control contains two related sides.

Firstly, the

idea that crime arises from injustice and inequality, leads logically
to social policies aimed at preventing crime.

Secondly, more direct

and repressive fonns of crime control are also sought.

Thus in the

Report of t he Cr ime Commission calls for the expansion of expenditures
on

pover~,

housing and other social investments, are followed by a

design for a vastly expanded state criminal justice bureaucracy whose
main mission is the reform and rationalisation of the criminal justice
system at all levels o
One part of this mission was to produce a system in which poliCing,
courts, corrections, are 'fair' to the poorer members of
criminal justice is equally distributed.
also be

te~ctive';

socie~J

- that

But, criminal justice must

in social democratic rhetoric 'effectiveness' and

'fairness' are seen as inseperable.

There remains therefore, the great

contradiction whereby those sections of society who suffer most from
criminal victimisation, are also those who are the most often arrested
and imprisoned.

(Centre for Research on Cri~inal Justice 1977 p.~).

Thus, the LEAA, created out of the double-edged logic of social
democratic crime control theory, presented an appropriate means· for the
furtherance of conservative crime control policy under Nixon.

It would

be difficult to argue however, that the course of the development of
LEAA or of crime control policy, would have been substantially different
had Humphrey's Democrats been victorious in 1968.
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4.1.

Introduction

I have so
1n1de~jyinb

thf~

traced the political and ph-tl.osophical

f':lT

Gu~retlts

social democratic orientation to state interve nti on in

social problems, and the alliance which social democracy has struck
\'Ii th the sor:ial science::;.

In this ch-':l;:;t.er I will foc '. .l;" on a q)Aci.fiG

aspect of this alli.ance - nam8ly thA Q'Jantific8.tion of crime by

"l

j

official ag encies and

crimi.nologi~tB.

Th~

earlier sections

tr~ce

the

I'

historical development of criminal statistics in th8 United St!ltcs and
Britain in the cont8xt of the gro'Hth of industrial capitalism and of
stl:l te bl-lreallCracies c!1.arc:;eri with the control of' crime.

The history

:[)re"i8nted is therefore a political hi..s+;ory, which soeks t.o sh0IN thA
increasi.ne concern for more

r~li..a.ble

statistics of crime is informed

both by a.:.<pects of the dillemas fe_ced by the sta t e in its attempts to
con trol crimI'), !3.nd. the ongoing deba te~ wi th cd min01o::::y on the 'd..ark

i'iel.l:'e' o f' cr.::'me.

Tl1i.s chl:lpter'

13.1130

con s i sts of an t)vervie-.v of -t;h8

methodological problems ofoffioi&crimp s tAtjstics, in preparation for
a clisGuss ion (in

seo,t ion 4~6.

) of the 8d·IA.nta(;8S and. dis9.Qv.<1.ntl:lges

I,

of sample surveys of crimin'll victimisation.

4.2.

The Historical

D~velopmcnt

of Crimi n al Statistios

The first qu:trt8r of the ninete enth

locate d in

so~ial

and jntf]11ect1l91

S9.'/'! ,

histot'~r,

for a numb e r of. re:n ons

thf~

0merg'?Dce of laree

mathem~ti.c3,

3G.'l12 att8mpt,,) to a pr)ly the 'la'll,,) ' of'

p7.'ohRbility, and

st8tistic.s to thp. 1.mderstA,nding of' a. v!lri ety of socia} phenomcnq, .
iriea of ,':'uoh I'8,9Soning hping applid. to

t.h<~

social world,

Ml

The

opposl:'d

to the n .". tural world., h'l.ri its origins in Britain, in the 'Norks of

John G·c'J.lJ nt (1620 - 1674) 8.nd Wi.J.lia:n Petty (1623 - 1685).

Both of

these writers promotAd ths nollection of s0~ial statistics anri carried

outau:l.lyse:3 of the early bill!;; of rnort'llity ( Wi le:,. 1971 p.1 74).

Petty had called more sp-ecific:llly for thr: coll eo tion of inform'lti.on
!".,13. t'i.ng to cri.me, :Ll1GludinG the nllmller3 of P-"OI)l~~ cr)w;r:;rnen., "the
T;11'11QPT'

r'~!":: ''):I ;;

')f cl)rrora1 i;1J:f'f.-::rinfS·'; 'lnd.

im;,ri:S,)D'2G. :0.r

(;r'i~l 'v~ ,

to

knn ''v t.h<:: r~e9~'U' r:; "f v';"c·? 8!l:1 .J:i.n ~in th~' n..,tion ", ( rl l l')t;(;d in ·' » ]l.in '~n:'!.
~\/ ~~l f:::.!":ln.:: 1 9~Lf' IP 'JC"l l

',\"~ i lhj

r . 7: .

hC<11th' (,d ' tl,c
fnT'1n -the

'r:"'~l"j~

~Ph 1.::: (~onG ~ [':1 'J: i. t.h
n;'~t:i.(j{) ,

of'

q

+;:.1,

t.j ~3 t L ::~

'~1:: a £Ji,1i 0.p. 1:q :!IC

(' 1"1 ",_'» 3. t ..') hj.s h r: ]·i.t'f' th':ct

','fOt , '

"p oJ. itic':'L

- 1 51;

=

-

?110, r,

'.~ '.\ ".?.

?,1'j. 1~hT:~t;;~" '.'il.t1.ch ',I.'Cl i ld.<:!. :::s·ist

in.

I.

the ma.king of puhlic policy.

Petty's sincF?re hOPe was that the then

tJomin9.DCe of more ahstract intellectlll'll argilments9ho'.Jt the nat,lJre of

goverrunen t, might he replaced by this "pol 1. tical. arithmetic", which
would expre.33 itself in terms of "numbers, weichts or measures", and
u,,,il'l.G only argu'1lent.s of sense, basc:d on th8 con:'1iclerrition of ob:3ervable
. , 1 e causes. (',"J
.. ..,1.83 o:[.1.('·J' t p.1,:':·').
,-'
a.'1.d qlJ,:lntl''-'lab.
00

P..:;~;t.y'~;

at2ve~opment

appro8ch prf.;[)F!£>'d. th",

a

c8n.1,1)1'}

l!'-tcr, cf

11

pre.t;ffi!'tLo(Tl in rel,"!.t:i.ort to socis.l Pl'ObJ.EI((S e.nd. poljcy 'Nrdch ','Va::,; to
[~nd

dominat.e the poli ti.cal economy of the let;=, e ightee.nth
centurie.'3.

njn(~teentr

These dev;:;lopmtonts in though occurred i.n the context of Ue
~ocj.a::

new and hiE;hly vi.s ible

prob'[ f'm:, e;enerwted h2T thf; mass.1 ve trans-

formation trough·.: about. by thFl shift·s from thp. morE: orderJy relations
ffio~'e

offsudalism, to the
c!)pi tal i

chaotic relations of ac;r£J.r'all c,nti

:i.nc111~tr::'.al

:-;P1.

h~w

,U.s P9. " J. Vlj1.f,s

sugGest,ed, nowhere was the infl

gath(:dl;g to 'lio. policy of more
r:r:i~e

of cr:i TTl'.?

P8I'8D101.Jnt

'.;enc:·(·~

ct' fewt-

irr'forts':ine than in thp. area

and its e.tt.endant. conditione of r:(lvp.rty, or1Jnkf:nef:·s

and vine, were "a cancer of moral deparavi ty disf:ic'Jruine; thl, othfll''.'!ise
tril1rnrh8nt rent, of Br::tain's ne',': induE'·triaJ sunccss" and whir:h were

seen tc threaten the
s

over~hro~

of the whole poljtic0J. Rnd 200ial

+:1:t~ iot1~r8.

"Coaxed on hy a
d.y~;f'I)J1Gti(n

desir~

t.o

in e. soda}

whjch seemed

a

rcr::.C'f8
rnAchin'~

hi2tDric~11y almo~t

~3p~ed of it.::
progresR, driven on hy a fe0r

unbelie'1eb:: e in tr.(!

t.r.R,t tr:e p1'oblm:l m:L[:!;h+; 'o1.tr,st; 011-:':",
ini·.o re1!o1.'Jti oru" 1'J' in,S\il'T'eoticn,

f·.he n"ed to ccrr>:!0t tr:e :::itll!J.ti.r,n
b:f t".. c[.rpfu] empir:i 091 nh<1.rtice; of
its nriture

b(~(,~~l:'r:'

cf' cerd:rl'll
• 'l- '

(

T11 p

mf~"):1 :'<~ '.xr('rr:~::-r;. ~t

r,f 1.r!s d r:~nr::(::;rp.l·' 1~lj

(~

0

J.L:1 0..

n .. '"

1::

fF_l,!~! +.,'...1Y' P~.

hc.~r:-l {;(.:E;l1P

~_n ?nE:~pn:: <'l::c: (J.j:}-:(~r :::~\lr"rIF~·r~n ('o1Jn~-·-r'j S~~

(·J·.;!t.~;r:,"c&

1(n"'~'.·1·1{'.;d.£:{'

.~_!l.·~qr::'"·1"~

11 l,3 ~

(:~

~!1'-'~'!-fj"'-!:Y

r(~·.{' i

r

r'! ~~

b}

-:-

",,~,

(if -t-,hr'
'1Tlrl

I 2 t

~

2tr';101:1:r'~:

;':~·1ti:~~ic:!<~

n ':)"' +rJ',,'! tc:

~4.nd

('.h~~n:-:r·;·

0!,·J,~·~~~tJ~::

~-,e

rr::.J~.i-'.P::;'·ltj(~P
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"

C(ln(~('.rn.

7t::, ) •
\

• . ,.;' I

(If

.~ n

rli r+r! ~:.nd mer t·9 J j tjr
~tj!'

~(-·'ven-:·c·-::n~:.}-i

(-If r()p'j~_,~1:.·i(·,n

~.,.. ~f-:TT!'"~l~-~~ti:'('
~n

L:(lr~f-'-~·~'·]

e Y!.c

':'f':':
',~~::r(~

~ f)

t.r";· ~

theory of probability in particular (Re.d.zinowicz 1966 P .31 ) •
The importAn~e and. ""'oight being given t.o the coD potion of
st.'3+':i~tic:al dat.a.

of

COl.]

fo(:used fl.ttentioll on t.fle Cllrrf.·n+.]y inadequate mee.ns

..fl ..,
<,

early as 1 TIS, ,Teremy Bpnthar.: propoRed

l"F;g111at'

periodic rptll1'n~; on cr:":fiin111s •. Thp:,,!?,

ec tine s 1)ob dEl. ta •

that, t.herfO' should be

hf.:' 2od.d, w(>1l1d be ()f' p.xccJ.len": use in furn.'shing

c.ntA for

t!)f~

lecifl1A"tor to work upon.
They will form a1 toget.her a kino
of political barometpr, by which
the effect of every legisletiv~
opf~ration relative to thf~ subjec.t
may be indicated and made pa1p8.cle.
It is not till lately that legisla tcrs have thOl)gh~ of prov5d ing
them:3eJ.ves with thf~Se m~ceS38r:y
clccL<men".;s. They may bf~ comr~Jred
wi t.h the bins of r:'tOrta.J.:i ty pllbJ.·;.:.:hed annlJ8.1Jy in LondoD;
indicating the moral health of
t.he COIUltr-y (but a li tHe mo~'e
accurately, it. is hoped) as theso
Ifl1.t.er do the Fhysical. "

It

(Bentham 1978; quoted in
Sellin a.nel ,/iolf's"me 0p.C:lt

r. 8 ).

It 1i'l i.n~:.€'ref..t;ing to no":.e U",at, for Bc~nt.harfJ, 2t.atistic3 '.'.'Elre to
be

S','':'D

both as

'3,

tool for enl)[!1pr~ting soeial. rh(::l'lor"t€m:., a.no. for

"'·v3.11:1;1+.:;nr; t.he irnpact of goernment interventj C:ll, f:)r it is thE:

8)(1;1"111:

to whioh m0thods of datR collection fulf51J or fail tc flQfj,lJ

these

t'NO rp Ja ted f:.,metion E, which ras bef'n cfCntr8J to U"!~ der)~lt.c~; on socia}

st:8tbtjr:3 f!"om t.hllt, time to this.
Dllri.nc t.hf~ n-irl('~·.eentr crmtq'YJ th",' .:tudy of t.b~ 'morp,} h0£.lth'

of

n'li::irons, and i::1'.o !peens of g81,'gin8 it. thrr:'ugh the 1.1:':1? of stAt,j:~t,j(:;;
QG011pi

scl the m~nd8 of' mar:y s::;c~[lJ observer:::

'3.

nd 1 ",-r:] to t!-',n G.9ve10r ment

cf e. br"~nch o-r v:i-t:1.~. e. nd :::0r..~8.T st,qt,is~ir,2 'Nhif:~h bGcpr.:e }:no'l!n !lS tfm(\r~l

~.. ~):. ~..i2~.,i(~;_:".

rt

'l.·~.l.-:.;

'~,~.~·r-~:'~j-;\:·r:1.

(ibi,i. ['#8).

?n f'r-1(,t -in
Tr

'je27

TI\rr·nl·~i?

t.r..2~'~·

th~t t!-~~:

?".1uI"q.::~~:"r.··} +:l--i:~'

-fl:lrr·t. r~r'irjl-'r!::'!~J

:3t,~t~.:i~·,t,5_c~·.~

nn thr:

f;-"'f·".?':(.~.I:-·:r.(3 ~Lncl r1.)n"-.S!~~I· r:1:.:3

:lnC',.!.rlp{H!n

(:f

.T'l::~ti.(·"

-ir! -?r~l'!"~('fl_

(:!"'irr:'~' !.'lntl vr-tro'j')'J':

C-::r i·.~~c~ :TC~',..r·~ ·182~· - '27.
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·,·.~!:.~r:-!

flr~·1. ~,~-:.~11·.~p/_:\ (,,? +-1·'~ ·~'I.n~~r!-~·1

Ar~('J"~ lit: -'":f' :-he /--_~r:!:in';:-~1'r~+~l"!n 0.!~' '::r'~n"::l{i~
f'~"1y;J'r1~rU"G

~~~,q1·,j~i·.jc~;~

Tt~~
r.l:':.It.A.~,l;··~

()f

~':~\ I T'tF'f":r~~ n(l4.r:.:~

tbn.t over a F8r·i n d cf YF}&rS tbese sta+,i",f;jcs would. "aS3:1ct. in determirtine
the c-i.rG1JmK fAnces which Go-opera ":'0 in
nlJmber of crirres" and

·.'l01)11

j

w:"!re.'l.<'\ -ing or di rr:ini ,;hing tl:e

enSUTe "thFl.t the first symptcns of • • •

evil would be shown witb precision" (q\w',cd ibid. p.S).

P8rhaps the mo[;t .import.l':nt.

fjgure~~

in the de 1jelopmf:nt of "moral

statistics" 'llere the Bel(;iH.n astrl,nor..er and IT1athf"m,': tician Adolphe
Quetelet (1796 - 187!+), !m.d the Frenoh la?ryer Mio'hel Guerry (1802 -

18(6) 0

V!orkine; independently, they usp.d the Frencb sta tis +;ics 9.2· a

S·Cl.1rCe for the firs t ar,alytica..J. and ocrrela t.ir.n!ll s t1l0.iP2. of cri.minaJ j ty.

Both conc} l:c1ed that cd PIP was roo+.ed in discerna.olc social Ofluc.eS J and
thlls Quetelet's "social physics" and Guerry's "moral

s~atist:ical

analyc;is"

laid the foundations for a form of snciclogicaJ. positivism in crimjnolegy.

In explorinG

thf~

:Lnoidence of crime in relation to demographic

vp..riablcs anel in rnA-king regional comparisons, byo tr:ings emRrge from
the annual figureD.

Fir2,tly, the armual totals rerrlll.ined ml)ch the same,

a.nd secondly a sta.rk n'gulari ty

VU1.S

totals made by Vari01JS sections of
socia] conditions.

shown in the con-::dbutions to those
U~f)

popula:ion 1 :iving under vario1JS

It was th<) work especially of

these regl.llari ties to

]j ght

'~uetelet

'Nhieh broght

and whidl formed. the bac:. i~; for t.he search

for the soc: a1 causes of crime, and which comb 1.ned to tr8.n::.;fnrm the
seer:ri ngly rW,phazard, ac.cidental mas s of isoJ.a t.eD. trBrwgrec~s -j onH into a

s].gnificflnt I'f'flection of
II

800:;'31

conditicns~

For the first time in tte his tory
of' human thought crime c a.r.1e to be
v:lpwed 8.:3 a s 00::'[1,J. f"w t prj marily
mou;.cled by that very environmen-t
of v!hich it is an int.oCT'al part.
NeVAX' before had sHoh p1.lrsuasive
evidence been forthcot:l:'ng that
"Sod et;y carried. wi thin itself',
in SOme sense, the seeds of all
the crjffl{~s which are gO:::!'lg to be
com~j+t8d, together wit~ facilities
n(-'ce~i':~ r:.i for thf',j.I' D.8'le].oprr.fcnt.
It
( ("1eteJ.o":. : P}1':'~'in,110
Soci(1]e.
,,.
12,69 - nun":,,;; jn Rr~lz:inovr~c:z
~

Of' .r::

-157 -

t. ' . . . ';:'4- 3~,) •

The work of Quetelet and Guerry marks the tr8nsi tion from clas sicist tc determinist thinking about crime.

Evidence accumulated con-

cernine the regularity Md consistency of crirre rates, suic:ide rates,
and even marriage rates, were held to show that tht' "moral" eharacteris tics of popuJ.a tions were of the or-rler of phyc;ical facts,

thu~)

estab1ishine a suppOsed link bet'Neen physical and social "laws I t .

R~ltl-'er

than ascribe these findingE', to 8\ridenne of a "djv:i.ne order"

of things social, as had the German demogrRplwr Joha.:nn SussrniJch (1707

- 1767) for iucltance, Ql)etelet and Guerry attributed them to tte
formAtive action of soeial oond:l.tions at different time1:, and places.

(Landau and Laze.rsfield

1968 p. 247-57).

Their diseoveries also marked a shift, as they saw it, from
"metaphysical" conceptions of man and society as hE,ld by previous
thinkers, to

moral s ta tis tical analys :i.s of "re9.1 men, placed in pre-

9.

cisely determined condi tions II

•

•

•

and wh ich to apprecia te "from the

moral point of view, the exterior facts of h\.lman nature in such and
such a country at such and such a time"
op.oit.

(Guerry 186/+ quoted in Radzinowicz

pp.35-36).

Both i'IIarx 9.nd Engles were considerably infh:.tmced. hy the methe,ds

(1853) for instance, juxtaposes the

of' the montl statistic:iar,s.

Marx

statistiof: for executions of

crj.min~1.1s

and dea t.he, by

S

on the one hand, with murders

l.licide on the other, in order to demons tra.te a cot'rela tion

between the two sets of phenomena, and to highlight the pdnGiple of
S

oeia1 cauflation.

ahDity to

He approvingly oi tes Quetelet's work and its apprent

gew~rate

predictions of f:l11:Ure rates of crime, anc. also the

insight thAt the pa.tterning of social phenomena may be likened to that
of 8Vr::-nts :in the physi 08.1 world.

Q1)ete let's rea,soni ng
of 'f're"? ,,'!ill'.

If the

:)bvioLtsly had impJj cE:ttion;", fer

Tl1.lIT!b'O'r

in advance, then whAt s00pe

thf~

clootrtne

of crime,s and erimin·qls conld he foretold

w~s

there left for

inrljvidu~l

choicp?

Anc'Jrriin::; 1:;r.• Rrd.zjno'Nlcz, hoth ('wtel()t end Guerry 'Ner'?; I1t .::'".inf: to

.:3.vnid
hy
'/iilS

9.f!J

~'oci.'J:
:00

(;'nif+ f'rnm the V:,c:jtlnn th?+' +.r"'ndJ i.n ccime w~.'r::: dp.t.p.rmjw"rJ

f':lctOt'."" , to +r'f; ro::itin" -':hht thE':

dr,t:":rrtinE,d.

b~~h~vi(1)r

of inc,-.ivhh.<:ls

(:us't.e.lst eyr1:iciUJ claim('d tns.t mp,n's fr"s '!li1J
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~.

prevents the

e~sy

o't8rall trendB.

prediction of individual actions or mltcomes from

But, the effects of man's frpe wi11 is constricted

withi n vel',? na.rrow limits, and i tGelf "pl[l,Ys wi thin socia.J. phenomena
the role of an accidental cause" (ibid. p.37).

According to Guerry,

ave rage results are ooncernee. wi th a C1a1:,3 of indi vidlials taken
mass, and not with individuals within the mass takRn singly.

:~,S

a

It is

impo.ssible to pred.ict the future behaviour of a pe..rticuJ.ar incUvidllal;
"in accordance with Ollr inti.mate feelings!!, he added, "the principle
of the perfect independence of human choice" is bp..:.d.cally confirmed.
(ibid.).

Ttese viewpoints on the interrretation and impJjcEl.tions of moral
statistics, are further elaborated in the two key principles of
Quetelet's work.

Firstly,

caused by them".

II

ca.uses are proportional to the effects
reJ.e.tion~.hips

Tld.8 gneralisa.tion from the known

of'

the ne.tural wcrJd can be applied man's moral and intP.1.1ectllal qualities.
SecondJ.y, la.rge nl;mters are necessa.ry to reach reliable statistical
conclusions.

It is important to d'llelJ. for a time on the place ascrjbed to the
crmcepts of determinism and. free will in thE': 'sri tings of t.he nim:teenth

century positivists such as Q(H:,telet,

Comh~

anc_ Mill.

only were the,f" the fOI.moing fathers of sociology

9.;:

Fjrstly, not

a "s0ienc p of

mornlity", whose:. aim it. 'Nas to lay bare the material fa.ctors a{iG. la·"s
of 30eie1 exi.stenc8i b,)t a130, each slJbscribed to a view th,,·.t social
determ·i.nants of individual and collective action could be altered
through meliorative legislRtion anG. the broad sweep of SOGial polioy.
An lJ.r.d.fJrs tandin,':; of the int.erpenfJtratiol1 of notions of
e[]1c.~rging

inG_cterrninism

dct~~rlTdl1j

sm nno

in their 'llork, is essential to our understanding

of the fl.JDctionf, 8.nd. pu.rposes of 30019.1 statist.:i.ce:: in the me.n""'gement
of social order.

(~Il!:)t81et':,;

that. the

()b~8ctive,

vnr~;in.:; c1eGrf'e~

tr: f=;

philof,ophy of soipnoe, for instann.?, corctainE·d thE':

:'1 e r~ 5 €'

at1c Gh'lr:r::8

0f'
8;'1

+-.

prysical and social world, couJa. br.) de2Crib(?C!, with

of "lCCUl'8CS, by

r'tPo P t'1

ViR'R

?\~j

(; "Hr.Ill e t:.~3

t":Tresen-+:inc

g~n(·r'3.1

1:;.''<:''.

exr]. ~n~~::-! t,5. nD

fcr(;·"~ iir.t yf-;t;

b.:;.

He

'!Iq~

9. ::: ns.],

r-re:CJ'ntly

a d'2tRrm·ini.')t; in

to h f'

['

!."'C 2.C 1-1 ~~ r} ,

Im(1,o'r'2t0o:~.

no"':, howev~:t', br.,JiE:'V8 thet 0:<r18f1oltiOrl (;(:1)10. be t.rr.'stea. in
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~ll'

'.i

He did

mcchf:'ni:3tic

fashion, nor thc.t complet.e explanation could ever bo achieved.

The

laws he sought were not totally invariant, but. chenged gre.dua l1y, within
Accordingly it was neces sery to dis tineuish social forCEs from

ll'lli ts.

the ordinary forces of' mechE,nics - for thE'S c" social fo rees, "under the
influenc.e of

hUJnE~n

will, 'Here moo.ified and progressively cr,anged their

direction and intensity".

(G,uetelet

1869, qnoted in McDopald 1976

p.265).
These laws whi.ch (,uetelet saw as the t.ask of science to discover,
at no time implied a determinism at the individual level.

However,

"free wi1111 effe.ced itself and stayed without sen:;.ible effect when the

ob."'.erva tion2 were extended to large nl1mbers of incUviduals II;
"the mor9.1 cc..uses which leaVe their trace on

SOCiA}

phenomene, then are

inherent in the nation and. not in the individ\.lals".

In the

OR-iS

also,

(ibid.).

o~,curring

e of nriminals, the regularity of the p.g,tterns

to Quetelet - the nons t.!3.ncy in the "budget" of crimes - convinned him
that the causes lay in social organisation, that "unhappy condition of
the h\.,rnan species".

Society ho1ds wi thin i tseJ f the germs of all the

cr'im8s which are ccrmnitted.

Each social

stR-te

SUPP02PS

then

a

certain

number and a certain ord.er of crimes ths..t result from soc1.al orga.nis8.tion.
But Q1..l.etelet is essentially optimistic abol.!t thE: possibility of • • •

" \ • • • improvinG men, of moc.ifyine;
their institutions, their habits,
the state of thpir 'instructinDS
anct, in gener8.1, all the. t acts on
th"'~ir menT'!?r of being
"

Al"0

"

• • • I am far from connl~ding
tbe. t m'<:lll can no no thiTl8' fo r his
improvAwent. I believe • • • that
he I)0ssessc:: a moral force capable
of m0c.ifyiTig the l.aw~ wh:ich Goncprn
hi r,T'; bn,t thi8 force acts 0nly in
the 31o'.\'r~:.t manner, in that the
c.rpl,~es v.rb.:lQy:' i nf111.ence the soc.ig,}
3}"St.f'IT: 'lr'8 nc.1~ 21Jsc.ep:ir.lp to 9.11.11'
:: ;l!;3~r. 2..1 tcr~l ti.on • It
'1'(1
( "L.
~ 1 -.

T1-:~2
~j I:I<"'~

i

f7! t~r

t.::rc ,,:.f

h!-l'.~

9.,~

T

::r.'tt!TIi:~--':i:=.
~~! g .,/ r::.'

~ctcd

be1 ier'"l :'n
~n

+:hf
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+.1,-.:~:,

r • .": . "~ {-' \) •

rcr£"\:,c;t",3.bili.t2f

rrpV1.01!:~

(:hf)rlt:.)r~j

l)~J~:-:n

(~,-r

mD.....t1

9.r~i

C!pntr·ql to

positivism as a social philosophy, ar.!.d to the poll tinal phD osorhies
to whi.ch i t.1;scame aligned.

conserv~tive

McDonald also examines Comte's more
Altho'Jgh he

posi":ivism.

varlant of

cornrr:itted to the mf:thocology of the

W8.2

natural scier..ces in his writings about soci"ty, his notion of "social
physics" and his "re1igion of humanit.y", contain"'d beth elements of
In the sloGBn "Order and ProgrE2s" he

dr;terminism e.nd indeterminLJm.

e:q::ressed his belief t.hat both were possib18 anc. inevitabJ.e.

In Mill's summ9.ry of Comte's position, he cLtims thDt • • •

"

"'e h.a..ve no absolute knO'N1edge of
anythj ng, but phenomene.j and oux'
knowledge of phenomena is relative,

not absollJte. liVe know not the
essence, ncr the real mo~e of productions of any fact, but onJy its
relation to other facts • • • The
constant resemblances which link
phenomen9. together, nne. thE; constant sequences which unj to them
9.39..l1tccedent and consequent. e.re
termee. their laws. The laws of
phenomena are all we know re2peoting them. Their essentiel nqture,
and thF:'ir ultimate causes, pithsI'
effj Gient or fina1 9.re unknown '1nc.
inscr1.Jtable to '.13. "

(Mill quoted i.n 1,lcDonald
op.cit.

p.263-4).

ther. ar'?, for Comte, desorjptiv8 device:.).

L'1''\'8

His notion of

ce,'Jsal i ty was net of a 'he.rd determinism', but the mE-king of i.nferer:c'?s
PhenomenA. w~rc to be explained in

when certAin conditions were met.
terms of o1)jectiv p
~i;r.Donald

,

materi!tl conditions.

Comte';; hurr.!':.') b",jngs 'N':-;re,

maintains, elOra} in d.ivid:.\aJ s capable

():;-~ ~1111dne

r::!;oice s.

Al-

thc.1Jgh ccr,s train8d h,Y hi ological make-'Jp ar:c_ p~.~:f'ji~a 1 facts, hnnt:1TI
ctlcice

cOl~ld

stil1 affect the

cCln5~Jct ',','r::re mcr0

30r~i3.J.
tho:~e

fl(;xible th?n

tQ tr1e c~J.r·~.('i ty of hl)rr\c.:~ beil\g:~
.::..::~
H.~:.:
i:-,~u.rl

:

;::~>an;:-'·
C:~ :,?,~;:

rn

t'J

cr.C.,

~,8 l)~:.

f)~ t' :: 'i ':c -:1 ~j

'l r~· ::. ~ ':':1 tio {'.

~!:.e

~Jl

of'~. i.~

imrcrt~nGf

on,

-:0

r,ut to
~ n~3

'!:orJd.

hi::::

r8gc<lcotinG the W:tt'JTc:J 'sod d, r11.:.8
~n(l ~(-~r1L;-':t.? '"

lro'r
~~.:0
1t

T/:e }.871:::, E:ovf?r~jn~ t111man

in. thl;'

~,~-l ~

Zi C)r.

C0mtc

bpt~cr'irv; 0:"
'""' P

b 1.l~!lfJ }l:i ~~:

H,

;:"3:,','

r:,

l:nc?,'~

IT12.nj

~1~r7

t"j

'?d2;('

+:'/.

J ~; ~')

.:)\1: n :;:: 3 c; n tir.i11.~~ IJ1-"t j.ffi.1.~: ~ i ~.~ v :...c·;v •

of ~C,!:-tc J.:i.f'~ ir1

- 16'1
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Firstly, his positive philosorh:,r is r epre sentative of a trend in
positivism's cener-al rrog ramme - the applicE:tion of science to the
regener8. ti o n of hum3.llity.
" n8t~lrali.'3ation "
m E~tar- hY2ical

opI-'0~dtion

of min d and soc i ety in

thrJ!.:ght.

1

This was to be achi e ved throl.iGh the
to th e ologioal a nd

In thi s pY' ocess the !:lcthcc.: of t.he
eC~'Farison

sciences - ob2ervation, 8xpe ri:nent,

-

WOllld

n .3 tql'B}

be the es .s (-ntial
~

tools for layiI\s-bare the realities b ehi n0. the apr; (;arances of social
life.

(hlartindale 1960

p.56-65).

Th e statistical stuay of : ocial

phenor.;ene are h .:; ld to aid in tr.e inv e;,tigo.tion of the " law s of action

and re9ction of the d.i ffer ent parts of the sociD.J 3,;,· ~,~te"1. "

( Comte

1896 P. 1 26 ).
r err '2 ~er.t

Se c ond ly, Gomte's worK may be seen to

a s,;,rnthesiR of

two ccntrasting int'3llectual trad:::tions - a 11h "Ta1 and. r e formist
~8cordi

progra m!!'e for the; recrganis8. tion of ::;. ociety

ng to sni e ntif:i c

principles, ar.c1 .~i. n ileal L.:tic ~t.l1d ccn s er'!!'1 t:i.'! e pr ogr?!r.!lI 0 wi th it::>
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sohoo13 of soci.:llog:f in

E~lropc

be o.:1siened t'J statistic!s.
soc·~t)lGey

as a

c1.

t

social phj:"si'J.'3' ,

mf;n1k:L:~ld'.

of

(lell

81;9.1;i3

tiGI11 se0ti0n of t~p British

·,var~.:

in the
')~11

's t'l ":, j3 t i

In Hack Lng's vieif;, Q'Je·tlet tr'L ,)M;:;he:l

the fOl.'Il)er or'§sani=;ed. world st:<l.tisti88.1 congt'",s:3es, 'ind

in fOlmding the

·.'!hi~h 3holJ~.d.

bu~ """Tas

~:1J'ct~let,

statisti':1R.l methods.

yc;ry same pe r-i :)d, took th" t.i tIe 'soc·} :J::'oe:,r' fo r his
3G'l~nce

::I';~fp.·
"' ......
,-L~c
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In the early 1830's Comte had produc(:!<2 hLl

con,~ern 'I!~b

of the prinary

v

Goncernj.ne thA differen+' rolss

social mechan-LGs t or

t
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'I!W3

ovc~r

CO::lte j

ins1::t"Jfnl"ntal
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on in1 833.

Latr-or, as a propagol..11di:,;t for stEltL3ti:;al 'l1ork 'iDrl thrOl.lsh hi;3 fundA.m8nt'1.1 role in preparinG the Bele-ian

of 18l~O, '{rhioh 'He.s to st'lnd

cenSIJ,g

nonvi~ed

as an internRtional model, Quetelet had

the worli that Gauss'

bell-shaped 'l'lw of errors' was pr8cLse1.y the t:YlJ8 of 19.W for th(')

d:".c;tributi::m Gf hum'ln, cod.al and biological trAits,

Today, Hacki71g

Srtys, we see an enormously i:lfluential body of modern sociol::>gioal
though w}1..i::::h takes for

s te.Hs tical form.

grant~d

that .'30cial law,') will. bp, east in

(ibid. p ,'16; p •.'.20) •

The particular rendering in France of statidtics
SCi8nGe', an <'1. which

th.,

charact;~rises

'13

a 'moral

work of Durkheim i.n the latter

F ~'.rt of th(,; oen tury, inc; IIJ.ded the idefl.

'~Jf

a cOienG8 of

devi~nc;y,

cri,r,.·:,::lals, c(Ju1 t convictions, suicides, pros ti tuti. on, d::vorce.

';'hcreas

1

QUAtr~l:::t

nf~W

est::tblished th'3

j~1'1

'science of lnnrali t,Y'

0f'

Europe and

Br-Ltain, ',"altp.r Viillc:ox (1861 - 196!~) 'lIas to plA.Y a dominant role i:1
estq~li~hmAnt

8st.::tblishm;~!lt

Un~t8d Stat~s.

in the

of such

'1.

Very

parallels

01.0",£3

tr8."~8!lbI8

sci,mce is

~
( c •.•

s e\!ent~nn-:'11-c8n~1]r:r Nc '!." En::l::md.
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·...: .::re 80nflQ tr!fi i.n !~ornrl~·"'l.: \~!1l.~':-:-:,

.pc>:)'it~vi:~~.~),

to the Puri tans of

be o.r8.wn ::)(,t.'.'<:"n the ni.neteenth c('ntlll'Y

COl.1Ci"rn 7'1t:11 st'l.tistiG2 of ph'rsLcel
v
IF!11th.

Here the concern for the

~

its

_

1

thf~:

Tn

',·:orl:l

~tncl

18',~l': _

~1hF;

19.~!.r~~,

ot'

·:-:.:~rt:!

d.;~ri..\rr·~d,
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8:'1.19rged i.n":;o

of tht? '2 )cilJ.l t

;~()cji_"--t~

S;3~;':,

'/19.:::

~o~'''(l hp

~1.rld

th0

n i nptl3!~nth ~~Fnt\n"3r

t~~~

nnf~

rr~.;;Tl

jrf:!.l '::orJ{

~(J~11j.

,'Jh "',1)ch

TT:_'l ~D.-

~}I~l.~

?..rrli~)d eql.i8.1!-:~/

to

d:i..'3 tingu:l."lh nnT'~\9..1 arvl pa +;hoJ.::Jgic!3.1 s tA. t8S in th~ 'bod.y pOJ_i t-LG' as in
th0 bioJ.ogicRl realm.·

FoJ.lo7line the 'liork

ot

FOilCll':2. t,

Hacking l.lnkCi tl1C

sm>?rgp.ne.,~

of

'moral sci;:;nne' with the nc:w b ',;?'':)FJ';cr'i tic rower whi ::11 ?.risGs in the
n~.net8enth

str!d;~'ci.G

In the

cen+;ury.

there occurs a neVi 'biopoli_tl.cs' control through comprehensive

9.

dyv.:,lop:nent of ITlRd:Lcin0 anii
conGern

mt~G.:)urE:3J

'Nit~l

]'llJ!

Doriie:3 and their

stqt:ij;tLc'3.l

?":3~~e:)211l'.;ntB

aad

in-:erv8ntions whioh 8.re .'limed. at the body polj be. - thp sooLal body.
T:'lere sub:3equently emerges in the history of the
p~~llel ing

n8'/1

capit~li0t

states,

the growth of s ta b" in~('!rv(m tionisrn J an "1l[:;;nu'pnti.9.1

tAohnolog:y" which has to do -,IIi th providinG

8

0t.ahl,'! social oruer thn)j]gh

thR progressive extension ::If 0ocia~ pol·icy b:±:'led. upon fir,1i knowlFdge
of material conditions.

HRcking is however, car~fu] to stress tllat the emergence nf
statis t:i_'~al me thods a.'1d their in:3ti.. t.ution:±1isatiQn in the operat:\on~3 of
the great state b:_(reaurcrl3.ei,Cl,'3, oiJght not be seen enti rely in terms
of thA progressive con7,rol of the wOl~kLng cl9.ss.

The ass1Jtnl,:-i cn,

commonly mA.de, tha t s tate interventionism bolsteX'pd by a posl tivis t:Lc,
stat:Lqtical form of socioJ.03Y with ib3 detFrrrr2_ni:5tio denial o£' the

i :Jport'lnoe of free and con,sci8m; a:;tion, was relq ted ;301el~r ~r) repressive
con'<-,rol ifl,

HB.cking's v'Lew, a d:i.",tortion of the "internal. his+;or-,f"

jon

cf st9.tic;tical s()oLology - thp histnry of
'Hi th external :3ccial

body of' ideas jn~"'r~wt:ine

CirC1Jm~1 t'incp,~;.

H(tGking arg:JPs that
would. leav(:~ no logical
'Nt)

H

.'1

mere sl_Jbscripti')n to the

Sp8.C'?

for

8_

idpr~

of

d,:::t~rrn·i.nism,

tlwory of soci'l.l int;8rv'2ntion.

As

know, soc-jJll policy with reC"lrcl to 3')oia1 probh~rns - in the 19th as

in the 20th century - was lJl1der})innc(J by jobt considerat:iom; of

c(lnt:('ol (~L) containm,mt), and of the beljp:f i.n the .';lJ!30eptibility of
h11[;19.n behaviour tJ the hen\~n and mA.1icn infllJ.encc of fnnrl-\J ~tnd ph2'3i0~11
(~n'liron mpn~~) •

St" t1. ") t.1. c8Cl.llo',ved b(', ';}, the

l)O~" sib ili t,y

of' in":>:' r'ri~n tion

in a c..-m·r,i.ncent :~oci8.1 un Lvr,r:\p , ani al.,o'l. ·.vey of' "t'l'n-ir'G chann',,"
thrOiJch thn U~)I-:'~
:~(L;;kinc

qf

p . . ~f~~
. f;;.~r'~.i i

:If.:tpY'r:rininc; And
jf' knowl"(l~:e,

,q

~~lnh ri'~·Iice3

g.,:;

I:r~)bal)i.lity- th{~f)r.:l.

1t:Ln(~.t~ t-.::rm'~.n-L.:):r"

C(Jn~~tr9,i.nint~ rlOr(!f':~:,

ancl thnn

~h~

0rt~nt~tjGn

towar~~

t,':'r'rn ·.'ih·i:~ll

~on4u~ring

r'i r~-' +:'1~" t;hrc Ojg1'1 th~: ~r.CIJH1!I~ q.+~-l no

thrr)ll~h (1·:::ln)(;r'1It~! ~.nt,p.rvent-,i'Jn.
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'rhe mid- 1 9th century
revolution".

se8~3,

A,cconling to hi.') V LP. '.'i , a "metllphy"i':':al

The strict determinism in which even~s wert? s e en as pre-

d.etermined (ei the r' by supernA. t.ure.l or a'1alagou8 phJs ical and ' inexorable
laws') gave 'll ay under tht, wej.sht of e. she'~r "Ilval~Li1che of n 1)mbers ", to
d~term :Lning

a view point which held that the

effeot of 18 '11.'.' g07l:, rni..ng

physical and hurnan relations could be ci.rcumvented or hernes:'3ed.

1'he

'lavv's of probabilit,Y' for instance, becarrll'J reconcei'red as " su11jective,
relA.tivr; in part to our kno·,vledge and. in part ·to o ur
underlying

cau:~es"

"

jgnt)ran()·~

of

and also • •
• • • we might say that the central
fac t if) the taming 0:' chance; ·Nllp.re
in 1 800 chance hlld b pen no thing reA.l,
'3. t the rmd of t.he century it wa3
some thip.g 'real' precisely beC8 1JSe
one had found the form 0:' lA.'Ns th-'1 t
were to 8o'fern chan~e. It
(ib id. P.18).

The view of social statistician:, by the late cent1)ry had converged
'Ili th the sociological positiv·jsm of Comte and hi:o; paraphras e d dictum
that 'to know, or see, is to be able to foresee, is to be able to preSocial statistici.ans and soc .hl reformers came t.o believe that

dict. '

it was pG33ible to reorganise the bOi.md..'l.ry condi.tions und.er which the
population was governed by stAtistiGal law s , so that self-Gonsciollsness
'lction could i t,1elf come to affect what was previous 1,)' thought to be an
d 8 vr~ lopmnnt.

inevi tl:l.ble proce.:;;') of hi s tor:i.cal

howe "ver, it was the facts of deviAncy ,
8rT\On~

which would be

Ch''',.J'RcterisU r;'3.11y,

pov(~rty,

And 'Ies miserables'

tho:> e thine::> rno:, t altered by the intervention of

sta te bureaucracies.
HaakiniS finds that the intellectual history of thi'! Qevelopine use
of statistics in the 19 th centlJx'Jr,

'.VA..';

part o!' a d:iscourse

direction was ccnsiderably sh'"-ped by thp. n"l.tllre of the
i::1 wh i..ch it t.ook place.
hp. note,s

Fir~:
·,'.' \'"'rlo~

R

nnrober of

assocje.tf~d

p !,f~":J io lJ s l:~t

to r e ason - b :)t.

th'3 )'~

mllh~ri8.l

r:onditions

UsinG the me tilpho::' of a f3cientifi.c rev·:)llJ·':ion,
ra":"adox8:3.

t.ly, kno"!l<-d.g e i::; f'nlcJrgc:d

th i.r1t::;=}

WhOS I3

rTfi 3t: p rj o1 1 ~

js 'l l ··,'ay.'3

2.

by the qunntLfi c a ti::)TI 0:' thi3 s()cilll
,qrf~

c. os t.

J·: lid bare nn.] me.d. ,:?
Thf~

GB.llilp.on p,n::l ]\[8 wtonien

world ;') of lawf ',;l c 2rt'lint.y ?It':re s :ig n i:' ·; cA.:1t1.y c hll lLf:! nc e rl..
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a~cc 2 .) i ble

7h ", d efinition

,

of determinism VIas having constantly to be revised.
defini tion created

"

6.

But eaoh new

new family of prob lem3 •

This is a common pattern in th!'l
hist.ory of thoughtj an idea
beoomes sharply formulated, and
even named, • • • at exactly the
moment. when it is being put
under pressure. "
(ibid. p.23).

The nature of hi.s pressure relates both to the internal (intellectual) and external (matp.rial) histories of. statistics.

In the former

case new knowledge challene8s old orthod()xesj in the seoonn oa::;e there
is pressure for sta tist.i.cs to have social relrwance, to have 'l1ti Ii ty'

and "Talue'.

The 'avalanche of numbers' is at least part of th8 result

of indus trialisa tion and the attendant m()-"ement ann concent.rq tion of
large numbers of persons.

'l'here was almost always a perfectly good

reason for the vast majority of new countiDGs, many of which were required by the numerous government enquiries, select committees, an,i
the almost insatiable dema...'1ris for statistical
of the new and expanfling st.ate bureaucracies.

:i.n.~orrnfition

on the part

The greater the inter-

ven tions of thA s ta tr~, the grea ter the need for d'l ta _

The broader the

expansion of state power the more numerous the opportunities for the
co-op tion of the n3. t1.lral &'1d social sciences.
vantage that i.t

Wfl:'!

Sta ti'3 tics hlid the ad-

seen to present the chaotic s()cial world 13.n.'1 show it

as orderly and 'lawful' (in whatever sens8) and lilsl) that it cut across

th"

disciplines in a mann!:;r which made the social engineering potential

of those discipline::; more incorporable into the state bureliucracy, itself
becoming a

'b~lrea1)Cracy

"

of stat.istics'.

The b1)re!lunrl:l.cy of statistics impo8e~~
no: ,j;Jst by creatinG' admini;;t>:'litive
ruline;s but by determiniru~ elassif'L)ations within which people m·.l:,t
think of th0mSAlvp,s ann of t.he aotions
which are op0n to them. The hA.IJmark
of indeterminiRm is that cliche, inforrns.t ion and con trol. The less t.h'3
determinism, the more thn po:;;:;ib LJ.itie.3
for const.raint. "
?r\
( l'b'~
~'l.
p._O;_

f I' \ ,
A~ e!)Y'lier' '.'!c:l tel' ([)ouGl9.~) 1971 p.,+.c:.-'0\.J) na::.
}

-
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r:l"'lelop"~rl

tho

theme of information as a dimension of the oi'ficial attempt.s to control
social prob lem3.

The s ta tis tic,g,l approach, he sa:,rs, has become paraMathematical counting had its appeal

di8matic in the social scienoes.

L"'l the order which it revealAd in the social and moral phenomena
observed.

Two developmpn ts led to the eml?rgenct': in

th(~

19th century of

of'ficial statistics on devian0'3j firstly, the Rpread of' quantitative
ideas to human phenomena, and secondly, the rL38 of sy:"3tems of "moral
accoimting" in western bureaurcr-acies.

This moral accounting

an

W9,S

offshoot of economic accounting in terms of the social meanings aYld

values allottr:;d to the ul'li ts cO'JIlted.

This fusion of economic manage-

men t end moral marv.i5 ement is th e he, Ilmark of the m::>dern s ta te. Douglas

continually stresS83 the moral nature of the meanings implied in
social aceollnting and, thAir place in the "polj t:ical arithmetio" of
soeial policy.

"

From their very beginnings offi.ciR,l
statistics were policy oriented and
determin8d by the pol i,tical goals
of (the) officials. "
(ibid. p.I+9).

This arithmetio related not only to qUAntities of rlevian:}e, but

-9.1so to the performanee of official agencie:-,.

Thlls official

S tFl

tis tics

were, from their early inception, a source for aktn:3. of ongoing
evalua tion of s ta te interventionism, as m',lcb as trade figures were
taken as a

barO~l;;.ter

of fiseal policy.

In both the economic

~'1d

social

spheres, thf-) new rationality is that of kno'Nledge and resu1ts.

Moral acoo',IDting also contains a n1)]nber of <:!pistemoloeic'll

assumptions which are still t;he foc:JS for acdmony an"l debqte in the
social sciences.

These inelude the vie'l', saY3 DOl.lg1as, that human
o~

actions are" abi-;olute eEl. tegories"
b'

pr0,~8m

0f

+-'f'''"
.. "
Fm UIn ')1"2. ti on, m0~S llr8m''!D t)
lcaLlon (1
c aS21'f'lcaLlon,

1~~n~l

'llhich Art' seen to
Y'f:vPf-ll

"typifica ti ons" which pre;:-;ent little

'op "di3cretF'~,

th"'m'i'?lves :i!1 thpir

RJ'l'~lY

continuolls
(If'

ph",n(lmCn~l"

cl!'ls"';i.fic"J+;"i()D2'

11.;Jr)l'l

hQ '-9)
1,(. p • .,.....,u-J
.•
C14"b'i

A:, tbe ,')amo 8,c::tho:' h"." rc"marked
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I:,lsew~wr"?

9.n() 'tihial! '/lilT

•

observation

"

Enumeration h'1s now beoome 0:' corner
tone of knowledge • . Tho~lgh this
epis temological as.s wnp tion (thA.t
something is only known once it is
c()1mted) was firs t apIllied in the
n.'3. tural sciencAs , it has come to
dominate western man's thonght
concerning hwnan affairs a.s well. "
S

(Do~Jglas 1 967 P.1 63) •

4.3. The Origins of OC0.cial

Stati~tics

on Crime

The birthplace of official criminal statistics is France, where
the systematic collection of judicial statistics was begu.'l in 1825-27.
It was believed that these would assist the government in determining
the social conditions having an influence upon increB'1p.0. and decreases
(Sellin and 1Nolfgang 1961+ p.8).

in the number of crimes.

This

ini tiative was soon imitated in other European c01mtries 9.nd in Englan3,
and. by the end of the century, mos t of the problems which no'" occupy
the mind.s of those inl-,erested in improved measures of' crime, had been
discussed by r>?searchsrs anxiOiJ.s to know the relationship between
official counts and the real mlmbers and rates of crime.

Some writers were can tent to rely upon figures re 1a tine; to conv lctions,

on

the assumption th'3t these were 8.t lpe.st

of the t'0.al state of affairs.

aCC'JY'0. te

Othprs held the view thA.t

reflecti.ons

the~e

fiZ'uY'R:'

as well as those relating to 'kno'Nn off'enoes' wen', in a sen,s'), only a
proof of inferior policing or of inadequate
Whereas

soml~

intE'n:~:')ted

researchers '!mre

point of view of their f,otential

werr:: ene;aged in the

1138

8,;3

N:~rortine

by the population.

in th>? statistics fr0rp tho

a 'bar(')meter of rnor81ity' other::;

for the more qU"lli t."ttivf-:

of gauging

P'1l:'p038S

rate:'\ And. djstrtbutions of criminal behavio 1Jr, or of e:t'riving at calculation;') of the seri('lllsness of offenoes, ani th8 relation.3nip between
the.32 and pnnishment:-,.

P.9-10).

(ibid.

The parti.c1Jlar rr0blems of
T1P.St:i011
rq ~

t t~r nf

t' r'Jo lell:-"5

of '1.rhich
tJ~ r)
0'~L) I ill

(ll)~l

i

t,,q t

i \'8

Lp r1 th.:.; fP.l

A.l"'hn1;Zh mG!1Y ()f

"f

;',1PT'l'9S

t)[r~

'rtf.l

(l.",t!l

'N~i

gb t

l1Drp,I)()rt~od 0r'

0n lNhich
i!12~

01---

t"

llndiJ3c,')v F,red crimes, the

h,"S"

ai f'~'p f'l::;n~;

s of n i n r~ tF!!~n t.h

cpn t

j)

:--:.r

rn~!q21lY"'rn"?i1+';",
nffenc~;~

J

c;r i. f11 in 0]

q 11

thf':'
t) {'

t'),'Z-L ,-, t,e, •

lp','lrtinc; :';:·,n'0L'.een crirnin,'ll 2+" .... i<)~ici':!.ns '{Jere

-1
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th(:;) (.;

thoroughly aware of th8 limitations of judicial criminal statistics,
and of the def'icienoies of' col18ction procedure::;, they nevertheless
either accepted. them or defended. them for want of anything bAtt.,-)r.
The main reasoi-l for the holding of this viewpoint appears to be t.h9t
criminal stl3.tistics originated. as a means of portraying +.ne work of
strictly judieial agenoies, in coun tries

wht~r'e

the investiga tion of

crime was entr,lsted to those agencies rather tl::an the police.
sequpntly it '''-''l.s accepted as axiom<" tic th9.t the extent D.m'l

tI'~nd.s

of'

(ibid.. P.12).

criminaJity could. safely be inf'erred. from t.heip dRta.

Thus there grew up an exceedingly ]egali,c;tic

Con-

definit;io~

of crime,

in which it was 8.ss1),'ll8d +.hat only th03e with 1eg81 training conla
In mos t countries crimi_n9.1

a,')sign correa t descriptive labels.

statistics dealt only with offences reaulting in convictions.

Infer-

(:mces about criminality had to be based on sta tis tics of offender;:; - where
these were co:npiled - and. had to ignore information about offences
inve~3tiga.tion

which had been subject to juQ.i.cial

reason, never led to a conviction o
pol:i ce were acknO'Nler.ICf:c1 as

8.

but had, for whatever

Al tho1.Jgh offences known to the

possib2.FJ S OUl'ce of' criminal s totiH tics,

the prenliline vi ew rejected tl:.em as having littlE': vah;e as long as

their objective nature had yet to be det.€rminpd by

!:l

court.

Before

the Firs t l'-orld War it Vias unnommon to fina any m1.tional crirr,e
statistics which incJuded thi.,:, inforra8.t:ion.

The;'€! were, hO-NEver, a nu.mber of notqble 9.ttfJOlpt2 on thE: purt of'
scba] ars to proD-cte the i(!ea. tr.a t the data for offence::-; known to the
poJ.ice formeo. the her.:+' basis for estirrlate:-:; of the extent of cp-irr,e.
In 1853, FrederiC! EiJJ (1803-1896), insppctor of rI'i~on::, in Sco:'ll3,nd
wrote thnt it;, (lrosI' to rend.er the
~1

reg:i c,ter

'NB.E.'

Stl3tiE1t.i~s

off'l'~ncf'.s

r", ql1i:red of lIB,ntup.l.

to subseq1Jent 9.djl)dic3tioll, for the

[")1'1'0[;8

of crirr,f.: of
commi t.tr::,d II

'I!j,

Y'e81

v.'311Je,

tl:OlJt. ref'f-'rence

of dc+;pI'!111n:irg or:irre 'in

dH'feren":;. tim;:; periods and geoere.rr.icAl reg:i ons, Ilnd '3.3 8. ga11£:o of the

ei'f'iciency o~' the I'olice.
stu(l:r of

In 1867, von

B·g,v::~.ri.H.n ('.rifrl"5_n~1J:it;::r bn~8r3

on

May!"
("~l""iml~'~~

(184-1-1925) pllb!i2,h~HJ.
1·.T1C)'lllrJ

to

~.rle

ro~lic~?

'l

..

(:it ~ (J. P .1i,.. ).
( :i.l

Tb(, d'~v<:l',")T'r1!'nt:,'; ,J' cyo'[;1ic<t!
Of7'~ic~,<~J

lUlll

."t:.'lti.stir;"

ic Bl'jipin

-------------------.~~~--~--~~~~~--~-------

;

c.,tfi:i:2t·.ic~:~

'.:!r tLe Er'(:J.:l d:

(\n rrL;onc:r", '.';e.r(' fjr::--: p1Jhl:i:'h,,'J. in BritAin

?r,:D} ':,(:·n+iar~.

BiJ:I. of 1778 '1!hlc.h rrov~.rl P(~ f')r rr:cu1 e"
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st.f1t.:ist;ic.!Jl r"'+'i1"rlS on pri2onen: in in(l:vj(jll!-JJ penel institutifl'l:3,

hu.t N'C1J19r

SystfCfT11;t.ic n0T71pilrd:icn;; 0'1',."/ lWgRrl 1.n t.he

8.!1Q

tr,;en":r century with the pl101icAtinn of thp f:i rst; general
In t.he

PAT]

jament.ary

P8.per~.

r:'~lrJ.y

n:i.ne-

00'13S'1:1112.

of 1810 there appeareo. rehJl'ns on pric oner::

a.nd. reJAt.ed judicial stat;isti.cs releti-TIt: to c,)nvictinn, >Ilcqllii.al and
Th5_~

dischm'ce.

3yster.l of publication, vEd·:io1.lsly l'pfinec1, extr-;nded .<;.nd

improved contimwd for most. of the century.

(Mannheim 1965 P .99-102).

In 1895, however, the whole syst.em was dres+,icaUy

rF;v:l~;ed

in

accordanee w-i th a report of a Depe.rt.rr.entld Corrurd.1,t.ee publj s}wo as an
appenclix to .J1."r:Hcial Stat.isti<:s in 1893.

Th::'2 report rA(lOr:1r:enc1ec1 the

comple+.e separation of crirnil'lal and c':i.vil s +;atistic~\

j

trie

trp..nnf~·r

of

certain tables on prisoners to the Ann1.l81 Reporte of thf'! Fri3(ln COD1miss i oners; the compilation of tallJ.es for calendar years; and, the

aboJjt.ion of tables 1Jsjne SllCh terms as 'suspjcioWJ ChEl1'8.ctfor', or
'known thief'.

~ade

The report also

of es tab} L:hi.ng a 'cd me

1'8. te'

an important step in the direction

in recommending thA. t wherever poss:i.b· e

the proportions to population should be given.

Att.E,ntion

drawn to

WBt;

the gre['.t imIlrovem(;nts in the collection of crime statj:cticf'.

1)f!~ng

made

in France, GermAny and It.'Jly, and urged t.hat these should alway,-; be
cClref1:l1y studied by the Statist,ieal

Br0m~h

nf t.}-,p Homp Office.

In 8.rlc1::_bon the report urged that tte Introdllctions to thE! e.nnuR.l
voll~~8

~hould con~ain

i::~JblEs

statist.ical

commentaries and

£'01Jowing.

in~erpre~ati0n5

of th0

In 1899 fCnd1905, for inst;':lnc<:, the

In troduction.<; con trdneo information on thp. geograrhj.c[.l] c1::..'l t.dblltinn of
b~~t.',Veon

crjme; in 19CB on thp s t.a t;is tioal releticn
in crime; in 1929, on i.ndl)f:.d:rial

ferencef5 in crjIlJ('!

1938,

01"

be~-,ween

d8pre~;si(:nj

s tr:i kp.:,} A,rId

1.nnTe~t2.f!S

in 1929 8n(11930, on dif-

t.h8 North snd ,:outh of "S:nCl'1ndj in 1932 gnu

the st;atis+-.jcal res1l1ts of different methcHls of

petiA,}

tl"c'8~:

eer..t. (ibid.).
Tnh-:J's .showi.nt': crime" known to the po:.ice V;t=:re inc11locd in tr:8
Ju~icia]

S~ati3+ia3,

f'r,r F:n~l Rn(1 t:lnd

"!"l1f.'s

(Sellj(! 2nd w"lf'.~!mc ()p~cit. P.18).
ril1('.i-l/-n
trl;':j~~

-:h e

+r:

t~!(.l

r,rin'~}::-,

[1' ll"f.' r);'~ f?::'~

'::r"i'rl~lf1~

kr~:"'!l/r~

0f

St.t-~1-.·1c;J,i~:{->

for V-Ie f3,r:" + +. h!li'! 'i n 12.57.

A.". l3.te e.~ 1921.;.
-

AS

tr c,::"

'Nel'pl

nr)"lJ

ts' i:~:c.," rn~:.G··' l:\'8r~~ ~()t :JC~t ::).C(!F~r+I:-,(j

:-.. S ~J i m~ t in~

t l~ f~

n·r., t:~ 011 f)
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oJ

vu -:

1. me

(', f

hn'.',evPY'
n:!~11:.:-~
q .:

C T'1 IT.!~.

Iho Tr.~)'·o-

::}'o','ie:J~

~';I\("("18r

~~J

+}"(lll[h

fGr

clairrdn~

thnt

"n,1')

fitjllrec, of rert;orl:-> t. r:i. eo. for jndictaoJe 0ffencN)

are lJs\wl1y coned dered to be the best index to the annual fl\:ch;E-ti;ions
of' crime • • • ", it addeo, that "tl'l1s+"l;orU:y concl\;:cdon..s
in-:::Y'('ctse or decrp!:)se of cr:ilnf'

c8nno~;

be b9.sed llpon fiC;l1rpc:', of pF'r,"onB

c0t:viJ!ted or of p8T'SOns irrprisoned".

((11l0~;ed, op.c"it. P.18).

ho'reirpr, the Crirninn.l Stntist.ics for th<"t
known to th", polj,ce :iJ1 its

a.iSGtlssj

Y81.1r

em of the nnture of'

ir.dex to the vol11me of crime."

po~,ic~)

i,'l

By 1928,

t·el'; prJ }~(',"v:ily on GY'l mes

regr.rdf'.'d

)'lOW

The 'Tolu!J1p. for 1931,

in

G"har1f;p:,>

:i.nt~r(lrJucti()nE;,

criminali+y; in 1930 th", ,si:.A"ter:1pnt 131'1'e",r,-.o that, "in thF;se
the nU!J1ber of crimes known to the

~J:<~

to

132·

thF~

IlS

nO'/IP.V'::

r,

bes t

C;:i VF·'S

equf:lJ. weight to the -;";g\11'o[; of crimes lmovifi to t.he pol j.r:e rind to th0
stAtL~tics

of perSOnfl proseGutnd, ':::>ui:. by 1933 it

'NB.2"

tflo'l€ht that

offenc"~s,

offencf1s of violr:mce againE'. t the person and. sex

as gJ.1fen by

the poJ..ice statistics, could be r<;)garried lias a rel:i,-l'ble iwlin0tion."
(ibid.).

By the late 1930's, crimes known to the poUce he,d largely been

accepted by offjcial compiJersand interprf?tot's of crimina} si;atistics,

ar:cl also by mos t leadine Br'j,tish crim::.no2,cgis ts,
index of the volumf~ of crime (ibid. p .19).

assumed th,:d.r prpsen·t format,
pl)lic(~,

and

proce~~cling

beginnin~

the bes t. available

a:='I

In 1946, thf~ 81ltlUHl vol.l;me

with offr:'ncf's knCl'Iffi to

to tabl es fer offence

of' v8rious offences bet.ween different years.

gl'OIJPS,

showing

th~)

thf~

As HO\igh and Mayhe'li

trends
h~!'\fe

commented :
11

• • • offences l'ecoro ed by the
po1ice slowly won tl::e dsy as
the pri mary measure:' - 2,0 mlloh
so, in faat, that it now see~8
s trhnt;e tha t tr;<-.~ ann1.l& 1 nllml:H~r
of convictions or thF~ ,';j,ze cf
the prison popul," ti. on could
eVAr ha,v8 been l)S'?G. to meaSl1l'e

"

crime.

(1983 p.2).
The nm:t imrorhn t develop'l1ent
".L>
the Dpp.srtmpn+;,ql Comnl'j+-!"F
".I

Q['1

(1St'i).

':l

Y. .

T}lLl

wac') pr n 0!lc,c'd 'It

!e~e ~'ngFtscd in 9.Cti«:lf.:"

,~f

B.CC 1tC.'?G J r

~)0J.i_Gf".

e.nfl

'l'l~ijs

n.lsn

the p'lb::':i en +:.inn nf HI':: Report.

CriIT'::nn]·,')tHti.;,1,1s;, -

t:lf si,p-.tts
~:,

+:hs P"ckic; ::iF'pnrt;

+:ifT1 P '!.'hl',n t,hf': criminn2o:::;i r!c.'.J corrun 1 :n;t':1

in-t~rn.!"t]_ 6("~r~~1~f=' (E:,I::P LJ, .• !4

v!3,~_idl.t:./

'.'l~i:·~

?la;:;

t;il;:~~

of

r;(.11

'or-;~(\,~~

n 'N) 0n t.h e ! Fr(\bl~'~l;)

rf~p()r+,prl

pr-l'iG r3 in 'Nhinh ~l9T,tP~.0l:)~n' Y:1~~·.;

- 17'i -

In

+--0

,;",he

.~rnf;.r':i.nt;l

tow8.rds

S

llP:olementine such s tati stins wi th surve ys of v i cUrrd.i' 0. tion

tHer.e beginnin!:; to A.ff8ct the thinking of' British p olicy makflrs ,
espec.ially throug h the ~"ork of Le sl:ie Yiilkim;

(1965; 1967), t/,'ho was

at th a t time on s8 condrnent to the Hom p Offjce.

T{le Rflport th w: rp.flects many I:1.E,pects of the "new think j ng " on

crindn8.1 statistics.
tmr eportec. c

rim f~,

It wa s

particul a rJ~T eon()ern~ d

P.t

th ~~

problem of

which tend.ed t o mak e the officiCll s t a ti s tic s of

d ubious valu e for res earch purpo s es, awl for woe by leg is l .:l tors, a nd

p .6-7).

for law enforcement and the treatment of offenclen (ibi.d.

ltpart from the rationalis ing of cJ.Etssi.fieatj on,') of offenc e s, it was
also felt to be useful to keep data on the characteri s tics of offe nder s ,
and to develop en index of crime. (se e

4.4. belo:,,).

Re lA.t.e dly,

statistics should inolude information on the c i r c ums t a nc e s of offence s ,
classification~,

so that likp.

typlO~ .

seri.otlsness -'\ n d
relevant to

11

could b e

dis ti ng uisb ed in t e rm:::· of

Also, no informa.tion

WA.S

avai1 81, l E~

which is

the causation, preve ntion and deteotion of crime.

Al tr.ough the Re port did not go
victimis ati on, it rloes propos e

th~J.t

30

f ar as to r e comm e nd

S

I1rveys of

d e t a i l e d jnforma tion be r e corded

for off":mc es reported t o the police and those off'pnr;8s cleare d up.
Tl: is would innltlde th0. sex and A..gr:>. of' the victim,
or loss of property, and the relst.ionshi.l)
v j.ctim.

b~] t.'M~en

th f~

ex tent of injury

the off(mder And

It was f,)yth 8 r propos e d thfl. t a new ::d:9.!1darrl, crim e r e I"ort form

sho uld en9ble

3 11Ch

in f ormation to be routinely co J. lecte d.

(ibid. p.16;
,

p.22).
De epite all thi s , the form of offic i al s tatis ti cs on crime dj.d
n() t
( ~')f:e
j

c h en~e

s ub s t a ntia]J..;' l.mtil th e adve nt of th:. Britis h Cr i me S urv ey

4.6 belo·li).

The ann
- , ual. l:"1 ub]jc:,<) tion Cr.im:i.n ~ll ::~t at bt :L c ~ noVi c on t !:1.ins

nfor.mEt tion fro m th s t.

o n the

(ii)

s b o rt - comi ~

B 1.lrv8,Y

in the r.(1nt ex t of c 8. uticninl:: th e r e:=t o.er

of poJ.ice-rpco rae rJ cd TIIP s t a t i2 tics .

Cri mi nal 5 b3. ti:..d~ ics i n t h e Uni t e d St9. t es - 'l J')oliticc!l hj 3to r'.Y :

The s r,a ti s t ic.q l en 'Jn1F:f'£lt. ion o f' cdw~ s i n the
lsnc; bu t 11YJ C' V (-: D hi ::.;t ' 0J (l.e.t i ng b F.!ck t c c e J.o ni81 t i
r ·"ld.:i. mE' n~:a 17 cri mi n~1.J

cour; Ly

C C 1~1....

ts•

m8 ;--. •

St a te .:: h:- ::: a

The: f .i

7:" 0 1:.

.:' t. r:1t; i.::d.iC) :;· 'N,,:,. r ,:: c p nPN1J ly 0 .t ' !·1 p ur ",Jy .10C8.1.

n !; t u !'':' , I1 r 2'NTl f'r(',m tll"
~tnd.

~J n it-. oc3

r <; e 0 ,'d s

()f'

ci t y

'.l !1'::',

t o ':m

,:l,.(; cJ-, n l i rtg to .J am,,-';., T11 (~ ifolr rt ~

- 17'2. -

j a jl s an el f r om rli f, t h c t

(1 976 P . 1 7 >=;\
• '- I

,

3

.:ch

1

.

statistics - althcugh often no more than unsoF,histicated head-co1.lntine:;
exerc.ise~,

- had from the very begirtning some importance fer the plan-

ning of social control meche.nL3ffis in pre-revolutione.ry Amerie;a.
S:atistical compile.tions often he.d, in the sevententh Rnd eighteenth
centud es, ar: important impact uron emerging criminal jus tic8 policy
and legislation.

In the nineteenth century the most systematic ennnJ(T8tion:3 were
prod.uced in those emerging urban centres which had organised pc]jce
In 1845, the organise. tion of a formCil police department in

ferce..:,.

New York City, initia.ted one of the e.<J.rliest uniform

regular collee tion of criminal s ta tis tics.

OaS8.:':

for the

Al t;hough these da t.a were

limited to arreots, they provided the Chief of Poljce and the City
government wi th inc.ices of crime upon whinh were bas>?d budget.l3,ry
apprcpriCiUons and. m8nIJower deployment (ibid. p.179).
other cities, also produced

arre~.t

Boston, among

reports annllally from 1849; and

whi.le municipal jurisdictions were ccmpiling data on crime, attempts
'Nere also being me.de to prcc3.uce them on state and national levels.

The first states to prodllce crime statistics were NeVI York, M.<J.ssaCh1.lBetts, and Maine; Incie.rdi clRims that thEse deve10pments were
significantly influeneed by the work of E1JrOpeen scholars such as
Quetelet (ibid. P .180) •

In New Yor'k, for ins tanoe, and. s ta tute of

1829 - the same year as the publicAtion of QueteJ.et's Reeheroheos
of cou.rt clerks to forward the
St.atist.:i.01l.8S - mndp it the rllltv
v

<

..... -

•

,

,

of cases to the secr8tary of st.ate.

re~ults

(ibid. P.182).

Such state jur:ici9.l 1'>t.9,tis t::ics were general]y incomplete and of

dllbioD!,) vahle.

183h,

W'3.S

A later develorment, of"e;inni.ng in M8.:o,sachll.setts in

the oollection of data on prisoners; these too were inter-

mitter. tly oollected and. llr:relifibl e.

Al though /ec.8ra} criminaJ. s ta t::.s tics hj od:orice.Jl;y began \"i th the
o en3 us of 1 880, e n'JITJp. ra 'ti0T1 8 of' PI" i '" C) n",rs r'~f0rrec'_ -to as "s i.:8. ti~:; tic:.:: "

cf' f'.rir!'!,:) arrc".r'f'?din the cer.i'·'ls

VOJ.ll1TlE"c'.

{'or 1850, 1260

0.ni1

1870.

Thp2·<:, ngtion.<'·l "+RtistiC2 '.""!r p +:hsn mc.i:nly prislJn :::t.rdi~~tics r~lt.lv'l'

than

0rln}(~'

[)t3..ti:~ti8S.

The main

crime statisti(js i!1 the llnitec.
fn.ct th"t ther"

r~rcr~]err:

,~t.<ttp;·;

of'

t}1r;

I'P!nte:"

r:QlJ_(;cti~\n

then

~.1~'

of

n(~~~:i()n.pJ

r1(:''o'', to the

."lrp :in eff~C't fi.ft~! ~;t::\te (:t'irn:in."l jl).?tic~) j'Jri.:ci.sctions,
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plus

fed.eral jurisdiction.

'3.

Also, there is no one body of criminal law

or procedure that relates to the United Stat8~

9.3

a whole.

(C.S. Bureau

of the Census 1975 p.407).
J!.ccording to MinhAel Maltz (1977 p.33), f'ed8ral attention to crime
statistics began in 1870 with the passing of legislation cre8.t.ing the
Depe.rtment of

JllS

Hoe.

This law pr0vided for an annual T'eport by the

Attorney General to Congress. on the statistic::.; of cdme oommitted
against federal and gtate la'Ns.

This prc·vision was grf?8ted wit.h in-

difference by the pc:Uce establishmAnt, and t'ell into almost irnmco.iate
disuse.

The procs.ble reafwn fer this attitude seems to have been

partially the desire of chiefs of police to cor:. trol thei r o'.'in s t2.tiS tics,
and also for the s ta tes to redst. the usurping power of the federal
government in matters of crimin.r;,l jus tice.

At the 1871 cor:.vention of

the National Police A:;soc.iation - the t'orerunner of the International
.A~')soci.a tion of Chief of Police (rACP)

- resolutions were adopted caning

for the compilation of· crime statistics fer police use.

The lJ.niform collection of crime s ta tis ti.cs on a national h!::.s is,

however, received

i~.<) most

signjficant stimull1s by the TAC? in 1927,

and it is from this de.to that the contemporary history of Amerioan
cdme st..'ltistics really begins.

In that ysar a committee 'Nas set ur-

':ly the annua1 conferf?nc.e in order to work towards uniform crime re-

rc·rting.
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Il

c dme
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poljce.
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In the account pre5ented by Mal t.z of t.he ori2-:in:: 01 th8 Unifcrm
Grirne iepcrt::, there is cc·u"idE:.l'ablG emrk.. sis npon the; interph.y
between the IACP 0.2":(1 thr:- feder''}.l government.
be~~

the UCR have

a

?rom their inc8Ftior.,

F~litioal instr\~ent WhOB8

ha~

oentrol
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3 1 lhject of ccnsideT'1t"bJ.e confliot heb'18f'r: differ?nt br?nches and
aw~nci.es

of the sta.+e.

This c·:)nflict menifc2ted. its'?lf in the "Jate

nineteenth cent .lr'Y, 62

'N8

1

hEl.ve seen (-',hove, 'l!ith a refua81 h:;,r polioF3:

chiefs tc participate in federal crime data oollecti0n.
th~

1920' s

In the late

very crea tioJ; of the IACP' s Co:nmittee OJ; Coife·I'm Crj rne

Rt::oords took place I3g3.inst a bac.kgrol:.nd of further f'ed':,ro.l and ccn-

gr9?sional attempts -to compel po1ico department:::; to deliver crime
I!'1 additio!1. to this the p-Merican criminologist community,

dat3..

Im~

thro'Jgh tho _lI.meric'.'..n

ti tute of Criminal Law and Cri1l!ino1ogy, had.

adopted a. poli cy as early as 1909 favouring the adoption of pclj C8purpo2;:~",

genl?rated crime ::to.ti3tic3 f:Jr index

but calling 'J:-::plicitly

for th,;ir collection by the Census Burca\.:; - a non Crirrd.nal JU.stiG6
th<~

agoncy of

federal governmer..t.

Similar resolutions 'Nere adopted

by the Arneri0an Prison Associa.tion in 1924, anc. in the same year the

N3. ticmal CO::1rrisG ien ~r: T;a?' Observance and Enforcement (The '.': icl-'~ersha:n
COITllrdssior..) began its rielibera.tions, and which were anticipat.erj to be
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Crime Indl?x.

These are rrmrder and non-negligen t

m.'L!1S

lal1eht~r, forcible

rnrJ8, rob1..!';ry, ag~~r8:'Ja ted a SS;lnl t, burglary, lqrGen~r-th8ft, and

Arson \Va:) a:i1ed by cOl1f~rp"si.nn'1.1

me,to)" v,)h:L:)le theft.

Tl-IP,H~ cr·i..'nes a?"f] coll.eGtively known

9.3
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')f +J~n;,'? stati,:3t:i.cs 'Nhi:)hit ha:' 8.t .it:: Cl:L,spo:'l9.J.•

The; rill,? h:/ '.'Ihj(,}l,

cnlJ the 'TIO~3 t s,'ri"l].'l Index ofrc~ncp is recorcled. 1'?D':1.~, of C""l1i~.<"", to
t.r1;? 1.inJ31.~:""-l~e()t)r<J=-r~ of v~);":r :n.qn~r off8nG8~) thRt do '~lrrp9,:r in pl'')l i.r:~:1
B'1t the nCR Trrr'h:c 8..1:;0 o()'~~~rjb\Jt0s t.r)

r,,-;:,()rt:;.
Tn -+~h-i.-::

r·~-<)1.>-::'G'~ tJH~ i,l:'';(:~

~1-1{? Cr".i.Jl1~~ Tn0.l~x

(. . f

p;=;.

'1

fnrm (A' 0T"r-Y'~Tn1'1:.:i.tv~.
3,:'~'l]Tn:.~-1 'b"'1:'om~tf~~'

q.r'..

-:>t~ th(~ v . )1·11r;1~: Df ~~::-") f111~: i~1. /-m·-.:r'"i ,;~J }1a:~, ~)i:;r-;n cri.tic·~.~~,;d l_'J:'G;'~v
/:1'., 11-'1.:'

+;h,.,1: !.-ri.<, i," 'In :n,·;.'~'i',:h"J'r1

ll~\':~ t3.lr~l

T>~~P:-- f:'71t· . . . ·'.

1::,\,r~~2

'"'_....

lC·G'-~l.

('\P

')ld.::'.">

':"' -1·-1.~:1 (~ !'1'H:b p r,

:~':-lr-;·):.:'~n'.l'~::;

C!):)l.,!.."·r~:'~t~
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in

+j':it"

8r·~.IT!(.·:~·

'~~/1'i:::!~~l::r

Cfn t.hs

~n ",i"'" ~':T; ",1

(~<)l-

:-..{' \.r~!:-:.tl ~T d·~. ~~·".:::,r·c.'n::

t··) +.h'.; pi'~+-')"r"'::'

~1.1)? ,

pxaml;l~,

i'')r

''iOI)~..ii h,:'.V(~

.'lD

in("}rea,:,e in rep()1:'t2d and rec()rd.ecl T:)O:'01:' v

the s.<);ne impact on the Index ·figure a;3 e.n

~11ggestec1

f:hat

w001i giv p n more

w8ight,,":1 indez shou::1 be

9.

,q·.JG

S:JllStit\l~cd.,

incr(~ase

onfi 'NhL')h
'It

c-·):~·i mt~S

Trw en,? nsually preferr,>rj is the :';ellin -

Index (1:\'alker 1 97'1 pp. 69-75; Nett.l·." C' 1 978 Pf. 58-61

:r,To~fgfl.nG

thpft:-;:

It h'1o' o:'te:o

tn"'a te piCt 1lP8 of th", f re(11]en821 of kno ',·,')1

Ip,v8ls of g:""iL ty.

~mj~io!)'J

eqll~.1i3.12nt

l~Tee.ny.

i:'l the number of IT!11rdprs, raIH3::' ::.1:' ineident'1 of
beRn

ehl.'~lp

)•

Tn 1969, for in"tanef3, Norm<mdeall cOr:1['ared robberies krll)'.',rn tc -I;he
policl~

in Phib.de1llh:i,a in +;h8 sevo.n yeaTs 1960-1966':l:3 dillgr·'J.mmed. bJ

th~' [fCR, t'nd by the (',:e:i.ghted) S8nin-~':olfg'l.r,g Inch;x.
·.'!e~,ghts

ro'bb(3ri~G

The 10..th,r
vi~ti(l1

a.cGor(1ing to the harm inflicted. on the

the eCR Index dops no~.

'Nheree,;3

Thf: PhHa.del.rhi3. ra t,,; 'inn reGsed bj' 22'}G over

the s~ven years as measured by the nCR ind.8X, but only l't,Y 16% 'Nhen
mp.'1.;3 1Jre<1

In I)n(~ per'l.od (1960-i 962) wi thin

by the Sl'jllin-Y:nlfgnne; indsx.
Ind.',~z

th5.s o7erall tim8-s1'lan, the UCR

ra tP. while the Sellin-:/\-'olfga:ne Index
NetHAr op.cit.

show<; 'J.n increacle in the rob1v::17
Sh()ViS

a

decr91:L30.

(c.i tp·-1 in

p.60-61).
o

•

•

•

P.t this point it is useful to refer to the rnJ c'
in thnse developm811 tR.

o~

criminologists

cl~iminologis

/B we saw abov2, American

sp':?oif'ically ':l.rg'\lcd for cl'Lme statistics to b'2 collected bJ
9.E:",nny unconnectAd 'N-L th lew enfl)!'cern8nt.

t.s had

2. -;:.... "der9.1

It i5 a por;:·nn·i.:'ll S (1)rO'3 of'

fnistration to cl'iminoloGist.:-; that - i.n contr9.3t to most ot!113r soc; 8,1
soirmtip,+,s - the collection of th8 d'J.ta tJpon whi.ch they mOF'·t cl''')pend
fJ~':'

purpo:3es 0:' -the ouildi.ng a.nr'l

h~~3t'i.ng

of theories, 1.3 011t.,:·id .., 0:'

t,}wi r control, 8.nd s:=,ri0i)sly tai nt:P(1 by bi9..:' 'Ind other
th~,ri'fon~

It is
'1;';

the~'

possibJ.? to reAd the int'?rnf:l.l deb!). tes wi t1,in c!'imi nolc'g.~i,

blossomed in th8 1920' s "nd 193G' s, in term.') of'
·n~at

forgpd thrr)1.1ch tly! ,],">hnso)1

(:<:>m.:r..ted thrnilch the

IT!,':>niuTn ,yf'

t.h,?

There; +:;:;[1 .)i-,1l·i.n i.." (,·f P::l.;'U
19~0'~

1:.

1
]

hn

rl07~lor0d

Ln,:J..l)r.Jn(~.~::

~.!.

!~}t·~~ .. iC'!'ll

l:1t,(]~ ~3'''!1.(=;r:Ji10n

9.'1

".t !'Y''11I'+' to

An alli<tn,-:<? with t118 f·~(l>3r~lJ CO'fernr'vmt.'3

gfLin control of d8t,R. on crime.

-:3.71,".log()l.1s t.O

d·9f'iGi.r:n0:ie~'.

\Xi·Jker~~hri.m

Cr:irnf:~

COmmi.'):;i.rm, vms

C.}rrni,q:3ion.

~:1)lp_r impO"T,rLn(>.~ h('r~,;.

i~lf<);~
1

(1+

C'",n

G~iml;i~~l.~

(~rirnjn()loeir~t·.,:'i

tn,:; ·1 9 ;;C I", [!.Ca i.n h iz i !]j :s h t. +.l! I~ :i ~,~' He''- of tb'J
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TI)(,'1:\',;-hi)'l"; t.h'O'

,:·tq~;j~.:>,t".~n~;

'lihtJ::'I:!

l1ii.r',] '1

'~'<lLGh

./:~:.~t:

'::':\~k ·S')i1l.J,

'l.h i 1 i ~,~r 'l0.d in ,-

'~~n

''1,pproprl''ttp.nc3G of' pol:i.GfJ stati.stics for criminoloGicAl p'.lrpOG83.
Sell in's concern

two-fold.

'W:t,"":

Firstly, he

conG8rned th,1i~ police

'/lA,S

collected data '119,2, a.'3saj.18d 1'):/ prob l<::ms of reactLvi ty.
in 1931, the follo'NiJlg die tllln

"

He 1ai'1 d.own

:

• • • the value of a crime for
index F'lrpose:::> decrea3f~d ,13 the
dis b:l.l1Ce from the cr-lme its ,qlf
in terms of proc8(iure increase:3.

"

(quoted in ibid. p.3h).
S.?condly, he was concerned for there to

o'~

9.3

t.ablished an ina ex

of crime - weighteli in terms 0:' si--:,riousness - vlhi:;h wouli en3.ble more

e.cours, te oomr;arison of' rates for cri.mes to be conlpared o7ertirne.

In

his view (corrt')ctly as it turnecL O~Jt) the OCR Ind.-=x would. fllLl to do this.

The work of Edwin Sutlwrllll1'i in th'3 191+C' f;, is also impo;:'tant in
th'is re;3pect.

Basically Suthl~rland Wi3.2 ~l,t pains

to ,shnw that data on

crime collected by criminologists could be S\.lfcrior to poli.ce statif)tics.
ThLs WIlS part-Lc1.1b.rly thl:: Ci3.se with white-collllr rnvJ corporRte crime,
?Thieh hRd a very low reporti.n:3' rate and in whi:)h cons iderA. tioD,". of power
and bias seriously affected recordinc and det.ection.
point

that the fi.nd.:1 ngs of in-formAl colleot:i_on

'NAS

led, as he sa;'; it, to the rl"consideration of'

(1,11it8

The ess;:ntial

proced'..n~8s

b9sic crLminologjnal

propo;::;itiol1s, "-'.":recially in r'318.tion to th8 social cla.ss
of crhlinal l),,,,,hAVio;)[' :-ll1d thus of theorip.s 1)8.8(':,d

(Sutherland 19!+9).

and social disorgani,sation.

actually

distrib~Jtinn

notion:, pathology

(li'l

Bo-th 0e111.n 9.nd

Slltherland held that. 'nou-scientistfl' shoiJld not bo:' permitted. to fix the

br)unrlA.ries of the scientific study of
control orfer datil in thi,q

p~riod,

°C"i rne •

Criminologists fight for

was howe'fer

lOi1t'.

to the trIHl.l.t.iJ)l1!'lliI3ti.c

Hnd It::galistic approach exnmplified in the vi 8'N'3 of P'3.'JI Ta~)pan (1947).

The tenrlency in Sellin's and Sutht:;rland's '.Vo:,::,k, '11hi.ch T9.ppan
A.·~'~'Jra tely

perc>" 1vAc1

R.

nd 1;1. tterly

Orr().",~c'l,

'110.2,

8.

Cl.!:"i

rrrinological r'e-

Q8fini tiol1 of cr'im(: Op2'on<1. the s tr:i.et 'oclIJrtdad.p,,, of' 1 f.'gal d9f'initions awl
poli.c!? rroc,:.d·1Y.'es

4

HrJ h:'ld that the only pr::rsonr; en'} act::; vlhi"h

l.·"'si. ~.; ma tRly hi, ,d.-llrli"'i 1 hJ cr irninnjo::::;i.s b·)
-911 j·,il i.C;l t,Prl hy'
3

(',()llr·r.:~:

(; r"l '1

n.'N.

Tn~:~">p.

CV~ i1:l1 ·~lem()G r,':!' t j c :: rJ rn 1 nn1.ot::r j.n

t'~nd'>nny

t()

li.nk c:,:imp 'Ni.th

+.hr);u; '.'Ih1

i nr1.::?t'cl

r~""~'::'!}n-f:",

th~ 1 9.3 (]'

.inju:,:io~J;'
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fN:~(S

'li0r'"

,) n.ncl

,,~·::i.'1.1

G0111d

nh ha r} DPr::n
in

+:1h~

~~n(':r.::·j_n.g

1 9li.0' :::, a \T'~:;r:l po "to J1 t

0,,'),,"ii""i.on,'3 'mn +;0

c1.r·m()n~;t.l~8.tP.

betw<~en

a link

crimf') and inj',lstice.

b'lsed on small-scale studiec,.

But research

The pos.:d.bil-tty of'

8.S

ha~:;

DRt.ionl'tl dl3.ta
their

yet 8.n unattainable prize.

American crimi.nologis ts
of' da ta

'3.

necer:;.'larily

re~liremen~s o~

bRs8, d8signed by social scientists to meet the
o'.'m constructs, was

wa~"

loru~-3 tand:i.ne-

t

obses:s1.on with the prob lem

stemn.ed not only from their fai lure to control :t t:) pro-

duction, but also from the hie-h politicA.l :profile Rccor(leii -to
ano. which the

stagA-manA.~ed

cr~irne,

misuse of cr'ime statistics has helped. to

cr~~ate.

Two anthors h9.ve deel.lt with this phenomenon in part.i.cular

netail.

Fred Graham (1969) hA.s chart.ed the use of Grime

in the 1960's, to promote public panics ahoni; orbe.
FBI continually asserted th8

existenc·~

3

ta tis tics

At that time the

of an ever increasing "crimp

WEnTe"; this assertion was particularly marked in rel8.tion to violent
I t is Graham t s view thll t .J. Edga.r Hoovp,r, head of the FBI

crime.

was personally responsible for the mantlf'a.ctilre of tho") cri.me ·Na're through

the device of' "digging into the resevoir. of u.nc-eported. cdrnes" (ibid.

p .1+86) •
£'01'

This pol i.cy had two related ai.ms; firs tly to pro'ride a bas il3
t~~chnology

claims for increases in police manIlower,

and fjnance;

s8oondly, to implicitly promote a cons.erva ti ve perspective on crime,
which was oriented to the principle3 of social defence and retrihuti-

\rism, and which was f'tmo.amentally opposed. to the predominatinG social'
democratic vision of crime as emergent f'com 1,oci81 inj1Jsticp, amI the
defenilant's rights decisions of the Suprp.me Court.

Tn(181'.'G.,

H00~Ter's

strat8gic use of statisti.cs c.'l.n h,C) seen a.s a fnT'm of' "political
wi tohcraft" aimed. A.t discred.i tine the oriminal
.Joh!1cSon and Clark.

j1J.~d;ice

policies of

(ibid. p.J+93).

Ra:nsey Clark (1970) him3elf encc:!.cpd. in "l.n a tte!fT1Pt. to tr::,nslate
c!:'irn~i_nologists

objections to HOO-leT', int.o reA.dily l.lll·ip.rst.A.ndabl"l

politiCAl stA.te;:)0nt8.

Hp. sought to show how fl1Jcbw. t ;ionr5 in rep0rting

end rer;ording practice8 infl\1p.nc":,,J thp s tEl. t:i.s tics, hml violent cY':i.m8
only a smfl.ll fraction of the totrtJ
(4(l-~)

·.'!8r<'3

th,:, I,ri.:i"
·;1~1.·;J
( .1....1
\j-..

th.'3. t.

RPqlpd

"')}
I C,5\...
l~ ~ • +.+ -..",

his

how rro:o;t of' s'Joll nrim'':s

"violent p')te'lti'1.1" rAther' th r1.n ~:lt;t1J.'l11y vjolp'(1t, c!.nd

"'.grdn:~t

r:r'L~"

'rol~jTTje,

.j G

o~n

violr:>nt vi.ctimi.sRt.inn
The r:onfl9.ti:>n

()I1

'.':'.'Y'~~

t;h~s

fqt0~

- 1 so

-

!t

on0 in 1it.-S,C'Cn pAr

',p::<Usrn' with

born of rl'tC.1 8111 and pl)T;ort.;', in

poliUcal

Wf)S

t.~!,,:

con~ P ...~t

h')"1

'::,~'y"

:~Xh')1't8.t·inr\',

of t'},'" +:i

';1P:, ,

ThR

11.'38

of crime s tAt'Ls tics

con fiend. to the United 8ta tes.
have also engaged in the

a po1i tical device is by no means

8..'0

At

V8.r i(1)s

m2.nip~l.lA.ti.on

B~i

times

fO~C8S

tish police

of st!=1ti.stic.s throuzh the select-

i.ve enforcement of certl:tin b.ws, or else thp. creat brA interpret8 tion
of

st~tistical

trends for political ends.

A

n~tA.ble

recent case in

poin t is thR press release issusd by the Metror)oli tan Police in carJ.y

1983, which contai.ned infol.'nl·'3.tLon about the pr;rceptions on thp. part of
vi. ctim3 of vi olfmt. s tre8t cr'Lmes, or the rA r:i '11 eharr-H; t,-'r.i.8 ti.cs of

their assai 1811t.

These purported to s how

triA

t out of 19,258

08

ses of'

mugGing (robbery and violent theft) in London in 1982,10,960 't!ere
c[:,-rried out by blacks, 5,262 by whites, 534 by e;A.n@;cl of' more thlm one

race, and 2,:')02 in which the victim was l.\J1abJ.e to say (GlJ''l.rd"Lan 1983).
Lea and Young (198)+) have cr} ticised theRe par ticular ty}:'F!8 of

a tion in the followine; way.

Firstly, the

~,ta

pt'88 ent-

tistic:'l foctls on one type

of crime oot of m~my, and which ac..-;ounts for only3~& of all report.8d.

Seco:'l.dly, mB.ny of the crime;,

serious crinto'?

i;:;h ImC!. minor nat1..1re.

is one which

blend~

in~J.llded

ar'5 of an ama te).lr-

Thirdly, the category 'robb ."!ry and violent theft'
c~tegori83

with other offence

such as 'theft of

personal property' a.nd., by allooatine from the h.tter to the former,

infll3.ted figures can resul t.
t

FO\lrthly, they

igno~I;

the fact that

and t.hllt only
one-t.hiro of all
m"ugging t is a ',er:/ indistinct CA.te£'orv
u
v
v

robbery and violent

th'~f't

fit t.he oonventional notton of it.

2'.1:J[: pres f:.'\1.+;A.tion;:; ignor'? the ethnic o':"igins of'

th~

victiCl" of Sllnh

r:r'j,l",,?S, "mil f''?ed th."! il1u;1ion t.hat hll3.ck 0:r'irnr:- is [,r8Hntory

whp,r l :ol8..s,
not

ffir);""t

()'~ime

i_s intrA.-rAc'iall,ma int.ra-Gla3.<:.

for the fact that such statistins arR

~llow

FifthJy,

O~l

whit<;r:;;

Sh:thly, they do

them~elvRs

in part a

prejl1di(~83.

f1metion of paTi.oe

One might add to::: thp,:>,,- ohj P 0ti0ns t.hat. the F01ir:.c> stHt,ic;-i:;()s
th8

f"!~'d.1.8. I3nil.

E!.~.Sl.1mr:;

t.h0.+, t!:.ese

fll.ct,"it.
to tlvc

pl)li.t.j 09-1

l)(llj.cl"

::~j~:?rtn

ftAti0tjC~

vle11 kn:)wl1 from

:i ..S

;·:'{)L)0r-t'..:'CYYl

CO:1T1lPIT+;c)riC~'"

("f'

'3.~\Ci
t.h:;:)~·

+,h~

hi-l."'~d

:,\UTIT('YS

!:le1-·v1.11~l

;~n:n!Td .

111'()'1.

thpm -

mir''('!)!' nf trll7. ri-;Rli+:y of

-9.

crim~

.. In

of vlctimj'3!'ltion tn'l+; 'crirp,:::!::: kno';':n

3.rrr-;!j.rin::: i.tI their :ot8tistjC3,

::r.lth (1382),

i.~·'Jbl:l.::~rl(:),J 0~:

~.r0

which arc

~l'l'i

t';,"r""f'E"~nt

only

2.

t;tt-=>d.

~n ~... n ~~n··~.l~I:~.i~, (d' :~.·L:~1,1~l.r· 1·0.r.;,:-(~r)'~~:"3, 3i~.o:::+:i~!+-,ir~~J

fHll"i.cl-} in '1982,

- 18'1

h~~,

'!l'C"Gi,\I.3:l

-t~h!,1.t. t1l8.~'

c t 'lnc.:'·,'3] fTI'3n2'

different aspects of the reality of street crime;".

The media have th8

tendency to highlight those aspects vlhich are deemed. !n03t n8''''8 worthy
en

and, j,nevitHbly focus on the crimin9.1ity of the bb.ok populA.tion.

~)(l

t?

also arguAs that politic8.1 motives lie behind 3110h 8xsrcises, not m11y
on th,'3 part of med.ia and right-wiDG poli. ticians, but also the police
themselves.

In the context of the 1932 figelX'es, these included. the

promotion of a law and order campaign as an eleotion issue for the
Consf:rvati.ve Party, the cUscredi. tine !)f the policiA,) of a much cri ticised

t

an~

liberal' Home SecretA.ry,

the s tren$henin.:; of the poli tioJ3,l

he.nd. of 1'01ice departments against the ino11rsion;" of roJ i.ce. committees,

in the form of' cr-i.ticislTIS !)f policing p!)licies, '2speciany in

re:~pe0f;

of' th8 bl'.lok comrnllni ty.

as Diekson (1968) has argued, bl.lr88IJCraci(>s neeess8.rily act

ThlJS,

AS

politic'il units.

Tn their search for Gre.3.ter 8.l.1tonom;:r of op':"retion,

compete for fu.nds and i38-9k to enhance their C01:";>07'ate power, bureancr[v~ies

often seek to 13.1 ter the>. political ana economic environment,q

wi thin which th'3Y are fO.!'0ed to operate.

Pol.ic8 bureaucraoies would

seem to exemplify this prooess and indeed, one of the main means which

the,>, have at their disposal, is to creatiYe.ly oonju. -e irnagea of a

particular part of the ins ti tutional environment - the na t-Jre of t.he
cr;' rae prob lern - it: on:.er to fart.her tJ-, ej.r' in tsn.:[: ~;E
4·.~.

C;r~.mj l~.oln,£;~l

':ind the "d.BrJ.: f):igure" of epi

I have so far ske+;ched t.be
regc..!'d to thd.r po]. i

tj

h:::~i.ory

•

r[it~

of cl':irr.ina::'

st,atist.ic~

cal and epis temological baCkGround.

wi-th

I have 'lls 0

de.:wr:ibed these developnent2 in term;:; o-!' the int,,'q)l."\j' bet'.... eE':r. c:rin.ino10g:i::~;s,

the ft=;der&l 80vernrilfmt B.nel the police, in the context 0:' the

pre1iF!iling crids of lec;jtirrtlwy and. order.
the

G.pljatE::~~

w:i.i;)-·~r.

S-tP.t.if~+:j.C.~;,

vJh":cr1

:~'_~x~':'e:t~~iI

~,'!j.ll

T

:~0~rr-:n:'R.<c~):::·

'rho
t':::\f'

cl':in,:ir..ology on tho "dark figt 1r

attgnticn to thA roJp

he~chtenpd

~~nd

I w:Dl now go on to
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3.no,
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h'J!;d:r~'d C'l' mOl'·7. y(.'~1.!'2 ."~ r.'::c t.r:'lt.
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have been

~ttero~.

n tirn~-::) ~hf")(,\'F'ver, t.he 1]na.~: rl~.r·i. t~\g s (-.'n t:: e of unt:'~(s e
p., ~

~Hr;:.ch t·h~.s prcb1err. O£t.1)~'·e.S, b7~c'·~~2f.){;t~: ~intc.' oren c.e1")8.t-?

cs.rlier :in thi.2 chapter, the f'8Y':iod ls!)ninG up to
:nl.:":~)1.0n
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2V'2D

e Of':!"l :Lt t ed. ~l:il1

Dr im £22
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9.83E!rttt?(t
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()8

r:o'tP0.

'11f:

";1".(; 'S'i~k(::r8hr"rn

Corn-

.qnd. the: cont~_:.rnr:r~n~cn;~.; c:~ea~ir:D or Uniflorm Cr~rna Reports, ?re,s
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9.

digrl of S00inlCb:ic9.~ p0sj.tivi,:;m.

Ne':; devjanc;:,r theodst.s 3\lch

Howard

9.3

Bec~;<;r (19:;3) thrlls~ defin::tion9.1 problep.1:J to tts for", ~.ncl infwgllr?t.Pc1
a trend wherein the processes by which act.s be0om€ de0inecl 33 dev1ant,
and specific
".j

s',"eri

7r,?t''2

8.?

:T'r;re '.1!'gpnt proh'1 ems for 9.Xl"'.lysi:: than the

9.3S;..lt"Ccl

d(>vi~!nt, 'Her",

inclividuBls hecome le..r:el.]e0.'?

3.."0(1

grC)1.1pe,

f'rj

+,rl"l';1 into de,ri8nt heh!''t'ri r J1.1r.

to propel

ctr;rs whir:h

~er:kpr

st'1ted

C].'Jj+,e e):pJ.ici tly tha -!:: S 00 1.81 e,nd le[;R1 nor!1'C'; r,:,flsot tr.c definj bODS
and interesb of pO'lierflll gro:'lpC1 in 2ociety, and. that; these r111ps
applie~ more

are

lik<~ly

to 50me

grol~s

than to otherR.

Thp polioe are more

"to inter1r-:;ne agl:l"inst ','rorkhlg-cl.:".:'"':'; people A.nd bJ9.cks,

'llso

'!!h0

get fllrtr"'l' in U:8 lpg;:.l procesC' t}-!ATl treir middJ e-d'1ss end. 'l'hite
CI}l;n-terp.o;1'ts.

The

i.nrp1~

ca ticm" 8.rs thj S R.rg1.lm'>n+ for t:he criminal 8.nd

they were to be taken

judicial 3tatistics were ohvious;
1'8f180tio1: cf

proeF's~:;E'S

~ore

as a

of c1efinLtion and th(! diff'erE'nt:.ial r;n:"'(1rcement

of the J. s.'lT, l'e.thf!t' than of' the 'true' eY.::L?tenc~ of cr:iminel beh?vi(lur.
(ibid. PP.12-1!.;.).

rrhF~se. 9.rC;'Jments
:3

recd.'!ed the}.!' mos t eloqlwn-: 9..DC infl uentiel

(1963).

ta temcn t in the form of a paper by Kit,s IjH '2 a.nc C ico\1l'el

c0nj~ended

that the

:3

They

i:;1HJ,Y of devi::mce has given r:i so to trrce line::: of

enquiry' h.Y socie.J scier:tiE't3 - the explanation of If!:1l'ia t ,}()ns in rp..t8S

or

oevi.ancf! in vA.rio1is parts of thp popllJ.a"tinn;

w:i thj.n a social

grOlJ}l

why snrne inijjvidua.ls

bcnome deviant while other;;: do not;

1)eh<tvio1.l1' s::,rst.erns 9.nd culture of deviant g r0 1.1ps.
h~ve

ano,

the

Ho'·veVRr', r0:",e9.rch~~r2

:£'0 i1ed to make 3. dist'i.nntion between the v[-l,rious

r~l.r:tcrs

which

proO.l)r;e unj to of devi,'mt h<:.>hR,vio 1J!', and the I)rgm']:"s!:ltir:;naJ. a0tjvitjp.<;
which prorluce rr:ltes of deyi-?nt 1,d'[!,ric1Jr.

'rhey

qt'9 pc..rtl.'~ular·ly

critical of ?obert. Merten, '(:hose tr.f!Ory of e,noD:i0 anc.

or

V!,),,s org!:.m:i seosTOlmd the pr')h'j ~[l

s(1(~~al

8XpJ.''l. i.ning th;:: !lPI="') rent hi Cher
Mer+~0n

1',"".tes of' tievi.ent behaviour :It the Jowe!' end of societ.y.
e1'e;1Jed s[;ainst th<~

'.1E'E'

st,r1i()1xrr::

had.

of .offic::'AJ "tlit'i8t,ic~; hec8'::::'''" t1:r,;o;' Ill"'''! co"!.lectf~d

by e,[;enc 'i 80 ·ghos '.? f111rp()8 F!;7; do n ( ) t noi.nc i(1 e '111 til th 0:-', ~1 of :: oo:i ()J 0G :~?, t.o., ,
~:nd .1JCte(·,(t

the

(\; '[:,0:; n i ,:~ ~:(1

d.!'I, t

I\it~\l~-.:f::~

l~~_tt.~r

to

r.~cll:~r.t

t.h~ljr'

Ql'~

more

~;:2i~ir:18

~nrl e.I)r!"!)pri~.tp,l:f

q, •

::!nd CiC;()l;r0}

0·b·s~rii~

th~;. +:. rn-:,);'.t

- 18h -

~~(.'c; ;.0102;i.s~~.(.~,

in(!lu(j~LnG'

Merton,

offic:9.1 dab, '",:Lth a fevl "·'0rds of r:&lltiort as to their

'..1,,·8

th~~}'

interpretation, on the as.sumpticn that
'real' phenomena and 'reallrates.
to be the joint probleTll:', of

The bones of contention

accur~1.cy

th(~

con~inued

of eountins, wd thp. 9·PI,r0priate

organ:isl3.-i;ion to r:la-tch operAtional conc'?pts.

v:l.e':'led

:0

bear :C\ome rela.ti0n

SocioloGists haC!. not

clefini.tions of ded s..nce or the orpan:.s.9.t1.cneJ prc·oeC:·:::F:":

involvAd in the production of nffid.aJ. statisti.cs
problern[~ tic.

a2·

rart"i.Olllarly

The author2 arGue firs tly tha tsoc'i oJ.ogi::d;:'! sholJld focu:3

on

"

• • • the catesories appUed by
the persenn::;l of the ra te-producing social system to identify
class ify and recorc. behaviour
as devian t. II
"~"d • V.1Ju
. 2~) •
( 101

Additionally, the behaviours whioh result in the elA:3·2i.fieation

of individua.ls in a given deviant category are not necess[i!'j1y similar •
.!Uso, Ithe statistics 9.re better to be viewed. in terms of a standing
record of the rroce:::.sing of individuals by a particular agency, r3ther
tr..an as indices ';)f tr:e i

nc~.dence

of certain forms of behflVio 1)r.

fund~unE'ntally

This pe.per may be seen tv have contributed in two

important wl3.ys to criminologi.cal orientations tv cr":irninal .sta tis tics.

Firstly, it c.s.st grave dO\.lbi;s in the m:inds of some that offjr::iaJ statbtic2 could ever ha\re fuJ.ythine u::·efu1 to tell 11:0 about clevianee.
Indeed

th~!y

state that ever1 if a 'per-f'ectl cOtmting system wer.e: in

opera tinn, thi.s 'Nculd not OV8rComc the defini.tional probJem of amb:i.guj ty and. discretion which affect all counting procedure::..

A~'

31.1oh

their position h3.3 g}.ven ris e, sITlone new deviancy theo!'}.s ts anc. subse qucntly elTlon8 radical crirn::Lnolcgis ts, to a helj of' the. t all 3. ttempts
<:0 Ql.1Brttify crime and devirmce 3.re fe.lse ent8rprj ses (~:p.e r3.isG'J~0ion
j r'

ChaF'terVIIbelow).

Secor,d.ly, thrdr

01'~'E::r·y",-'.;j.Or.5

C9.fl
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2:/::: t.~:-:;,

be 'lr8IJed., r'H'adc,.:d.G'lJly, to
in
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~'J:r YlC 'N dCl.ri~ Y1r.~/

the police, and pOEitivists

TT]0rc' sEn::,jl.12.c:0.

nP
,~

(1';",pnt·inrl·
>,.(.~
~.'

hE..'TE~

.r~rg'lcd

\tictimjs~.t:1on ~H(~~r(;

pro-

in

f'Joncei~red.

terrr~

partially in

of th8 8valua tion of polj oint; mE,thod"., and this

aspect has reoently become more emphasised.

But, as we shaD see,

the focll.'3 of attention he>:) enlarged to include the beh8.'tiour?1 ani
definitional aoti'tities of

n~t.ion

The

vic:tim~.

that the "dark figure" is a phenom»non to be te>ken

extremely 3e!'io!Jsly and whose dimensions ::lay have f'ar-ree.ching imp1i0·9. tions

for all criminological work - as 'fleIl as for crime C0ntrol

polic:ie:: - is (tow well enshrined.

DE.ta from 3uoce;;sive vict·i.mis8..tion

SllrVeys continue to confirm two facts
figure" is,

['0r

firs tly, th.".t the "dark

j

some typ,::'s of' off'en()('s, very hjgh in comp2Tisoll to

recorded offences;

secondly, thB.t the main S011rce of information

abmlt crime is the victims themselves.

I wi]] deal with these points

separately.

In thE: Unitn.d 8t;'3.tes the Natione.l Crime S1.1rve::: (I'\02.) he.s

the. t 39% of all crimes of theft and
report.er) in 1981.

fOllr;c.

4-7,10 of all violent crj me::; 'Nere

Variations 'Ni thin those overall rates include a

67% rate for T'cbbery causing injury, 39}S fer simple a3s8ults, 51 ~'i
of burg19.ri'?E' end 87% of vehiole tbofts.
,/ ...),..,.'.......
1 qR~"

n
1'.

..,7.
I

"

(U.S. Department. of .Tw:t.ice

n 701
r., "i.

In the fi.rst British r,rime Survey
et'imc 'r8l'~ed fccm

a..'1

lJn1'8por:'tec.

'3.i{orQge (If 49% fell' hr.,1l3f!Lold offencps ~md. 36% for
those rates there was marked variRtion

~ithin

pcreoncl off8nces.

(ReS) the lcv8J 0 of

by offence - 66:1, fer bu!'glary, 22~~ for v8.ndaJ i em, 39% for 'lfour;cUng,
and 4?"~ ;:"'or r()H~ery, with thE l''3.t.p. for vehicle theft bednt; 95%.
(HolJt;h and Me.:,'he",!

Thers

i~

1983 p.11 ).

~her0f0r~,

,

very 1e.r88 h0rl'y of' um'8corded cri:r1e.
a tic!!:.: and.

t'E::E

c:'t(.::~

~l.n(~

Lp,t

'.lR

neVI 1o(,k

~t

f:he cxpJ:.:.n-

'"-al'oh finc_:Lngs which shed. light ',lEY)n the: o;hortcomint;s of

off i (~ifl.l crime s ta t.i:::+j,t)2
t~!~hpi~?41

evia~'nce for the py.:is+;en0(: of a

c0n~iderable

.SO!TtP

~·o')r~c':.

0:"\'!!?n'l,3r.:ti n n2..}

art.iC~.11.Ettcd. ~.Y

thE;

DG'~-1in;::-+'

,SA'11C

cf ~.h··!~0

err8Y'O~

1 at: 1 (l;:..

T 1,'.il11 nc. n(~~' n. tr~ t9

of

thC:;8

of

r;ri +:iG::'m:::' stress tIle

~:r'rof',

9. ~;thor0 - attE!r.:pt

'1 h~c:k,~~r('·un()

r-i r::.~ tl:r
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e.nn
:.~)

0"f ,':j0n~r>"=-,tjn.s
~.lpor·,

oth~'r crjtlcjSfn[:3

lOG!1,t.::: ~hp
·l_r:terp,~:t.:;

+:h C f't--"<1 ':1.t i

'·)n~~·

-

~)C!::Y':;""~

9Ylr]

i·ic0-

hi r 1-· ':' t'~T'.'t::t0r: the

sli. 9 :f-'C s,f crime stlltist:iGI: 'lnd n.tes of crimin,r,li+:y, [u~d 9.2FcC?f;S of the
o'>Ganic: e tione.l blO'ha.v iO'.lr of the F ol:i.(~e •

L821ie Wi]kjn~ (1967) makc~ the poi.nt that the prcduction of crime
3 til tis

7.ics ought to be view.:::G. .<ts

sequent i 901

9.

pr'OCi;:f'S

wh ioh move:::

thr0118h a mlfl1ter of definite stages

1.

l\J) event

whioh ec:uld 'b e
as a crimo.

OCC'.l!'S,

in~erpreted

It, or its GCn.seqllcnec, i~ observed
'Jr' another pC:'rsor.•

20

by the victim

ThE': victim or observer De,t:U'y the
poltoe, or the police com~ to know

30

ahout the event as a res;;lt of thE'lir
own activities.

4-.

The police decide whether th8 T'sported
action is to be ccnsiderrcd a criwe
and, if so, hew it 3ho1118. 'he cl9..ssifjpi}.

5.

Sometime3 thi.s -:le!;,crirtio:n is reV'ier'ycc.
at .!mother pcint in the: police hierarchy.

6.

The pol ice dec.iG..c vlhioh leg':ll
of crime is appropriate.

7.

ThE: stA,t:i.stios are made pt.:.bJj c.

CE. tegory

Various cxtre.nE!olJs VAriables mC:.,Y eri:er at 9..~y of the stages.
deci~i0n

relation to stage 2, ths victim's or witnes282
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T\f)t.

A Cf)T']Ill"d_nt is its,,,lf

cOf:1p19_int,::t.

to a proee33 hy which i.t. i0 gi_ven offiGP

in:3 bl.nnr::, f'oilnd

do

"")})jCGt

wr~i+;j-,0n

Trln PC:~. ~~l:~, for

rnnrkt:r1 discrel','lney be t7!npn +he nll'nher ()f' c.ri:nr3fl

re:c,or-t;<'"Q 8.11(1 the D11T:lbcr '3.ntlla1ly reco"!:'d,~d hJ' t.h'~ l'oli:)e.
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(H01,1;£;h and
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The author bases these remarks on her examination of a victimisation
survey in Portland, Or0gor:., in 1974.

The questionnai:-e and sample were

designed specifioally to meet local evaluation needs.

There

V.'i:"S

concern

not only to estimate the extent of unrerJorted orimes, but also to evalua te
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the impact of a

neighbol~hood

to street lighting.

propervj marking initiative, and improvements

Schneider is also concerned to know, as the above

quota tion sugges ts, what reporting and non-reporting behe.viour suggest about
the perceptions of members of the public, with reference to crime, the fear
of crime, and relo. tionship s vii th the polic e.

Her ana.lysis of the results of the survey reveals - as might have been
expected - that the seriousness of the offence greatly influences reporting
decisions.

Her concern, ho'never, is not confined to this issue, but to

whether or not reporting decisions are based on attitudes towards the
criminal justice system, rather than on the nature of the offence.

She

found, for instance, tha.t minor property crimes are more apt to be reported
by victims who are more trusting of the police, who live in an area where
the police enjoy good relations with the community, who are more integrated
into the community, and who have participated in community crime prevention
activities.

Decisions to report moderately serious property crimes correlated with
the independent variables in much the same way.

However, the victim's

perception of vihether the police will be able to catch the offender Was
more important for moderately serious offenoes than for mir:or ones.

And,

when the orime is quite serious, this becomes one of the most important
variables.

The most serious property crimes were found to be more apt to

be reported by viotims who a). trust the police, b). believe the police
will catch the offender, c). have lived in the e.rea for a longer time,
d). have insured their property, and e). believe that the crime ,vas
committed by a stranger.

For personal orimes - as with less serious property crimes - the
author found attitudinal items to be quite important.

Trust in the police,

the belief in the police's effeotiveness, and the viotim's ability to
und.erstand the nature of local issues

(an ind.icator of community integration)

were all relA.ti ve1y important in viotim deoisions to report crimes.
A particularly interesting finding was that persons partioipating in
an ti-burglary activities - such as property marking, orime-prevention
sticker display a.nd neighboc:rhood meetings, were more apt t.o report
burGlaries to the police than were non-participants.
Schneider soc;nds a cautionary note.

On this finding,

One must consiaer the rossibili ty, she

says, th:lt people who tend to report orimes might be more likely to
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participate in such programmes in the first place.

She concludes, however,

that self-selection does not entirely explain the difference in reporting
percentages, and tho.t evidence remains for the impact of the programmes
themselves.
It would therefore seem to be strongly established that attitudinal
variables, and other <limensions of the meaning ,systems within which
victims of crime operate, are of profound importance in the search for a
more complete understanding of the role of "rictims in the construction
of statistics on crime.

In this search, criminologists should continually

refind their methods of inquiry, and do so in such a ?lay that takes into
account the importance of '.vider social, situational, and personal variables.
Having so far given an overview of the history and development of criminal
statistics, and having surveyed the various debates and studies concerning
the deficiencies of official measures of crime, it is time to move on to
consider the alternatives.
I now propose to examine the claims that sample surveys of criminal
victimisation offer a superior method for counting crime, and for measuring
the numerous factors associated vli th offences Md resultant victimisa tion.
I will be concentrating especially upon the methodological problems of
victimisation surveys.

This will be in preparation for my account in

Chapter VII of the design of a pilot

~uestionnaire

Surrey, and for my evaluation of the final

for the Islington Crime

~uestionnaires

used in the

Is ling ton and hferseys ide crime surveys.

4.6.

Surveys of criminal victimisation

a "least worst" measure of

crime?
As we have seen in the above discussion, official crime statistics
provide a highly unsatisfactory means of measuring the total amount of
crime, and the rates for different offences.

It seems that with the

exception of crimes of theft of, or theft from, motor vehicles, and
possibly homicide, the total number of offences recorded falls far short
of the hypothetical total which mibht be a ssumed to actually exis t.
Th~

major sources of error, as we have seen, consist in the areas

of defini tinn of act.:; as infractions of criminFll laws by vieb.'ns, policemen, and

ot~1ers;

the organisati:mal behaviour and n.ecision m,'lKi:ng of

police; and, rnost import"tntly, the decisi:;ns taken by vict.i.m:c: ,'lnd wit~e~3es, onoe they define an event as a crime, to report or not report
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the event to the police.

Criminal statistics, especially as judged by

some critics, have been seen as having more to tell us about the refr.'lcting proeesses inherent in the activities of police bureaucracies
than about the real nabre of the phenomena which they purport to
quantify.

According to Biderman and Reiss (1967 p.1 .), contending arguments
about crimiYlal statistics fall in-:o two types.

tlReali~tI

are those

who are critical of the statistics of official agencies, but for whom
there remains the belief in the possibil i.ty of vastly improved data
collection techni=iues.

For some purposes, they maintaiYl, one may be

able to use agency-collected data, but the more official agencies may
try to 'tighten-up' collf3ction procedures, the more these may be subverted by their employees.

It is likely to be necessary, therefore, to

create data-collection bodies which are completely independent of official
agencies.

In terms of the history of these debates, one can trace a movement
among criminologis ts from reliance upon judicial s ta tis tics (for convic tions ) ,
towards a grea ter

~eliance

upon police statistics.

The subsequent desire

to base the measurement of crime upon sample surveys of the population,
is but the latest shift in the search for the grea·ter completeness which
it is believed will result from methods which move us closer to the
commission of the criminal event itself.

By contrast,

tlinstitu~ioni!llltl

emphasise that crime can have valid

meaning only in terms of organises, ins ti tutional responses to it
(ibid P.1 .).

The views of new deviancy theorists (as outlined in Section

4.11-0 above) fall squarely into this category-.

would qualify as "r9.dical

i.."lS

Kitsuse and Cicourel (1963)

ti tutionis ts", iYl that the organisational

errors "Nhich the "realists" so dearly wish to circumvent, are irrelevant
to them.

Differential sensi tivi ty to events merely reflects the biased

perspectives of

Whol:18~Ter

is doing the collecting.

data of the "realists" are seen as
biases.

equa~"ly

Thus the independent

distorted by instituti::mal

(ibid P.10.).

It is important here to cla.rii'y the positions of twentieth-centuX"J
criminologis ts "",1 th regard to these definitions of "realism" and
"institutionism".

In the 1930's, flrealism" was most notably present in

the 'I;orks of Thorsten Sellin and Edwin Sutherland (see 4.3. (ii) above).
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In the previous century

'~uetelet

had given birth to a tremendous faith in

the p071er of quantitative methods to generate data on crime 'Nhich would be
expressed in a constant ratio to some assumed actual nUr.1ber of crimes
cornmi tted.

Quetelet' s optimism

was carried on in the 'Nork of Sellin and

his co-workers and pupils and have been passed downto those - like Biderman,
Reiss, 1Nolfgang and others, who championed the victimisation survey as a
means of achieving ever greater approximations of a 'true' crime count.
It is also important to avoid confusion with regard to the ways in
which the terms "realist" and "institutionist" may be applied to contemporary
trends within criminology.
wh~ch

The criticisms of official crime statistics

developed from new deviancy theory - a form of lIinstitutionism" -

may be detected in the work of the' left idealis t' criminologis ts which I
discuss below.

The views on statistics expressed in the work of 'left

realist' criminologists, with which I shall also deal in subset;uent chapters,
make them

II

realists" in the eyes of Biderman and Reiss, especially in light

of their optimism with regard to the potential of victimisation surveys for
counting and revealing dimensions of the crime problem.
essential to avoid any conf'usion in the use of the term

It is, however,
II

realist ll as used

by Biderman and Reiss, and the term "left-realist" as used to define a
particular orientation in radical criminology.

For the remainder of this

chapter it is the former sense in which the term will be used.
How then might we assess the value of these two positions - one
optimistic, one extremely pessimistic - in relation to the quantification
of crime?

The real problem with the "institutionist" position, I would

argue, is that it is based on the assumption that most of the activities
of the police are pro-active; that is that most of the police activity which
may eventually lead to the recording of events as crimes, depends entirely
upon prior decisions on such things as the deployment of manpower and
higher-echelon decisions concernine 'crack-downs' on certain types of
offence, or certain types of person.

In my view, this argument may be

shown to be substantially correct in the case of those offences which are
'victimless', or where at least the offences do not routinely lead to
complaints by those involved.

Thus, in the case of

prostitu~ion,

the

illegal public activities of gay men, the possession or sale of illegal
drugs, and so on, it is possible to argue that the recording rates do
constitute what Kitsuse and Cicourel (op.cit. p.139) call Ifsocial facts
par

excellence".

In other words, they are objects of study in their own

right, without resource to the assumption that they are connected to the
Ifreal" rates of devi'lnce.
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Close examination of the ways in which information about crime
becomes available to the police, both as included in direct studies of
police behaviour-and recording methods and in evidence from victimisation
surveys, tells us that most policing is 'reactive'; that is, in response
to reports or calls for help from members of the public.

This means

that the ability of the police bureaucracy to create or sculpt the
statistics for victim-reported crimes such as theft, robbery, vandalism,
and burglary is limited, though not completely so, by such considerations
legal obligations and the need to maintain public confidence.
true, as studies cited in' 'this chapter

It is

have shown, that- the police

do systematically interfere with reports, submitting them to an organisational filtering process.

Their

abili~r

to interfere and distort is

further limited by the social power of the complainant.

Thus it is

likely that in less affluent areas there are more cases of police failure
to respond to calls, or to disregard or 'unfound' reports, especially at
the lower end of the spectrum of 'seriousness'.
In reality therefore, the politics of official statistics extends
to the power relationships

be~Jeen

police and complainants, and is not

confined to the whimsical moralism or opportunism of policy-malcLng senior
officers, nor of the on-the-spot decisions and prejudices of the lower
ranks.

Even in the case of 'victimless' offences, police decisions to

intervene are often affected by collective complaints from within the
communities affected, as has been the case with "kerb-crawling", public
prostitution, and dealine in hard drugs, in Britain in recent times.
The widespread use and acceptance of victimisation surveys is the
most recent example of the continual search by "realists" for more
satisfactory means of counting crime.

In the context of criminology

in Britain, the work of writers such as Richard Sparks has been particularly important in high-lighting the problems of official criminal
statistics, and in the promotion of the victimisation survey as a superior
method for collecting data on crime.

~ Is~~_~n Criminolog,z (Hood and

Sparks 1970) was the first British text book to give an extensive account
of the finding of American vic timisation surveys lirrdng these to the
findings of the handful of British vlOrk of the 1960' s, on the problem on
U.llTeported crime.

The au thon;

also discuss the methodological problems

of such surveys, an,i conclude with a cautious optimism characteristic of
the

II

reali.st" position.
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The publication of Surveying Victims (Sparks et a1.1977) was a
really most important land mark in the development of "realist" orienta.tions to'rards criminal statistics in Britain.

The book was based upon

a study of criminal victimisation in three inner-city areas
I~nsington

Brixton, Hackney and

o~

London -

- and the findings supported Sparks'

general case for the need for victimisa. tion surveys in Britain.

Mos t

importantly, perhaps, the study was primarily intended to test the
adequacy and deficiencies of aspects of the methodology of the surveys.
As such, the book acquainted British criminologists with the methods and

their inherent problems, but also was successful in convinoing them that
solutions to these problems could be found, and that the data generated
could have enormous implications for numerous policy areas.
Al though the "realists It accept that chasing the 'true I volume of
crime is like chasing a mirage, they seem to proceed as if this goal
were attainable.

Victimisation surveys Vlould seem to be based quite

strongly on the assumption that the systematic layers of bias whioh
affect the police statistics,

~

be peeled aside.

However, as one author

has recently remarked, with not a little understatement:
It

Victimisation studies bring in
their train perhaps almost as
many questions about their
accuracy and validity as do
other ways of measuring crime.

It

(Shapland 1984 p.1 99).
I will now go on to look at victimisation surveys and the extent to

which they might be regarded as a signifioant advance in the quest for
what has been oynically termed - a "least Torst measure of crime".
(Levine et a1. 1980 p .5C1 ).

I will look at the criticisms which have been

specifically levelled at the National Crime Survey and the British Crime
Survey, and also discuss a more general list of the methodological
problems of victimisa tion surveys •

•

The sample 3urvey of victims of crime is a we::;'l esta.blished metr,od
for es tima ting the incidence in popula tiona of crimes in 'Nhich the
victims are individuals or households cOr:Jprisine several individuals.
This technique typically involves asking a sample of the general public
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about crimes which may have been committed against them in some preceding
period, such as six months or a year.

The major purpose of victimisation

surveys is to provide a more accurate estimate of the true extent of
crime than that provided by the official crime statistics;

in other

words this is a device which holds the promise of finally laying bare
the "dark figure" of crime.

There is, however, an important difference

between this technique and other measures of crime, in as much as
victi~isation

surveys usually attempt to discover not only the extent of

crime, but are usually also designed to yeild information on a wide
variety of factors which are associated with crime and victimisation.
Such ini'ormation includes the characteristics of the situation in which
the offences occurred, the demographic characteristics of the victims,
the impact of victimisation upon attitudes and behaviour, the extent of
the fear of crime in comparison to the extent of victimisation, and
other factors such as attitudes towards the police.
Potentially then, these surveys can become a most important data
source to aid criminologists in testing long-held assumptions about the
nature of crime in society, and which have hitherto been largely unquestioningly based upon other less reliable data 30urces.

They also

have the potential to generate entirely new cuestions about the nature,
impact and definition of crime.

Similarly, the surveys have the

potential for, and have to some extent succeeded in, producing a much
broader focus for study than the narrow traditional focus upon the
officially processed offender.

It has been argued by numerous writers

that these surveys mark a shift from an "offender-centred" to a
"victim-centred" focus for criminology (e.g. Anttila 1974 p.5.) or towards
an "administra ti 'Ie criminology" TNhich addresses broad areas of policy.
(Young

1986).

Various writers have also argued that information from

such surveys points to the existence of crime victims as the "forgotten
people" of the criminal justice system (Vim. McDonald 1976) and alerts
us to their special needs (Garofalo 1981; Sparks 1981).
But, whatever the uses and potentials of these surveys may be,
they are no longer in their infancy and have become an integral part
of criminological practice - although their precise impact on criminological thirL1cing and theorising is in some ques tion.
The first surveys were carried out on behalf of the 1967
President's Crime Commission.

u.s.

(Biderman 1967; Reiss 1967; Enrlis 1967).
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The Ennis survey ( the results are described in Chapter II above) was by
far the largest - using nearly ten thousand respondents - and has been
the one mostly widely cited and copied.

Although the Report of the

President's Commission made much of the surveys and also provided the
original institutional support for their development, most of the
Report's conclusions were actually based on data from the UCR.

Hov:ever,

as a result of the creation of the Stlltistics Division of the LEAA in
1970, a programme of nation-wide and city-level surveys of victimisation,
known collectively as the National Crime Surve:r, as found in 1972.
Originally the programme consisted of four compoents - a national
household survey, a number of city-level household surveys, a national
co~nercial

survey, and some City-level commercial surveys,

Of these,

the first is the most important and the only one still in existence.
Six crimes are measured in the NCS - rape, robbery, assault, household burglary, personal and household larceny, and motor vehicle theft.
As with the UCR, the NCS counts attempts as well as successfully completed crimes.

(U.S. Department of Justice 1981 P.1.).

The NCS is a panel survey.

During each six-month period since 1972,

surveyors have interviewed one person aged 12 years and over in each of
60,000 households about the experiences with crime of all members of
the household (aged 12 years and over).
covered is 135,000 every six months.

The

The total number of individuals
sa~ple

is chosen by a lengthy

process known as stratified multi-stage cluster sampling.

Each house-

hold stays in the NCS for three years and thus is intervie'lied seven
times.

At the end of the three year period each household is replaced

by a new one;

this process is an ongoing one in which households are

continually being added to and leaving the survey.
At each interview, persons residing in each household are asked
about incidents involving victimisa tion which might have happened to
them in the previous six months,

Date. from the first interview is not

",seG. in the survey, but are used. to "bound" the second interviev!; that
is, they are used to
clLplic[~

establi~h

a reference point which

wi]~

prevent

te reporting in the second interview, of incictents that happened

before the second

ir~terview.

The second intervieN, from which data are

uS8cl, serves to ttbound tt the third, and so on unti1 the seventh interview

is completed.

(Sparks 1981 p.13.).
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The NCS has produced a massive amount of date. and s orne well-known
substantive findir~s (overviewed in Chapter I and elsewhere above) and
is ea tima ted to have co[' t 10 minion dollars per year in the perioa_
1972-1977 (ibid p .15).

Accordine to Sparks, no criminological work on

this scale has ever been d.one - wit.h the possible exception of the background work for the 'iiickersham and Johnson crime commissions; also that
the NCS has produced more data on crimical victirnisation in the United
8ta tes than could. adequately be analysed by the entire criminological
cOnJr.-.uni ty wi thin the nex t decade ~

(ib ie. p .11 ) •

The British Crirr.8 Survey, conducted in 1982 and 1984, is a national
survey of a representative sample of 11 ,000 people aged 16 years and
over living in private households in 238 of the 552 electore.l consti tuencies in Engla.nd and Wales.

Inner city areas were oversampled in order

to 'catch' a greater nume·er of more serious offences.

Six main topics

were covered by the survey and these were dist.ributed throughout three
parts of the questionnaire: the main lOr screening) questionnaire; the
victim form; and the follow-up

~uestionnaire.

In addition to asking

respondents about their experiences with a range of personal and household crimes (chosen for comparability with the Eimi.nal 3te.tistics),
respondents were asked bout their lifestyles, fears and perceptions of
crime, crime prevential practices, police contacts, and self-reported
offending.

The design is very close to that of tte NCS ana. mos t vic tim-

isation surveys, an increasing number of whicb are being conductEd in
localities of Britain (see Chapter I section 2.5 above) and in Europe

!Yes

and elsewhere (see Block 1984), adhere quite closely to the
There are numerous methodological problems for such surveys.

model.

I will

deal with these separately and conclude with an assessment of tteir
contribution to knowledge in criminology.

The first problem of the surveys concerns their huge cost.

In

order to 'catch' su-fficient numbers of criminal events - which have a
relatively low rate of occ\'u'rence - it is necessary to sample a much
larger proportion of the population than 'Nould be the case in surveys
of ether social pheno1.tena.

There is an inevi ta.ble need to balance coc,ts

against aocuracy, and therefore it is not only samrle size ,·:hich must.
be consic1ered., but also the

compo~d hon

of the sampJ.e in terms of tte

demographic characteristics sub-groups in tte population.

The NCS

sa.mple covers 0.08% of the American population over 12 years of age a proportionate sample siz e -""hich was copied by the BCS. (Sparks 1982
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P.SO).

In all, less than 10% of persons sampled in victimisation surveys

mention a criminal incident of any kind as having happened to them in
the relevant tjme period.

It is therefore necessary to have a la.rge

sample in order to generate enough data which will lend itself
adequately to statistical analysis.
rise to the need for a very large

Another consideration giving

s~ple,

is that the distribution of

victimisa tion is mown to be extremely 'skewed', with many people
having no experienoe of crime, a small number '.vi th one experience, and
a small fraction with many experienoes - the so-called 'multiple' or
'series'victims.

Also, victimisation is 'skewed' between groups on

the basis of age, race, gender and residence.

It is therefore

necessary not only to stratify the sample, but also to over-sample
some groups - particularly i f they are thought to suffer higher rates
of victimisation, but their small numbers in the population, or their
lack of clear identification in sampling frames, make it unlikely that
they will be inclu<ied in sufficient numbers in simple random samples.
All of these questions affect the precision with which researchers are
able to calculate the estimates for the victimisation experiences of
the population as a whole, and of groups within it.

(ibid p.B1).

Since the beginning, the data generated by victimise.tion survey's
have been used for purposes of comparison with the data of official
crime statistics, and I will firstly look at the problem inherent in
the comparison of UCR with NCS de.ta.
The six: types of crime now gathered by the NCS are compatible and
comparable with UCR Index crimes; these are rape, robbery, assault,
household burglary, personal and household larceny, and motor vehicle
theft.

From 1973-1976 'robberies and burglaries of business establish-

ments were also counted.

The NCS is more

tha t i t also counts crimes which have

no~;

a~bitious

than the UCR in

been reported to the police,

and so therefore can be said to provide a 'better' count of such crimes.
The NCS does no t, hovlever, now measure any crimes

a:~ains

t business, or

state agencies; it neither measures 'viotimless' crime nor of course
hOr.licide; neither does the NCS measure crimes against persons under 12
years of age.

(U.S. Department of .Just.ice 1981).

In a comparison of UCR and NCS rates over time, Nelson (1979) showed
ttRt the rates were strongly related for motor-vehicle
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thf~ft

a.nG. robbery

with a weapon; moderately related for burglary; weakly related for
robberty without a weapon; and were independent, or even negatively
related, for aggravated assault, simple assault, and rape.

He concludes

that ecological correlates of personal assaultive crime may be :nethodological artifacts, and that we cannot be sure which measure of crime,
the UCR or the NCS, is closer to a "true or ideal mea.sure of personal
c:,ime".

(ibid p.26).

In contrast, the high correlation between crimes

involving theft suggests that inferences about ecological correlates
can be made from either set of data.

However, because UCR rates exist

for nearly every city in the United States, whereas only 26 cities were
included in the NCS data, he argues that the UCR data should be used to
analyse the ecological correlates of theft crime.
Sparks (1982 pp 89-92) is also strongly in favour of comparing
the two; even though they do not cover precisely similar universes,
he claims that adjustments for purposes of calculation can easily be
made.

He areues that although some caution should be used in making

comparisons of levels of crime as measured by the

tHO,

it is possible

to place some confidence in comparisons of trends over time.

This is

especially important, he says, because of the fact that the NCS is
measuring, and making estimates of, the rates for the non-reporting of
crime.

A measure of the estimated major differences between the tHO

sets of da.ta remains a possibility.
In considering comparisons between BCS and data from Criminal
,Statistics (CS), the following points can be made.
like the NCS covers a different universe.

Firstly, the BCS,

Arguably the BCS universe

is more congruent with the CS universe than is the BCS to the UCR 238 of the 552 constituencies in England and Wales were included.
Secondly, as with the NCS, crimes against businesses, ins ti tutional
targets, and

I

victimless' crimes 'Nere excluded; also, crimes agains t

persons aged under 16 years were excluded from the BCS.
Mayhew 1983 p.37).

(Hough and

In the first survey, ten offence groups were held

to be comparable with CS offenc.es - vanc,alism; theft from a motor
vehicle; burglary in a d'{\' el1ing; theft of a motor vehicle; bicycle
theft; theft in a d',\'elling : the f t from the pers on; woundi ng ; ro'cbery;
ana. sexual offences. (ibid pp. 4.5-4.9).

Ho'never, in the sec ond survey,

wounding was excluded (Hough and Mayhew 1985 pp. 85-89).

There is

some difficulty in genera l in th e comparability of assaultive crimes
vii thout theft between survey and police data, in that many minor types
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of assault which may be reported to surveys, are not regarded as
'notifiable' offences by the police, and would not therefore turn up
in CS data were they reported.
Given that the surveys are constructed to give a 'truer' picture of
the volume of victimisation in a population, it is particularly important
that the information collected in the interview situation is of a high
level of reliability and validity.

There are numerous factors which may

affect, therefore, the reporting or non-reporting of events to survey
interviewers.
A particular problem with the NCS concerns its status as a 12anel
survey.

A panel design has several advantages including the fact that

once a household is selected, it stays in the survey for 3~' years, thus
cutting down on the ccsts and other problems of selection of the sample.
It also gives the advantage of being able to allow comparison overtime
on the effects of victimisation on subsequent behaviour and attitudes,
as well as providing a record of changes of the responsiveness of intervie'Nees to survey interviewers overtime.
A panel design has inherent problems also.

Firstly, there is the

quite amazing fact than in the six months that separate any two successive interviews, about 15% of the selected households have moved address.
Of those households that remain, about 5% of the members change due to
death, marriage or removal.

This means the.t the bouding effect built

into the panel design does not apply to one in seven of interviews
carried out, thus slightly inflating survey estimates of victimisation.
(Sparks 1982 p.85).

~econdly, there is the problem of Jime-in-sam12le

bias, in which respondents who have been in the sample for a longer time
are less likely to report events than those who are relatively new to
NCS.

One possible explanation is the phenomenon of "respondent

exhaustion", by which respondents become less co-operative as time goes
on, because of the time-ccnsuming consequences of admitting to victim-

isation.

More recently, there has been an attempt to offset this

difficulty by having equalnwr.bers of persons in the sample who have
be en interviewed 1 , 2 • • • • 7 times.

I t is not kno'Nn, though, how

sub-groups in the papula tion (e.g. blacks or the elderly) are affected
by this problem.

(Sparks 1981 p.34-).

Another specific feature of the HCS is the increasing proportion of
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interviews which are now conducted by telephone - it is presently 25%.
Results show that the data from telephone interviews include a lower
rate of reported victimisations than in the face-to-face interviews.
(Sparks 1982 p.78).

A factor akin to that of the mode of the interview

is the length of the interview itself, and the question of 'interviewee
exhaustion'.

Questionnaires which are aimed at ascertaining whether

victimisation has occurred, lead on to a further questionnaire in which
the details of each event are recorded.

It may well be that respondents

perceive that mentioning an event will involve them in further loss of
time and perhaps having to 're-live' the details of a traumatic event.
This problem is a perrenial one for those doing survey research, but is
particula.rly pronounced in victimisation surveys.

It has been suggested

also that those respondents vlho are most susceptible to fatigue and
impatience in interview situations are also those most likely to suffer
higher rates of victimisation.

(Skogan 1981 p.16).

Under-reporting to interviewers is thought to fall into two types
- true forgetting, in which events simply are not recalled in response
to questions or prompts; and failure to report for other reasons.

A

method for checking the extent of under-reporting in a sample is the
use of a "reverse record check" in whict. survey responses are compared
with independent validating data, such as the record of a reported
offence in poli.ce files.

In a number of such checks, including the

various Bureau of the Census pre-tests for the NCS (ibid. P.1 7), and
in the work of Sparks (1977) in London, considerable numbers of such

incidents were not mentioned.

The proportions of known offences not

mentioned vary from study to study, and by type of crime.

Incidents

such as burglary and robbery were generally the most likely to be mentioned,
with about 90 per cent being captured by interviewers.

Less serious

thefts, incidents of vandalism, and some assaults were less likely to be
mentioned.

All evidence points to the conclusion that the likelihood

of reporting decays with time

ane.

that surveys should attempt to con-

centrate on relatively short and recent time periods.

The results of

several studies show that incidents v:hich have previously been reported
to the police are those which are most likely to be reported to surveys.
In general terms the amount of time between an incident's occurrence
and the survey interview is the most importa.nt factor. (Sparks 1981 p.27).
Thus, from this point of view the six month recall period of the lITCS,
is likely to give rise to less problems than the 12 month recall period
of the BCS and most other surveys.
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One reason for under-reporting to the surveys is similR.r to that
for non-reporting of crimes to the police - namely that for some groups
in the population more than others, certain types of inoident are simply
not defined by individ.uals as "crime", and tha t consequently these are
not recalled.

A most interesting NCS finding is that black re:3pondents

oonsistently report less minor assault than white respondents, and this
result is thought to reflect the two groups' different cultural definitions
of events constituting "assaults".

Similarly, reporting of assaults

seems to be subject to an "educatLm effect" in as much as the amount of
assaul t reported increases 'Ni th respondents level of education, again
signifying that defin.ition of acts of "violence" is affeoted by wid.er
aspeots of world view and experienoe.

(Sparks 1982 pp.72-n).

Not all

failures to mention victimisation events are, however, due to failures
of memory - nor to definitional factors - but to affective ones such as
shame anci embarr8.ssment.

These may partioularly affect the reporting

of incide11ts of sexual assault and also incid.ents involving victimL3ation
by a family member or other non-stranger.

The issue of temporal "telescoping" has also received much attention.
Thi~'l

is the tendency on the part of respondents to brine an event in

ti:ne oloser to the date of the interview.

This is known as "forward

telesooping" and occurs in all surveys which require respondents to
recall. events occuring in

9.

given the period; in general, the more

salient the event the more likely for it to be brought forward in time.
One explanation for the marked tendency for "for-Nard external telescoping"
on the part of respondents in the victi:nisation survey, relates to its
'demand characteri.s tics'.

In other words, if a lengthy incident screen

produces a long string of "no" responses, the respondent may feel that
the interviewer is disappointed, and the temptation may be to offer a
familiar but 'out-of-bounds' incident.
internal telescoping" also operates

A related phenomenon, "for"Nard

·Nith~~

the reference period for the

interview, but this does not present so i;reat a pro11lem (Sko~an 1981
p.~

9) •
One technique which is frequently used to li:'1i t the possibility of

forwal.~d

external telescopL'lg i.'3 the "bo:m(linG" of the

refert~nne

per:i.od.

The NCS bounds each of its six: mon"'::h reference periods by the previous
interview, and this iE) anot!1er ad1rantace of the ongoinG panel survey.
In 'one-off' surveys reference periods may be bOl.mded by estab11shing
that salient even"':: "ih.i.ch took place in the respondent's life (BirthdA.Ys,
-
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family events, holidays, sickness), at the beginning of the period or
at intervals throughout it.

This technique was used by Sparks and

others (1977) on the basis that stullies had sho'Nn that unbounded recall
yields subs tantially higher reports of

e~ren ts,

and that this clearly

incHca tes a problem of over-reporting for the reference period. The BCS
and

othe~

recent British surveys have not opted to use this

m~,thod.

In addition to the problems of recall and "telescoping", surveys
also suffer from respondent's deliberate withholdine of information.
As mentioned. abmre, interviewees may simply not wish to :nention an

inci:lent because of. its unhappy associations or because of the cost L'1
time of

doin~

so.\lso, the decision to mention an event may depend

upon the skill of the in tervie'ner in probing for information ';:hich may
be defined as a c rLne.

Additionally, it is mown from NCS revers e

record checks that the relationship of vict1rn and offender (as recorded
by the police) "NiH play an essential part in reporting it to an' interviewer.

In the San Jose methods test, incidents in which the victim

and offender were related were mentioned L'1 only 22% of cases, in
contrast to 76,;~ of cases in which the offender was a stranger.

(Skogan

op • cit. p.1 6) •

ClearlY,interview situations associated with victimisation surveys
wUl be affected by the behaviour of interviewers, and this brings two
factors into play.

Firstly, knowledge of the impact of crimt1 on victims,

assures us that victimisation is attended by all manner of sensitivities
of which the interviewer may not be aware.
Sparks and

0

thers, and tha t

be~

Apart from the survey by

conducted in the London Borough of

Islington, there is little acknowledgement in the general literature
on the surveys of the importance of special training programmes for
interviewers which might alert them to these sensitivities and develop
their skill in helping respondents to overcome recall problems.

An

exception to this general rule is the "{;ork condlwted by Russell (1982)
on rape anG attempted rape in the United States.
In the Sparks survey, pre-test results Sh071 thclt reporting rates
are relatively high, including 6!/~ of the 45 rape victims mentioned the
incident.

This result, ".. hen taken in compqrison to the re3ults of other

surveys, might be

ta~(en

as an

argur;')~nt

L'1 fa',rour of' intervi,ewer train i.n~.

A second issue i.s thilt of the 'matching' of in-:;erviewers and intervifl'Nees.
along the lines of gender, race and age in order to assess the effects
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on the response rate, especially for assaultive cri:nes where the offender
is a non-stranger;

agaL~,

as judged from the literature, this is clearly

not an issue, even though disparity in
individual interviewers is recognised.

report:L~g

rates to different

(see Skogan op.cit. p.28).

Lastly, it has been found that there are marked problems of , recall
for those who have been subject to 'series victimisation', that is
victims of several criminal incidents of the same type occurring within
the survey reference period.

There is a problem in counting these

incidents, as the respondent may have to guess the number of times an
incident occurred, and will not be able to remember the details and
point of occurrence of each event.

The NCS defines incidents as a

series if three or more similar events are involved.

Interviewers are

instructed to record the season in which the events occurred and the
estimated nwnber involved, and then to try to obtain details of about
the last incident in the series.

(Sparks 1982 p.67).

Similarly, in

the BCS, inoidents were treated as a series if tl1ey were all of a very
similar type, done under the same circumstances and "probably committed
by the same person (s)".

They were counted up to a limit of five

incidents, with full details taken for the last event.
1985 p.81).

(Hough and Mayhew

Given the skewed nature of victimisation, and the special

problem of the concentration of recurring victimisation with a fraction
of the population, series victimisation presents a formidable challenge
for surveys of victims and highlights some of their limitations in
regard to counting and gathering certain t}Tes of data on crime.
The area of under-reporting to surveys which has given rise to much
debate an(1 controversey, concerns the victimisation of women.

I mean

here two related things; firstly the under-reporting of sexual and nonsexual assaults by strangers; secondly, the under-reporting of sexual
and non-sexual assauJ. ts by non-strangers, which may include

t

series'

victimisa tion as defined above.
The BCS found (as we saw in Chapter I above) that women mentioned
far fewer assaults than did men.

Taking all categories of (non-sexual)

assault together, 80;"'0 of suoh incidents were mentioned by males.

The

v.1.etims, two-thirds of whom were aged 25 or under, kne','; their assailants
in a third

0:'

all cases and ?Jere "husban·is, relatives, lovers

lovers in a sixth of cases".

(Hough and Mayhew 1 983 p .20) •

OY'

ex-

Assaults

occu::--red more often in pubs, clubs and other places of entertainment,
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followed by the work place, and lastly by the home.

The results showed

a very low rate for rape and other sexual offences.

In fact, no rapes,

~~d

only one attempt were uncovered.

This was thought to reflect the

rari"bJ of sexual attacks by strangers.
by non-strangers the

repo~t

"

HO'Ivever, in relation to assaults

on the first survey adds that

A small minority (1010) of assault
victims were women who had been
assaulted by their present or;or previous husbands or boyfriends .This
proportion may well be an underestimate. Many such victim::> may
be unprepared to report incidents
of this nature to an interviewer;
they may not feel that assaults
of this sort fall into the survey's
scope, or they may feel embarrassment or shame. Indeed, their assailant may be in the same room at the
time of interview. "
(ibid. p. 21 ).

In the wake of the first survey, these results and the asswnprtions
built into the report's commentary were attacked by feminists and
apparently undermined by the results of independent surveys of women's
victimisation.
groups

o~

An important feature of the surveys conducted by women's

by feminist researchers, is that the definitions which they

employ of 'violence' and 'sexual assault', are rather broader than those
of victimisation surveys such as the BCS.

The latter, for purposes of

comparability with official statistics, strive to emulate strict legal
c~tego~ies

of offence and specific definitions within these categories;

it is in fact common to have a fraction of 'rictim reports to surveys
"fo:.mded" or "unfounded"

(see

section 4.4. above) by

police officers in order to judge the closeness of such reports to the
legal definitions.
Feminist research is based upon a double-edged critique of victimisation

sr~eys.

Firstly, the criminalisation of specific forms of the

victimisation of women, reflects the dominance - historically and contemporaneously - of patriachal values in the law.

Legal categories are

based upon predomimn tly male notions of threat, vulnerability and notions
of personA.l and

proper~J

rights.

Second.ly, feminists are exceedingly

critical of the male assumptions underpinning the structure ani coniuct
of survey research.
In relation to the firs t aspect of the cri tiq'..le, Be tsy S<-'lnko (1983)
notes that the asslli~8d under-reporting of assaJlts in the BCS, must be
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contras ted with the quite high level of willingness of its female respondents to report fear and concern.

She argues that this re]2orted

fear and concern if! actually based on the unregorted experiences of the
woman concerned.

In the earl iAr parts of the interview they are asked

about their fears, but in the latter sections either the interviewer's
desc-ription of the types of incident they are being ai>ked to mention do
not fit their own specific experiences, or else they do not mention
experiences for other more widely acknowledged reasons.

Thus, a large

amount of "women-defined instances of violence" are lost but have, paradoxically, contributed to another section of the survey's findings.
Women report high levels of fear because they experience events which
they define as "violent" or "threatening", even though these may not
consti tute crimes.

They also know of or see such events happening to

other women.

These conclusions are followed through in the work of Hanmer and
Saunders (1984) in their report of a survey of the attitudes and
experiences of 129 women living in an area of Leeds.

Addressing the

prob lem of definition of criminal violence they write

"

• • • the ~pe of aggression, the
main organising principle for the
criminal ju.stice system's categorisation of crimes against the
person, is not the major principle
used by the women interviewed ••
( they) c las se d as threa tening ,
violent or sexually harrassine
situations that fell outside the
crimi.nal law as well as within it.

"

(ibid p.32).
The types of' incident which the respondents found dis turbing were
attempted pick-ups in the street, being followed, being on the receiving
end of obscenities, and a host of other eVfmts which would. be defined
as harrassment.

Some forms, like specific verbal threats, obscene tele-

phone calls, and indecent exposures, are illegal; but many of the
incidents mentioned are on the borderline of legality, or else not
illegal at all.

An important findine; of this study is that events Vlere

,jlldged by women as threatening nn the basis that." the grAA. ter the un-

certaintly about the out;come the more terrifying the enC01Jl1t.er. II (ibid
p .33) 0

Thua

mOiO:;

t of the en·::!ounters were feared for their violent

potential rather than for the actuality of "..,.i01ence ll in 18gel terms.
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Of the 129 women in the sample, 25% reported having received "threats"
15% had been victims of "violence", and 6c:% reported "sexual harrassment."
Also, the women reported havine witnessed 70 incidents oceurrine to
other women. (ibid. p.32-33).

Although the definitions used are broad,

and the questionnaire design may be open to criticism, the survey does
highlight a deficiency of victimisation surveys.

This is that the

latter in seeking to correct the deficiencies of official statistics as
counts of crime, adhere to stric Uy legal categories of victimisa tion
which do not alwasy correspond with those events which are deemed by
respondents to be harmful or threatening.

An analogy wov1d be the per-

sistant over-charging by traders in a locality for goods and services;
these events ma,y be mentioned as harmful, but they would no":; be counted
as forms of victimisa tion.
In a further smal1-scale study conducted by Scottish Women's Aid
(1983) 1 100 women were asked if they had suffered violence or abuse
from a man 'Hi th wrom they had lived or had a relationship; 8776 had been
"pushed or shoved", and 61 %had been "hit or punched".

Asked if they

considered themselves to be "a battered or abused woman", 16% said they
did, and 77% that they did not.

However, of tht'3 Vlomen who did not

consider themselves to be battered or abused, many reported being on the
receiving end of "humiliations", "ridicule", criticised for "ha1Ting
friend.s or interests", or "criticised sexually" ~

Most women who h'3.d

been hit or punched, also experienced the other forms of abuse.

Once more, although there are some problems with question design
and sampling, the study underlines the tendency for women respondents
to mention more violence to independent surveys conducted by women, and
for respondents to be willing to menti on varieties of victimisation
falling outside of legal boundaries.

In a more substantial study conducted in London by Women Against
Rape (Hall 1985), 1710 of the 1 ,236 respondents reported h9.ving been raped,
31% had been sexually assa!.llted, and 2c% had. ber-m victims of attempted
rape. (ibid.~ p.33).

No reference period. for the victimisations was

specified in th8 questionnaire,
experienc83

ba~k

as

the purpose

to their earliest ages.

'NilS

to capture women's

The survey

reports of r8.pe in a formal marriace, 9.nd 50

C'l.ses

al~o

llncovered. 60

of rape in a CommO!1

law marriage, - events which are not currently classified as crimes.
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I~
MacLean (1985 pp.390-91) hRs criticised Hall's research on the
basis or sample representativeness.

Hall had claimed that her sample

was lIrairly representative" or London WO!Tlen by comparison with dat9.
from the 1981 census.

Accordine to MacLean, a comparison or the two

sets of data using a standardised statistica l test, reveals that the
sample differed from the population

as

measured on the census to a degree

'Nhich cannot be conside!"ed to be representative, on a number of variables,
MacLean does however conclude that

at the 95% confidence interval.

the use of the respondents' lif etimes as the reference period for the
research is important for
isation research.

expandin~

the conceptual armoury of victim-

For instance, one in five of Hall's respondents

reported being raped or sexually a ssaulted as children o!" teenagers.
This finding highlights a major reason for the under-reported values for
such orrences on the BCS .

Because the target ror the latter was people

aged over 1 6 years, and because the pe riod of study was the imm ediately
preceding year, most or the women in the BCS sample would have passed
beyond the mode or the risk curve.
Perhap s as a result of the above

findin~s,

and the weight or

cri ticism of under-counting of sexual offences in the BCS, certain
screen questions about sexual attack were changed in the second BCS,
aimed at reducing the reticence of victims to mention incidents to
interviewers.
6,000 women.

These changes res ul ted in 19 cases being reported fr'om
(Hough and. Mayhew 1985 pp .9-1 " ).

On thFl basi s of this

the BCS estimate for the number of such offences in the population at
large was revised from 33,000 to 71 ,000 - a marked, tho'.Jgh unreliable,
increase of 115% between th'? two sweeps of the survey. (ibid. P.1}+).
The estimate for rape remains low.
attempted repR.

Each sweep uncovered only one

Without adding extra comment the authors mA.intain that

" On the bas is of the numb8r of

rapes recorded by the police
alone (1 ,300 in 1983), the BCS
shouli unCOVAr on average one
rape or attempt e'fe r.'/ t hird or
fourth sw~ep. Maki n~ the A. S S umption th"l. t o::11y one in ten
r (-tp e.3 are r e corded, each ~. v: e8p
sho uld tm::: over th r e e s lJch
o:'fence s; and if om, i n f'ift.)'
r~pes gets i nto police records ,
each sw eep s ho'.Jld unoover fift een.
(ibid. P.11).
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"

It is difficult to determine whether they are saying that, on the
basis of their results, they simply do not believe that the rate is as
high as is cla.imed by feminif; t researchers, whether they are a Gkno','ledging that there are c1ifficul ties a.t the level of BC2 methodology in

capturing mere incidents, or conceding the. t the sample survey is simply
a very poor device for

estimat:i.r~

the exten":: of 31)Gh offences.

The answer to t.hese quest.ions may be that the

siZt~

of the samples

used by surveys is too small, or that the problem ref'ides in the wording
of the questions, or in response bias a,nd interview techn:;_cues.

The

position of Hilar.! Graham (1983) on the strengths and weaknesses of the
survey method in researohing aspects of women's lives and experiences
is worth considering at length.
Firstly, she argues t.hat sexism surfaces within the conceptual
apparatus of sociology.

Theory and methodolcgy are constructed within

the framework of a male social universe, which utilises a man-made
language in which signii'ican t aspects of women's lives become tlnot
merely unspoken but unspeakable tl • (ibid P.135). Shattering the silenne
of women in relation to their lives has been a major commitment of
feminist researchers, and the data collection rr,ethods which have most
been chosen have been gua l i tati vee

Quantitative research has bef'C-n seen

to represent a male style of knowing, adoptine an acti V'9 but impersonal
stance, whereas qualitative research is seen to operate within a
different paradigm, and a female way of knowing which adopts a more
personal approach, seeking ont 'soft' data about t.he private world tl:rough
categorips unlikely to lend themselves to quantification ana. statistical
analysis.
This wholesale adoption of qualitative methods, says Grahe-rn, thus
reinforces the very divisions ','I'hich feminhts are seeking to des troy.
Recen-'cly, femir:ist researchers ha.ve turned to the social survey, "the
method -,-hich provides the empirioal bas e for mains tream rnascuJ.inis t
scciolc,gy".

(ibid p.137); they have typicaDy preferrpd its mor~J

qualitative variants, as t.hese are seen as establishing

A.n

intimate and.

non-hierarchical rel...::ticn:hir wifh respondents in whir:h the in"'::ervie'll€:r
came to be regerded

problem remains that

"18

a friend r"ther than ju,:,t a data-eatherer.

hO'l:~wer

infcrmal tbe C;1JestionnRir p or

intErviewer, the survey method may itself ecJ.ipse the
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frienoJ~1

The
tJ::.e

"2e~.f-1).nderstand5_ng

of the female sub ject."

(ibid).

Seoondly, she notes that the survey method has its origins in the
nineteenth century, and that its principles ma tch8c1 the ethos and needs
of an emerging industrial capitalism.

These principles ocntinue to

inform the survey approach and can be stated as follows.
Sttryeys deal with social units - individuals, h01.lSeholds, streets,
and these are assumed tc be single and complete.

This principle -

individualism - has two faults; when households are the unit of analysis
it is forgotten that these are made up of individuals with var.yin€
characteristics; when the individual is taken as the unit, he or she is
torn out of their social context and made to app8ar in a sampJ.e of one
person to be compared to other sampJ.es of on!'! person"

This tendency is

exaggera,ted in the sample survey as opposed to a census, since samples
have a greater tendency to exclude groups ana processes of which individuals are a part.

This principJ.e also assumes that characteristics such

as race, class or gender are treated not as dimensions of sociaJ. structure,
but as properties of individuals.

It similarly assumes that attitudes

and behaviours are personal characteristics, rather than ways individuaJ.s define their relationship to their social situation.
These problems are partiC1Jlarly acute when women are the focus
of study.

\;:omen's welfare and identit.y appear to be particularJ.y closely

locked into those social processes which tr.e survey method closes off
from ana,lysi.s.

Al though quanti ta tive methods do collect much useful

data on the subordination of women, they tap the impact of gender
relations, as etched into personal experience, ra,ther than the structl:.re
of those relations - incl1;ding the power relations and political econonw
of fa,mily life.
Surveys are also ba.sed on the understanding that incli viduals ce.n
be treated as equivalent units..

Thi.s principle of equivalence tends to

lead to the acsumption of formal eque.li ty J whereas people, experience
their lives wi thin astra tified and unequal social structure.

Thi:->

problem is compounded by the ignoring by researchers of the categories
of sexual stratification.

A further assumption of Sl.1.rveys, is that tmits anc. their outputs
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have an object form.

In other words, that social phenomena have an

existence separate from the social relations in which they are embedded.
Importantly, the principle implies that experiences can be verbalised,
for what cannot be verbalised cannot be recorded or studied. It assumes
a society in which all actions are rational and speakable in the "manmade language of the public domain" ; 't:hereas, Graham asserts, women
communicate their personal experiences through an oral culture untapped
by social scientists. (ibid. P.143).

Furthermore, surveys provide

snapshot pictures of reality which are assumed to be sufficiently ordered
and permanent to enable generalisations to be made across social contexts
and across time, and that material elicited in one social context - an
interview - is representative of the range of responses an individual
makes in others.
The principle of measurement, so central to the survey method, is
a highly problematic one.

It presumes the precise definition of phenomena

on experiences, which may be taken to be highly ambiguous.

Classifi-

cation systems are used which have an unproven relationship to the real
world.

The survey rests upon implicit common-sense assumptions about

the respondent and about the researcher's own views of everyday life.
With reference to women, Graham uses the example of research into women's
labour, which researchers have sought to measure when it is sold through
the market place, but ha.ve ignored ,yhen performed within the private
domain.

Women, she says, are positioned at the intersection of two

social worlds - the public and the private - and appear to have an
ambiguous relation to the systems of measurement which characterise
capitalism and the social sciences which have developed within it. (ibid.
p.145).

Graham concludes that the survey method has important uses for

drawing back the curtains on women's lives, but that it must not be
employed uncritically.
There are several points made iJy- Graham which are relevant to the
under-reporting of sexual offences and other forms of victimisation defined
as such by women.

I ',':ould conclude that the problem exis ts both in the

structure and principles of the survey method itself, and in certain
procedural or practical problems ip.herent in the method.

This does not

mean that the method is completely inappropriate, nor that the practical
problems - such as yuestion wording and. the nature of the interview
encounter - cannot be partially overcome.
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Hanmer and Saunders, for

instance, include a useful description and reflexive account of the
difficulties encountered in the establishment of the intervie'lI'erinterviewee relationship and how these were overcome.
is rarely included in reports of sccial surveys, and. is

Such an account
almo~, t

entirely

absent from reports of victimisa tion surveys. (op .cit. PP .. 1 ';.-29).

There are twc major points of importance of feminist research in
victimology.

Firstly, researc.h into rape, attempted. rape, and sexual

assaul t tends to sha.rply highlight those traditional prcblems in counting
I

crimes of any type - as "institutionists" continually remind us.

The

central problem is that of the definition and demarc8.tion of offences.
Whether one is using the definitional categories of the criminal la.w,
or else some other
remain.

'objective' standard, problems of human evaluation

Thus, at the level of the researcher, numerous decj sion~. must

be made - in the a.rea of ques tion - wordine:;, coding and ca tegorisa tion
- which win have an inevitable bearing upon the final results.

Adcli tion-

ally, the subjective understandings and definitions used by respondents
wil1 also present a formidible hurdle in any attempt to quantify
(however approximately) any aspect of personal or soc.ial reality.

There is a second point of importance - na!1lely tha.t feminist researchers have exercised greater courage in their approe.ch to methodological and conceptual issues in the area of victimisAtion.

They he.ve

most often refused to be bound. entirely by legal cet.egories of sexual
and viole nt victimization, and have contributed substantially to the
quantifica tion of non-criminalised harms.

They have, moreover, succ.eeded

in attaining greate r theoretical completeness than other victimologists
in the,t they have gi ven oonsideration in thf,}r ana.lyses to the micro
l~vel

of analysis - the specific dynamics of vict.imisl;l.tion events, and

have related these to the intermediate level of the processing of these
events by the police and other social agencies.

They have also sOl)ght

to relate these two levels to the macro level of the state, social
ins titutions e.nd c3.pitaJj.fO t/pa triarchal soci9.1 relations.

The

importanc~

ic t.1-j<:.t. they have

of Grar.,8.m's objectionE:. to aspects of the survey methoc1,

rp.l. ('; vanc F~

not only for the Lmderstandinr; of the ce.paci. ty

of surveys to unce ·'.i8r t.he. extent of 'Nomen's victimi;:.:;J.tion, but also the
. t
V1.C

' .
t lon
'
lmlsa

0

f' raCl:L.
. 1 a n.'J'. t e.
h n '1.C mJ.norl
.
. t'
,l8 s .

mt
lIte

P"I
, . tlh_ an d
'.'
Sl:rv""Ji ( :,m}.

Gray 1985 p.275) for in:".t ance , found no differenc.€' ovr=.raJJ, in the
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,I '

I'
victimisation rate of West Indians and white people in London.

Tht::re

is, however, a well-documented tendency in the NCS (see Sparks 1982
p.72-73) for blacks and persons of lower levels of forrr:al educa tion to
report less violent victimisation than other groups.

Undeniably, the

ethno-centrism informing the assumptions underpinning the concepts and
methods of sociology, and other factors such as the relationship between
black respondents and white interviewer, in additi on to the "spee.kabili ty"
of experiences in relation to the preordained recording categories of
surveys, would all be of relevance here .

Racially motivated attacks and harrassment are exa.mples of phenomena which victimisation surveys have ignored as distinct categories,
within the overall context of the differential victimi0a tioD ra tes of
racial groups.

Such incidents, mainly committed by ·.... hi te offenders

against Asian victims, are widespread :in certain areas of British cities.
The criminA.l incidents var'J in seriousness from ins u1 ting words and
slogan writing, through to criminal dainage, and violence agains t the
person and arson which h!, ve led to num e rous deaths.

1985).

(e. g. Ballantyne

The omission of racialJy motivated incidents a.s survey categories

stems from a number of sources.

The criminal law does not specifically

refer to r9.cially motivated crime, except in as much as a racial discrimination and incitement to racial hc.tred are outlawed.

Also, there

is a very me.rkad reluctance on the part of the police to regard. an
incident as racialJy motivated, even where the evidence seems strong,
and there are numerous ins ti tutior.al pressures which mili ta te agains t
the recognition of racially motivated crime as a speoific problem.
the BCS and. NCS do not seek to colJ e et data on this issue,

~md

Th t1.s,

t hos.e

victimisatio n surveys which do atten:pt to, such as the Mers eyside and
Is ling ton sc;rve,Ys have aris en from quite differe nt poli ticl3.l priori ties.

Tha t data or.. r9.cia.lly motivated crime can be em:.fT1cre.ted is evidenced
by the Heme Office (1981) study - Racial Attaeks.
incident'

Fl.2

Thb defir:ed a 'racial

=

"

• • • an incid ent, or alJeged
0ffence by a per:on or p~rson2
0f ons r a c i ·9.1 g rc'JI agains t a
pe rs on or per::: ons or prc:ps rt.Y of'
8.De-theY' r9.c ie. l g r0up, where trc:.ro?
ar 9 i nd i cations of a raci al ITI0tivc .
( ib id. p. 7 ) •
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"

Thirteen study areas \'Je re chosen, and s1')ecial incident for ms were
completed by police officers for every int e r-racial illcident reported
to them; 2,630 forms involving 2,851 victims, com:91eted in a
:geriod, './ere analysed.

b'IO

month

In all, in only 25 % of cases 'das t!lere "s t rong

evidence" (10%) or " some indication" (15 :':) of raciaI motive.

Looked

at proportionately, the incidence of victimisation was much hiGher for
the etlmic minority populD.tion.

The re,te for Asi2Jls I'JaS 50 time.s th e t

for \vhi te people, and the rate for people of t, 'J est IndiEm or l\ frican
(ibid. !l.11).

origin was over 36 times that for white people.

~_l1.

analysis of Hetropoli tan ":,oJir;e statistics on

for the neriod ~1ay to December 1922

,

raci '3~ hEi.rrc~ssment

VJaS carried out by a penel of

enquiry set up by the police conmittee of the Greater London Council.
(G . L . C. 1984) •

Th is r e ve a l e d 1,346 in c i d e n ts, a h i gh nroport i on of
a ,~a ir,st

l'/hich in'!olved violence
(36 c;:\ *

the nerson

(37c~ ),

and crj "'i"".l_ dncw ;; e

In 62;'/ of aJl incidents, the victims Ivere of Asian origi n , i r~
(ibid. :0.5).

20% they were l'lhite, and 12?j .I'l.fro-C2..ri bbean.
cited various dissatisfactions

~ith

The inquiry

police uractice in rel a tion to these

offences, and noted the under-reporting of incidents by 2t:l!lic minority
communi ties, beca.use of a \,Iidely-held le.ck of confidence in the police's
\'/illingness or ability to hell)'

(ibid. p.6).

There Vlould seem to be several respects iC1. 'dhich rr,d ally motivated
victimisation, both in its strictly criminal and non-crim:LC1. Edised fr'rms,
could be investigated by use of the survey method.
racial a.buse and raci a lly motivated

se~:ual

Some findings on the

assault of ,,!Omen of African

aJ'.d Asian descent, emerced frQJ;1 the survey ,-"ork of 'domen Against Rape
(Hall o:p.cit. pp.47-53).

Over half of the res:pondent::; \'/ho ,'!en: i1'1mi 'j rants

or bl eck said they had been verbc.uly abused because of their rC.ce or
nationali ty : over

P.

quarter cons ::.dered the:! ha.d been a...ssa ul ted because

of their r- p-ce or nab onality ; in over a ouarter of the cases of
80 use or 'lIl:.'s ic 31 Cl.ssault, t':e a»use or assault
7~',;

of c' se;':uEJ.l nature ;

of blCl.ck or i mr:li " r 3.l1t ':Iome n consid :::rerl they lE,d been sexual}? 8.ssaul ted

becaus e of their rqce or

(..lhe cri ti c isrns lithi. (~h
m~,.r

';JA"s

ve!'ba~

vi 0\'! , 3.):-'; ly onIy

su1jjects of

,hen

1..

!'e~'je c;:rch.

(ibid.

nat~onali t y.

~;r:ll'": OJ.1
i · for~e .·~l

~_

Dn.4p,_a~
.I .'

-

•

evp.1.;' at. the s u rv e:J lne t hoc;,

,.~1 0

r:

:l.nd ner;1!") eY'S of mincri,t":· ··'r01.lTjS 8.r e
I

'

0 t, in

the

!'.. It;l,ou''·h it is the c[l.,sp. that the ·:;resPr:.ce of
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Gender bias B.."1d ethnocentrism l'/ill distort more seri0'J.sly the social
reEu:, ty end eX:geriences of thoRe groups, there is 3n ir:rportant sense in
I·hich the princinles of individucdism, eC[uivE'2ence, objectivism, and
r.leasurer~8nt ~

bui2 t 'into survey methodolor'?, contrib'_,te to a failure to

ader;uately :9ortra:r tne

e~::~'2riences

of ',II

C'"

'-',"'5 of Y',~s:loncie::t.

Fir:-:-::::',

.30ci:cl surv~ys ':Iere desil;ned for countini? - to con+:r2bute to ttl'"

"avalanche of numbers" necessCl.ry to the:::;rm·!th of c8:oi talist enterDrises
(H0ekin" 1981).

CJnd state bureaucracies.

The ~roblems 8.s.soci'1.ted \'Jith

the elassifiei.'.tion of un:i_ ts, events, attitudes, behaviour, B..'Yld the othpY'
stuff of surve?s, are formidable - but
noun table.

':;econdly,

to the "realist", not insur-

relatedly, surveys are prir.w.rily concerned

cl1'1(1

\'Ii th the aggregati ve (or individual) dimension of anc:,lysis, and thereby
fail to establish social links behleen those observed and the social
processes in ':Ihieh individuals are enmeshed.

(Smith 1975 p.287).

Thirdly, the survey is a poor method for the gathering of qualitative
data 'ilhich mir;ht give Cl., "1

insi'~ht

into the subjectivity of the reS1Jondent' s

experiences and definitions.

•

•••

•

•

&.

In conclusion to this section, He can say tho.t su.rveys of crimina),
victimisation are designed and executed \-li th three -predominnnt aims in
mind.

Firstly, to yrovide a more accurate measurement of the extent

of crimes in different categories;
betvf(~en

isati on

social

'TOU:pS;

in~luding

the distribution of victim-

secondly, to ::crovide descriT)t ion and

measurenent of a host of factors associated with the commission of crime;
thirdly, to measure v3rious dimensions of the imlJ.?-ct of crime u')on
victims and the cO::1rmmi t:l.
i'/hether these surveys

CEL"'!

The section be t--;a..'1 '/lith th", luestion of
be held to re-,)resent a "least '/forst me."'.sure

of crimell.

In one sense the anS':18r mU5t be a ,:ualified af::irmctive.
qu.~.}ification
~)l~oblems
8.

II

must. fir:-::;tly refer to the rw=thodolo:-;i.C:"'.l-:uestions ".:10

':[hich I hr,ve

'~8teilE?d.

clIld i-Jhetl-'er one c0:-:s-ider5 onself to 1)e

re aJ,ist ll or "insti tutionist lt in relc,tion to these.

must secone}]:r refer to
ho~)ing

to measure.

t'~e

C'~uest

ion of \·JbJ'.tsr;;pct

0:

rj~i1tly

defined to become a concern for the meas1)Y'ement of
as.soci~ted

Our I::uoli fie:Cltion
crime one is

It is my vic\·f th;-:·.t the;> trodi tion2,l concern of " ren li.c:7:s"

':Ji th the ex-f:ent of lmrecorded crime, has bee!1

fa.ctors

Our

1·/it.h crime '3J1d vietiraisation.
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3.

For

exte:1ded aDd revery ':fide renge of
admj.ni:-j~r- ti':'~

criminologists these new concerns have caused the surveys themselves
to be re-defined as instruments for elucidating theoretical cuestions
and for informing the making of criminal jU3tice policy.
For radical criminologists and feminists the role of surveys
continues to be one of the measurement of the extent and distribution
of victimisa tion, though its definitions may move beyond the boundaries
set by the criminal law.

But, for radicals and feminists, the issues

finally addressed by these efforts at more accurate measurement, are
those of the impact of victimisation, its relationship to other social
problems and arrangements, and also increasingly the question of policing
priorities, and other policy areas bearing on services to victims and
the prevention of victimisation.
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IN

social democratic,

5.1.

Introduction

In this present cnapter, I will be lookine in some detail at the
images of

crimin~l

be discerned

fro~

victimisation, both explicit and implicit, which may
a reading of three

traditio~~

within criminology.

I

have termed these three criminologies - social democratic cpiminology;
right-wing criminology; and, radical criminology.

These broad trends

each incorporate an historically developed paradigm wi th the discipline
of criminology, and a particular political philosophy.

Each trend

consists of a body of theory relating to the nature and causes of crime,
as well as prescriptions for ameliorating the crime problem through
criminal justice policy and wider social policy.

Each of the trends

discussed also find a natural (and sometimes an unnatural) ally in a
certain political tradition.

Thus, criminology and political philosophies

of social order and social policy may be seen in an historical sense, to
develop interactively.

A more reflexive reading of work wi thin certain

schools of criminology always reveals the presence of

ass~~ptions

about

human nature and social order, the role of the state, the relationship
between state and ind.ividual and so forth - the stuff of politico,l
philosophy.

In turn, in confronting the 'realities' of crime and criminal

I
I
I

['

justice, in the translation of both the deeper s t.ructure;3 and iltmedi8,te
imperciti ves of political phi1osophy in to policy, poli tical traJ,i tions
I,

have crawn upon or made direct use of styles of criminological theorisj ng
and research, as part of the rhetoric informing political intervention.

What we are referring to here is a complex interchange between perceived problems, thflory, researcJ:i and interve ntion, wh i ch Jan Hacking

(1981 - see Chapter IV above) has referred. to as the internal and external
histories of a d:,scipline.

The internal debates forming the his t.ory of

paradigm positions wi thin criminology are si tua 1;ed
economic and
concerIlin~

Thi s

S

I

thin the context of

oeial trans forme. tion, and wi thin broader iJ,eological debates

wha'S should be 'socie ty's response to crime'.

cl1[ip ~€r

att.empts to identify imag es of crimi nal ';ictimisati on

in these tt r e e cl'im:lrLoJ,cgies.
to the

',':i

Specif:i co.lJy, I wis h to icl en t ify ref erences

victi m!; of criru,, ', and 'lihe re th es e m:ig h t f igure in

fr ano;, C! r ks .

POl'" in s t ance~;, d o e s U:e Doi.ieD of

to scci a l or de r - recei ve ex p licit att e nti on?

'hal'm ' -

tlJE: or f ~'.ic a J

to indi vi c',uel s or

To whn t ext e nt is a

the o rE' t ic8 ~,

t r ad iti on focu 2ecl up cn the of f Em cl el' , upon t h e vict im, or upon

th e stat e ?

To ''''ha t extent doe s the traclibcn a tte mrt. to
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e.ccoun~:,

for

I,

process es of vic timi~. a tion as opposed to p rocesses of becoming criminal?
What answer does the tradj.tion give to the question - 'who is tr_e
victim'?

The an S'Ners to these questions will be rele.tec1 to the types of

consciousness within '",hich each tradition fUIletions.

1 will noVi go on

to consider each in turn.

5.2.

Social Democratic Criminologl

In outlining the various aspects of tl;e social democre. tic image of
criminal victimisation, it is firstly necessary to re-assert some elements
of the arguments whieh have been developed so fe.r.

The history of the

development of victimology and the political and philoscphieal background to its development, is a neglected facet of the &velopment of
social democra tic crimi nolcgy as a

who~e.

1 intend to

c.rm~

upon those

parts of the abo ~.re chapters (1 - IV) which make a contribution to our
understandj.ng of the orientation of social de o ocratic criminologists and
politicians to the issue of criminal victim i sation, and then go on to
evalua te the relevant theoretical and prac ticld. implientions.

In Chapter 1 i t was pointed out that the hi:;. t.orieal development of
social democratic criminology had been concerned with a primary' focus of
attention upon the offender, to the extent that the study of the vi.ctim
and the state have been largely neglected.

Thus, in almost all of the

work which criminologists engaged in up until compara.t.ively recent times,
the main purpose was to ley bare the etiology of criminal behaviour
through the application of methods derived from the natural sciences.

The philosophical system which has most closely informed the development of social democra tic criminology has been positivism, and the
offender-centred nature of the discirline can be traced in large part to
some trends wi thin posi ti vis tic consci ousness.

The first of

the~;e

is

posi tivism' s specific vie\'! of human na ture and the origins of beha viour.
Man is held to b e fundamentally constrained and ac",;ed upon by circums t ances outside of his control.

The intens ity of t his det erminism has

of co ur :' 8 'fa r-i e d accordi ng to "::hath e!r biologic 81 ,
environmen tal va riables ha ve been
a s the locus of va rious

stress ~ d.

mo ~ iv ~ tions,

psycho~. c g ic a l,

or

Th e o f fe nder has b e e n viewed

forces a n d cir cums t ance s which lead

directly or ind i rectly to crimj.nal behavi o ur.
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A second trend within positivism is the concept of pathology; the
offender is viewed as assailed by impaired ra.tionali ty, and crime itself
is regarded as a set of responses highlighting that irra tionali ty. Thus
the offender has sometimes been held to be biologically or psychologically
abnormal, to be inoapable of acting rationally because of faulty socialisation, or else existing in objeotively abnormal circumstances '.'!hioh
give rise to behaviours which are at once irrcotional but which are,
paradoxically, normative.

Thirdly, positivism tends tOVlS.rds the view that the proper role of
the social scientist, as scientist, is to identify causes and remed.ies
in relation to social problems.

This tendency rests in a view of social

order and a definition of problems, as reflecting a consensus which
corresponds to the needs of the social system.

These three central

trends have given rise to an orientation which we refer to as 'offendercentred', and which I will now examine more closely.

Firstly, the concentration upon the offender has been - as we have
observed - paralleled by the failure of mainstrear.l criminology to consider
the victim in any but the most peripheral ways.

The search for causes,

either within the criminal or within his milieux, has led to a tradition
of study in which the victim of crime is regarded as merely incidental.
Psychological criminologists have abstracted personal variables ane. have
omitted situational variables.

HO'/Iever, as victimologists operating in

the socia.l-psychological mould continually assert, individu&.l criminal
behe.viour cannot usefully be sepo.ra ted out from the dyne.mic context in
which it takes place.

This type of extrusion has been a major feature

of posi ti vis t criminology, ;\'hich far from being the study of crine is
more justly seen as the study of the criminal.

The 'denial of the victim' , although c.irectly related to the offendercentred focus of positivist criminology, is also indirectly related to
its image of social order and its conception of its ovm role as a poJ.icy
science.

In this respect it is perhaps the caSE: that its offender-

cen tredness is part of a wider order-centredness.
that the main purpose of criminology has been a

'1.·ha t I mean here is

dG~~.re

threat of crime to social oreler as brcadly conceived..

to overcome the
It he.s clearly

not been motivated by a desire to underst.and and eradicate victimisation,
o?:' the hermful impact of crimp. uron its individual targets.
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Therefore, we might say that the denial of the victim is but an
aspect of the narrow focus of positivist criminology.

The neglect of

the study of such things as the historical and contemporary role of the
state in relation to crime control, processes of law creation and criminalisation, and the nature of policing, stem from the absence of a
broader theoretical framework which would have permitted a thorough and
wide-ranging examination of the complexity of class interes ts served. by
the operation of the criminal justice system in capitalist society.
Equally, it seems to me, such an examiniation would have necessitated the
incorporation of a victim-orientation into the analysis.

This would pose basic questions as to the conception of 'harm'
which informs the criminalisation of behaviour and the assumptions underlying the conceptions of 'victim' in the law, and the effective position
and treatment of the victim in the judicial process.

It would also

examine the social relations of policing, with special reference to the
extent to which policing is organised around the needs of individue.ls
and neighbO"l.U'h::-,ods, or those of corporate interests or the more abstract
interests of 'order'.

As a 'science of crime' it would be interested

in processes by which people become victims at a number of different
levels - the micro level or level of group dynamics, as well as at the
intermediate and macro-levels of social environments, institutions, and
the social structure.

Posi ti vis t criminology is not, ho·'·'ever, entirely without a conception
of the 'victim' or of 'victimisation'.
of 'offender-as-victim I

-

Indeed it operates with a notion

a victim variously, of b'iology, personality

disorder, poor parenting, under-socialisation, poverty, blocked opportunity
or criminogenic environments.

In the ha.rd determinism of the psychological

tradi tion of clinical criminology, this notion of victimisa tiOf:.-~is
strongly implicit.

The offender cannot help - and most probably does

not desire - his abnormal motivations; thus, the individuartreatment
model is directly constn.:.ed as helping the 'victim' - the deviant inc.ividual.

In the sociological version of positivist criminology the idea of
crime as resulting from what I shall call 'social victimisation', has
been parafl101.mt since its inception in the earl:;' nineteenth century.

The

works of early sociological criminologists in the period frc::1 1850-1930,
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which stressed. the helplessness of (particularly younger) offenders in
the face of moral and socio-economic pressures, became firmly wedded
to the salvationist interventions of chari table organisa.tions, and la,ter
to the emerging state crime-control bureaucracies.

The twentieth-

century wedding of sociological positivism in criminology and socialdemocratic politics, as described in Chapters II and. III, also has its
origins in the nineteenth century and is significa.ntly rooted in their
joint concern with social victimise.tion.

For criminologists the emphasis

of this concern is tovlaro.s explanatory systems which lend themselves to
intervention.

For the poljticians the emphasis is more intimately

associated with a specific understanding of the relationship between
'social justice' and 'order'.
]'or the social democrat it is the creation and maintainance of
social ,justice which guarantees the smooth operatimn and ultimate survival
of social order.
linked.

Social justice and order are seen as inextrjcably

This belief derives quite strongly from cla.ssicist notions of

legally-derived justice (stressing liberty and equality), as enlarged
to include a notion of social justice - a justice which is enshrined not
only in

~,

but in a consciously created set of social arrangements.

This goes beyond the legally-derived justice of liberalism - which rests
in a conception of 'natural', 'inalienable' rights delivered and guaranteed by legislation.

In other 'Nords, social democrats attempt to arrive

at. a better fit between legal and substantive equality.
For social democrats then, social victimisa.tion - the continued
existence of substantive ineguali ty - involves two related sets of consequences.

Firstly, relative deprivation and immiseration - as measured

agains t contemporary standards of social jus tice; secondly, the .declining
quality of personal and social relationships encouraging feelings of discontent and injustice vThich may spill over into criminal behaviour.
Thus, their traditional commitment to reform has always had two goals the establishment of greater social justice and the assurance of a greater
degree of tranr.1;i1i t.y in the forrr of red.uced levels of crime and disorder.
The writings of social democratic politician:': on crime contrel
forever lay stress on this connection.

President Johnson's Crime Com-

mission (1967), for instance, believed that crime could be reduced if a
nu~ber

of objectives were fulfjlled..
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Society must seek to prevent crime

before it occurs by ensuring social and economic jus t.ice; the criminal
justice system must develop better techniques for reacting to crime and
dealing ?iith offenders.

Tbe injustices of the system must be eliminated

in order to win the co-opera tion and respect of all citizens.

Wha t was

envisaged was a new intervention by feder al g overnment in the operations
of a mostly localised system of law enforcement, courts and corrections,
and a massive new monetary investment in order to achieve co-ordinati on
and rationalisation.

Research and technology, as we saw in Chapter III,

were elevated to a central position in the system, in order to provide
continuous data to aid in the effective application of crime control
techniques.
Inherent

in this notion. of a joint attack on crime through the

merging of social policy

~

criminal justice policy, is th e collapsing

of the two categories of victimisation.

In the social democratic vision

of the Crime Commission, conceptions of social victimisation and criminal
victimisation became merged.
This merging is epitomised in the rhetoric of Presid.ent Johnson and
Attorney-General Ramsey Clark.

To them victimi.sation was largely seen in

terms of the lack of fairness, justice and civil rights accorded in
practice to the American poor, and. the factors 'Nhich produced crime
would not be reduced until these basic issues were dealt with.

Clark's

writing s contain the most forthright exposition of this view point.
his Crime in America (1970) P.11) he observes that
II

In every ma.jor city in the United. States
you will find that two-thirds of the
arres ts take place among only about blO
per cent of the population. ',,','here is
that area in every city? 'N ell, it's in
the same place where infant mortality is
fO'lT times higher than in the city as a
whole; where the death rate is 25 per
cent higher; v;here life expe ctancy is
ten years shorter; 'Nhe re common communicable di sease d wi th the potential of
physical and mental damage are six and
eig ht and ten times more fre que nt;
'Nhure alcoholism and. drug adc. iction are
prEv £~lent to a dec r ee for transcending
that of the rest of' the city ; whEre educa tion is poor es t - the oldest s chool
building, th e mcs t crowdec. and turbulent
schoolrooms , the fe we st c ertifi ed te a chers,
the highe st r ate of dro pouts; where the
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In

average formal schooling is four to six
years less than for the city as a 'Nhole.
Sixty per cent of the children in Watts
in 1965 lived ','ii th only one, or neither
of the parents. fI
Pres ident Johnson himself also regularly articulated such vie'Ns in
his many speeches on crime and civil disorders.

In July 1967, in a

national address on the problem of the ghetto riots he said :
fI

The only genuine, long range
solution for what has happened lies
in an attack - mounted at every level
- upon the conditions which breed despair ana. violence •
'ell of us know
what these conditions are: ignorance,
discrimination, slums, poverty, disease,
not enough ,jobs. Vre should attack
these conditions not because we are
frightened by conflict but because we
are fired by conscience. We should
attack them because there is simply no
other way to achieve a decent and,
orderly society in America • • • fI
(cited in Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders 1968 p.xv.).

But, the social democratic concern for crime control does not merely
rest in philosophical notions of ,justice, whether socially or legally
derived.

The perennial problem of crime control in the management of

capit.alist social relations is usually, and certainly was in the 1960's,
rooted in: very pragmatic and. urgent pol:i.tin'l.l i:nper9.tives.

It i.3 at

this point that their partic)ulA.r image of crime and social justice begins
to faulter.

There are a number of contradictary '!lements affecting bo':.h

theory and practice, ancl I will no'!! explore these.

Fi.rstly, the rhetoric oOl1cerning a crime-free society based on
'equ.ality' and 'justice' is continually int':lr-v;oven

wit~ argumf:~nt3

for

a flstrong but fair" crimi.nal. justice system as a necessary corrollary t;)
sllch a 30ciety.

This i;; fOll..'1d in Johnson's speeches) for ins t'1nce in the assertion
th~,t

ttre3pect for l,?.w i.3

d.pp :;n(13 •

tI

A.

cond:'..ti·:m 1)pon 'sh".ch the ','lhole soc1.a.l order

(C-L tc~(l in Lonak2r 1967 P .h-3).

I

Jimi.19.rlf, C1B.rk's view of

pov'.-)rty 8.S thf) limn t~ler of cr:Lne!l L; aCCO!:l(iA.ni'''lri by the beli.c:f tha t; the
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police, courts and prison sys tems should De effective and fair in order
to earn the respect and support of all classes.

The Crime Commission's

Report represented a point of con'1ergenc8 of all these positions ,but
in the unfolding of its vi;:;ws, it moves swiftly from calls for soci9.1
justice reform to oalls for crinlinal justice reform.

And, as

'I,'e

saw

in Chapter III above, the creation of be LEAA af tAr 1968, as a major new
state orime-control bureaucracy, was no t about the prol:lotion of social
justice, but the de\relopment of an increasingly repret3sive system of
cri:ninal justice.

In this, victimology played an essential role.

It unoovered cri:ni.nal

victimi:'1a tion as a major form of social injus tice, and thi3 contributed
to the part of the equation concerned "Nith social justioe, in as muoh as
criminal victimi3ation was shown to be
disadv8.ntage.

di::.~ectly

associR.tcd with sooial

It also generated large amounts of data of pot':mtial value

in evaluating the perfor:nanoe of parts of the cri:ninal jus tice sys tem.
It diacovered a crucial link between crimi.nal viotimisa tion (and the
fear of it), and dimi.nished support for the police and courts, the
acceptance of the inevi tabili ty of crime, the corruption am1 in effectu8.1i ty of law enforcement, and reduced levels of reporting.

All of these

things are inimical to social order, and the demonstration of i'lidespread
cri:ninal victimisation of the poor could proably be seen, in this context,
as presenting an issue through '.vhich consensus and legitimacy could be
renewed.

For social democrats as for conservatives, the issue of publio confi.dence in the criminal justioe system is central.

It therefore stresses

effectiveness and fairness, but in the arena of politioal realities the
two are not coterminous.

The presentation by conservative politicians and.

media of black crime and black disorder as a major threat to the existence
of

~'meriGa

society, coupled wi th the serious danger of a desertion of

the white 'Horking-class vo te, clearly tipped the balance of concern from
fight:i.,ng crime throl~gh social intervention (t~18reby re(Jucinc:; social
victimi,sa tion), to an emphasis on repressive measures.

The st'l te in

chpi talis t :'3ociety mus t manage no t only conflicts between
t!1.o."e 7;ithin C1'1.33e3.

cl9.~)ses

but al,so

The rel,',ti.ve econof:],i::: awl social rO'Ner of the

'shi te m:'_ddle - and -::orking class overshado'Ned

q

tt;ent:"'.::>n to crimt' a.s a

probl>'31TI for black AmeriGans, in fa'1(1)1' of crimp. as a prob1em pos8d
black Ampri0ans.
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A further contrlidictc) ry element in social democracy's conflation of
social and criminal victimisation stems from the role of the stqte in the
management of the economic sphere of capitalism.

As Mi c hael Harrineton

has made clear (1976 - see Chapter III above) the inc rellsed financiql
expendi.. ture of the Ame rican

governr~9nt

on the 'lIar in Vietnam)

effect-

ively red:lCed the almilable revenues for social inves tme::1 t. The paradox:
of social democracy is that it is continually unable to resolve the contradictions of inequality in wasy commensura te 'I.'i th its philosophical
cOJ:1:1itment to social justice, and so inevitably turns to the repression
of disorder and crime - the velvet glove of welfare is discarded for the
iron fist

The sense of W1ease however, remains strong, for the philosophical
ideal is never completely abandoned.

The image of the 'soG i a l contract',

which social democracy inh e rits from classicism, is one of mutual responsibili ty and ob"!.iga tion.

Thus, by allowing injus tice to persis t, the

state abrogates its responsibility to ensure the existence of social
arrangements which will ensure both justioe and order.

The failure of

consensus is thereby a failure of' the state, and so long as it does not
abolish .§2.cial victimL::;a tion, neithe r can i t abolish

££irn:h~

victimisa tion.

In its approach to victims of crime, social democratic criminology
a ttempts to overcome this contradiction.

In the same 'Nay as the inter-

ventionist state strives through social 'l;elfare measures to cushion the
c<'.sualt:Les

of social victimisation, it should logically extend the welfare

net to cover the victims of distorted personal and social relations.
Historically, the provision-from the 1960's onwards-of state compensation
for the victims of violent crime, is an example of this.

Alt hough effect-

ively little was done in Britain to encourage independent victims support
schenesand other related services, t hese would be seen by some social
democrats as an essential adjunct to statutory social services, much in
the same way as is the rest of' the voluntat"J social 'l;elfare s e ctor.

The tacit support fo:,:, vic tim services which has come fr om the British
Labo ur Party and from Labour Part]

cOl1~rolled

local authori ties, i s a

more r ece nt phenomenon associated with other de velopments in debates on
cr.'im8 control, with ,:hioh I will de'll in
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Ch~tpb~ r

VI.

5.3.

Right-winpj criminology
In the 1970's, scholars began to recognise the emergence of a right-

wing criminology.

Vihat had hitherto merely been treated as a set of

reactiona~ st~tements

on crime and punishment with no serious academic

credentials, was now seen to have developed into a coherent theoretical
perspective which posed significant challel1Ges to social democratic
orthodoKy in most of the latter's theoretical asswnptions and policy
prescriptions, and which was forcing other traditions to confront it
seriously.

Platt and Takagi (1977) labelled this perspective the "new

'realism' " and noted that it had arisen in response to the renewed
problems of social order generated by capitalism's new crisis, and the
apparent failure of social democratic social and criminal justice policies
to deal with them.

Politically, as Young (1986 p. 23.) maintains, they

range from Ernest Van den Haag, who is a traditional conservative, to
Norval Morris who is "a 'J .S.Mill' type of liberal", to James Q. Wilson,
who differs from both of them.
Right-wing criminolo&y operates in two over-lapping realms; among
right-wing politicians and media pundits, ani among academic criminologists.

Its appeal is broad and attracts much support among public

opinion on issues of crime and punishment.

A significant reason for

this appeal almost certainly lies in the fact that it is - by contrast
with other criminologies - 'victim-centred', although the specific nature
of its orientation to 'victims' must be carefully
The opening shot in the resurgence of

ex~mined.,

right-win~

criminology, was

the publication in 1968 of Gary Beck'3r's economic approach to crime
(Becker 1968).

Becker's position is more correctly seen as a restatement

of classicist principles in relation to human nature and the well-springs
of behaviour; it is more a restatement of the Benthamite utilitarian view
of 'economic man' than it is an application of conservative political
philosophy.

Becker's model of criminal behaviour dispense:::. with the

various determinants stressecl in sociological and psychological positivism.
It sees criminal behaviour, like all other behaviour, as motivated solely
by the o:'fen,:ler's perception:3 of' "opportuni ty costs".

The decision to

engaGe in, or re frain from, criminal behaviour depends Ujjon the as.38SSmants ':,hich the indivirll'l.l maxes - 'Nhich he ra tiol1ally calc,Jlates concerni.ng the balance between potential rewards 2nd. potential risks.
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Thus effective crime control rests upon the ability of the criminal
justice system to maximise the ri sk, and potential offender's perceptions of the risk, of apprehension, trial, conviction and punish:nent.
Als o, recidivism can be combatted by maximisine the opportunities for
prisoners to find employment on release.

The emphasis of t h e economic

model (Sullivan 1973) is upon the denial of pathology, abnormality, or
social circumstanc e s a s the causes of crime.

The image of the offender

as a rational calculator runs strongly through all variants of right-wing
criminology.
The most systematic exposition of right-wine criminology lies in
the work of James Q. Wilson.

In Thinking About Cri me (1975) he is at

pains to refute the central contention of social dem ocratic criminology
- tha t poverty is a primary cause of crime.

He notes tha t the per iod of

the sharpest rises in recorded crime correspond, paradoxically, to the
decades of greatest affluence and the highest levels of social investment in welfare.

He further notes that the relative economic position

of black Americans improved substantially but that the position of
ghetto blacks worsened.
Report (see Chapter

ri:

He is in accord with the view of the Moynihan
above) that this led to a weakenine of the black

family structure and the resultant under socialisation of black youth.
Indeed his argument about the caus es of the broader post-war crime wave
shifts quickly towards the conservative emphasis on the failure of social
control.
The 1960's saw a boom in the proportion of the population in the
la te teenage g r oups, th us m'. ll tiplying the "magnitude of s ocialisation
tasks" (ibid. p.13).

The "contaGion"of youth culture, the declininG

deterrence effect of the police and c ourts, the decline in the arrest
r'ite and in the less than proportionate increase in convictions and
penal ties, the declin,9 in "the supply a nd value of legi timFl. te opportunities",all led to the decre e.sing costs of ill ega l activities and to
the re a soned and c aloula t e d conclusion, especi a lly on the pa rt of youth,
t ha t "it made more s ens e to s t ea l oars than to wash them"

(ibid. P.19).

Anothe r pr edominant t h"l me in cons s rvat i. ve crimin ol oGY, in ',"il s on's
'Nork, is tha t crime o.nd di :3 0rder have an

ero din~

effect upon 'communivJ',

and th a t i t is al s o t ha t lithe f a il ur e of comm unityll - i n

tho~

sens e of

the deline or ab 3en~ e of mutually inter es ted ac tions a nd a s s ooia tions
of citizens - furth e r encourages crime and thus th e f urther decl i ne of
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community.
Wilson's concern 'Nith community and its interactive associations
with crime, develops into a theory of victimisation.

He notes, citing

evidence from surveys of victimisation, that • • •

"

• • • victims of crime are disproportion'l. tely to be found in
communities (or inoreasingly,
non-com:nunities) that support
liberal candidates. "
(ibid. p.23).

Wilson is making a number of important and related points.

Firstly,

the fact that working-class (and especially black working-class) comm~~ities

suffer more, and are more afraid of, crime, gives the lie to

the argument that poverty leads to criminal behaviour; in truth, poverty
is highly associated with victimisation, most of which results from the
actions of groups within those communities, often having relatively the
same social characteristics.

The victims of this inten1icine conflict

suffer because they are powerless - the aged, the low-inoome - to move
away from high crime neighbourhoods, and they receive less than adequate
protection from the police.

The second point is that, in the results of

surveys of the attitudes of inner-city residents, there is a detectable
concern not only with crime, but with rowdyness, drunkeness, immorality,
and the presence of drug-addicts and "derelicts" - a concern for the
decline in "right and seemly behaviour ll •

(ibid. p .35).

In a later work, Wilson and Kelling (1982) explore this point in
detail.

They found that citizens are concerned not necessarily with

violent or criminal people, but ','{ith disorderly people, including "panhandlers ll , prostitutes, and the mentally disturbed.

Disorderly behaviour,

when left lIuntended" leads as m:Jch to the breakdown of community controls
as crime itself.

It encourages the 'respectable' to avoid certain areas,

so that any respectable person appearing becomes a noticable and potential
ta.rget for street crime.

It encourages muggers, whether opportunistic

or professional, to believe that there are reduced risks of
&'1i

that witnesses will not care enough to call the police.

bei~~

caU6ht,

It encourage.s

feelings of p071erlessnes.3, of resentment ani cynicism for law enforeement,
and of great fear for personal safety.
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Lack of control leads especially

to conflict with the police, who appear ineffective and uncaring and who
come to see the area's residents as

lI

animals who deserve each other."

(ibid. p.33).

These worsening relations have resulted from the shift (in the
1960's and 1970's) in the role of the police from that of "night watchman"/ "order maintainance" to that of "crime fighter", and the progresssive centralisation of policing and prosecution from community to state
level.

The powerlessness of communities and thus victimisation and fear,

are exacerbated by social policy especially those policies bearing on
due process safeguards and other rights of offenders which have interfered
with the

order-maintain~~ce

role of the police and with their alliance

with respectable communities.

Fundamental to 'i;'ilson's position is the notion of the division
of working-class communities into two increasingly distinct groups. One
group, on low wages or welfare, holds on to consensual values of 'respectability' and is not involved in illegality or immorality.
of absence of social or a real mobility

But, because

this group is forced to live

with the disorderly and predatory groups mentioned ab ove.
particularly hold because of increased resic1entia1

These facts

segre~:a.tion

in the

past ten-t·Nenty years - for aspiring micldle-class and workir::g-class blacks.
The real price of segrega.ticn, Wilson saYf:"

is notthat it forces ble.oks

and white apart, but that it forces blacks, of different Cle.S8 positions
together!

The end proc1\lo t is the l,.mhappy choice between rage and

despair at the fc.ct that the ghettos are now controJ.led by a predatory
unCler class.

(Wilson op .oi t. pp .33-35).

Fa:, Wilson, as for most conservatives, community, commlmity control:::.,
va1ues, and propriety are central to justice.

The great injust.ice ",'hich

he sees is that countless people who observe all prohibitions and obligations incumbent upon citizenship, suffer greatly at the hands of those
who ftmaame!1-sc·.lly do

no~,.

','ihereas the sompwbat. simi1.a.r conclnsicns of

social demccrats lead them to argue for greater social in-:el'Vent.ion by
the state, ';1:'ilson con-:ends H'_at in the short run at leas-t; sovernmpnt can

do little to mair.tain a neighbourhood community, except in He sense of
slewing its dec:!.ine by aiding it in order-nlldntaicaDce.
however l government can do much.

It: the long nm

It can insure the upward. m0bib ty of

those who .,.-ish to Chan{.';8 tte-i r 10-:-. j aIlrl , it can
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Otl

tlaw r'?c:i 21 disc ,'im:i-

na tion and ensure geographic 131 mobility.

The traditional solutions of

urban renewal have fail ed because ttey have tended to move tte underclass into new housing projects, and even out into the suburbs.

More

policing will not of itself do the tr i ck as t.hie. will not of itself win
the allegiance of respectable elements in poor c omnH;ni ties.

The final thrust in 'Nilson's t.heory is aga.inst. "liberal" (Le.
social democratic) criminologists and politicians in their allied
orientation towards crime and victimisation, especially in the
the Johnson Crime Commission 8,nd of Ramsey Clark.

~ork

of

It is axiomatic for

J ahnson and Cle.rk that orime is born of discrim:i.na tien and poverty, and
their vieVl is based on the determinist assumption that people B.re
prima.rily driven by tbe objective positions in which they find themselves.
However, Wilson points out, it is a minority of poor peop l e who cor.m:i t
or:ime.

Sooiological oriminolcgis ts have not, therefore, shown that these

"root causes" inevitably lead to o rime , but they

~

agreed on the

centrality of attitude-formation and of valt.:.e-systems arising in the

I·

context of cultural patterns and intimate groups.

None of these latter findings, implioit to the conclusions of
suboultural theorists suoh as Walter Miller and Albert Cohen, and in
Edwin Sutherland's theory of differential assooiation, "could supply a
plausible basis for the advocacy of public policy."

(ibid.. p .48). How,

Wilson asks, oan government policy be expected to influence the subjeotive
states that precede or accompany crim:inal behaviour.

"

Society, of course, shapes a.tti tudes
and values by its example, its instittutions, and its practices, but. slowly
imprecise 1y, and wi th great difficul ty.
If families inculcate habits of virtue,
law-abidingness, and decorum , it is
rarely beca",se the family is acting as
the agent of socie ty or its go,v Grnm€!nt,
bu":. 1'£1. tr.er becau s e it is a good fa.mily.

II

(it,id. p.4.9).
Viilson , with the pessimism which chars.cterise," s o mllch conservative
thought, daub ts thflt government pol:i.oy can off-s6t the infl Uf:nces of
family and peer-group.

Hovi could the f,overnm en t sllpp ly the lower olass

with a new set of values consj.et.ent wi tb la'N-ahiclingne ss?
the supply of extra, money change a

cla~;s
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Em."

could

·t;hich exists becEJuse of i t.s

i.
I

values rather than its income?

Surely, he maintains, sociclogical

criminolcgists are confusing causal analysis with policy analysis.
It is one thing to identify the causes of a phenomenon - and sociologists list many primary causes - but cuite another to wholeheartedly
claim that policy will affect them.

Social problems are invariably caused, he goes on, by factors which
c[mnot be changed easily or at all.

The tastes, attitudes, valt;_e2. from

which human volition derives, "are either formed entirely by choice on
the product of biological or social processes that we carmot or will not
change"

(ibid. p.50-51).

"

The one thing we cannot easily do
• • • is change, by plan and systematically, the minds of men. I f
peace can only be assured by doing
what we cannot do, then we can
never have peace. "
(ibid.).

Thus, Valson conjures in his work an overview of the social and
human conditions which lead to criminal victimisation, though certain
conclusions have to be inferred from his often vague and general discourse.
People harm one another because it is (in part at least) their nature to
do

so~

The negative and positive facets of social order, to a great extent
reflect the negative and positive sides of human nature.

Also, to the

extent the.t people choose to adhere to the values with which they are
made familiar, they will do good, at at least refre.in from bad actions.
To the extent that social order, seemingly through deliberate government
policies towards social institutions and criminal justice, is organised
to restrain bad actiOns, the less it will resemble the 'war of all against
all. '
HOlr;ever, even in a society where most are weD socia]jsed and restrain themselves from bad actions, there wilJ be those who prey upon
them.

This inevitable fact lead.s to the

conserva~ive's

tr1.1st and d'3di-

cation to social defence, to an emphasis upon the princirles of punishment
and deterrence.

Here conservatives depart strong]:)' from 30c::'al democratic

crjminologist.s and poli ticians 'Nho in their deterministic vie'll of man,
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says Wilson, "make an_y reliance on deterrence seem futile or irrelevant. II
(ibid. p.53).
Wilson, in company vii th others on the new right, affirms the
right:fulness and efficacy of punishment.

If humans are rational calcul-

ators, will they not then inevitably be deterred by the increased risks
of pain and deprivation?

The duty of the state to act through the

criminal justice system to ensure the adequate protection of the innocent
is paramolmt.
I have dealt at length with the work of Wilson as this would seem
to be the most fully presented and

challer~ing

account of the conservative

position, and also one from which can be derived the conservative account
- a fairly systematic criminological account - of both the wider and
more immediate origins of criminal victimisation.

I will noVi move on to

deal with other right-wing authors whose 'narks also contribute to conservative images of victimisation.
It is clear, as I have already stated, that right-wing criminology
has a strong orientation towaras notions of victimisation.

In the work

of Wilson, and- Norval Morris (Morris and Hawkins 1969; Morris 1974),
emotional tones are very muted.

Indeed, in their attacks on social

democratic penology, their concern is explicitly related to considerations
of the e:ffectiveness (or otherwise) of penal sanctions in reducing the
incidence of criminal behaviour, and of the justice and fairness in respect of the offender.

However, in the work of others, moral outrage

at the plight of crime victims, and their treatment by the criminal
justice system, obtrudes strongly.
Right wing law and order rhetoric _and popular media pre2,entations
of crime have always, of course, focused on actual victims' experiences
as well as addressing the widespree.d individual fear of victimisation.
PA.tricia. Morgan's book Delinquent Fantasies (1978), for instance, inveighs
ae:;ainst the line'll barbarism" brought about by' rising r9.tes of street crime,
burglary, vandalism, and disorderly

con(~uct

and is replete 'Ni t.h the

details of exceptional - though real - cases.

The onslaught of delin-

quents and criminals on public life involves many costs.

There is a

dramatic reductior. in personal freedom; so many other right::.; of ci tizenship cannot be exercised. unless safety of life and limb are guaranteed..
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Personal freedom resides not ha.ving to calculate the risks involved to
your person and

YOlIT

property, of your every hourney outdoors. (ibid.

p.9).
Delin(;uency wastes considerable social and economic resources, and.
con tributes to the decline of the environmental fabric, making for places
which are harsh and where danger from deliberate harms abound.
Wilson she sees

I

urban breakdown I and the

I

Like

decline of commur.J. ty I as very

much the effects ra ther than the causes of delinquency leading to circumstances in which victimisation becomes more likely.

Those who have

the mind and means to escape - professional and skilled groups - do so,
leaving behind the powerless, the heavily welfare-dependent groups.
'VVhat they run from is not just discrete acts of violence and vandalism,
but

0

0

II

• • • what could be called a
delinquent syndrome, a conglomeration of behaviour, speech,
appearanoe and attitudes, a
frightening ugliness and hostility
which pervades human interaotion,
a flaur.ting of oontempt for other
human beings, a delight in
crudity, cruelty and violence • • •

II

(ibid. p.13).
Morgan stresses what she sees as the fundamentally demoralising
effects of crime and disorderliness.

People feel that they have lost

control of their lives, and are at the mercy of fundamentally unjust and
capricious forces, and control and underst.anding the environment is
cut away, only to be replaced by meaninglessness and chaos.

People,

by their direct and indirect aotions, then start to speed the process
of decline, community is undermined, leadi.ng to "fragmentation where
there ought to be corr.bination."

(ibid. P.1S).

Crime is an attack on the rights of victims and ncn-victims alike;
for the right not be arti tarily coerced is basic, as is the protection
cf the old and weak an expression of care, concern anee solidarity in
human society.

Like Y/ilson, she also rails against the !lever-widening gulf between
the views of the public a.nee those of academics auG. profec.sionals on the
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reali ties of victimisa tion. II. She condemns the

ne'N

deviancy theory and

its concept of the 'moral panic' and the "left-liberal" denial of an
increase in crime or its seriousness, and amasses statistical evidence
for increases in crime and emphasises the relevancy of under-reporting
.
oJ.... crlme.
Further to her argument, and again in line with ,{filson, she
criticises the assumption that concentration upon the needs of the child
can be substituted for control and the inculcation of basic values. She
also charts the rise of the "new establishment" - the alliance between
the social sciences and social democracy.

The underlying optimism and.

"vast public spending", "welf'arism as a cure for all ills", the influence
of the poverty lobby and of civil libertaria.ns, fa.bian criminology,
rehabilitationism and the doctrine of non-intervention, the comrr.unity
treatment of delinquents, the Childrer: and Young Persons Act 1969, and
'progressivism in education', are all cited as parts of a pernicious
process by which, in the field of delinquency, "procedures of social
control and socialisation have been taken away from lay experience and
practice" and appropriated by professionals.

This has struck right at

the heart of the importanee of order and values in society.

The "new

establishment", not being able to deliver the goods, is a significant
part of the problem itself. (ibid. p.48).
Conservatism has not until very recently been treated as a distinct
paradigm within criminology.

As a political philosophy, conservatism

has ahvays contained strongly articulated ideas on crime and deviance
and, in fact, it is against these ideas which nineteenth cent.ury positism,
and twentieth-century social democratic criminology have reacted.

Also,

radical criminology - in its ec.rlier as well as its more recent phases
(see 5.4 below) has certainly conducted its polemics as much against
conservative as against social democratic notions of crime, order and
justice.
In a recent assessment of conservatism as a paraa.igm '.'Ii thin crimir..ology, ,Jock Young (1981 pp.27l~-80) has no~ed thAt. •
II

Conserva tism is directed against
lit f:ralism and reformic;m, and its
e[;sential1y pragma. tic cheracter
is a conie~uence of protracted
hi,d.orical re sis tance to the ref orming imp 1.) 13 e • "
(p.274).
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Conservative political philosophy origineJ.ly arose as a reaction
against the ideas of the French Revolution.

It has stressed the organic

nature of society, and defended the tradi tione.l order against the
individualism and rationalism of the emerging bourgeoisie.

Conservatives

h8.ve also st.ressed social tradition, '<'lith its emphasis on community,
kinship, hierarchy, authority and religion, and has given central place
to the role of the value system in permeating the corr.ponent parts of
social organisation, and in constraining the type of individual egoism
which might undermine the social collectivity.
Conservatism is opposed to rapid. social change because of the
eroding effect upon social values and institutior.s which might result.
Change is always better if gradually applied and with strict attention
to the role of social policy Dl reinforcing 'natural' collectivism and
in defending social institutions.

h~an

The conservative notion of

informing the notion of social order.

nature is essentially important in
Human nature is dual.

Man is a

social animal, but he remains an animal in the sense that the 'old Ad.am'
rer.la.ins wi thin us giving rise to potentially anti-social impulses which
society must control through the inculcation of appropriate values. This
image involves a voluntaristic notion of human action in which we are
endovied wi ~h freedom of choice and the ability to consciously res train
our lower urges.

Thus although the processes of socialisation are

important - their importance lies in the development of these selfregulating capacities of the individual.

Sacrifice, self-discipline, and

submission to traditional values and authority structures are the foundations of conservative philosophy (ibid.).
It is also important to note tha t there are a number of points at
which conservatism overlaps

~ith

Classicism.

Firstly, both share a

volu..'1taristic image of human nature and action; but, whereas classicists
see reason and individualism as positive and. progress ive social

~'orces,

for conserva ti.ves, reason in itself - especially when harne2,sed to the
egoism of individual desires - can lea0 directly to social disintegration.
Thus for ccnservatives the social system is of necessity coercive; for
social values, insti tutionc., government, and espRcially law and the criminal
justice system, mlJst be so organised as to con:;.train and deter harmful
egoism.
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Secondly, both accept the notion of a 'social contract'. For the
classicist this ccntract is seen - in the spirit of Locke - as freely
entered into on the basis of the rational calculation of the mutual
benefits to the individual and the social collectivity.
aclliereing to a
reason to a

Hobbe~3i..,:m

funclarn~mtaJ.

For conserv-atives,

noti:m of the contr9.ct, see it as gO-l:!1g beyond
fai th in the reasonableness of deep-rooted and

hi;,;torically proven soc -Lal arrangernen ts and hil'lrarchi ,c3.

Thu3 ? dmund

Burke (1729-i797) not'')ll that the contr.act is quite unlike that ·.'ihich
might emerge in trade and "be dissol"/ed by the fancy of the parties".
It is a partnership over generations • • •

"

• not only between those who
•
ar.e living, but between tho ,3e who
are livins, those who are dead,
and those who are to be born. Each
contr.ac t of each pa r ticular sta te
is but a clause in the grea t primeV'J.l contract of eternal soci.")ty

"

•

(Burke 1 770 : cited in Buck
1975 P .51 ).
Thus, the conserV'itive contract is of a much more immutable and
one-sid.ed nature than tha t of the classicists, and this has a bearing
on conservatives' seemingly contradictory approach to

vi(~tilTI.'3

of crime.

Finally, it i,3 important to compare both of these theori02s on the
b:-1Si3 of their conceptions of the relationship between 'onIer' and
'justice'.

For the classicist, social order and tranfJuilit.y are to be

achieved. throUGh the pursuite of justice - by which is mean":; here - at
bs.sB - the securing of the rights of indi.vidu,qls to property and t.he
security of one's p ers on, as well as the securing of a hO,'3t of procedUl aJ
1

rights concerned with a variety of civil c ontracts, the
process and so on.

ru~e3

of due

Vie m::ty see th8refore that the activities of the

strictly constitutionali ;.,t United States Supreme Court - the ';:arren
Court - in i t.s many d'3cL3 ions

aim,~d

group mem"Jers and of de f'end'll1ts -

a t securing the riGhts 8f mi nori ty

'NilS

operating squr-tre ly 'I !i thin tbe

Ol)tirn-Lstic c19.3sic"!.st be1ief that visible, equa:.l.::
'.'Ii ll lead to a faJ.rer '.>d.rn'i::w.l. justice system and

di3tribu+' ·~(l
2S

justi.ce

a found::t·t;i.on

.:;t()iE~

of hQrmO~1i:)us ~;oc~i.~l rel ''''1.t.i...r:)11S.
I

\V e have also 38en

j

in

Ch " 1.})t~;t's

II A.nd lIT, and1.n t he prcGe:ling
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section of this chapter that social democratic politic-i.?J1s took over the
classicist formula and consid.er,'1b ly extended its conr:eption of 'justice'.

The conservative formula reverses that of classioists and social
democrats.
achieved.

Order now beCOG18S the mt')8.ns through ',vhich justice can be
.:~s

Ernest van den Haag has put i t :
If

• • • the paramount duty J the
ra:Lson dIe tre, of goVe:-:11ments
is to provide a l~gal order in
which citizens can be secure
in their lives, their liberties J
anel. their pursu::.t of happiness.

If

(1975 p.3).
• • • also
If

Order is indispensible to
jus tice because jus tice can
be achieved only by means of
social and legal order. If
(ibi,i. p.35).

So importan-l;; is the maintainance ot' soch.l ane1 legaJ. order, that
Haag

con~,mds

ma.i:::rtainanr:e.

that in;tus t~~ may be necessary, temporarily, for its
T..'1e dut-.;r to do jus tice mus t always be subordinate to the

government' s dll~.;r to secure order.

(ibid.. p.36).

In conservative politicians' statern?-nts on crime, the term" "order"
and lithe rule of law" occur !:ith great frequency.

IYlcleed it is in a

close examination of the usage of these terms that the roots of conservatLve images of criminal vict.Lllisation are to be found.

In the period preceding the 1968 Pres:L(lentLal

~lect:j.0n

the

t'tIO

issues of cr'ime and disorder I'lere seized upon by Rich3.rd Nixon and Ronald.
Re a,s an •

The

con~ept

Lon of victi'll being us!?d

'!laS

a dlJal one - 30ci'1.1

order 'Nas a victim, but there 'flere other victims too: a
cocnuni tie.s beset by crime and

riot~-;,

Sf~n?e

of' value,s,

and demor'llhed and bleedL1.g indi-

vidnal victims lookint;' to govprnm"nt to protect them.
~Nhen

Rir,hard Hixon entered the Fresi.'i.enti.'l.l r'(ce in 1967, it was a
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very short time since political analys ts were predicting a continual
(:ecli..'1.e in electoral fortunes for the Republican Party.

Blacks had vo·ted

for them s inoe the days of Lincoln; now their mass de:38rtion to the
Democra ts in 1960 and 1964 was particuJ.arly seen as a fatal b low to the
Republicans' future fortunes.

Nixon and other GOP notables such as

Ronald. Reagan, Governor of California, quiGkly discovered during the
mid-term congressional elections of 1966 thnt 'law In' order' was an
issue which could be used to galvanize the white mid.dle - and '!iorking class vote in the North and South. (Chester et a1. 1969; McGinnis 1970).

As we have earlier seen, both Kermedy and JohmlOn had., during their
presidencies, experienced problems of the loyal ties of their traditional
white working class constituency.

As democratic administrations poured
t..~e

more money into the "war on poverty",
were seen to be the

non-'.'lor~ing

main beneficiaries of which

poor and blacks, the risks of des ertion

to other parties of the employed working class, became an important
In the context of the 1968 election, welfarism stood

consideration.

largely discredited.

.Added to this the fear of crime and crime itself

had given rise to considerable grass roots demands foY' a solution to the
"cri:ne problem" thr01.Jgh "get tough" policies in term:, of better and more
extensive policing, longer prison sentences and other repressive mea'3uC'es.

In many areas of national concern "backlash" had become a key-word,
and in terms of the Nixon campaign the particular methods through which
this could be harnessed il1'Tolved two rel"'.ted str8.tegies.

The first, or

"Southern strateg:r" involved Nixon in ai;nine for the la:'ge-scale realignment of v:hi te voters on the old. Confederate States.

Al though trad-

itionally Democrati.c these voters were considerably alienated from the
.J ohnson Adminis tr8.tion because of the cOr:lmi tment to Civil RiGhts. Although
unaffected by the riots, Nixon c0111,i use the spectre of black rioters
and looters to convice Southern white voters the. t i t was only a matter
of time before 'their' blacks turned to simi13.r activities.

The "Northern strateey" is more re2.2vant for our discussion, and

revolved around a n·JJ.1ber
of vic timisation

em'~rge3

o~

inter-lockLnG

in e. re.ther

theme~:;

i.ntere~3tLng

.,.,ithin '!ihieh the imar;e
·,vay.

In the following

extract in a speech by ReaGan a n:.II:lber of i.s3ues, already seen 1")y thr;
eJJ;ctorate as

in-':;~;r-n~lated.,

are given

The country, he says, cannot afford ••
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expre~')si.on

\'iithin tbe same sentence.

"

• • • politicians who demand th:lt
Social SecurivJ be tripled; that
tha t nation~,:. duty in Vie tnam be
di.3carded to provide huge makework programmes in the city slums
• • .; that no youth need honour
the draft; that Negroes need not
obey the law, that there will be
pie-in-the-sky once the country
gets m01rine again. "
(cited in Chester et al.
1 969 p. 200) •

Takine up the issue of welfarism Nixon continually sought to discredit programmes of social investment.

Government programmes had not

worked, and it "liaS time for private enterprise to take its
turn.

This "new road

l1

long-o~rerdue

would also, inciientally, benefit black commun-

ities, especially through the extension of black participation in
business.

In Nixon's speeches these same isslJes were also variously

intertwined.

The choices of the campaign were be tween himself and Johnson,

who believed in the "knee-jerk reaction of a

"

go~rernment

Over the past eight years we have
had billions of dollars poured in
- the result? - failure, frustration and riots across the land.

programme" •

"

(cited ibid. p.682).
AI.30 • •

"

• •• there's one issue on '!':hich
the difference between the candid.ates is crystal clear. And
tha t' s the is s ue of law and. order
in the United States. Mr.Humphrey
defends the record of the last
four years, defends the attorneygeneral and his policies • • • I
complete 1y disagree with him. I
S€!y when crime goes up nine times
faster than the populatLon, and
when forty-three per cent of the
American people are afraid to walk
on the street of their cities at
n:'.;ht, its time for a co:nplete
house c18anine. 11
(cLted in
p.1 2) •

,...-

rt·

•

.vI CI.rl nnlS

op.cit •

That the Nixon campaign operated in, as well as nurtured the fertile
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ground of public conceptions of thes e particul'l.r inter-relationships is
nicely illustrated by the repo:::-t of an interview conducted by a reporter
of the Saturday EvenirlG Post 'l:i th some women in the small town of
Millersburg, Pennsylvania.

Talking in terms of a Ifcommunist plot to

des troy us" they were pressed to say if their fears of crime and. disord.er
were real things in their lives "like the furnace not working, or the
plumbing going bad."
If

They answered • • •
Well, it's all part of the same
thing. Crime, the streets being
unsafe, strikes, the trouble
with the coloured, all this dopetaking, people leaving the churches.
It is a sort of breakdown of O'.lr
stA.ndards, the American way of life.

"

(Shester et ale op.cit.p282).
The authors insist that these were not paranoid ravings but the
articula tion of confla ted fears by ordinaI"J people.

Of particular significance is Nixon's knack of taking the slogans
of the left and of social democratic conceptions of justice and giving
them a different emphasis.

A partLcular example which acises in a

munber of different accounts of his campaign, is the concept of 'ci'ril
rights' •

"

I pledge a new at torney general.
I pledge an all-out war against
organised crime in this country.
I pledge that the fir~Y11
ri~ht of every American, the
rit)ht to be free from domest:b.£
vio~, will again be recog:nised and protected in this
great country of ours. "
(McGinnis op.cit. P.14--i5
emphasis added).

Nixon, con30io'.1s of the need not to entLrely alienate blacks, ani
also of the need to appear an undeclilred racist to some 'llhilst as a nonracist to others, made somewhat

obli~:hl

references to bl'l.cks as crime

victim.s, even going so far as to suggest thrl t blacks ani mos t to gain
from

18':; &'1,i

order sinGe it 'Nas they 'Nho s'li'fered more than their share

of victi,dsa tion.

Also, along lines similar to his redefinition of
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'civil rights', he further redefines the relationship between justice
and order.
II

To those who say that law and
order is the code word for
racism, here is a reply : our
goal is justice - justice for
eve~ American.
If we are to
have respect for law in AmeriGa,
we must have laws that deserve
respect. Just as we can~ot have
progress without order, we cann..£.!:
have order without pro6ress. II
(cited in Chester et ale op.cit.
p.497. emphasis added).

This inversion of the social democratic notion of this relation,
was articulated several times during the campaign.

In an attack on

Attorney-General Clark, a Nixon aide said after the election • • •
"

Clark's trouble was that he was
philosophically concerned with
the rights of the individual
• • • Our concern is more an
orderly ~ociety through law
enforcement. II
(cited in Harris 1969 p.152).

Also, J. Edgar Hoover, Head of F.B.I. was also quoted at the time as
saying that IIjustice is merely incidental to order. 1I

(ibid. P.106).

In the conservative thesis the, vict.Lmisation is that which the
lawless visit upon the law-abiQing.

The former do not com~it their
depredation.3 because of lIinequalityll or "injustice ll , but because of the
failures of social and internal controls results from the weakening of
ties of social discipline in the context of social insti tutio113 such as
the family, ?!orkplace and. school.

It is also integral to the conserv-

ative position especially as espoused by Nixon and others,

th~t

the

'liberal is'll' of Democratic administrations Lad contributed to this proe,sss
- the victimisation process - through the "softenir...,:;11 effects of welfari.sm
and an accom?anying "weakening" of law enforCement and corrections, by
placing thf)

ri~hts

of offenders abo78 the rigr.ts of 18.vl-abidin,:s citizens

to be free froT! victimi::;ation.
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In the convservative re-definition of 'civil rights', it is
victimisation which le9.ds to social victimisation.

cri~in~l

The greatest wrong

which a citizen may suffer is not 'inequality' - for this is indispensible
to a justly ordered society - but the interference by criminals, or
indeed the interventionist state, in the harmonious natu::-oal patterns of
social and economic relationship.
In conservative rhetoric on crime, crimin'll vict.imisation is directly
referred to in terms of the harms inflicted upon individual victims and
the fearfulness of the law-abiding.

Th'13, in the post-war history of

the British Conservative Party's concern for law and order (see ~~mble
1974), two themes have predominated.

Firstly, grass-roots spokespersons

and politicians have articulated the problem of crime in terms of the
plight of individual victims a.nd the l ack of a sense of person<J.l safet-y.
Secondly, law-abiding victims and non-victims suffer in two ways; they
are hurst and frightened, but they are also hurt by the sense of injustice
which results from the failure of the state to protect them.

The emphasis

is always upon the role of the parents, teachers, the police, in maintaining
efficient and constant surveillance and regulation of those seen as most
likely to offend-children, the v/orking-class, ethnic minorities, and
'subversive elements' - and upon a sure and certain faith in the efficacy
of retributive punishments in securing freedom from harm ani fear.
For most of the post-war period Conservative Party politicians in
Britain who have been centrally concerned with questions of law and
order (such as DunGan Sandys and Eldon Griffiths) have been isolated from
the Party leadership.

Since the shift to the right marked by the election

to the leadership of Margare t Thatcher in the mid 1970' s ho',ve'rer, and
ef.pecially since the election victory of 1979, law and order has been
elevated to a level of attention and importance equal to that of the
management of the economy.

Indeed, since the early '19th centuI"J issues

involved in the management of capitalism's economic and. social spheres
are perpetually intertwined, but never more so than in condi tions of
crisis.

The attacks upon what a re seen as the failures of decades social

de mocracy to secure social order as well as econo:nic security, are
central to the ideology of the do:nin'lnt monetari st wine of the Party_
Fo r monetaris ts .the iss ue of criminal v ictimisa tion ass ume 5 a mu:}h
deeper importance than for the 'social ani economic Toryis'11, which has
been d::lminant for so long.

.c.s I have
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rem:1r~ed

above, conservatives have

aJ.1Nays seen the duty of the state as ensuring the' ad.equate protection
of the iW10cent' from any unlawful activities.

The conseFvative image

of criminal victimisation actually extends beyond the boundaries of the
predatory victimisation imposed by ordinary criminals.

EClually of

concern is the victimisation of those who will not join trade unions, or
those who will not take industrial action, the firm, consumers, and
workers in other industries affected by strikes.

Most importantly, there

is concern for the 'victimisation' of such abstractio!1s as 'the national
interest', 'the well being of t.he economy', by the 'enemies wit.hin'.

pre~1ent.

The heightened sensi tivi ty of the

leadershir of the

Conservative Party to all th8se forms of victirnisation, stem:o. from e.
very cons C1.OllS awareness (rei.r..forcecl by increasing pub lic di::.order, crime

rates, and by bitter industrial disputec.), that monet:::ri~.l1I's project of
economic and social reconstruction will inevi te.bly give rise to the
sharpening of sociF..l conf]jct at all levels.

ThAre is mucb in the Conserva.tive Party's approach to crime and
victimisation vlhiell parallels t.hat of Republi0ans from Gold'Nater to
Reagan.

Firstly, there is an explicit deniAl of a causal link between

economic inequalities and problems, and the propensity for people to
commit. crime.

ThA.tcher has consistently reite1'8.tecl the central conserv-

ative belief tha.t poverty, unemployment and crime are not linked - for
are not most peoplp. so affected scrupulously honest?

Perbaps the most

telJ.ing evidence of her cOr:lmi tment to thj.e. view liAS in her

re~~ponses

to eha!'ge s that the dis orders of 1 981 were genera -(;e(l by Bri ta.in' s economic
problems and the goverrment' s down-grading of social investment.

Problems she decl.c,red., cannot be SOlved by "throwing money at tbem"
- the emphasis upon money' and investment, she con-:enc.s, m:'s.ses the whole
point.

succe~osive

It ig the economic policier.; of

gO'lerrlments which have

made the law-abirl:ing the 'victimn' of infJllticn c.nd punitive leveh of
taxation, and their sooieJ. policies wh"-ch have cOI:lpcJl,nded crim:lnal
.-

VLC

../."

.-:

r,

+--.

"lrkc.~.:t", ~l.()n.

Thp, only eX8.mpJ.e of a 'Nark 'lihi0b is info:·med. 'oy political COrit!E:rv'at:ism B.nd wh:'-dl is fa.irly exp]j0it:ly part of t.he fiFld of v:ictimology,
t
Ca"I'int:""ton
l'C'' J .1?r"nk
l
.t _
_ .'0'"
C',..

which stand out.
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..I..,! .... ..,

Firstly,
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l.__
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Carr~n~ton
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1

•

There a mlfrlHT of' t.heme::; here

is incensed by tte

~qrren

Court's

re-affirmations of the rights of defendan'>f..

The decisj.cns on caution-

ine, bail, paro::'e, confessions, searches a.nd seizures, and the unconstiutionality of the death penalty (see Chapter III above), are all seen
to contribute to victimisa.tion, fear and di!"enohantment with the
crirdnal justice system.

They favour tl:.e right.s of offenders over
sys~;emE.tica.l1y

rights of the la'll-abid:i ng; they

tb~

weaken the effectiveness

of the police in detecting crime, of prosecutors in securing convictions,
and of judges in meting out just and ceterrent sanctions.

They bring

the sys tern into cisrepute and contribute to cynicism, non-reporting of
crime, and otcer a tti tudes a.nd behaviours whioh

Cl'ea te

tbe conditions

for victimisation.
Secondly, he 8.ttacks the assumptions of the "liberalism" and civil
liberta.rianism which he sees a.s underpinning the rises in the crime rate,
the denia.l of those rises, and the failure to remedy them.

He cites a.t

length the views of Si(1ney Hook on the rights of criminals and noncriminals.

The potential victim has as much a. human right not to ce

molested, interfered with and outre,gecl, as the person accused cf such
crimes has tc a fair trial and a skj.lful defence.

Victimisa.tion denies

one most of the rights guaranteed under tr.e Bill of Rights, and all of
them if one is killedl

Liberalism - the devotion to legally guaranteed

rights - when it operates Vii thout reason and intelligence, ignores the
rj.ghts of the many in favour of those of the

"

f~)w.

A frui tflll way to begin the quest
for intelligent soJ_1..<tions is to
reorient our thir;}dne • • • to the
rights of t}:e po~entia}. victims of
crime and the task of reducing
their numbers anel s ui'fering. In
this way we can best serve tr.e
interests of both IIjustice and
compassion. II
(Hook 1972 - cited in
Carrjngton op.cit. p.23).

Thirdly, Card ngton classifies

victim~

as bei ng predomine.ntly of

three types ; the poor and the powerless, po}.:i ceop,n, and societ.y i.t'3elf.
He is particnJlarJy ins:Lst.ent (as are mort other conservr::tiv8 crial: nologj f:1:.S) to deny the charge the.":: law and oro.er !',rE coc1e-7:orc.s for U;e
repression of racial mjnorjties.

Tte poor and the powerJess are, he

observic's, victimi:oed by a] 1 f'orms of crime fare· more than other groups.
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II

That. victims of crime are ignored
in our criminal justice system is
a sorry enough situation in itse::!.f.
But by far the mo"t shameful fejlure
of the sys tem is its almoE; t tota1
inabili ty - or unwillinGness - to
provide protection • • • for those
who most need it : the poor, the
minorities, and the ghetto dwellers •..
If the right to be free from criminal
harm is to mean anything , it should
surely be accorded to those who are
most exposed to lawlessness and
violence • • • "
(ibid p .34) •

Carrington supports hi s genera.l conten tien that (lareely intraracial) crime is the scourge of the racial ghettos, with findings from
the victimisation surveys, and a most impressive selection of (juotations
from black journalis ts, poli ticians, and community leaders, businessmen
and ordinary residents.

He also cites the hard-line crime control

manifesto of the New York branoh of the Naticnal Association for tte
Advanoement of Co::!'oured People, in which action is called for on organised
crime, drug-pushing and the presence of addicts,

bl~glary,

mugging and

vagranoy, the restoration of capital punishment or a thirty-year
minimum sentenoe for first degree murder, the limitation of probation,
bail and pa.role.

It also urgesblack residents ofHarlem to drop their

hostili t.y to the poHce and to report crime more frea.uen "ely - in short
to st.op acquiesoing in the pervb.siveness of crirr.e through apat.hy and.
grlidging accep tance •

(ib id. P .41 -42) •

A major part of Carrington I s thesis is that victims of crime rece} ve
a very bad deB.l from the criminal justice s,ystem as a whole.

It fails

adequately to protect them from crime, the courts use them jn the proseoution process but. fail to protect them from intimidation, or to z;ive
them jus tice, or compensaticm for their injury or loss, and moreover
their social and psychological needs go unmet-.

Carrington proposes a

12ree number of policy and practiceJ. changes in the criminal jus tic:e
SY8tem, and the provision of comprehensive services of victim aid, in
order to change the orientation of

thf~

system of poJ.icy-m[\kcr:: a'Nay

from offenders an:: toviards crime, vietims.

Card_ngtcn is of interrest here for two r8F.sons.
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Hr; ffiEdntajns a

strictly conservative perspective on social order and. criminal jUf;.tice.
He is in favour of extending the powers of the police because, in his
schema, this would lea.d to increased protection and rates of detection,
with a correspondine uplift in putlif confidence and co-operation.

He

is also in favour of capital punishment and of longer prj son sentences
for 'dangerous' offenders.

His philosophy of

punishm~nt,

which is

basically retributivist, is also informed by the aims of social defence,
deterrence, and what he sees as the widesprea.d sense of injustice, on
the part of victims and non-victims alike, at ' soft' punishments,
strict procedural rules in policing and prosecution, and defendants
rights to early release on parole.
Carrington is also a leading figure in the pO'llerful "victims 4
lobby" in the United States.

He is a director of the National Organ-

isation on Victim Assistance - which also promotes the setting up of
sta.te and private support schemes fat' victims - and v;as a member of
President Rea.gan' s Task Force on Victims on ':::;rime, the Report of which
is extremel" wide-ranging in the scope of its recol.lmendations

PP.17-36).

(1982

Some of them give expression to long-held conservative

opposition to the use of the Exclusionary Rule in Fourth Amendment cases
- rendering evidence obtained in illegal searches and seizures inadmissible
- and it proposes strict limitations and conditions on the use of bail.

The Report reflects not only a concern for 'social order and
communi ty as victim' but it also contains proposals which would. revolutioni"e the position of victims in criminal proceedings anc. criminal
justice in general.

They would be protected by anonymity, and in certain

cases required only to appear at hearings in the initial stages of the
process - necessitating a radical revision of rtJ.les relating to 'hearsa.y'.
The present proceedings of parole bOG.rds would be opened, to the public
and legislation introo.uced to limit judi cial discretion in sentencing
and abolish parole - this last point giving expression to the academic
campaign which has been waged by Andrew von Hirsch

(1976).

Further legisle.tion would reqlJire that conaid ere tion of reports
on the impa.ct of crime on the victim(s) be a req\)irement at the sentencing st:'ge, arld that restitution be rec;uired in
ii;1Jtion

C3.n

be mA.oe

8.

81]

cases and that rest-

condition of f,robation or parole.

It is proposed that these rDvisions be backed by a modification to
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the Sixth Amendment of the Cons ti tution to rea.d • • •

"

• • • the victim, in very criminal
prosecution, s1-:all have the right
to be present anG. be heard at all
critical stages of judicial
proceedings. "
(ibid. P.114).

The Task Force Report also contains a proposal for the re-evaluation
of the juvenile justice system from the perspective of the victim.

This

clearly articulates the unhappiness of conserva tives with the welfare
model of juvenile jus tice and ','lith the assumption of non-responsibility
for the criminal actions of juveniles.
f:~.fteen

It argues that juveniles of

years or over who commit violent crimes be tried as adu1 ts

(ibid. pp.51-54).

It also argues for a greater consideretion for the

needs anG. dghts of victims of juvenile cases.

Furthermore, legislation

sbould provide federal funding, matched by local revenues, to asdst
in the operation of publicly - and privately - operated assistance to
victims and witnesses.

(ibid. pp.37-55).

There are then two sets of proposals emerging from this, the first
Presidential Task Force on criminal justice ma.tters since before the
Kennedy administration to be dominated by conservatives.

In the first

case it brings together, in an authoritative way, the central ideas of
the conservative 'c01mter-reformation' in criminal justice, which began
to'/jards the eno of the Johnson years but 'Nhich is, under Rea.gan, coming
to fruition.

The vision is of·8. criminal justice system in which con-

siderations of the maintainance of social order and discipline, and the
r~ghts

of injured parties over-rjde those of defendants.

Secondly, the

far-reaching demands for vic tim and 'Hi t.ness_-,1ervices could itself be
seen as a reaction motivated in part, by the conservative re2·entment at
the size of the '!,eJ.fare budget.
c01.mtless other groups, can be

If'

of~nc.ers,

reci'pient~;

their depende.nts, and

of federal s.ia. - '::hy not the

victims of crime?

Paradoxically perhaps, m!J.I:y of the rsoomr;lend.s.ticms for fec.eral anc..
s-:ate ::;(',vernrnent action 'Nol;ld be excee<'linc;ly costly. if
reacr. a high prol-;ortionJf crime

v~ctinls,

'!'ere to

in a period of massive cut-

bo.cks in spending on social 'NeJ.fare in general.
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~;hc'y

liS

if sensing this

obvious contradiction, the Task Force makes much of the importance of
the private initiatives.

Corporations shol;ld provide services for

employees and make donations to services provided by the public and
private sectors.

Private schemes shot.:ld be lIimaginative" in their

means of obtaining funding.

(ibid. p.1 C8) •

The extent to which these tvw sets of proposaJs will be net, remains
to be seen,

Indeed, their discussion and implementatior. is complicated

by a number of contradictions which I shall outline below.

The conservative concern for social order, ccmmuni ty, and inc.ividuals
as victims of crime, is also given expression in the criminal justice
policy proposals of the Conservative Party in Britain; but concern for
individual victims is here given less stress than in criminal justice
politics in America.

In the pronouncements of Me.rgaret Thatcher, social order is a
dominant theme.

In her schema, crime, strikes, picketing, political

demons tra tions, hooligani sm, terrorism, international conflic ts - are
all conflated and subsumed cmder the heading of 'disorder'.

The key

concepts of 'the rule of law', 'order!, and the 'rights of ordinary
peo1?le going about their private business in safety', are central to her
argument.

Under her leadership and especially during the Home Secretaryship
of Leon Brittan, the tenor of criminal justice policy in Britain has
shifted significantly towards more tradi tione',l conservative priori ties.
Thus, in various policy changes on parole, in the area of juvenile
justice, and in the major prison building progra,mme, the emphasis upor.
control has hardened.

In the provisions of the Criminal Justice Act

1982, several changes enhance the pO'Ners of the judiciary and ma[;istracy,
placing more emphasis on the incarceration of adults and juved.les, and.
increasinG the control functions at the expense of the socia1 ·."elf'are
functior.s of probation and. social ','forkers.
the a im:o,

~:rf'

retribution

Me:.

These chs,nges. re-ins ta.te

de te rrer.ce over those of rrimr.ry r:revention

thr'ou,::r. :".ocial inves "':ment, reh9bili tF;. tion, and D.fte r-cac'e.

The Police and. Srininr:\l

;~vic1er.ce

Act 1954· extends cor.sidera'.:Jly

t}18

pO'::ers of the polLee to stop '?nr'. .ser:rcr: people and veticJes on the grOl1na.S
,..,/'~

La:;,

of "reasonable suspicion" that they wiD find stolen or pror.ibi ted
articles, and pO'Ners of entry, arrest., and detention.

The Conservative

rhetoric surrotmding this new legislation has very much pur.'31Jed the
well-worn theme that the balance of rights and safeguards has drifted
too far in the direction of the benefit of the la'Nless, and that tLis
imbalance needs to be re-dressed.

The Act ;'.'as based. on the second of

two bills, the first of 'lIhich failed in 1982 in the face of extrerr.e
opposi tion from numerous quarters.
second

1;. ill,

DurinG the final reE!d:i.nG of the

in May 1984, Cor..serv"l ti ve spokesmen empha.sised two related

themes .;':ldon Griffiths, for instance, dismissing claims that the bill
threatened civil liberties, said
It

The greg.test civil liberty of
all is the right of people to
walk the streets and live in
their homes at peace. This
bill sustains that civil
Hberty~

It

(The Guardian 1984)
The experience most familiar to students of ccnservlttive rhetoric
on crime is deja vu!

For Lecn Brittan, the bill "gave the pobce the powers they need
and the public they have the right to expect it" formed part of the
overall strategy to create more effective policing (ibid.). That strategy
is outlined. in Criminal Justice : a working paner, publisheCl. in May

1984, i.n which "public confidence" in the criminal justice systerr. is seen
as central.

Nationwide consensus is necessary to ensure that the system

retains p\;blic support and co-operp..tion.

It

(Home Office 1984).

For that consensus to be obtained,
the public must have confidence that
thd ci tizen is able to go about hi~\
ollsi.ness in the' knowle r1-Z8 thi':.t he will
no t. be hin.der~~d by the i 118g'11 actions
of other;; - Fcc'. t the rule of' 1<1.','1 will
h;:; lTI.':llnt:{i.neO. "
(ib"iil.

1'0 thi.s end i, nE~,,?G.en.

]).7).

rolir:p. ef'('f;cti.'Ien8:nQnd

of "t:he

T':le::e

iT ~()len t

t1-1e re .L~:LforCr; ;:1(~i1 t 0 f re tr-L b1J ti :)11 ancl de t.~ rre nee.

t:-ll~O l1[;11

further be"t
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r";\Ter"a~.

t."C'Jf\t

GO![1'nmj ty at l'l.)~z:;e~."
C -:."'irne

mu~.: t

t:·]!~

cf tb, teerld in

"

Sent8nces ~hich fail to reflect
s (x:-i_,~ty' s deep abh:)rrence of
vio2.en t c rLne undermine pub lie
confidence and so 'lleak:(''m thl:')
whol,?' criminal jw:; tice sys tern.

"

(ibiil.• ) •

Of particu:ar interest to the discussion here are the sections
of the 'iiorking Paper on "Crime Prevention" and "Victims".
rn(~nt

T:H:: govern-

is .clearly in favour of greatr-;r "community invo::'vement" in crime
In thi;.; the Crime Preventi')n Unit wi th:~n the Home Clffice

prevention.

is to have a key role in

prom6tin~ crl~e

prevention at all levels -

from 'target hardening' to the operation of

ne:~ghbourhoo(l

schem'~!3

-lTatch

It L:; perhaps logical,

- and to evaluat8 the effectiyene3s of these.

gi""'9n the import'l.nce of 'commlm:Lty' in the maintainance of order, that
. these defensive and pre-emptive approaches should. be offidaly prom:-,ted_i
but, the tone or the docum·:mt is noticeably la'll-key on these
i~cj.'easii1g

in cOi-:lpA.rison to its ent21usiA.sm for
police, courts and prisons.
envisaged

.9.S

measure~3

thf" effectill'eness of the

The bulk of the cornnllmity initiatives are

emanA.ting fr:)1:1 the voLmtary sector, and police-r1ll1 crime

prevention schemes are seen as being the responsibility of 10G.91 police
forces to operate and finance in competition for resources -'·:it:) other
perceived p!.'ioriU,-,s.

(i~id. PP.10-11).

On victims of crime the "'ork i..l1[;' Paper is very vague indeed, offering
no new government commitments to fi~ancial assist.'l.nce.
re ference to

increasi~,

ThE-'l'e is some

through training, the sensiti 11'1 ty of po1.icemfll1

at the scene of the crime to the needs of victims, and

ensuri~g

victirns are kept in touch -I.'i th t:'18 development of cases.

that

It notes that

the Criminal
,Jus tice Act 1982 empOVlers sentencers to give compensllt: on
_... ---.--~

orders precedence over a fine, and to order compensation as a sentqnce
in its

O'!Tl1

right.

tht! final

dec~si::m

st.'1temen"':;

o~

3-3.-';iJli1

:,s -"ill all other isscles 9.8sociat':)d -:ith sentencinc,
i.s seen tt) re" t ',vi th the court ..;.

fact about the

operat:~on

3ch81ne, and the inten-l;i_on

propo:::;aI3

t~)

of the Cr-L:nL1al Injnrl28 COi-:lf2n-

1;0 1)}·:108

e~cp8rimf~nt'll

e]{ tt-')11:} the

Thec-8 is s, bald

it on a. Elf;.'3.tu";r)ry b'l!:;Ls.

SC118.::1:!0 for

offt~nder

['ep.rlr.:-~t

The

Lon to
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,'1
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(ibid. p.26) with commitment to the continued. financial sl)IJPort of the
Ne.tional Association of Victim Support Schemes which co-ordinates two
hundred. and forty-one sohemes throughout the country, and ','Ihi-oh received
100,000 referrals from the police in 1981..

In December 198L.. , the

Hou~;e

(Hillard 1985).

of Commons Home Affairs Committee

issued its report on Compe:t.lsa ti£:t.l and ~t.\P2ort for Viclims .•£LCr;h£!!£ (1 98lt..) ,
in which it applautled the work beine done by victims support schemes,
but noted that the whole enterprise was vastly underfunded. NXISS rereceived directly from the Home Office £60,000 in 1981.. -85, and £120,000
in 1985-86 mainly for administrative operations (Hill-ard op.cit.) but
local schemes depend upon the unnertainty of gran-':;s from Urban Aid. and
the Inner- CoL ty Partnership.

In 1983

51 schemes obtained gran-':;s from

local authorities but on:.y three of these exceeded £500.
Commons Home Affairs

COr:tlli ttee

op .ci t. p. vi.).

(House of

They otherNise depend

upon chari tA.b le donA. tions and fund raising events.

Only a minority of

schemes are able to employ a full-time co-ordinator; only 76 have use of
their own offioe, and each scheme spends a lart:.;e slice of its ftmds on
basic running and. accommodation cos ts.

The Association of Chief Pro-

ba tion Officers and the NAVSS said in evid.ence that many schemes are in
serious danger of coll.apse aYld that the lack of adequate and secure
funding is imposi..."lg severe limitations on the development of viotim
support in a perioti when the demand is expanding rapUly. (i'JB. p. vi-ix).

In its reply to the CO::llni ttee' s report (Home Offbe 1985) the
government rei tera ted s ta tamen ts by the Horne Sccre tary that it has ab,ays
regarded the schemes as the

prod~lct

of "spontaneous effort at the local

level", and the. t i t is appropriate tha t • • •
II

• • • the looal community should
contribute to the support of its
looal scheme and thA.t some voluntary effort should be devoted
to fW1d raisinC; aotiv:l. ties. It
( ib id. p. 5) •

1::1 prcwtLGal t8rms this m"ans that not. only are they underfunded,

but that oonsiciera'Jle energi,,"s s.re diverted into fW1 ci-raising 'shieh cOl)li
go to the delivery of services to
governmf';n~

do no:; in':end, t') give

£120,OOC 'lihic:h it. curl'8ntly

vjctim~}.
8.

dnnate~3

It

1'1130

seem,-, el'''a;>' that the

hiSh priority to viGtim f,erv ices. 'T'he
can be rIlB.tched 8.Caln.st th!" £538,000
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given to that other poor relR.tion of the criminlll justice system, the
Na ti·o nil 1 -"'3socb tion for the Care and Rese ttlement of Offenders (Hillard
op.cit).

Of the ,£3000 million spent on hw and. order in 198J+, government

exper.d.i ture on all s erv ice.s re la tine to vic tims amounts to £1;.6 mill ion
or 1

.5%, the

bulk of which consis ts of grants to the Criminal Injuries

Compensation Board for compensation paymEmts to victim/) of violent cr'imes,
and its administrative costs.

(House of Commons • • • op.cit. p.i~T).

Let us now turn to the question o!' the evaluation of the

o~ient

ation to victims and. victimisation to be found in conservative criminolog}'.
'order'.

We can re-state that for conservatives 'justice' flows from
Order, we can take to mean the orderly social and economic

relations implicit in the successful functionine of social institutions
and of the disciplined and efficient operation of the market.
also to their posi Hon is the idea of the

'ru~.e

Basic

0:' law' - that legal

relations and cons traints should go'rern all social and economic relations,
in terms of the riehts a::1d obligations of all citizens.

A third feature

is the tendency of conserv-atives to conceive of victimisation in three
rela ted ways.

Crime, and other forms of disorder broadly defined, cause

serious harm to 'order', especially to the 'rule of law' upon which it
rests, to harmonious ana. natural patterns of social and economic relationship - to commllnity, and to individuals.

What may be most clea:!:'1.y

detected is that although the victimised ind.ividuals often ·trander across
the conservative landscape - attractine mnch compassionate attention these individuals are soon lost in the rhetoric of injured order.

It is probable that th.is is not callous disregard or cynical manipulation of indiviclual victims, and that conservatives do believe that
the interests of actual and. potential victims lies in repressive criminal
justice.

As such this reveals m'Jcn about the inarie,;uacy of the conserv-

ative orientation to victimisation.

Firs tly, criminal vic timisa hon is the only type of victimisation
of which they can con0eive.

For social

di~rnocrats,

as we bave seen,

cciminal victimisatLon i.s bJt an aspect of social vlctimis9.tion :i.n general.
People are hat'med by 'normal' social and econ')rnic r81a ti.ons and this in
turn gives rise to their harming ::;ocial order and each other. Con32 1."T8tiv83
specifically deny the exi.stence of social victimi.s'.ltion - in th,," S8n.38
of 'inequ11.lity' o:!:' 'disadvantDse' or 'clep:!:'iv!l.tion'.
seen as fair and

jll~)t,

and. 'part of

natu~al

"'-0
-

LO./

_

Thes8 thinGS are

social evolution.

As Ian Taylor has said in his d:i.s cuss ion 0:' right-winES criminolo(:;y":

II

The rhetoric of the Right is
almost always silent on the
specific social context of
any crime • • and tries to
d:isplace crime and deli.YJ.quency
from their 'origins in the
social formation itself, and
in so doing asserts that
thp. disorder in social relations is unrelated to the
acceleratinG cr~sis of social
reproduction in capitalist
society
Right wing criminology's essential project
is indeed to disconnect the
facts 0:' social disorder from
the (developing) disorderlyness
of social relations by remaining silent on the specific
social context of crime and by
sreaking about crime as indi·yidual moral defect. II
0

•

(Taylor 1981 p.23- 24).
Also, as Lea and Young maintain, the conservative position sees
crime not as a problem created
CEl.pi talism.

.2.:L

capitalism, but a major problem for

El i.mina te crime and a maj or blemish will disappear from

a structurally w1changed system.

It is not seen as an epiphenomenon -

a problem related to the major problems of society.

(1984 p.59).

If conservatism does this for crime, it also does so for social
victimisation.
relations.

It has no conception of the harmfulness of normal social

Even in the midst

concerned to deny or

d:lsre~:;ar·tl

of capitalism's acoelerating crisis it is
the specific effects of unemployment,

poverty, bad housing, and other features of the system.

In so doing,

it reveals its fundamental anti-'humanism - a. flmdamenta.l absence of
the principIA of compassion from its social analysis stems both directly
and indi.reotly from the centrality 0:' the conoepts of possessive indivldul:l.lsim .',end the non-interVentionist state to it:3 system of ideas.
This led lOGically +:0 tha dAnial of the responsibility of social col18ctivltie.s - 71hether cornm:..Ll1ities or the n!'ltion-stat8 - for the 0-::'igin3 of
the mi"forhmes of their indivirll.lal member!> or for their '.'I81f8.re. '!:'h!lt
rf::spomibili ty is , ' I t base,

rt E~va te

responsibility.

of h'o things - scm8t;imes both things re13.tedly.

'",."

.l.

.
n 1.8
may m'::an one

rather individua.l mi.s-

fortune is broU{;ht about by som'3 action or n~Glect on the victim's own
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part, or else the indivio.ual has failed to anticipate the possibility of
misfo::-tune and has thus failed to make adequate provision for that
eventuali ty •

Although they are too politically astute to say so, conserva tive
politicians probably feel. that some criminal

vict~misation

is 'victim-

precipitated' or else results from the failure to take proper precautions.
They most certainly beli e ve that were most peop le adequately ins ured
against theft, criminal damage, and burglary, the need for practical
help for victims would be significantly diminished.

Given these sorts

of attitudes, a comprehensive and state-funded system of victim services,
including the expansion of the scope of state compen;33. tion, would be no
more than extending the interventionist welfare state into further areas
of pr i v ate existence, a t a time when the frontiers of the state are being
'rolled back'.

Thus, eve n in the case of those forms of victimis a tion

in which the victim is ' i rmocent' , it m'..1st be neighbour s and voluntary
organisations which must rally to them.

The second point is th a t the conservative position on the victims
of 'crime, and other phenomena, both in

theo~

the 'classicist contradiction'.

(1981 p.2(4) s peaks of this as

Young

and in p ractice, adds to

the contradiction between formal and substantive equal ity_

Th e assumption

of individual equa livJ is belied by the existence of socia l inequ.'3.1ities
b e t ween individuals.

In reality capitalism generate.:; ine qualities, a

ma.ssive maldistribution of advantag es and disadvantages, which lead to
real problems in positing 'equality before the law'.

As stated earlier, conserva ti s m incorpor a te s a notion of the
'socia l contract', which stre sses bo t h equali ties and. ine c; ualities. All
individuals have an e qual duty to keep the cO!1tract, but it is r e cognised
that some (especially the 10-Ner classes) a r e less like ly to do so than
others.

'l'hus the weig ht of repressive criminal justic e i s s hifted un -

equally to them.

In this g rud,gi116 a cceptance that inequali t y and crime

mig ht b e linked, there is no

a diTl i ~ sion

of the jus Ufic ? ti on of l O'N er-

clas s crime - a ll a r e b O'..l.nd by t h e c ontra ct - do no t mo st p oor peo ple
respe c t it, r e c og nising t hat it i" t o the lo ng-te r m c e n3fi. t of a1.l?

'T he poin t -" he rein th e con se rvat iVe soeia l c ontra c t dif f e r s so profoundly from the cla s si ci s t soc i a l c ontract, r e l 8. te s t o t h e r espons ibili ties
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of the state with regard to the well-being of individuals.

Social

democrats recognising the 'classicist contradiction', have sought to
remedy it by stressing the duty of the state to pro:note circumstances
which will lead to a better fit bet-Neen fonnal and substantive equalitYt
and their emphasis

upo~

'social justice' for the victims of nonnal

social processes stems fro:n this

co~cern.

Their desire to incorporate

the victims of crime wi thin the framework of the interventionist state
is a logical extension of this concern, especially in light of the
evidence for the unequal distribution of criminal victimisation beuveen
the classes.

The structural realities of capitalism continually frustrate the
socie.l democratic enterprise, but the contract remains one which is, in
theory at least, binding on both parties.

Bu.t, the conservative contract

contains only the obli,"ation of the state to provide 'order'; but if
order breaks do'ma, or if order itself gives rise to harm, the responsibility of the state is effectively denied.

In the absence of truly

mutual responsibility, this 'contract' is then fundamentally one-sided.

5.4.

Radical Criminology

In social democratic and right-wing criminologies then, images and
conceptions of victims and victimisation exist in complex inter-play.
Vfuat I have called the 'denial of the victim' - that is the failure to
cc'nfront issues of harm in relation to real individuals and groups, and
the processes by which they becom'3 harmed - sits together uneasily, in
both perspectives, with regularly articulated notions of 'victims' and
''Victimisa tion'

0

In the case of social democratic criminology the notion is an
iro!1.ic one : it is the offender who is the real victim.

':;i thin the

context of this perspective in criminology has emerged victimology, which
has erected a challenGe in the forrr. of ane'w irony : those who su,ffer
most fro:n social inequalities, suffer most from crime!

"For' right-,..;ing

crimi.nolog,y (especially in its politically COn3(:Tva tive form), discussion of crime centre3 on the illustration of real victims, but moves
q11ickly towards the ccncept of

lev!:.'l::') as victim.

SO\~iB.J

ord.er (at Doth rrdcl'o 3nc. macro

There is a theor;y of crim'ire] vic.tint:L~~ttionj in that

the unclersocia} isec1, prey upon the 'freak: but thi::, takes no 2ccount of
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non-criminalisecl forms of victirnisation, nor of sodal victindsaf-.ion.

The eX8.m::.na tion of thes e ima.gen and orienJ.:a.tions with ree;8rd. to
racl.ic:r.tJ criminology reveals. a no less complicated picture, and it is
with trJ::'s which I '1dll now cleal.

This disc1.Jssie·n is in preparation for

my proposals for e. 2ociali.E;t. victimoloe;y in the concluding chapter of
this thesis.

It is my con";ention here that r.sc1i.cal.versions of crimin010gy have,
on t.he 'whole, failed to fully confront the

iss1JE.~

of vic.timisation.

As

in the s ociE.l demccre ti c and righ ";-win.g pas i ticns, the racti cal par[lcUgm
operates with implicit noticns of victimisation, but these tend either
to be seleotive, or are considerably abs tracted.

In describir.:g and

tracinG the origins of these ori.en";ations, I will divicle the development
of re.dical criminology into t.hree phases - racljc.al deviancy H·.eorYj
'left itlealism'; and 'left. realism'.

I wil] put forward

6.

number of

reasons for these contradic tory orienta.tions, in terms of the develomen+.; of knowledge and practice in racli cal criminology and radical
poli tical philosophy.

( i)

RadiC3~1

Deviancy Theo£J:

Phase I then, in1rclvt,S

tr~e

emereence in Brita.ir. in tbe mid-to-lt:de

1960's of a newly po~.iticjsecl version of tr.e new eJ.eviancy theory.

The

18,t.t.er had from its beginnings in the 1950' s (e.g. Lemert 1951) and
subsequently throughout the 1960' s in the work of Becker (1963), Goffml:ln
(1 963), Lemert (1 967) and Matza (1964; 1 969) who, drawing from the
tr8.ditions of symbolic in:erCictionism and social phenomenology,

co~.leci.:

ively revolutionieed thir.kinG on o.evianee, crin·e 8.n(1 social con":.rol.
They erected a particular chalJenge to

A consensu.8.J

j mAce

image of

t~e dev~

af"lJ-c:

nt as

'Jne~~1.;al

ne~;s

de~prminea

de~.JJer.in.s,

for the d eviant.

Th~

dis+.ribution of power,

as daviD.nt and enforce U:ose definition::;. The
was replaced by one in

devi9..nt actor fCEcly aho;i!:' bf'hnvio,n' 8S
socially induced

tenets of positivis8.

of sociE'.l or-c.er was replaced by an iw.H.[;f:! of a

pll:ralis't.ic socieJ:;y basecl upon t.r.e
especially to defjne

cen~ral

8.

means· of solv:ing

~hich
[l

the

number of

end d:d so on the bftsis of their menningf1l1-

:r;o8itivist; d.8vction to q1..wntific[1tionid;

mettods in whjch the deviant was taken as object, wus replaced by a
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commitment to understanding deviant world-views and subculture} forms.

There emerged then, in the new deviancy theory, a predominant image
of t1:'.e deviant as vict.im of state intervention.
so~ial

Thj.s took over the

democratic idea of social victimisation and enlarged it to include

the opercotions of the 'social control culture' as a stgnifjcant part of
the process of soci.al vic ti rrd. 2 a tion.

ThlJs, the processes of law creation,

law enforcement, labelling, and correction, as well as t.hr! 'softer'
social con-:.rol apparatus of the social welfa.re system and the "therapeut.ic
state', systematicalJy victimised deviants, especially those from lowerclass, ethnic, and other minority sub-cultures.

AdcEtionaJJy, social

control itself' led to further deviance and so t.o intensified intervention.

New deviancy theory's commit.ment to relativism is central to its
irnHge of deviance.

Behaviours which are cut.lawed are rr.ostly those engaged

in by powerless groups, and these are not necessarily objectively harmful;
many are demcnstrably unharmful either to participants or to social order.
A great stress was also laid upon deviance which was held to be 'victimless', such as marihuana use and abortion, or to involve willing victims,
such as the sale of illegal drugs, prostitution (e.g. Sc!ll.lr 1965). Part
of the spirit of tte theory held. that the state tad little right to
interfere in these essentia.lly private activities and becEl.use intervention
IT.erely served to 'amplify' them.

Vihere crime

:dJ.J:l

victim~.

'1'8re discussed,

the amount of harm to victims - especially as perpertre. ted by juveniJ es was considerably underplayed and minimum levels of criminal justice
social welfare intervention wer-e urged.

.2E

(e.g. Schur 1973).

Radical deviancy theory as represented by the National Devianoy
gonr"'erence (Cohen 1981 ), and by such authors as Cohen (1972), Young

(1971), and ot.hers, shifted the emphasis of

an

t.hese concerns to ','Ii t.hin

the context of the understanc.ing of devia.nce and socia.l control in
capi tali ". t society - particularly wi ih regard to the interplay of deviance
c.r..d

capii~alism's

'underdog

ec~;nom:'c

SOC} 0106::1"

and ideological diller,las.

The spirit of

however, remai ned virh;ally intact in all reo:,pects,

ar:c1 the i:nace of tee victim continiled to be

t~"at

of the lahelJec. deviant.

Al,s('J, v,hereas theorists such as Becker (1967) had. never s8.tisf8.ctorily
re['olveo the ,:uE!stion of

".'.'hOS8

sicle' the sociolcgist

·N&.S

sun:ofJf:d to be

on, the ra(Ucp.1s de\'eloped'l con::·ciclls identiCjcation '(lith devia.nt
activities and with the deviant's personal and social predicament, and
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stood firm on forthright opposition to the aotivities of the capitalist
state and its

agenoie~

of oontrol.

Therefore, in their approach to deviant behaviours as diverse as
drlJg-taking, sexual deviance, vandalism, socoer hooliganism, anc. political
terrorism, radioal theorists adopted a fr2.rr:8'/Jork of explanE, tion in which
the mea.ningfulness of deviant action was centr.?l.

In forms of 0 eviance

which were 'victimless' or in which the 'victim' was held to be an
abstrB.ction such as 'morality' or 'order', they saw a oelebrE,tien of
human diversity, political opposition (whether conscious or not) to
utilitarian oulture, and a denial of consensus.

'lihen the forms of deviance under scrutiny were crimes wi th victims,
rao.icals often engaged in a denial of the existence of the victim, or
else minimised the harm which was posed.

Radicals thus drew upon both

the social democratic image of the offender as the victim of social injustioe, and the new deviancy image of tte offender as victim of state
intervention, and. elaborated an image of the offender as a (somewhat)
politically informed victim fighting baok against the victirnisation
imposed by the sooial system and the oontrol system.

Radical deviancy theory was closely wedded to the trend of politicisation of deviance in the late 1960' s and early 1970' s.

It identified

wi th the Black Panthers, psychia td c patients, prisoners, gays, travellers
and others who were seen as struggling against the repression of the
criminal justice ancl social welfB.re systems.

The struggles for jus tice

cn the part of these groups wa.s seen as part of more general class
struggle, and there was a sense in which

de\~iants

were seen as more

conscious of the contradictory an(1 unjust nature of capitali,'3m thEm
~"ere

the tr,'1.di tioDD.l ',vorking class.

There was some very partial recog-

nition of the plight of femaJ.e and child victims of violence, but none
at alJ of indiviclus.l or collective victimEl of robbery, burglary, vandalism
or other cri.me.

In fact, a sort of radical victimology - although never s.ystE'!ITIEltica11y
developed - did emerge (luring this phase.
white-colJar and corforate crime.

It concerned the ;i;ucy of

Positj.vist criminolocy

~~5

castigated

for its s jngle-mind.ec conce.ntrat.ion ulon 'little criminal::\' a t the
expense of the 'crimes of the povlerful'.
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The explicit. me,C;SG.S8 wa's the. t

the objective harm done by corporate criminals, in economic or health
terms, far ou.t-stripped the.t done by ',vorking-class criminals.
has become an essential anc,

un~~llestioned

Tr.is

part of radical criminological

rhetoric, and although never a major area of study, it. has always been
resurrected as a c01.mter to conservative claims on the harmfulness and
extent of crj me, and social der.locracy's exclusj ve focus upon ?.'orkingclass crime.

(ii)

(inter alia Pearce 1976; Liazos 1977).

Left - Idealism

In radical criminology's second phase, we witness a self-conscious
shift towards a Marxist analysis of political economy and the st.ate. In
the work of T' aylor, Walton and Young (1973; 1975) we discover a bridge
between these first two ptases.

The perspective which Vle.s bein3; developed.

substantially emphasised the functions of criminal law and crime control
for capitalist order.

The maintaine.nce of social order, the elimination

of deviance and dissent., the shorting-up of consensus and quiescence,
is central to' the ideological agenda of capitalism.

Thus for much of

the 1970's radical criminology was dominated by the study not of crime,
but of law and the control functions of the state

(e.g. Fine et ale

1 979; Sumner 19(9).
A most important element in left-idee.lism, and one which it carried
over from radical deviancy theo!"}, is its critique of the officia1 crime
s +.a tis tic.

The prob lem of working-class crime is held to be very much

exaggerated.

Street-crime, burglary, theft and vandalism, are not seen

to pose a serious threat to the well-being of thE, popula.tion, but as
disrupting the orderly reb tions of production and consumption.
over,

~Nhereas

More-

lovier-clas s crime was overplayed, the criwes of powerful

individuals, corpcrations and governments are under-playsdj even though,
0'!:ljective1y, these represent thE? greater humen and. financial costs.
(Liazos 1972; Pearce 1976).

The denial that mlu:dane crime pOSES objective problems for 'llcrkingcJass comol1mities, is accompe.nieCl. by the assertion of systematic '!:lias
and inaccuracy inherent in official st,<dist.ics of crime.

By the c1.E:f-

inition used in the last chapter, radical criminologists in phases I
. til'J.ns ,.1 t U t'lonlS
. t .s " (B"lC18rman anc,. .
RGISS
.
\
an d II are S t ,rlC
op.CJ.. t ,.),
J-'

sf":eing cd me s t8. tis t.ic",

~).S

reflectinc; only the biased activi t.ies of the
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police and courts.

As I will ass ert a li ttle further on, radica.l

criminology has also carried over frcm its phenomenolog ical roots a
me.rked di"da in for quanti ta tive methods of en quiry, which emerge as the
pessimistic belief that official statistics are 'nothing but' reactive
organizational outcomes, and that all attempts to quantify social
phenomena such as crime, are based ufon a mi,s taken and ' positivistic'
conception of social reality.

The disdain for official statistics was matched by an opposition
to media images.

'rhe study by the Birmingham Centre for Cultural

Studies, of the mugging phenomenon of the early 1970' s (Eall et.al.

OPe

cit.) provided a central reference point for the understand.ing of the
ideological functions of the media in relation to crime and social
control.

This work focussed particula rly on the media prod.uction of

the mugging label, and its production and reinforcement of imageries of
the act i tse1.f, and the characteristics of offenders and 'rictims.

'l.'he

i(lentification of the mugger was typically a young black male, and of
the victim as an older white person, was seen in terms of the wider theme
of race as this had become intertwined with the problem of crime,
youth and the crisis of British capitalism.

provided by this study is considerably more sophisticated. than I have
space for he re, its importance lies in its almost exclusive attention to
the sup e r-structural features of a Marxist account of cdme, ideology,
and cor.t.ro1-, and the absence of an ana lysis of the reP..1ity of streetcrime a nd other crime at the more immediate l e vel of everyday life in
v.,rorking-c18 s s communities.

This one-sidedness results in an almost

complete absence of studies of crimjnal behaviour.

Indeed, as Hall and

his co-authors note
II

This is a book about 'mugging';
but. it is .!l2.! a book about why
or how mugg ers, as individuals,
mug • • • it does not attempt
to recons true t, fron: the inside,
the motives or th e experj.ence of
'm1lt.'S ging'. 'rhe re is, un doubt e dly,
s llCh a book to be written; but
there are ma ny j.n a bette r
position to do so tha n u s . II
(ibid p .327).

Such a book d.id app e ar, but it was not written b y a
criminolog i s t, but by a vete ran of Ne w Scotland Yard~
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I;

Although the analysis

r a hea l

(P ra tt 1980).

,.

The neglect of the study of criminal behaviour and motivations, has been
mE-tched by radicals' neglect of the impact of crime and the fear of
crime on individuals, households, and whole con:munit.ies - a failure to
take cdminal victimisation as an area of serious debate and systematic
study.

Paradoxically, ferninis t cd minologists spe nt the 1970' s in the

construction of a victimology which both encountered crimes against
women super-structurally and in terms of the immediacy of the ex:periences
o~

victims as gathered in small-scale surveys and case studies.

In the work of Hall and hi.s colleagues, this critique is revived,
as is the image of offender-as-victim, given a new form and given
extremely detailed treatment.

The phenomenon of 'mugging' is presented

as an issue around which crystalises, in the early 1970's, all the fears
and concerns of the capitalist class for the maintainance of social
discipline and order in the face of a. serious economic crisis and its
implioations for consensus.

Mugging represents the point at which the

crime problem and institutionalised racism combine thro\1gh the refractions
of media images ancl conservative polj tical rhetoric, to prodt;.ce a spectre
- a folk devil, the black mugger.

This enabled the capitalist class can

mobilise the consensual suport (especially of the white workj ng cla" s)
for a repression which will go beyond the ordinsry boundaries of crime
control to include diverse types of economic and social resistance.

The symbclic role of the black 'mugger' in law and order rhetoric,
is carried through to his place in the author's own analys is.

He is

(symbolically) a victim of racism in education, employment and of its
p~lychic

damaGe.

'Mugging' thus comes to symbolise a despere.tion, a

response, a solutior. to the contradictions of personal and collective
exi~,tence

for black youth.

Although the issue 'mugging' is 8_xamined

closely, and its tenebili ty as a sollJtior. to the problems of blacks in
the inner city is denied, there is no real examina tion oLthe impact
of street crime, burglary, and v a ncL9.lism, upon working-class cormnunities
- both blRck and white.

For EC'11 and his co-w>'iters, the cer.ial of the i.:nptct of vir.i;imisRtion
Rnd the dental of thp
of' the if:sue.
30)-:<")01

victi~s,

was one which

result~a

from a negJect

?or a newer seneration of '/iriters of +,he Birningharr:

(('r:i1rn~r, Brir1,::;es and others) t.he der.Lal is aeJiber·qte and forth-

riGtt, find it must he

explai~8d ~it~ ~8Psr8nne
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tnciher R3pests of

their g8ne:c-al theoretic!ll pO:-3ition.

As we saw in
orpO~3i:!1,~

t~1e

r;hapt'~r

IV above, thi.3 group hnve been \rrrji active in
~1 t'l_-t.i:~ti.es

misuse of raGe-coded police

'Nh18h have an

int~gral part of wh'lt Bri~~es (1983) has called the 'permanent pan~c'

on bl:::.ck Gr'i:ne, whieh has been eng'-=mdered ''Jy the press and by pol iJ~e
eh:1.'?fs as part of a broad cons''.)r"/'ltL're thrust on l'l_w and order.
poi~t,

discussed at th'1.t

the 1. r

Vi8WS

in the

reacti:)n to the left-r":alist position on

conb~xt

criTI(~'lnc1

violt~nt

di3cuss the comrn-5.:3si·:-m of

of th8L r being a
In these

pol tcint:.

ha-J(~

authoris' war'!;. there is no point at 'Nhich they

I also

been prepared to

or property crimes by a :'ection of

black youth in inner-c] ty areas.

The only crimi_nR lisetl activi tip.s 'Northy

of mention are tho.se assoc-L.'l.tecl with organised resistance by 'militant'

youth t:) harrassment by the police or wh::. te rac-Lsts.

Tht-; suggestiCll1, either on the part of the police or on the paC't of
t~at

left-realists,

crime is a probl,3m

f£1:

'Norking ch.ss noighbourhoods

or for the black commun."_ty, has receivecl very
treatment.

t~is

Most often

bril~f

anr1 di3mi::;s ive

i.ssue is side-stepped '",iUi reference to the

symbolic racism of st8reotypes of the youne black crim-:.nal and v:ith
reference aeain to the 'well dOCUfnl'1ntAd unreliab:i_lity' of' crime statistics.

The denial of the re8.1i t;:r of black crime, and the consequent denial of
the existence of the victims of that crime - whether blAc}: or 'tlhite m[J.j"\:s their work out
ua~_ly

Gonsi_derably less

0.3

sOIJhi3tL'")a-~ed

anrl iY1:ellect-

honest than thl1: of HalJ. and others, froc'! which they

for much

dC'-'t'li

of theirgeneral analys5__ s of' issues of law and order and rrW':,3ll in the

capital-tst cr·isis.

(see also Bri:~g8:3 1983; BriJS8S'ind G~lro~r 1983;

Gi lroy 1983; Gordon 1983).

Unti 1.. recent1y thi"r'e has been on:'.y one acknovll'O'G.:::;ene?1t in
a 'J~hor'~' 'vore,r .. ,
I.~ll_.u

of• t1-18
fl'-"(l;Y>c'_~
of'_
"".'
-l··.I_ ... J.
u ...

;

Vl·r,+-j",,"-:,a-l.-i'-'n
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.. m
V·'~tl.J

,.'

thPgr3

r:--;lr'r)IT
..:rt..
...

•

0 ') h
('9
-j
1.),-._

rr:>E'ers to them brief'ly :L~ SUPlJOrt of his conh,n';i::ll1 of the fi:::tionel

p.5S)
n:~j-tiJr~~

of

tCCiT{2~ 7iaV'7.S'.

of tl1e

nU:k~rous

11'-,t-e>+-c.
t t., ..... ' .. '_'"

(,-\

9P r;) ,.,._,.,,0
Ii.( ...
~J-",

D urv~-;Jr ~,

m~) 1'" t~

bJ·t~1

thf~

:In.d

.surv!j~l
v~,

f~ndi~~.s;3.

"dd~~,,-,C',o':l
,---'
"
_ J.. ." • .' • .1'..-'

d i. r'p' C~ t 1:. ~ •
',\'t3,~!

r:,;:tli.s';s, .::ma_

Ironi(;ally, he doe:] not d::,::n'l up:)n

T}~ f~~.r

rCliij·~a1

ii/or;:! r8cen~1.y, hrrN(~Ver, BrjJl.~:P:3 ,qnd

,·t"~,
•

-1".!_'-"'
.~",.·,"l".'l"
... .:..-.L).L.LL ••..

~

. I l l ..... ·

.?.~n

in . \'}~.: 8h thnse

other

8.ny

\,0"
J.

'I]' .\..J
"1--j
0·(,1
..,.,,,
. . . . . ;;.
!_._~.;/,

'-'n'"
'''- . . 1.

-+-'n.--.
t ... .l..~

e ~3 ~-.8 c -L !l,.l. l:.r co n~~() r ne ,:1 to .J i ;:; G r~"-::1 i t

~r!.11(:;

inf')rm~~·j.

rr·,"or-;1:_3ts iY1 t':1e
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t}-:8

::o,t.3:t

Lllbo~:r ~~·Cl.rty.

t~l
(

le f't-

cn3

()f

~,,-,.
".

"}, "f>

,J

. J . ( '.;:'

-1-;, ~ 111-)
",

~

•

Their assessment Bnd crit:Lcye of victimology is confi..'18d to the
':iork of ".Jewi.:;h cri:n:'.;1.o1ogi.3ts in the immedi,'l.te Second.-1fiorld 'f,-a.r
(ibid. p.Jf-7).

psriod."

They mfmtion the work of von Hent:i..e; (191+B)

(1 958) on the vic tim-

on the ' pennl couple', anr} the 111 ter work of Ami.r
preeipitated nature of forcible rape.

(see discuss Lon in 1.3 and 1. J+.

They identify thi_s work as "conservativ(~ and reactiOinry", and

A.bove).

as s tereotypi."'1g immigrant communi tip. s by

focussi~

on the tFmdency for

them to contain crimjnals prone to exploiti.n£: mc)I:1'hnrs of their o-;vn
oor:munity.

The use made victimL;ation surv(-)y dat'l., and the

(ibia..).

promotion of local

whicb LeEl and Youn8 (1984 and elsewhere)

SlJrV'3ys,

have used i.n the construction of their left-realism, is held to be "not
en-:"i.rely shorn of the conserVQ tive iml)lications of vict:L:nology. It (ibid.).

The latters 'Nork is held to oontinue, in the spirit of' von HentiG, to
s i;ereotY]l() sections of' the black cor.ununi ty as heccvily involved inorime,
and it furthermore • • •

"

• represents a retreat from
the Itnited critical stance of
thp. soc Lology 0 f de 'Ii ,'1 no e t,) a
n,<;l)1row focus on the 'penn 1 coup 1e'
of criminal and victi.'ll. It
(ibid. p.11-8).

If

thj.~1

sta-:ement is :neant to 31lgisest that the new renlis t approaches

to victimLsa tion are concerned only ,-;i th the m:'.cro-12vel social-psychology
of vi c tim-offender in terac tiol1s and that th ey neg lec t s truc tural sources
of victimisation, then it is clearly in60rrect - as incorrect as it would

oe

to sll1..;gest that feminist viotimol::lgy is only concerned with the

micro-1Gvel dynamics of' the rn9.1e-fe:;mle rel'l tionship.

The alliance bet-lleen 12 f't-reA.li:sts and rar.li·oal reformi.s ts in local
auchori ties is also at tacked.

Lahour polL tic i;3.ns and local authorities,

con:'ronted - a::'ter the rio:s of 1981 - with their own inahility to
mount effective
poJ.ici2~:;,

oppo,'3it~:)l1

to the imp'lct of the govprnment's monetari.3t

or to the growth of the powers of the pol ice, h13.118

ref:Jgp. in the iss'le

o~

Grinn

m~~e.r:.s

0 fl

COiJl1~prin,~

intu1"i ti83 as a
, .!- ~ I
" 1 T Y"
l\,d)n,
.. , 0 .. J

'lJ~nE;

<> '
app8'~L

victimi.:;tit·~()n"

•
1"
. d '....r
011
,9.. 1 ,'J.n
' J ••

rn
h·' ~
J . . . .1,0

sOl,l{jht

.9,[flDl16 ·llo:'kine-clA.30

- for electoral
1 yo
(~p.,
.•

11

:z;urpose~3

~,'
emp h !l"LS

CO~~1-

- the tro,;i-

, '. -" OlOP"
'n
.,
rfL'l

_,1 tr.L'.:.,n,
.'

concpptions 0':' the cit,? as aYl ':woaD jungle' rEd.18:l ',";t,11 inter-

r~cial

crime

'l~d

disorder, and feed protD-fa3cist
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noti0n~

of the white

"'iorklns class as the victims of the black pre,'~,ence in Brita:in. (i':lirl.

p.h7).
Vi:::timisa tion surveys, includinc those commissioned by Labollr
local a'Jthori ties are condemned as "useful to the police no t only in
plannini?,' but, even in legitimatirlG their operations against high crime
are,9.S and ag!;l,inst particu1ar sections of the community".

(ibi'Lp.51~).

They also provide market research for "oollaborative policy initiatives"
such as victim s;Jpport schemes and neighbourhood watch. (ibid. p.55).
The :'urveys are criticised further for the ir focus on ordinary crime to
thf~

exclusion of corporate crime or poli:-:e harrassment or brutality.

The primary focus of' reali:'lt surveys upon ordinary crime emerged,
of course, because of a specific belief in its under-reportiw,S a"l.d
pernicious impact - which a1.l"::;hors such as Bri(1.ges, Gilroy and others,
do not share.

Also, such surveys were - precisely because they were

informed by the debates on police accountibility - designed to generate
data on police harrassment.

They also attempted to W1cover racist

harrassment ond sexual abouse.

(see d -l,SCUSS ion on Islineton C:rime Survey

ques tionnaire design at 7.3. below).
of survey data J in that they see the

They also que s tion the reliability
re~,pon':ents

as havine th3ir percep-

tions directed to\'lards ordinary crime, giving rise to an over-reportine
of those categories.

Incredibly, they select out the 'Nork of' Levine

(1976) on over-report"c!1G in vic timisati..on :'lurveys, ,tihen the consensus
among the vast majority of victim

stU~V8y

methodoloijists is thnt

potential for under-reporting is by far the greater problem.

tht~

(sec :3pnrks

1982 p.77 and my discussion at 4.6 above).
Bj.'iclGes and Fek8te conclude that the left-real is ts an(L those who
ca:npaic;n for

th(~

10c8.1

de~n()cr8. tic

control of policine, ploW into the

hands of' the right, and - by their activi ti",s - actually facH Hate a
situation in 7,'hicll the police ',';ill be imposed as a 'caretak8r class'
upon '1l0r1,dne;-clJ3.ss
~nd

services.

C()!TIlDiUli

tips, s1Jrp11l.nb.ne; 10c81 political. Ip,<dersh:i..r

But, they add ••
II

This is not to ;],::;n,:r the G19 i.11 of
thf~ left 'ceRlist~~1 that cr'im~~
and. vlctLrn.Lsatinn c,re sen llnp
pr:Jl) 18r~:) fo,~ the work -LnG clA.Js,
but so are m(l.SS une':lp.l:;y::<nnt,
,;rblJ.t1 ci"):;a:;r, in", ti till-, i.onal

- 2&;

racism and a myriad of other
degredations inflicted on the
class by Thatcherite monetarism.
(ibid.

"

p.6o).

This is the first time that any of this group of writers on race
and. crime has concedeli that ordinA.ry crime might be a problem for the
working class.

But the concession emerges in the context of t.he argument

tha t crime cannot - should not - be separated out j conceptually or in
term,3 of policy, from all the other ills of capitalism.

It is important to tX"J to explain what

substan~iA.lly

amounts to a

denial of the exis tence of criminal v lctimisa tion as a. burden,

.in

8,(J.di tion to

the burdens of mnl tiple deprivation, and one which compounds

the latter.

Here we m".lS t recognise that Bridges a n(l Gilroy are writing

from within a distinct theoretical tradition, in which a funct!.onalif>t
version of Ms.rxism has been applied to the anA.lysis of the position of
black people in first worB. cOlmtries.

Their particular analysis upon

the practical impact of racism and the super-exploited clA.sS position
of blacks, hR.S given rise to an ideA.li:=led image of the black community,
as an indivisiblp. force enga,c:;ed in an anti-colonial struggle at--;ainst
imperialism and rA,cis:n from with the heart of the capitalist ·world.
Thus the culture of the blaok community is vie\':ed a.s a clllture of
re!3 is tanc'3.

Young (1983) hR.s identified, in his general critiC].ue of this theore tical tradition, a number of dis tortions •

Firstly, there is a tendency

to use the rubric "black" to cover numerous immigrant g ro'Jps, with very
li.ttle acknowledgement of their different cultural heritage and d.ifferent
experiences of discrimination in Britain.

It als0 tends to maximise

differences between the black and white 'Horking class, and thus to
minimise the extent of the degree of assimilation of black youth to the
cillture and values of B'ritain.

It minimises the c:J~:'1.iet.s between

gen'"rati.ons in ord.er to s tres s a supposed. CQnti,nll-t ty of s truG6le bet'tieen
th8 first ani

2,800<1.<1

gener2.tions.

It mi.nimises the conflict bet,ween

the sex:e:> an(l i.s llflcritical of asV'?cts of blnck (O'\llt!lre '!:hieh are repressive of 'somen.

The tradi tinn especially minimises - even (Jenies -

the di.sorg:'nised a.spect,:; of hIe,ck

cult1Jl~e,

trnpr:ict of r8.cism ~ir-; !1ckn,,]T.vleds ed.
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even tllJYJgh the il8Ieter:i():13

In the con text of these ideali5 tic dis toC'tion:'J of the so:) iology
of the pred -Lcamen t of the black commW1i ty (especially the black working
class) it is perha!")s easy to see why the acceptance of the exis tence of
black participation in crime would have to be translated as a form of
'primitive rebellion'.

But it is the existence of crimin9.1 victimisation

in the b12ck commu..yri ty Vlhich poses the greatest threat to the posl tion,
for the acknowledgement of harms resulting from intra-racial conflicts.
would significantly undermine the image of cohesive and conscious resLstance to racism.

In reality, as victimisation surveys in Britain and

North "'-merica have shown, the black community suffers disproportionately
fro~ criminal hanns, as indeed it does from all other aspects of socia~

victimisation.

Si.milarly, racism and poverty hnve had a disorganising effect upon
aspects of black culture, in which brutalisation .leads to the victimisation of women and other powerless sectors of the community.

It is

not surprising, therefore, that the Vlork of Harrison (1983) is so rO'.mdly
cond.emned and derided for his study of the impaot of poverty and racism
upon the quality of existence in the inn3r-'ci ty, (see BridGes a nd Fekete
op.cit. p.58), for the conclusion which 1'I0uld. have to be dra'tin from conceding the truth of his findil16s and analysis, woula be thA-t the mo:st
oppressed sections of the black and whi te 'Norking class could benefit
from the polie ine; of crime and other hl3.rmful outcomes of ali. ena ted social

existence.
Left Reali~

(iii)

The third, and most recent, phase in the de'relopment of radical
criminology has been the emergence of the position known as 'leftrealism'.

It is in this ph!3.se th'3.t attention h'ls heen explicitly

turm~d

to 'ricti.ms and vjctimisRtion.

The emergence of left-reA-li8m h.'ls n';sted in a critic1l8 of th8
-i(~e8.l ism

a'oout crim.::;

crimint')logy.
,TOG': YO~;:-lg,

Thpse

inh~rent
0'1VP.

in the previ.ons

t'JiC)

p!i'l.sp,'l of rAdiCAl

'open submitted to scr'Jtin./ fwd critici.sr.l by

Clod the hpGinninc;s ofhi;o, 2.ss'l!}lt on the o'T.l"3io:J.::. a\1."l.

eli stortiom 0f r2.iioal orirnLnology be('Sil.n Tith his

A.T'!:,:l)r:1,.nt.~,

f'or

cri:ne

(especially crimns whn~8 vi~tim8 wpre individuals rather thqn b\1~inesse3)
to be viewed as a prob 1em
(YOUDS

1975).

.£f

ca:9i tnJ.ism

r:3.thf~r

th':ln just f0r cr;.ri.taJism

Tn other words crime must bf) seen as rea:::tiorl'-1.ry !1.nd in-
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juriol1s, - an expressirm of iwlividualism and exploi ta tion, rather than
of a ruasi-political form of resistance to the contradicitions of
capi talism.

Furthermore, he argued

th~ t

radicals o'.Jght not to condone

criminal acts, even if they may be seen to arise from inequality and
oppression, and that the working-class community suffers immens ley
from the criminals in its midst

(1976 P.18).

Young also (ibid. p.13) identified trend in radical criminology,
in which crime is seen as a produGt of people purposefully pursuing
This is an

ideas detached and free from material circumstances.

inversion of the crudely materialist vision of the criminal'as determinied. by non-purposive material factors.

Later, in a more sys tema tic

critique of left-idealism, Young (1979) identified its central tenets as

a voluntaristic conception of action, a coercive conception of social
order, an:l a fun::.:tionalist conception of social control.

It sought to

deny the ob jecti vely harmful nature of crime, denied the essentially
intra-class nature of much crime, and denied the possibili.ty of a consensus about criminal harms, or that working-class communities might have
a stake in social order and the control of crime.

The emp:b.cal focus

of left-idea.lism lNas direc tly rela ted to forms of crime which might fit
into some

conce~tion

of criminalised social resistance or else upon

white-collar and corporate crime.

Rarely did it focus upon inter-

p8rsonal violence, burGlary, or street crime, as these impact'?c1 upon
members of the '.'Ior]dng class.

The idea of commJn interest is fostered by key parts of the control
apparatus SUGh as education, parliamentary democracy, thp- mass media.
Some control institutions have an overtly ideologic8.1 role, while others
represent the 'iron fis t' of coercion.

The ins ti tllt.:i.on of lsVI represents

a sham universalistic gloss on the interest of the powerful, whereas the
police and prisons

reprl'_~sent

the (J.irect coercion in ;"hich th8 state is

based.
Crime, accordil16 to the above logic rl,"sults

(1ir;'ctl~: ~'rom

C':2pi taL.;:; t

ineqllalL ty, an 0, 1.3 only conceived of by icJ.ep,li;;ts in +:pr't'ls of the
oppositiol1 f'()2eJ tc social oriler.

is m1]ch more> crbe, in all

cle.clse~3,

"Pr.~.Y

are at

r.n.~_n2.

to

311o·,r

t:"ls.t

ex:i"t awl i;}Vit

tr.an iE'. t.hl"J1Cht

+,0

this d8monstr<1.tr"8 thp iJ_ll1.38.rJr n'lturR of con3enSU3.

.,~

f'o:'1it.i n n is vpr:/ 2,electivp '1.Dou.t the styles of arLme

sele~ted
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tr-l~r(:'1

cial1.1', this

for st,llriy.

"

The empirical focus of left
idealists is directly related
to those forms of crime closely
re1a ted - either historically
or contemporaneously - to the
cl8.sS struggle over property
rights or to large-scale theft
or lootin6 , but rarely to minor
violence, petty the;'t, or
alcoholi~m; although soccer
hcol:iganis.m and vancl8.1i!".nl havt'
been inter:preted a.s inartic,ll",te
fo:'w: of class s tr'.lggle. A kpy
feature of left idea1:ism emerGes
her8 : it ple,ys dov·m the ilTlFnct
of working-c}afls crime 8.ga.irst.
the ~orking-class; it maximi~es
the anti-working cla~;s effects
of ruJing - class crjme whi]st
at the same time stresning its
enrJerr::i.c. nature.
"

(it-du. p.15).
This outline of left idee.Hsm and its orientation to socj 81 onler _
and crime is stil1 a val:iCl descdrtion of mos+; racUcal thir.king on crirre,
al1<l reads as an t.::ncanny I,rophesy of the '/Jork of such author:.: as Gi lroy J
Bric1.ges and of;l:ers on rl3.oe 8.nd crime.

It is Clear wby left. ic:ealienl in

crim:i nology cannot a ccot:"nE(Jd.a t.e an appreoiation of t'he vie tim of orc.inary
cr:imes - those mos+' numerous in rf:>aJ.ity.
c:cirr,I?J i0

B.

Griffie onJ.y hurts

defens,i ve reao-:;i on; crimi?' is an

expre~\g].on

SOC:i.8.J

order;

of r82e a.ge ins t

int.oJ.ere,ble cppressjonj but. the e::qJloite.tinn of one person by another
is of no theoretical interest W11ess it is f'erpP1-,rat.ed tJy corpo:r'I:ti ons

aeaiE,<,t the peop2.e, the poJ.i ce a.nd prison
!\~;aj

bea tings, or by r2.c1 s.t. th1JgS

sy<.d,ern in r,arrl3ssmf'nt and

ns t ble.ck people.

Two ot.her pa:pers pubJ.i:.:hecl by radical

~h.J.ionnJ

crj

TN)

Cr:'.rne Survey.

con~3f:r~Up.nt

:i.n the

r8cliC[1]

u}'~"\n

inr;f:rp(:::u.'l.~i

i.n-tra-C:8.3S ceno

of dat.a and concll;si("ns drawn frnr.: t.he

He pojr-7.S out tre low rr-!porting ra":e of 8tre0~.the feor (md a}lr:d:l-,y of vieti :r);

ty of the rO]_:Cf'.

ini'rr-re(:-L!;~,

j'1'l'ort.e.nt
cor.I~"u.ni

ma~:8[!

sO:jl'r:r;

tAP

1~~~~:

ii.s v"ic-:-.irrc}

tr;an ten fer

of ."l('c:crF:li;.·a+-icns.nd

ties.
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J

or tl

f'~

r

l)(~lirf

Streef; crirrf' is rr"dor:6nantly
o'rsr-whl'"_rr~nz:l:r

hl!'d:s or~bic~1{I.o~;, Ij'l:ing ir:. IT.niropoJ.itE.Il e.c'"o:~.

vict.i:rj. .3PLticn

in the 19 7 (,'s

F,n A.rtieJe by Tony PIH~:t (1978) is notable for

Are worthy of '11pnticn tpre.
its parly use by a

crirn:inolcgiE'".~~

poor

}'f:OpJ.C,

;Ut.l·10l)CL V':ioJrr:t

c.en+~ 0:- si. ,r~:'{:t cr~~:'·F.·,

v:i.ct.ird:~.fL+.l()n

it i:3 '3.n

jn '.';ork:ing C13S,S

Also he says

Rape, assauJt, ch~ld ~nd wife
beatine a.nd homic1(!e r..ot onJ.y
oau~.e grea~ personal suffeY.'ing
to the viotimR and their relatives and oJo~e fripnds, but
also undermine oolJective
soljclarit.y. If

If

(ibid.

p.29).

Platt therefore strongJy opposes tte no~inn that onJ~ the busjness
communi ty or mid elle olass es s uffF!r froD crime}

Fl.nd

worb.ng-c2.ass criminaJ.s are 'primi tive rebels'.

:::1:0; 0 tr.e idea that

He regards street 0rime

as parasi t.ic \~pon the working-olass and a major ttreat to i t.s political
organj sa tion.
Jsnes Teevan (1979) a1,,0 adclresses him;}elf to the labeDjng and
oonflict theory schoo~.s.

He puts forwara. four reasons why the vj ct-ims

of crime have been ignored

victims have not been perneived as

2) crirrinolcgist" are unlikely to have personaJly ex-

'underdogs'
perienced

1)

or~minal victimi~ation

3) or:'minoJ.ogist.s have been unoon-

sd.ously iY'~feotAc1 by the dero£;otion of vi.ctims ir:T,licit
pcl:ychology

j

j

n muoh social

4) victims remind crim:'..noJ ogists of their failure to so2.ve

thR problem of crime ~

5) victircs haVe) simply no": been seen as 'inter-

esting' enow,;h to stlJdy, given t()e .soci;:Jcgy 0-:" orird.nolo[~ic[ll knO'.vledge
and priori ties.
Tecvan also makes tlle interesting po~nt. tr.at most recl:icaJ. crimj nologj.st.s f(·e2 thclt they oan only stllC.y victims at the expense of t.he
o;,'j m:i.nal •

In other words atten~icn to victi~s implies oastigat.ion of the

.
.
1
Crlrrlna.

But, he adds

o

"

As oriminologists we 2hould be
able to tolerate U~e A..mhigld ty
inr:E:rent in such a s i t\)s+.ioD.
Certainly a cd. t.iCD 1 8.pFro[ld'
wr;ul d r.E~ ve l:i t tIe a. i ff:i C111 ty
h l.:u,,j n~ th e c a.pitR~ j s t sy" t,r] [:1
for both the cowL +icns oond~~c:vc to crjiPf:~ p.. nd the rt?:!liltar:t; s\li'f'(-~rinG of cr-iiTe victims.
( 1-·".:rl
. .... \.~.
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If

II

It is indeed true that a majority of r8.dicalE: do experience this

problem 'flhen the question of crimirlal harms is raised.

A

.M.

•
maJor
reason

for Ucis is certainly that, until recently, the only people 'Nho ever
mentioned victims were conservatives, or else mer.1bers of the general
public whose views on crime and punishment were regarded as expressicns
of false-consciousness, do\.;btlessly infll;enoed by right-wing law and
order campaigns.

Thus, the very raising of the sub ject is inevitably

seen as pandering to racis t st.ereotypes of the offender or to 'the
myths of the crime wave', and c a11s for the incre::;.sine mi1i i:arisation
of' tte police.

Ian Ta.ylor (1981 pp. 9-1 7) speaks in terms of the ne oes s i ty for
rao.ical criminologists to claim back the probJem of crime from the
right.

The "reality of right-wing criminology" as he puts it., is

precisely tha.t it does address a phenomenon which is real

E2i

the

anxieties and fears of working-class people which are equally real.
There is a marked tendency, however for raclicals to v;ant to deny or
qualifY popular fears, by pointing to statist.ical 'facts', or by
stressj.ng that fear results from 'moral panics'.

He also suggests

that re,dicals should attempt to aOC01.mt for intra-working class crime
and disorder in terms of a wider sociologioal anaJysis of social
problems which interlock with cdme, sllch as alienation and the cult.ure
of worklessness, housing, educa.tion and social values.

The most recent work to stem from the left-realj at position (in
a(ldition to that of ~L'aylor) is that of John Lea and. Jock YounG (1982;

1984) •

In a paper on the origins of U:e riots of 1981, they incorporate

two centraJ. features of the position - the reaJ.jty of crime and viotimisation, and a partial consensual basj.s for order, into their general
analysis.

They assert, for instance, that in t.he evalu8.tion of events

lea,oing up to the confIiots, the existenoe of high crime r£lte.":\ in the
rict. areas cannot be disc01.Ulted, and that poJjce taotics suerl as SViamp
2.1 anc. other measures 7:hich dj scrimi.nE, ted ace:] nfJ -l: anc. furtl18r alj enr i:t=,(j

the black communi.ty, were infnrmea by the d ed.re to

red.ucf~

the level of

3treet crime.

The posi tion reoei.ves very dct.9.2.led treni.mp.nt :in t.hei r bnok ';"r.n.t.
i:', to be done flt!out

l'lw anc~ order?

(1984~i.

Here A.t.tentjein to the real-

ities of victirdsa.tion ano fear de.veJ.oped further than any r'lo:;cal ':fork
- 2F-3( -

oatside of the feminist, stream.

For the:_r arguments on the risks of

victimisation they h£',ve delved deeply into the literaturE, of victimology,
8<1pecia.lly the data from the various surveys.

The important difference

between this w~rk and other in the realist position (inohld::'ne:; the:::.r OVln
earlier papers) is that the discussion of victimisation moves from the
plane of statistical ·'re.tes' and 'risks' to'I'arc.s a sociology of victimisation inforrr:ed by a consider?tion of crime and fear as elements in the
broad context of the disacv&ntaged sooial situation of '.'lorking-class
people.

They speak, for instance, of the way in 'shieh thE': official cdme

statistics hide the focusing of criminal victimisation - its uner;ual
distribution and unec;ual impa.ct.

Also, they see criminE.l victimise.tion

as add.ing to the high victimise. tion from other soc ial prob lems •

Las tly ,

criminal victimisation has the capacity to compound the social predicampnt
of the individuals or groups affeoted.

Criminal victimise.tior: he.s alJ

the chare,cteristics (e.nd perhaps more) of other unequally dis tributed
socia.l prcblems. (ibid. p.53).

Certainly, as I remarked above, there

is the ever-present influence of feminism and the 'critical critics'
(Downes, Rock and others) but there is also serious attention paid to
the insight of the social democratic

~

conservative traditions.

Social democratic and reformist political philosophy is applauded
for its desire to humanise and socialise the contrac.ictory social and
economic relations of capitalism.

Socia] democratic: crimjnology is also

arJ,lal1ded for its abilit.y to situate crime anct crime con.troJ. a8ains the
background of these contradictions.

But, social democrl3. tic theory and the

optimistic reforrr.ist spirit to whi ch it gives birth, is rejected for its
limitations and it" inability to perceive the depth anct permc.nence of
these contradictions I3.nd so too of the distorted human relations whi(:h
stem from them.

Left-realism, especialJy in Lea and Young's version,

does not hO'Ne'ler

18p~e

into the pessimism of phases I and II.

It is

not just radical criminologists, they claim, but radicql politicians and
'"orking-class communities which mUE:t seize bS'.ck the ini tintiv8 or: crime
ct'ntrol.

Although con:"erv3.tisTli a:') a politio!"} pr-dJo,":.o.phy is roundly concernnec.,
left.-re.s.li.s be' nr;e
sIlirit of JamE-f.

(~.

~l;j

t.e

R.

debt to right-.,:ing cri:Jdnologis ts flnd the

1,\-iJson looms 8S11f:cially largf=,.

:lllplFJ1)(lecl for their ovm

reali~3rJ.1

Suer.! ',';riters are

an 0_ att8Dtion to the imf'ortA.nne of fOrlT.S

of or'der and personal security.
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I will now move on to offer.. some observations on the left-idealist
denial of victims and victimisation.

Firstly, radical criminology is

in general trapped within the inter-actionist, social democratic libertarian and structural Marxist aspects of its herita.ge.

It is a state-

centred criminology, although it has inherited aspects of the offender
centred character of social democratic criminology.

The influence of

libertarianism, and some trends within Marxism, have tended tov/ards a
romanticised conception of the offender as a politically informed rebel.
Furthermore, emphasis upon the rationality and meaningfullness of crime
and deviance, has militated against an appreciation of the objective
nature of criminal harms.

These aspects of its heritage have substan-

tially restricted its scope and ability to examine broader aspects of
the crime problem, which would permit a fuller understanding of the
social roots and impacts of crime.
Secondly, as Paul Hirst (1975) once suggested, radical criminology
has largely failed

to generate its own concepts.

By choosing as the

object of its studies - crime, it has allowed itself to be somewhat
limited by the agenda of mainstream criminology.

Although the

Schwendingers' call for a redefinition of 'crime' in terms of radical
concepts of 'harm' and 'social justice' is often favourably quoted,
very little has been done towards this end in the intervening period of
years.
Thirdly, radical criminology has remained relatively isolated from
contemporary currents in radical social science.

At one level it has

not directly participated in recent re-examination of social philosophy
and theory, as promoted in the work of. Anthony Giddens (e.g.1982) and
this may in part account for its rather non-reflective orientation towards theories of order.

Furthermore, radicals have almost entirely

discussed crime at its structural and ideological levels, whereas within
radical sociology there is a well established and rich tradition of
qualitative empirical studies of the material and psychological effects
of the crisis of capitalism upon actual individuals and communities.
The works of Jeremy Seabrook (1978; 1982) for instance, are important
examples of the sociology of social victimisation, as are some radical
writings on health illness (e.g. Doyal 1979: Mitchell 1984).
Also, a most important study providing a first had sociological
- 289 -

account of the impact of crime in the context of multiple aspects of
inner-ci ty elecline, corr.es from a radical sociologis t - not a criminologistl

(Harrison 1983).

A four-th and related point is tha t radical criminologbt.s

b~ve

lE. rgely distanced themselv8s from empirica.1 '1lOdc on crime, and have
especia.lly rejected quanti t'J.tive methods.

This stems in part from the

lones tandir'6 disdain fot' official crime s ta tistics which goes back to
radical deviancy theory in the 1960' s, which regarded such C0\Jnts of
crime as merely reactive organisational outcomes having more to tell us
abo1.)-: the activities of police ana o01.;rts than Reout the 'real' prevalence
of crime.

Indeed there was believed to be no real prevalence of crime

indeper.dent of defini tionl:.l processes.

:;'1so under the infJ.upnce of

phenomenolosy, it was believed that social phenomena cannot meaningfully
Left ideal i 3m inheri ted this per-

be expressed in quanti ta tive fashion.
spective and made it more specifj o.
seen as part of the

ideologic~l

The criminal s ta ti.s tics were now

preE'entat.ion and mystification of the

crime problem, in which the stat.istics were useCl to fee and lend
scientif'ic creedence to moral panics.

These attitudes to quant.i.tat.ive method.s are furthpr fed by the fact
the.. t radical criminologis ts tenet to ha.ve had educational backgrounds in
the arts rather than mathematics and the natural sciences anc t.o have
taken social scienee degrees during peri.ods when q\]alitative methods s elf-accoun ts, participant ob ser'ra. tion, uns true tured. in tervi.e'lis and 0 the l'

A contradiction here of

naturalistic devices - were most in vogue.

course is that such methods h.'3.ve revea.led s"'me verJ interesting insights

(e.g. Harx'ison ep.cit.;
view expressed. by Greenberg (1979) is that most

into both social and criminal v:Lctimisation.
Seabrook op.cit.).

A

cdminclogists, bcth radical anc. other'Nbe, simply do not understand
Q1;antitstiv8 methocs anc. so rr)ject them l'artia]]y on these gro'JnrJ.s. He
1'8 ~ecter..

believes th'-1t. they have

those method s prematurely.

th8.t. the!'>? "l.:-'e m.gny rese'lrch ··1J.pstions which
'l'l9.l.itrt:ivp methods
1;[i-i:t8 r ns
o~
,<:iI'..

;3at.:1.•

?rh l 8rl g.re nf'lt

the incre:u-;inc use of

cl 10[: j tillR t C lnib 1. i.e 1-"'015 r.~ rr,q >e s i t

()1;.,)[;~2~~:.

~,-'

A1~"o,

to hpve at

.\;.r"-:'
!Otinn
"f'
'> - d\......
...' ,.L \.J...

r"r·li..
1:.J.". _

~J:e~.r c1i.~~-'o.sn.l

cy •

be .:tn::;·'.'E:rr;;o. ',';ith

that -:-:hc formal prccedurp..:: of m'ltherr.:-tics

l:ltld

di,sc~rne(1

t.o bE:

8Iln..nc.1:.

He argues

-L.

(ii,i.;j
\ ._'r .,

'"1T
1:-.c.

e~Tid8nt

"~:..v:ntite.t-ive
~sp ~o
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Tr-r.:n

';
I

•

,~i.rnrJp

re~'F~r·cr.

r:~lo;'1

5.nsp;ct";.ons

tc

form~~;l.a~f~

i.e J 12T i:1[c r f:::-.nt ft)r c rirnj. nm£?+hn(~.3

rat' t.~"".~: /~~L+i~'18 ,'=!.nc.:..

Lynn McDonald (1976) hl3s argued persuasive1y that there is no
cOT;tradict:~on

between quantitative researcr: strategi8::. and radical per-

Indeed it is true tha t in the study of all other social

spectives.

problerns of capitalist society - problems which produce soeiel victimho\~ing,

isation, such as poverty,

h~alth

ine~lalities

and other

-

radicals at least make use of descriptive statistics, the s 'uree of
vlhier. are often

governme~t

agencies, and often rathp.r uncritical ~

A fifth point is on the cjuestion of rad.ical crim:inology'

3

confused

Stan Cohen (1979) has written in great detail on this subject,

moralism.

and al th011gh I will be examining the implications of his i 3ells for the
t

development of socialist victimology in Chapter VIII, it is relevant
hr7-re to note the follo'.'Iing points.

The heritage of ' underdog sociology'
o~""fenders.

hClve given radicals a strong sense of identi'bJ with deviants and

On the one hand this has resulted in moral s tp.nncs by rAdicals on ",(loial

victimisation in general -:md wi thin the context of

cr~minlll

j1JS

tic p

,

but it has also resulted in "the tender..cy to pretend a suspension of
•
( 1'b'lQ,
crJlne.

.p

morality" in relation to the harmful effect.s

OoC

r)S) •

P.L~

Equally, radicals have never really wrestled with the complexities of
slJnh phtlosophical conc r;;pt.3 as guilt, desert, justice (as opi!o:3ed to
Tb~ end IlrOc1uct of t:lis

sooi,'1.1 j1Jstice), to:"'eral1ce or di'lersity.
om-L::;shn is t:v, t radicIl18 nav". prod:lced
~uestion

on the

of

:'10

3y'-ot F)rno.-':; ir; morCiJ.

far less have they

har~~,

pr0~'npa

Rny

POE)

i tion

vi5i~n

of

or LmL'lR.1 j u:, t. i.ce in R.11 ,"1,1 tern? thre ;30ci," ty •

tl:1~~

4. f'l.lri:ber a.spect of
Nh,~ch

de1relopm8nt of

sm~11

b.'r:":, on broe,d.

soc~,'ll

plac;; 'Nhieh has been ac:corded tr)
in":erpeY':~()n'll

or

so

the hll':nnj .:;;n wh',ch '1,:as

has not dfeV'" 1 epe(l.

r).-:l:LY:C,

A.~)

8.ft\)rt}

I

O~.\)~iSt.3 ~volll(l

It

con(~~J:'ns

30c;'i.9.J.ist or

'1

l!~

:) r i

d(:~Fl ].

~lS

not

e(!~~~.r

(~r'2.'~ :.1Yt!.,

IronL~I:l.l1y,

L9.rxL:;t~ hllmF1n~,3;n.

of cri.mA ,·mel v·i..c:ti.mi:3,'l-'::i.on.
r~~~()::_n

:: tr·9J1.i t-i nn

-L S ~i1 iJ.n c1

!1

'Nh~_ch

out of'

~c:~

br-:,'::fJ.J1

t

~:1

1.:""'~ tn

t,) .) ..F:lJn().rj;~(~
;..

~)O

T!l

;Jo!:".Ji.~t5
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t~-:c:

of not

9.n

11,0:.':18, re:l-1nAl cr:L:llin-

llefrn"r:.~,

3.

c~uch

Y'~;C011Gp.r~utlli..s.qtiJn

\1gr-',~

·.'Jay 1.n 'Nhich hlnl;,),n:; S",

i~'1 ~I) r~_':c ::.'~l

t}!t;'(';_)':():('{_~,

V-jcti1L~_::;;1t.;_(\nj

t.i.c per.'·ppc-

eentt"i 1. tr) the ir. -'::'~r8.c;ti.on~;~t - phenoffl'·'noloci cl:).l

'0'11. ',';:',:", Al'iDnr·,t,,'<1. 'D,Y t,hel1 in
r

rr,; 18-'::i':ms •

:'1),!lA'1:i.:".

shall ar'::;l,le, is e3sent1:=tl to a. ::.ociai..Lst

L13~JeS

oP the

.;';.:)

cri;n1.110 l'Jt;y, and

has an i 1l1J01:,t,<mt ,bpllY'inC on it,,; neg 1ec t of v:i.e t i. ·n':,s,o. -':i.'JI1,

th'" reJ,"l.-':i.vely

':h: 1

rad:'.'~Hl

'.'[1]3

G n~lJ~ ''''\~ t(~

r(i5~,~.!.1."

on(~,

bu-t

?!,n~1. ~-'~n,s(:'lsJ
rF;~:::1,1(:"J

I) C1 ~_ ~_ t··

G", ~_

fY'nn
f:

or:u~'c;..l~~~J.;nn
f"":{3.,._;

c; ') n ry7'::.....

·to

i·~~a.::;,-~;~-j:~;)*

In the rad-Lc8.l cievl.c1noy t}voory and left :L:le:lli s t phase ...,.,
prel.l.On::nltt2~)

the im;tS8 0 f of'fender-as-victi.m
seen9.S the victim of

t~le

find that

'."8

- sorn" ti.:nE3 ti,e offender is

Un8<lUIJ.J, dis tribuU.on to defi.ne ari(l. en:'orce J
~f

sometimes as ths viotim of' the broader inequities
justi~e

Hre victimised by the crimina2.

c8Iit~IL3~.

Offenders

systell1 as vrel1 as by car::.bl1i::; t

Thus a notion of' socinl v:i.ct:Lmisilti:m is inlv3rited {'rom

sooial oreler.

--~-

the socia.1 rlernocr'it;.o tradi.ti.::m, but i:" given greater

specifL~'j

ty. Jocia1

der.lOcra:tic optimi::;rn tho1l.gh, iJ replaced by a prof'8und pess i.m·'.8:'l ,':1nd
cynici3f11 that the sl.lbst"tn-'.:ive inequaltties 'Nhich sirra rise to leC!1.l and

ine'l1.lali ties can ever be

s·)0-;''1,1

,~dded

correct~d.

to these no-'ci:)ns that the cri n'j.::1al jUStiG8 sys ter:l and the

sooj.al systeTJl ,g.re the main sources of victi rn-.'.3,q,-'cion, is

,3tron: un(ler-

B.

current of the beli,")r that cd.TIe is a form of poJ.itical rebell i::m, the
real victims of ·,':hich are c'lptbJli ..<ot order, or else m8rnb'?r8 of Sl.lIleri:Jr
soc·Ln.l cl:t.ss8s.

deni'1.1 of ppr"on'l.l v:i.ctill:!,.sa ti:)11 then re:;,uIb>

as

J

does the deni.,'3.1 of crime 8..Yld fear as an objeotive problem for the 'NorkinG
oppr:~ssed

class or

Such a connep: of ccbrL:1n.l vil'1ti'n-

sro'lps 'Ni.th.i.::1 it.

i:'lation as 8xL::;ts in thi::; analysis tends t:) be hiGhly seleotive, and to

inclurle only victims of' St8.t'3, corporat8, police, rac'Lst cri:r.e or the
victims of male violence.
7rhi'~h

The conoept is also enlqrGcd to inolude aots

ca1.we harm but whiG!1 arc no t crimi.nalised, 3110h

normal eoonol1ic:

'3.3

exploitation, po~.lut.i.on) racism} sexism, poverty and vVIJr. (c.f.
Sch\':en('U:!1[;8rs
8.1'.i.c~ally

tr""d~ti.'m.

crimil101~gJ'

r:1'lrl(;3 an intere:'ltint:; departure fro-:1 t.!l"S

One m\:;htsay t.hat if what arnoun-:s to a raC!.i0al 'paradiGm'

em~rsecl

in t.he cri:n'.'.Dol..:)S'y i:!1 t.he pa::;,:;
The radical

El;llOlmtc; to n. 'parwJ.-L,:';;n shift'.

tw(-~nty

years, then Ip.ft-reali.::;m

world.-vil~w

but. in seveY'a1 rp.sL)8cts is cl)n::1'i 11.er':lbly re1rised..
r("il.l~co;t

crim·.'.YlOl::lgy re'reals
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SY:3 ~8rn-

11.('8

exolwled..

Left-realist

hp.;:;

Vict:i.m~) of hOLlsehol.] and stre8t or 1.. rt~'.J

'1975).

or:i.rn'bo1og:.r

is no':;

)-,n-,
, l . ( ... _

f:]:'l'~.

nurnbpr of' sources.

]1f'
J__-'lt
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J..]cp~p
t.)'. '-',,'rr:.
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~~

t i 'Tip·; r-t.Q,'1 ~ C0 ret? p :);·.11~i. n:~

~~9:?
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r::~Jl

i. cal

v ~:_ G t t l1l :;.'=1. t i nn, h!1,;:, ~ nen the

011

d.':~vp~.ollr:lA:lt

-

I.~'

V'j:Jt ·.'llC~_n:';:l,

j.n -,....!-:,~·;~,ql r01i.t·.~cs from th8 l,~~t.e

9"""C' s , t.lle

px:i:.p_.dfod

of' le",t-

rPfJri.i.l1C;
,9.

on~y

-

of

136c'3 aTvl,

f~rri_~'l:l_st ver:~inn

of

v-l~ti:n-

~'emini.'3m

oloSY.

i.'3 of course concerned to hiC;1:1ic;ht the soci31 victirn-

isation of women, and does so by 3i tU!;ltinc, this vi:Jtimisation '1;1. tnin

the d11al

con~exts

of patriarchy and capitalism.

The soel'll, politi.cal,

!!nc1 1.';8010::;ica1 posi.tion of' ','lomRn - one of powerlessness and subju(-.:;et-i..on

- ::Urectly res1tlts in exploitAtion 8.nd power18ssness in the ho'n8, Rt
"t.'ork, G.nr3. in other inst-Lt'.ltional settin.ss.

r.'e:n~.ni.3t.q

hFl.'le alco been

concerned for criminal types of victimisFl.tion, such as rape, physical
a3s.'lult and abus '3, and also for the sexual and viol':>.nt victi 1l:L3fl. ti::m
of children.

(inter alia Vieis ~mcl Borges 1973 j Pizzey 1974.; Bro'Nnmill"'r

1 976; Smart 1 976; ';'ilson

1983).

Feminists, both inside a11(l outside of cri,n:L1.01:)gy, havr3 sou.r;ht to
problem'ttise the definition of criminal victim:Lsat-Lon, for

j

t stresses

the many inter-persnnal and ob jective harms wh l.o:Jt-l have no-:; been criminal-

ised. (sllch as rape in marriage, and sexual harrassm8nt), and hr13 highli3hted the failures of the police and other agencies to c12arly define
criminal harms ([luch as physical assaults on women in private situ'1.t.Lons)
ai3 criminal.

1980' s, pr01ilJCed

?eminist vict Lmology in Britain has, in the

a large n-J.mber of' import'l.nt findings on sexual victirn·_~_sation.
discussion at

(se8

4.6 a.bove).

?eminism has had. two mllin effects uEJon raci:)al criminology. ?'irstly,
it hll3 sensitised it to the plight of the real as opposed to the ab stract
victims 0:' crimf".

les such it has erected. an im.rortant psyGllo10Gical

hurdle for rad i.:::als, who are forced to confront the fact

tl'1A. t

- in

rel'1tion to women victims at leFl.st - somf" of the male members of the
OI)pressed

with '.>,hich they so cJ.osely iCl.8ntify, are en,C"l.ged in

,::;TOUpS

c<-'.lJsinc great he.rIO, not to an abstract and opprAssive sooi"l.l sy:=:tem, bu-:
fo~

the 3igni fiQan reo.e fini tion of the concApt of offender-!ls-vic tim

t:) that of' .2ff~nder-a3-.x.ic>tifTl:h.~_~.

Add.iti::ma.lly, feminism has laid the Ground for a

g8nerc~l

t.h'=,ory

0:-

the nocjal roots of viotimisat.ion, in both as oriminal and n0n-cciminal
f:)rrJs.

the

T'lw il1clerl.l·,,;·ith

m,')mf~nt: We C2.n

of b0th of

the.~t?

mOrt1

fully in the finlll cha':;'i;,"t',

s,u.y tbat. writer'5 in the r'-,alist
cOlTt-,r·Lb'jt.~on~.)

C'J1~

j P·c t i.vf: re. thn r tr:n.n

a

.:.'ocio.l

~:lwo::,y

thi:o

s~Imb ()l-i.c

of cr'-lrrrLnal

-

the

f(I]~~n:~,

exi~)tRnC!:;

a11d

the

o~

1:101:'1.

h rtv8

bT~

b,>~n

~lLct')_rrrl ):l~-,-;.orl

nf.; GP:3;3 j. t~l

t.n

for

mi.nrlf1Jl
in

i.t~

f' 1:3.:-) 0l'"';:-1 t7:

~l.:3.rm:;.

A f'lrth",r imrorr.ant aspect of 1(~ft-re8.1ism is its ins:l."1t.ew;," tlv:.t
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the problem of pol icine cannot be

separa.tely from the problem of

ll.s 3LJC~, there has been an attempt to de'felop

p.168).

crime. (ibid.

trei~ ted

a theory of pol i,cing which is informed by the belief that the social
relations of capitalism produce not

order, but a fundamrmtal disoC'der

and disorganisation from which the working clfl.s.3 suffers disproportionately.

Therefore, '.'iorking class com:.lwli ties have

.f.2££~

order 'Nhich 'lIould be safe guarded by a police
~ice

police

interest in an

all

transformed into a

- one which is subject to democratLc control and ','Ihich

pro7ides adequate protection from criminal harms. (ibicl. p .269) •

The left-idealist position on the

qm~stion

of pol icing has flowed

logically from its pas i tion on crime . \ 3 Kinsey and YounES have argued,
the left-idealis t pos ition has tencied tOi'iarcls the argument that the
only solution to the probler1 of poli.cinG is the abolition of the police.

('1 982 P .11 8-1 23) •

? or the ab oli tLonis tall c rime is pol i ti::)al, and

in two forms - V-'o::'kine-class crime, whicll is born of' poverty,

OOlTIf)3

o.esperation and unemploy:nent; and the c rimes of the powerful, 'Nhioh

'lht"! effects of 'NorkinES-

are born of greed, guile, and manipulAtion.

clRss crime are seen as eX'3.ggera ted aYld the effect of' rlllinc;-cl!:i.SS crime
ma3sively under-st.ressed.

Furthermore, the poli:::e are seen '3.3 direct

agents of th8 ruling-class, and their prirnFl.ry role is the policinc; of
social relations and working-clas.:; indisc ip line an':3. res is tance.
the political goal of abol i. tionists is to

expO~3e

')'h11s,

th8 teal n8.ture of

thA police as servants of' the capit.lllist stllte, rather thAn +;0 addre:')s
the problem of crimp. as it adversely affects the 'Horking class.
su~gestion

i\ny

that the police may be transformed into servants of '!!orkinzII

class cam:nunities is seen as dl1.ngerously naive.

For the left-realists then, 8. pol i,.ce forcl"! is n'?n8.ssary bec.'l'B8
cr-tme is a real problem; there is
the worki.ng clRs s community.
and burglnry, con3ti tllte
.0'")or1e h'ive t.o suffer.

'<1

11

great deal of' c?"lme and :t t hurts

r.r-Lmf! s 811Ch as vanr'lnl ism, rAfp.) rr.1JCginES

fu:::'thr~r

set of burclAns thilt 'Norking-0J.'l,S8

But, 't'orkinz;-cl'lss

b'J.~;:i.n,?3s

tlJ.p. 'sp"y of pnl ice protection +.r,al1 t',he
~t;·Le~:;.

Jemocrqtic control of

58+t.~n5

r~,

0,?Rtpc:l

•

PiJli~e

ther?;

noliciru~

....

cC)mm~mit;ip.,:; rp(>~ivp

~

is a

'110111,(1

be

'1

recipro(~'ll .'32,"'-stem of'

Inc"'J cO''11wmi b,p". nnd tr,e polic p in oY'rl8r to
I1TOcF,':j

w-'P'l'; 8Dr1 priorities.

,·13:) th8
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or mio('lle-cl.'),,,;:: cawnl1-

npc~ssarv

for'eR 1f:li1-ch de . .~,l:; a<3~'1')(l-t(';ly

police

in

11?c;,",

-

'/,;i

0.'

tn

a()n:~

nrp.-nnnaitio~

....

-

at"ir18.

to

.•

Tn

~·1JI:)}1

-

!~1

:11 tn t Ion b 2: t?t-:~en.

fOrmlJl.,'1.":!C~
'NOIIJd

be

" J 0(>1l ro1 icy
(~c~c'Ymt8.ble

i;n

This 'liould incl1J(~e

the elected rf;pY'esente.tiv8s of the comm'c.ll1ity.

effective com[llilints procedure, and also an efficient sys tern of mnni to ring
of pol ice

behnv~our

and perfo:c-mance.

The final Go:nponent of Lea and

YOU11[';'S

left-re,'l.li,'lm is

0;112

which

flo',ys from th8ir refor;;nla tion of the ques tions of crime, policinG,
and quantitatLve research method;').

Thi.s concerns their ana.lysis of

As we have seen, their position on crime inoludes n

race and crime.

In 1932

reco6nition of the intra-class nA.t\.Jre of mllch ordi.nary crime.

and 1983 they prod.:Jced a number of art:icles on trl1.s iss us, am'! o.eal t
.
with the f,9Ct that such cr-lmes also tend to be intra-raci8.l, ore,1 ..seln

carl~ied

General

out by poor members of the co:nrLmi ty against other poor

people, irrespective of the race of either offender or victim.

These

views and the analysis which extended from them, a ttrae ted V8r<J heal,ry
cr.i.m~_n

criticis!Tl from various authors, includinG a n'Jmber of b12.ck
o1.ogists.

I will here summarize the respective positions,

they

RS

he.ve a direct bearing upon the uniers h1nding 0:' events surroundiYlG the
Islington Crime Survey.

DU-:'ing the summer of
riotine in Br:i. Ush cities,

1981 ,

there had been extensive and

8

erious

In each caqe, riotine had be 2n triggered

by some aspect of poli.ce behaviour, althoclgh the riots were held by
many to have had their roots in a number of grievances.

These inclllded

h~_gh rates of unemployment (e:-~pecially among bl'1:)',z youths)

J

widespread.

poverty, urban decay, th8 decline in serv lces and resou.rces, and tl19
contracti.ng opport'JTlities for release from these problems.

Not only

did t.he rioti.ng occur in com:nunities lll1der great st.ress, bl.l t also in
localiti8s in ',"hich both black and white youths ','lere alienated. from
the police, anti. in ·,.,hich relations bet.ween the police and the
community-at-large were very poor.

AmoTl6 racli.cfll crimi.n01ogists, the anr;lYRis of police-communit'j
rela t.ions, Rni'l t.he
p,'r~~r8ctj·"·f'

n.P
'--'-

riots in the::"e areas, cen-cr".'d ':;rOll;)'J. t.h",

that. the black workiDG-clns3

....v'_'
he. elq-·~
-" ' ... '--~'"J

(~()ndi

S~.lb3equ8nt

Qr

--""'~_:

"'}'01p
c".........
,. ~

(p
~
",-.5-

C'~lY'O-J
TJ......I...l.
v

'1i",S

1982"\
'..i.).
I

'._

n.

s1.1[,er-e;c(Loi.+.eJ c·cetion
'''},P'(
",)'.-.. :.,

··I)f.f',~~,·ri
"-r''''''
____ t . I , - - ' l .•
1'_).
'~'-"

.'J.

~()n;"l

.:,,_I,..I. .

.J.

tiOr.2, ·tiere m:)re J. i1-:ely -":.0 t),?, pnoC', or lJnemrloj't';t1, or else: (;oY',fin·::Q

to menial j8b o[rortunities at the
Ad~ed

in t118

to

~_is,

s08~al

botto~

black penple Rufferpi
E:,truc~t-,.lre,

and. in a

~rG~

Tl~)re
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of

t.~s

em~lny~Ant st~l~ture.

the rnGism which

j mmp.(J.~Jlt~=;

~~s

pn~emic

?;?'.:r, :ro:-n r:::.sj 8m

of the police.

Not only did black people suDfer sharper dls'ldvA.ntages,

but they were also stereot.yped - by the media, richt-winc; f,oliticirlns,
and the police - as disproportion2tely involved in crim"inql activities.
There were, therefore, n:)Ju,,"ro'J.s trends towards the cr:iminalisation of the
black community, M:i especially black YO'Jth.

~

.

h1S process led to harras-

sment by the police - especially thro'Jgh the misuse of stop-ent-search
18.ws - and its combine(l effect 'lIas to produce the riots, which cou1.d be
seen as a form of political resistance.

In gen3ral, the existence of

higher levels of crime in such areas - especially street robber-J, violence,
and. burglar-.t, did not fee.ture in thp radical analysi.co.

In fact, it

VIas axiomatic in this analysis that the official statishcs on crime
in the affpcted e.reas '.'Tere highly inflated, and in part-LcuJ'lT th"·t police
statistics which purported to show an over involvement of black youth
in street crime, were reflections only of racist

bi'1.~

in policing.

Lea and YOU::1G, by inserting the ques tion of intra-class and intraracial crime into the debate, produc:ed an analysis - both of crime and
policing - which was slJbstantiR.lly different to wha.t hsd Gone before.
The basis of this new position
1982 (Le.9

laid in three articles rublished in

W!1S

Firstly i t

Young 1982<:'-; 1982bj 1982c).

!1nfl.

·~·I·as

contended

th'lt, in certain inner city ereas, such as Brixton in LonJon, t.hPct the
rate for street crime wc:.s in reality much highpr than in other urban
areas.

~jecondly,

they e,rgued that police est:irlates of th? a.ispropor-

tionate involvement of bl£1ck youths in street crime, CQuId

D0t

r;e seen

merely as a f'.!Detion of police pre judice ,gltho'.V.:;h t.his does result in
an exaGGeration of the contribution of black perso:u3 to the overa.ll
crime rate.

(1982c. p.9).

The over jnv')lvement of black youth in crime is expl'l:ined with
referen:::e to a nUll'Jer of £"qctClrs.
of reln ti'1e depri.va hon.

FirstJ.y, black YO'Jth Ilre the victims

The new E;fmerq tion of yount: b lA.ok people

have ass imi Ttl ted the eXp9cta tions of th8
denied them in reaH ty (ibid.

m~.jorj. ty cu1~ure,

thp

j t

h!1r;~h

Y"~rr8;oent",').
cc")n~~.i.f-.i0n.)

in'3ivid~1/1J.is~:i,

1e:1d tc

~8",rch

for positive

(If the j.n-'--l:?r

al;,~o~C'_;ni,s:ltion,

rrp·:~.'-()rj"

ci~y',

aile..

,

~I

e

i\. counter-cuI t~Jn·; of discon-:-~ent

p.8).

1-,'"-3 thc:reby p.ri.c;cn ·.':hich CO':1tn1rH:Q con+;r;:\ii0t. n r:;; plic':n(mts.

re::pect

0':11y to

GUt.

:1e:ltLt~c
~-1,~:~.J

n.nr1 2'Jrvivn.} in

~1~, fo~tcr?,

anti-:?oC~I'll. t\p:~r:v-l.C:·ir·J

crimi;.
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In one

'~O~f:,-~t'Lt,ive

?:h:icr :n!3,Jr

co~cerns

A further aspect of this posi tion
policing.

chpJ"lges in styles· of

Lea and Young argue that consensus policing, by which the

police operate ?Iith the co-operation and tacit supr<)rt ani approval of
the comm1).nity, is Givins way under certain conditions to a milit2ry style
Con'3enSU3 policing presun:oses a st'1ole working class

of policing.

communi ty opposed to crimes of' which its members were the direct victim.').

Tn8 community wouJ:: then toJera te police activity and also ac t as an
ee.sential source of information, f9.cilitating such police activity.
Wi th ris ing long-t<>.rm unemployment,

R.

nO. sh9.rpening social depd.vA tion

';he hasis for this type of pol icing begi'm to crumble.

soar, the police adopt strategies

j

~<vhic11

n

offender::: loc2.tp.cl 'nith the &.id of the

As crime rates

~cJncer:t.1'HtE'

they

Cor:lF.:ln~ty

Jp3~:

on

and mOcE agsjr.c:.t th3

conw·.lmit.y itself - enpecial.ly ident.if:iable groupo wi1.h::.rl :it., 311('.h as
clElc1~

the youne or

Sucb st.rHtE:gie,s

people.

le~::d

to tnr.o

p.~iE:'nntinn

of

the ('.omrnun:.t.y as a ;vhoJ.e, and which then dr:::'es 11p as 8. sourcr' of jnfr)1:>rr'Rtion and co--or;f:ration.

in train a vi[,d(1)S

.:e~,

TherE' i2. t.hen

circ1e of pol:idng and communit.y isolation.

con~:.en1:ion

The fjr.[i] feature of the position if t.he

t.r:at tl:e b:'..ack

sections of the wo::,king c18.85 ha1fe ceen poli t.io[-t} 121 margj naJ j seeL

In

one sense the b12.ck coJrtF1mi ty, and 8spccip.IJy i t2 yout.h, are [f,art;ir.a] iced
~9.o-i.~r:

socially and econe.m:ica11y.

disadv~n)":;8gc

c.nc1 sooi[lJ

to m:Llit.at.e ae;air;s1, social and econor.l:ic i.ntegrp.t·icn.

hf1.ve serve,a

Ire E.no+>:roT' :3ense

- one intirrai-.el.y rplEl+.ec1 to the last - tre 'black cODJ[:.unit.y hB!:' been
~hich

marginali5sd from tte c2ass organiSAtion Rnd clEss poljtics
t.he white 'Norki.r:.g c}ElSS hnvE-; h:.::.t.oric;;Jlly bf'8n
stAbilisation.

Alth:lut;h m1;ch

j

s c.A:!.cl 2.bout

'[oune) there r.o.s h0el'l reJAt.·iveJ.y l:i.7.tle
cC'r!i)Tl1Jn:i. tip.C'

rrhf~

~ .he

IN

t"9"~~'e
-,

"}~I(l,

"....

~i3

·.1~\()n

r;.('.1-ivit".1{~r:,
tt)

8S fono'Ns.

crirr'p,

s

.

(~r~:.rne

3rc'11~f":n

~.-

mobiJjE'[lt·.jon:st the

'-- t·· •

e.
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rrl _ _ i.:::.

..
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Thp. Myt.h of B~.ClCk r:rirr-innJity (1982[) p.I;7) he pOh17.S out thd: "erin';'; OEm

h!>.ve poJ.jUoal imr:lio'iticns 'Nhio1-, extend beyond t.r:e po1ihc.nJ conscicusof orirnicals"; the "boundarieE.; of ','.hat.

neE;;';

iJ.1egq} are e18.3+;io ano the
al-1:ered hy intpnse

c~ass

Ijn:~.

j,;.,

consj(lerec3. c!'jm:i.naJ or

ts of t.te 13.7, have teEn: repeA. teeUy

confl:ic;t"j fIJrtr:rermore, "the ro]_:iU.oel fcrmco\~ntry

I'ltion of the v,-orking class in this

is SA.':Ul"[,tec1

ill eGali ty".

.",jt}]

Whrd: Gilroy effect.ivel.y does through the ;)3e of the:E' tru:iSITI"> is
to consl<:er on the or18 rand the crin::'nal:i sed 8.ctivi tif'i3 of i.r.e world.ng
class mOV8mfmt and thf! crim.:.naJ is8. ticn of

workj.n~

cl.c.ss

ell]

tUl"P] forms

J

nnd on the other the prea_atory and in-:ra-cJ.ss3 rcature of mUcf) 'liorking
crim~lnal

class

8.ctivi ty, in a '.va)' whj_ch renders the Ia tter a s of havinG'
t};\l~:;

the same political signif:icanN' e.s the former,
chA.racJ~.E'r.

hArmful, divisive, and reactionary

The position on ro]j ci.nc whj oh empr,€;8s from
CJASS crimp., is the

denying the la t .ter's

'abo~_itioni:.d.'

thi~'

ViP'll

s+;anc8 outlined above.

viewing policing as contAin:iD5 contrfta:ict.cry

e~e.nf:nts

of working
Inst.eaa. of

- tr.e poJ5cing of

social relations (based on coerGicn) and poljoir:g of cri.minal harms
(hAsed on consen.sua} 8T.mrovp-J) - it is S8rm enlv in terms Gf tr.e
,

-

J.. . . 1 , . ,

coercive manager.len": of

It

v

-

insurgent" a.nd "m11 j tanT'." sectionG of the

(e.g. Brjdr.res a.nd Gilrov on.dt. D.7,~).

;vorkin c: class.
,_,

'-..J

V..L..I.

-./ I

LAstly, the pos:i tion of Bridges J C'rilroy and others, cen-tres around
a pn.rticular analysis of b=_8ck 'Bri tich c 1Jl.+:ur.",1

f'()rrr~s.

Lea ann

'·.nr;rF'r!E;

'{onng have soUCht to show shal"}:·e dis+..inc":.jcns in the black 'Norking clRss,
there is a tendency for their oPl:onenb; to portN.y blAck cuJ.tul"e as a
hj~hly

culture cf political resi.stanr: F ' , in wh:ich nest of its ferrr,s Ilre
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rad:cal cri:njnoloG.Y, is to lay the ground for my analysis, in the next
ch~pter,
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6.1.

IntrGduction
In my attempts to explain the re-orientation towards victim issues

in criminal justice politics and in criminology, I have attempted b
si tua te mcent developments in criminology in terms of the dis tinction
which Ian Hacking (1981) has made between the internal and external
his tories of academic disciplines.

Thus, I have &al t with debates and

movements internal to criminology and which help to make sense of its
drift to victim-centredness. I have a Iso written about the impact of
external political imperatives as
posi tions wi thin criminology.

~ese

have impacted upon various

Up to this point

th~·

.weight of evidence

and the focus of the argument concerning the interaction of politics
and criminology, have centred upon the American case.
In this present chapter, I will examine the British case.

I will

begin with an overview of broad political developments in Britain since
World War

II, with special reference to the impact of these upon

changes- in social democratic and conservative positions on crime
control.

I will then go on to look at the development of a new

'radical reformist' politics in the Labour Party.

Finally, I will

attempt to situate, in terms of the political background, the emergence
of the British Crime Survey, and the local victimisation surveys in
the Midlands, Merseyside and Islington.
6.2.

The Crisis in Post-War Britain - a political survey
The purpose of this section is to describe the elements of the

crisis of Bri tish capitalism since 1945.

I will begin by looking at

the economic dimension of that crisis, and then discuss its ideological
and social dimensions.

I wish particularly to illuminate the background

to the politics of crime control.
The term 'crisis' as applied to

contempora~

British society is

one which is much used, but which requires careful definition and
specification i f it is to be of use to us in terms of making the connection between economic problems and transformations and those which
oocur in the related realms of idclogical and social conflicts.
Gamble and Walton (1976 p.2.) explain that Marx used the term mainly
to refer to economic and commercial crisis which were interruptions to
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production and the process of capital accumulation, including the
stock piling of goods, widespread bankruptcies, financial panics, cutbacks in production, and mounting unemployment.

But, Marx also spoke

of their periodic crises which could 113 distinguished by the 'universali ty of their theatre' a nd the intensi ty of their a::tion.

Such a

'universal crisis' would be not only economic, but political and
social as '.>ell.

The inter-relations cf'11e economic and poli tical-

sooial dimensions of suoh a

crisis~uld

have two aspeots.

Firstly,

the problems occurring in t he EConomy would have a profoun,d effect
upon ideological and social conflicts.

Secondly, certain ideological

and social oonflicts would be seen as a barrier (in addition to the
economic barriers) to the required expansion of oapital.

Purely

technical solutions to such crisis will not suffice, and solutions of
a more general political nature are therefore necessary.
In relation to the politics of criminal justice and crime control,
we may see that the problems of crime and disorder are both directly
and indirectly affected by economic crisis.

Further, the activities

of the state in relation to crime control cannot be entirely separated
from the broader context of economic crisis; for the costs of crime
control form part of the social costs of11e oapitalist state in its
role as manager jointly of the economic and social realms of capitalist
society.

Also, the state's crime-control activities must be seen as

part of a general thrust, in ideologioal as well as practical terms,
to manage

'disorders' of a more general nature.

I will develop these inter-relations later in this section; but,
it is firstly necessary to specify the economic context and crisis of
British capitalism, in preparation for an account of the social,
political and ideologioal dimensions of a more 'universal' crisis
affecting Britain in recent times.
Commentators on the crisis of British capitalism since the War,
have noted that capitalism in the 'advanced' countries has been seen
by its supporters. and even by many of its opponents, as impregnable as the most sound set of economic and social arrangements which could
be achieved.

But, since the early 1970's, the economic and social

policies contributing to this stability have been breaking down.

The

economic crisis which has faced Britain since that time must be under-
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stood in part, as a reflection of the problems which have assailed the
larger system of international capitalism to which Britain belongs
(ibid. pp.4-5).
From 1 945, and through to the late 1 960' s and early 1 970' s, the
international capitalist economy enjoyed

~

period of unprecedented ex-

pansion - the period often referred to as the 'long boom'.

Despite

oocasional interruptions this period was remarkably free from crisis;
but since the early 1970' s this situation has c hanged abruptly. In an
overview of these changes I will rely substantially upon the accounts
given by David Currie (1983), and Gamble and Walton (op.cit.).
According to Currie the roots of the crisis lie in certain
features of accumulation in the long boom itself.

In the wake of the

las t war, and a s a conse quence of economic adjus tments to it, the
victorious capitalist countries emerged as low wage/high profit eoonomies.

The 'war eoonomies thad given a speoial boost to technologioal

innovation, and this subsequently contributed to considerable gains in
productive output.

Also, the end of mass unemployment and the growth

of real wages brought new and expanded markets for commodities especially for consumer goods.

The increased volume of investment in

third world countries, begun in the 1930' s, had msul ted - even after
political independence - in the oontrol of raw material supplies by
multinational oorporations which were mainly American-owned.

The

oheapness of these raw materials - especially crude oil, acted to
boost the profitability and potential for accumulation of the industrial economies.

The dominant economic position of the United States

led it to impose a great deal of control over the cohesiveness of
the Western capitalist economics which at the same time allowed its
companies freedom to penetrate these markets and to buy-up significant
parts of European industry.
Of great importance also to an understanding of post-war eoonomio
ohanges, is the expansion in growth and influence of state structures
in their role in the management of economies and social arrangements.
This point will be elaborated below.
Between the different Western economies, great differences can
be discerned in the rates of development both in economies and in the
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growth of the state structures. Most commentators are

~reed

that the

position of the British economy has been weaker than those of its
European neighbours.

The importance of this fact lies in the partic-

ularly serious effects which the factors bringing about the end of the
long boom had for the British e conom], and which in turn reverberated
through British society at all levels.
By the late 1960's, inoreasing signs of strain were apparent in
the international economy.

The objeotives which governments had

usually set themselves - full employment, economic groVlth, a balance
of payments surplus and price stability, were increasingly harder or
impossible to achieve.

In addition the late 1960's saw declining

real wages and a decline in profitability in industrial and commercial
enterprises.
In Britain, all of these elements of malaise were present to a
degree not seen elsewhere in the major capitalist countries.

A con-

tinual rise in the rate of unemployment, matched by a decline in real
income and the fall of profits, has been linked to the decline of
Britain as an imperialist nation, but also to other factors such as
Britain's stark inability to defend itself in the ftce of the crisis
in the international monetary system, and more especially - after
1970 - to the new burdens imposed by high oil prices and the spiralli..'1g growth in the price of primary commodities.
op.cit.).

(Gamble and

1,1: a 1 ton

Perhaps the most preSSing feature of~e crisis has been

the steep rises in the annual rate of inflation, which again has
affected the British economy to a degree not experienced by other
major nations.
In summary therefore, 1974 saw the beginning of a world recession, the

generali~

and depth of which was unprecedented in the post-

war period, and which has marked the end of a long expansionary phase
of capitalist accumulation.

Although the onset of the recession was

marked by very big rises in the price of oil,

ino~easing

the rate of

inflation to double digit levels, the crisis should more properly be
seen as ha',ing more widespread and deep-rooted causes which have
developed over a longer time period, and which together acted as a
grovTing barrier to accumulation.

(Currie op.cit. pp.88-9).
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The importance of.these economic factors, for the purposes of my
argument, lies in the extent to which they may be seen to have penetrated the

reaL~s

of the ideological and social conflict, and the on-

going events in the political arena.
At one level the issues can be simply sketched.

The economic

crisis has resulted in a greater level of conflict between capital and
labour.

Thus the conflicts which were present even in the long boom

- over wage levels, productivity, working conditions md fru1ge benefits,
and control of the production process - now sharpened considerably,
and broadened into a defence of the gains which labour had made in
the

preceding~ir~J

years, as well as to the very issue

~

the right

to work.
There has been an additional increase in social problems and
conflicts manifested in other forms, including the rise in the crime
rate.

These increases in industrial and social conflict, in addition

to the economic aspects of the crisis, tended to highlight the role
of the state as the manager of capital accumulation and of social
relations.

What we are speaking of here is what has been widely

referred to as the 'crisis of hegemony', the 'end of consensus', or
the 'crisis of legitimacy'.

¥fuat is also involved is a marked ideol-

ogical divergence between social democratic and conservative political
philosophies over the question of solution to the crisis in its universal forms.

Debates around crime

~~d

its control have

~rmed

an

important focal point for the discussion of the crisis, its causes,
effects and solutions.

I will now proceed to unravel the ideological

and social aspects of the crisis of British capitalism in the post-war
period.
According to Stuart Hall and others (1978 p.218-9) the history of
Britain since the second 'Norld 7!ar can be thought of in terms of two
inter-related sets offllctors.

Firstly, the shifting fortunes of the

econoll\Y (as described above) with its certain drift towards increasing
levels of crisis.

Secondly, there is a traceable sequence of shifting

ideological configurations.

The authors' analysis focuses upon the

issue hegel!£gz - the tendency for the contradictions and problems of
the sphere of capitalist production to permeate through, to use
Gramsci's terminology, to the 'complex spheres of the superstructures'.
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In other words the political class struggle, and the other subsumed
variants of social conflict arising from economic problems, present
themselves in terms of antagonistic ideologies.

The ruling class,

acting through the state, now attempts to secure widespread ideological
support for its particular perception of events and problems as an
essential part of the solution of economic crisis.
" • • • what hegemony ulima tely
secures is the long-term social
conditions for the continuing
reproduction of capital. The
superstructures provide that
'theatre' where the relations of
class forces, given their fundamental form in the antagonistio
relations of capitalist production,
appear and work themselves through
to a. resolution."
(ibid. P .218).
The period 1945 to the late 1970's follows

a

series of shifts

from a 'consensual' to a more 'coercive' management of the class
struggle by the capitalist state.

The period begins with the formation

of a 'hegemonic equilibrium' in the immediate post-war period,
involving the construction of consensus as the condition for a postwar period of economic and political stability in the 1950's.

This

then gives way in the early to mid-1960's, to a certain disintegration
or exhaustion of consent.

There then follows, from the mid-1960's,

an attempt to put together an essentially 'Labourist' variant of
consent, drawing on essentially social democractic policy solutions.
This new level of consent is further exhausted by 1970, when it is
replaced by deepening economic crisis, a rise in the level of manifest
class conflict, and a relianoe upon a more 'exceptional' form of class
domination through the state.
appearance of
of capital.

neutrali~

The state moves from a position of the

to one of open partisanship with the interests

Let us now follow through this sequence in some more

detail.
In the wake of '!iorld War II a new period of hegemony was located
in the stabilisation and growth of the international capitalist
economy.

The Labour government of 1945 - 51 constructed the Welfare

State, took some declining industries into public ownership, and
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managed the transition from a war economy to peacetime production by
the exercise of a fierce austeri~ (ibid. p.228).
to the building

0

The commitment was

f a reconstructed version of social democracy, with

a renewed commitment to a vastly expanded role for the state in the
management

0

f the market economy.

This was accomplished through a

policy of 'corporation' - involving public ownership of certain key
industries through the state - and through the planned economy'
involving increased government intervention in the management of investment, supply and demand. (Taylor 1981 p.37).
The role of the state in social democracy has been jointly one of
regulating production and market forces, I11d the social control of the
social problems arising from the contradictions offue capitalist mode
of production.

Thus, British social democracy in the immediate post-

war period attempted to provide social justice and the construction
of a caring community, as well as mom1ting an attack on the inequalities of individualism of 'liberal democracy'.

Capitalism as conceived

as being able to be organised in such away as to provide an abundance
of resources, which in a reoganised system of distribution, could then
be directed to people and communi ties in particular med (ibid.).
The earlier 'unreformed'

capitalism~

the pre-war era was indicted

for its inability to meet social needs and for being responsive only
to the 'needs' of the market.

The thrust of Labour's social democratic

project was therefore to introduce social measuresamed at as ocial
transformation of capitalism, without abolishing its fundamental economic
bases. As Hall and others (op.cit. p.228) have put it - it~ied to
graft certain humane ideas of social reform on to a system of production
it did not reconstruct.
The period of the Labour government of 1945-51 is important in
that it was there that the foundations of the post-war consensus were
laid.

This involved a crucial strategy for integrating and co-opting

the organised working class into the 'mixed

econo~y'.

In an important

sense this incorporation necessitated the (self-) disciplining of the
labour movement in the face of planned austerities, in return for a
planned re-distribution of the fruits of accumulation through direct,
as veIl as indirect, avenues.

The Torking dass would benefit, in time,

from increases in real wages, as well as from the organisation of
universal welfare and national insurance.
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The welfare state measures are
'settlement' between capital and

~ten

spoken of as constituting a

labour,r~alised

through the medium

of an enhanced interventionist state, and ,:,'hich served as a model for
other capitalist countries.

Indeed the social democratic welfarism

of the Kennedy-Johnson era in the United States, which I have discussed at length above, post-dated these British events by twenty
years.

In both cases, the measures had their roots in the earlier

stages of capitalism.

In the United States federal interventionism

initiated by the Democratic Party in the 1960's were continuous with
the spirit of the social policies of the 'Progressive Era' and the
'New Dealt.

In the British case, the nineteenth century had seen a

series of reluctant interventions by the state in social problems,
and the Labourism of the post-war era had a number of continuities
with early twentieth-century Liberalism.

(Nairn 1981 pp.48-50).

An interesting feature of the British 'settlement' and of British

social democracy was the extent to which - in sharp contrast to the
United States - the major oompeting politioal parties aooepted its
premises.

After 1945, a successful internal struggle by the Right

Progressives against the traditional Tories seoured the position of
R.A. Butler, lain MacLeod and others in the Conservative

Par~.

Then,

in the late 1940' s md 1950' s, Conservative Party policy mO'/ed oloser
to'the policies of the Labour Party under Attlee and then under
~aitskell, than at any previous time (Taylo~ op.oit. pp.38-9).

Indeed, Churchill himself had begun his political oareer as a Lloyd
~erge

Liberal and as a vooiferous champion of the prototypioal

Mismarkian welfare s ta te.

"

(Harrington 1 972) •

In tButskellism', a oommitment
to state planning and intervention,
to the finanoing of rooial welfare
and to poli tioal and ED onomio reform,
made Conservatism appear as a mild
form of Labourism, distinguishable
only by the ooncern of Conservatives
to protect the traditional institutions
of legal authority (the oourts, the
police and the law itself) and the
liberty of the individual from the
enoroachments of the increasingly
p01rerful welfare state. "
(Taylor op.oit. p.39).
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The 'new' or 'social' Torfism marked the shift of the Conservative
Par~

into the terrain of consensus politics, shedding along the way

its ima.ge as the party of privilege.

It continued its commitment to

social welfare and to the general management of employment and demand
throughout a period of office which lasted from 1951 to 1964..

But, by

far the most important aspects of he Party's dominant position in
Bri tish poll tics was its remarkable success in promoting IIld sustaining
a particular ideological perspective.
facets.

This had a number of related

Firstly, it maintained the view that open class oonflict was

an anachronism and that Britain was quickly becoming - under the guise
of full employment and the 'affluent

sooie~'

- a 'classless'

socie~

in which national interests, of which the state was guardian, superceded those of sectional interests.
its intention to create a

Secondly, the new Toryism avowed

'proper~-owning

democracy' in which the

social democratic vision of public ownership through state control,
was replf},ced by a distribution of ownership (of shares and proper~)
over the widest practicable number of individuals. (Hall et.al. op.cit.
p.230).
Thirdly, the very notion of an affluent society was held up as
evidence of the outmoded nature of Labour's commitment to 'state
socialism' and its apparently continued championing
economy of the working class.

~

the political

Several changes in the structure of

Bri tish sooiety Vlere attendant on the boom.

Working c lass living

standards were underpinned by rising money wages and welfare p-ovision.
New technologies and modifications in the labour process, together
with the rise of the state and tertiarf seotors, expanded the size of
the intermediarf classes.

These changes unhinged maqy traditional

patterns of class relations in the sphere of everyday life, reorganising social attitudes (especially those of the young) and under---mining some traditional forms of working-class consciousness and
solidarity.

(ibid. p.231 .).

The real effeots of the boom were indeed

that the working class made significant material gains, an immediate
effect of which was a diminished sharpness in the class struggle.

As

Martin Jacques (1983 P.41) has written, the fifties saw rising living
standards, full employment and a relative social

stabili~.

Also, the

period saw an unusual consensu - presided over by the Tories - in
which conflict appeared relatively marginal or at least thoroughly
contained.
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c

By the late 1950's and into the early 1960's, however, this image
of sustained social harmony was l:eing undermined.

Initially, changed

economic circumstances began to erode a.spects of ile very material
affluenoe in which the broad oonsensus was based.

As I noted earlier,

these were Britain's slower rate of growth during the boom, the decline
of her international/imperial position, and the creaking nature of her
industrial infrastructure.

These factors, ooupled with a. rather slow

rate of technologioal innovation, set Britain at a strikingly vulnerable
situation of disadvantage onoe the long boom began to evaporate.
Inflation began to recharge the level of industrial conflict.

But,

eventually - after a period of high wage settlements - inflation ate
into real wages as it also ate into profit margins.

The industrial

and social conflicts which 'affluence' and 'consensus' had merely
masked, began to surface in a number of older forms, such as an increa.se
in days lost through strikes, as well as newer political conflicts over
Britain's international role (the Suez crisis) and nuclear disarmament.
Additionally, the disturbing challenge to traditional values perceived
in the new 'youth cultures', in rising levels

~

black immigration, and

in high crime rates, seemed to indicate that the end~ 'boom' and

'consensus' had revealed British Society at all levels as in need of
the imposition fax-reaching measures.
We may here continue to draw parallelsvath the situation in the
then contemporary United states.

The "stage-managed production of

popular consent" which was the hall-mark of the MacMillan era (Hall
et.al. op.cit. p.233) is also apt for describing the ideological thrust
of the Truman and Eisenhower years. Indeed the 'end of consensus' in
the Amerioan context wa.s marked by not dissimilar trends.
rediscovered by economists and sociologists

m be

gr~{ing

Poverty,
in proportions

and intensity - had also been masked by the appearances of

plen~

and

upward mobility, (e.g. Harrington 1962) and was a major factor in the
fortunes of Kennedy's Democrats.

In Britain, a torrent of similar work

by academics (notably by Peter Townsendand others) and by governmentsponsored studies (e.g. the Growther, and Plowden reports) re-established
the view that inequality and social injustice were integral and
structural features of post-war Britain - a sooiety which was in
reality as divided along lines of class as that which existed prior to
the war.
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These themes, drawn together as evidence of of the social archaism
of the Conservative Party and its failure to address issues of redistribution and social justice, were seen by Wilson's Labour Party
to be wedded to the archaism 6f Britain's industrial and international
position.

Thus, the 'white heat of the technological revolution',

and an accompanying vision of the corporatist state, were offered as
an alternative strategy for managing the crisis through renewed gr~(tb
and a greater re-distribution.
these goals large

sections~

Labour succeeded in writing behind

the working class together with important

sections of the middle strata. (Jacques op.cit. PP.41-2).
Four important elements

,.ohar~cterised

the 'modernis t

t

approach

of the 1964-70 Labour governments: 1). industrial oapi tal vas "b be
made more competitive - partly through increased investment achieved
through boosting profits and restricting wages through incomes
policies; 2).

the $ate would act as a key agency for restructuring

parts of British industry and rationalising the labour process, as
well as being itself a target for re£orm;

3).

a tripartite collab-

oration would be struck between the state, big business and the
unions;

4).

folloViing the oollapse of sterling as a reserve currency

in 1 967, the government increasingly looked to the REC as the new
international framework for British oapitalism.
The new consensus engineered by Labour in the 1960's was based
upon the appearances of an active and. equal partnership between labour
and capital under the neutral direction of the corporate state as
representatives of 'the people'.

II

Each party had its cons ti tuency ;
each its duties - principally 0 f
discipline. Capital defended
bus iness, and would be rewarded
with profits. Labour defended
the working man, who would 1:e
rewarded with a higher standard
of living. The State represented
'the rest'-the nation - and
stabilised the contract, enforcing
it on the community. 11
(Hall et.al. op.cit.p.236).

This 'permanent alliance' is thus the pivotal id.ea, the practical
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basis of the social democratic experiment in consensus - building.
Once more, the parallel with the United States can be drawn.

The

consensual alliance which President Johnson attempted to build involved a similar combination of the interests of labour, capital and
'nation', through the aegis of the federal government.

The difference

was that the Labour Party in the 1960's had not yet come to represent
the interests of diverse plural groupings in the way that the Democratic
Party has traditionally done.
By the

~te

1960's two sets of considerations had weakened the

Wilson consensus.

Firstly, the 'redistribution' and 'regeneration'

inherent in the corporatist approach, had failed to touch the existing
inequalities of class power.

Paradoxically, the lot of the poor had

worsened under Labour, and deep structural inequalities seemed as set
and unchanging as at any time during the present century (see Westergaard and Resler 1976).

Secondly, Britain was profoundly touched in-

ternally by the social conflicts which were affecting major European
nations and the United States.

The opposition to the Vietnam War

represented a focal point for a renaissance of forms and themes of
political opposition which placed a questionmrk over the appearances
of consensus and threw into sharp relief problematic features of the
social order and arrangements.
The return of a Conservative government (1970-74.) under Edward
Heath, marked a decisive shift to the right in the

To~ Par~.

This

shift was in part a response to its loss of the centre ground of
politics in the Wilson years.

The replacing of the 'high Tory' Home

by the more broadly middle-class and managerial

image~

Edward Heath,

also marked a departure from the Party's post-war accommodation to
Labour's modernism through a form of 'social democratic' or 'social'
Toryism.

In sharp break with this trend, the Heath government aband-

oned interventionism in industry and the tri-partite alliance.
contrast they adopted a more laissez-faire conception of

In

economic

and industrial policy, stressing the function of market forces and a
reduced role fcr the state.

(Jacques op.cit. p.45).

The period also saw the emergence of 'law and order' as a key
theme in British politics.
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In the same way as the ascendancy of Nixon and Agnew represented
a right-wing 'back-lash' against political progressive movements and
the twave of permissiveness, disorder and crime' in the United States,
so the 'Selsdon Man' programme of the Conservative Party under Heath
served to place such phenomena at the top of the political agenda in
Britain.

As Stuart Hall and his co-writers have made clear (op.cit.)

The seeds of such an event had taken some considerable time to germinate.

Throughout the 1960's, sections of the media and right-wing

politicians had been reinforcing in the public mind the connection
between the 'rising tide of permissiveness', the newly emerging

youth

cultures, political demonstrations, crime, public disorder, black immigration, student activists and trade union militancy.

The cor£lation

of these issues and their presentations as a collective problem whose
existence threatened the economic and moral health of the nation, had
prepared the ground for a 'back-lash' of a type which was relatively
new in British politics.
The strong law-and-order theme thus enabled the Conservative Party
to present itself as the champion of the cause of the 'silent majority'
and to weld it into a political force through what the above authors
have called the tconstruction of nightmares'. (ibid. p.275).

Moral

panics in relation to the issues of crime, immigration, and the'political menace' posed by left activists to the social fabric, became centralised political themes.

No one issue of concern could be discussed

without the invocation of the others, linked together as a metaphor
for the decline of Britain's economic and moral order.
Two underlying themes of this 'back-lash' are worthy of mention
here.

Firstly, the issues of crime and immigration had been linked

together in subtle ways since the time of increases in the rate of
black immigration in the late 1940's.

In various ways right-wing as

well as social democratic politicians had conceived of black settlement
in Britain in terms of its potential for contributing to social dis-

order.

In the late 1960's Enoch Powell had raised the spectre of the

immill~nce

of black insurrection and bloody racial conflict on the scale

being then witnessed in American cities.

The key moment, however, in

the presentation of crime (or disorder) and immigration as inextricably
linked, came with the 'mugging panic' of 1972, in which a particular
crime - street robbery - became seen as not only increasingly prevalent,
but also one predominantly committed by black youths preying upon white
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victims.

This depended upon a number of essential conditions
" ••• a state ci' anticipatory
mobilisation ~nd 'preparedness'
in the control apparatuses; a
sensitising of official circles
and of the public through the
mass media; a perceived danger
to social stabili~ • •• : the
identification of a vulnerable
'target group' (e.g. black youth)
involved in dramatic incidents
('muggings') which trigger public
alarm; the setting in motion of
the mechanism by which conspiritorial demons md criminal folkdevils are projected onto the
public stage. 11
(ibid. p.305).

The 'mugging panic' marks amos t important stage in the ,development
of law-and-order politics in Britain.

In one key sense it signalled a

beginning of the official a nd authoritative recognition of the fear
of crime as a central political theme.

In another sense the 'facts'

of black involvement in dangerous crimes represented a fulfillment of
more than twenty years of prophesy concerning the consequences cf mass
immigrations.

In the official

re-~Titing

of the law-and-order issue,

this association of the issues of race and crime, became integral to
the political and public controversy thereafter, and was to in a yet
stronger and more dynamic form in the 1980's.
Importantly, also, the period of the 'mugging panic' and the associated criminalisation of black youth, produced a marked change in the
policing of black communities.

It was then that there began the tough

'hassling' of black communities. 'fishing expeditions' for illegal
immigrants, the routine 'moving on'

of groups of black youths, the

heavy surveillance of ghetto areas, raids on black social centres, and
other measures which evidenced the response of the pOlice to the 'new'
definition of the criminogenic nature of blac1.;: culture. (ibid. p.299).
Thus, the inner city riots of the 1980's can be traced, in part, to
these origins of the oppositional relationship between the police and
b lack people.
'l'he second theme of the 'back-L'lsh I which I wish to discuss rnre
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is the beginning of ihe right's organised and systematically articulated assault upon social "democracy and wellarism.

In 1970 for in-

stance, Lord H ailsham attacked Labour for presiding complacently oyer
the biggest crime wave of the century, and charged that the "permissive
and lawless society is a by-product of socialism" (Quoted ibid.p.275).
Sooial demooracy had not mly damaged the social and moral order, but
it had also had disastrous effects upon the economy, especially through
Labour's failures to successfully discipline the trade union movement.
The Heath government consequently adopted a coercive approach in its
dealings with the unions, which was couched in the new terminology of
its

law~and-order

stance.

The strength of organised working clas s reaction to the government's economic and industrial relations policies result ed in the first
general strike since 1926 - over the imprisonment of the 'Pentonville
5'.

As a result Heath jettisoned what has been called his 'pre-

Thatoherite' position, and returned to a comprehensive corporatist
approach, resembling Labour's modernism.

(Jacques 1983 p.46).

In the face of continued working class opposition to the failures
of Heath's modernist lurch, there occurred a crisis of hegemony certainly unparalleled in post-war Britain.

This found political

expression in two electoral victories in 1974 for Wilson's Labour
Party, but with its lowest ever majority.

A point of particular im-

portance for the understanding of the development of Labour Party
politics in the following decade, concerns the weakened electoral
position ofboth the main parties in favour of other parties, with whom
Labour was forced, in 1974-79 into a near coalition,

Additionally,

the industrial militancy of 1970-74 may be seen to have concealed a
shift to the right in British society as a whole.
The assumption of the premiership by James Callaghan in 1976
ushered in a new' social contract' between government, unions and big
business.

The ideological mould in whioh this alliance was cast was

that of a re-newed call for 'modernisation' and for a 'collective
effort' by the whole nation in order to solve Britai::1.' s serious economic situation.

Capital would restrain its free-enterprise enthusiasts,

committing ihem to national targets; the uni:ms would discipline their
shop-floor militants.

But, this is also the period of the most
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marked international capitalist recession, and Labour's response consisted of an attempt at the crisis management of the economy in which
the central element was the securine of union acquiscenoe to outs in
real wages and publio expenditure, together with rising unemployment.
(ibid. p.49-50).
This quiescience finally broke down in 1978-79 in the 'winter of
discontent', in which the low
staged a

seri~s

~id

sections of the trade union movement

of long official strikes as a demonstration of resis-

tanoe to the harshest yet attacks of their living standards.

The

strikes - more seotionalised than those which brought down Heath in
1974 - were nonetheless a refusal to participate in what the unions
and their members saw as a fundamentally unequa.l partnership.

They also

contained strong anti-Labour currents, which would eventually tell in
the election

of 1979.

The period 1974-79 therefore must le seen as one of the worsening
crisis of British capitalism, and the apparently insoluable crisis of
hegemony whioh stemmed from it.

But, the period must also be read as

one of a serious crisis of social democracy in

its numerous features.

British social democracy since 1945, had succeeded in managing the
economy and the social arrangements in ways which, because of Labour's
special relationship to the unions, had

permitted it to maintain con-

sensus and balance class forces - often against incredible odds.

By

assuming the guise of the neutral guardian of national interests, the
social democratic state had assumed a remarkable level of control over
the long-term conditions of capital, whilst at the same time securing
sometimes far-reaching, sometimes more marginal, benefits for the
working class.

But the crisis for the social democratic 'repertoire'

of management strategies, came at the point at which it was manifestly
failing to accomplish either of these feats.
The crisis of social democracy - its decline as a potent politioal
force - must be seen both in terms of its failure to materially satisfy
the parties to the class alliance and the failure of its ideological
appeal.

Both of these aspeots must be viewed against the rise of the

right in British politics since the 1960's.
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(i)

The Rise of .the Radical Right
I have so far made a number of comparisons betNeen the political

and ideological movements and shifts which have occurred in Britain
since 1945 and those whioh occurred during the same period in the
United States.
be discerned

There are, in these two cases, some close parallels to
in the nature of the economic crisis of capitalism (with

the accompanying fiscal crisis of the state), the decline of social
democracy as a viable politics for the restoration of consensus, and
the rise of the new (or radical) right as a potent political and ideological force.
In chapters III and V, I considered various aspects of the rise
of new right conservatism in its American context.

But, here I am

concerned to outline similar developments in Britain and in particular
the components of the political phenomenon that has become known as
'Thatcherism'.

I intend to do this with reference to the appeal of

the polioies of the British Conservative Party in respect of its formulae for the restoration of economic health, and its conoentration
upon problems of order in the social sphere.
According to Hall and Jacques (1983 p.9.) Thatcherism, a special
form of the politics of the radical right, appeared at a historical
conjuncture where three trends converged: first, the point at which
the long-term structural decline

or

the British economy sychronised

with the deepening into recession of the

world capitalist economy;

second, in the wake of the collapse of the third post-war Labour
government and the disintegration of the

s~cial

democratic consensus

which had provided the framework for British politics since 1945:
third, at the resumption of 'the new cold war', the increased stockpiling of nuclear weaponry, "with Britain slidill@ • • • into a mood
of intense, bellicose, patriotic fervour" (ibid.).
The hallmark of Thatcherism then, is an "authoritarian populism".
In one sense the 'rory Party under Thatcher las been seen to champion
the 'rights of ordinary people', - mobilising resentment of the power
of 'big government' and 'big unions', and widespread fears of disorder,
crime and the effects of black immigration.

Additionally, it has

championed the 'strong state' - with its emphasis upon compulsion
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r'
(rather than consensus) in its dealings with the labour movement, and
an over-riding emphasis upon law-and-order at home, and a combattive
stance towards Britain's 'enemies' abroad.
It has also grafted a form of free market liberalism onto a set of
radical right policies, in the areas of crime, permissiveness, race and
industrial relations - which were previously the preserve of the isolated fringes of the Tory Party.

Thatcherism therefore represents a

reversal of the social Toryism dominant

in the Party since 1945.

The

new rightward shift ins ide the Party, which had occurred during the
period of the

Heath administration, together with a similar shift

within the country as a whole (which had developed fitfully since the
late 1960's), gave special character to the renewed and more concerted
'backlash' of the period from 1979.

Indeed it is doubtful whether the

term 'backlash' is sufficient to describe the phenomenon of Thatcherism.
'Backlash', a word which has connotations of a reactionary opposition
to progressive social policies and movements, is appropriate to describe the political and national atmosphere in which Thatcherism arose:
but the phenomenon is much more than that.

In essence, Thatcherism's

exceptional characteristic is its commitment to the

~~

of those

principles and policies which have been accepted as the basis for the
management of the economic and social spheres for most of this century.
Firstly, monetarism was adopted as the doctrinal basis of a new
economic policy in favour of the (neo-) Keynesianism of the foregoing
decades.

Thus, the virtues of the 'free-market' are stressed in

favour of those of protectionism and a deep-running economic interventionism in the private sector in addition to the continual expansion
of the national and local public sectors.

The economic role of govern-

ment is re- defined as mving responsibility for money supply control,
especially with relation to state expenditures, instead of maintaining
incomes policies as a basis for the management of the

econo~.

Secondly, the Conservative programme was committed to a wideranging attack on the interventionist state.

State intervention, and

especially state control of industry, was castigated as inimical to
the development of private initiative and enterprise, and the reductions
in public expenditures which were

pl~~ned

in order to liberate the

private sector from its excessive tax burden.
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The radical right be-

lieves that Britain has lost most
private

e~fort

o~

its economic dynamism because

is not properly rewarded and is obstructed by organised

labour and labour legislation • . Furthermore, the state appropriates
most of the surplus as taxes, which it then uses to finance unprofitable
sectors of the economy and social programmes of dubious value.
A third

~actor

is a new hard line against the trade union movement

which is related in part to its belief that the power of organised
labour is able to wrest rewards disproportionate to its contribution
to the economy.

Concornmitantly, the Conservatives under Thatcher have

rejected the notion

the T.U.C. as a 'partner' in government.

o~

Conservative economic strategy may be seen as part of a "counterrevolution against the whol e
(Blean;y 1983 PP.137- 8).

dr~t

of British society in recent times"

But, its economic strategy is closely linked

to its stance on social policy.
Ian Gough (1983) has a nalysed he attitudes and policies o~ Thatcherism towards the welfare state, and has
features.

ident~ied

a number of important

Firstly, commitment to a reduction in real public expend-

i ture has lesul ted in marked budgetary stringencies in relation to

welfare, housing, and associated services.
continuities from the

austeri~

These stringencies have

programme of the Callaghan years, but

the reductions have been accelerating since 1979.

The Welfare State

is under a ttack for two reasons : first, because of the proportion for
which i t accounts of state expenditure; second, because - as I argued
in the last chapter - there is an ideological objection to the effects
of welfare upon the morale of the economically active and inactive.
The role of cuts is thus two fold.

In a quantitative way they follow

from the precepts of monetarism; and, the qualitative shifts in social
policy are designed to re - assert individualism, self- reliance and
~amily

responsibility, and to reverse the collectivism of the post- war

era.

(ibid. p .155).

(ii)

Thatcherism, Labourism, and Law and Order
Thatcherism may then be expressed as an admixture of two comple -

mentary ideological bases - monetarism and authoritarian populism.
(ibid. p .154) .

Both of these have contributed to the special character

and place of law and order policy in the programme of the Conservative
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government since 1979.

According to stuart Hall (1983 p.37-39), the

area of law and order is one which - in addition to race - the right
had, by 1979, 'won territory without havingio win power'

"

On law and order, the themes more policing, tougher sentencing,
better family discipline, the
rising crime rate as an index of
social disintegration, the threat
to 'ordinarj people going about
their private business' from thieves
muggers, etc., the wave of lawlessness and the loss of law-abidingness
- are the perennials of Conservative
Par~ Conferences, and the sources
of many a populist campaign by moral
entrepeneur groups and quoting editors."
(ibid. p.37).

Also • • •
II

The language of law and order is
sustained by a populist moralism.
It is where the great syntax of
'good' versus 'evil', of civilised
and uncivilised standards, of the
choice between anarchy and order,
constantly divides the world up,
and classifies it into its appointed
stations. "
(ibid. p.37-8).

As Hall asserts, this play upon values and moral issues is what
gives Thatcherism's law and order crusade much of its popular appeal.
It also touches on people's

conc~ete

their fears of victimisation.

experiences of crime, and moreover

Also, since Thatcherism offers no social

remedies for crime's underlying causes, it welds people to the 'need
for

authori~'

which has been so significant for the right in the

construction of consent to its authoritarian programme.

(ibid. p.38).

The nature of the populism of the radical right then, operates
on genuine

contradiction~

- it has a rational and material core.

Its

success lies not in its capacity to dupe, but in the way that it
addresses real and lived experiences, real contradictions, and yet is
able to represent them within the logics of a discourse which pulls
them into line with its wider policies and class strategies. (ibid
p.39).

In essence, the law and order theme of the 'Selsdon Toryism'
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)..

of 1 970, with its implicit incorporation of the theme of race, never
died away_

Its resurrection and sharpened focus provided, in 1979, what

most would argue was one of the key factors in the landslide Conservative election victory of that year.
I would now like to consider some further aspects of Conservative
lawand order policy under Thatcher.

Firstly, it would seem clear that

Thatcherism's ideological stance on law and order does have some continuities with those of "Selsdon Toryism", but there are also some
substa.ntial differences to be observed.

The' mugging panic' of 1972,

for instance, signalled the Conservative leadership's support for the
incorporation of some perennial 'backwoods' concerns into the mainstream of the Party's public posturing.

This development, particularly

assisted by the appeal of Powellism, was one which was accel erated
throughout the 1970 t s. But the accommodation of Toryism to orthodox
monetarism, from 1976 onwards, has led to the law and order issue
becoming a tunifYing theme', through which more resonant interconnections have been elaborated.

In the world-view

0

f the radical

right there is (as I have argued above) an over-riding tendency to the
conflation of issues of disorder.

Monetarism has served to confirm in

that world-view the inter-relationship of the economic and social.
Thus, in one sense, law and order is concerned not just with
ordinary crimes - but with all disorders as they may be seen to disrupt
the orderliness of socic-economic relations.

The existence of crime

and other social disorders is therefore inimical to social discipline
and the quest for economic order.

In another closely related sense,

law and order is about state investment in, and a concern for, the
efficient operation of the agencies of the criminal justice system.
( ib id. p. 21 8) •
Monetarism

has~ven

rise to a number of ideological and policy

related compliments and connections beb'een the broader canvas of
national and economic issues and certain law and order themes.

Author-

itarian populism has - as it were - served as the rhetorical style
within which such compliments and connections are made.

Hence the

primary attention paid to increasingtbe potency of national defence is
complimented by meas ures to defend the nation agains t the 'enemie s
within', be they muggers, hooligans, terrorists or industrial militants.
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I

The emphasis upon the importance of 'incentives' in the field of
market relations is 'complemented by the emphasis upon the centrality
of 'deterrence' in sentencing and crime prevention.

The pre-occupation

with the principles of cost-effectiveness and budgetary limitations in
the state and private sectors, has created an atmosphere i~ which (as
I shall argue more fully below) monetarist principles are extended into
social and public services (including the agencies of criminal justice)
which - in theory at least - social democracy and social Toryism had
regarded as exempt from the 'rules of the market'.
Secondly, as Martin Kettle (1983) has made clear, it is necessary
to make clear certain differences between the rhetoric of Thatcherism's
law and order stance, and the actual policy changes which have occurred.
Although the Conservative Party campaigned in 1979 as the 'party of law
and order', its criminal justice record in office has been, in almost
all aspects, a disappointment to the 'hang 'em and flog 'em' backwoods.
The free parliamentary vote on a motion for the return of capital punishment was defeated by 119 votes, with 94 Conservatives (inol~ding the
then Home Secretary William Whitelaw) voting against.

The commitment

to tougher regimes for young people in detention centres has not been
extended beyond experimental efforts in four centres.

The entire thrust

of Whitelaw's sentencing polioy was directed to keeping prison numbers
down, even though the numbers in prison have continued to rise, and a
huge and costly programme of prison building has sinoe been undertaken.
The Police and Criminal Evidenoe Bill, with its sweeping changes in
favour of giving the police greate-r powers to search, detain and
question suspects was abandoned in the face of opposition from most
quarters.

A subsequent Bill, which beoame the Police and Criminal

Evidence Act 1984 was a oonsiderably modified version of the original.
Even so, the Act has oodified and legalised existing police practices
in these areas, thus giving more disoretion to police officers in dealing with suspects.

In this sense the Aot is comparable in its spirit

- the goal of 'tilting the balance of existing legal rules in favour of
the police rather than the offender' - to the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act passed by the United States Congress in 1968, and which
I have discussed in Chapter III.
Another substantive aspect of the Conservatives' legislative record is the Criminal Justice Act 1982.
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Conservative Party oritioism of

the operation of the Children and Young Persons Act 1969 had continued
unabated throughout the 1970's.

This criticism was aimed in general

at the welfare model of juvenile justice which underpinned the Act, and
specifically at the discretion afforded to social workers in respect of
implementing, or declining the implement, those care orders which courts
had made in respect of juvenile offenders.
was included

A new policy recommendation

in the Conservative Party election manifesto, to streng-

then the power of the magistrates in the juvenile courts, and to enable
them to make a 'residential care order' which would guarantee the
child's removal from home, and a 'secure order' which would enable
magistrates to place 'particularly recalicitrant' children in secure
accommodation provided by the local authority.
It is important to examine both of these pieces of legisation in
terms of their basic contintuty with the policies and concerns of the
Labour government .

The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 was based

upon the conclusions of a Royal Commission set up by James Callaghan,
and although a Labour government might not have sought to legislate in
quite the same way, the substance of the difference cannot be allowed
to obscure the importance of what Martin Kettle has called the "bipartisan policy- making continuity in the criminal justice field . "
(1 983 P . 221 ) .
Similarly, in the case of The Criminal Jus tice Ac t 1982 the
measures in relation to young offenders had been originally made by the
House of Commons Expenc1i ture Committee, which was chaired by the Lab our
M. P. Renee Short.

In 1975, their report was critical of' several aspects

of the Children and Young Persons Act 1969 (enacted January 1971), and
recommended a number of changes .

Some of these were implemented by

administrative action, others were incorporated into the Criminal Law
Act 1977.

Some of the more far- reaching proposals were not implemented

by the Labour government ; but had to wait for the actions of the Conservatives after 1979.

The significant point to be drawn from the

political analysis of the background to these changes, is that it
reflects ag ain, in the view of Tutt and Giller (1983), a bi- partisan
agreement the t reforms were required.
With regard to the prison system, the re - structuring of the early
1980's was wholly based on the proposals of the May Committee of Inouiry
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set up in 1978 by Labour's Home Secretary, Merlyn Rees.
Conservative government in its 1980 White Paper on
of pressure on the prison system, was

a;

Also, the

ther~duotion

of

parsimonious on the question

of internal reform as the Home Office had been under Rees.

In both

cases it w as the Home Office's own view which prevailed, not that of
any political party.

Indeed, the Home Cffice has traditionally been

regarded by the Labour Party as a wholly marginal department to the
economic and spending departments, at worst one which is doing a necessary job.
A crucial reason for this ronsensus and continuity between Conservatives and Labour has been su ggested by Kettle (op.cit.p.233).
There has been, until comparatively recently, the absence of any
living alternative ,'libertarian' tradition in the Labour Party,
the labour movement more broadly.

~

in

This has been accompanied by a

profoundly pessimistic determinism within the left of the Party about
law and the state.
that the

~

Thus, there

ms emerged a crude and simplistic notion

function of the state under capitalism is to defend

capitalist interests, and that

~

attempts at reform are mere glosses.

Wi thin the centre and right mainstream of the Party, the predominant position has also unquestioningly housed the Eplicit assumption that only long-term social and economic changes will diminish
crime, and that until such changes occur, crime and delinquency must
continue to be ooalt with along largely traditional lines.

The major

exception to this general rule has been that, in respect of delinquency
at least, there has been an acceptance of the rehabilitative ideal as
part of a broadly 'welfare' model of juvenile justice. (Downes 1983
p.1 0) •
In the period since the 1979 Election, this bi-partisanship has

come under considerable strain, and may be reen to have

severely-buckled~

In part, this was due to the fact that Labour's planners perceived not
only that

Labour had inherited in respect of law and order, what

Downes has mlled "a 'soft' image with a 'hard' policy" (ibid.), but
also to the fact that the party was already seriously losing the initiative (or had nc initiative at aU) on what had recome an issue of
major national concern.

Thus the 1978

Labo~~

Party Conference passed

a motion which called for resolute action lito combat the menace of
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,

o~

vandalism, wanton destruction and needless violence ll , and demanded

a policy which would IIshatter the subculture which is developing as
a result o~ ine~~ective actionll. (Kettle 1984 p.367).
This motion with its rather belated acknowledgement of law and

,

order as a political issue, failed miserably to defuse the strident
Conservative portrayal, in the 1979 election campaign, of Labour
policy and welfarism as responsible for the 'crime

w~ve'

o~

the 1970's.

The subsequent Conservative victory, based in part upon the playing
of the law and order card, reverberated within the Labour Party ina
way which resulted in a serious internal examination of its attitudes
towards criminal justice as a whole.

At one level this re-examination

occurred within the mainstream of the }arty.

In December 1980, fbr

instance, Merlyn Rees was replaced as Shadow Home Secretary, by Roy
Hattersley, who very quickly began to articulate a new-found and wellinformed progressivism on a number of criminal justice issues and one
in which, for the very first time, Labour's vision and position on
law and order i"as expressed in terms of political interventionism as
an instrument of change.

(see Hattersley 1983).

Hattersley's appointment also led to a very critical front-bench
stance on policing and on the prison crisis.

Heaso closely aligned

himself to the civil libertarian trend on the left of the Part,y, and
this convergence of interests gave shape to Labour's hostile

~ficial

,i

response to the 19~ Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure (which
gave rise to the two Police and Criminal Evidence bills) and to "the
unprecedentedly trenchant Labour attitude to policing during the 1 9~
urban riots".

(Kettle 1984 p .367).

Labour's new stance on criminal justice, from late 1980 onwards,
was based in part on political expediency and in part on a new convergence between the perspectives of the front bench and more critical
ideas of groups such as the Labour Campaign for Criminal Justice, and
the Society of Labour Lawyers, as well as with the civil libertarian
tendency referred to above.

But the matrix of internal debates within

which such a convergence occurred, involved ideological shifts and
conflicts which were more

~und~mental

for the Party, and which were

concerned with issues and policies far more broad than those in which
criminal justice matters had previously been embedded.
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From 1981 , Labour policy in regard

to law and order - most specif-

ioally on the issue of policing - entered an enirely new phase.
is closely associated with the political ascendancy within
a new 'radical reformism'.

This

the~rty

of

It is this trend and its implications for

criminal justice issues, to which I will later turn.

Firstly, howeve:;-

I will deal with the political and intellectual background to the
British Crime Survey.

6.3. The Origins of -the British Crime Survey
In the attempt to situate the emergence of the British Crime
Survey, it is necessary to discuss a number of aspects of its external
history, the broader socio-economio and politioal oontexts in whioh
it arose, and the particular imperatives to which it was a response.
It is diffioult to rank these external factors in terms of any sense
of priority, as they must be seen to interact in ways which would
render such an exercise meaningless.

I will begin with one of the

oruoial developments in the history of post-war Britain - the decline
of sooial democracy and the rise of the conservatism of the new right.
I earlier desoribed the continuities and discontinuities in the
stances of recent Labour and Conservative governments with regard to
criminal justioe policy.

In both Britain and the United States the

rise of the new right has ushered in perspectives and orientations towards crime control which are new to the ourrent historical era.

The

traditional social democratic emphasis upon establishing social
justioe as the basis for a crime-free
abandoned.

socie~~

has all but been

In the latter perspective, the ensurance of adequate social

proviSion and conditions forms the most important plank of crime control strategy.

In the conservative \ision, however, assumptions about

the origins of crime in social injustice and controlling crime through
social engineering, are seen as fundamentally misguided.
The ideological bases of conservative crime control policies - a
'homo duplex' conoeption of human nature, the necessi ty of order as a
basis for social ,jlstice, the rejeotion of 'Nelfarism, the primacy of
incentives and deterrents in individual behaviour - give rise to a
vie'll of crime as emerging from a failure of individual controls in
addition to the presence of

~~£tlmi~~~
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to commit crime.

The funda-

mental role of the state is thus to employ deterrents and disincentives
to

cri~inal

offender.

behaviour, through the punishment and incapacitation of

Additionally, disincentives to crime must incorporate efforts

to significantly reduce opportunities through practical measures of
prevention.

Thus, greater levels of protection for property and persons,

and the mobilisation of the public in respect of personal efforts towards better security, and co-operation with the police, are to be seen
as essential compliments to traditional crime control measures.

Con-

servatives set themselves the joint task of mobilising public opiniJn
in favour of greater repression of crime through the punishment and
control of offenders, as well as the mobilisation of the public into
action.

In other words, they seek the public's direct co-operation in

crime prevention; this would include behaviour aimed at preventing
victL~isation (locking doors and windmls: greater vigilance) and be-

haviour which would directly aid the police in

thei~

efforts to prevent

crime and in the apprehension of criminals.
Since the mid4970's a distinctive right-wing criminology has
emerged which has given articulatLm to these perspectives.

But,

during the same period, ihe mainstream of criminology has also undergone a number of important changes.
establishment of

vic~!.molog,y

The first of these concerns the

and a move towards the incorporation of

issues of victimisation and situational factors in the study of crime.
The second - an outgrowth of the first - concerns the recent emergence
in Britain and the United States of an administrative

criminolo~.

However, before examining the links between conservative political
perspectives and these recent developments in criminology, it is important to note another crucial aspect of the external
discussion.

histo~

under

Throughout the 1970' s the official crime rate continued

to rise, and the panic about crime and victimisation grew in importance
in public and political debates.

The Conservative Party won the 1979

election in part on the basis of its promise to 'do something about
crime'.

But,

for~l

intents and purposes, the prognosis available to

the new government was thatihe

cri~e

rate looked set to continue to

increase sharply throughout the 1980's.

In one sense this assessment

was based on current trends, as well as the fear that mass unemployment
(particularly among youth) and other social consequences of the
government's stringent economic policies, would lead to further increases in criille.

Indeed, the riots of 1980, although their limes to
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unemployment and poor social conditions were officially denied, served
to strengthen th e crime control perspective of the right, in three
ways.
Firstly, they acted as a
it\~e

spur to the renewed commitment to expend-

on policing and other levels offue criminal justice system.

Secondly, they gave renewed impetus to the search for public support
for a shift towards repressive methods of crime control, md also for
measures of primary crime prevention.

A most crucial ideological com-

ponent in the rights position is what may be referred tm as a 'siege
consciousness'.
sonal

securi~

The assumption that 'values of decency'

the per-

of good citizens are increasingly threatened by an

external or internal 'enemy', pervades the work of right-wing criminologists and politicians alike .

Its corollary is a strange admixture

of intensified individualism wherein each must look after their own,
and an appeal to 'community' in the form of the mutual co-operation
of the good against individual evils.
opportuni~

Thirdly, the riots supplied an

for the renwal of the association of race and crime, and

a. renaissance of an official racism which had lain dormant since the
Powellism and Selsdon Toryism of a decade earlier.

As Lea andYrumg

(1982.c •• p.6) make clear, the riots were portrayed by the right as an
attempt by criminals to resist the imposition of law and order upon
them.

The supposed growth of criminal ghettos in areas of high black

population, were seen as necessitating the entry of the police into
such areaS in order to stamp out the crime which precipitates rioting.
The Conserva ti ve government was faced, in the early 1980' s, with
a set o£- urgent political imperatives.

Given its public postures and

promises, it could not be seen to be failing to be 'doing something
about crime'without the risk of the serious loss of electoral credibility.

It is therefore in the context of these particular develop -

ments that there emerged in mainstream

criminolo~y

new theoretical

perspectives, foci of research and presc r iptionssfor practice, which
were primarily i nformed by a comr:li tment to the preven tio:g of crime,
and which owed a considerable debt to the achievements of American
victimology.
According to Jock Young's assessment of the current state of mainstream positivist criminology (1986 pp.4- 30), the discipline finds
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,

I

~

itself in a conceptual mess, at the core of which is its etiological
crisis.

Criminology has forsaken the search for the causes of crime,

which has occupied it for most of its

histo~.

This etiological crisis

may be seen as closely related to two inter-locking factors. Firstly,
internally,

criminolo~v

has been unable to demonstrate that its central

hypotheses concerning the relationship between social disadvantage and
criminal behaviour are reliably coni'irmed in a way which would lend
them to effective social intervention.

Here we must stress that main-

stream criminology

has historically been tied to social reformism and

social democracy.

Secondly, the internal failure of criminology - its

failure as a social science - is intimately tied to a failure in its
external relations with the interventionist state.

In other words

criminology has failed to demonstrate itself to be that very thing
which from its inception i t aspir ed to be - a credible

pol~c~

science.

In reality, both of the dimensions of the failure of criminology
are inseparable from the failure of post-war social democracy to
abolish social £! criminal victimisation.

I referred in Chapters liI

and IV to the special relationship of criminology to social democracy
and the

welf'are~ate,

and also to the impact which the economic and

social crisis of social democracy since the 1960's, has had upon the
debates within the discipline, and its various changes of direction.
As

Young (ibid. P.13) makes clear, criminology's considerable disarray

has t .a.ken the form of a oyole of amnesia and

re-discove~,

in whioh

the discipline has desperately sought for promising hypotheses and
policy prescriptions which work.
The crisis has been made worse by the fact that mainstream oriminology has oome under concerted attack from right-wing criminolgy
(for instance in the form of the 'justice model'), and this has authoritatively and convincingly challenged most of the former's cherished
theoretical asswnptions, as well as demonstrating the patent failure
of positivist criminology to solve the basic problems of the rising
crime rate and recidivism. (c.f. Wilson 1975).
Positivist criminology has also come under attack from radical
criminology - firstly in the form of the new deviancy theories (such
as labelling theo~) which sought to discredit its basic theoretical
propositions, whilst at the same time discrediting the apparatus of
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social democratic crime control as a whole.

In this respect, the impact

of liberal and radical critiques of mainstream criminology must be
seen as in part forming the intellectual atmosphere within which administrative criminology has developed.
To some extent, criminology's etiological crisis has been solved
by the jettisoning of the quest'for causes in favour of a new pragmatism inherent in administrative criminology, and in which victimology and its survey methodology have become a basic component.

In

this way, positivist criminology has re-established itself as a social
science, with testable hypotheses concerning policing methods, communi 'bJ and' .practical crime prevention, and other victim - and viotimisation - related problems.

It has also re-established itself as a

Eolic,y science 1 in 113 much as a large numbe r of prac tical solutions to
the crime problem seem to flow from its newer theories, grounded in
the most formidable collection of empirical data available to criminologists this century.
Surveys of victimisation have had a central role in these developments and through these, victimology's essential contribution to
knowledge in criminology has been the uncovering of criminal victimisation as a social problem of immense proportions.

This social

problem is shown to be unequally distributed throughout the social
classes and groups.

It is also shown to be dosely related to types

of urban social structure, to other social problems, as well as to
aspects of the built environment.

Criminal victimisation dispropor-

tionately affects those sectors of the popUlation who are most oppressed and powerless, and least able to cushion themselves against
its effects.

The problem was found to be largely intra-racial and

intra-class, and contributed to a downward spiral of demoralisation
which prepared fertile ground for increased victimisation.

Addition-

ally, the fear of crime was discovered to be a problem in its own
right; one which contributed to the diminished

quality~

life of

the ghettos, and a contributor to the downward spiral.
These findings have been adopted, at various points in time, by
quite different theoretical impulses within criminology.

In the

1960's they found a home within the dominant subcultural theory of
Cloward and

Ohlin

(1960), as they did in
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social democratic crim-

"

I,
inology in general.

The surveys showed a concentration of victim-

isation in the poorest districts.

Thus, not only was poverty and

stifled opportunity linked to criminal behaviour, but also to criminal
victimisation.

The fillip which sUbcultural theory received from vict-

imology, effectively delayed the etiological crisis and bonded criminology more closely to the social democratic reformism of the Johnson
administration.
As

Young (op.cit. p.28) points out, the surveys offered - for the

first time in the
logical

theo~

histo~

of criminology - the potential for a socio-

which embraced both the Ql.uses of crime

But, this potential was never realised.

~

its effects.

The failure of Johnson's Ilwar

on poverty" and the attempts to reduce crime and delinquency through
social reform, finally exhausted the credibility of subcultural

theo~ .

The survey findings have also profoundly influenced right-wing criminology, as well as the left-realist perspective in radical criminology,
and I will deal with both of these cases later.
It is within administrative criminology that the methodology and
findings of the surveys have found their most comfortable accommodation.
They have contributed to what amounts to a "silent revolution" in conventional criminology involving the rapid demise of positivist and
social democratic ways of thinking about crime, and a ditching of the
etiological quest in favour of the development of a technological
criminology.

This is primarily concerned with aiding the state in the

management of crime and criminals.

On the ona hand, these measures

may be designed to alter the balance of the

opport~ity-costs

breaking the law by, for instance, making apprehension
and punishment more certain.

of

more likely,

Here we must note that the rapid expan-

sion of administrative criminology has occurred, both in Britain and
the United States, in the context of the rise of a free-market conservatism which, in terms of theories of criminal justice, has usheredin the re-emergence of the neo-classical paradigm.

"

The concept of marginal returns
in the market place became transferred to neo-classical theories
of the marginal risks of getting
away with crime. A clearly
economic conception of rational
choice is combined with a rigorous cost-effective evaluation
of policies aimed at restricting
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choice in order to make crime an
irrational - and therefore presumably unlikely - decision. II
(Young op .cit. P.1 2) •
But, the spirit of monetarism - both in its economic and s ocialreconstruction forms - is also evident in the other (perhaps more
important) facet of administrative criminology's general project.
It is interesting to note the way in which administrative criminology uses the data from the surveys to continually inform policies of
practical crime prevention.

It utilises the concepts of differential

risk and opportunity as variables which can be continually measured
and varied by policy makers and police on a territorial msis.

In

general the data are used to inform the current rationalisation of
policing practice: and, in particular instances, they may be used to
facilitate the prevention of victimisation through pin-pointing aspects
of the vulnerability of persons and proper~.

(e.g. Mayhew et.al.

1976; Clarke 1980).
Some findings of victimisation surveys and studies in relation to
the role of the public in crime control have made a special impact
upon planners.
figure",
inal

and

The surveys have highlighted the problem of the "dark
the important role of the victim in invoking the crim-

justice process.
I have noted elsewhere in this work that a particular part of the

impact of victimology is that victims and witnesses have become elevated
to a most important place in criminological work, as well as in criminal
justice planning and police-public relations.

It has been deemed

essential to contrive means through which the flow of information from
the public to the police can be maximised.

Thus, two of the most

well-known products of administrative criminology - community-level
policing, and neighbourhood watch schemes - may be perceived as administrative steps towards that goal, although they must also be seen as
part of the much larger project of bringing about the more efficient
and cost-effective solutions to crime and disorder.
Victimology has been incorporated in yet another way into the conservative perspective on criminal justice.

In the

'victims rights lobby' has been hugely influential.
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United States the
This is evidenced

by the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime (1982) and by the
proliferation of state legisla.tion improving victim's rights and conditions in the criminal process, and the general expansion of services
to victims of crime.

But, in Britain also, the victims lobby - in the

shape of the National Association of Victims Support Schemes and in the
increasing swell of opinion in favour of 'doing

more~r

victims of crime'

- has assumed an importance which the Conservative government has found
difficult to ignore.
There are several respects then in which the concerns of the
right's crime control policies and administrative criminology have converged and been mutually

reinforcir~.

It is particularly important

here to examine the role of various agencies and interest in the background to the emergence of the British Crime Survey.

However, before

doing that, it is necessary to state a further essential dimension of
the general context in which it occurred, namely the

emergip~

debates

on police accountibility.
(i)

The changing political position of the police
For a number of important reasons, policing emerged in the early

1980's as a political issue almost as central as that of crime.
Firstly, as I remarked earlier in this chapter, the policing of the
riots of 1981 , became both an issue of inter-party debate within parliament and a focus for debate and pressure group and public agitation.
But, the political controversy surrounding the specific tactics used
in the face of the disorders, served to initiate the wider controversy
concerning the policing of high crime areas with large black populations.

The

,Scarman Inquiry (Scarman 1981 P.126) into the disorders

in Brixton. had been guardedly critical of "hard" policing methods
and "swamp" tactics in respect of street crime, which led to a widespread loss of confidence in the police.
Added to this, political pressure for police accountibility by
Labour local authorities in major urban areas such as in London, the
West Midlands, West Yorkshire, Greater Manchester and Merseyside,
served to expose all including the most mundane aspects of policing
into the public gaze.

For, not only were the police noVi criticised

for 'their activities in regard to disorders and their wid.er relations
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with minority communities and for the existence of widespread misconduct,
but also for their record in respect of preventing and solving such
special types of victimisation as sexual and racially-motivated assaults.
As I earlier described, the new urban left also began to look more
closely at the police's apparently poor record in respect of clearingup serious crime in general.
The atmosphere of public criticism and scrutiny engendered by the
left and given

considerable sanction by the Scarman Report, was per-

haps exacerbated by the government's championing of the police in the
fight against crime and through such aotions as the high pay increases
introduced early in the new parliament.
The police were at that time also operating within a climate in
which it was incumbent upon them to demonstrate to the government that
organisationally, steps were being taken to overhaul efficiency, and
that the considerable public funds being channelled into law enfcrcement
could be justified.

According to the results of research conducted by

Sinclair and Miller (1984) the focus upon police efficiency has arisen
out of cross-party interest in the efficiency and effectiveness of all
public services, and specifically out of the inclusion of the police
within the ambit of the Government Financial Management Initiative
wi th its "business-like", and "cost conscious 11 approach to management.
This climate had actually predated the
surrounding debates.

19~

disorders and the

In 1979, for instance, Metropolitan Commissioner

McNee had invited the Policy StU(iies Institute to put forward proposals
for a Wide-ranging study of relations between the police and people in
Lcndon.

This study (Smith and Gray 1985) was conducted between 1980

and 1982 and addressed a large number of areas having a bearing upon
relations with the public as well as with operational efficiency.
The study also incorporated a victimisation survey, the first to be
commissioned by a British police force, and this was of the utmost
importance, I believe, in establishing institutional support for such
sUl~eys,

especially in demonstrating their potential for generating

data which could directly inform changes in policing practice.

Indeed,

the results of the PSI study formed the basis for a quite detailed
I

statistical and critical analysis of local crime figures and police
performance set in motion by Commissioner Nev~an in 1983 (Perera 1983).
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Thus, the upper echelons

o~

the police found themselves, in the

early 1980' s, in a position in which their autonomy of operation and
other aspects their corporate power were considerably threatened.

In

the terms used by Dickson (1968) in his analysis of the activities of
police bureaucracies, they sought to influence the'political and
economic environments' within which they operated.

In the face of

the Scarman Report they sought to organise themselves into an

e~~ective

political lobby - a process which was begun under Commissioner Mark in
the mid-1 970' s (see Reiner 1982).

In other ways they have sought to

introduce changes in policy and operation which are aimed at recovering
the confidence of the public.

Examples of such policies include neigh-

bourhood watch schemes and other efforts commensurate v:i th the new
emphasis upon community policing.

Other changes have included the up-

grading of equipment and communications and efforts towards the rationalisa tion

o~

manpower.

The early 1980' s the ref ore saw the dawning of

the official recognition

o~

the necessity to give priority to increasing

the flow of information from the public, a goal which could
be achieved by a return to consensus policing.

itse~

only

The support (albeit

limited) which was given to survey work and other types of research
linked to the goal of organisational development, may be seen as fitting
into this new corporate consciousness.
Thus, for the police, a nu mber of factors combined in the late
1970's and early 1980's which imposed new pressures and political
imperatives.

The period saw intensified public debate around a number

of areas - rising rates

o~

crime; criticism of the service the police

were providing for the public and for special groups of poor, female,
and black victims of crime; the low rates of detection; the policing
o~

industrial disputes, politioal protest, and oivil disorders; and,

the polioing of youth and ethnio minority oommunities.

In addition,

political pressure for greater police efficiency emanated from all parts
of the politioal spectrum.

The polioe were further placed on the of-

fensive by left-wing demands for acoountibility, buttressed by the
authoritative support of the shadow cabinet.

All of this ooourred in a

olimate in which the Thatcher government was jointly pressing for greater
efficienoy in preventing and solving crime, and for greater cost-effectiveness through organisational rationalisation.
Thus, a new era had been reached inihe political history of crime
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statistics.

The main means at the disposal of police bureaucracies to

aid them in their search for greater autonomy of operation and competition for funds, has traditionally been the attempt to manipulate the
crime statistics in a way which preserved or enhanced their interests.
The age of crime surveys has to a large extent neutralised this particular device.

A good illustration of this point is the attempt by

the Metropolitan Police in 1982 to justify their hard approach to the
policing of black communities by the selective portrayal of race-coded
statistics on street robbery, apparently showing the majority of offenders to be black youths.

The various political ripostes, including

those " of the Labour opposition in the House of Commons, and those by
criminologis ts (e.g. Smi tb 1 982; lea and Young 1 984), were considerab ly
informed by the wisdoms and empirical data of victimology.

The

Met's

specific use of surveys and the later co-operation of the poli ce with
the Midlands and Merseyside orime surveys, provides evidence of the
degree to which the upper echelons of the police

establis~~ent

came to

see such surveys as part of a new political reality - and indeed one
which could serve corporate ends.

It might be argued that from this

point of view, victimisation surveys are somewhat 'double-edged'.

In

one sense they will certainly show the crime rate to be higher than
thought, and therefore the detection rate to be lower.

Such findings

may, hov;ever, beheld to advantage in the battle for increased funding,
and may assist what Dickson (op.cit) has called the creative conjuring
of the police's institutional environment - the nature of the crime
problem.

In other words the police may thereby be able to foster an

image of a hopelessly beleaguered and stretched organisation.
There is another respect in which the surveys may be held to assist
the police both in terms of their corporate image and in terms of internal rational isation and organisational development.

The data may

(as in the case of the Met's use of the PSI data) directly assist
changes in the 'targeting' of particular offences and the making of
new operational policy.

In a related way the data and the methods may

become incorporated into the British police's belated technological
and data revolution, in which the relationship between institutional
knowledge and practice rests upon a greater degree of empirical certainty.
There may also be several ways in which data help to pin-point
those aspects of police-public rela.tions which create satisfaction or
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dissatisfaction and which may be used to inform specific policies supported by changes in the training of police officers.

These matters

bring us back yet again to the institutional need for information about
all aspects of the crime problem, and to increase the flow of information from the public.
(ii)

The role of the Home Office
I would now like to turn to consider the role of the

Home Office,

and specifically of its Research and Planning Unit, in the development
of the British Crime Survey.

Firstly, it is as well to make some ob-

servations concerning the relationship of the Home Office to government
with regard to crime control polioy.

In Britain the policy area of

orime and justioe subsumes a group of large agencies - run by the
national state apparatus - like the police, oourts and prisons, as well
as the immigration and security servioes.

In England and Wales, it is

the part of the state which is administered by the Home Offioe.

Accord-

ing to Martin Kettle (1983 p.218; pp221-2), oonsideration of oonorete
ohanges in crime and justice polioy must take into account the considerable autonomy with which the Home Office and the various agencies
operate.

The Home Office, (in the person of its civil servants), has

its own line - quite independent of any party line, even that of the
Conservatives.

This line is largely dictated by its need and desire

to sustain the agencies which it nominally controls.
There have been reoent examples of the way in whioh the agencies
especially the prison system, the courts and the police, have resisted direot government appeals for

changes in policy.

The Home Office,

Kettle maintains, is profoundly resistant to ohange from the outside,
and most recent examples of changes in the polioies of its agencies
have been internally oonoeived, responding to departmental needs and
and finanoial imperatives.
Thus, the emergenoe and execution of the British

Crim~

Survey

should be equally understood as originating from at least two internal
sources.

Firstly, the shift to administrative criminology within the

Research and Planning Unit; and secondly, the support which senior
Home Office officials were able to seoure for the survey, in the face
of initial opposition from its agencies.
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I have earlier outlined the development of

admi~strative

crim-

inology, and it is as -,;ell to specify that the Home Office Research and
Plannin g Unit (HORPU) has, in Britain, been its almost exclusive promoter.

Through its 'in-house' research activities and through its

budget for funding research by outside

bodies, HORPU has moved the

whole emphasis of criminological research away from a more offender and treatment - oriented focus, towards a focus upon crime prevention,
victimisation and

polici~g.

A glance at the list of its published

reports since 1955, reveals that

until 1975 most were focussed upon

offenders' characteristics and problems and the implications of working with these in social work, probation, therapeutic, prison and
after-care settings.

From 1975, the emphasis of the reports switches

considerably towards issues of sentencing and policing, and to situational crime prevention, as well as to research which is sensitive to
the perceptions and experiences of victims and non-victims among the
general publiC, and relationships between the public and the police.
(Home Office 1985a).
In the past decade HORPU has been run by, has .'lmployed, and has
otherwise operated within an intellectual fraternity of criminologists
who have been profoundly influenced by American victimology and in
particular by the Nation al Crime Survey and its relationship to the
shift at a number of levels in criminal justice policy in the United
States, towards victim - and community - centred models.

HORPU is,

however, only one of a number of interests inside the Home Office.
Once the idea of a national victimisation survey (originally to be
called the "National Crime Survey") was mooted, it was necessary to
obtain the support of the most senior civil servants, and subsequently
of the appropriate government ministers.

To this end a workshop to

look at the feasibility of such a survey was convened at Cambridge
University in early 1981 by the Home Office Crime Policy Planning Unit.
This gathered together many mainstream

British criminologists with a

long-standing interest in the problems of counting crime and victimisation (e.g. Nigel Walker, A.K.Bottomley, A.E.Bottoms, Mike Maguire)
and HORPU mellbers who 'Nere directly involved wi th the planning of the
survey (R.Clarke, J.Croft, M.Hough, P.Mayhe'N).

Also attending were

survey victimologists from Holland, West Germany, and Canada, a representative from the U.S. Justice Department, as well as one of the
fathers of American victim surveys - A.D.Biderman, and Wesley Skogan
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who "NaS to become a consultant to the survey.

The workshop also in-

cluded representative of all key Home Office departments, including
those with responsibility for finance, criminal statistics, and
police, and a member of the Inspectorate of Constabulary.

the

The police

themselves were represented by a commander from the Metropolitan
force, and the government by a senior treasury official.
This workshop had a key place in the history of the British Crime
Survey, and its organisers were obviously astutely aware of the fragile
context in which the Survey was being proposed.

It was necessary to

win broad support and overcome some entrenched resistance, especially
on the part of the Home

Office Police Department which seemed, in

playing its 'dead bat', to have been less enthusiastic than the police
themselves.

There was also opposition from the Criminal Statistics

Department on the

basis~

a fear that HORPU would eventually ursurp

their position.
Apart from the problem of inter-departmental rivalries, there
remained the problem of convincin g the government.

The Report of the

workshop (Home Office Crme Policy Planning Unit 1981 ) was generally
favourable to the Survey and outlined many potential benefits including,
notably, the undoing of the high degree of uncertainty which surrounds
most decisions about criminal policy (ibid p.2~).

It is telling that

the workshop was arranged by the Criminal Policy Department instead of
HORPU, as this probably served to emphasise that this was research which
was directly related to policy.

Also, the estimated costs of the Survey

- at £300,000 over two years - were stressed as puny in comparison to
the annual cost of the police (at £1,700 million) or indeed the annual
costs of compiling criminal statistics - approximately £1 million (ibid
p .21 ).

It is also important to note h ere that the 1980' s saw a reduction
in the budgets available for social research, and a marked trend towards justifYing that research in terms of its policy 'pay-off'.

In

many government departments at that time all surveys had to gain prior
appro7a1 at junior ministerial level.

(Field Notes VIII).

From the early 1960' s onwards there had been a great expansion in
survey research, concommitant upon the expansion of social expenditure
-

3~0

-

and of the social sciences.

(Social and Co~~unity Planning Research

1985). There was, however, a distinct cultural lag in Britain, in
comparison to the United States, in terms of the rather tenuous relationship between survey research and the implementation of social
policy, and between social scientists and policy makers.

Indeed, it

is argued that in Britain the results of studies conducted by government departments' own research departments are more likely to have an
impact on policy than those of externally funded bodies.

(see Thomas

1983 pp 120-24).
The traditionally perceived role of social research in Britain as being essentially about illuminating social problem areas, but not
about their solution
1980's.

- was under considerable strain in the early

Nowhere was this perhaps more so than the area of research

into criminal policy.

And, the shift in the emphasis of the research

programme of HORPU in the past decade (see above) towards that which
is directly amenable to testing and implementing policy may be cited
as evidence of this (see Croft 1980 pp .4-7).
Against this background, the conceptual
proposed Survey were important issues.
and

susF~cions,

novel~

and cost of the

However, despite the objections

it was successfully sold to all the interests and

eventually to the Home Secretary, William Whitelaw.

It has been

suggested (Field Notes VIII) that this was achieved through the stressing of five main points.
Firstly, HORPU's record of policy-oriented research was cited in
support of the potential for the StLrvey as a direct source of information for administrative and legislative decisions.

Secondly, the

Survey would throw important light on the shape of the crime statistics,
especially with regard to whether the sharp rises in recorded crime
were, in reality, an artefact of increased reporting.

It was hypo-

thesised (probably on the basis of the results of the U.S. National
Crime Survey) that although crime was greater involume than that in
the official statistics, the annual rises would be shovm to be less
dramatic.

This view was certainly borneo-out by evidence on the annual

increases in domestic burglary, drawn from the General Household
Survey.

(Home Office 1982).
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Thirdly, crime could be shown to-be increasing becuase of increased opportunities to commit it, and there was a need to shift the
emphasis of research from recorded offences to a cross-section of
'dark' and 'light' inoidents.

Fourthly, the Survey would usher-in a

new technological approach to crime in which research data would replace intuition and guess work in crime control policy at all levels.
Indeed the Perks Report (1967) had recommended the routine collection
of data on victims, offenders and the circumstances of offences, in
order to make criminal statistics a more relevant information base for
crime control.

These recommendations had never been adopted.

Lastly, the Survey was associated with the promise of increasing
the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of policing.

As such, its role

would be both to initiate and to evaluate changes in policing practice.
It is therefore possible, I believe, to attribute the emergence
of the

SUIVey to a number of background factors.

is of particular interest here -

name~

One factor, however,

the convergence of interests

between administrative criminologists and the Thatcher

gove~~ent.

I

have variously mentioned the convergence of aQministrative criminology
and right-wing theories of crime control and the fact that the theoretical underpinning of the Survey placed a marked emphasis on crime
as a product of opportunity, is of prime importance here.

Additionally,

the government had a great stake in the minimising of the public panic
about

crime.

Thus, the promise that the Survey would educate the

public out of its misconceptions about the crime problem was particularly
alluring.

It could demonstrate how minor much crime is, and how mun-

dane and everyday the

circ~~stances

in which it occurs.

Indeed it was

believed that the fear of crime - which HORPU criminologists hypothesised
to be a greater problem than crime itself - was counter-productive for
the government, especially if it was seen to be losing the fight against
crime.

Thus, the government of law and order could be said to have been

caught in a spiral somewhat of its own making

~

In association with this, the Survey appealed in its potential to
mobilise the public against crime.
workshop states • • •
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Thus, as the Report of the Survey

• • • by focussing on the circumstances in which offences are
committed rather than on the characteristics of offenders and the
response of official agencies,
a survey might help to make the
public more aware of the limitations of official action in
dealing with crime and encourage
preventative self-help measures. II

II

(Home Office Crime Policy
Planning Unit op.cit.p.21).
(iii)

The Midlands Crime Su-rve,y
In the wake of the publication of the report of the first British

Crime

Survey, the Home Office let it be known that it would encourage

the conducting of locally-based surveys.

There were a number of reasons

why such surveys should have been desired.

Firstly, an obvious draw-

back of any national survey is that in the publication of its findings,
it

necess~rily

makes a number of broad statements about crime and

victimisation, which are not necessarily helpful (in more than a general
way) in the elucidation of problems in particular geographic areas or in.
specific localities.

The knowledge that, nationally, victimisation

rates tend to be highest among certain groups or within certain types
of residential areas, though providing general indicators, cannot be a
substitute for data generated by surveys of local areas and populations.
Secondly, local surveys of crime would be a logical extension of the
principle then gaining ground, that all social surveys should have some
policy relevance.

Thus, data generated by crime surveys should have a

direct bearing upon the targetting of particular
especially in respect of the

vol~~e

~ypes

of offence,

of 'dark' incidents.

They must

also be able to inform policy regarding relations with the public and
with special groups within the population, and have implications for
policies of crime prevention.
It has been pointed out by one informant, however, that there are
serious inherent difficulties in the use of a national survey in the
hope of influencing po licing practice.

(Field Notes VIII).

has no national police force and no national policing policy.

Britain
There

are fifty-one forces. each with a chief cons table who has almost total
power to decide upon the opera. tional policies and pri ori ties of his
force.

Thus, it is open to chief constables to reject national survey
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findings on the grounds of the 'different conditions and problems' appertaining to their separate geographical areas.

There is a second

problem affecting the reception of survey data by the police, in that
police work typically involves a reactive approach in which the police
investigate crimes after the event.

Integral to the British Crime

Survey, and the administrative criminology from which it sprang, is the
desire to develop an empirical basis for preventative policing in party
with the community.

It was believed that local surveys would address

not only the specifically local issues of offence and victimisation
patterns, but also be instrumental in assisting changes in the orientation of police work.
The Midlands Crime Survey was the third local survey of crime to
be conducted in Britain.

The first was the study of three areas of

London by Sparks and others (1977) and the second, the PSI study (Smith
and Gray 1985) which had covered the whole of the Metropolitan Police
area of London.

Whereas the Sparks study had been primarily concerned

with testing out the methodological problems of victimisation surveys
in practice, the PSI study had been aimed at generating data on a wide
number of issues bearing upon policing policy.
The Midlands Crime Survey (see Farrington and Dowds 1983;1985) was
based closely upon the methodology of the first British Crime Survey.
It had at its core a sample survey of victims of crime and as with the
BCS and all other similar surveys, sought to uncover the dark figure of
crime.

The survey questionnaire covered respondent's experiences and

perceptions of the police and related issues.

The main objective, how-

ever, was to explain why the rate of recorded crime in Nottinghamshire
should not only have been, for a number of years, the highest in England
and Wales, but also about twice as high as in each of the adjoining
counties of Leicestershire and Staffordshire.

To this end the work

included a study of police recording practices in the three counties.
The political origins of the Midlands Crime Survey are of some
interest here for the purpose of comparison with those of the British
Crime Survey, and in particular with those of the Merseysio.e and Islington surveys which I wi1l discuss below.
The desire for a survey originated in 1982 within the Nottinghamshire
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police committee.

At that time the finance committee of the County

Council had set up a review of police expenditure - at that time
totalling £42 million per annum.

The review panel had initiated a

nutwer of efficiency studies of aspects of police work and it is clear
that the issue of 'value for money' had become part of a new spirit of
scrutiny of police operations.

Additionally, the county's

crime rate had become an important political issue.

ver~y

high

There was concern

that the publicity which accompanied annual prominence in the national
crime statistics, was damaging to the county and was especially a disincentive to financial investment and the setting up, of new companies
in an area hard hit by unemployment.

The police committee and the

council were dominated by Labour Party members; but, although the
pressure for financial scrutiny of policing activities and for an investigation of the crime figures came mainly from them, the support
of other parties and from the chief constable was readily gained.
Nottinghamshire does not appear to have been affected by the serious
conflict between police committees and chief constables so characteristic of some other British cities in that period.

The desire to in-

vestigate the level of crime in the county does not appear to have
been overtly linked to any struggle for political accountibility or in
any serious criticism of the police's operational efficiency.

This

fact is almost certainly linked to the absence in Nottinghamshire of
three important factors.

There had been no civil disorders; there was .

no conflict between the police and ethnic minority population: and,
there was an absence of a new urban left group on the ruling Labour
council, taking unadversarial stance towards the police. (Field Notes
IX) •

For all intents and purposes, the political imperatives which
gave impetus to this Survey seem rather similar to those which informed
the British Crime Survey.

The scrutiny of police expenditures implied

in the work of the review panel, and the scrutiny of police work implied in the work of that panel and of Farrington and Dowds seems to
have been couched in te rms acceptable to the fOlice.
believed that the survey would indicate that the high

The police clearly
Nottir~hamshire

crime rate was reactive outcome of recording practices.

The council

also believed that the county's public image problems would be solved.
Indeed the results of the survey, which showed the crime rates of the
three counties to be rather similar, were most pleasing to both the
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main sets of interests.

6.4.

The Emergence of Radical Reformism in the Labour Party
I have now dealt in some detail with the political and economic

developments of post-war Britain, and I have attempted to account for
the emergence of the British Crime Survey.

I will noVi go on to outline

the emergence of radical reformism in the Labour Party and the accompanying changes in consciousness with regard to crime and policing.
I will then go on to account for the emergence of the Merseyside and

Islington crime surveys.
•

In his discussion of post-war social democracy, Ian Taylor notes
"the importance of its stress on social provision and democracy, taken
together, as a form of socialist politics.1! (op.cit.p.41).

Social

democracy's twin demands were, firstly for a recognition of broad
social need, and the general desirability of preventing a return to
the anarchy and inequality of a free market economy: secondly, for the
thorough going democratisation of British political institutions.

The

policies of the post-war Labour Party have been unsuccessful in respect
of these original goals.

Keynesian economics has to SOme extent miti-

gated the worst effects of capitalist economic cy-cles, but there has
been no fundamental liberation from social inequality.

Parliamentary

SOCialism, Taylor maintains, has failed to deliver the promise of
social democracy, and the commitments of 1945 remain as unfulfilled
demands.

"

But they were a politics that could
have advanced, and could still advance,
the cause of the more fundamental
transformation to socialism, by giving
voice to popular demands for social
justice and for real democratic involvement in, and control of, state social
provision. I!
(ibid. p.43).

It is in the spirit of this last statement that there has emerged
a new ideological force within the Labour Party - one which has arisen
in part from a dissatisfaction with the failures of post-war Labourism,
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and in part from a faith in the potential for building of socialism at
the local level.

This new force - radical reformism - has, since 1980,

transformed the politics of the Labour Party through what has amounted
to a revolt

against the centrist leadership on the part of constit-

uency parties and by ruling Labour groups in the tovm halls.

It has

also engendered a new and ongoing debate about the meaning of socialism
and the socialist potential of a future Labour government.
These developments have been stimulated by a cluster of concerns
which were thrust to the top of the agenda in the late 1970's .
the most important and longstanding of these

w~s

One of

the dissatisfaction

within the constituencies - and within the Party's broad left - with
Labour's post- war legacy.

As Ian Taylor has asserted, the promises of

1945 have had a most meagr e r ealisation, and in many respects the
~npetus

towards social justice and a socialist democracy have been

significantly reversed, leaving behind what Bodqy and Fudge (1984 p.19)
have called, a stale vision of a centralised, state socialism .
The revolt against statism is quite central to radical reformism
several aspects .

Statism has not only failed to transform capitalist

economic and social formations, but it has also alienated the Labour
Party's electoral supporters, whose experience of the state - at national
and local levels - is of a set of arrangements which are bureaucratic,
remote , and fundamentally undemocratic.

There has also followed a

marked decline in Labour's electoral fortunes .

Labour has been faced

with the perennial problem of abstentionism as well as the newer
threats posed by a swing of sections the Labour vote tovlards the Con servative and Alliance parties.

Indeed, part of Thatcherism's appeal

lies in the promise to 'get govprnment off the backs of the people',
and the

Alliance is committed in varying

degrees to a democratisation

and localisation of government institutions .
Another important source of the radical reformist impetus is the
economic policies of the Thatcher government .

The latter's determin-

ation to 'roll back the frontiers of the state', cut public expenditure
and free market forces, has meant tla state of permanent crisis for local
government •• • a crisis felt more keenly by progressive Labour
councils intent on maintaining and developing the collective provision
of services at the local level" (Boddy and Fudge op.cit.P.1).
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Thus,

a major objective of radical reformists

h~s

been to defend levels of

services and looal authority employment against cuts, controls and
privatisation.

But, equally, the battle is seen in terms of a more

general challenge to local democracy and to the established position
of local government in the British political system.
A third feature of radical reformism is its concern "to develop
and explore what socialist initiatives and alternatives might look like
in practice" (ibid. p.19)., and to illustrate and build awareness of
such alternatives, by providing working models at the local level, as
a means of winning popular support for socialist policies.

In other

words this strategy has two edges: firstly, to construct a socialist
future out of programmes which 'pre-figure' such developments: secondly,
to influence opinion on social policy issues, and especially away from
support for those reactionary solutions to social problems which are
the stuff of Thatcherite populism.
In his examination of the

(see Fudge 19~ p.211).

orlg~ns

and policies of the "new urban

left", Gyford (1983) identifies its most important hallmark as the
belief in the

viabili~

of the concept of a 'local road to socialism'.

In pursuit of this, Labour councils are seen as needing to break out
of the confines of council chamber politics and to link-up with various
'extra-parliamentary foroes' - trade unions, ethnio minority organisations, the women's movement, tenants' and residents' groups, and
other looal pressure groups, and mobilise them for the fight against
the government-imposed cuts in services.

But, in order to mobilise

suoh groups for socialist alternatives, it would be necessary to decentralise local services making them more accessible and at the same
time promoting support for the defence of council workers' jobs.

A major element therefore in the struggle for local socialism is
the creation of new alliances and coalitions out of disparate interest
groups.

Traditionally, it was the mass political

par~

based on a

homogeneous working class with a tradition of collective action, whioh
seemed to hold out the best promise of socialist advance.

But, 1980,

radical reformists began to argue for a mass popular party based upon
an alliance of trade unions and a plurality of other groups - similar
in kind to that which forms the basis of support for the Democratic
Party in the United States.

This type of alliance - termed a 'rainbow
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coalition' in its American context - has been described by its most
recent proponent as follows :

11

'Rainbow' is not so much about a
race as a direction, because all
colours are in the rainbow. I
looked at the growing racial polarisation and said what about the
Indians, Hispanics, the Asians,
the blacks, but also the gays,
the handicapped people an~ women?
• • • It's all about involving
people who historically have been
locked out • • • And of course with
the right-wing shift in the country,
there are now even more people
locked out. 11
cited in

(Rev. Jesse Jackson
Hall 1 986 p. 7) •

In its British oontext tho'ugh, this ooalition would be an alliance
for resistance, and also a means of transforming popular consciousness.
For radical reformist the 'rainbow coalition' would go beyond the traditional limitations of orthodox pluralistic alliances formed at
junctures for electoral purposes, and form the basis of a radical
pluralist alliance which would give shape to a new popular socialist
politics.

It would give recognition to a variety of specific interest

groups,within the working class, of disadvantaged and oppressed groups,
as well as those sections of the middle and professional classes
sympathetic .to socialist values. Gyford (op.cit. PP.91-93) stresses
that such a strategy is subject to a number of potential hazards.
Firstly, drawing upon the McGovern experience, there

is the danger

that blue-collar and trade-union voters will defect to other parties
because they feel alienated from the style and substance of the new
politics.

Indeed, in the British context, there is a potential danger

that the Labour Party's white working class constituency may feel
itself considerably alienated from the rainbow politics of the new
urban left in the town halls.

This may occur because of a failure for

the former to identify the connection between its own aspirations and
those of minorities in the coalition.

The

ove~Nhelming

defeat of

Peter 'l'a tchell in the safe Labour seat of Bermondsey, says Gyford • is
a clear instance of the need for radical reformists to bridge the gap
between their own view of the world and that of the brcader constituency.
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A related problem of which radical reformists display a heightened
level of anxiety, concerns the perceived danger of the strategy lapsing
into a mere populism or pluralism and "an unprincipled pandering to
some of the more reactionary views which can be found in the pubs,
clubs and bingo halls" (ibid. P .91 ).

Thus, if' t he decentralisation of

power to the community were to result in displays of racism, and other
tintra-community divisiveness, then the cause of local socialism would
hardly be advanced.

A third problem says Gyford, is the danger that left activists in
local authorities would attempt to avoid the above problems - of the
fragmentation of Labour's constituency through disaf'fection on reactionary pluralism - by a recourse to essentially tutelar tatics, or a
"preceptoral" form of politics.

In the latter, those who hold the

'correct' ideological positions and understandings, attempt to mobilise
the mass through a process of education through gradual involvement in
decentralised power.

The great danger, Gyford continues, is that pre-

ceptoralism "may, under pressure, degenera.te into manipulative elitism"
(ibid. p.93) in which the views of the activists come to be taken as
really representative of the objective interests of the people, regardless of people's actual views.
cess which equates

par~y

In this way it is easy to begin a pro-

and people.

I will now leave my more general description of the origins and
perspectives of' radical reformism and turn to an analysis of the perspectives on crime victimisation and policing which have developed from
them.

I will also set the scene for my later discussion of' the Islington

and Merseyside crime surveys.

Firstly, however, I will present an out-

line chronology, the purpose of which is to establish the sequence of
events which-f'-orm the backcloth to the developments examined in the
remainder of thi s chap ter •
•
AN

~Tl'lILI:'lli

gllH.0£rq,LO,GY

1 979

:J?§

~z~

October

Landslide election victory for the Conservative Party.
Law and Order, and Labour's policies on crime and disorder were an important election issue, and were
thought to have significantly contributed to the swing
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of traditional Labour voters to other parties.
December

In response to a request from the Commissioner of
Police, the Policy Studies Institute produced an
outline proposal for a wide-ranging study of relations
between the police and the public in London : the
study would incorporate a survey of victimisation as
well as a survey of police officers.

1980
February

Fieldwork begins for the Policy Studies Institute
study of crime and policing in London.

1981
January

Thirteen young black people are killed in a fire in
a house in Deptford, London.

The fire was originally

believed to have been started by a racist fire-bomber.
Subsequent months produced a campaign and demonstration against police handling of the investigation
and the conduct of the inquest.
February

William Whitelaw, Home Secretary, announces a Home
Office enquiry into racial attacks.

April

Home Office workshop of British, American and
European criminologists held at Cambridge to discuss
the feasibility of a national survey of criminal
victimisation in Britain.

April

Serious disorders in Brixton, London, b y black and
white people against the police, in'the wake of
"Swamp '81" - a blanket

policing operation against

street crime and burglary, with widespread use of
'stop-and-search' tactics.

Labour Party are very

critical of police riot-control methods and especially
of the use of the Special Patrol Group.

Labour spokes-

men insist that the riots have their cause in the
social stress brought on by government's monetarist
policies.

The government insists that the riots are

sparked by

'crimL~al

elements'.

May

Scarman

May

Local election viotories for the Labour Party

enquiry into Brixton disorders begins.
brL~

many young radioal reformist politicians with an
interest in policing issues, to power in inner-city
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areas.
July

Serious disorders in Southall, Middlesex; Brixton,
London; Moss Side, Manchester; Toxteth, Liverpool;
and in other cities.

October

Labour Party Conference passes a motion calling for
restrictions on police pO'Ners, democratisation of the
police, a new complaints procedure, and disbandment
of the Special Patrol Group.

November

Report of the Scarman enquiry published.

November

Publication of the report of the Home Office study of
racial attacks..

This shows that the rate for attacks

on Asians was 50 times higher than for white people,
and the rate for people of West Indian or African
origin was over 36 times higher than for white people.

1982
January

Fieldwork begins for the first British Crime Survey,
covering 11 ,000 households in England and V'iales, and
5,000 households in Scotland.

March

i

Metropolitan Police publish statistics on a limited
number of crimes, coded by the ethnic origin of the
offender or suspect.

October

Commencement of Greater London Council Police Committee enquiry into racial harrassment in London.

1983
January

I .

Colin Roach, a young unemployed black man, is found
dead from gunshot wounds in the front hall-way of
Stoke Newington Police Station, in the London Borough
of Hackney.
suicide.

An inquest jury returned a verdict of

Evidence that ROA-ch had previously suffered

police harrassment, and the treatment of his famLly
after his death, led to renewed bitterness between
the black community and the police.
,January

Publication of the report of the first British Crime
Survey.

February

Fieldwork begins for the Midlands Crime .:lurvey,
covering Nottinghamshire, LeiGest ershire and Staffordshire • .
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September
October

Publica tion of the report of the Midlands Crime Survey.
Publication of the report of the Greater London
Council enquiry into racial harrassment in London.
The report cites widespread dissatisfaction with police
practice, and found a high level of non- reporting by
victims.

November

Publication of Policy Studies Institute study of crime
and policing in London.

12§
February

Fieldwork begins for the second British Crime Survey,
covering 11,000 households in England and Wales.

March

Pilot study conducted for the Merseyside Crime Survey.

March

Begi nning of y ear- long miners ' strike .

Police tactics

in the use of riot-gear, the enforcement of the law
on picketing, and the new interpretation of public
order laws in order to prevent the movement of
'flying- pickets', sharpens debate on police reform on
both the left and the right of the Labour Party.
May

Field"Nork begins for the Merseyside Crime Survey,
covering 2,400 households in the

Coun~.

September

Pilot study conducted for the Islington Crime Survey.

October

Fieldwork begins for Merseyside Survey of Police
Officers, covering 1,600 officers of all rallies.

October

Labour Party conference passes four motions on
policing.

All are highly critical of the police,

especially in relation to public disorder and industrial disputes.

None of the motions mentions

crime.
November

Publication of the first report of the Merseyside
Grime Survey.

1.2.§.2
March

Fieldwork begins on Islington Crime Survey, covering
2,000 households in the borough.

June

Publication of the first report of the Survey of
Merseyside Police Officers.

JW1e

Publication of the report of the second British Crime
Survey.
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September

Serious disorders in Handsworth, Birmingham; and in
Brixton and Tottenham, London.

In each case rioting

was triggered by some police action.

As

in 1981 ,

Labour and Conservative news on their origins
polarize.

The Labour Party renews its calls for an

accountable police force.

1986
January

Publication of the first report of the Islington
Crime Survey.
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6.5.

The DeveloEment of the Radical Reformist Perspective on
Crime and Policing
I observed earlier in this chapter that in the late 1970's and

early 1980's, policing policy was elevated to a central position in
the public debate on crime.

I have so far looked at the ways in which

the recognition of the need to reationalise policing methods and to
substantially alter the thrust of police-work, was an important
element in both the conservative perspective on crime control and one
which informed much of administrative criminology.

The British Crime

Survey, the PSI and Midlands surveys can be seen, in the light of these
developments, to represent an important element in the emerging technology of organisational changes in policing.
I now wish to turn my attention to the intellectual and political
origins of the Islington and Merseyside crime surveys, and in so doing
it is important to explore the ways in which a perspective on crime
and policing emerged from the new radical reformist politics described
above.

I will now deal with the most important aspect of that pers-

pective - the debates surrounding the struggle for a democratically
accountible police force.
• ••

•••

•

•

•

In their analysis of the background to the riots of 1981 , Lea and
Young (1982.c.) forward the following arguments.

Firstly, there has

been a steady movement away from consensus policing in the inner cities
and a drift towards a 'military' style of policing.

Inner-city youth,

especially black youth, find themselves the victims of multiple deprivation, and to this, there has arisen a counter culture of despair and
resistance.
street crime.

This is simultaneously accompanied by soaring rates of
In response to this the police have

increasing~used

the tactics of 'hard' policing, including the use of stop and search,
and the

I

sus' laws.

Consensus policing, which involves the police working to eliminate
crime with the bulk of the conmunity

supportin~

their activities, and

a fairly high level of information coming from the public, in the form
of complaints and evidence.

This notion of consensus policing, argue

the authors, rests on the assumptions about the nature of the social
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structure of inner cities whioh are of deolining validity.

It pre-

supposed a stable working-class oommunity opposed to those orimes
direoted against them.

However, with rising long-term unemployment and

other sooial problems,

the basis for oonsensus polioing orumbles.

Crime rates soar, and the police adopt strategies whioh are aimed less
at identifiable offenders than against the community itself, especially
its young.

Such strategies serve to alienate the community from the

polioe and the flow of information about crime dries up.

his makes

it yet harder for the polioe to control crime and they are further
pushed towards 'dragnet' type operations which serve further to alienate innocent members of the community.

An example of this is the 'Swamp

'81' operation in Brixton, London, whioh was aimed at apprehending
burglars and street robbers.

It antagonised the whole community, re-

sul ting in very few arrests leading to charges of burglary and robbery,
and was an important precipitator of the Brixton riots.

The use of

such 'military' methods leads to a situation in which for the public,
as well as for the polioe, the distinction between innocent and offender
beco~es

blurred.

Attempts by the police to arrest suspects become seen

as symbolio attacks on the community as a whole and bystanders begin
to intervene to prevent them.

Not only do the preconditions for a

riot then emerge, but also does the vicious cycle by which information
further dries up, necessitating even harder policing methods.
A second aspect of this analysis links both the problem of crime
and the riotsw what the authors refer to as the 'political marginalisation of the inner city'.

The urban riots may mark the return of

violence as a kind of politics of last result, and this may be because
the de-industrialisation characteristic of late capitalism reproduces
some of the social and political features of early capitalism by which
economioally and politically, whole oommunities become marginalised
from the political process.

'r hus there are large groups of young

people in deprived communities with no experienoe of work nor of political organisation.

This is not to be seen simply as a set of social

problems and deprivations, but also as a crisis for the political process.

Local networks of trade union branches, trades councils, and

the Labour Party - the traditional institutions of working-class
politios - are of declining relevance.
Thus, for radical reformist politicians in the inner-city areas
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in the early 1980's, the issues of crime and policing were beginning
to appear inseparable from a number of other local political and social
issues.
r~dical

Moreover, within the terms of their political analysis,
reformist began to see existing styles of policing as rein-

forcing or compounding the oppressed situation of the black community
and of youth.

Labour councils then entered into a sustained period

of open political conflict with chief policemen in which the battle
for accountibility became a most urgent political imperative.

An ad-

ditional imperative, I would argue, was the perceived need - in the
context of the politics of the 'rainbow coalition' for the Labour Party
to respond to the demands of groups representing blacks and women, on
a number of issues pertaining to policing.

The most important of these

were the police's abuse of powers and their f.ailure to provide adequate
protection from racial and sexual attacks.
In order to illstrate the above points, I will now turn to the
arguments around policing and police accountibility being forwarded in
the early 1980's by radical reformists in London and Merseyside.
Steve Bundred (1982), "the then vice-chair of the Greater London
Council Police Committee - a monitoring group with no legal powers made a number of salient points about the policing of London.

The

Metropolitan Force has been directly responsible to the Home Secretary
alone since its foundation in 1829.

In other words the capitals

police, unlike other forces in England and 1fTales, are not responsible
for any aspect of their organisation or operations to a police authority.
The force is the most costly of all British forces and, in a period
when central government has been demanding cuts in services from all
sectors of local government. these costs have continued to rise substantially.

In 1982-83, for instance, the London Boroughs collected

about £333 million from ratepayers for this service.

This figure rep-

resented half the amount the Greater London Council collected for road
building and maintainance, London Transport operations, the fire service, parks, arts and recreation, housing, industry and planning - all
put together (ibid. p.59-60).

The force employed 9% more police off-

icers per 1 ,000 population than Merseyside - a county which has a
higher official crime rate - and an average of 31% more officers than
other metropolitan counties with equivalent or lower crime rates. Moreover, the force employed 80,% more civilians than all the other metro- 357 -

politan counties put together.

Expenditure per police officer, at

£19,300, was 27% higher in London than in the average metropolitan
county.
Yet, while the London force is the country's most expensive, it
is also the least efficient in terms of the clear-up rate for recorded
serious crimes, andihroughout the 1970's became progressively more so.
In 1970 the clear up rate for crime in the capital was 2Effo, by 1979 it
was 2~ and by 1981 it had fallen to 17%.

These rates compared very

unfavourably with those of Merseyside and Greater Manchester, which in
1981 had cle~r-up rates of 34% and 41% respectively. (ibid. p.61 ).
The force faced, according to Bundred, a crisis of public confidence which centred around such issue of widesprehd corruption and
the startlingly high level of deaths in police custody.

Also, the

issue of the policing of young people and the black community was seen
by Bundred as the most crucial area around which public support for
the police had declined, and the riots of 1981 are held to demonstrate
this. (ibid. p.62).

Equally, the failure of the force to effectively

counter the growing level of violent attacks on black and Asian families
or to ban marches by fascist groups through black areas, are cited as
additional causes of the alienation of ethnic minorities from the
police.
Bundred's analysis, which is framed in the context of a set of
proposals for the setting-up of a police authority for London - comprising elected political and ethnic community representatives - tends
to stress a number of civil rights issues and to underplay the extent
to which ordinary crime and the fear of crime impact on the lives of
Londoners.

But, as I argued earlier, the radical reformist position

on crime was some time in developing an awareness of the need to link
the issues of police powers and accountibility with more fully articulated demands for changes in the police's operational policies in
the light of knowledge about the extent, distribution and impact of
criminal vic timis a tion.
Indeed, this sequence in the development of radical reformist
consciousness also occurred in Merseysia.e.

From the early 1970' s

there had been disquiet in Labour Party circles concerning police be-
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haviour in the City of Liverpool and in other towns in the Merseyside
county.

Margaret Simey, a Labour councillor for an inner city Liver-

pool ward, had published and spoken often on the subject of the accountibili ty ·of the Merseyside force.

Under the terms of the 1964 Police Act

a chief constable c£ a police force outside of London is accountible
primarily

to his police authority and the Home Secretary.

A police

authority's duties are to maintain an 'adequate and efficient' force in
its area and to keep itself informed of the manner in which complaints
are being dealt with.

Its powers to ensure this are enshrined in its

ability with police work in its area.

It is also empowered to appoint,

discipline and dismiss (in the interests of efficiency) senior ranks
(the chief, his deputy and his assistants), although such appointments
and dismissals are subject to the Home

Secr~tary's

approval.

Legally,

nothing precludes an authority from discussing and offering advice on
any matters in connection with its over-ridii"lg duty, or from the issuing
of instruotions in fulfilment of its functions.

There is, however,

nothing which specifically warrants the authority issuing instructions,
nor any

dU~J

imposed on the chief constable to obey.

He can decline to

give a report to his police authority if he feels that it is not in the
public interest to do so, or if he thinks such a report is not needed
for the police authority's exercise of its duties.

This clearly implies

that there are matters relating to police work which lie outside a
police authority's responsibilities.

Indeed police authorities can

discuss the effectiveness of manpower and equipment in police operations,
but not issue instructions in this re;3pect. (Jefferson 1984. pp.20-21 ).
In many urban areas of Britain consiierable conflict has arisen
between police authorities and their chief constables.

During the

1970's dissatisfaction on the part of Labour controlled authorities
centred around the unsatisfactory nature

o~

the complaints system.

Under the present system complaints against the police are investigated
by the police themselves and police authorities have no direct powers.
This particular issue came to a head in Merseyside aroun(l the case
of Jimmy Kelly, a resident of Huyton who in mi,i-1979 was arrested and
died in police custody (see Scraton 1984.c. pp.43-66) •

The police

authority, LV]. calling for a report from the chief constable in their
efforts to investiGate the case, were countered by the assertion the.t
the case was

~ ii!ld:b~

and that they had therefore no right to discuss
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it.

In the same period, a number of other complaints against the

Merseyside police produced a widespread reaction and further sharpened
the growing concern at the decline in the quality of police-public
relations, amounting in parts of the
breakdown in public confidence.

co~~ty

to what was seen as a major

(Scraton 1984.b. p.15).

The riots of Summer 1981 which occurred in inner-city LiV'erpool
brought the police authority (which had by May of that year achieved a
majority of Labour members) into renewed and direct conflict with the
chief constable over the issue of accountibility, as well as on aspects
of operational policy.

According to lviargaret Simey (1982 p.54.) the

poor relationship between the police and the public lay at the heart
of the disturbances, but the police authority had no effective powers
to monitor or enforce the adequacy of the service for which it was
responsible.

For her this raised the question of whether they were

getting value for money for the more than £80 million being spent on
policing the county annually.

Also, she maintained that public hostil-

it"J to the police and lithe breakdown of that democratic scrutiny on
which only democratic government oan sucoeed" (ibid.), were inevitably
linked.

"Accordingly" she continued, "we abandoned the 'blame game t and

turned our attention to the practicalities of regenerating the political
dimension of policing." (ibid. p.55).
Simey therefore maintained that the problems of policing in
Merseyside stemmed directly from an absenoe of a system of democratic
accountibility.

As part of their campaign for this accountibility,

Labour Party members were challenging the customary interpertration of
the role of the police authority as an advisory body and instead becoming a body carving for itself an executive role in which its interventions in policing issues - especially it seems issues of polioing
operations - were becoming more positive.

The role of the police

authori ty, she wrote, should - like that of every other public service
- be directed towards a political purpose, in this case, the safe
guarding of the public peace. (ibid. pp.55-6).
The Merseyside Labour group, on achieving a ma,jori ty in 1981 ,
produced a manifesto in which they set out tHeir basic philosophy,
together with a n'.lmber of policy recommendations.

These included

the

reconstitution of the membership of the authority so that the majority
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party on the county council would have an effective voting majority.
Most importantly, the group placed an emphasis upon the need to
restore public confidence in the police.

This would be accomplished

through putting into practice the recommendations of the 0carman
enquiry

concerning local consultation groups.

These groups should,

however, be representative of local communities and be independent of
police control.

Also, the police should respond to views of the public

regarding policing methods - especially the need for localised telephone numbers for emergency calls and the demand for more officers to
be visible 'on the beat'.
Indeed, what Simey clearly expresses, is the then growing demands
in the Labour Party both at national and local levels, for the need to
reverse the trend towards 'military' or 'hard' policing methods towards
'partnership' policing in which the aims and methods of policing reflect
the aspirations of the communities which a police

~~

would serve.

Thus :
II

The message of our experience is
clear. We must go back to first
principles and re-think the
practical implications of the
social contract on which policing
by consent is based. A contract
necessarily implies an agreement
bebeen two partners as to their
respective rights and duties. If
the people were to consent to be
policed, the police must consent
to submit to democratic control.

"

( ib id. p. 57) •
The issue of relationships between the police and people in areas
of high blaok population was of speoial signifioanoe.
the pervasiveness

o~

The question of

raoist attitudes among polioemen and the ways

these were refleoted in polioing methods and operational polioies had
been a oentral feature of demands for an acoountible police force in
both London and Merseyside, as well as in other big oities.

The riots

of 1980 and 1981 all oocurred in inner-city areas There the drift to
mili tary policing was mos t advanced and wherein the basis for cons en] us
policing had long since been eroded, and the riots were substantially
(though not exolusively) an expression of the fury and frustration of
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young blacks as a response to their experience of indiscriminate targetting And

other practices associated with 'hard' policing.

On the left of the Labour Party at this time, the analysis of
relationships between the police
related elements.

and the black

co~unity

contained two

Firstly, police committees and the new monitoring

groups - in association with local black and ethnic, civil rights and
other interested organisations - had built up substantial dossiers of
evidence of overtly racist behaviour on the part of

poli~emen

as well

as the failure over many years of the police to act on the problem of
racial attacks.

(see Scraton 1982 pp.21 -38).

Thus a serious problem

was seen to exist at the level of police discretion which, in the
absence of a consensual basis for policing, allowed (in addition to
purely illegal abuses of power), discriminatory enforcement of the law
on the one hand, and the discriminatory neglect of the needs of one
section of the community, on the other.

Throughout the 1970's, however,

racism in the police was elevated - in the words of Phil Scraton, from
a personal to an institutional level (op.cit. p.21).
Thus the second aspect of the analysis was in keeping with that
offered by the Birmingham School, the Institute of Race Relations and
the journal Race and Class.

In essence then black communi ties 8.re seen

to have been systematically marginalised in terms of work, housing,
social amenities, politics, education and the law.
In Scraton' s words, again

"

• • • the law has been enforce
rigourously in and again st the~e
communities. The development and
rigourous application of the
state's racist immigration laws
and regular use of passport raids
by the police, have served to keep
black comm~ities under permanent
surveillance. Thus the black population as a whole has been targetted as 'the problem'. "
( ib ide p. 21 ).

These two aspects

of the analysis, coming together, provided a

stark picture of the police as a state agency for the enforcement of
racist laws, as riddled with racism at the personal level, and as a
force for containment and control of whole communities which have been
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criminalised irrespective of involvement in illegal activity.

It also

provided an idealised picture of black communities - especially of
black youth - as united in a substantially politically informed opposition to the police.
The analysis, despite the flaws contained in its second aspect,
lent great weight to the left's critique of the operational policies
of urban police forces.

It was easy to see the

police, in their in-

creasingly militaristic mode, as a force which acted both to compound
the social oppression of the black community (and poor whites) and
which acted to effectively repress all forms of cultural and political
opposition to that oppression.

What the analysis avoided, was the

extent of criminal victimisation of blacks and the poor in the inner
city, and their stake in an effective and democratic form of policing.
Radical reformism's stance on issues of crime and policing contained,
therefore, a number of elements and sources.

Firstly, it tended to

minimise the extent and impact of crime, refusing to confront the issue
of intra-working class crime except through a discussion of its social
roots, or through the related issue of policing.

There are two issues

of importance here, and they are reminiscent of those which informed
the American Democratic Party's policy on crime from the 1960's onwards.
Firstly, the Labour

Par~'s

white working class constituency con-

sistently presented crime and the fear of crime as a major concern.

It

also increasingly identified black people as a major source of both
crime and their fears.

Secondly, radical reformists considered the

criminalisation of black people as part of the institutional racist
character of capitalism, of the media, and of the police.

In order to

resist such racial stereotyping of the crime problem, radical reformists engaged in a side-stepping and obfuscation of the issue of the
intra-working class and intra-racial nature of much crime, and more
specifically of the level of involvement of

yo~g

blacks in crime.

Additionally, as I noted in Chapter V, radical reformists were
engaged in a psychological denial of the impact of crime upon the individuals and households who were its victims and
and fear upon communities.

the impact of crime

Indeed, they appeared ignorant of the ex-

istence of a major source of social harm which affected the lives of
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many of their constituents - a source of harm which in part stemmed
from (and in turn compounded) many of the other problems and injustices
to which they were exposed.

Several elements in the left-idealist view

of crime and policing - to which radical reformists subscribed - tended
towards the &enial of the victim.
But, radical reformists were soon to undergo a process of education
about crime and victimisation.

As I have already said, the riots served

to make policing a central issue.

More specifically, however, the issue

presented itself as that of the policing of the black community.

It

also brought home to radical reformists - as politicians and administrators
- their own impotence in terms of having new power to affect the operational decision - making processes of policing.

The riots also forced

them to confront certain issues in relation to the policing of public
disorder and minority communities, namely whether the police were adequately carrying on their functions in relation to the protection of
the community from crime, and the detection of offences.

This concern

began with the question of policing policies in relation to racial
attacks and the victimisation of women, but soon enlarged into a concern
for the high rates of burglary and vandalism on council estates, and
also the high rates of street robbery in oertain localities.
Within the context of this concern for police effectiveness,
radical reformists could now begin to speak about victimisation more
broadly than before, and also develop a thirst for the type of information which would back-up this, the second prong of their campaign for
police accountibility.

They discovered that according to the police's

own statistics, the number of crimes cleared-up represented only a
small fraction of crimes recorded.

Intuition, as well as the results of

surveys of violence to women and blacks, told them also that crimes
known to the police represented only a fraction of crimes

commi~.

The second part of their education came with the publication, in
early 1983, of the results of the first British Crime Survey.

These

results detailed above in Chapters I and IV, lent tremendous weight to
their view that policing quite simply did not give value for the great
amounts of public money spent on it.
ci~

But, it also emerged that inner-

areas had higher rates of victimisation, and lower clear-up rates,

that the fear of crime had a great impact upon the quality of life, and
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that low-income households

suf~ered

disproportionately from certain

crimes, such as burglary.
Thus, the radical reformist perspective on policing began with a
limited concern for the policing of labour disputes,
and public disorder.
between the police

demonstr~tions

It then enlarged into a concern for relations
and the black community, and then by a process of

progressive focusing, it began to engage such issues as the extent and
distribution

o~

about the degree

crime.
o~

This latter feature then gave rise to questions

police Erotection from crime afforded to ethnic

minorities and other working class constituents.
Additionally then, interest began to focus more directly upon
issues of victimisation.

There were

thref~

overlapping facets of this.

Firstly, radios.l reformistsbegan to glimpse that criminal victimif>ation
could be conceived very much in the same way as could problems
housing, poor health, environmental pollution, and

traf~ic

bad

o~

hazards,

Local social problems were seen as amenable to control through the
intervention of the local state, using existing local agencies.

Crime

was clearly a hazard from which the poor suffered most, but the existing
agency for the control

o~

crime operated outside of the control of the

10c8.1 state.
Secondly, the police not only failed to give adequate protection
to working class people, or to clear up much crime, but also it was
evident that their constituents were alienated from the police
reasons than had initially been apparent.

Worki~~

~or

more

class victims felt

that the police did not take their complaints seriously, and this was
equally true of the victims

o~

burglary, robbery and vandalism, as of

the victims of racial harrassment and abuse of police powers.
Thirdly, and rather blatedly, radical reformists - like radical
criminologists - came to appreciate the facts of the impact which crime
and fear has upon its victims.

There had been much initial suspicion,

for instance about victims support schemes.

Although there was pome

acknowledgement of the importance of their work radical reformists did
not involve themselves in it politicall'y, nor did they give, in most
casesm more than miniscule financial support.

In Merseyside, for

instance. a scheme knoVin as Victims of Violence had obtained police
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support and its operations became part of a right-wing campaign for
retributive punishment for offenders.

Although this scheme was never

recognised by the National Association of Victims Support Schemes, its
existence and profile rather reinforced

the view that concern for

victims was a prerogative of the right.

However, in recent years the

South-West Liverpool Victims Support Scheme (affiliated to I~VSS) has
been entirely funded by

~iverpool

City Council.

This scheme is, how-

ever, only one of t,,'elve NAVSS schemes operating in Merseyside.

In

Islington the council makes a rather less generous annual contribution
to the borough I s scheme - £1 ,009 in 1 984-85 and £2,81 7 in 1 985-86.
However, the radical reformist perspective on crime did gradually
corne to incorporate two further important premises.

Firstly, that the

local state should be active - especially in council estates - in the
Erevention of victimisation through providing better lighting in public
areas and making properties more secure from burglary.

Secondly, the

local state should take some responsibility for the amelioration of the
impact of crime and victims.

I will now go on to look at the local

political backgrounds to the emergence of the Merseyside and Islington
crime surveys and relate these to the wider political developments
which I have just described.
(i)

The Merseyside Crime Survey
As I earlier described, there had been considerable conflict be-

~'een

the Labour - controlled Merseyside Police Authority and the Chief

Constable of Merseyside, Kenneth Oxford, since the late 1970 ' s.

This

had stemmed not only from the police response to the 1981 riots, but also
a catalogue of instance of police racism and misuse of power, and also
the death in custody of Jimmy Kelly.

Also, the Merseyside County and

Liverpool City councils were currently locked in a bitter dispute with
the Thatcher government over funds to ameliorate those inner-city
problems which they saw as the root cause of the riots and of Merseyside's severe crime problem.
In early 1983, Oxford applied to the Police Authority for permission to computerise all police records as part of a technological
overhaul of operations.

As a result of the ensuing debates, a seminar

on this subject was held, to which Richard Kinsey of Edinburgh University - a

radical criminologist who had written widely on policing

matters - was invited to contribute.
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The Labour Party, which had taken

control of the police committee in 1981 contributed a core of radical
reformist Labour members of the Authority who were interested in the
politics of policing, but who held to a generally ill-formed critique
of the police and vague ideas about accountibility.

The riots had been

an educative process for them, in the ways outlined earlier, and they
were "looking for a way in to policy-making which would influence
various levels of policing practice".

(Field Notes VII).

Kinsey proposed the idea of a crime survey, and this was seized
upon by some members,who would subsequently lobby for its implementation.
During this period, the Planning Department of Merseyside County Council
was conducting a research project on the underlying causes of innercity crime.

Hence there was already some interest in basic questions

on the extent and distribution of crime, and the impact of policing,
and this tended to facilitate the progress towards gaining broader political support for the survey.
Councillor John George, the vice-chair of the police committee had
been impressed with the BCS report and had been using it as a basis for
dialogue with Oxford.

However, he realised that if the results of a

national survey could allow him to argue about policing matters from a
I

scientific basis', then a local survey would allow for a much more

potent questioning of policing policy generally.
Councillors then began, on the basis of their reading of the BCS,
to be alerted to some basic criminological issues, such as the problem
of the dark-figure of crime, and the difficulties of relying upon the
official statistics.

These issues also filtered through to them through

their reading of articles on the BCS in Labour Weekly and the journal
New Society.
At the same time, the Home Office was trying to encourage local
surveys which would replicate the BCS and operate on a cost-sharing
basis - 50}S from the Home Office, 50% from the local authority.

In

the light of this Councillor George requested a costing of such a survey
from Ge off Willis of the Planning Departme nt and it was es tima ted tha t
it would cost £100,000 and take six months to complete.

The survey

was then put out to tender which was subsequently won by Edinburgh
University.

Richard Kinsey became its director and he then engaged
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John Lea and Jock Young as consultant to the research team.

It was

seen as essential not only to have reputable academics in charge, but
also to co-operate with the Home Office on replication of the BCS.
The team engaged the firm Sooial and Community Planning Research - who
had conducted

fieldwork for theBCS.

As one informant put it :

We had to show the Home Offioe
that the survey was useful to
policing Merseyside, in order
to get the 50% grant. We also
wanted a valid scientific exercise, partly to get Oxford's
support, but mainly so that if
any unpalatable results emerged,
they oouldn' t be rubbished as
'not soundly based'. It was an
important process of legitimation. "

II

(Field Notes VII).
For the politicians, the survey had to fulfill certain aims.

It

should firstly be a tool for opening-up policing practices to quantification and political scrutiny • • •

"

• • • opening it up in terms of
debate, knowledge and influence
• • • taking it away from the
autonomous control of the chief
constable. "
(ibid.) •

Indeed if the struggle for accountibility was to be advanced, the
councillors needed to be in a position to know more about crime 'on the
ground' and the policing needs of the community, than the police did
themselves, and to be ablem speak with complete
the police ought to be doing.

authori~

about what

Secondly, it should 'oapture the police

in operation', making it useful to the police in terms of their own

operations and their ovm 'planned policing' initiatives.
For these reasons the design of the survey had to incorporate
more than a mere

emulation of the BCS design.

It had to ena.ble

politicians and planners rea.ding the results to pin-point aspects of
the crime problem in lvIerseyside with grea.t precision.

Thus, there was

incorporated into a survey a study of five small and demographically
dissimilar areas, enabling preoise conclusions to be drawn concerning
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the crime problems and policing needs of identifiable localities.
A feature of the political background to the MCS, which was in
marked contrast to that of the ICS (discussed below), concerned the
different priority given

to the question of race and crime.

Whereas

the ICS questionnaire included questions on inter-racial incidents,
and had been especially interested in the respective victimisation
rates of black and white residents, these issues had not been given
the same priority in the MCS.

There are number of reasons for this.

Firstly, the idea of a survey did not arouse the same suspicions
and opposition in Merseyside as it did in London, and the Merseyside
Community Relations Council, and other groups representing the interests
of ethnic minority communities were generally supportive.

Secondly,

and relatedly, members of the Labour Party in Merseyside held the
question of race to be a less important

.than political or soc ial

issue in Merseyside, given that the black community in Liverpool was
considerably longer established and more assimilated than in other
British cities.

Indeed these unique features of the black community

in Merseyside presented a number of methodological considerations quite
different to those faced in Islington, and I shall refer toihem in the
next chapter.
Another aspect of the survey design was the decision to conduct
a separate survey of ivlerseyside Police Officers.

This survey covered

the organisation of the force, the use of police time, and problems of
internal management; it also covered relations with the public, the
priorities of police work, and other daily policing matters.
1985).

(Kinsey

A separate survey of police officers had not originally been

planned, and its intention was to enable the council to match the
experiences and perceptions of the population to those of policemen of
different ranks.

This development must be seen in the context of the

desire to obtain as much knowledge as possible about both crime and
policing, so that this knowledge could b e used as a powerful political
tool.

It had been predicted the.t, in comparing the policing priori ties

of the public with those of the police themselves, a considerable
mis-match would be revealed.
~he

findings of the

crime survey Vlould presumably highlight a
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I:

number of areas in which policing practice should change.

For instance,

if it were to be discovered that certain portions of the population we re
exposed to high rates of victimisation but received little in the way
of policing services, then police practice should be adjusted in accordance with this finding.

Equally, public expectations of how the police

should allocate their resources, would be matched against how those resources are actually apportioned, and would serve as another indicator
for change.

'Ehe overall findings of the

police survey would be a measure of the

crim~

survey and those of the

extent to which policing in

Merseyside had to change in order to become an effective public service.
These changes would not however take place automatically, but the detailed knowledge of what was required would represent an essential
weapon in the fight for that which would put them into effect - in
other Vlords, democratic oontrol of the police.
(ii)

The Islington Crime Survey
The Is lington Crime Survey has its origins in events in 1982. In

this

year John Lea and Jook Young had begun to formulate a left-realist

perspeotive on orime.

This, as we have seen, rested on a belief that

crime was a serious problem for the working class, and also on a
positive re-assessment of quantitative measures of orime.

Their desire

to see a local survey of victimisation stemmed from their considerable
faith in the potential of such surveys - drawn from their reading of
the NCS, the BCS and PSI surveys - to reveal useful information on all
matters appertaining to the understandin.gof policing and crime. Furthermore such surveys had the potential - if one had control over their
design - to test the propositions of the left-realist perspective.
Thus, not only oould a survey tap into attitudes, knowledge and behaviour in relation to crime and policing, but it could also quantify
the collective experiences of crime and polioing in sectors of the population.

In addition, many other radical criminological questions

could begin to be answered.
II

As Jock Young put it

We saw that Anthony Platt was
very active in his use of the
American victimisation material,
in developing a radical perspective on street crime. I,:: e in the
U.K. ~ere totally reliant on U.S.
material. The BCS was about to
come out, and instead of just
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criticising it from the usual
anti-quantitative perspective,
we thought - why not run our own!

"

(Field Notes II).
During 1982-3, their writings and those of Ian Taylor, had
attracted considerable opposition within left idealist criminology,
and well as on that part of the left which was predominantly concerned
with issues of race. class and policing.

This opposition to their

perspective - especially that on race and crime - would prove to be a
most important factor in the battle to make local victimisation surveys
a reality.

Also, in that year Policing the Riots was published (Cowell

et.al.1982), and this book - the results of the Polici~ Now conference
of 1981 - may be seen to have signalled the beginnings of an alliance
between left-realist criminologists and various representatives of
sections of the Labour P arty on the issue of police accountibility.
Its contributors included radical criminologists like Lea and Young
and Richard Kinsey, who was to become the director of the Merseyside
survey, and Trevor Jones, who was to become the head of the Islington
Police Committee Support Unit.

In addition there were papers by

Margaret Simey, by then chairperson of the Merseyside Police Authority,
ancl Harriet Harman, legal officer of the National Council for Civil
Liberties and who was later to become a Labour M.P.
In the context

of the developments of 1982 and of the foregoing

poli tical and intellectual developments outlined above, Lea and Young
had been promoting the idea of local surveys within the Labour Party.
Also in early 1983, Trevor Jones was appointed as research officer
with the Islington Police Committee Support

Unit and at his interview

had put fOr"Nard the idea of a victimi:3ation survey, and this got support from oouncillors.
At about the same time, ;.':al ter Easey - head of the Police Committee
Support Unit in the borough of Camden - approached Lea and Young. He,
like many people in Labo1rr local

au~~orities,

was excited by the results

of the first BCSm but saw a need for local surveys ·Nhich "Nould inform
the local debate on police accountibili ty.

There then began a span of

about six months of discussions with Easey and "Ni th Camden councillors
(in which I was irlvolved at an early stage) and a research proposals
was prepared (Young et.a1.1983).

During this period, Young, Lea and
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l'
Trevor Jones 'were invol'Ted in intensive lobbying of
lors, and of those in the borough of Hackney.

Isli1\.~ ton

I myself

counc i l -

a t tended num-

erous meetings in a s s ociation with this lobby i!1G, and to all purposes
it looked as if there was support for the idea of a number of small
surveys in the three boroughs.
By

mid~983,

Camden council police com3ittee had agreed in prin-

ciple to the conduct of t.1-te survey, and prol:lised £5,000 for initial
preparations.

Also, Islington and Hackney declared their support for

a survey in each of their boroughs.

The boroughs of Greenwich, and

Southwark also expressed great interest and were involved in explora tory
discussions with the research team' based at Middlesex Polytechnic.

It

was agreed that the police committees of these boroughs, and the research team, should approach the Greater London Council through its
own police committee, in order to secure political and financial support .
Neither was forthcomi ng.

The GLC Police Committee responded that it

felt that victimisation surveys were not very useful, and also that the
GLC was itself funding some sort of survey of policing.

Whether or

not this survey was conducted, no report has ever been published .

There

was a lso some suggestion that their objection centred around a feeling
that there might be 'political implications' of
surveys.

cond~cting

local

We took this to mean that they were nervous about confronting

the inevitable issue of intra-working class and int ra- racial crime
patterns.

This inference is based partly on the fact that the GLC police

commi ttee was currently employing two researchers who ,,','ere left criminologists (Paul Gilroy and Joe Sim) opposed to the left- realist pers pective.

Overall, however, this adverse respon se was probably more

firmly rooted in the view of many radical reformists that policing was
the most pressing political issue - not crime.

There was a correspond-

ing conception of victimisation which was interested solely in the
victims of police illegality, racial and sexual harrassment and domestic
violence.

Subsequently, the final rejection by the GLC, came in the

wake of the following events.
All seemed to be goi ng well with support for the surveys in
Islington, Camden and Hackney .

Jock Young attended a meeting of the

Hackney police commi tte e, which was an open meeting to '.vhich numerous
interes ted parties had b e en invited in order to d.iscuss many is sues,
including the aims of the newly established support u,n ie
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and the

proposed survey.

Young was subject to a lot of hostiligy.

The meeting

ha.d. been leafletted by Phil Powell - a fellow lecturer from Middlesex
Polytechnic - and a group known as the Hackney Black People's Alliance,
as well as some former Polytechnic students who were now working as
race relations officers.

Their contention was that Young and Lea had

written essentially "racist" material on the 1981 riots and on innercity crime.

It was also claimed that the proposed survey was also

raoist in nature, and it would be used

II

as part of the process of

the oriminalisation of black youth". (Field Notes I).
It is difficult to establish precisely in what ways these opponents concluded that the survey would be racist.

One possibility is

that knowing that Lea and Young believed that Some seotions of the
black community were disproportionately involved in certain offences
(because of social disadvantage and cultural expressions of resentment
and alienation), the survey would set out to demonstrate this, in some
way using the same statistical alchemy which had also been used by the
MetroPQlitan Police with their race~coded robbery statistics.
1982).

(Smith

Another possibility, and one which if correct, epitomizes the

blinkered approach

of left-idealist and abolitionist views on crime

and policing, is that it was anticipated that the survey would ask
respondents who they believed was responsible for most crime, and ask
victims (especially of street crime) about the characteristics of
offenders.
In the first case, such an

op~~on

survey would undoubtedly show

that blacks were believed (by whites) to be responsible for most crime.
Secondly, the possibility might be that data on offenders would reveal
an inter-racial element in some crime, or that it would reveal a lot of
intra-racial crime within the black community.

It is likely that the

anticipation of this latter finding would be extremely threatening and
ohallenging to their thesis on the nature of crime and policing, and
their model of a black oommunity united in opposition to racist oppression.
What was clear was that such lobbying by political activists had
persuaded the various representative groups of the black communities
in Hackney and Camden of the correctness of the fears about the implications of the surveys.

The Hackney Legal Defence Group. representing
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a number of black organisations, accused Lea and Young of driving a
wedge between the Afro-Caribbean and Asian communities by portraying
black youth as disproportionately involved in predatory street crime
against fellow poor people, arguing that the research could be of no
benefit to the black community.

(see Levidow 1983).

Again, a letter

signed by several black and Asian groups and sent to Camden council,
challenged the view that the move away from consensus policing was
contributed to by high rates of street crime committed by black youths.
It also held that Lea and Young were uncritical of the police's definition of the crime problem, and that "existing victimisation surveys
have failed to shift public discussion away from the police version
of events".

(ibid.).

It is not clear to what this last statement

refers, as the data of victimisation surveys surely undermine the
police account of the crime problem in a number of discrediting respects.

This is even more the case with the data from independent

surveys conducted by feminists.
Indeed, these statements - and opposition to the council victimisation surveys - are only explainable with reference to the underlying
assumption that Lea and Young were unwittingly (or even knowingly)
acting in a way which was racist.

In other words that the results of

their research would reinforce racist stereotypes of the crime problem.
But, this was a survey of victims of crime.

A central hypothesis of

the survey research was that black people suffer higher rates of
criminal victimisation and that this phenomenon is explainable with
reference to the disproportionate range and
advantages from which they suffered.

intensi~y

of social dis-

Also, it was likely that black

victims would be shown to be receiving a poorer police service.
Additionally, the surveys would perhaps show high levels of expressed
dissatisfaotion with the police in several aspects of their operations,
and would reveal the extent to which members of the black

communi~

were subject to legal and extra-legal forms of police harrassment.
The net result of the success of the anti-survey lobby was that
Labour politicians in Hackney, and then in Camden, began to question
the wisdom of their initial support.
ness

~~d

The mixture of political nervous-

intense lobbying which threatened the withdrawal of the black

Labour vote, eventually caused them to withdraw support altogether.
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In Hackney, the public meeting of the police committee referred
to above, was the point at which support was withdrawn.

Barbara Roach,

the newly appointed head of the police committee support unit, had
ini tially been very supportive, but was now very hostile.

She has

claimed subsequently that it would have been impossible to proceed
"without the support of all sections of the community", and that "the·
survey would not have told us anything which we did not already know".
She clearly felt that the council's support for the survey would destroy
all credibility which the newly formed support group - pledged to
monitor police behaviour - was building with the black community.
(Field Notes IV).

In Camden, direct pressure to ditch the survey was brought to bear
on the police committee by Camden's reace relations officer
Shearing, who in turn had been lobbied by black groups.

~eorge

It seems that

there were close links in Camden and Hackney between councillors, race
relation~ people, and the group of academics (including Paul ~ilroy)

gathered around the journal Race and Class.
It is perhaps rather surprising then that the survey survived in
Islington.

Very similar lobbying was carried on their during the

summer of 1983.

Paul

~ilroy,

for instance, had helped set up the

Islington Black People's Alliance, linked strongly to the Alliance in
Hackney, and the Colin Roache Defence Committee.

Pressure was also

being brought at Middlesex Polytechnic by Phil Powell, in order to end
the Polytechnic's association with the survey.
In Islington the opposition failed not only to dissuade coul1.cillors
from support, but also failed to convince the ethnic representative
groups that the survey was racist or that it could not benefit their
communities.

The police committee support unit and the research team

held a number of consultations with these groups in an atmosphere in
which the precise aims and content of the survey could he candidly
discussed.

Support had corne from a number of key groups : the North

London tBangladeshi Vielfare Association, and the Islington Union of
Muslims (both Bengali organisations); the African Centre; Turkish
organisations: and the Indian Workers Association.

Afro-Caribbean

groups had remained cautiously neutral under pressure from the Isling-
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ton Black People's Alliance, but there was no suggestion of withdrawing
the blaak vote from Labour - a threat issued elsewhere - or of nonco-operation by the black

communi~

with the survey.

Trevor Jones has also claimed that the different political responses in Islington in contrast to Hackney and Camden, can be explained
with reference to the internal features of Labour
the boroughs.

Par~organisation

in

The left leaderships in Camden and Hackney, he saysm have

always had a weak base of support, their power being dependent upon the
political control of key council and Party committees.

They are there-

fore very suceptible to lobby pressure by key groups.

Islington Labour

Party by contrast, has a large paid-up membership (over a thousand).
There is also a longer history of left leadership in Islington, and
this is more firmly rooted in the democratic support of an active
membership.

(Field Notes I).

It is also important to note that the racial and ethnic composition
of the population in Hackney differs somewhat from that in Islington.
In Hackney, people of Afro-Carribean origin are by far the largest
ethnic minority group in that borough, and comprise nearly

30%

of

voters.

In Islington, the largest minority group is that of Irish

people.

These facts are important in that the politics of law and

order in English cities are traditionally infused with the politics of
race, and especially of the racial divisions and antagonism within the
working class.

Thus in Hackney, radical reformists retreated from con-

fronting the problem of ordinary crime because'.:i t would have inevitably
led to the confrontation of the issue of crimes committed by black
people, including those

against~other

black people, and also the fears

of the white section of the working class about black crime.

This

would have been highly likely to leave the council open to charges of
racism, which would have led to a
munity's support for the Labour

darna~ing

effect upon the black com-

Par~.

In Islington, the white working-class is larger than that in
Hackney and is vociferous in its complaints about the high level of
street crime and burglary.

Here, the representatives of the black com-

mUnity had been convinced of its own stake in the examination of the
broad canvass of criminal victirnisatian.
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However, another pressing

electoral consideration loomed large.

In the north

o~

the borough tbe

Social Democratic Party - and in the south, the Liberal Party - reresented a real threat to the traditional Labour voting black.
Liberals

o~er

a brand

Democrats have a

o~

'community-level politics', and the Social

high-pro~ile

policy on 'law and order'.

might have had strong appeal to a white working class
crime and despairing

o~

The

Both policies

~rightened

by

any political action on the issue by the local

authority.
In the meantime two other boroughs - Greenwich and Sou thwark

were still candidates for surveys.
o~

At Greenwich, Martin Walker - head

the police committee support unit - had gained the support

and women I s groups.

o~

ethnic

Several meetings were held between these groups

and members of the research team.

Some promises

o~

money were made by

the council's Police Committee, but only on condition that ethnic minority support was forthcoming.
survey was lIabout victims, not
was won.

Reassurance to these groups
o~~endersll,

ensured that this support

At Southwark the survey was endorsed only

in the police comreittee.

that the

a~ter

a bitter row

In both these boroughs the surveys failed to

occur due to the absence of funding from the GLC.

For the research team, and for Trevor Jones, the period from
Autumn 1983 onwards was critical.

The only borough in which there was

political and community support, and in which there was a chance
adequate

~unding

by the council, was Islington.

o~

In the succeeding

months the campaign for the survey's realisation was conducted on
d~ferent

fronts.

Firstly, 'l'revor J ones conducted a campaign
television to advertise the work and concerns
to Islington residents.
credibility

o~

This had the added

o~

in the local press and
the police committee

e~fect o~

building-up the

the police committee, until now a 'minority' committee

on the council, and in terms

o~

Labour Party political priorities.

Pressure was thereby also kept up upon the GLe to provide
Jones and members

o~

~unding.

the research team then began to do Cjuali tative

work to lay the ground for the survey.

Interviews were conducted on

some high-crime council estates in the borough, and preparations were
made to conduct a pilo-+; survey in four dissimilar areas, inclt.;.ding the
Girdleston Estate.
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Lea and Young then began, in the period into early 1984, a campaign for academic support for left-realism and,.by implication, for
the Islington Survey.

They had contracted to write a book for The

Socialist Society (Lea and YOWlg 1984), but wi thin the Society there
was still opposition, based on reverberations from the 1982 exchanges
on race and crime.

}\ccording to Young, the feminists were won-over by

rea.ding the material, but other opinion was luke-warm because of the
traditional New Left and orthodox Marxist belief that crime is not a
social problem worthy of serious study, ttbut was an argument in a
rather prissy, disdainful neck of the acad.emie woods I I .

"

He added :

They had some fairly orthodox
Marxist vieVls on crime and
thought of it in terms of the
'lumpen proletariat'. All the
feminist stuff on crime seemed
strange to them. But they were·
persuaded. In the end, it was
the alliance of the feminists
and traditional Marxists which
won us the vote. tt
(Field Notes II).

In the academic world, positions began to polarize.

Young's

opponents tried to block his articles from the journal Cri.tical Social
Policy and voted against his admission to the editorial collective.
The importance of the academic debates was that they were read by,
and inevitably influenced the views of, the race relations hierarchy
in the boroughs.
~ilroy,

Most of these were persuaded by the position of

Bridges and others.

"

But, as Young says :

In Islington it was different.
There the race relations person
- Kazaz Khan - was supportive of
us. He's an Althusarian and a
'high marxist' intellectual with
a traditional disdain for crime
and its effects on working class
communities. If
(ibid.).

Ano-ther important arena of debate - the most importe.nt - was that
which took place within the Labour Party.

As I have argued above, tte

position of the radical reformist wing of the party at local level, was
somewhat tentative and underdeveloped. Lea and Young had assumed that
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the response to left-realism and the survey within the Party would be
a largely hostile one.

"

Young remarks:

We were very wrong • • • we'd
mistakenly generalised from the
fringe politics of London to those
of the Party in the boroughs. We
were getting surprising levels of
support, especially from Labour
Weekly - a paper which Rpeaks to
Party activists. Islington Council
had been moving politically to'Tlards
a more realist position on crime,
and they were generally fed-up with
the ultra-left positions. "
(ibid.) •

He added

"

As radical reformists, their realism fits into their general political position. Also, they could not
afford to alienate their large white
working class constituency by appearing uninterested in the realities of
crime. "
(ibid.).

Ken Hyder, who writes on crime and policing for Labour \-Veekly,
also embraced a traditional, non-problematic view of crime.

Indeed.,

by Spring 1984, the issues of crime prevention and victimisation had
become acceptable concerns for the left of the party.
Support in Islington began to crystalise, and in May, 1984-,
Trevor Jones proposed the appointment of a full time research officer
to direct the survey.

Brian Maclean, a Canadian criminologist and

methodologist attached to the London School of Economics, joined the
research team.

Soon, the support unit moved into new premises with a

computing facility_
In September 1984, the council voted. £13,000 for Maclean's appointment, his brief being to conduct the pilot and prepare the main survey_
Lobbying noVi began for the money for the main survey, and the pilot
results were written-up and submitted to the police committee (Maclean
1984-a; 1984b).

In the same month the committee applied for £12,000
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of Inner City Partnership money, but was turned down by the Department
of Employment in January 1985, on the grounds that the survey would
not help community relations, and because of police opposition at the
Metropolitan and local levels, as well as opposition from the Home
Office.

In February, the Policy Committee of the council - the main

council committee - voted for the survey, giving £18,000 out of 'contingency reserves', just two days short of two years since the initial
approach was made.

6.6.

Conclusion
In the course of this chapter, I have outlined the left-realist

position on crime and

policing in contrast to that of the left-idealism

from which it is a sharp departure.

I have also outlined the ways in

which the radical reformist position on policing grew by degrees into
a perspective on law and order which was capable of encompassing not
only policing, but also crime, victimisation, crime prevention and
other related issues. ·This shift in consciousness also occurred in the
context of much broader political and intellectual shifts.

I have

wri tten, for instance, of the way in which the crisis of British capit~ism

since the 1970's and its impact upon political configurations

- the decline of social democracy and the rise of Thatcherism - has
had a profound influence upon debates and perspectives within the
Lab our Party.
I have outlined the rise of radical reformism within the Party,
especially as this has occurred at the level of local politics.

I

have also shown how law and order moved to the centre of the political
stage and how, with the coming of the inner-city riots, the Labour
Party was forced to embrace policing as a central consideration in
social policy discourse.
Through my examination of the political and intellectual background to the Merseyside and Islington crime surveys, I have hoped to.
present a case stuc.y which illuminates aspects of the internal and
external histories of the radical paradigm in British criminology, and
some of the intellectual shifts occurring wi thin it.

'l'he shifts in

consciousness on crime and policing in these two places can be understood in part by the ways in which the left chose to respond to the
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way in which the national crisis impinged upon local political economy
with allthe attendant problems for the local social order.

These

shifts are also to be understood in terms of the influence of the left
realist perspective in radical criminology.

Perhaps its most central

task was to contribute to the process of education of radical reformists concerning policing, crime and victimisation.
iticians had

Many Labour pol-

developed their ideas on these matters in the context of

of the idealism and abolitionism predominant in the Party up to that
time, or else through their experience of courses in 'deviancy studie3'
in which those influences were also marked.

Still others had known

for years of the victimisation and fears of their constituents,

but

had not defined these as political issues.
The Merseyside and Islington surveys may be seen in the light of
the convergence of the theoretical interests of left realists and the
political interests of radical reformists.

The resulting relationship

was comparable to that which emerged between social scientists and
social democratic wing of the Democratic Party in the 1960's.

One may

point here to the alliance in the United States which produced the
'discovery of criminal victimisation' and the alliance in Britain between social scientists and the Fabian wing of the Labour Party which
produced reforms in the juvenile justice system and other social legislation.

(see Bottoms 1975; Clarke 1980; National Deviancy Conference

1980).
In the course of the design of the surveys the criminologists
considerably enabled the politicians to confront, articulate, and
debate the issues for the first time.

As a result they gained access

often for the firs t time, to areas of knowledge in criminology and
victimology.

Their contact with the survey method sensitised them

to the importance of research in generating the knowledge as essential
to their position in political battles with the government
.police.

and the

Empirical kno'''''ledge on crime and policing issues became quickly

viewed as essential, firstly in providing social indicators of the
precise na.ture, dis tribution, and trends at the local level: secondly,
as directly informing local state intervention in social problems.
Indeed the survey methodology held out for radical reformists a
cluster of potentials.

It presented above all an information base
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which would assist in the struggle for the democratisation of the
police.

The surveys' ability to generate data on dimensions of public

perception, opinion and experience which had hitherto been known only
in a limited way, and the detail 7.'ith which they promised to illuminate
aspects of police behaviour, gave them tremendous appeal.
Information would be provided, for instance, not only on the
'dark figure' of crime - and this perhaps the failure

of the police

to provide adequate protection for all sections of the community from
wrong-doing

; but, they would also provide data on the 'dark figure'

of police wrong doing and levels of dissatisfaction with more general
aspects of police performance.
There are a number of respects in which the survey method fitted
in to the spirit

of local radical reformis t political prac tice •

For

instance, surveys might considerably assist the processes of public
consultation and community involvement in policy-making, which were
already being set in motion in Merseyside and Islington (see Bassett
1 984; Gyford op. ci t. ) •

Being in close and regular touch with public

knowledge and opinion on a range of social issues could assist in the
greater democratisation of the local state and thus provide a moral
counter to charges from the right that the policies the left councils
had little public support.

Democratic local politics gives rise to

the need for a market or opinion research basis for policy - one
through which the 'voiceless' can be given a voice.
There are ways - particularly in the area of crime and policing
- in which the results of local surveys could act as a means through
which the electorate could be educated away from the media and government-inspired myths of crime.

'rhe left councils tended on these iscues

towards what Gyford (op.cit.pp.92-3) has referred to as a "preceptoral"
form of politics, in which the correct ideology rests with certain
members of a ruling party who, by degrees, teach the mass the 'correct'
understanding of the social world and are thus mobilised towards
greater democratic involvement in essentially pre-figurative socialist
programmes.
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7.1. Introduction
In late 1982, discussions began to be held between staff in the
Social Science faculty of Middlesex Polytechnic and members of the
Labour Party in London, concerning the possibility of conducting crime
surveys in various inner-ait,y areas.

In January 1983 the report of

the first sweep of the BCS was published and made a great impact both
on left-wing criminologists and on local Labour Party politicians,
and alerted them to the implications of the findings for the issues of
crime and policing in their own localities.

The period in question was

one of the aftermath of large-scale riots in several major cities in
1981 - including Bristol, Manchester, Liverpool and London - by black
and white youths.

These events were seen in part, to be an expression

of a crisis in the relationship between the police and those ci ties
and sections of the community, particularly black people, and youth.
At that time, a critical debate was being conducted around the issue
of police accountability; this debate was particularly, though not
solely, focused on the situations in London and Merseyside.
Throughout 1983 the discussions blossomed into formal negotiations
and planning towards the operation of surveys in five London boroughs
- Camden, Hackney, Islington, Greenwich and Southwark.
of these

discus~ons

The context

throughout that year included not only the BCS,

but also the work which was being done for the PSI survey of .crime
and policing in London.

When . the PSI Report was published in November

1983, its impact upon radicals in

crimL~ology

more important than that of the BCS.

and politics Was even

For the first time, a survey of

criminal victimisation was combined with a substantial survey of public
experiences of policing, as well as a detailed survey of police officers,
covering operational matters and perceptions and attitudes.
During 1983 only one local survey was operational - the Midlands
survey conducted by FarrinE.;ton and Dowds (published September 1983);
this had been entirely funded by the Home Office.

The Merseyside Crime

Survey and its accompanying survey of police officers (conducted in

1984-85), would be funded on a 5010 -

5~1a basis between the local

authori~

Islington survey would turn out

and the Home Office.

The

to be the only local survey to be funded entirely by the local
for whom it was conducted.
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authori~

II

I

I ~

To the interested parties, the idea of local surveys of victimisa tion had a great deal of appeal.

Firstly, these 'Nould be conducted

by those Labour Party - controlled local authorities in the forefront
of debates about policing policies and accountibility, and would refl ect
the priorities of those bodies, as opposed to the rather different
institutional priori ties of the Home Office which 'Nere enshrined in
the design of the BCS.

Secondly, it was felt that the political

struggle for police accountability was hampered by a paucity of knowledge about such important things as the extent and distribution of
crime and fear of crime in local areas, the differential vulnerability
of groups and housing types, and the impact of crime and fear
inQividuals and communities.

upon

Additionally, surveys held out the

proI:lise of capturing the range of public attitudes, perceptions and
experiences in regard to policing methods in the boroughs.

Were the

police concentrating their efforts in appropriate areas of activity?;
how successful were they in preventing and solving those crimes which
most affected and worried various groups?; what levels of confidence
existed in the police?; and, what experiences had victims and nonvictims had in relation to the police?

As partaf the ongoing process of negotiations and planning, it
was agreed that a first draft of a questionnaire should be produced in
o~der

to demonstrate the promise and potential of the surveys in some

detail, and in preparation for its piloting on the Girdlestone Estate
in Islington.

A formal relationship was established between the inter-

ested London Boroughs and a team of academic researchers based at
Middlesex Polytechnic.

This team was led by Dr •.Jock Young, Reader in

SOCiology, and included Dr. Julienne Ford, Senior Lecturer in Sociology, John Lea, Senior Lecturer in Sociology, and myself - a Lecturer
in Social Sciences at Stockport Colleg e and part-time Lecturer in
Criminology at '1'he Open University, and registered for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy at Middlesex Polytechnic.
write this initial draft.

The task fell to me to

There were four sources of

input into this

task - discussions with members of t he police comrni ttee support units
in the boroughs with re gard to their priorities; Qiscussions with team
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members ooncerning theoretical and methodological issues bearing upon
the survey;

~

own studies of the literature of victimology and the

oonduct and methodology of surveys of victimisation; and finally, my
own research on the impact of crime on victims oonduoted as part of my
assooiation with Wythenshawe Viotims Support Scheme in Manchester.
addition, some

prelimina~

In

interviews 'with residents of housing estates

in Islington were being oarried out by team members in order to gain
some sense of the issues as seen by the residents themselves. (Jones and
Young 1983).
This draft (which I shall refer to as the Girdlestone Draft) was
oompleted in mid-1983 and was piloted in various looali ties of Islington
in order to assess its
of interview.

adequa~J

in terms of question wording and length

It was later used as a basis - along with questionnaires

from other surveys - for the questionnaire eventually piloted on the
Girdlestone Es tate in early 1 984 (see Jones et al 1 986 p. 239 ) •

Some

of its original items were retained in the Islington Crime Survey (ICS)
and Merseyside Crime Survey (MCS) questionnaires.
What now follows is an examination of the preparation of this draft
questionnaire, and an explanation of its

struotl~e

and oontent in relation

to the research questions posed and the literature on survey methodology disoussed in Chapter IV.

I will then go on to examine the question-

naires used in the Merseyside and Islington surveys, and offer a oritical
examination of these.

Facsimiles of these, and the Girdlestone Draft,

are to be found in Appendix I of this thesis.
7.2.

The Design of a Draft Questionnaire for the Islington Crime
S~y

The Girdlestone Draft was designed in two parts : the Main (or
Screen) Questionnaire, and the Incident Form.

Both parts were to be

administered by an interviewer in the respondent's home.

The Main

Questionnaire was aimed at gaining information on peroeptions of orime
and neighbourhood problems; information on the charaoteristics of
respondents and their households; social networks and

lifes~Jles;

and,

experienoes of criminal viotimisation.
The survey was to be based on a seleoted sample of households, and
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I:

the original intention was to administer the questionnaire to eaoh
member

the household.

o~

survey.

This had not been attempted in aQY previous

The purpose was to overoome two well-known diffioulties;

that the respondent might not know

o~

~irstly,

some viotimisation experienoe of

other household members; seoondly, the respondent may wish to conoeal
such experiences.
high oosts

o~

In the light of antioipated diffioulties and the

suoh an innovation, it was deoided to abandon it.

It was

agreed subsequently to ask one member of the household aged over 16
years about the experiences of themselves and

o~

other members of their

household.
This Girdlestone Draft was essentially a hybrid.
stantially on the questionnaires for the first sweep

It was based sub o~

the BCS,

(hereafter referred to as BCS I), and the Sparks survey of three areas
London and, to a more limited extent, questions from the PSI and

o~

National Crime Survey (NCS) questionnaires.
in their original form, but

stanoes.
~e~

m~

Some questions were used

were adapted to suite local circum-

These latter adaptations, and other questions originated by

were also aimed at overooming certain of the well-knmvn method-

ologioal diffioulties.
The Main Questionnaire opened with instruotions to interviewers to
paraphrase a statement that the survey was being oonducted by "the
oouncil", and was about "crime and some other problems of the Borough".
The statement promised the respondent complete anoqymity, and the
address-slip direoting the interviewer to the household was to be torn
o~f

and given to the respondent.

reasons.

This devioe was used for two related

Firstly, it was antioipated that there might be some public
suspioi~,

hostility or

about a "survey about crime", espeoially among

those sections of the population who were likely to have had most
exposure to victimisation (e.g. people living on run- down 'problem'
housing estates, and members of ethnic · minority groups).
to

~orstall

It was hoped

these reactions through a high-profile publioity campaign

and through pre- interview letters to respondents.

The real problem

however, would be for the interviewer at the point of access - the
doorstep.

Secondly, victimisation surveys commonly have a response

rate of about
oi~

80%.

But, response rates are ~ically lower in inner-

areas such as those to be surveyed - the first sweep of the BCS
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,, ,:

,

ha~ a 73% response in the ~LC area (Wood 1984) - and any device which

could maximize response was to be favoured.
Questions 1-5 were revisions of questions from BCS I, and were
aimed at establishing respondent's attitudes towards their locality,
their feelings for it, and the sort of problems they felt it had.
Also, whether they felt those problems had got better or worse in
recent times.

Although respondents would know that this was a crime

survey, we deliberately sought to establish the range of problems perceived to affect an area.

This was based on evidence (e.g. Garofalo

and Laub 1979) that inner-city residents cO~TIonly perceive other
problems such as bad housing, unemployment, refuse on the streets, as
more serious problems than crime.
Questions 6-8 (and also 18d) were aimed at establishing the sort
of social contacts and networks within which the respondent was involved.
Question 6 asked about the location of relatives and closefriends;
Question 7 was about the sort of acquaintance which people had with
their immediate neighbours; Question 8 asked on whom the respondent
could call for help in an emergency.

A later question - 18 - was

associated with which community organisation (e.g. church, club,
political par~) respondents might participate in, as well as the level
of their active involvement.

Other surveys have not seemed to have

been interested in social networks and social isolation (as opposed
to social activities) although Sparks et ale asked about levels of
interest in "¥lhat goes on in this neighbourhood?" (op.cit. p.241). This
is perhaps because the major focus has been that of respondents' lifes~les

in relation to the risk of victimisation, whereas our survey was

equally interested in the impact of victimisation and the needs of those
affected, which might be addressed by local services.
Our reasoning was based on certain issues of knowledge and theory.
Firstly, there is evidence from the NCS that persons who are relatively
socially isolated (single, separated, divorced, widowed), are more
vulnerable to certain types of personal and household crimes (U.S.
Department of Jus tice 1 981 p. 5) •

I t is not known why this is so, and

it is certainly the case that this correlation must be understood in a
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number of different ways.

It is certainly well-established that persons

existing outside of social helping networks are less likely to be able
to cushion themselves against the practical and psychological impacts
of crime and are more likely to be in need of victim services.
1984; Phipps 19B1a).

(NAVSS

These questions are related to those on life-

style and behaviour, and later questions on the impact of crime and
knowledge of compensation and victim support services.
The social network questions are also related to theories which
propose that relative

anonymi~

in social relations, and an absence of

community sentiments and networks, foster an environment in which crime
is more likely to occur

(Conklin 1975; Wilson 1 975) •

Also relevant

here is work on crime prevention whioh proposes that deliberately
fostered networks for surveillance and reporting of orime will reduce
its incidence.

(Lea and Young 1984 pp. 254-6).

At the time, a new

Metropolitan Police Neighbourhood Watch Scheme was being introduced in
Islington, as well as a

Scheme being operated by the Council, and

informa tion about informed neighbourhood networks was, of course, highly
relevant to the success of these.
perceptions of the

quali~

It was also reasoned that respondent's

of life in their neighbourhood would be

related to their perceptions of the level of

safe~

and security, and

that these would in turn be related to their ideas about policing.
Questions 9 and 10 ask the respondent to express a view on the
amount of crime which they believe to exist in their locality, and to
say how much of different types of offences they thought there were.
Questions 10a and 11 ask whom they feel is responsible for this crime,
and whether residents are more at risk than those living in other
localities.

These questions were related to testing the well-known

finding of crime surveys that residents - even of high crime-rate areas
- often believe that crime is worse elsewhere.
cit.).

(Garofalo and Laub Ope

We were also interested in the idea that in certain high crime

localities residents come to accept a certain level of victimisation
as 'normal', and that this attitude is itself part of the process by
which crime is unwittingly promoted, leading to a spiral of non-reporting.
and apathy on the part of the residents, and adverse labelling and subsequent inaction on the part of the police.

All of these questions 9-

11 were modifications of questions in BCS I and that conducted by Sparks
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and others.
Questions 12-15 addressed the traditional concern of surveys of
victimisation with reported feelings of personal vulnerabilit,y.

We

began with asking whether respondents ever personally felt unsafe
inside their own homes, either in the daytime or after dark.

Most

survey questions relating to fear of crime - since the work of Ennis
(1967) - deal solely with apprehensions about being out alone in one's
neighbourhood after dark.

BCS I, for instance, had asked a number of

ques tions rela ting to people's fears of burglary whilst away from their
homes, but none about their fears for their safety whilst at home.

The

experience of victims support schemes (Phipps 1981 .a.) has been that
people in high-crime areas - especially those left alone or living alone
- often feel vulnerable to burglary or criminal damage whilst indoors.
Also,

advance field work for the Islington survey (Young and Jones 1983)

had revealed such fears.

Home Office research (see Wilson 1982) had

also established that resid.ents of unpopular housing este.tes experienced
feelings of

anxie~

and insecurity in relation to break-ins and rowdyism.

This was associated with feelings of isolation and being surrounded by
strangers, and being unable to control what went on outside the dwelling.
There was also the need to take account of harrassment of ethnic minority
households.
Along these same lines we were also interested to know what people
who felt unsafe feared might happen to them
asked those who felt

~

whil~t

indoors; also we,

whether they thought there were

who would be unsafe inside their own homes.

~pes

of people

The perception of respond-

ents of the mfety of other groups had also been a concern of the PSI
survey (Smith and Gray 1985).
We then proceeded to ask (Question 13) whether respondents felt
unsafe in nearby streets or out of doors on their housing estates.

The

BCS had asked how safe they felt "walking alone in this area after dark ll
(Wood 1984.); Sparks (1977 p.243) had asked how safe they felt "to be
out on the streets of this neighbourhood after dark"; we departed

fro~

the common emphasis on the hours of darkness, for there was much
evidence that inner~city dwellers - especially women and older people felt unsafe in their localities in daylight. (e.g. Harrison 1983).
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We

I '

asked what they thought might happen in the daytime as well as after
dark, and whether those feeling safe

thot~ht

others were vulnerable.

In Question 14- we asked whether respondents at anytime actually

avoided going out because of their fear for the

safe~

of their homes;

ques tion 1 5 asked whether they at 8lytime actually avoided going out
alone, because of fears for their safety on the streets.
o~

The comparison

results from these two questions would be related to the results for

13 and 14- and subsequent questions, so that the impact of fear on lifes~le

and behaviour could be guagad for various groups.
Question 17 continues the search for details of respondents' 1ife-

s~les.

BCS I had been constructed, in part, to yeild data in relation

to two of the principle theoretical areas of victimo1ogy theory and "life-style' theory.

(Skogan 1984 p.195.).

proportion of BCS I questions seem so related.

'opportuni~1'

Indeed, a large

Thus, there is much

emphasis upon ascertaining patterns of "evenings spent out", which may
correlate with differential burglary rates, the mode of transportation
in travelling to work and leisure pursuits, and the amount of alcohol

consumed at leisure venues.

(Wood op.cit.).

In the main BCSquestion-

naire, there is an item which attempts to detail respondents' evening
activities "in the past seven days" prior to the interview, and the
main mode of travel there and back.

Our question 17 sought to establish

activities and modes of transportation for a seven day period but, in
contrast to the BCS question, we distinguished between daytime and
evening trips.

It seemed to us that exposure to risk of victimisation

(whether from street crime or burglary) could not be examined with
reference to the evening period alone.

We suspected that the BCS was

strongly oriented towards using the exposure-tc-risk model to explain
their findings regarding the highly skewed distribution of physical
assaults towards the younger end of the male popUlation.

In addition,

we felt that the pre-occupation with trips away from the home as the
main referent for exposure to risk, ignored the importance of the
home itself as a location of victimisation.
There then begins a series of questions relating to perceptions
of, and experienoes with, policing.
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The politice.l and theoretical

orientations most informing the origination and design of the Islington
survey, tended markedly towards the desire to monitor police behaviour
in respect of victims and non-victims, and to discover people's perceptions of the police and their overall performance.

At the time when

the conducting surveys in London boroughs was being discussed, we were
aware that the PSI survey had been conducted between 1980-82, and that
the coming report would cover these topics in a manner and depth which
was outside our scope and resources.

Apart from the fact that we would

focus on identifiable localities, our main intention was to discover
attitudes towards police performance.

We were interested, for instance,

in which groups displayed least satisfaction with the police, and particularly whether levels of satisfaction were associated with the reporting of crimes to the police.

The most important knowledge which

we wished to bring to light, was whether those crimes which caused most
ooncern,'and which resulted in the higher rates of victimisation in
oertain groups and localities, were receiving adequate police attention,
both in terms of pro-active and reactive approaches to PQlicing.

Con-

comitantly, we wished to evaluate - again from the perspectives of those
affected - the

quali~

on the police for help.

of the servioe being given to those who called
The information gained from the questions in

the following section, therefore, would be eventually correlated with
nWJerous characteristics and experiences of respondents.
Ques tion 1 9 asks re spondents to rate the job done by the police
"in this area", and approximates the wording of similar questions in
numerous surveys going back to Ennis (1967) and the Kerner Riot Commission (1968).
as had BCS I.

Sparks (op.cit. p.245) had used similarly broad wording,
We then moved, in Question 20, to the more specific

aspects of police performance in the locali~.

Sparks (ibid.) had asked

whether there were things the police should be spending more time on,
and if so, why the respondent thought the police neglected these things.
The PSI survey had also looked at views on policing priorities in some
detail.

(Smith and Gray op.cit.).

We asked about the crimes the police

should concentrate upon, and went on to ask (Question ~ ), whether the
police were present in the area 1toften enough ll , and whether (Question
22) they were seen to be in touch with the local community over issues
of greatest concern.

Question 23, addressed an issue which was currently
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a matter of heated debate - that is, whether the police wotud do a
better job against crime if they operated in foot patrols rather than
in oars.

Question 24 asked about the quality of the relationship be-

tween the police and residents of the locality or the estate.
Que'stion 25 asked if the respondent had asked the police for any
~pe of help during the reference period.

Previous research (e.g.

Ekblom and Heal 1982) had shcwn that a majority of calls on polioe time
- 999 and other telephone calls, visits to the station, personal approaches to officers - involved 'service' matters.

However, we wished

to examine whether 'this was true of the localities we wished to survey,
all of which had high crime rates.
Questions 26-30a all related to experiences of being stopped and
questioned or stopped and searched by polioe officers.
based on questions from PSI and BCS I.

These were

The monitoring work of the

police committees of the Greater London Council, and of the boroughs
to be surveyed, had revealed that 'stop-and-sea,rch' tactics, and the
use of the's us' laws were widely used by the police in the capital.
Indeed, it was widely believed that their widespread use - especially
with young and black people - had contributed to the deteroirated
police-public relationships which led to the riots of 1980 and 1981 •
(Cowell et.al. 1982; Scarman 1982). We wanted to know who was being
stopped, how often this was occuring, whether searches were taking
place of persons or cars, and whether the respondents felt that these
actions were justified.

We further wished to learn about people's

evaluations of the police behaviour towards persons stopped, as police
monitoring groups were unhappy not only with the use of stop-and-search
powers, but also of manhandling and abuse of those affected at one
extreme, and affronted feelings and alienation from the police, at the
other.

(s e e Christian 1 983) •

Question 32 asked whether respondents have "ever been really
annoyed" at the wa:y the police behaved towards them or someone else in
the household; or about the way in which the police handled a matter
in whioh any of them were involved.

Question 32a asked whether they

had "ever been really pleased" about police behaviour handling of
matters.

Both of these questions use very similar wording to that of
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questions in BCS I.

Question 33 asked whether the police should be

accountable for their a ctions to an independent body.

We were not sure,

however, whether this question would be adequately understood; in
other words whether people would know about current accountability
system or the proposals for alternative accountability.
The questionnaire then turned to items aimed at capturing respondents' experiences of victimisation. We were interested in offences
which affected whole households - burglary, theft from the home,
criminal damage; as well as offences which affected an individual such as thefts, robbery, assaults and so forth.

It was realised that

this distinction between household and personal crime is in some ways
false : a household very often consists of only one person; a personal
offence against one member of a family may have consequences for the
others; also, many personal offences occur in the context of the household.

Nevertheless, the focus upon the incidence of victimisation in

the Gird1estone Draft was matched by its concern for the impact of
victimisation.
We were mindful of the literature on the methodological problems
of surveys .and the evidence that problems of forgetting and telescoping
were likely to be less serious if the reference period was "bounded".
Our reference period was to be 1 st January 1983 to

31 st December 1983.

We designed a bounding procedure which was based on that used by Sparks
(op.cit. p.254).

Interviewers were instructed to say at this stage

that they would now like to ask questions about crimes committed against
the respondent and members of their household, and that they were particularly interested in incidents which had happened in 1983.

The

respondent would then be asked to place in the time period, memorable
events - such as holidays, family events, illnesses, job changes and
other significant things.

The purpose was three-fold; firstly, it

was hoped that by bounding the period at one end by an event or occassion
- perhaps tithe Christmas period" - and at the other by the interview
itself, there would be less chance of events occurring before 1st
January being telescoped forward into the period.

Secondly, it was

hoped that the placing in time of significant events would assist the
placement in time, (i.e. the approximate month) in which offences occurred.

Thirdly, we hoped that the process of memorising a sequence of
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significant events might itself serve as a trigger for remembering
incidents of victimisation, especially minor ones of little salience.
The interviewer would then proceed to ask a series of questions
about the occurrence of incidents of victimisation.

They were instructed

in the case of any incident being reported at this checking or screening stage, to tell the respondent that details of the offence(s) would
be taken shortly after.

We were aware from experience of the work of

victim support schemes how sensitively victims often viewed incidents,
and that there might be a need to feel that the interviewer would be
more than just cooly checking-off a list of items.

Therefore, in the

training of interviewers, the need to express concern and interest was
paramount - firstly, as an ethical consideration, secondly, as a means
of securing respondents' confidence and willingness to report.

We also

realised the importance of wording these screen questions in ways which
would both correspond to the legal definition of offences, be understandable to interviewers in terms of the necessity to probe and
clarify, and recognisable to the respondent in terms of memorising and
classifying events as crimes.

Very precise question wording and an

expressed emphasis upon interviewer probing, was felt to be essential
in aiding the later task of coding the offences.
Questions 34 and 35 deal with burglary and attempted burglary,
and question 36 attempts - within the confines of one item - to ascertain incidents of theft from a dwelling by persons who had a right to
be on the premises, as well as thefts which occurred in the course of
a burglary.

It was reasonable to suppose that respondents might be

confused if these questions were to be asked separately.

In any case

responses at the pilot stage would possibly inform us i f this was a
less confusing method.

Question 37 similarly appears to confuse two

crimes, in that theft from a garage might be counted as a burglary, or
a theft from a dwelling, whereas a theft from a doorstep might be
counted as burglary if from a secure common area or a secured porch,
or as a simple theft in other circumstances.
details were essential.

Again probing for exact

Also, the details as gleaned on the Incident

Form (discussed below) would assist in this process.
Question 38 asks whether any respondents or any other member of
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the household has been a victim of a theft from the person and Question
39 relates to robbery.

It was felt to be important that enough infor-

mation on these offences was gained in order to enable a distinction to
be made at the coding stage between the two crimes.

The issue of

violent street robberies is a politically sensitive one in London, and
it was felt to be essential to distinguish adequately bet'Neen • snatch
thefts' from the person (of handbags and other objects) which involve
very minimal force, and robberies

in which force is used or the threat

of force is used or implied, in the process of stealing, or attempting
to steal, something from a person.

(Wood op .ci·t.).

As with the cat-

egories of theft from a dwelling and burglary, details gained on the
Inoident Form, would possibly be oruoial for accurate coding.
Questions 40 -

42 deal with offences involving theft of, theft

from, or criminal damage to vehicles.

The firs·t sweep of the BCS had

found that the most common targets for crime were not individuals or
their homes but their motor vehicles, and tha.t people parking their
cars on the street at night, who lived in oouncil housing, or inner city
areas, were those most vulnerable to such offences (Hough and Mayhew
1983 p.19).

We wished to establish how widespread this form of costly

victimisation was in the particular localities being surveyed, and were
especially interested in its prevalance on housing estates.
Questions 42 and 44 deal with criminal damage.
sary to distinguish

be~Neen

We felt it neoes-

oriminal damage to the home, the car, and

Thus, 44 tries to assess the extent
to which respondents are affected by criminal damage in which the
council, or some other agency are the official victims. Defacing and
damaging walls, hallways, lifts, bus-shelters and telephone kiosks are
to communal or public

proper~J.

all included here, and related to our belief that oriminal victimisation

in the inner

oi~

should be held to include the effects of crime against

targets other than households and persons.

This question had not been

asked in previous surveys.
Questions 45 and 46 ask about physical assaults on respondents
and members of their households.

It is known that there are several

problems associated with getting respondents to report violent viotim-
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isation to surveys; in

these involve forgetting, not telling,

summa~

and failure to identify an assaultive incident as an assault as
defined.

legal~

It would therefore seem that actual question wording is of

paramount importance.

We used a form of wording which was a mixture of

that used in the BCS I and NCS questionnaires.

The former asks : "has

anyone (including people you know well) deliberately hit you with their
fists or with a weapon of any sort or kicked you or used force or
violence on you in any way?"

(Wood op.cit. Main Questionnaire p.24).

----

The NCS asks : "did anyone beat you up, attack you or hit you with
something, such as a rock or a bottle?"

and "were you knifed, shot at,

or attacked with some other weapon by anyone at all?"

48,

Screen Questionnaire: Questions

49).

(NCS. Basic

It seemed to us that the

wording of the NCS question leads the respondent right away from the
identification of more common assaults, especially those committed by
non-strangers.

The BCS I question was very precise, but rather long;

it did however have the advantage of speoifying "including people you
know well".

Sparks (op.cit. p.255) had inoluded a probe: "anyone -

even someone you know • • • for example, in an argwnent or a quarrel?".
We opted for a wording (Question 45) which included the words "anyone",
"slapping", "hitting", "punchingll, "pushing", or "holding" and added
"were you deliberately hurt in an;y way, including with a weapon of some
kind?".

We hoped that this would foous respondents' attention on a

range of assaults from the least to the most serious.

The omission of

any speoific referenoe to non-strangers was an obvious mistake; even
though the Inoident Form asks for the relationship of the offender to
the respondent, it does not s uf'ficiently forous upon as saul ts by nonstrangers and in any oase many such incidents would not previously been
captured at the soreening stage.
Question 47 asks about sexual assaults.

Sparks had not disting-

uished sexual from other physical assault and we felt that this was a
I

mistake.

BGS I had asked: " • • • have you been sexually attacked,

assaulted or interfered with?"

We asked: "did anyone sexually attaok

or assault you, touoh, molest or interfere with you in any way sexually?"
Clearly all these forms of wording have their limitations, especially
in the light of the known and inferred problems of under-reporting of
suoh incidents.

This is clearly

an~ea
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in whioh the wording of questions

is less important than the relationship established in the interview
situation, including the trust and supportive atmosphere and rapport
which should ideally be established. We were very pessimistic about
this item yeilding reliable results, and there was a consensus of
opinion among team members that the problem would have eventually to
be solved through the matching of female interviewers with female interviewees, and possibly through qualitative work at a later stage.
Question 4B was meant to capture types of victimisation which
involved crimes which fell outside of the other categories - such as
blackmail, menaces, threatening behaviour, as well as those which might
have been committed by businesses.

We asked as part of the probe, i f

anyone had, for example, sold anything to the respondent which was defective, or whether money had been taken under false pretences.

Sparks

(ibid p.257) had asked a similar question but his probe had been less
leading, a sking for "anything which was agains t the law".
Crime surveys do not usually conoern themselves with form of
victimisation which are not strictly illegal, and this has especially been
the case with sexual and racial harrassment.

Many forms of behaviour

which are found insulting, intimidating or frightening, are not defined
as crimes, but they affect the

quali~

of life and broader rights of

women and b lack people (c.f. Hall 1 985).

The PSI (Que s tion 46) was the

first to address this issue, but it did so with a form of wording
("have you been sexually pestered or insulted by anyone?") which was
unlikely to capture the full range of forms ·of non-criminal victimisation
and harrassment.

Therefore, on the basis of discussions with represent-

atives of women's groups, and on the basis of our understanding of
feminists t dissatisfactions with the strict adherence to legal categories
in victimisa tion surveys, it was decided to originate some ques tions of
a wider nature.
We introduced these by saying to respondents that we now wished to
ask about incidents which, "although not actually criminal, still gave
you cause for concern".

Respondents were asked to look at a card on

which six types of inoident were printed :
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(a)

"Being stared at in a way which gave you concern".

(b)

"Being followed in a way which gave you conce,m".

(c)

"Being approached or spoken to in a way which gave you
concern".

(d)

"Being shouted at or called after in a way which gave you
concern".

(e)

"Being touched or held by anyone in a way which gave you
conoern".

(f)

"Being confronted by a person or a group of people whose
presence and manner gave you concernll.

The rider - "in a way which gave your concern" - was included so
that we would be sure that we were capturing events which the respondents had defined negatively.

If they answered positively, they were

then to be asked how many times this had happened and which of the
following statements applied to the incidents :
1.

"Made me feel threatened or frightened as i f something unpleasant was just about to happen to me".

2.

"Made me feel annoyed or insulted".

3.

IIMade me feel uneasy or embarrassed".

These forms of wording and scaling were experimental but were
substantially retained in later versions of the questionnaire.

At the

pilot stage interviewers were to be asked to ascertain whether there
were other types of harrassment not covered by the questions, and also
where the incidents had taken place.

There was a ne ed, for ins tanoe,

to distinguish between the workplace, the home, and plUblic places, as
have most other such questionnaires.
Questions 50 - 54a. sought to ascertain whether respondents had
heard of, or knew about, the work of the Criminal Injuries Compensation
Board, Victims Support Schemes, Islington Police Committee Support
Group, the Metropolitan Police Neighbourhood Watch Scheme, and the
Islington Neighbourhood Crime Watch.
respondents had made use of these.

We also wished to know whether
In all cases, interviewers were to

hand out information describing these schemes and their work.

Question

53 asked whether respondents had recently fune anything to protect their
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homes, or mark their possessions, or make arrangements to have someone watch their property whilst they

were~ay.

This item was to be

used to compare changes in such behaviour before and after the two
neighbourhood watch schemes began to function.
These questions brought to a c lose the screening .phase of the
interview.

At this stage interviewers were instructed to proceed

straight to the Incident Forms for those respondents who had mentioned
victimisations, but to proceed with taking the retails of the respondents' personal and household characteristics in other cases.

In

distinction from other surveys we had decided to ask for personal and
household details last.

We reasoned that some respondents - perhaps

those who had been the subject of serious or repeated victimisation might decline to proceed with an interview that started on such lines.
If they declined at the

~,

at least we would have captured the reports

and details of the incidents, and there were

maQY

personal and house-

hold details which the interviewer could record.
The second phase of the questionnaire involved the use of a
second questionnaire - the Incident Form - in order to gather details
of up to four incidents or series offences.

The interviewer was in-

structed to summarise the reported incidents for the respondent.

If

the respondent or another household member, or the household itself,
had been subject to a series (i.e. more than five) of very similar
offences, then the interviewer would ask the respondent to recall the
details of "one such incident which particularly stands out in your
mind ll •

This was then to be counted as one of the maximum of four

offences for each of which a separate form was to be used.

Offences

were classified into four groups :

A.
B.
C.

Burglary; Attempted Burglary: Thefts from the Home.
Thefts (excluding from inside the home).
Criminal Damage to the home, and other personal and communal
property.

D.

Assaults.

For each reported offence a separate incident form was used
divided into the following sections :
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(i)
(ii)

Details of offence.

(iii)

Impact of offence.

(iv)

Information on offenders.

Reporting to the police.

The questions on BUrglary and related crimes sought to establish
the precise circumstanoes and nature of the offence, including the
time of day, and period of the reek;
dwelling;

the mode of entry made into the

damage done and mess made, as well as whether anyone was

home at the time, and if so, whether any violence was used or
threatened.

We also asked for the financial value of loss, damage or

repairs, whether any of this was recovered from an insurance policy,
or whether aQY

proper~

was otherwise recovered.

In the experienoe of victim support schemes the question of the
cost and speed of oertain repairs of damage stemming from burglary or
attempts at entry, is of prime importanoe to victims.
or doors kioked-in, make the

proper~

Windows broken

vulnerable to further inoidents.

Private tenants must of course pay the full cost of very expensive
repairs, even though the amount may be recovered later from an insurance company.

Local authority policy towards such repairs varies,

with some operating a fixed oharge for replacing locks, doors or
windows.

In general, local authority direct works departments will

make a door or window secure within twenty four hours.

This involves

nailing hardboard over any damage or attaching temporary bolts, and
returning within a week to complete full repairs.
many such dwellings are burgled again.

In the meantime,

The case of households whose

fuel slot-meters are broken open and the contents stolen is even more
serious.

The tenant is liable for the money in the meter as well as

for the repair or replacement of the -meter itself.

On local a uthori ty

housing estates, where most surviving slot-meters 8:e to be found,
there are many victims who are having amounts deduoted from their
sooial securi ~ benefits over very long periods of time.

We were in-

terested to assess the extent of these additional burdens among viotims
in the borough.

(Phipps 1981 a; NAVSS 1984).

Other questions on

burglary were designed to pinpoint areas of vulnerability and the possibilities of situational crime prevention.
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I.

The questions on Theft were rather briefer, asking for a short
description of the incident, where it occurred, the value of property
stolen, and recovery from insurance or otherwise.

On Criminal Damage

we wished to have a brief description of the incident, its target and
location, the cost of the damage and 'whether this was recovered from
insurance, and also whether anyone (like the direct works department
of the council) made good any damage.

On Assaults, the section begins

with a request for a brief description of the event; the interviewer
is instructed to say that it is realised that recounting t he incident

might be stressful.

Details are then recorded on the location of the

incident and 'the precise nature of the attack - whether grabbed,
punched, or kicked, hit with an object or weapon, raped, at attempted
rape, and other sexual assaults.
BCS I question.

The wording was based on a similar

There followed a question on threats of sexual and

other assaults; this was again a variation of BCS I wording, with
the addition of "threats to injure or harm in some other way", and
"threa ten to injure or harm a person who ?las well known to you".
The second section deals with victims' reporting behaviour.
asked whether the police came to know about the incident.
ents said that the police

~

We

If respond-

been informed, they were asked who had

reported it to them, and if it was the respondent or some other person.
We asked, by means of an open-ended question, what was the main reason
why they had done so.

For this we used wording similar to that of

Spark's open-ended question (op.cit. p.266).

It would seem to be not

usual for surveys to give attention to victims' reasons for reporting
crim.es, but these vl ould seem to be equally indiva.tive of victims'
(and witnesses') orientations towards the police and the criminal
justice system as reasons for non-reporting.

Non-reporters were asked

to choose from a list of twelve possible reasons for not reporting
the incident, and were allowed up to three responses.

The BCS had

used an open-ended question with instructions to probe fully and record verbatim.

We decided to follow the style of the NGS (NCS :

Crirre Incident Report. i terns 20a-e) in giving a choice of responses,
butwe gave choices which are not usual in t Le surveys, including
"dissatisfied with police's response to reportjng a past problem/
offence", and "other reason: (e.g. couldn't get out or to a phone)".
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t"

We were very interested to know, in the light of our knowledge of
victims' complaints about the demeanour and apparent 'inBensitivity'
and 'inappropriateness' of police behaviour towards victims, whether
these things had an effect upon subsequent reporting.
We also wished to know how long the police took to arrive when
called, and whether respondents felt the police responded quickly
enough, "considering the ffiriousness of the incident".

In aidi tion to

wishing to compare our results to those of other researchers (e.g .
Ekblom and Heal op . cit.), we were aware that the Metropolitan Police
were at that time proposing a 'graded response' approach in which an
immediate response would only be made in cases where the incident was
of a high level of seriousness, or w here there
of apprehending a suspect.

VI

as a high likelihood

It was therefore important to assess

victims' attitudes to their experiences of current police practice.
This section closed with questions on victims' attitudes to plain
clothes and uniformed officers' treat"ment of them, and whether the
victims were kept informed of the progress or outcome of the investigati on and/or court proceedings.

We also asked if victims were sat-

isfied with the outcome of the case - was the sentence handed down a
satisfactory one; i f not, what'lOuld have been a sui table sentence for
a court to impose?
The third section deals with the various aspects of the impact of
offences.

The Victim Form of BCS I - the equivalent of our Incident

Form - had asked a very limited number of questions concerning impact
of incidents.

One question had$ked the nature of injury arising

from violent offences; another asked for the value of anything stolen
and whether any or all of this was recovered from an insurance company .
Additional questions had asked to what extent the respondent had found
the event upsetting and w hat had been the most upsetting thing about
i t; also, whether the respondent or members of the household had sub sequently made any changes in behaviour to protect themselves or their
proper~ from crime .

(~ood op . cit . ) .

The NCS Crime Incident Form asks

a few rather similar questions .
We decided to open with a question which invited the respondent
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to rate the impact of the offence "for you or for anyone else living
here with you", in terms of their judgement of "severe", "moderate",
or "minimum/none ll , across four dimensions: finanoial, emotional,
praotical and physical.

There are t~o clear problems with this item,

firstly, the wording does not make clear to whom we are referring the actual victim of a personal offence or else another household
member.

For example, if a respondent's son had been the victim of

an assault, we might be interested in the dimensions of impact for
him; but, other household members may be affected in various ways by
the incident and the victims responses to it.

Similarly, in the case

of the victimisation of a household, one or some or all of its members
may have been affected, in different ways and to different extents.
These problems of ambiguity are partially overcome by further items
asking separately for

It

any lasting effect on you personally", and ••

"on anyone else who lives here with you".
A second problem with the item conoerns the common difficulties
associated with the quantification of perceptions of the extent of the
impact of any event.
different respondents.

Similar events may have different impacts for
However, victims' estimations of the extent

and nature of impact is related to a hidden purpose of our questioning
in this section.

Whereas other surveys have been interested in

establishing correlations between crime and types of impact for purely
descriptive purposes, our own intention was to establish the need which
exists for various types of intervention to aid and support victims.
Thus, we ffiked what sort of practical help - for instance with insurance
claims, clearing-up mess, repairs to damage, replacing stolen money
- were reen as required as a result of the incident, and whether such
help was provided by any person or agency.
Research has shown that, in general, victims of orime absorb the
costs and inconveniences of crime themselves.

Some personal victims

are in a position to receive practical and emotional support from
relatives and friends, but others are without the benefit of such networks.

Victims of household offences,

althot~h

experiencing an

incident, such as a burglary, as a collective unit, may very well not
have the resources to cope with financial or psychological strains
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arising from crime.

(Bard and Sangrey 1979; Williams 1983).

These questions were prepared after consultation with the fulltime co-ordinator of Islington Victims Support Scheme.

As remarked

elsewhere, such schemes are able to provide a fraction of the help
needed by crime victims.

We felt that if widespread need could be

demonstrated, especially among non-reporting victims who are unhelped
by support schemes, then this might lead to political support for
local authority grants to expand the service in Islington, and for
making certain local

authori~

services, such as housing and social

services, more attuned to victims' needs.
The final questions in this section ask whether the victim was
contacted by Islington Victims Support Scheme.

This item was aimed

at checking patterns of police referral to the Scheme.

Police

officers at the scene of a crime are supposed to automatically advise
the victim(s) of the existence of the Scheme, and to say that the
victim's name will be passed on unless they have an objection.

It is

however suspected, by many schemes, that this is not done in all cases
and that the police may operate their own informal system of selection,
referring only those victims felt worthy or who correspond to some
stereo~pical

notion of those victims most likely to need help.

All victims referred would be contacted by letter, telephone, or
by a visit to the home.

Due to the limited number of volunteer hours

available to the Scheme, many victims are contacted by letter inviting
them to get in touch if help with any matter is required.

The response

rate from these letters is quite low, and it was of interest to us
and to the Scheme, to know why this was so.
Lastly, we asked those visited or telephoned what

~pe

of help

the scheme had provided and whether other types of help might also
have been provided.

The respondent was also asked how they felt about

being referred by the police to the Scheme.
The final section of the Incident Form dealt with information on
offenders.

In terms of the theoretical focus and political background
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to the survey, there were a number of issues which needed addressing.
Firstly, we were interested in knowing the relationship of the victim
and the offender.

This question is the oldest concern of victimology

and has a number of facets.
especial~

For assaults, there is much evidence,

from the NCS, that these are highly likely to take place

in private situations between persons well-known to each other (U.S.

Department of Justice 1980b).

We also know that surveys being con-

ducted by feminists were focussing on this area, and we hoped to
compare our results with theirs.

The BCS had included questions

on the relationship between victims and

offen~ers,

which were clearly

related to victimological concepts such as victim precipitation.
BCS I, for instance, had asked not only about the relationship of
victim to offender but also whether the victim felt

11

anyone else apart

from the offenders were responsible in any way for what happened,
because of something you .did or something you forgot to do".

Amaz-

ingly the question uses the word "you" in two places, rather than the
more neutral word "they"; but, perhaps this was deliberately to aid
the respondent to declare elements of their own behaviour - by deed
or omission - as a contributor,y element.

(Wood op.cit. p.14).

Another issue concerned the debate on race and crime, specifical~

the question of the racial origins or characteristics of

victims as matched to those of offenders (see Stevens an~ Willis
1979; Lea and Young 1984).

BCS I had asked victims who had actually

seen the offenders, whether the latter were "white; black (West
Indian or African); Indian; Pakistani or Bangladeshi; something else:
mixed group; don't know" _ (Wood op.cit.p.6).

Although we were

greatly interested in this issue, such a direot question was omitted
from the pilot questionnaire because of the problem of gaining support
of ethnic minority organisations for the idea of tre survey_
We started by asking whether the victim of a personal offence or
else any household member in the case of a household offence, had
actually seen "the person or persons who did it".

If they answered

affirmatively, they were asked how many people were involved, their
gender and ages.

We also asked i f they were known by name or sight,

or were strangers, or a mixture of these.
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We also wanted to know

I;

whether the offenders lived "round here II , or lion this streetll.
Instead of a direct pre-coded question on the race of the offenders,
we decided to ask the open-ended question : IIhow else would you
describe them?"

The intervie'Ner was instructed to record the response

verbatim, and to probe only for clarification of that response.

Thus,

if the respondent answered' : IIthey were youngstersll, this would be
followed by questions on their age, gender, residence and familiarity
to the victim.

If, however, the respondent answered : II they were

coloured", the interviewer would then attempt to ascertain their

I:

origins within those categories used in BCS I.
Those respondents who had not actually seen the offenders, were
asked: "what sort of people do you think did it?"

Maguire (1980;

1982) had ascertained, for instance, that victims of burglary, though
rarely coming face-to-face with the offenders. apparently operate
with clear descriptive imageries of burglars.

These often contain

motions of dirtiness, dangerousness, and other stereotypical features.
We wanted to discover the type of images of the offender these victims
possessed, and whether these were related to media and other popular
images of the characteristics of offenders.
Lastly, all respondents were aksed : IIwhy do you think they did
this to you/to your household?1I
any the victim imputed.

We wished to know what motive, if

This was especially related to our attempt

to discover to what extent victims felt that the motive for an
offence was related to racial hatred or sexual exploitation.

We had

no firm idea of the response which would be elicited by this previously
unposed question.
The interview closed, for those with whom the Incident Form was
used, with those personal cuestions about the respondent and their
household which had been asked of non-victims at the close of the Main
.Questionnaire.
The questionnaire used by Sparks (1977) for his London survey,
had included questions on offences which might have been committed by
the respondents themselves.

This was the first time that self-reported
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.

criminali~

had been a feature of a victimisation survey.

Respondents

had been presented with three cards, each listing six offences under
the headings

"Proper~

Offences", "Motoring and 'Public Order' Offences",

and "Offences against the person".

They were asked how many of the

offences on each card they had committed once, and how many more than
once.

Those who answered "no " were pressed to say whether they had

ever d one "anything that was a crime • • • even if the police were not
involved. or nobody found out about it".

Lastly, respondents were

askedif they had "ever been arres ted or charged with a crime, even if
you didn't do it. II

(ibid p.261 ).

The collection of this data, which was met with very few refusals
(ibid p.101) led to a number of interesting findings.

Firstly, the

authors found a significant association between the self-reporting of
violent offences and being a victim of violence (ibid P.102).

Seoondly

there was moderate tendency for those who admitted violent or property
offences to be less likely to
against themselves.

noti~

(ibid P.118).

the police of offences committed

Thirdly, attitudes towards the

police were generally more unfavourable among those admitting offences,
especially if they had experience of arrest.

(ibid P.134).

In the preparation of the Islington Draft, it was conceded that
the nature of a person's engagement in, or attitudes towards criminal
behaviour, may have a bearing upon these issues.

However, we decided

against the inclusion of self-reported offending for two reasons.
Firstly, we realised that the various political and community groups
in Islington whose support was required for the success of the survey,
would condemn suoh a move.

Secondly, despite the experiences of Sparks

and his colleagues, we believed that such questions would be viewed
negatively by respondents.

Coming, as they inevitably would, at the

end of a long interview focussing on

victi~isation

experiences and

attitudes to the police, we suspected that respondents might infer
some81ement of confidence trickery.

Thirdly, our theoretical orien-

tation to victimisation, being less informed than that of Sparks (or
the BSC) by the concept of victim precipitation, led us to be more
interested

in the initial stages of our research, in the patterns

of experiences of cri:ne in different sectors of the community.
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There were also some important differences of emphasis between
our

questionnaire and that of the third component of BCS I known

O\vn

as the

~~P Q~estionna~.

This was used

wit~

all respondents

reporting victim incidents and 40';10 of all others (Wood op.cit.p.7).
This (Eked a range of questions on "experience and behaviour".

Respond-

ents were asked whether they personally knew victims of crimes.

Pre-

sumably, it was hoped to discover the extent to which the experiences
of others oontributed to fearfulness, avoidance behaviour, and a range
of attitudes.

Indeed, Maxfield's (1984 p.24) analysis of the result-

ant BCS I data revealed that knowing a viotim s lightly increased fearfulness and estimation of prevalenoe in relation to burglary and robbery.
This is followed by asking whether respondents worried about the risk
of fire, traffic acoidents, and acoidents in the home - presumably in
order to test whether the fear of crime is related to the fear of
other haz ards •
By far the

majori~

of questions related to the respondents'

pattern of activities - how often they go out and to which venues, the
mode of travel taken, and the amount of aloohol oonsumed.

As I remarked

at the beginning of this section, the BCS has been principally interested in testing the two theories - "opportunity" theory and "lifes~le"

theory.

At the oonceptual level these theories - particularly

the latter - focus upon the "routine activities, role adaptations,
and ocoupational, residential, familial, and other oonstraints upon
behaviour, whioh shape individual exposure to risk"
P.195).

(Skagan op.cit.

Indeed, one might add that the administrative oriminologyof

which the BCS has become an integral oomponent, is interested primarily
in the situational, behavioural, and inter-personal factors upon which
these bra theories focus.

Our omission of an emphasis upon these foci

in favour of other alternatives - especially in relation to policing
and aspects of local and national social struoture and policy - reflects
the quite different theoretical and political underpinnings of the
Islington Crime Survey.

I will give some further consideration to

the~e

issues in the following section.
7.3. (i)

The Merseysi~~ Quest~onnaire :

The questionnaire for the Merseyside Crime Survey (MCS) follows
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the, by now, common practice of division into two parts: 1). Firstly,
a basic screen questionnaire, whose purpose is to illicit a variety
of information on attitudes to the

locali~,

aspects of life-style,

perceptions of the crime problem, fear of crime, experiences of crime,
experiences with the police and demographic oharacteristics of the
respondent and the household.

The information thus gathered permits

a comparison between the circumstances of victims and non-victims in
the sample.

2).

An incident (or victim) form, which is used only

with those respondents who report incidents of victimisation as having
occurred within a specific time period.

It is used for the collection

of data on the circumstances and details of the incident - its impact,
whether it was reported to the police, and any details which are
known about the offenders.
The first part of the MCS questionnaire - the basic screen begins with four questions aimed at generating information on length
of residence in locality, social networks, and perceptions of the
locali ty I S problems.

Ques tion 1 uses the wording of the PSI and asks:

"How long have you lived around here?
minutes walk of here".

I mean the area within 15

Question 2 seeks to establish - apart from

people living with them - if the respondent has" any relatives or
close friends living in this area, within 15 minutes walk of here?1I
(see Girdlestone Draft Question.6.).

The purpose of such social net-

work questions in crime surveys may be two-fold.

Firstly, one may

wish to find out the extent to which the risk of victimisation is
associated with social isolation; and, secondly, the extent to which
victims may be able to call upon the assistance of household members,
friends or relatives.

Thus, the inclusion of a question - such as

that in the Girdlestone Draft (Question 8) - as to whether the respondent felt they could seek the help of others, might have been useful
here.

Additionally, knowledge of the existence or otherwise of

friendly or helping networks maybe useful with regard to hypotheses
regarding the inter-relationship of crime and community patterns.
Question 3 asks how may neigbbours are known "well enought to talk
to?"

Question 4. gives a list of thirteen "things which are a problem

in some areas."

The respondent is asked to say whether they feel each
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to be a "big problem, a bit of a problem, or

~

a problem."

This

question is clearly aimed at establishing some comparison of the perception of the seriousness of crime in relation to other problems.
This particular pre-coded format is an alternative to the open-ended
format used in the Girdlestone Draft (Questions 2,4 and5) in which
respondents were aksed to say what they "dislike about this areal
esta te" or "the changes you have seen", for better or worse.
There then follows a series of six questions relating to perceptions of the crime problem in the locality and of be risks of viotimisation of

~e

respondentmd others, from specific offences.

Question

5 relates to the extent to 7I'hich thf8' fear the possibility of being a
victim of burglary, mugging, vandalism, assault, and being lIinsulted
or bothered by strangers."

Female respondents are asked about their

fear of rape, sexual molestation and pestering.

It is based substan-

tially on question 8 in BSC II, which is linked to a series of questions
about risk in the neighbourhood as opposed to the respondent.

The

item may be compared with PSI question, which is slanted less to the
fear of victimisation and more to the perception of the frequenoy of
certain offences in comparison with "five years ago" and the "rest of
London. II

Interestingly, question 10 in the second sweep of the BCS

(hereafter referred to as BCS II) also asks about the frequency in the
area of various types of nuisance, including noisy neighbours and loud
parties, graffiti, teenagers hanging around, drunks or tramps on the
street, rubbish and litter lying about.

The inclusion of this item

has, I believe, the advantage of allowing comparison between the perception of the extent of crime, fear of victimisation, and general dissatisfaction with the perceived quality of the neighbourhood, and with
what Wilson and Kelling (1982) refer to as 'incivility'.
Question 6 relates to the perceived "risks for women who go out
on their own in this area after dark" and is based on PSI question 4
a - b.

Question 7 asks: "Do you yourself ever feel worried about going

out on your own in this area after dark?1I

and maybe compared to the

different wording of questions 7a and 7b in BC:S II which asks "how safe"
the respondent feels about going out after dark and, if unsafe, which
things they are afraid of.
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Question 8a continues by asking whether the respondent ever avoids
going out after dark, "simply as a precaution against crime", and
whether walking near certain types of people, streets, or areas, going
on buses trains or on foot, are avoided - in addition to being asked
ab out the a voidance of going out after dark Eer s e • The wording may be
compared to that used in the Girdles tone Draft (Ques tions 1 2 and 1 3) as
well as the Follow-Up Questionnaire of BeS II (Ques tion 13).
There are two

~es

of problem associated with such questions, and

which I touched upon the preceding section.

The first is that there

is a tendency to pre-suppose that criminal victimisation or the fear
of crime are only associated with the hours of darkness.

Many benefits

for purposes of comparison would surely arise from asking people Whether
they avoided certain patterns of behaviour or particular venues, during
the daylight hours (see Girdlestone Draft Question 13).
The second problem is the emphasis which is placed upon victimisation outside of the home.

The Sparks PSI and BeS 1/11 question-

naires, although asking questions on the peroeption of the extent and
general or personal risk of burglary in the area, refrained from asking
direotly about respondent's feelings of

safe~

in their own homes. The

MeS asked (Question 9): "Do you ever feel unsafe in your own home beoause of orime."

The Girdlestone Draft (Question 12) had asked a two-

part question as to whether respondents ever personally felt unsafe inside their own house or flat - either in the daytime or after dark.
The MeS question has the potential to open up an important new area,
firstly in relation to residents feelings of safety and security in
their living acoommodation - feelings which Maguire (1982) has argued
to be of oentral personal importance across the culture, and secondly,
in relation to certain political demands for action by the local auth-

orities or the police for improved levels of publio safety.

A survey

question relating to feelings of safety in the home is also related to
the fear of victimisation by members of the respondent's household.
In view of the potential of this question, it is unfortunate that
it is not followed-up by a question aimed at ascertaining which potential
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incidents were actually feared.

In fact the next question (Question 10)

goes on to ask about the perceived frequenoy of a number of offences,
compared to "five years ago"; this is derived from Question 7 of BGS
I.

There then follows a series of twenty-seven questions relating to
experiences and perceptions of, and attitudes towards, various aspects
of policing in Merseyside.

Questions 11 and 12 begin by asking whether

the numbers of police seen patrolling the area on foot or in cars, are
adequa te.

The PSI (Questions 12 and 13) had asked whether the "number

of police seen in this area" were adequate, whether "most police you
see are on wheels, •• on foot, or is it about equal?", and whether
there are enough of each.

Both of these forms of wording are to be

preferred to that in BGS I (Question 48c) which asks when the respondent had last seen a police officer on foot, in a time period stretching
from "today/yesterday" through to a period longer than fourteen days
ago.

It would seem to me that a question on seeing should not be sep-

arated from a related question on Eerceivirg the adequacy of a policing
presence.
Question 13 asks whether the "Merseyside police have a good understanding of the problems of this area", and Question 14 whether the
police treat all people fairly and equally.

There are instructions to

probe (if the answer is negative) as to "what sorts of people do not
get equal and fair treatment."

The PSI (questions 44a and 45) had used

a similar fo~n of wording and had found that 29% of Londoners answered
"yes", almost all citing ethnic minorities and young people.
Questions 15 - 22 all deal with contacts with the police which
were initiated by respondents.

They deal in turn with "999 calls",

calls directly to police stations, visits to police stations, and
approaches to police in the street.
instructed to record the

nlli~ber

In each case the interviewer is

of calls or visits, the reason for

the last call or visit, and the respondent's level of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the way the call or visit was dealt with.

The

form of the wording of these questions as well as the amount of detail
sought, are very similar to that used in the PSI (Questions 6-8)
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a1 though the MeS has expanded them slightly.

Questions 23-24 deal with police-initiated contacts with respondents.

These are arranged identically to the questions above, in that

full details of the number and circumstances of the encounters and
the level of respondents' satisfaction are sought.

Both of these quest

questions deal with being approached and spoken to by a police officer
in the street or a public place.

The wording of these may be compared

to that used in BeS I (question 39) and PSI (question 8).
Questions 25-31 deal with police rearches of the home, the person
or things being carried, and cars.

These questions

~e

i~~ovations

and may be compared to s i milar questions in the Girdlestone Draft
(Questions 27-31).

Respondents are also asked to say how often they

had been subjected to searches, what reason, if any, was given by the
police, and whether the respondent felt that "sufficient reason" had
been given.

It is with this group of questions that the MeS begins

to depart from the questionnaires for the two sweeps of the BGS.
Whereas BeS I asks two questions about being "approached or stopped
because they thought an offence had been committed" when in a car or
on a motor cycle, and "stopped and asked questions by police when you
were on foot" (questions 39 and 40), no questions are asked in regard
of searches.

BeS II is actually devoid of questions relating to

people's experiences of policing whereas the PSI includes seventeen
questions in its Stop/Arrest Sheet.

The MeS included no questions

directly associated with arrests, but it could be argued that Questions

32 and 33 which ask whether the respondent has "ever been real].r
pleased or reaDy annoyed about the way a police officer has behaved
t~wards

you or a member of your farrily, or handled a matter in which

you were involved?", might conceivably catch some incidents of arrest,
questioning, and aspects of police behaviour on such occassions. But,
this would only be likely to happen if the respondent had actually
been really annoyed.

Also, their tendency to say that they were so

affected might be influenced to the extent to which they actually
expect to be treated in that way_

Among certain groups in the iriller-

city, there may be an expectation that being arrested, roughly treated
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and haviI'.g one's rights disregarded, and tha.t tbese are the 'facts of
life' of being young or black in certain localities.

Thus, although

the MCS stop-and-search questions may generate crucial data on the
extent of police tactics with particular groups in particular areas,
it is arguably equally important to be able to compare it with data
on arrest rates and the spectrum of arrestees' experiences.
Question 28 addresses respondents' peroeptions of the frequency
wi th which the police "stop and question or search people in the street
in this area".

This is followed by a skir.g (Ques tion 29) whether the

police should do so with more people or less, or whether it is "about
right".

Questions 30 and 31 a.sk whether "police only stop and question

or search • • • if they are a.cting suspiciously

~

do you think the

police sometimes do so without sufficient reason?"

These questions

are useful in terms of determining the perceptions of sub-groups in
the population and relating them to their actual reported experiences.
Questions 34 and 35 ask whether, to whom the respondent would make
a complaint if they were "seriously dissatisfied about something a
police officer had done or failed to do".

In the e vent respondents say

that they would not, the interviewer is instructed to probe fully and
record verbatim their reasons.

This question and its form is identical

to PSI Question 55.
Question 36 asks: "Do you know any police officer, well. enough to
talk to by name?" and, if so, in what capaci.ty are they known.

This

question is much the same as BCS I (question 36) but may also be compared to Questions 9 and 11 in the PSI, as to whether "you have any
close friends or relatives in the police?" and, if aged under fortyfive years whether "you have ever considered joining the police force
yourself".

The Fosi tion of question may seem oddly:QJ.aced in the MCS,

but its purpose (and that of the PSI questions) is presumably to obtain
a measure of the extent to which interacting with police officers more
closely and routinely affects the way respondents answer questions relating to police behaviour, strategy and powers.
Questions 37 and 38 turn to the subject of public conoeptions of
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the priorities of police work.

The respondent is first asked to sort

nine cards into three piles, corresponding to their judgement of the
particular work as "very important •• fairly important and, •• not
very important".

The nine choices range across traffic and orowd

control, investigating ald preventing crime, responding to emergencies,
as well as inV01ver.1ent with schools md youth and community projects.
This is follcwed by

$

king the respondent to choose five types of

criminal offence (from a list of seventeen) on the basis of their being
the ones "the police should spend the

~

time and energy on?1I

The

choices inolude street robberties, theft from the person, domestio
and commercial burglary, sexual assaults on women, theft of motor cars.
and vandalism, as well as prostitution, the use of hard a nd soft drugs,
oompany fraud and embezzlement, racialist attaoks a nd disorderly behaviour in the streets and at football matches.

This question is

based on PSI Ques tion 19, but oerta:il1 items have been added (racialis t
attaoks, company fraud and embezzlement) and other have been omitted
(illegal bett:il1g and gaming; crimes in which firearms are used; sale
of pornographic books and magazines).
The MCS then asks which of a list of five offences (vandalism,
shop lifting; indeoent exposure; theft froe a motcr car; a serious
fight) have been "actually seen" in the last five years, and follows
this with a number of questions related to the respondent's 'witness
behaviour' - how they would respond, or have responded in the past,
to actually seeing an offence.

Question 40 asks whether on each

occassion an offence was last witnessed, whether the police were
called.

If the police were not called, the respondent is asked to

say whether this was because "you were able to deal with the matter
yourself • • • because someone else was dealing with it.1t
Questions 41 - 44 deal with the preparedness of the respondent
to help the police with information about hypothetical offences which
they may 'Iii tness : if they had seen "a couple of youths smashing up
a bus shelter" (Question 41) or "knock a man dOVln and take his wallet"
(Q,uestion 42) or •• "a traffic accident in which someone had been
badly htU't." (Question 43).

Finally, whether the respondent would be

prepared to tell a police officer "investigating an outbreak of van-
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dalism in JOur area", mo might be responsible (Question 44).

These

questions are based on PSI questions 21-23, but that questionnaire had
not referred a ddi tionally to the II outbreak of vandalism". Another slight
difference:E that in each case t he PSI not mly <'Eked if the respondent
would help identify "the people who had done it?", but also : "Would
you be prepared to give EVidence in court about it?"

This follow-up

would perhaps give an indication, beyond that of helping the police,
of willingness to help in the prosecution process.
Question 45 begins by stating that not all ihe calls the police receive are really urgent, md asks which is the most suitable respcnse
for the police to give each of a number of reports - to send a car
immediately, send a foot patrol, make a visit later, or ask the caller
to visit the station.

The substance of these hypothetical reports

ranges from the caller seeing an unknown youth in the back garden of
a neighbour's house, hearing screaming next door (it being known that
the husband is sometimes violent), discovering his car had been stolen
during the night, and that youths were playing football in the street
to the annoyance of the neighbours.

The final calls deal with wanting

advice on crime prevention and organizing a sponsored walk.
There then follow three questions relating to Home Watch Schemes.
The first (Question 46) after explaining the purpose of Hooe Watch,
asks if the respondent knows of a scheme operating lIin this area?"
Question 47 seeks the extent of the respondent's support for such
schemes, and Question 48 asks whether they would be willing to take
part.
These questions are based on a series of seventeen questions
(Questions 25-41 ) included in the Follow-Up section of BCS II, and
which are about the prevention of burglary.
whether their home contents

~e

Respondents were asked

insured against theft and are then

asked the reasons why this may not be so.

Question 27 asks what is

the IIbest bing the police could do to prevent burglary?1I
more time to it

ll

,

or "more police on foot").

(e.g. "devote

Question 28 asks what is

the "best thing people themselves can do to prevent burglary?1I (e.g.
I

better home security measures; "tell neighbours"; "tell police").
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Subsequent questions explore what mutual helping arrangements might
exist between neighbours, including looking after each others properties
dUI~ng

absences.

It is in this context that BCS II then asks a number

of questions about Neighbourhood Watch Schemes and unlike the MCS,
asks: "Do you think schemes like this would be effective in preventing
burglary?"

There follows a number of questions relating to the detail

of involvement in a scheme - including putting stickers in windows,
watching others property, md telling neighbours of one's absences.
Finally, Question 41- asks what priority the police should give to such
schemes.

I will make some comments on these differences between MCS

and BCS II late in this chapter.
This section of the questionnaire ends wi th a question about
knowledge of

Police-Communi~

Liaison Forums, and a final question

which asks: "Is there anything at all about the way this area is
policed, the way police officers here do their job or he attitude of
the police to people who live here that you would like to see changed?"
The interviewer is instructed, on receiving an affirmative reply, to
probe fully and record verbatim the response.

This question seems

oddly placed and it would probably have been more logical for it to
follow on from the mrlier questions about police performance and
priorities.

It is obviously intended - through its wording and open-

ended format to elicit dissatisfaction with aspects of police work
and with relationships with particular communities, but it does not
follow-on closely from other related questions.

It is interesting to

note that the MCS does not opt to ask the by now familiar question
of <rime surveys, regarding whether the police can be said to do a good
job or a poor job - even though such questions usually lack any useful
specific reference to the evaulation of aspects of their work, rather
than their work as a whole.
The next section of the MCS questionnaire is devoted to the
criminal victimisation of respondents md members of heir households
during

~e

twelve months prior to the interview.

The preamble to this

section makes clear that the interviewer is interested not just in
"serious incidents" but "about small things also."
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The questions then

move through a number of different types of offence.

Questions 53-

55 deal with thefts ofmotor vehicles or bioycles and vandalism to
motor vehicles.

Questions 56 and 57 deal with burglaries (and attempts)

and theft and damage in the respondent's home, outside the home (e.g.
from the doorstep, gLrden or garage), or "deliberately defaced or done
damage to your house/flat or to anything outside ~at belonging to
someone in your IDusehold?"

These questions are closely based on sim-

ilar questions in BCS I (Questions 19-22) and the PSI (Questions 2438) •
I remarked earlier - in

~

comments on the Girdlestone Draft-

that in asking questions about thefts in and around the household, it
is important to word the questions in suoh a way

that~efts

from

dwellings (in which the ~fender has a right to be on the premises)
and be distinguished from thefts which have resulted, for example,
from break-ins. Secondly, questions about thefts from outside of the
property are subjeot to the
instanoe,

would~~chnically

from a doorstep would not.

same~oblem;

thefts from a garage, for

be counted as burglaries, vhereas those
MCS Question 57e tends to confuse these

latter categories.
The nextfour questions deal with incidents which have occurred
personally to the respondent, rather than to members of his or her
household, in the previous twelve months.

The respondent is urged to

include "anything that happened to you. • • - at home, in· the street,
at work, in a shop, in a pub, in a park, on a train or anywhere else".
Questions 58 and 59 then ask about incidents of theft (and attempts)
from the person and thefts or incidents of criminal damage occurring
to property away from the home (e.g. cloakroom, office or car). These
~'o questions are identical to BCS I (Questions 23 and

24).

Question 60 asks about experiences with assaults and whether
"anyone (inoluding people you know well) deliberately hit you with their
fists or with a weapon of any sort or kicked you or used force or
violence on you in any other way? II

This wording is identical to that

used by BCS I (Question 25) and the BCS II (Question 43).
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In my com-

ments on the Girdlestone Draft, I referred to the dual problem of
getting the respondent to focus both on minor aswell as major assaults
and on assailants who are well-known as veIl as on strangers.

Catching

assaults by non-strangers (including members of ~e respondent's own
household) is a notorious problem of crime survey methodology, and such
wording as "including people you know well" has been used in order to
overcome it.
Question

61 is addressed to females only and lEks " •• have you

been sexually attacked, CBsaul ted or interfered wi th?1I IIld additionally
. " •• have you been sexually pestered or insulted by anyone?"

The

first part of this question is based on BCS I (Question 26).

Its

wording is also close to the BCS II Question
words

tI • •

45, but it omits the

either by someone you knew or by a stranger?".

This omis-

sion would seem to lead potentially respondents away from identifying
sexual assaults by non-strangers as a matter for the survey.

The

second part of the question is based on BCS II, Question 46, but as I
indicated earlier, this form of wording does notreem likely to capture
a range of harrassing and frightening incidents experienced by women,
not least because its form of wording tends to be vague and inprecise.
Only one in forty female respondents in BCS II had mentioned such incidents ( Hough and Mayhew 1985 P.11) ; additionally, the question does
not address the issue of incidents which might be of a non-sexual
nature (racial and other forms of abuse or threats) and which might well
be also experienced by

~.

Question 65 concerns non-criminal forms of harrassment and intimidation which might be experienced by both men and women, and is based
upon Girdlestone Draft Question 49.

The MCS version adds a category

of incident (kerb-crawling) to the six present in the original form,
and omits from each the rider "in a way which gave you concern."

The

MCS retains the original categories of intensity of effect - threatened
/frightened; annoyed/insulted; uneasy/embarrassed.
Question 66 asks whether the respondent knows personally any
people who have been mugged, b.lrgled, sexually attacked and molested;
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I.

Qu~stion

67 asks whether any of these things have happened in the pre-

vious five years; and, Question 68 asks the respondent to estimate his
or fer chance s of being the vic tim of such c rimes It in the next year. It
These are b3.sed on very similar questions in BCS I and II.

These

questions, taken together with earlier questions on experiences with
crime and beliefs a bout crime, are of some importance in terms of understanding the relationship between the direct and indirect experience of
crime and levels of fear of crime.

Maxfield IS anaJ:.fsis of data derived

fror:l BCS I shoVl that those people who are most worried about or fearful
of burglary and mugging, tend to be those who have themselves been
victims or who personally know a victim, rather than those who haye
had no experience or contact.

Furthermore, individual beliefs about

the frequency of these cri mes interact with direct and indirect experiences in wa;/$ which are mutually reinforcing. (Maxfield 1984 p .24).
Questions 69-73 tackle the important matter of public perceptions
of the type. of people most ILikely to commit crimes of burglary and
mugging and ihose who are mos t likely to be their victims.

Mos t or these

questions ar-e derived rrom the BCS II Follow-Up Questionnaire, but
Question 71 aks whether Itpeople with jobs lt or Itunemployed people lt are
more likely to comIni t burglary, and this replaces a BCS II ques ti ~n
whioh gives the choice between "professional criminals lt or "casual
thieves or opportunists."

The MCS question is not only more meaningrul

but also more interesting in terms or the determining the extent to
which respondents might be JI'epared to attribute part of the a:-ime
problem to high rates or unemployment.
The final question in this section is based on a question in the
BCS:n: Follow-Up Questionnaire (Question 18).

It asks the respondent to

state which out or a list or possible t-.fpes or action which might be
taken by the police or courts, would be most appropriate in each case
or a twenty-rive year old man who had been round guilty of one of a
nlmber or orfences (mugging, burglary, shoplifting, car theft, rape,
smoked marijuana), given that he had been in similar trouble before.
Unlike the BGS II question, the MCS version does not first ask the
respondent to rank a number or these dispositions in order or their
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severity.

The inclusion of questions on attitudes to sentencing in

Crime Surveys is important for two reasons.

Firstly, the results

permit a comparison of the attitudes to sentencing of victims and nonvictims, as well as the relationship of such attitudes to such other
variables as the level of fear of crime.

Secondly, they permit com-

parison of public attitudes and the sentencing practices of the courts.
A number of surveys have shown that public ideas about appropriate
sentences are often less severe than are supposed and that there is
subs tantial public support for alternatives to cus tody, especia.lly
compensation orders.

(see Shaw 1982 p.20).

The results of BCS II

also show that in response to the above question, respondents favoured
the use of imprisonment less frequently than the courts for all offences
other than burglary, and favoured the use of community service for all
offences.

The. results for rape are not recorded.

(see Hough and

Mayhew 1985 p.45).
The final section of the MCS questionnaire is known as the
Victim Form.
vict~lls

This was used with respondents who reported having been

of offences or series of offences in response to questions on

the Main or Screen Questionnaire.

The Victim Form was completed for

each offence or series, up to a maximum of four .•
The

openin~

or screening question referes back to the summary

sheet at the end of the Main Questionnaire, and the respondent is reminded of the incidents they have mentioned.

At this point it is worth

considering a comparison of the opening procedures of a number of crime
survey victim forms.

I earlier referred to the problems of forward

and reverse telescoping and of a method known as 'bounding' which has
been employed by some :researchers for

overcom.in~

these problems.

With

the exception of the American NCS - which bounds each of its recall
periods by the mte of the previous interview - and the Sparks study
(1977) which employed a significant date callendar for the purpose,
all other major crime surveys have refrained from using such a

proced\~e

ma.inly due to the amount of time by which the interview is extended and
also because its effectiveness has been

q,l8S tioned.

However, the BCS

victim forms in use for the two sweeps have instructed interviewers to
get respondents to state the exact month in which each incident occurred
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or if not, to place the occurrence of' each incident mentioned in one
of four quarters of' the callendar years serving as recall periods for
each sweep, or the period from January of the next callendar year up
to the dlte of the interview.

I f the incident occurred in this latter

period (about one month) then the exact week of' occurrence is sought.
Lastly, if the respondent is unable to place the incident time, it is
coded separately.
Although this procedure is far less time consuming than that used
by Sparks, it may still require a disproportionate amount of time to
complete.

The victim form for the Midlands Crime Survey opted for the

briefer method of ascertaining that the incident being dealt with
occurred "during 1982" (the recall period) or "since 1 st January 1983".
The PSI's Victim Sheet and the victim forms used by the Merseyside and
Islington surveys utilise no bounding procedure at all.

These surveys

are therefore open to the charge that meir estimates of unreported
crime may have been inflated by incidents telescoped in from outside
of the twelve-month recall period, or indeed that incidents may have
been lost through backward or reverse telescoping.

Additionally, in

the absence of a 'reverse record check' - a procedure by which a proportion of incidents said to have been reported to the police are
checked against police records - it could be argued that a proportion of
reporte4 incidents have also been telescoped in those ways.
Question 2 follows by asking for details of the incident, and
subsequent questions deal with where it happened.

Sufficient retail

would be gathered by these questions (for instance on whether the
person responsible had a right to be in the premises) to enable a
fairly accurate distinction between burglary and theft from a dwelling.
Questions 5 - 8 seek to establish some retails roout the offenders i f indeed these were seen by the victim.

Question 5 uses a form of

wording based on Question G6 in the Girdlestone Draft: "Why do you
think they did this to you/your household?"

This open-ended question

(with instructions to probe fully and record verbatim) is clearly intended to discover the motive which the victim imputed to the offender(s)
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and may prove to be an interesting way, for instance, of discovering
the extent to which

crime~ctims

who are members

of~nic

minority

groups or women feel that their victimisation is racially or sexually
motivated.
Question 6 follows with : "Can you say anything at all about the
people who did it - how many were fuere or what sorts cf people they
were?"

and is followed by questions as to the number, gender, age,

and race of the offender(s) and whether they were known.to the victim
or were strangers.

If they were known, Question 8 establishes whether

this was "just by sight", "just to speak to casually" or were " ••
well known".

If they were well known their relationship to the victim

is sought.
Questions 9-13 seek to establish whether anything was stolen (or
an attempt made), whether any damage was done, and the value of the
property stolen or damage done.

Questions 15-17 ask if any property

stolen or damaged was covered by an insurance policy, whether any
money was forthcoming from an insurance company, and if so, whether the
victim was "financially worse off in the end."

Such questions are of

obvious importance when one considers the BCS findings on victims of
crime and property insurance.

40%

Among burglary victims, for ins tance,

did not have cover for stolen or damaged property, and a fifth of

those covered did not claim.

Of those who were insured and did claim,

fully 98% estimated themselves to be worse off - 35% by £100 or more
(Hough and Mayhew op.cit.p.28).
Question 17 asks : "At the time it happened, were you or anyone
else aware of what was happening?"

If the respondent

~

aware they are

then asked (Question 18) whether the offender(s) had a weapon or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon.

Question 19 asks

whether the offender(s) actually hit anyone or used force or violence
on anyone in any way, or threaten it.
used in BCS 1.

These q'J.estions are in the form

The following three questions are devoted to various aspects of
the impact of the incident.

Question 20 asks whether the respondent
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or anyone else in their household had attention from a doctor as a
result of the offence; whether this was for physical injuries or for
shock or lI.other psychological symptoms, and also whether the person
was hospitalised.

Question 21 asks the respondent to rate the effect

which the incidept "had on you or other people in the household?1I
This originally worded question is the only one which is aimed at estimating the impact of offences on victims, other than their financial
impact.

Question 22 asks which help or advice the victim needed but

could not get, and lists a number of things such as replacing documents,
insurance claims and repairs.

These questions may be compared to three

questions in BCS I (Questions 41~3) which ask about time off work
which resulted from the incident, how upsetting it had been, and what
changes in behaviour and activi t i es had resulted.

Also, in BCS II,

the number of questions on impaot and problems and needs arising from
the incident was increased to seventeen.

Additional questions referred

to inconvenience and emotional or personal problems, and victims support
schemes.

The implications of this shift will be discussed later.

Question 23 asks whether the police came to know about the incident.

In the event of a negative reply, the interviewer is instructed

to probe fully and record the reply verba tim.

The wording of this

question and especially the probe, is of interest here.

The words

"Why not?1I are used in P.:3I Question 6 and in BCS I Question 35.

They

are not as strong as those used by Sparks (1977 p.266) - IIWhy aLdn' t
you call the police?", or in the PSI (Question 6) - IIWhy did you not
tell them about it?"

The open-ended format of the question is in con-

trast to Sparks in which the respondent is offered eight choices of
response, and to the Girdlestone Draft (Question E3) which offered
twelve.

The open-ended format is to be preferred, as it may well

catch reasons for non-reporting which flow from life-situations and
cultural perceptions which the researcher might not anticipate.

An interesting variation upon questions about reporting and nonreporting of incidents occurs in the Girdlestone Draft (Question E2),
and BCS II (Question 72) which both ask for the reasons why the respondent decided to report (as opposed to not reporting) the incident to
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the police.

The range of responses to such a question may well give

an indication of public commitment, to the policing of crime which may
be belied by the responses to the negative ~estion (see Hough and
Mayhew 1985 p.19).
Question 24 follo"NS by asking by what means the police came to
know about the incident - who it was that informed them.

There are two

subsidiary questions : one asks whether the police ever found out who
did it.

This touches on the very important matter of victims' know-

ledge of the progress of police investigations into incidents - for
instance, whether someone has been charged and, if so, details of the
court a ppearance a nd the eventual outc ome •

Re search has shown that

victims more often know very little about an:y of these., matters as there
is no policy (on the part of police and courts) for routinely informing
them.

Victims clearly express a

argued their

r~ht

~

to know and many authors have

to know about the progress of police and judicial

action (see Shapland et a1.1~5; Maguire and Corbett 1986).
The other subsidiary question asks how satisfied or dissatisfied
the respondent was "with the way the police dealt with the matter, and
comments on dissatisfaction are to be probed and recorded in full.
This question may be contrasted to items in BCS I and the PSI which
ask separately whether the respondent talked to uniformed or plain
clothes officers about the incident and, in each case, whether they
were satisfied with the way the officers dealt with it.
Question 25 asks : "When the police come to know about an offence
like the one we have been talking about, how high a priority do you
think they should give to investigate it?"

This may be compared to

similar questions on public views on policing priorities which may be
found in the PSI and in Belson's survey of public and police attitudes
in London (1975 pp.30-1 ).
The MCS Victim Form closes by asking which of a number of types of
action the police or courts should have taken against the person responsible for the incident.

This is a IDre specific version of Question

74 in the Main Questionnaire which seeks respondent's views on appro-
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priate action in respect of a range

0

permit a comparison of the attitudes
(ii}

f offences.
~

The results would

victims and non-victims.

The Islington Questionnaire
Having been developed together"

the Merseyside and Islington

questionnaires overlap to a considerable degree.

I would like, at

this point, to focus on the few differences which exist.

The most

notable difference is the absence in the MCS of questions which refer
directly to police malpractices.

These ICS questiorill (Questions

45-

51) begin by asking : "Who should. decide how a local area is policed?"
- the police themselves, the Council, the HOOle Secretary, or others?
As this is clearly a question which seeks the public's perspective on
the accountibility issue, it seems

strar~e

that it is not prefaced by

a short statement which gives some outline of the issues involved.

As

it stands, it tends to assume t ha t the respondent:is already acquainted
with the

existi~

structure of accountibility and control, and that he

or she is also aware of the

prese~

position of certain local authorities

on the accountibility issue.
It may be, however, that the question is aimed at assessing the
level of

knowle~

must also be

of the issue.

assessed~

This question, which is an

ir~ovation,

the light of Question 78 which asks if the

respondent has heard of P .A.C .E. - a body set up and funded by Islington
council to monitor the performance and behaviour of the police in the
borough.

It also asks if' they believe there is a need for such a body

in the Borough.
Question 46 and - two further innovations - asks whether the police,
during investigations, ever use threats or unreasonable pressure to
get the answers they want and, in taking written evidence, write down
what is said farly and accurately.

Questions

48-~

are taken directly

from the PSI, and ask about the use of unreasonable force in making
arrests, the use of violence on people' held at police stations, the
planting of evidence, and the accepting of bribes.

Some related PSI

questions are not usea, either in the MCS or IeS; for example PSI
Question 45 - "Are there any groups or types of people _ • who do not
get fair treatment from the police?", and Question 53 on whether police
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officers !lever a coept goods or favours from people who want to keep on
the right side of them?"
The PSI also asks some questions reeking the public's estimation
of police performance and behaviour in situations which the respondent
may have actually observed or experienced.

Questions 27-29, for in-

stance ask in detail about the police handling of crowd disturbances.
Respondents are also asked i f they have ever been reported and summonsed
for a motoring

offence~

arrested and taken to a police station, or had

sons or daughters arrested.

In each case the respondent is asked to say

whether the police behaved properly andfuirly.

In addition, the PSI

questionnaire includes a separate Stop/Arrest Sheet for the further
questioning of respondents who havemd this kind if experience of the
police, and eliciting details of the encounters, such as whether police
officers were rude or insulting or used force or violence.
Other PSI questions not used in the MCS or ICS include those on
police use of firearms, police requests to ban demonstrations, and the
tapping of telephones.

Also, the MCS question on public estimation of

graded police response to various crimes was not included in the ICS.
A further set of original ICS questimns which do not appear in the
MCS, are those dealing with inter-racial incidents.

Questions 68-72

ask respondents whether, in the lasttwelv-e months, myone of another
race have shouted insults at the, assaulted them, damaged any of their
property, or stolen roy thing from them.

In each case, the character-

istics of the perpetretors are sought andfue imputed motive is sought.
These

~estions ~e

associated with the important

~estion

- referred to

elsewhere in this thesis - of the extent to which personal criminal
victimisa tion is mihly inter - or intra-racial. Of the four types of
incident covered, only 'shouting :insul ts' is not c overed in part of the
questionnaire dealing with experiences

of~ime.

Thus the 'shouting

insults' question may be seen as contributing some &tail to the
questions implicitly about sexual and racial harrassment referred to
earlier.

The questions on assault, criminal damage, and theft would

therefore seem to be a duplication of similar items elsewhere in the
questionnaire, for which the details of the offenders are s ought in
the incident form.

However, these questions
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~e

clearly meant as an

experiment in generating a particular type of response.
The lCSaso includes an original question (Question 92) on heroin
use.

Respondents are a sked whether they know anyone who has ever used

heroin, but does not a sk if they themselves have used this drug.
On turning to a comparison between the lCS and

MCS~ctim

or

incident forms, there are some further differences to be noted.

Whereas

MCS Question 5 asks "Can you think of any reason why the (person!

~

people) pLcked on you? II , the lCS makes no reference to -the matter of the

-.

II·
,

motives which the respondent imputed to offenders.
The

lCS~aces

consequences

a:

a somewhat different emphasis upon the impact and

crime upon victims.

The MCS follows closely upon BCS I

in seeking to ascertain mainly 'fa.ctual' details of the impact - injury,
financial loss through theft and damage - although it does also include
a question (BCS I Question 21) on the estimated effect of the incident
"on you or other people in your household ll •

However, this last item

seeks a pre-coded response (from "very big" to " •• there was no effect
at all") anc'. a more detailed response which would bemore likely to give
some insight to the range of jYpes of effect, is not sought.

The

rcs

also asks (Question 8c) whether anything which was stolen or damaged
had a sentimental value - implying one which went beyond the
value of the lost item or of a settled insurance claim.

moneta~J

It also in-

cludes (in addition to the pre-code question above) an open-ended
question (Question 1 8b) : "Woo t were the effects?", with instructions to
probe fully and to record the response fully.

Ft~thermore,

Question 20

includes three further open-ended questions, seeking the worst aspect
of the incident, other bad aspects and the effects of the worst aspect.
Maguire and Corbett (1987 Chapter 3) have argued that broadly based
crime surveys using a questionnaire form.qt, tend 10 show crime as raving -a lower overall impact, whereas in-depth. interviews tend to produce
more victims who report suffering from various adverse effects.

They

interviewed 242 victims of burglary, robbery, assault and theft from
the person.

The authors first set out to assess the extent, nature and

intensity of the initial effects produced by different wpes of offences
upon different types

of~ctim.

Different results emerged from these
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,-

interviews in comparison to the results from the BCS - a higher

propor~

tion of those being interviewed at length reported serious effects.
It is argued that the establishment of a personal rapport with the interv
interviewee, the opportunity to probe, and for the respondent to give
more consideration to the event and its aftermath, tended to draw out
effects '/hich would not 1:e reported in a 'criefer survey.
Given hese msul ts, and given the problems

0

f doing in-depth inter-

views as part of a large-scale survey, it is mcessary to innovate ways
in which respondents can be assisted to respond more fully.

The use

of open-ended cpestions is thus alwa.YS· to be preferred, in party with
acquainting interviewers with the type of effects for which they should
probe.
I will now turn to those questions in the MCS and ICS which deal
with victims' needs for services andwsistance.

The Girdlestone Draft

had, in consultation "with Islington Victims Support Scheme, presented
a number of questions (Questions 50-51 and Questions F7-F9) which vere
aimed at achieving the following objectives: to estimate the unmet needs
of crime "Uictims; to estimate public knowledge of he service being
offered; to check the frequency with which the police were referring
victin~

to the Scheme; to record the evaluations of victims who had been

contacted by the Scheme.

ICS Questions 19-23 ask whether victims re-

cei ved help from anyone - either lay or :rrofessional or
else?"

II

from anyone

In each case full verba tim details are taken. :E:;lington Victims

Support Scheme receives no specific mention in these questions, but the
case of 'llictims contacted by the Scheme would Cave been covered by
Question 7 in the Main Questionnaire; Questions 73 and 74 seek all
respondents knowledge

~

the Scheme's existence and purpose.

The MCS questionnaire contains no direct reference to victims
support services, nor do its questions on the impact

of~fences

seem

to be primarily directed to the task of estimating the range, intensity
or extent of the unmet needs

~

BCS II have included a larger

crime victims.

number~

By contrast, the ICS and

questions aimed at directly

establishing the need for specialised victim services.
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Maguire and Corbett (op.cit.) have, on the basis of the results
from B'::;S, calculated that for an area with 130,000 population - the
averaged-sized Victims Support Scheme area - with an average crime rate,
that there would be a minimum of 4-,000 victims' considering themselves
'ver;! much affected' by an event classifiable as a crime.

About 2,500

would have reported the matter to the police, but in perhaps 1 ,000 of
these cases no crime would have been officially recorded.
A major implication of these findings is that, especially in innercity areas with high crime rates - there are large numbers of crime
victims whose needs for services are not being met, even by the existing victims support schemes.

Such schemes are .. almost entirely depend-

ent upon referrals by the police, but only a proportion of those who
report crimes are actually referred.

Also, the schemes are unable to

offer any help to those many victims who do not report crimes.

These

may be compared to BCS II, in which victims are asked whether they would
have liked to have been contacted by a Victims Support Scheme or not;
whether they would have accepted an offer of help;
such contact would have been

~

~~d,

at what point

'Nelcome.

In respect of crime victims who report crimes, there is an additional area of their experience on which it would have been useful for
the MCS and ICS to focus.

Ve~

little is known about the behaviour of

the police towards victims at the scene of the crime.

That evidence

which exists (e.g. Maguire 1982: Maguire and Corbett 1987) indicates
considerable dissatisfaction on the part of a proportion of victims (as
well as satisfaction on the part of others) with police officers' responses to their plight and upset.

It would be useful to know what

type of response victims would find most helpful, especially in the
period immediately after the incident has occurred or is discovered.
BCS I, for instance, asked victims about their satisfaction or dissatisfaction on having spoken about the incident to uniformed or plain
clothes officers.

It is possible that such questions would generate

some responses useful to the above purpose, but one suspects that they
were not designed with this in mind.
The ICS also/includes two questions on reparation by offenders to
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thier victims.

Question 28 on the victim form asks victims if they

would have accepted the chance to meet the perpetrator of the offence
against them, for the purpose of agreeing upon repayment.

Question 29

asks if the victim would have agreed to an out-of-court settlement
without having to meet the offender.

These questions, which are ident-

ical to ones in the BCS II victim form, although the latter adds a
follow-up in which it asks whether the respondent would want the offender
to be prosecuted and punished even in the event of an agreement being
reached.
There are two further items which occur in the ICS main questionnaire, but which do not appear in the MCS.
dents whether they have

a~

Question 10 asks all respon-

special locks or other security devices in

their rome, as a precaution against crime.

This may be compared to BCS

I Question 47. which asks victims if they (or members of the household)
have "made

a~

changes:h your behaviour to protect yourselves or your

belongings from crime?"

The open-ended form of this question is amed

at a number of different types of possible manges, including restricting
one's movements (e.g. avoiding certain places, or going out£ter dark)
taking out extra insurance, as well as more protective behaviour such
as adding locks or marking vauables (see Wood 1984).

As such, the item

is of wider significance man the ICS question in terms

of~e

responses

it seeks to generate, but narrower in focus in that it is addressed
only to'tJi.ctims rather

~an

reing wed, for example, to test whether fear

of crime or indirect,experience of crime, might produce similar behavioural effects.
Lastly, the ICS asks all respondents to state "which political
party you identify yourself with?"

The data from this type of inno-

vative question may make a useful accompaniment to our knowledge on
victimisa tion and the variables of social class and ethnici ty.
well be indicated that those who suffer most

from~ime

do

It may

in~ct

identify themselves with the Labour Party.
The questionnaires for 11e MJS and

-the

ICS, despite the differences

which I have outlined, overlap to a 90 per cent extent.

Their questions

are largely derived from BCS I and PSI studies and as such are comparable,
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wi th much of the BCS and PSI data bases (see Jones et al 1986 p.5.f .n).
(iii)

The MCS, ICS. and BCS Questionnaires Compared
At this point, it is worthwhile to highlight certain differences

(otherfuan those with which I have dealt) infue content of the questionnaires for BCS I and BCS II, and those used by MCS and ICS. Perhaps
the most noticable difference relates to the questions concerning
respondents' life-styles, which occur in the BCS I
naire.

Follow-U~

Question-

These questions (eight in all) refer to evenings spent out-

side the home md the activities engaged in; how often in the past veek
the respondentms been out on foot alone after 6 p.m., and, four
questions on average weekly alcohol consumption. The BCS II reduced
the numbercf: these questions to three.
a question on
questions.

avoldi~

In each sweep, the BCS included.

going out on foot within this sequence of

It is however clear that what werereing sought were the

life-s~le correlates of serious victimisation (especially robbery and

assaults) and that this emphasis was heavily influenced by the work of
Hindelang and others (1978) in the United States.
I

The results of BCS

have indicated, as in the Amerii:can researoh, that goi:lg out in the

evening (particularly at the weekend) and heavy drinking are riskenhancing activities, accounting for at least some of the known risks
associated with age, gender and urbanisation.

Daytime activities (esp-

ecially wor1d.ng out of t he home and travelling on public transport)
affect the chances r:£ both personal and household \li..ctimisation.

The BCS

life-Gtyle findings, according to Gottfredson (1984 p .33), suggest that
victimisation research needs to focus its attention on the small portion
of the population who suffer repeated victimisation,
BCS I also included a question onrelf-confessed offending, asking
respondents if they had. ever c ommi tted crimes cf violence or dishonesty.
Those respondents reporting that they had Engaged in my of' a list of
twenty-five of'mese offences (in three groups : 'assault and violence' :
non-predatory thef't'; 'delincuencies'), at least once in the pasttwelve
months, were coded as 'offenders' and other respondents as 'non-offenders'
(ibid.p.35).

The BCS I results indicate thatii':lr each oftle three groups

of cffences, 'offenders' were substantially more likely than 'non-
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offenders' to report being

~ctims

of personal crimes, and somewhat

more li.1.cely to report household victimisation. (ibid. p.15, p.36).
Although the findings on the life-style and self-reported offending correlates of victimisation raise rome questions about validity, they
also present "he opportunity of explore further dimensions

0

f criminal

victimisation - especially the phenomena of multiple md series victimisation.

The absence of any questionsr81ating to these

~sues,

in the

MCS ald ICS is a reflection of their differences in incus from the BCS.
However, such issues may be shown to have s orne bearing upon theoretica.l
questions of interest to the realists who resigned them. Lea and Young
(1984 pp.38-49) in their discussion on marginality, crime and victimisation, point to the existence both of symmetry and asymmetry in the
patterning of victims and offenders.

While it is ·true, they argue,

that the highest offenders are also the most likely victims and that
phenomenon tends to be intra-group, there also exists a relationship
between offenders and victims which inteE-group and is aimed at the
most vulnerable seotions of the community.

Recent analysis of msults

from BCS II, for instance, has shown that the rates for households
burgled (including attempts), the perceivedrisk of burglary, and
personal fear of burglary, all increase substantially as one moves
from 'better-off' ,'average', md 'poort areas of local authority council
housing. (Hope 1986 p.46).
The unravelling of these complicated phenomena may rnrtainly
require criminologists to study the socia.l processes which give rise
to the correlates of all types of victimisation.

As

Gottfredson

contends :
11

Criminologists have paid far too
little attention to these issues,
and to how they relate to theory
about crime. Finally, the findings
here indicate that there should be
more studies of micro-environments
and their role inthe generation of
criminal victillisation : measures
of specific situations in which
crime is likely to happen need to
be refined and examined - at the
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neighbourhood level and, for
example, at the level of tle
specific ~e of pub, sohool,
and housing uni t. II
(op.cit.p.33) •
It may be t ha t the 3.lrvey method, though excellent f or

.£2:.h~

theoretical questions in t his area, is inadequate to the task of
explainin~

them.

It may be that qualitative methods would be more

suitable to this purpose.

However, the omission of these questions

from the MCS and ICS prevents comparison with the BCS data base in
these matters.

7.4. Conclusion: Constraints

and-Im~erati~~3

in the

~~~n

of

Crim~

Survey Questionnaire2
I will now examine a number of constraintsand imperatives which
impinge upon the resign of ques.tionnaires for use in crime 3.lrveys.

I

will examine three interacting sets of factors - those associated
with

Theore~ical Issu~J. Politic~l Iss~~2

(i)

Theore~ical Issues

and Methodological Issues.

All researchers, prior to commencing their research efforts, begin
With a number of theoretical interests.

Criminologists, as rocial

sCientists, tend to operate within paradigmatic structures which give
shape to their perceptions of the crime problem, and to the debates
which form the immediate context of their attempts to build and refine
systematic theoretical positions.

A perennial problem which confronts

criminologists is that of the attempt to ground their theories in
empirical knowledge given that criminal offences occur with relative
infrequency and tend to occur in themntext ofmcrecy.

Additionally,

those prooedures which exist for the routine collection of data on
crime are controlled by various

~encies

- the police, the criminal

justice departments of@vernment - whose interests are more often
divervent with those of criminologists.
Since the 1960's, the crime (or~ctimisation) survey has presented
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I)

an opportunity for criminologists to directly control research efforts
which are mpable of delivering large amounts of data on crime and
numerous related issues, and through which longstanding theoretical
problems can begin to be solved and other dimensions of those problems
c~~

be generated anew.

However, the survey method in criminology -

as I have made clear in previous chapters - is subject to numerous
methodological difficulties, many of which may never be satisfaotorily
resolved.

Surveys are also subject to other factors - such as political

financial and other praotical constraints which inevitably impose
limitations upon the extent to which theoretical issues can be satisfactorily addressed.
Vlliat then of the theoretical issues which have informed the
design of crime survey questionnaires?

If we begin with the American

National Crime Survey, we will see that it was the first major survey
to address the longstanding problem of the dark figure of unreported
and unrecorded crime.

In

80

doing it inevitably broached the question

of the social distribution of criminal victimisation.

This has con-

tinued to be the central focus of the NCS, as revealed through the
shape of its questionnaires and its
history.

ma~

reports, throughout its

The NCS asks no questions at all about respondents experiences

with the police, nor about their attitudes and perceptions in relation
to polioe performance and behaviour, except as might be inferred from
responses to a question about reasons for not reporting incidents of
victimisation .
By contrast, the content of the BCS questionnaires has been influenced by, and seeks to address, a much larger number of additional
theoretical questions.

The range of these includes :- perceptions

of the problems of the locality; fear of crime and perceptions of
risk

and prevalence; perceptions of police performance, powers and

priorities; direct experiences with the police (public- initiated and
police - initiated contacts); witness behaviour; behaviour in relation
to victimisation prevention; attitudes towards sentencing; and various
correlates of victimisation such as are the focus of the questiOns on
life- style and self- reported offending.

It is also the case that the

BCS victim forms have paid much more attention than the NCS to the
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impact of victimisation and to special needs

t~at

arise as a result.

Also, the use by the BCS of a follow-up questionnaire (with all victims
and

40f0

of non-victims) has permitted the broadening of the scope

of the Survey to include questions on other related criminal justice
issues and to change the foci of those with each succeeding sweep.
Whatever criticism may be levelled at the BCS, it remains the
case that it is the most innovative of the nationwide crime surveys
which have

anywhe~e

been conducted.

One of the reasons for this is

that the administrative criminology of which the BCS is a crucial
instrument, is fairly open to experimentation in the gathering of
data which may have a direct policy relevance.

The Home Office

Research and Planning Unit maintains strong links with other criminological research centres (at home and abroad), with the police and
other criminal justice agencies,

~d

with specialist organisations

such as the National Association of Victims Support Schemes.

These

link3 contribute to the process by which research questions are continually raised, and data-gathering priorities are formed and changed.
The PSI survey questionnaire indicates some rather different
theoretical

interests~

Although the survey of Londoners addresses

experiences with victimisation, the nwnber of questions on victimisation in the main questionnaire is very small, and the victim form
contains very few questions on the details of incidents and none on
the financial, injury or other impact of crime, or the needs of
victims for assistance.

The weight of the emphasis of the questions

is almost entirely towards policing issues, including various aspects
of police - public relations, police behaviour and performance. Also,
a special supplementary questionnaire - the Stop/Arrest Sheet - .sought
in detail suspect's experiences with police officers in different
situations.
The main theoretical position which seems to inform this part
of the study, would seem to be that which sees the success of the
law enforcement role of the police as dependent largely on the
securing of consensual relationships between police and public, improving public confidence in the police and the level of public co-
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operation.

(Smith and Gray 1985 pp.8-17).

It was theref'ore seen as

essential f'or the survey to accurately assess the extent to which
harmony exists "between how the police behave (how they exercise
their discretion) and how people expect and wish them to.". (ibid
p.15).

The PSI study also included to this end, a survey of London's

police officers and attitudes towards aspects of' their work and their
relations with the public.
The MCS and ICS have, as we have seen, used questionnaires which
have a fair degree of symmetry with the BCS and PSI.

The theoretical

orientation of these local surveys is in many respects similar in
terms of their focus upon victimisation and its correlates, but they
contain an emphasis on responses to crime by the police and public
evaluations and expectations if' police perf'ormance which is (in the
case of the ICS) not found in either the BCS or the PSI.

These

emphases, together with such innovations as questions on sub-legal
harrassment, inter-racial incidents, heroin use, and on political
affiliation and victimisation, mark a movement in the design of' crime
surveys, away from an exclusive interest in victimisation,

to~ards

a much wider range of issues associated with crime and policing.
However, it is possible to point to a number of theoretical
areas which are under-stated in the MCS and ICS, for reasons which
I will deal with below.

These include questions on life-style and

self'-reported of'f'ending in the case of both surveys, and questions
likely to capture the detail of' the impact of crime and the needs
of' victims, in the leS.

Also given that one of' the hallmarks of'

realist criminology is that it seeks to carry forward the search for
causes abandoned by administrative criminology (see Young 1986),
both surveys give quite meagre attention to mapping the sociocultural context of victimisation, including the elucidation of'
neighbourhood networks md aff'iliation.

These, and other theoretical

areas - such as on 'def'ensible space' (Newman 1972) and the sociology
of' the built environment - would be indispensible to the task of'
constructing a systematic sociological theory of victimisation and
its prevention.
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An inherent problem of the survey method is that it does not

permit more than two or three conceptual areas to be tackled in any
depth and, in the light of

~ertain

limitations, researchers must

when designing survey questionnaires, arrange their theoretical interests into some order of

priori~.

I will now go on to look at

constraints and imperatives of a political nature.
(ii)

Political Issues
There are four ways in which political considerations may im-

pinge upon the resign of crime surveys.

Firstly, researchers may be

directly influenced by the needs of the agency for whom they work or
which has agreed to fund the research project.

Secondly, researchers

inevitably operate within political environments and climates. Thus,
theoretical positions such as administrative criminology or leftrealism (as I hope to have shown) are both entwined in the politics
of crime control. Indeed, theoretical positions in criminology are
themselves political in that they comment upon and make msertions
about social phenomena and social agencies, and seek to directly affect
social and criminal justice policy.

Thirdly, crime surveys cannot

succeed unless they are given the support of numerous interests, be
they the police, community groups, or politicians.

Fourthly, the

design of surveys may be influencedw the potential political impact
of the findings.
The NCS was from its inception influenced by political considerations which arose out of the convergence of interests between
mainstream criminologists and social democratic politicians.

The

particular shape of the NCS questionnaire, with its emphasis upon the
dark figure, and the social distribution of crindnal victirnisation,
reflected the concerns of a criminology and a Justice Department
which was bent on uncovering a potent source of social injustice
which arose from the conditions of poverty and hopelessness, and
which sapped the legitimacy of the social system.
The BCS, a.s I hope to have shown in Chapter VI, is the child of
the recent politics of crime in Brita.in and particu2.arly of the
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convergence between the interests of a dministrative criminologists
and the criminal justice policies of the

Conservativ~

government.

The content of the BCS questionnaire reflects Home Office priorities
and the need for a reliable data base to underpin them.

The BCS

also reflects a process of political consultation with various interests such as the police and the judic:iary and, given that the Survey
is aimed at uncovering public perceptions of the performance of those
agencies, may be seen in part as a political device to assist the
government (through the Home Office) to negotiate changes in those
agencies' practice.
In a more

i~®ediate

sense the political imperatives of the early

1980's certainly motivated the Home Office Research and Plannir..g Unit
to concentrate on demonstrating that crime is a much less serious
problem and that the risks of crime Ere in most cases minimal.

A

rela ted political aim was to provide an unders ta.nding of current
public perceptions and behaviour which would a ssis t in the introduction of measures to increase the flow of information to the police.
(see Kinsey et.al. 1986 p.54).
The PSI and Midlands surv'eys were both influenced in their
design by their particular rela tionship with the police.

The PSI

questionnaires, for instance, were designed in the context of a process of consultation with the A7 Branch of the Metropolitan Police,
and, in the case of the survey of police officers, with the Assistant
Commissioner rod representatives of the Police Federation (Smith and
Gray op .ci t.p. 7.).
The Midlands survey was created in order to solve a pressing
problem for the Nottinghamshire

Constabula~

and the Labour local

authority, namely that the County's official crime rate (which was
the highest in England?,;Wales) was harmful to its image in terms of
attracting businesses and jobs, and tended to bring discredit on the
police (Field Notes IX).

The design of the survey questionnaire is

almost identical to that of BCS I, and the results of he survey are
ccuched mainly in terms of explaining the higher Nottinghamshire
crirr.e rate, in comparison to the lower rates of
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neighbourir~

Midlands

counties, as outcomes of differential police reaction and

recordiI~

practices (Farrington and Dowds 1983; 1985).
The

~S

was created largely out of the politics of police

accountibility in Merseyside, and represented a convergence of the
interests of left realist criminologists and Labour members of the
Police Authority.

Thus the resign of the MCS questionnaire to a

great extent reflects the resire of those interest to lay bare certain
aspects of police performance and public opinion about policing, as
a basis for ongoing arguments for greater police rocountibility. It
must also be remembered, however, that the Home Office lad made a
considerable financial investment and there was an important need
to gain the support of the Merseyside Chief Constable.

These factors

would probably help to explain the absence from the MCS questionnaire
of items relating to police misconduct, even though this issue had
been an important foous of Labour Party and public anxieties about
the policing of Merseyside sinoe the late 1970's.
A similar convergenoe of interests also occurred in Islington,
but the political configuration there was different in at least two
important respects.

Firstly, the whole of the finanoial baoking

for the survey came from the Council thus obviating the direct influence of the Home Officemd thus of the police.

Secondly, the

situation was marked by the complexities of the 'rainbow politics'
of inner London.

Thus, in the resign of the questionnaire, the

views of ethnic minorities and community groups, as well as of
women's groups and other organisations, were taken into consideration
in a way which is unique to this survey.

These two sets of factors

\llould explain why the issues of police misconduct, sub-legal harrasament and inter-racial incidents and a greater focus on the impact
of crime - all of obvious theoretical interest to realist criminologists - were able to be given such an important significance.
(iii)

Methodological Issues
A further set of factors which interacts with those of theor-

etical and political interests, concerns certain of the methodol-
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ogical problems associated with the conduct of crime surveys.

One

of these is the need to ensure as high a response rate as possible,
including maximising the number of completed interviews.

Therefore,

one of the most important aspects of Ciuestiormaire design is to
ensure that the interview length does not, on the whole, exoeed one
hour.

(Sparks 1982 P.71) •

This constraint poses the single most

important limitation upon coverage of topic areas in questionnaires
and poses inevitable dilemmas concerning the inclusion or exclusion
of topics, the allocation of space to certain topios in preference
to others, and

the depth at which each topic will be treated.

The

time oonstraint affects for instanoe the number of open-ended
questions which can be included, given the extra time needed to
complete them.

It is well known that the response rate and the rate

of completed interviews is higher in irme!' city areas and so in the
case of the MCS and ICS it would be particula.rly necessary to give
attention to this problem.
Added to this there is the problem of financial constraints.
Intensive mass surveys

usir~

high levels of sampling, are extremely

costly and the number of interviews which can be conducted is therefore limited.

This imposes a pressure to ensure high levels of

quality of data derived from the interviews, and to ensure that data
collected is not erroneous to the central purposes of the survey.
This may well mean that question items in certain topic areas may
have to be neglected in favour of those which are of most importance.
In the case of MCS there is an interesting illustration of the
way in which methodological problems and financial constraints can
combine to affect the content of que§Jionnaires.

The omission of

questions on inter-racial incidents and the lack of emphasis upon the
differential rates of victimisa Uon for ethnic groups may be attributed
not to political prOblems, but in part to an exceptional feature of
the population to be surveyed.

The black population in Liverpool is

much older than that in other British oities, with many fourth and
fifth generation black families.

In one sense it may be argued that

this population is not distinguished in terms of its cultural differences as is more clearly the case in Islington. and also that the
extent of inter-marriap;e has resulted in numerous mixed-race house-
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holds.

These factors would. have presented certain coni'ounding method-

ological difficulties which would. not have been solved through the use,
as in Islington , of an ethnic booster sample - a device by which black
and Asian residents were over-sampled in order to be sure to capture
enough instances of victimisation to make them amenable to statistical
analysis.

The additional cost which would have been involved, would not

have ensured data of high validity.

In any case, the authors of the

survey were more interested in variables which were associated with
inner-city residency, than with those associated with personal characteristics.

It is also probable that the survey method would not

therefore have lent itself particularly well to the uncovering of
racially-motivated forms of victimisation.

In spite of these method-

ological problems, it appears to be the case that the problem of racial
attacks is as serious on Merseyside as in other cities with large black
populations, and as such, the question of race and victimisation remains as an important theoretical issue (see Merseyside Community
Relations Council 1987).
The crime survey questionnaire is therefore essentially a compromise between what researchers would find ideal and, what given the
many constraints and

imperatives which impinge at every stage of pre-

paration, it is possible to deliver.

From the point of view of the

research questions which arise from the theoretical and conceptual
basis from which we bgin the end product will always be fotmd wanting.
Our judgement of the adequacy of that product should therefore be
governed by the criterion that it is the best possible instrument for
the realisation of our research goals, given the resources at our disposal, and the limi tatiom, of the survey method.
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8.1.

Introduction
In this concluding chapter, I wish to accomplish three things. I

will firstly offer a summary of the themes and findings of this thesis
and comment upon my theoretical conclusions.

Secondly, I will discuss

the problems posed by the present orientations in victimology, administrative criminology, and left idealism.

Thirdly, I will discuss the

impact which victimology has made on left realist criminology, and
outline the tasks which must be confronted in the effort to develop a
radical victimology.

I will offer some suggestions for its development

of theory methodology, and its orientation to policy.
8.2.

A Summary of the Themes and Findings of this Thesis
This work began with a review of the literature of victimology.

In

the course of this I attempted to define victimology and delimit its
subject area.

This proved to be difficult as the concerns of victim-

ology overlap and are continuous with those of mainstream criminology.
I noted that Mannheim (1965) was not in favour of identifying victimology as a discipline which is distinct and separate from criminology.
Indeed, as one surveys the field, it is apparent that there are authors
who are happy to identify themselves primarily as 'victimologists',
but also others who would disavow this label.

Also, there is an in-

creasing tendency, in the journals of criminology and criminal justice,
for the distinction between work in 'victimology', and 'victim-centred
criminology', to become meaningless.

I believe, however, that we can

reliably conclude that the orientation towards victimisation and
victims, which began in a small way with von Hentig in the 1940's, and
ga thered momentum through the 1960' sand 1970' s, is now an established
and integral part of criminology,

and has been largely responsible

for transforming criminology from within.
Victimology has contributed to moving criminology away from its·
exclusive orientation to the etiology of crime and the treatment of
the offender, and has operated in three modes.

It has firstly consisted

of a social psychology of victim-offender relationships; secondly, it
has been a means for the promotion of the measurement of hitherto
neglected aspects of the crime problem; thirdly, it has actively sought
to promote and influence social and criminal justice policy in relation
to services for crime victims and policies of crime prevention.
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As a social psychology of victim-offender relationships, victimology has had little influence upon mainstream criminology.

This re-

mains an aspect of victimology in which a grea.t deal of research work
and findings are being accomplished in the search for the etiology of
victimisation in inter-personal relations.

Its quest for etiology

probably explains its lack of appeal to criminologists; for, as Jock
Young (1986) has

argued, mainstream positivist criminology in Britain

and the United States, has all but abandoned its search for the etiology
of crime.

As such, the discipline has not been receptive to new the-

oretical aavenues, especially ones which are informed by theoretical
frameworks in psychology, rather than in sociology.

There is a respect, however, in which victimology has been of
immense importance to criminology in its attempt to solve its etiological crisis - in reality an historical juncture at which it was gradually being forced to confront its failure to explain the causes of
crime and to address the permanence and increasing severity of the
crime problem in a way which would lend itself to the creation of
policy solutions.

As Young contends, the etiological crisis was even

more anomalous and threatening for positivism in the United States
than it was in Britain.

Not only was crime rising in pace with

affluence~

but street crime became a major fear of the public and there seemed
little advice that establishment criminology could give that would
effectively stem the tide. (ibid. p.4).

One of victimology's most

important contributions to the recent history of criminology, therefore,
has been to considerably broaden the basis of criminological knowledge
as well as contribution to a reconceptualisation of the intellectual
taks involved in the study of crime and criminal justice.
in two main ways.

It. has done

It has moved criminology away from its exclusive

offender-centred focus, and it has broken the discipline's methodological deadlock.

In other words, it has encouraged the development of

theory and research in criminology which takes into consideration the
victim, and the problem of social order at the community level.

It

has given criminology the means to break out of the impasse with which
it has been plagued since its inception - the one caused by its reliance upon the imperfect data-gathering devices of state agencies.
More than this, victimology has offered the potential for the expansion
of its methods of enquiry in the direction of making the connection
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between crime, its impact, and other aspects of social organisation
and social problems.
In Chapter II, I turned from victimology's internal history and
relationships to criminology, to begin to explore a crucial feature of
it external history and its relationship·to various social forces and
political philosophies.

Jhparticular I examined victimology's role in

relation to the political crisis arising from the state's concern with
the management of problems in the social sphere.

This external history

can, I have proposed, be divided for the convenience of analysis, into
two phases.

The first is the period of the

mid~960's

to the mid-

1970's, in which it allied itself, in the United States, to the social
democratic reformism of the Democratic Party.

The second phase seems

to begin in 1975, and sees victimology cementing an alliance with the
New Right.

In tracing the 'discovery of criminal victimisation', I

noted that it occurred in the context of the 'discovery

of poverty'.

Indeed, in the social democratic rhetoric of the time, the 'war on
poverty', and the 'war on crime', were seen as part of the same overall campaign.

It was axiomatic that the crime problem could only be

solved through massive state intervention to eradicate poverty and
discrimination.
In the light of the survey findings, the rhetoric quickly incorporated the concept of victimisation, but did so in a double sense.
It was clear that much criminal victimisation was disproportionately
concentrated in the slums and racial ghettos.

In these areas, physical

deterioration and social disorganisation combined to generate a multiplicity of social problems.

The burtalising nature of these conditions

of existence further produced an internecine form of crime problem in
which the oppressed victimised the oppressed.

Criminal victimisation

was a scourge of the ghetto, and was directly attributable to the
social and psychic strains which residents daily faced.

It not only

created an atmosphere of insecurity and fear, but also caused continual
attrition of the relationship between residents and the police.

This

in turn bore a direct relationship to mass civil disorder.
In my discussion of social democratic thinking on crime, I noted
that there then developed a merging of the concepts of social victimisation - the harms which emanate from 'normal' features of the social
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and e.conomic arrangements - and that of criminal victimisa tion.
Criminal victimisation is seen to stem directly from social victimisation.

It therefore become imperative to address the problems of

criminal victimisation - a compounding aspect of social disorder through measures aimed at ensuring greater social justice.
ac~owledgement

The official

that the fear and impact of crime were a serious

social problem in their own right came with the publication of the
Reports of President Johnson's Crime Commission (1967), the Kerner Riot
Commission (1968), and also the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence (1969).
In each of these official studies the work of victimologists and
sociological criminologists made a considerable impact, and it was
clear. that there was a new orientation on the part of' academics towards
a technocratic approach to crime and victimisation.

In work of Biderman,

Reiss, Wheeler, Ennis and others, for instance, there would seem to be
an over-riding desire to release criminology from its methodological
impasse.

Conoommitantly, it is as if these authors, sensing the im-

pending etiological orisis of the discipline, sought also to save it
from an impending crisis of institutional and state support.
I also noted in Chapter II that towards the end of Johnson's presidency and the 'age of reform', a number of conclusions were being
drawn concerning the efficacy of social reformism in the fight against
orime and oivil disorder.

Indeed, during the period of the Crime,

Riot and Violence oommissions, it was already beginning to be clear that
direot federal intervention was failing to prevent rising levels of
crime and delinquenoy.

Most important of all the Great Society pro-

grammes had failed to prevent the annual recurrenoe of the urban riots,
and the growing threat which ghetto crime posed to groups beyond its
margins.

In the face of these realisations, sooial democratic con-

sciousness linked its abiding concern for the establishment of sooial
justice with an over-riding conoern for social order.
The imperatives of sooial order inevitably pushed social democrats
towards the oonclusion that social order was a necessary corrollary of
social justice.

The reasoning was as follows.

Both the Crime and Riot

Commissions had concluded that a majority of ghetto residents were lawabiding citizens living in fear and insecurity, caused by the high rates
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o~

intra-racial victimisation.

But, at a certain point, social dem-

ocrats began to talk in terms

o~

two ghetto communities - one which is

law-abiding, even in the

o~

serious social injustice; and another

~ace

(almost pathological) element, which are propelled into crime and
marginal activities by extreme social disorganisation.

The

~ollowing

quotation ~rom Theodore ¥:bi te (liberal journalist and con~i~ent o~
leading Democrats) sums up the type o~ ~ears which abounded, not only
on the Right, but in the Democratic Party and its broad constituency.
There are two communities • • •

"

• • • one that is beginning to
achieve, and another that is
threatened with collapse o~
all human values, all dignity,
all functions; they are almost
as di~~erent as two separate
ethnic groups. "

It is apparently the second of these groups who are responsible
for most crime and disorder.

"

• • • for the second, or collapsing, Negro community
threatens both its black kin
and its white neighb ours with
the greatest al all disasters
biological anarchy - a decomposition of family li~e and family
discipline which simply cannot
be contained in the traditional
forms of American democracy or
orderly poli tics. "
(White 1965 p.227).

This reconceptualisation of the problem of crime and disorder in
the ghettos, highlighted a basicoontradiction in the social qemocratic
approach to crime control - one which it was unable to solve.

If it

is the case, as demonstrated, that crime and victimisation stem directly
from injustice, then it followed that these evils must be eradicated
through the implementation of social justice.

But, they must also be

attacked through the reform of the criminal justice system.
cause it was also demonstrated that the

Thus, be-

poor are the victims of in-

equality in criminal justice, the system must strive to ensure the
fair treatment of all offenders, whilst at the same time striving to
be more

e~ficiently

repressive.
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In Chapter III, I engaged in tracing the philosophical roots of
'social democratic consciousness in the American context.

I firstly

discussed the analysis of democratic pluralism by Wolff (1965), and
noted that the doctrine had been seen as a more promising alternative
to classical liberalism, given the stark realities of the
complexity of industrial society.

si~e

and

Pluralism contained certain elements

which gave shape to the politics of the Progressive Era, and iater to
the New Deal, and the Great Society.

It emphasised the existence and

claims of numerous political 'communities'; it expressed, through the
principle of distributive justice, a set of prescriptive statements
about what social arrangements ought to exist; it further emphasised
the principle of direct participation in political life and gave
American politics a penchant for coalitions of interest groups.

Its

approach to social justice - and hence its conception of injustice was based upon a broad notion of rights to full social and political
participation.

Where the latter was absent - social injustice was

present.
The New Deal era ushered in a social democratic politics in which
'saving capitalism from itself' - solving the inevitable social problems
generated by the distinctive economic character of the system - became
an explicitly articulated political goal (Harrington 1972; 1976).

In

this period the Democratic Party established itself as a social democratic party through which the claims of the organised working class
were expressed.

This partly became committed to the resolution of the

problems of the economic and social sphere through direct state intervention (Da.vis 1980).

The contradiction present in Democratic Party

politics - and inherent in social democracy itself - is that it champions the political economy of the working class whilst at the same
time attempting to preserve and rationalise--capi talism.
This contradiction was expressed b-y--Reich (1970) in the following
way.

"Consciousness II" (social democratic consciousness) is deeply

committed to social reforms which are directed at redressing the ills
resul ting from "Consciousness I" (classical liberal consciousness).
"Consciousness II" has a profoundly optimistic outlook on the potential
for the reform of the social system; it also incorporates a view of
man as an essentially positive social product.

But, "Consciousness II"

incorporates a potential which is deeply repressive.
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Its commitment

to corporate statism (from the New Deal era onwards) tended to circumvent the underlying spirit of democratic pluralism, so that its adherents
tended to develop an over-riding concern with problems of order, rather
than conceptions of liberty.

This tendency was then related to the

contradictions of social democratic policy on crime control.
In Chapter IV, I wrote of the fundamental importance of social and

moral statistics to the foundation of the interventionist state, acting
as they did as a 'political barometer', and a means of describing and
specifying the extent and causes of social problems.

The spirit of

indeterminism with which nineteenth century reformists confronted social
problems such as crime, is carried through in the optimism of twentieth
century social democracy.
line of

continui~

Along these lines, I also noted a direct

between the spirit of Comte's 'social physios'

and the reforming spirit of present-day sooiology and sociological
criminology.

There is also a strong line of continuity between the

role accorded to quantitative measures of orime by Bentham, Quetelet
and others, and new 'avalanche of statistics' which issues from surveys
of criminal victimisation.

I also extended the theme of the alliance

between criminology and the state and argued that victimology has become
but the latest of

a~ng

tradition of trends in the social sciences which

is able to ally itself to the state - at particular historical junctures
- by virtue of relevance of its methodological technology to problems
and imperatives as contemporarily perceived.
The Chapter also examines the problems of official orime statistics
with particular relevance to the 'dark figure' of crime and critically
examines the roles of the police and victims in their construction.

I

also looked at different orientations within criminology toward the
question of the measurement of crime and traced the history of the'
internal debates on this issue between those who pessimistically assert
that attempts at accurate measurement will always be subverted by reactive factors, and those who more optimistioally assert that measures
of orime are ever perfectable.

I then examined the claims of victim-

ologists that the sample survey of victims of crime represents a
superior method for counting crimes and measuring other aspeots of the
crime problem.

I concluded that despite their many methodological

problems, the surveys represent an indispensible tool for addressing
some long-standing problems in criminological theory, and also for
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generating quite neW problems to be addressed.

In Chapter V, I turned to victimology's fascinating ability to
appeal to quite different political philosophies within the ambit of
crime control and criminal justice, and examined the complexities of
the quite different conceptions of victimisation which appear in social
democratic, right-wing, and radical varieties of criminology.
I summarised the social democratic position with reference to the
content of Chapter II and noted that the appeal of victimology lay
firstly in the fact that it has addressed the concern for the overlap
between social victimisation and criminal behaviour.

It helped in the

reformulation of this concern in the direction of the overlap between
social and criminal victimisation.

Secondly. through its many studies

of the victim in the criminal justice process, it addressed the traditional concern for the inequalities of the poor before the law.

It

reformulated this concern in the direction of revealing the role of
the victim in the prosecution system, and the absence of the rights of
the victim in that process.

It added to this the discoveries that

victims of crimes obtain a less than satisfactory service from the
police, and that their needs are generally unmet by the agencies of
the welfare state.

Thirdly, victimology has offered a methodological

technology which directly addresses the problem of the rationalisation
of crime control at numerous levels.

Herein lies the kernel of its

special relationship not only to social democracy, but also to the New
Right.
I described in full the position of James Q. Wilson (1975) and
another which is derived largely from it - that of Patricia M9rgan

(1978), as 'Nell as the work of Frank Carrington (1975).
authors

Each of these

draws heavily upon the data of crime surveys and case studies

of the plight of the victims.

All three also lay stress on the idea

that crime results in a decline in traditional community values and
networks - a decline which leads to increased victimisation.

This

especially happens in poorer neighbourhoods where the rates and costs
of crime are highest.

All write from the point of view of an apparently

strongly held notion of the 'injustice' which is heaped upon the innocent by the predatory.

All hold strongly to a traditional view of

'community' - one which is

malfunctioning~
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Basic to the perspective

'"

o~

right-wing criminologists

there~ore,

is the contention that through

the rational organisation of community and victims (both potential and
actual), in conjunction with the rationalisation of policing and of
punitive justice, lies the solution to the problems of crime and disorder.

One might say that the mobilisation of virtue which underpins

the solutions offered by right-wing criminology and the broad sweep

o~

conservative approaches to criminal justice, are the complement to
the insistence on the principle of deterrence as a central feature of
crime control.
My argument has been that there is a direct line of continuity
between this technocratic rationalism (or what Piven (1970) has called
"adaptive rationalism") o~ social democracy's programmes, and the
rationalism which informs the programmes of the New Right.
This

continui~

can be seen most clearly in the operations of the

Law En~orcement Assistance Administration CLEAA) - the state bureaucracy which was created in 1968 as a means through which the reform of
criminal justice and law enforcement could be achieved.

Although

originally intended to combine the principles of humanisation and
e~ficiency

in the area of court procedure and prisons, and to give

support to preventative programmes and community alternatives to custody
in the area of adult and juvenile crime, the bulk
went to finance the hardware and gadgetry
(Goulden 1970).

o~

o~

the LEAA's monies

police 'professionalisation'

The latter consequence was facilitated by the Nixon

administration's "new .federalism", whereby the LEAA made grants, but
chose not to specify special conditions (such as ethnic quotas in
police recruitment) nor to directly control the manner o~ expenditure
by the states.

By 1982, the crime rate had increased considerably,

and was continuing to rise.

In that year the agency was dismantled by

the Reagan administration, and declared a monumental failure.
I argued that victimology's alliance with the New Right stemmed
from its potential to contribute to the technology of repression.
~nereas

.its many discoveries excited the sense

o~

injustice and loath-

ing of inefficiency in social democratic consciousness, it equally
addressed the Right's own sense

o~

injustice about the plight of

victims, and in particular their loathing of inability of the interventionist state to protect the innocent
lication in 1975

o~

~rom

victimisation.

The pub-

James Q. Wilson's Thinking About Crime, and Frank
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Carrington's The Victims marked the co-optation of victimology's
findings into the rhetoric of right-wing criminology's critique of
social democratic crime control, and established its wisdoms as part
of conservative rhetoric.

Victimology and its discoveries have there-

fore been appropriated by the adaptive rationalism of social democracy
and free-market conservatism, in their separate efforts at social reconstructions through criminal justice.
I closed with an examination of the contrasts between images of
victimisation in three

~es

of radical criminology - radical deviancy

theory; left-idealism; and left-realism.

I noted victimology's par-

ticular impact on the latter and questioned David Friedrich's (1983)
view that victimology and the radical paradigm have developed quite
separately and have involved rather little direct interaction or
. reciprocal influence.

Freidrichs omits to mention the victimological

aspects of the radical study of 'crimes of the powerful', and most
importantly, he neglects the influence of feminist victimology, through
its numerous studies of rape, and other'sexual and non-sexual violence
to women.
Feminist victimology's effect upon left-idealism has been rather
paradoxical in that the latter has added violence to women to the small
list of types of victimisation which it will acknowledge - at least
through devotion of time and

space~

But, the influence of feminist

victimology upon left-realism (a perspective which the former effectively pre-dates) has been far-reaching.

It has firstly influenced

left-realism in penology as represented by Radical Alternatives to
Prison, and its journal The Abolitionist.

RAP has, since 1982, moved

away from an entirely abolitionist platform, towards a position on the
limited use of imprisonment and a radical re-examination of the concept
of 'dangerousness'.

It has done this not only in relation to rapists,

but also to other offenders

(see Box-Grainger 1982a; 1982b).

Left-realist criminology has been influenced by feminist victimology, in the sense that it has alerted radicals to the widespread
existence of a type of victimisation missing from the official statistics and neglected by scholars; it has demonstrated the unequal
distribution of the phenomenon and the value of surveys for uncovering
its hidden dimensions.

Feminist

victimology~
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therefore, has a well-

developed relationship between its theoretical edge and its evidential
base.

Thus, there was much in it that radicals would wish to emulate.

However, left-realism has built its perspective not only on this basis,
but subs tantially out of a dialogue with, and a critical reading of,
mainstream victimology.

In left-realism's earliest stages (from the

mid 1970' s onvrards), it was dependent up on data from the American
National Crime Survey.

More recently it has made further use of this

but also of data from the British Crime Survey, and the Policy Studies
Institute Survey, as well as the various British surveys of womens'
victimisation, and the qualitative work on social victimisation of
Jeremy Seabrook (e.g. 1983), and Paul Harrison (1983)..

In the present

period left-realist have been actively involved in the design and implementation of local surveys of victimisation - The Islington and
Merseyside crime surveys.
In Chapter VI, I presented a detailed account of the political

background to the emergence of victimisation surveys in Britain.

I

charted the decline of social democracy and the fortunes of the Labour
Par~,

and the rise of the New Right and Thatcherism, in the context

of the crisis of British capitalism.

I focussed particularly on the

'crisis of order' and the politics of law and order.

In this context

I discussed the immediate origins of the British Crime Survey.
The intellectual origins of the BCS lay firstly in the emergence,
in the 1970's of a distinctive conservative criminology which was successful in articulating the political Right's critique of the crime
control policies of social democracy.

Secondly, they lay in the

development within mainstream criminology of an administrative criminology concerned, as an outgrowth of victimology, with issues of
victimisation and situational crime prevention.

Administrative crim-

inology presented the Right with a set of theories about the origins
of crime which stressed the need to rationalise policing and to
mobilise the public in the service of crime prevention.

In other words,

in contrast ,to the social democratic perspective, the emphasis was
away from fighting crime through attempts to bring more social justice
. through state intervention and investment in the social sphere.
ministr~tive

Ad-

criminology also delivered a methodological technology,

in the form of the survey method, which promised (as it had in the
United States), to provide a data base for the design and evaluation
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of direct crime prevention and deterrence.
I also examined the political relationship between the police, the
Home Office and the Thatcher government and noted that the surveys
offered a basis for the rationalisation of policing methods and policies
at a time which the police were being subjected to public and government
scrutiny of their effectiveness in solving crimes and efficiency in
organisational terms.
Chapter VI also examines the emergence of a radical reformist
politics in the Labour Party and the political context of its involvement with the problem of policing the inner-cities.

It also traces the

expansion of the concern with policing, to incorporate a concern with
victimisation and its prevention.

Radical reformists started from a

position wherein policing was considered as an issue separate from the
issue of crime.

In that position, the extent and impact of crime were

minimised, and the issue of intra-working class crime ignored.

Also,

policing was seen primarily in terms of its public order functions, and
the stake of working class people in crime control and order was effectively denied.
The insights and findings of victimology, having been co-opted
and refined by left-realist criminologists, made a marked impact on
radical reformists' thinking about crime and policing, and caused those
two issues to be considered interdependently.

Hence, the evidence of

the poor performance of the police in terms of the clear-up rate and
the lack of protection afforded to working-class and ethnic communities,
led to demands for changes in policing policy in terms of a greater
responsiveness to the needs of residents of localities affected by
crime.

This chapter closes with an examination of the immediate political

background of the Merseyside and Islington crime surveys, and traces
the combination of interests which gave shape to each.
Chapter VII returns to the issue of the methodological problems of
victimisation surveys.
questionnaires.

It fccuses specifically on the design of survey

I firstly give a critical examination of a draft

questionnaire designed in the early stages of the Islington Crime
Survey and give an account of the theoretical questions which this
draft was intended to address and the methodological problems which it
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was intended to solve.

This is followed by critical evaluations of

the Merseyside and Islington crime survey

que~tionnaires

and a comparison

between the content of these and questionnaires used in other major
surveys.

The purpose of that chapter was to show how theoretical,

methodological, political and purely practical considerations all combined to contribute to the eventual outcomes.

8.3.

The Problems of Victimology. Administrative Criminology and
Left Idealism

(i)

Victimology and Administrative Criminology
Much of this thesis has concerned itself with victimology and its

impact upon and contribution to criminology.

Clearly, for such a

young subject, victimology has succeeded in generating a vast number
of studies.

The output of victimisation surveys alone represents, as

we have noted, a huge reservoir of data.

In addition to this, victim-

ology has influenced the production of much other work on the fear
and impact of crime, the plight of types of victim, the place of the
victim in the criminal justice system, and the needs of victims for
specialist services.

The work of victimologists has also extended

considerably into the debates on sentencing policy and alternatives to
custoqy.

(inter alia Wright 1982).

In many respects victimology has

rescued mainstream criminology from an embarrassing irrelevance and has
given the latter a new and important relationship to policy on crime.
Victimology, in the guise of administrative criminology, has also been
tremendously successful, both in Britain and the United States, in finding favour in terms of conservative strategies on crime control. However, certain important questions remain to be answered - how far will
victimology be able to contribute real and lasting solutions to the
problem of criminal victimisation?; and, how able is it to address
those etiological questions which criminology has abandoned?
I noted earlier that victimology has operated in three distinct
but related modes, focusing alternately upon the social psychology of
victim-offender relationships, the study of the victim in relation to
crime prevention and the courts, and the quantification of aspects of
victimisation.
In its social psychological mode, victimology has made compara- 456 -

tively little impact on criminology, except in as far as it has contributed the concepts such as 'victim precipitation' and 'proneness'.
Important though such concepts may potentially be for the future development of a fully developed theory of victimisation, they do not presently receive much attention in terms of being operationalised in
empirical studies.
In turning to the work that victimologists have conducted on
victims in the criminal justice system, and the impact of those studies
on policy makers, this second move has been impressively successful in
the United States in informing legislation to secure new legal rights
for victims in the criminal process.

In Britain, however, this work -

although widely known and accepted in policy circles has had as yet
only a minor impact on legal changes or in terms of government support
for victim support services. (NAVSS 1987).
By far the biggest impact has come through victimology's quanti..

tative methodology, and which it has passed on to administrative criminology.

I have written enough in foregoing chapters for me not to

have to re-state the importance of the knowledge which has resulted,
and the promise and potential of the knowledge and
also return to this below.

methods, and I will

Here I am concerned to evaluate this method-

ology in terms of its problems.
Long ago, C.Wright Mills (1959 pp.50-75) wrote of the problem of
the "methodological inhibition" which characterised sociology's approach to the stuqy of social problems, especially in its heavy reliance upon the results of sample surveys.

The judgements which he

passes on "abstracted empiricism" apply so oppositely to the case of
surveys of victimisation, that I will dwell on them.
Mills' first observation is that, as a style of social science,
abstracted empiricism is not characterised by any substantive propositions or theories.

It is not based upon any new conception of the

nature of society or of man, and the studies are thereby characterised
by a conceptual thinness.

Secondly, the apparatus of social surveys

has become very large-scale; it operates from within bureaucracies in
which the intellectual administrator and technician, compete with the
more usual kinds of scholars.

The philosophy of science which under- 457 -

pins the approach is important in that it lays g.reat stress upon the
natural scientific method as a formal canon for work in social

science~

Methodology, itself seems to determine many of the problems which are
approached, and because of this epistemological dogma, abstracted empiricists are systematically' ahistorical and non-comparative.

Social

theory as a whole becomes, therefore, reduced to a systematic collection
of variables useful for the interpretation of statistical findings.
Social surveys are also charged by Mills with what he calls
"psychologism".

They attempt to explain social phenomena in terms of

facts and theories about the make-up of

individ~als.

Inherent also is

an accompanying denial of the importance of social structure, or else
it reduces social structure, as far as explanations for phenomena are
concerned, to a set of milieux.
Those in the grip of abstracted empiricism also often refuse to
say anything about society or social phenomena "unless it has been
through the fine little mill of the Statistical Ritual" (ibid.pp.7f-2).
There is often an utter obsession with minutae and detail, and this
leads to fact-cluttered studies that contain little or no 'direct observation by those who are in charge of them.
To what extent then is administrative criminology and its national
victimisation surveys' open to the charges set out by Mills?

Firstly,

it is certainly the case that the National Crime Survey and the British
Crime Survey are devoid of the direct informing influence of theories
of social structure.

Crime and victimisation are not viewed in terms

of their historical development, nor is the approach to these phenomena
linked to a theory of the connection between them and other social
phenomena such as poverty, unemployment, or features of urbanism.

The

methodology of these surveys is, however, informed by the numerous
theoretical concepts of victimology - 'opportunity', 'fear of crime',
'victim precipitation', and so forth, and tnese have been incorporated
into a 'social control' theory of crime, in which the main causative
factors are situational.

These are not however, linked to aspectss of

social structure such as the distribution of power or wealth, or to
relationships between or within social classes.

Indeed criminal

activity and criminal victimisation are approached entirely in terms
of milieux and individual characteristics.
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The situational factors

must be manipulated, and the focus switched to making the opportunities
for crime more difficult through target hardening (Young op.cit. P.11 ).
The focus for empirical work thus becomes that of individual behaviour
patterns, in which oceans of data are assembled 'in order to demonstrate
the correlates of victimisation, whilst the question of the wider
causes is unaddressed.
The work of Hindelang and others (1978), for example, on a lifestyle theory of victimisation would seem to epitomize Mills' notion
of "fact-cluttered studies" in which "general conceptions are used to
formulate structural or psychological problems for the 'front-end' of
'the write up' of the study" • (op.cit.p.70).
There is no doubt that the philosophy of science underpinning the
methodology of the surveys has had a constraining and inhibiting impact
upon the theoretical and conceptual thrust of victimology generally.
But, here one must note that the specific philosophy of science cannot
be separated from the political and technological perspective of the
state agencies under whose auspices victimologists work, and their
relationship to the priorities of the
complex as a whole.

c~iminal

justice - industrial

(see also Quinney 1980 P.133-38).

Mills is not, however, entirely dismissive of the survey method
nor in principle the collection of facts and measurement of phenomena.
He claims that the method has great importance in the testing of carefully elaborated hypotheses, and the significance of facts and correlations.

But, he says, sociology must begin from the standpoint of

problems of social structure.

Studies of milieux are also important,

but there should also be two-way interaction between these and studies
of social structure.

In the light of these comments, we might conclude

that the major crime surveys address the problem of crime at a level
which is not only completely divorced from a macro-level orientation
to crime and social structure, but also - given the empiricist and
atheoretical bent of
to stay so.

administr~tive

Victimology

criminologists - they are destined

has failed to develop a social theory of

criminal victimisation and, as such, this contributes to the narrowness
of the focus of the surveys and to the failure to connect the findings
to wider structural issues.
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(ii)

Left Idealism
Jock Young (op.cit.) has listed some ways in which the left-

idealist perspective in radical criminology has failed to substantially
to carry on various important features of the tradition of sociological
criminology, discarded by the mainstream of the discipline.
Left idealism has, he maintains, lost sight of the basic purpose
of criminology - namely, to explain the origins of the crime problem,
and to build a theory which would give an adequate account of the connection between social arrangements and criminal behaviour.

It has

become diverted into a radical sociology of law, and order-maintainance
in which the processes of criminalisation is held to be more important
than the processes by which people come to break the law.
Left idealism has also rejected most of the findings of the old
criminology.

And, by a process of selective inattention - "Koshering"

- it has neglected to extract the rational kernel from any writings
which did not fit the new Marxist oredentials.

Left idealism has con-

centrated exclusively upon capitalism's problems of 'disorder', and in
so doing have lost touch with the study of crime - or rather subsumed
it under

the general ambit of studies of disorder.

Additionally,

left idealists have favoured 'top-down' explane.tions of crime and are
uninterested in those which might explain the genesis of criminal behaviour in terms of milieux, subcultures, personal predicaments, or
individual experience and consciousness.

Left idealism has thereby

effectively discarded the search for etiology at levels other than that
addressed by a generally 'superstructural' approach.

Lastly, any dis-

cussion of how the problem of crime might be addressed at the level of
practical solutions, have been rejected.

Left idealists have" lapsed

into a functionalist version of Marxism which stressed the possibility
of realistic social change only in the long-term revolutionary overthrow of capitalism, and the

impossibili~

of radical reforms in the

short term.
I have been concerned in this thesis and elsewhere, to identify
and explain radical criminology's 'denial of the victim', and its
neglect of the study of the victimisation which stems from ordinary
crimes. (Phipps 1981b; 1986).

In my account, in Chapter VI, of the
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,, ,

background to the Islington and Merseyside
~opia

crim~

surveys, I noted the

and selective perception o£ radical re£ormist politicians in

relation to the problem o£ victimisation affecting their working class
constituencies.

This has had the £urther consequence that - even given

the evidence £or the unmet needs o£ victims o£ crime - radical re£ormists have been

l~ath

to actively support non-statutory victim services

or argue £or an appropriate extension o£ the ambit o£ the local wel£are
state.
In Chapter V, I listed what I saw as the intellectual sources o£
this denial o£ criminal victimisation.

I argued that a romanticised

image o£ crime and cniminals stemmed £rom aspects o£ the heritage o£
radical criminology, including the social democratic, interactionist
and phenomenological aspects o£ its heritage and £rom libertarian and
£unctionalist strains within Marxist political perspectives.

Also, I

claimed that "radicals have £ailed to move beyond legalistic conceptions
o£ crime, perhaps because o£ their primary concern with the state's
response to disorder.

Radical criminologists have £ailed to bene£it

£rom the advances made by radical sociologists in the area o£ theoretical debate and social research, and in terms o£ a thorough-going
critique o£ capitalist society.
Additionally, radicals have largely rejected the importance o£
improved methods £or measuring crime.

They have also sU££ered £rom a

'con£used moralism' in which they take intensley judgemental stances
on some social problems but pretend a
working-class crime.

value-neutrali~

in relation to

Lastly, radical criminology has £ailed to elab-

orate the humanism which in£ormed its earlier years, into a more
systematic socialist or Marxist humanism.

8.4.
(i)

The Tasks o£ an Emerging Radical Victimology
Sources o£ TheoEY for a Radical Victimo~ogy
It is essentially important £or a radical victimology to develop a

systematic social theory

o£ criminal victimisation.

Such a theory

should be capable o£ addressing its subject matter at a number o£ di£ferent related levels - the superstructural, structural and the micro
levels o£ milieux interpersonal relations and personal experience.
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At the superstructural level, radical victimology ought to

be

able to show how criminal harms are generated by normal features of the
value system and other ideological motive forces of capitalism .

Thus,

for example, we could begin to elaborate the links between inter- personal
harms and core values such as possessive individualism, and also the
relevance of ideological forces such as the drive to capital accumulation
as these permeate down to affect social relations at other levels .
Atthe-,structural level, a radical victimology should demonstrate
the connections between victimisation and normal features of social
organisation - the unequal distribution of wealth and power, the existence of inter - and intra - class conflict, the structure of social
institutions (the family, work, education and community) and aspects of
material and environmental conditions.

In other words the task i s, i n

part, to construct of macro- sociology of victimisation.
A radical victimology would al so be concerned to construct an
adequate theory of the more immediate sources of victimisation .
would include the study

This

of social milieux and small life worlds, i nter-

personal relationships i n groups and dyadic situations, as well as
studies of individual constructs and cognitive orientations.
Left realism, in its present inchoate state, has already begun
to address some of these issues, empirically and theoretically.

I will

now go on to discuss them in terms of the potential sources for the
expansion of realism's theoretical base .
Left realism's emergence has already been influenced by two important theoretical trends which have argued the links between ideologies and victimisation.

The first is the feminist victimology which

first turned radical criminologists away from the 'denial of the
victim', and demonstrated the connections between patriarchal and sexist
values and
women.

the widespread existence of the violent victimisation of .

The second is the Marxist socialist tradition.

In this it is

axiomatic that the motive forces of capitalism provide a dialectic of
material conditions and social values from which stem exploitation,
brutalisation and a range of physical and psychological harms.

In

this respect the work of criminologists of the Birmingham school, though
shot- through with idealism in its selective approach to victimisation,
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I

has constructed a theoretical framework for the .understanding of the
interplay between developments in capitalism, the existence of racism
as a potent social idology, and the victimisation of black people.
What I would like to suggest, at this point, is that the attempt
to construct a radical victimology as an integral part of left-realist
criminology, necessitates the consideration of the importance of a
socialist or Marxist humanism.

I will give an account of the features

of this tradition, and suggest its relevance to our theoretical tasks.
George Novak (1973 PP.121-50) has argued that humanism is an
integral component of a consistent materialist philosophy.

It has

become common for Marxists to argue, he suggests, that humanism pushes
aside materialism by a relapse into a "fashionable form of sentimental
or moralising socialism" (ibid. P.121).

Socialist humanism is often

accused of idealism - making an idol of reason detached from the
social context.

But. for Novak, reason - like any other human capacity,

is a product of social activity and a function of social development.
Socialist humanists do, however, address the problem not only of the
perfectibility of human social arrangements, but also the perfectibility
of the individual personality.
He traces humanism in the history of bourgeois thought from the
Greeks, through the Renaissance, to the thought of the industrial era,
and concludes that it has represented a progressive current.

From the

Middle Ages onwards, human sim - locating human beings and their
interests as central to the study of social endeavour - was closely
tied to the rise of science.

In the industrial era humanism was a

powerful force informing social reformism and nascent socialist programmes.

However, nineteenth century humanists faced an insurmountable

internal contradiction.

"

The splendid hopes and Parranging programmes they projected for the cultivation
of the potentialities of our
species, could only be converted into meagre actualities
because of the exploitative
and oppressive structure of
class society. "
(ibid. P.122-3) •
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In the work of Marx, the discrepancy betweep humanist ideals and'

social

reali~

is addressed and explained in terms of the need for a

complete socialist transformation of social and human relations. There
has been much debate on the status of humanism in the work of Marx.
Some writers, including Louis Althusser and others, have claimed that
humanism is a feature of the 'y6ung', 'immature' Marx and his earliest
writings on alienation.

There is also a school of thought which argues

that the humanist impulse - the concern for the human aspects of the
social relations of production and the potential for human and social
transformation - is present throughout the whole of his works. (Avineri

1968; Meszaros 1970).
The hall-mark of Marxist humanism, in contrast to its Marxist
opponents, is the concern

~

referred to above - to

stu~

and understand

the dialectical relationship of social, economic. and ideological
structures arid development on the one hand, and the micro-level of
personal consciousness and development on the other.

It is this char-

acteristic which should commend it to criminologists.

Important work.

in this tradition includes that of the Frankfurt School, and of the
writers such as Wilhelm Reich, Erich Fromm, and Herbert Marcuse, who
attempted to synthesise the works of Marx and Freud (see Robinson

1969; Phipps 1973). More recently Peter Leonard (1984) has revived
the spirit of this work and has attempted to construct a materialist
theor,y of human

personali~.

His programme incorporates not only a

consideration of the rational insights of bourgeois psychologies, but
also a detailed examination of feminist, theor,y of the relationship of
structures and ideologies to human consciousness and practice.

Indeed,

Leonard carries forward a perennial concern o£ Marxist humanists,
namely the

centrali~

of the problem of how social structures and

ideologies reproduce themselves in the human psyche and

in~eryday

relationships between individuals.
For David Friedrichs (1983), Marxist humanism has much to offer
radical criminology.

He claims that the dominant thrust of mainstream

American criminology in the twentieth centur,y has been non-humanistic,
and lIessentially positivistic, deterministic, uncritical, and detached
••

•

It.

I can only partially agree with this, as a reading of social

democratic criminology (both in its academic and political forms)
reveals a strong undercurrent of humanism or humanitarian concern.
Indeed much of the thrust of positivism in criminology has been not at
-~-

all 'detached' but morally committed and openly allied to social reformism.

The eclipse of mainstream criminology's humanism may be seen

in the light of its abandonment of the quest for etiology.

Both may

be seen as attributable tofue absence of a political economy of capitalism and its particular historical relationship to the state and its
repressive institutions.
Friedrichs further argues, correctly I think, that a unification
of radical and humanistic ideals in criminology would enrich theory and
research, and contribute not only to radical criminology's critique of
capitalist

socie~

and it s criminogenic features, but it will assist

in a theoretical and programatic way to the development of a just
society.

Contributing to such a vision may be one of the most central

tasks of a radical criminology. (see Boehringer 1975).
What then of the relevance of Marxist humanism to a radical victimology?

Here, I think we can propose in general that the central con-

cepts of Marxist humanism - alienation, brutalisation, and marginalisation - those that have informed Marxist criminology in its various
phases, have an important place in another of radical victimology's
essential tasks - namely, to address and remedy some of Marxist criminology's problems (Young 19~).

Thus, the latter has been character-

ised by an over-concentration upon the total

socie~

and a lack of

emphasis on the micro-level of analysis of the biographical interaction
of individual and society.

There is also the related problem of apply-

ing Marxist analysis to the understanding of non-economic crimes.

Also,

there is the need to addre ss the problem of the shorter-term reform
of

socie~

and the criminal justice system.

Lastly, there is the

problem of planning the shape of criminal justice policy under socialism.
The content of Marxist humanism is capable of contributing to the
resolution of all of these problems.

It is by far the least orthodox

of trends within Marxism both in the inclusiveness of its thought,
and in its non-utopian insistence - born of its critique of Stalinism
- that a socialist society would continue to wrestle with many of the
social and human predicaments (including crime and victimisation) which
have afflicted social existence under capitalism. (see Fromm 1965).
A commitment to humanism also presupposes a commitment to studying
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the problem of social and interpersonal harms.

I have referred in

Chapter V to the confused moralism of radical criminology, and the
intense

difficul~

which radical social scientists have with the

question of value-judgements.

The problem is somewhat related to the

'value-free' postures of academic social science.

But, it is also

related-as some Marxist writers have made clear, to the confusion with
Marx and Marxism on moral issues generally (see Ash 1964).

In some

senses Marxism is very moralistic but in other senses agnostic on the
question of morali~.

As

Steven Lukes (1986) has said, the interests

of human individuals in the here and now has taken second place to the
hopes for the maximal realisation of human powers at some future time.
Stan Cohen (1979) has demoaned radical
the problem of evil.

criminology's neglect of

The attempts of realists to address the contra-

dictory features of working-class crime and to engage in moral judgements upon it, as well as the crimes of the powerful, may be seen as
helping to open up this issue.
In this respect, there is certainly a case for radical victimologists to re-appraise the usefulness of the concept of pathology.

This

was a central tenet of positivist criminology and, as far as radical
criminologists have been concerned, it has been finally and eloquantly
debunked by David Matza.

There is however a case for the careful re-

definition of pathology as part of a wider debate about the objective
nature of social and inter-personal harms. (see Kavolis 1969).
Another important source of theory for a radical victimology, and
one which has had a considerable influence upon left-realists has been
the social democratic tradition in which criminal victimisation has
been viewed as an aspect of, and as derived from, social victimisation.
Social democratic criminology has always been heavily influenced by
critical sociology and its focus upon the unmasking of social inequalities.

In the work of Ramsey Clark (1970) we find the clearest state-

ments of the overlap and inter-penetration of criminal behaviour,
victimisation, and

inequali~.

And, in the work of Britishcriminolo-

gists such as McClintock and Avison (1968 p.83)

we find the demon-

stration of positive correlations between rates for certain crimes and
such phenomena as infant mortali~.
The work of radical sociologists
in the field of pover~ (especially Townsend 1979), inequalities in
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health (Doyal 1979; Townsend and Davidson 1980) ~ and on the effects of
poverty and depri va tion on inner-city communi ties (Harrison 1983;
Seabrook 1983) 1 lays strong emphasis upon the inter-relatedness and
mutually compounding features of social problems, and it is these
structural insights which will beef very great use in our attempts to
situate and locate the structural sources of criminal victimisation.
The work of Lea and Young (1984) has begun to develop a theory of
crime and victimisation which incorporates the findings of crime surveys,
mainstream criminology, and sociology.

Intra-working class crime, for

example, is analysed on the level of intermediate social structures communities and subcultures - as well as attempting to reveal the
interconnectedness of victimisation and other aspects of the macro
social structure, including the problems of poverty and unemployment.
It is also important for us to assess the extent to which the
concepts of mainstream victimology's social psychology victimisation m ay
may contribute to the building of theory at the micro level.

In ex-

perimental social psychology, a number of theoretical frameworks are
being tested for their relevance to psychological situational variables
which have a bearing on some problem· areas of victimology.

These

include attribution and social exchange theories in their application
to victim behaviour,'and public responses to the victim's plight (see
Greenberg and Ruback 1982); the 'just world' perspective on the denial
of victims and 'victim derogation' (Lerner 1975; Cialdini et.al. 1976);
and experimental work on the variables· which contribute to the targetting of potential victims (Castleman 1982).

Our critical and spey-

ulative approach might aid us in concluding what this work hasto offer
for developing a micro-theory of interpersonal harms.

Much of it is

presently completely divorced from a macro-level analysis, but some
reconciliation of the social psychology with social structure should
be possible (see Harris and Hill 1982).

Indeed, the phenomenological

work of Emanuel Marx (1976) on interpersonal violence may serve as a
model for how such a reconciliation might be approached.

Equally, the work of Pizzey and Shapiro (1981) on the behavioural
and congitive factors at work in 'violent relationships', may well contribute to the re-examination of 'victim proneness', 'victim precipitation', and other victimological concepts, in order to move towards
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understanding of the phenomena of 'mulitple' and 'series' victimisati on .
I am concerned here to_suggest that the construction of a social
theory of victimisation requires that we pay careful attention to the
cognitive orientation which we bring to the task.

An emerging radical

victimology should be informed bya consciousness, the guiding princple of which should be a ':commitment to an open, speculative, and
inclusive intellectual attitude .

In light of what we have learned of

the blind spots of left idealism and distorting conse quences, we must
be permanently mindful of the need to expand our consciousness of
issues bearing on our endeavours .

As such, we must develop a parallel

sociology of our knowledge - one which is rigourously reflexive .

I

stress this point because of the fact that a radical victimology woul d
be necessarily eclectic and multi- (or perhaps inter- ) disciplina~.
This feature i s not necessa rily a strength and has many potential
pitfalls.

For these reasons, intellectual honesty and reflexiveness

will be essential if the new approach is to -retain its incisiveness,
relevance and

integri~.

A radical victimology would therefore examine

the fields of criminology and victimology in such a spirit .

It would

carry on the task - in party with the other branches of realist criminology - of 'givi ng criminology back its past' (Young op.cit . pp .13 16) .

The construction of our understanding of the phenomenon of

criminal victimisation requires that we excavate features of the old
criminology which would assist us in putting the search for etiology
back on the agenda .
All of the false - sarts and blind alleys of the old criminology's

f G-<

relinquished quest must be explored anew

- their potential in

helping

us to understand the processes by which individuals come to epgage in
or become victim to, criminal harms.
stream

Thus, the tradition

of main-

sociological criminology in its search for the connection be-

tween social inequality, sub - cultural forms, and crime, is a rich vein
to tap .

We must also re - examine appreciative tradition, from the

nineteenth cen t ury reportage of Mayhew and others, through to the
Chicago School and its derivatives, to the work offue interactionists
and phenomenologists .

These traditions are indispensable for what

they have to offer both in terms of theory and method as a reading of
the work of left- realists such as ka and Young, and Ian Taylor reveals,
the realist perspective is also engaged in a debate with social democ-
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ratic and right-wing criminologies in terms of the contribution which
a careful examination of their propositions may make to the ongoing
development of radical criminology.
(ii)

The Methodology of a Radical Victimology
Much of the work of this thesis has been concerned with method-

ology.

In various chapters I have discussed the role of social stat-

istics in the development of the social sciences and criminology, and
the special place which such quantitative methods of enquiry have had
in relation to social reformism and social democracy.

In Chapter IV,

I discussed the measurement of crime and the surrounding methodological
debates, and saw this as a central problematic of mainstream criminology.

I also evaluated the claim that victimisation surveys provide

a solution to the criminological obsession with the problem of adequate
data on crime.

I drew the tentative conclusion that despite their

many methodological problems, they possess an enormous potential for
illuminating hitherto hidden aspects of the crime problem, and moving
us away from intuition andguess work towards a firm data-base for the
elaboration of theory.

The survey method is an indispensible and

powerful tool for the uncovering of victimisation and its correlates.
It has proved itself capable of generating data which challenge longheld theoretical assumptions, but also data for which no existing theoretical framework seems entirely appropriate.

I speak here, for

instance, of findings which demonstrate the extremely 'skewed' nature
of the distribution of victimisation and the problems of 'multiple'
and 'series' victimisation.

One may also mention here the discovery

of forms of victimisation (e.g. racial and sexual assault and harrassment) which are not widely acknowledged as prevalent, or else which
are not criminalised.
I have also drawn attention to the various shortcomings of the
survey method.

The cri t:i,.que offered by 'Nright Mills (1959) concerning

the dangers of "methodological

inhibition", and "abstracted empiricism",

and "psychologism", and Hilary Graham's (1983) critique of the masculine
-centredness of the language categories and procedures of social surveys,
have presented a formibled array of challenges to those who would rely
too heavily upon this single methodology.

Graham's conclusions are

that, quite simply, survey methodologists may construe and articulate·
the world of personal experience in ways quite different to the subjects
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of the research.

Thus, the survey method has the

data which is dangerously affected by

reactivi~

capaci~

to produce

or else that relevant

data is lost, or that its meaning is distorted at the stage of interpretation.

Her remarks have a particular relevance to the use of

surveys to capture the experience's of women, but they are equally applicable to the case of other groups such as ethnic minorities, the
young, and working class people.
An important feature of left realism, one which distinguishes it

from previous trends in radical criminology, is that it has re-discovered
the virtues of quantitative methods after

twen~

years of a well-

ingrained radical disdain of such 'positivistic' devices, and a belief
that social phenomena are simply not amenable to measurement.
Most of the, difficulties of survey methods are widely acknowledged
by left realists and mainstream victimologists alike.

Both, however,

seem optimistic that refinements of the method may overcome these
problems.

The time is perhaps right for us to consider whetherihis

faith if well-founded, or whether many of the problems can not in fact
be solved within the confines of the method, or indeed whether' some of
them are not actually a product of the method.

Let us look at some

examples.
Firstly, there is the example of .the very small number of sexual
crimes captured in the first and second sweeps of the British Crime
Survey.

The Islington Crime Survey was more successful in that a greater

proportion of women were willing to report such incidents.

When we

turn to feminist surveys however (e.g. Hall 1985; Hanmer-and Saunders
1984) a much greater ~umber of incidents are revealed.
ferences have in

These dif-

part to do with sampling, definitional variations,

and question wording; but it also seems to be the case that Teminist
surveys have sometimes adopted a quite different interviewer style in
which (in addition to matching female interviewers with female subjects)
there is a greater effort to establish a dialogue through probing and
discussion.

In this respect the data is produced by a research process

which incorporates a qualitative element.

This effect is also found in

Maguire and Corbett's (1987) research on victims of crime, wherein indepth interviews generated a higher proportion of reports of adverse
effects of incidents

than did the more straight forward interview
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technique.
A second problem which might be mentioned concerns the higher
rate of assaults reported to crime surveys by young people, in comparison to older people.

It may be suspected that many of the responses

to questions such as "did

~ny6ne

hit you •• etc?" include incidents

which the respondent counted as of little consequence.

These may cer-

tainly be accurate counts of incidents, but the counting proceeds without

reference to the meaning which the respondents attribute to them.
These and other examples of problems associated with victimisation

surveys clearly cannot be finally solved by the use and refinement of
the survey method.

The method has, in reality, the capacity to generate

more questions than it is capable of solving.

It is therefore neces-

sary to consider how the survey method might be augmented by other
methods capable of throwing new light on phenomena.

Glaser and Strauss

(1967) have, for instance, argued that some of the problems of quantitative methods may only be overcome through varying the source of their
data and by engaging in alternative, more naturalistic, methods of data
collection.
Left realists have discovered that quantitative methods are, by
and Jarge, appropriate for 'mapping' the _phenomenon of victimisation,
and presenting the facts to be explained.

But, there is also the need

to concede the place of 'softer' methodologies in complementing and
making clear the human significance of, survey data.

Thus, in the lit-

erature, there are numerous examples of the use of alternative methods
in relation tovictims of crime.

Thus, reportage based on structural

observations (e.g. Harrison 1983), case studies (Hunt 1972), selfaccounts and depth interviews (Bard and

Sangrey 1979; Shapland et al.

1985; Maguire and Corbett 1987), and other similar strategies, have
produced data of great value.

Alternative methods would also be

essential in opening-up the much under-researched issue of understanding
victimisation from the perspective of the victimiser (e.g. Sykes and
Matza 1957; Walsh 1980; Maguire 1982).
The development of a methodology for a radical victimology should
include the possibility of triangulation - the approach to research
questions through multiple methods.
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Smith (1975 pp.272-92) claims that

findings which are based on the constricted framework of a single
met..'1od must always be "Subject to the suspicion that they are "methodbound" and that they may totter when exposed to an equally prudent but
different testing method.

Research methods are never atheoretical or

neutral in pres en ting the world "out the re" •

They aC t as fil ters

through which the environment is selectively experienced.

By using

one's knowledge of how each method may selectively bias or distort the
social scientist's picture of "reality", combinations of methods may
be selected which more accurately represent what is "out
~es of traingulation open to the researcher include

there~t.

The

a) Data tri-

angulation overtime - wherein, for example a panel analysis may be used
(as in the National Crime Survey) to compare the same measurements for
the same sample at different points in time.

b)

Data triangulation

in space - wherein the same measures are used in different locations
with different populations.

The existence and

co~arison

of data from

local and national crime surveys presents the possibility for this.
c)

Investigator triangulation - in which multiple observers are used

in naturalistic studies for the purpose of calculating inter-investigator

reliability correlations.

d)

Methodological triangulation within

methods - in which the purpose is to provide replication by the repeat
of a study; and, between methods, in which the main goal is that of disconfirming the charge that findings are merely artifacts of particular
methods.

This last type would seem to have a special relevance to the

methodological imponderables of crime surveys.
Thus, for example, the problem of the highly focused nature of
victimisation - the fact that, even within populations with high average
victimisation rates, a small proportion of people suffer disproportinately
- could be tackled through the application of different methods.

Using

survey results as pointers to the characteristics of multiple and series
victims, research teams could supplement their results through the use
of ethnographic methods to investigate the subcultural and interpersonal
dimensions, and the use of self accounts to
meaning structures.

~nvestigate

the associated

In essence there is a pressing need to throw light

upon the victimisation surveys own dark areas.
The potential value of using any of these alternative methods must
of course be judged against the costs in terms of money, time and other
considerations.

At the present time crime survey methodologists rather
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than being able to engage in these alternatives, are being pressured
towards a parsimony of practice.

Therefore, the known problems may

in some senses have to be 'lived with'.

Another possibility is that

methodologists, if they are in the position to conduct subsequent
'sweeps' of victimisation studies, may wish to predict the value of
varying the method - from the survey method to apalternative method
in its stead.

(iii)

Policy Issues for a Radical

Victimology

Despi te its problems and shortcomings, the surveys hav.e shown
themselves to be capable of addressing a wide range of issues relating
to victimisation.

Because of their potential to focus on differential

vulnerability to crimewLthin populations, and differential responses
on the part of the public and the police to different aspects of the
crime problem, surveys are particularly suited to addressing issues
of policy.

In this respect the three taks which I am outling - in

the areas of theory, methodology and policy - are, in realit,y interlocking and inseperable, but I have separated them for purposes of
discussion.
Young (1986) has argued that a realist criminology also necessitates an accurate victimology.

This should not, however, just consist

of an empiricism - a means merely of describing the crime problem and
the plight of victims - but should be a means of constructing alternative explanations to those of the Right and suggesting alternative
policies.
As Lea and Young (1984) have made clear, there is an intimate
connection between the plight of the local social structure and the
qualit,y of information about its features and problems, a;a the breakdown of community is accompanied by a decrease in accurate knowledge
about crime.

The issue of information and aCcess to it is an inherently

political issue, for that knowledge and the power to change the social
structure are intimately linked.
In a similar vein, Ian Taylor (1981 p.86) has written of the
urgent need for socialists to give serious attention to the construction
of "transitional or pre-figurative" social programmes.

Indeed, this

is precisely the platform of radical reformists in the Labour Party.
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The programmes should, says Taylor, encompass the entire field of
social policy, in order both to counter the activities of the Right,
and in order to generate socialist responses to a wide variety of
social needs.

There is also an urgent need for a "transitional social-

ist criminology· to promote programmes on crime, for the more that freemarket conservatism bites into the social fabric, the more predatory
crimeswill become a problem in the inner-cities.

Such a socialist

criminology must be a Eractical criminology which champions the working
class but does not become merely a reflection of the common sense about
crime which is common in the class and which

has often been co-opted

by the Right.
Indeed, in agreeing with Taylor, I would argue that such programmes
should reflect a triangular relationship between the realism of working
class common sense, the theoretical and methodological thrust of realism
and radical reformism's emerging policies on crime control.
suggesting here is that the expressed needs and concern

What I am

of the pop-

ulations and groups should be constantly monitored, and that these
should - together with empirical evidence of the extent and distribution
of victimisation and risk - inform the focus of local policy.

In con-

sultation with the public, radical reformists in the inner-cities should
originate programmes which address the problem of crime as part of
their approach to the related problems of the local social structure.
Within this triad, radical victimologists have

a crucial part to play

in laying bare new areas of knowledge and helping to develop programmes,

but also being directly involved in monitoring and evaluation.
So far, the second generation of local crime surveys has been
mainly oriented towards policy on police accountibility and

especially

with mapping dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of the police "in
terms of crime prevention and detection.

Data from these surveys have

facilitated the formulation of clear demands concerning aspects of
police practice and responsiveness.

They have, for example, also formed

a basis for the construction of totally new approaches to policing,
including the concept of 'multi-agency policing'. (Kinsey et al.1986).
But, even in the face of such developments, there will be a continuing
need to evaluate police performance.
There are other programmes, specifically related to victimisation,
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which a radical victimology might address.
of crime or victimisation prevention.

The .immanent one is that

The surveys have already generated

much which speaks to the problem of how individuals, household and communities can be protected from criminal harms.

Work on the potential

and problems of Neighbourhood Crime Watch has already begun.

Kinsey

et ale (op.cit. P.104) have, for instance, concluded that communi~
based initiations in crime prevention are an important innovation, but
that there are a number of reasons why it should be a local authority
rath~r

than a police funotion to operate such schemes, and that crime

prevention can only succeed as part co-oridinated local social policies.
Indeed the whole problem of victimisation and crime prevention is politically tied to the issue of looal democracy and the responsiveness of
the local state to the needs and demands of its con&ituents.

In this

respect the movement towards theremocratisation of aspects of local
government, particularly in terms of accountibility in the delivery of
services, is very relevant to the question of how local government
policy, broadly conceived, can address these issues.

The role of

radical victimologists should, again, be one of critioal evaluation.
Some other areas of policy development.'to which a radical victimology should contribute.
victims of crime.

Firstly, there is the area of services for

I have noted in Chapter V the absence of financial

support by the Conservative government for victims support schemes,
and also the very slow response on the part of Labour local authorities.
Very substantially as a result of crime survey findings, the work of
realist criminologists, and the political lobbying of the National
Association for Victims Support Schemes and the Labour Campaign for
Criminal Justice, the Labour

Par~

has now included state support for

victim services as part of its policies on criminal justice (~abour
Par~ 1987).

The task of a radical victimology would be to continue

to demonstrate that the area of victims' needs is a major one for both
criminal justice and social policy.

The findings of Magtire and Corbett

(1987), for instance, are not only that the existing limited structure
of victims support fails to provide help of more than a small proportion
of victims in need, but also that the system of direct referral by the
police includes elements of

selectivi~

and bias which ensures that

specific localities, communities and sub-groups of those who report
crimes to the police are effectively denied the service.

In addition

to this, there are no services at all available to victims who do not
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report crimes.
There is a pressing need, therefore, for crime surveys to retain
and expand the priorit,y which they give to the quantification of the
impact of crime, the measurement of the extent to which services reach
victims, and the victims' evaluations of those services.
A .'.further area worthy of attention is that of the place of the
victim in the criminal justice system.

Although highly developed in

many respects (e.g. Sumner 1979), the Marxist sociology of law has
been notable for its neglect of the study of this aspect of bourgeois
rights.

The historical account of the state's appropriation of the

ancient rights of victims to seek representation and redress in the
criminal process has largely been engaged in by liberal theorists (e.g.
Eser 1966; Christie 1978).

This is an area essential to the develop-

ment of a socialist jurisprudence and the construction of alternative
socialist forms of justice.

Those, and the works of writers such as

Santos (1979) and Wright (1982), may mark point of ent~ for radical
victimologists to develop, through the survey method, an accurate acc~unt

of knowledge and opinion concerning such present policies as re-

late to cautioning and sentencing, especially in relation to juvenile
offenders.

We can also explore attitudes to such innovative initiatives

as mediation schemes, restitution and reparation by offenders to their
victims, and other schemes which have the features, jointly, of diverting the offender and victim from the problematic features of the formal

criminal justice system, and potentially of giving back the solution to
what in the most partare community problems, to communities themselves.
Lastly, a radical victimology should contribute to other aspects
of emerging socialist criminal justice policies.

Ian Taylor (op.c1t.

P.125), and Tony Platt (1982) have argued that radicals should contribute to the struggle for reforms in the areas of imprisonment, communit,y
alternatives to custody, as Tell as legal aid: and civil liberties.

In

this respect it is perhaps appropriate to close this section with Platt's
remarks on radical criminologists' emerging orientation towards policy
issues.

"

• • • it is a positive sign that
we are now beginning to address
the serious problem of crime and
to formulate progressive policy
proposals. At the same time we
need to do a great deal of dif-
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ficult theoretical work, to escape
from the intellectual straightjacket of "criminology" and use
the complex science of Marxism
to get beyond muck-raking radicalism.
And given that Marxism is, after all
a guide to action, our policy
'proposals and theoretical enterprises must be- informed by and tested
in practice. "
(ibid. p.44).
(iv)

Conclusion
I will close this section on the tasks of a radical victimology

with some remarks concerning its internal development and external relationships .

Here I would like to i nvoke Alvin Goul dne r 's

(1973)

arguments concerning the relationship between sociology and Marxism,
as I think that these are instructive for realist criminology.
Gouldner, academic sociology has a liberative potential.

For

In the nine-

teenth century the methods of positivist sociology made possible the
empirical self-understanding of societies and rendered problematic many
of the facts and ideologies of those societies.

This reational kernel

of the discipline contributed substantially to varieties of socialism
including Marx's own, and continues to give sociology its potency.
this respect the theoretical and empirical tools of sociology

In

make it

ideal for the critical evaluation of established dogmas, social and
political structures, and institutional and bureaucratic mechanisms.
There would seem to me to be two points of relevance emerging
from this.

Firstly, as Gouldner asserts, Marxism is itself intensely

idological and as such sociology may be a powerful source of "critique
and renewal".

The realist criminology which is being constructed,

and a radical victimology will inevitably be internally guided by
ideological considerations.

I earlier urged that we must develop a

critical sociology of our own knowledge - one which is rigourously reflexive.

One role of the methodologies which will be adopted - both

quantitative and qualitative - will be to allow us to examine our own
performance.
There is a second implication for us of Gouldner's arguments. Not
only will ideologies inform realism's internal development, but alliances
will continue to be formed, particularly with the radical reformist
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1'

I
left of the Labour

Par~.

,)

We can, in our empirical work, continually

monitor and evaluate the anti- crime, anti-victimisation policies of
the national and local state.

Given that our relationship will be most

closely with the local state, the challenge is two- fold.

It affords

.

realist criminology and its victimological component, a unique opportuni~

to affect radical social experiments in the field of crime and

crime prevention.

The second challenge is that of the danger' of co -

optation to the local (or the national) state; a danger that academic
credibility and integrity, and the liberative potential of our endeavours
will be sullied by political constraints and imperatives, if we fail
to maintain some critical and organisational

detachment~

The central problematic of radical victimology can be stated as
follows : to study social and in te r - per sonal harms, and to discover
the origins of the processes by which harms are perpetrated, whether
by socia-economic systems, governments, corporate or social institutions, or by groups or individuals.

A radical victimology would be

guided by a programme similar to that proposed for the new criminology
(Taylor et.al.1973) •

In other words the sources of harm would be

traced to their wider origins in social structures; their origins in
intermediate level social and structural arrangements such as urban
collectivities and communities; the immediate origins of harms
nature a

quali~

of inter- personal relations.

in the

Th e study of 'actual

acts' and their situation and inter- psychic components would be as
important a task as that of charting the extent, distribution and
impact of harms more generally.

A radical victimology would also nec-

essarily study the 'social reaction to social and inter-personal harms',
the wider origins of that reaction and its effects.

Its emerging

understanding of the victimisation process as a whole, would lead a
radical victimology to propose social and policy reforms aimed ateradicating victimisation in the short and medium terms, and' contribute
to socialist programmes for the transformations
isation of a society in which victimisation

necessa~

~ould

for real-

gradually be abolished .

A radical victimology would be informed by a socialist or Marxist
humanism, and attempt to build upon all that is progressive in mainstream criminology, victimology, and left- idealism.

In so doing it

would attempt to synthesise their respective orientations to the
offender, the victim, and the state.
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(Kinsey 1985).

~...

Lastly, a radical victimology must engage
but deeply relevant problem.

i~

a debate on a complex

The problem of social and interpersonal

harms is one which is universal and transcends the boundariesof culture
and history.

The problem of harm is a human as well as a social

problem - one which is related to the subject - object dichotomy which
is a component of our

II

species-being" (Marx 1844).

Social systems have

in their various ways exacerbated this dichotomy, separating us from
our world, our fellow humans, and ourselves, and setting in motion the
processes by which harms occur.

A greater understanding of these pro-

cesses would be a radical victimology's essential contribution to a
just society.
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I would like to

be~in

by asking you some questions about this area/estate

g~R'y~X._Q!'--'y}_~T.!.~?

!t'IIN Q.UES~I:AIR':;

(Thll! Questionnaire is to he used first with all respcndent,,)

Interviewer

hi~

R.r""/~"t"t.e ?

L

What s0rt of things do you LIKF. .. bC'ut

2.

1\llaL sort of things do you DISLIKE about this "rea/estate?

3.

If you moved away would you be

M',ke these points clear to respondent

This survey, which is being conducted for Islin~ton C01Jncil,
is about CRUtE ~:1d some other problem!; of the Boroub h . Ire
are interviewing people in a cross-section cf households.
I want to a.~k you some questions abolJt thi~ a":"'~':>.'f!'~trttl"' :r..=
also ahout Some of your own experlen~es during th~ year.
",Ol/R NAME AND ADDRESS WILl. NOT BE RECORDED ON THE FOP~,1.
ALSO, ANYTHING :':IIICH YOU MAY TELL m: tlII.L NOT BE !.:S~:: r·-~
ANY OTHER PUP-POSE THAN TO GAlti A PICTURE OF PZOPL:'!:'
EXPERIENCES IN GENERAL.

TEAR OF SLIP BELOW AND GIVE TO RESPONDENT

ADDRESS

-0

••••••

0

•••••

0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.
2.

IF SAD:IF GLAD: -

··.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

.0

•

•••••

0

•••••••••••••

0

0

or GLAD?

o.

......................................

'0

~AD

....................

.

..............................

.

SAil
GLAD

Skip to Qu.4
3(a)

r--

What sort of area or estate would you
prefer to live in ?

4.

In the time that you've lived in this area/on this estate, what
sort of changes have you seen take place ?

5.

Have things changed for the better, stayed the same,
1.
2_
3.
4.

~r

got worse?

Got b~t\."r
Stayed the same
Got Worse
DK

tF\

6.

Do you have relatives or close friends living near you say within a short walkin£ distance?

1.
2.

yES .....•..
No •........

~:-

(sh .... w card with scale)

I'm goill~ to mention certain types of crime -

If YES skip to Qu.7
If NO ask

10.

(6a) Where do your nearest relatives/close
friends live?
(RECORD EXACT LOCATION - area, town etc.)

I wonder if you
could tell me how often they 0ccurred around here/en this
estate ?
A A FAIR NOT
VERY
NONE DON'T
LO AMOUNT MUCH LITTLE
NEVER KNOW
T:lEJ'?
HEAR
HOUSF,S DEI~G DROKEK INTO
1L

PROPERTY BEING D.~MAGED

2a

VEIIICLES BEING DAMAGED OR
STOLEN

3

--

'.TT;.::1:3 Jr. r:ODBERIES IN THf:

7.

How well do you 1,,,ow yOU1" i=ediat" neighbours (e. g. those 11 ving
in adjoining houses o. flats; "c!"oss the way; or up/down stairs'?

1. !illow them very weel to speak to .......•.
2. Sometimes speak/nodding acquaintance
3. Don't really know them

!17REET

SR,

eRr"""

OTl!EP. (SpcCily

.(

4

5

,

. . . . . . . . . . . _ .. 6

I

I

(record any additional comments)

OJ

tF\
(lOA)

8.

Wh3.t sort of people would you say are responsible for these crimes
being committed around here?

If you needed someone's help, in ~ emergency, do you have any
one on whose help you could call? if so, who would that be ?

READ OUT

1. Yes:Someone living with you ...•.•.....
- a relative living nearby .•..••...••
- a close friend
...•...•.••
- a neighbour
- another person(specify)

(Read o~t all offences scaled 1-4 and record above)

11.

Do you think there is more crime committed against the residents
of this area/estate than on other areas or estates nearly?
1. Yes - More
2. About. the same
3. No - Less
4. Don't really know

2. No:3. Not really/Don't know
12.

9.

Just thinking about this area/estate, would you say there is much
crime around here ?

Do you ever per~nally feel UNSAFE inSide your own house/flat _
either in the daytime__ ()f atter dark ?

(Ask separately)
- would you say there is

1. a great deal
:;I. quite a lot
3. not much
4. very little
5. none/never hear of any ..... .
6. don't really kaow . . . . . . . . . . .

in

the daytime

(1. YES-deftn'; tely

~(2.

Sometimes leei unsafe

After dark

j-g:

~.

YES - dofin'tely
Sometimes feel unsafe

Ask Separately
(12a) What sorts of thin!;,; do you fear mi[:ht happen, whEe
zou are at home ?

In

~
tile

daytime

(3.NO - NfVEP.
.-(4.Never think about it

I

After dark

Daytime

t

(Record
Verbatim)

(:=l.Don't l::.l~O\'l

(13b)

l,

Aft"r Dark

1

(3.NO - NEVEr.
think about i.t

~(4.Ne"er

"Om,"

'"~

Are there people who you tlink would not be safe on the
streets round here ?

(Ask Separately)
Daytime

l/.

I

1.YES
1.YES
2.NO
2. NO
3. DON'T KNOW .... , :;. DON'T KNOW /
COULDN'T SAY

1.'.ft<:!..R.ark

In the daytime

1(4'.

( 3. No - Never
Never think about it ....
(5. Don't know

( 3. 'No - Never
~(4. Never think about it ....
( 5. Don't know

if YES to 13b ask:- (130) What type of people are not safe out
doorD arDund hc~e, in the daytime or after dark?

'V

~f

(l2b) Are there people living round here whom you think not safe
in their hown homes ?
(Record
Verbatim)

After Dark

In the daytime
1. YES
2 .. NO
3. Don't know/couldn't say

1.
2.
3.

Arter Dark

YES
NO
Don't know/couldn't say

0'\

J\

(If YES to 12b ask : (12c) What type of people are not safe in
their houses in the daytime and/or
after dark ?

14.

(Record
Verbatim)

Do you ever avoid going out in the daytime or after dark, because you
feel that your house/flat might not be safe while you are gone?
Ask Separately

J;

l-

(a) In the daytime
13.

Do you ever personally feel unsafe on the streets around here or out of
doors on the estate, in the daltime or after dark?

1. I YES
2. ,NO

(b) After Dark
1. YES
2. NO

(Ask Separately)
In

-f
the

1,.
Daytime

I

After Dark I
15.

(I.YES - DEFINITELY
~{2.S0METlMES FEEL UNSAFE

(13a)

(1. YES -

DEFIN ITELY
r ( 2 . SOI.lETIlJES mEL UNSAFE

What sort of things do you think might happen? (record verbatim)
Daytime

After DarK

............... ) ................ .

Do you ever avoid' going out ALO;'!E, in the daytime or after dark, because
you fear what mig~t happen to you while you were out?

t

Ask Separatell

(a) ~h_~(~"yt1m"

1., YES
2. NO

~
(b) After dark

l.YF.S
2.No

Now,

16.

th1nkln~ ahull/t

Do you

feel

hat

LtJNDON

(us

a whole)

the amount of crime has,

deC~C[lS~~~t~__~~_a-'xY5_1_ ~~~~_ll_~ __ ._l~C__:>!l~~..?

-·--1

i

-

in

the past

in general,

few years

increased.,

IF YES :-

_________________________ .

=--===

(lad)

lrlCl"Casud
Uecl'eaS~(j

J

3.

~t:lyud

'I.

UOI1't

tliC same

1.

know.

2.
3.
4.

IF INCREASED
(lGa)

How active would you say you were in this/~hcse organisations
(c.G. do you attc~d ruectiug,'{unctions regularly)

\\-hat sor-t of crimes hHVC

increas('d

1Il()~;l

~)

~ary 3ctive.- attend ~eely
Quite active - at~cnd monthly
Not very active - attend sometimes/when
Very seldom attend

(record verbatim)

19.

In genrral, what sort of job would you say the police do in this area?
(Show card)

1.
2.
3.
4.
G.

17.

lit! ,now like

Lo ask you how often you go

out

can ..... .

a very good job
~

f~!rly good job
a fairly 'poor job
n very poor job
d-.Jn' t kno\-,

in the daytime/evening,

thc__ th in g~y ou--.9~~ .y..:'_~I__::_~_~)~E~~_~)'p e_?!. .~_l~~\":""p~ t _J~~s~~.~ __
- ____ _
Let us take the last week,'7 days f()r instance

DAYTDIE

ACTIVITY

WRITE DETAILS. M9tI.
TUE.
WED.
THU.
FRI.
SA!!' .
. SUN·I

MON.
TUE.
WED.
TIIU.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

I EVENING

TnAN"PGRT

20.

;\.
~.

3.

i
ACTIVITY

I f YES -

YES
NO.
JON'T KNOW

- .......
...........
- .........

go to Qu.2l

If No, - ask:- (20a) What sort of crimes, in your opinion, ought the
poltce to be concentrating on? lrecord verbatim)

TRANSPORT

21.

18.

Again, thinking about this area - do you think they are concentrating
their efforts on ~l~ _~gh~ sort of crim~e~s~?~.____________________________

Do vou feel that the police are. present in this area ....... '" .. _
1.
2.
3.

Do you belong: to local organisation(e.g. a churcl1, cluQjctc) or to anv
na~~lnl oJg~~nL?~.!:.i~_[~~~~.!_?~al br~_~__

Often enough
Not often enough
Too often

(Write in Which)
22.

Do you feel that there's enough contact between the polIce and the
community over issues whIch may concern local residents?
1.

2.
3.

YES
NO
DON'T KNOW

o

C\J
l!\

23.

Do you feel that the police would do a better job against cri"., if
they <>perated in foot patrols ra~h".r than in cars?
1.
2.
3.

27.

On any occasion, did the police search you or anything you ... ere
carrying ?

YES
NO
DON'T KNOW

1. YES
2. No
IF YES:-

24.

(Show card then ask:-)
Would you say' relationships between police, and th" residents of this
area/estate are:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

25.

1. YES
2. NO

Very good
Quite good
Quite poor
Very poor
Don't know

28.

During this year (1983) have you asked the pollce for
If YES: - what kind of help was this?

D~X-!tE~~ hel~

(27a). On any of these occasions, do yO:.J feel that
the' police were unjustified in stopping
and/or search inK you .

On any occasion, did you have any reason to reel that the police
did not ~ehave properly t~o~w~a~r~d~s~~y~o~u~?~_____________________________
1. YES
2. NO

?
IF YES:-

(record)

probe for details of incident.

c\I

l.C\
(if respondent has reported being a victim of a crime, tell them
that you will ask the details shortly - then ask :-)
,ASK a1l:-(25a)

Were you satisfied with their reponse and manner
toward you ?

1. YES 2. YES 3. NO 4. NO -

very satisfied
quite satisfied
quite dissatisfied
very dissatisfied

29 . . Have you ever been in a car or on a motor cycle/moped which was
stopped by the police or aeproached by them wbile stationary?

.......... ......

1. YES
2. No

~

..........

IF NO:- go to Qu31
IF YES:(29a) did this happen this year?

...........

..........

1. YES
2. No
26.

Have you ever been stopped by the police and asked questions when you
were on foot ?

(29b) How many times has this happened this year?
(write in number)
3 .........

IF NO GO TO QU.29
~F

YES:- (26a) did thiS happen this year?

~

~

(26b) how many times has this
happened this year ? (record
number)

1. YES
2. NO
3 ....... .

30.

On any occasion, did the police search the vehicle or your, or
anyone travelling with you?

1. YES
2. No

I t YES:-

(30',,> Did YOLt fe,,]

that t~c P011"C' were unj\lst lficd

ASK ALL:-

in stopping and/or searching the ve!licle or
~__~~~i~I~I_i~~t~?_______________

1. YES
2. No

(pr"bc circWDs:al.(.e5 ".Ii. when this lIappenbd and whether thi i1appended
to the respond&n t. 'Ulother household member. or some other specified)

On any occasion that you we~e stepped or searched did you feel that
the police did not b&have properly towards you?

1. YES
2. No
If ~:- (pr0be full details of incident)

0

.0

0.

•••••••••••••••••••

_

•••

............

_0

0

...............................

...........................

_0

_0

................

.. ........................................... .
,

33 .

Do you think that the police ought to be accountable for their actions
to some sort ot independent body ?

1. YES
2. NO
3. Don't know/Not sure

NO:- go to Qu.32

If YES:-probe details of incident and respondent's estimation
of police behaviour in these circumstances) •...........
... ...............

... ........ .... - .................... .

. ........... .........
- .....

32.

-

. . . . . . . . . . . - .. - - ....

_.-

............. .

........................... - ..................... .

If No:- Have you ever been REALLY ANNOYED about the way the police
behaved towards you or someone you know well or who lives with you.
or about the way the police handled the matter in which you or they
were involved?

(probe circumstances e.g. when this happened, and whether this
happened to respondent.

another household member, or some other

person (specity»
.. -._ . . . . . . · · t · · · · · · ·

o

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

....... ....... ... ....... ... ..........
..........

0

•••

-.-

..

.

. .................................................................... .

Have you ever had any other experiences with the police in which you
feel they ha,-e not behaved properly towards you?

!!

_0

..........................................................................

.......... .... .... - ...... - ........................... .

31.

..........................

................... .

- ..................................................... .
... ...

(32a) Have you ever been REALLY PLEASED about the way
the -police behaved towards you or someone well
);oown to you.£!. &boLt.t tile ~.. ay the police haildled
a matter in which you or they were involved?

'0

•

...... : .................... .

................................................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '0' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••

e

_0

........

..

BOUNDING PROCEDURE

lliTJ;iWIE\\,ER:

Read Oct

IN'1'ERVn;WER:

34.
It is important to establish that my offences
committee against the respondent or his/her
housc,hold. occurred in 1983. Try to get
approximate month(s) in which the incident(s)
occurred.
Use the bounding procedure to help
the respondent to place events in time, by
placing them in relation to significant events
in their year.

If YE!:::- ho·.,· m::.ny

~i"'''.:;?(writc

I. YES
2. No
3 ........ .

in)
When did this happen
(write in mont~)

I would now like to ask you some quesitons about
criMes which may have been committed against yot!
or nny other person living with you.
I am
particularly interested in things which may have
happened this year - 1983.
But, firstly, in order
to help you remember when these might have Occurred
can I ask you to' recall some of the important things
that happened this year e.g. did you go on holiday;
were there any family events like births or
mArriages; did you start a new job, or anything else
which you may remember.

35.

Did anyone TRY to break in to your house/flat ... e.g. by ~to
force er.try~rough a window, door; by forcing a lock or in any
oth"" way·t
(probe: - c.id you come home and find any lock or
windo~__t~pered. with~?~.~)_________________________________________________

1. YES
I!:

Write down approx .• dates of these events.
If
necessary, try to get the respondent to place
events in relation to school terms, public 'holidays,
etc.
Then run through the dates in sequence, taking
particular care to indicate that tbe period concerned
started "just after Xmas last year".
/

Did anyone break into your house/flat last YCRr - e.~. by forcing
a window, lock, d00r, or forc_ing ent ry by ano Lher means '?

Yl':S:-· lIm\' cany times?(write

2. No
3 ........ .

in)
When did this happen?
(write in month(s)

................................................. ' /

.............................................................

..........................................................
..................................................................

36.

Did anyone steal anything from the inside of your house/flat(either
after breaking in or else gaining entry without breaking in - e.g.
climbing through an open window - or even someone who had a right
to be here - e.g. a workman)?

...........................................................
_"

_0

........................................................

.

.. ·················1·································
........................... ........................ ..................... .
~

~

...... ....................................................... .
................ ... ......... " ............................................... .

.. ....... ...... ................................................ .
J

INTERVIEWJ::R:

NOW USE THESE DATES TO PLACE MONTH OF OCCURANCE OF ANY
hEPORTED OFFENCES.
~f the respondent reports an offence to you - tell bim that
I,.ou will ask for a few d.etails shortly, then carryon with
;he rest of questions in this questionnaire.

.1. YES
2. No
If YES;-How many times?(write3.

,

in)
When did this happen?
(write in month(s)

r<\
C\J
t1\

37.

39.
Dldanyone steal anytl}!ng from tho oustside of your house/flat
(e.g. from y~ur doorstep, _garden: sh~d, or c:"ragC' ?

Did anyone steal/or at~empt to stral anything from you
or threatening....l.?u with violence?

~

uging

1. YES
If

YES: - How many time:; (write in)

1. YES .. .

2. YES -

2 ~

3. NO

~10

........ .

.!!.. YES: -

3 .......•.

When did this happen
(write in month(s»

TO

4 •....••............

When did this happen?
(write in month)

(39a)

Did this happen to anyone else

~:-

38.

How many times? (wri te in)

"TTE~!DTED

Did anyone steal anything from you whilst you were away from y~ur
home (e.g. at work, out shopping, on public trans£ort?)

livin~"re

with yOl: ?

1. YES
ascertain to whom this/
2. No
these incident(s) occurred
and write in below

...................; ........... ..

~:- How many times (write in)

1. yES ....
2. No
3. '" ....•

How many times? (write in) 3.

When did this happen
(write in month(s»

(38a)

. ......... .

When did this occur?(w~ite
in month

~

Did this happen to anyone else living here with you?

~:- Ascertain to whom this/these incident(s)l. YES
occurred and write in below:
2. No

L!"\

40.

Did anyone steal (or take away without your permission) any vehicle
belonging to you or-,,-o__ ~nx _p_erson I i ving wi th you ?

.............................

1. YES
2. No

.. ......... ................. .
.............. .............

~:-

..... .

How many times? (write in)

how many times(write in)

3 ........... .

When did this happen?(write
in month(s)

3: ....... .

When did this occur? (write in
month(s»

41.

Did anyone steal anything from outside or inside of a vehicle belonging
to yourself or to anyone else living here with you?
'

1. YES
2. No
~:-

how many times?(write in)
When did this happen ?(write
in month(s)

3 .......... .

42.

Did anyone deliberately deface or damage a vehicle belonging to
or to anyone else livln~ here with you?
_______

(45a) Did this h!'.~r:~~ al\~o_,,-~<:.!.':.~-.!l_'l.~nLhe>::e__ ~~!.~,.Yo':'. ?

~u

1. YES

~"!

=

2. No

.1 f--.!.E,S: - hoVl many time!' (wri te in)

YE~:-

to whom did this happen
(write in below)

s.

1. YES
2. NO

when did this happen
(write in month(s)
How many times(write In)

3.

When did this happefi
(write month(s»
43.

Did an~ one ~i~~ratel~ deface or damage any part of the ~
~outside___o~.~~~_house~~~_t~?_.___________________________________

1. YES
2. NO

If YES:- how many tlmes(write in)

3 .........•.

46.

~id

auyone .hreaten you with any of those things or a~tempt to do those

~!"g,-; to

Y""

?

When did this happen(write
in month(s)
If YES:- how many times(write in)

1. YES
2. No
3 .......... .

When did -chis happen
(write in month(s)

Lf\
C\I
Lf\
44.

Did anyone deliberatel~ deface or damage, or otherwise interfere with,
any communal or public property, near to your house/flat which caused
you inconenience or annoyance ?
(probe:- e.g. a lift, telephone box, bus stop,
or things used by the residents)
1. YES
2. No
If YES:- how many times(write in)
3 .......... .
When did this happen(write·
in month(s»

(46a)

Did anyone threaten with violence or attempt violence on
anyone else livinLhere with you?

If YES:-to whom did this happen?
(write in below)

how many times?(write in)

i
When did this happen ?

45.

Did anyone physically attack you by, for example, slapping, hitting,
punching, pushing or holding you ? - were you deliberately hurt in
any way, including with R weapon of some kind?

If YES:- how many times (write in)
When did this happen(write
in month(s)

1. YES
2. No
3 .......... .

1. YES
2. NO

3 ........... .

47.

Did anyone sexually attac~ or assault you·, touch, molest or
interfere wi~in. an" way sexually?

I. YES
7.. NO
If YES:- how many tl"cs?(writc In)

(a) Being stared at In a way which gave yon concern?

1. YES

.....

2. r\O

•

to whom did this happen?
(write in below)

••

0.

••

0

_0

•••

_0

••••••

•••••••••

'"

0

•••

when did this
happen?
(write in
month(s»

Did this happen to anyone else I i ving here w_t.!!'_.Yo.u ?

~:-

_0

_0·.0

If YES:- how many times?
('IIri te in)
3 ............ .

When did this happen
(write in month(s)

(47a}

49.

1. 'Made me feel threatened or
frIghtened as if something
unpleasant was just about to
happen to me . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Made me feel annoyed or
insulted
or
3. Made me feel UDeasy or
embarrassed

1. YES
2. No

(b) Being follow€'d in a way which gave you concern?
2.. :!:'S

•

-0

-

....................

_0

2. No
how many. times?(write In)

3 .......... .

When did this happen ?
(write in month(s»

If YES:- how many times?
(write in)
3 ............ .

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ....................... .
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

When did this happen? .....
(write in month(s»

48.

This year, has anything else at all happened to you wbich you think
may have involved a crime of some kind (e.g. did anyone deliberately
sell you anything which was defective, or perform some paid service
for you which was not as promised)?

1. YES
~-

how many tImes?(write in)

(c) Bcing approached or spoken to in a way which gave you concern?

1. YES .. .............. ... ..... .
2. HG .. .. ............................. .

.

~

If YES:- how many times?
(wri te in) 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. No
3 .......... .

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

3.

•••

0

................

0

........

..

ffuen did this happen? .....
(write in month(s»

When did this happen ?
(wrIte in month(s»
(d) Being shouted at or called after in a way which gave you concern?

1. YES
2. NO

READ OUT: Finally, I want to ask you about some things which may have happened
to you which, although they may not have involved anything actually
criminal, still £ave you cause for concern?
Please look at this card and, if anything like this happened to
you, tell me which comes closest to h~ou ~~~he time?

If

YES:~

how many times?
(wri te in) 3 ' .......... .

1. ....................... ..
2 ......................... .
3.
.........

0.

0

..................

.

When did this !happen? ....
(write in month(s»

............. \ ......... .

(e) Being touched ~r held by anyone in a way which gave you concern?

'-0
C\I

u,

1. YES
2. NO
If YES:- how many times?
(wrl te in) 3

L
2.
3.

51.

I:ave

heard about Cr~.Yictim._'::.~I?J>_o_~-"-':'.~':.~ ?

Y'jU

When did this
happen?

I. YES

2. No
I f YES: -

(51 a)

Do you know what these schemes do ?
(record brief details of answer)
........... _0._0

.... -..... ........................................ .
~

(f) Being confronted by a person or a group of people whose presence
r..nd :n::~ .. ner gave you concern?

•••

-

•••

•••

•••

0

•••••••••••••••••

_0

'"

_0,

_0

••••••••••

0

If 1'10:- go to Qu.52

1.. yES· . . . . . . . . . .
2. NO

........ ~ .

If YES:-'how many times?
(write in) 3.

l.
2.
3.

(5Ib)

Did you know that there was a support scheme for
vLctilns of crim in ISlington?
1.

2.

When did this
happen?
(SIc)

YES
No

Have you, or anyone else you know, had any kind
of contact with them.

1.

2.

YES
NO

I

If YES:- can you tell me briefly about this? (record brief details
50.

of answer)

Have you heard of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board?

if

l.
2.

•••••

YES
No

••••••••

YES:- (SOn) do you know what this
body does ?

•••

Interviewer
If YES:- to Qu.50 ask :-

Ir,tervlewer:

••

0

0.0

0

•••••••••••••••••

••••••

_0

•••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••

'"

•••••

52.

i
give out to ALL RESPONDENTS details of NAVSS and IVSS

;

Have you heard of the Islington Police Committee Support Group?

YES
No

Hnng out details of CICB to ALL RESPONDENTS

_0

shor~ly

....... " ............... .

(50a) Have yoy ever applied to them for compensation?

0

••••••

•••

N.B. if respondent or any member of household was helped by Islington
VSS as a result of an offence, check whether this offence has been
reported to you and say that you will ask some further questions

(record brief details of answer ..•........•••••••••....

l.
2.

••••••••••

1.
2.
It YES:- do yoh know what work
answer)

YES
NO

it does? (record brief details of

••••. ··0 .• - . . . • . . . • • • • . _ • . . . • . • • • . _0 •

..•..•...... "r' .................................... .
•

0

••••

0

••••••••

_0

.0

••••••

_

••••••••••••••

_

••

_0.0

_0'.

l"-

N
l.1\

(S2a)

Do you know anyone who has been in contact. with them
for Rny reason ?
1.
2.

YES
NO

(54a)

Have you haard of the .~slinl';to_n-1'':.!..!;hb?urJ:.(J~d Cri.~ch
- ~h~ one being run by t~e Counci~l~·~!_______________________

n.,;
NO

Interviewer:

53.

give out details of Islington Police Committee Support
Group to ALL RESPONDENTS.

If YES:-

do you know how it works? (record brief details of answer)

yvu ,"one anything this year to protect your house/flat from

11&'10

crime

things like stronger locks on doors, or locks on windows

etc?
YES
NO

Interviewer

give out 10t"il5 of

I~l:i;;g:~on

NeW to ALL RESPONDENTS

(53a) Have you marked any of your personal possession with any
permanent identification marks?
YES
NO
(53~)

This year, have you made any arrangement with anyone to
watch your house/flat while rou were away ?
YES - a neighbour
- a friend/relative
the police
- another person(specify) .•••..
NO.

54.

Have you heard of the Metropolitan Police Neighbourhood Crime Watch?
YES
NO
I

I f YES:-

do you know how it works (record brief details of
answer)

,.
ro
C\J

L!"\

ONLY ASK THE QUESTIONS III THE FOLLOWING SECTION IF RESPONDENT
~AS

NOT REPORTED ANY CRIMINAL OFFENCE TO YOU (1,c. other than
Respondent's EMPLOYMENT STARUS

Iuciccnts Cuu&ing
C!\i:':I:'~AL G:r:;:Z~;C!::

CO~lcern)

17 RESPCNDENT Il,iG REPORTED A

TO -.lOU (i. C".

other t!1an

l!.lCi(~cnts

Caus ins:

Concern)GO STRAIGHT'TO THE INCIDENT FORM.

1.
2.
3.

Working full-time
Working part-time
In full-time ed.
Part unemployed
Wholly unemployed
Retired
Other (specify)

4.
5.
6.
7.
CHARACiERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS AND HOUSEHOLDS
SEX

AGE
(show card)

1.
2.

MARITAL STATUS

RACE

FEMALE

6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.

Single(never married)
Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Not known/refused

1.
2.
3.
4.

White
Afro-Caribean
Asian
Other

;;.

. . . . . . . . for how long has this been?

MALE

16-2u
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81 +
Refused

1.
2.
3.
4.

are you in employment at the present
time OR in f1111-- t !mc e:!c.ca~ ior.., 0:-:'
doing somethin£ else ?

Were you unemployed at any time during- 1983? I f so, for how__ ~~r~F:?
What is your main occupation?/What kind of work do you normally do?
What kind of work are you doing now?

(if

respondent is not HOM~

Can you tel~ me which of these catego~i€s
applies to your husband/partner ?

Was he unemployed at any time during 1983? .... if so, for how long?

What is his main occupation? What kind of work does ne normally do?

Please look at this card - can you tell me which number comes
closes to your weekly/monthly income (after all deductions have
been made) .

What kind of SCHOOL-COLLEGE did you last attend/are still attending?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Comprehensive
Secondary Modern/Technical
Elementary
Grammar (or Public/Boa~ding/PRIVATE)
College - community or adult education
College of Art/College of Education
University/Poiytechnic/College of H.E.
Other
Never at school.

I would now like to ask you some questions about your hot.:sehold

1---

How long have you lived at this address?

Jln vnu own

thia

.,1 At/hnllQA

0'1" 1'11'\ von

,..Dnt

it-

?

0"N
L!\

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Own Outright
MOTt~Rge/loan

Rent from LA.
Rent from PRIVATE LANDLCRD
OtllCI"p e.g. ~o~sing Association

Do you, or anyone living with you, own a CAR/MOTOR CYCLE/MOPED/BICYCLE?
1.
2.
3.

CAR
MOTOR CYCLE/MOPED
BICYCLE

-I.
~ou

have a telephone?

1.
2.

YES
NO

Is there a telephone in this building or nearby outside which you
could use in an emergency ?
1.
2.

YES
NO

(record any additlonal comments)

I

o
With whom do you live ?/Share your accommodation?
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
CHECK:-

Live Alone
Spouse/partner
Friend(s)
Cbildren
Relatives(other)

In total then, how many people make up this household?
Record no:-

r8

INCIDENT FORM·
Une this form t~ gather details of the nature and
up to FOUR incidents which occurred in 1983.

SECTION A.
circ~stances

of

Bo!ore· using tho :forin,·· rator back to> the incidents aild summilriie
them below, saying (e.g.) •.•. "So you have told me about two
incidents which happened this year - your house was broken into
in Karch and some things stolen: also your son was attacked in the
atreet in September; I now want to get sOlie details o:f these crimes".
If the respondent or anyone living .with the respondent, .has been
subject to a SERIES (i.e. more than FIVE) of very similar offences,
aslr: the respondent to recall tbe details of "ONE SUCH INCIDENT WHICH
PARTICULARLY STANDS OUT IN YOUR MIND". Count this example as ONE
OFFENcE, and also ask details of other types of offence (i:f reported
to you). You should record details of a maximum of FOUR offences
includitig SERIES offences.

(A)

BURGLARY.

(B)

CRIMINAL DAJL\GE TO
PROPERTY; VEHICLES

ATTE~IPTED

(1)

So, this incident

(2)

Was it part of a SERIES o!
inCidents!,

(3)

If part of 'a SERIES ask!-

(4)

Ask all:-

aud other PERSONAL • COMHUNUAL

(D)

THEFTS (excluding froll the inside of the home)

~id

(nonth)?
than FIVE

~o=o

YES

NO

When did these incidents begin
to happen? (write in)

during morning (6am - Noon)
during afternoon(Noon-60m)
during evening(6pm-Midnight)
during night(Midnigbt-8am)
Can't remember or don't know

it happen during the week or at the weekend ?

(Take weekends Friday midnight
- Monday 8am)

ASSAULTS
~6)

s~ch

at what time of day did this inCident happen?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BURGLARY, THEFTS FROM THE HOME

~C~

occurr.c~ !~

1.
2,

(5)

(C)

BURGLARY, ATTEMPTED BURGLARY, THEFTS FROM THE HOME

1.

2.
3.

Week
Weekend
Can't remember/don't know

Did the person who did this enter your home wit~ your permission,
or did they force entry, or otherwise got in without your
permiSSion, or unsuccessfully attempt to get in without your
E!rmission ?

(show card)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

With permission/had right to be there
force entry
walked in/climbed in/pushed past
attempted to gain entry
don't know

i

(6a) If· entry FORCED/OR ATTEMPTED:- please say how, this '.-as done?
(brief details)

f·············· ......... .

~

r<\
1.1\

(7)

Was any damage done in gaining entry ?

\

1. Yes - a lot
2. Yes - Borne/little
3: Not really /No

SECTION B.
(B1)

THEFTS (EXCEPT TllEFTS FROld INSIDE THE 1I0ME)

Please briefly describe this incident (record basic details)

.1
(8)

Was anz

dama~e

done, or mess made, inside the house/flat?
1. Yes - a lot

2. Yes - Borne/little
3. No/l{ot really.
(B2)

(9)

(record location)

Were tou or anyone else indoors at the time this happened?

1. Yes
2. No

Where did this incident occur ?

(B3)

What was the value of the

prop~rty

stolen?

3. Don't know/might have been
If YES:- (9a) Did the person(s) who did it use any
violence towards you or threat;; you
or anz other person who was there at
the time?

(record estiMate)

======

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(B4)

Used violence to me
threatened me with violence
used violence to another person
threatened another person
used no violence of threats
don"t know

1. YES
2. NO

,(85)
(10)

If any property was stolen or damaged what do you estimate was its
value (how much would it cost to replace or repair) ?
1!'rite in
estimated amount

I
(11)

Did you get anyttling towards the value of anything stolen or damaged
trom an insurance .com~ ?

1. YES
2. NO

(12)

Was anzthing whiob .s stolen eventuallz recovered for zou ?

1. YES
2. NO

Did ,ou receive anything towards the value from an
insurance com~ ?

Was anzthing stolen from zour eventuallz recovered?

1. YES
2. NO

N

~

SECTION C.
(CI)

(C2)

CaUI!NAL DAMAGE TO HOME OR TO ANY OTHER PRIVATE OR C01.!MUNVAL PROPER'!"!

ASSAULTS

SECTJtON D

Please descri'be t:ll.S i:lc:!.<!.:>n t in your own words. (rec,n'd
basic details)

Read out: lOU tol~me earlier that you ~ere- assaulted/
threatened with violence. I -know this might be painful
to you, but would you mind briefly describing what
hanpened to you ?

(01)

S?, the damage was caused to:-

If

J

1!! to

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

the inside of h6m,
the outside of your home
to a vehicle
to other private property
to communual/public property

C2:4orS ask:-

(02)

•

So, the incident happened to you
1. in your home
2. immediately. outside or nearby
3. Elsewhere (specify) •••.••.••••.•..•

:;

(C2a) Where did this occur ?
1. Immediately outside home or
very close to home
2. Within 10-S mins. walk
3. Elscwhere(record location)

(C3)

(D3)

In which wayCs) did they attack you, or attempt to attack you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is your estimation of the cost of damage done ?
(l.e. for repair or replacement)?

grabbed/pushed
punched/slapped
kicked
hit with something/a weapon
Raped
Attempted rape
Sexually assaulted
other - specify ••••..•.••.••

(Record estimate) ••••••••••••••••

(C4)

(CS)

Did you receive anything towards the costs from an
insuranc~ com~ ?
1.

YES

2.

NO

Did anyone repair or make good the damage ? if so who ?
Recordmtails
and commllnts

(D4)

I

In which way(s) did they threaten to use force or violence
towards 'IOU ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

threatened
threatened
threatened
threatened
threatened

to hit/klck/slap(beat-up
to hit with weapon/some implement
to sexually assault/rape
to kill
to injure or harm in some other way
~hreatened to injure or harm a person who was
well known to you
7. Other (specify) ..........................

r<\,

r8

REPORTING TO THE POLICE

(E1..·)

1. Within 15 mins
2. Within 20-30 mins
3. Over 30 mins(specify

Did the police come to know about the i.lI:cldent ?

time)

..............

1. YES
---____-2. NO

1 t.
I

It

(c. )

If YES:- who

4. Next day
5, More than oae day
6. Dido't turn up
7. Don't know if turned up

3. 00:1' t know

go to Qu.

repo~ted

(record any additional comments)

it to them?

r----------·l. Respondent
2. Another member of your household
3. A friend/relative/neighbour
4. Another person (specify)
5. Police

S:1~

it happen/discovered it

)

6. Don't know

(Et.)
(0 )

1.6' inc.i.LlJu,.:t.. ~.w+~..t ~ K.}r""~t
.

If No:

<..Jt.;.

wW ~u""'-s"j "'~'-"<I '"'~~~ ~

I

Can you say why you didn't inform them?

(Show card)

........................................................ .

(t{.~v..,.lta.t.....)

1. Didn't tplnk incident was serious enough
2. Didn't think police would come
3. Didn't think police could/would do
anything
4. Thought it was a private matter
5. Didn't want to get those responsible
into trouble
6. Thought it would be too time-consuming
7. Feared retaliation/further trouble
f=om those responsible
8. Police already on scene
9. Dissatisfied with police's response to
reporting a post problem/offence
10. Someone else called them .
11. To14 some other official person
12. Other reason (eg couldn't get out/or
to a 'phone)

.

(k'i )

Do you think, considering the seriousness of the
the police responded quickly enough ?

i~cident,

1. YES
2. NO

3. Can't say ..... .
If you talked to uni formed officers about the offence
(£6..)

Overall were you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way this
/these officers dealt wi th zou ?
1. satisfied
2. dissatisfied

J
(~6r,)

if dissatisf1ed

(probe reasons)

................. J ....................... .

If INCIDENT REPORTED ask :('£t)

How long did the police take to arrive after you first called
them/or someone called them on zour behalf ?

that

(E7· )

If you spoke to plain clothes officers about tho inCident.
- overall were you satisfied or dissatisfied ... ltn the
waz these officers dealt with/treated you?
'
1. satisfied
______________~2. dissatisfied

if dissatisfied (probe reasons).

...;;f

lB

lUI' ACI: OF OFFENCE

(F1. )
(u)

1~

sort o~ proble~ did tbe i~oid9nt oauee for you or
anyone elsft who liTeS here with you?

~3t

~or

police knew about the matter ask :Severe
far as you know, was anybody, respoDslble for the
'nc 1 dent aT~e~ted ~r char~ed ?

.As

<_how oard)
- - - - - - . 1 . 1 . YES

I

~odera~9

ll1nimal./none ,

P'I!lANC1AL
E',!OTIG."fAL
PRACI:ICAL
: PHYSICAL

, (tiok)

2. NO
3. Don't know
1~

YES:- Do yeu know whether they appeared in Court?
L YES
2. NO

('2 )

I~ you or anyone who liTes here with you, received any ph~ical
injury or su.f~"red ol!1Otional ;>robleWl, did this result in :-

Do you know the outcome of the case ?

1. Medical or hospitAl treatamnt
2. A~ission to hospital
3. Tim. oEt work.

1. YES
2. NO

i'ih::.t ::;cnteace did thcy receive?
1. Prison
2. Fine
3. Probation ••.•.
4. Other

(n)

nere you satisfied with this outcome?
1. YES

Xkat the inCident had ~ lA4tin~ st~9ct on y~~ person&lly:
(prob.:- for tn.tance, do you do the s~e rnnge of things/or
tAke part in teh saee t~e of eotiyitiee AS you did before
the incident hap~ened? Has your health been affected in any
... ay?)

2. NO

3. Don't know .•••••

record baif
detsil.:l
(E9 )

If dissatisfied with

In your opinion, what would have
been a suitable sentence ~or a
Court to imEose ?

(f+ )

1. Prison
2 .• Fine
3. Probation

4.

Ru the incident had any luting ••fsct on anyone else who
11ve. hero rit!!)IOU? (.,robo 3.3 :iliOTS Qu

record brief
detail.

Other(speci~y)

(1' j )

A5 a result of ths incident, did you require any practical
help? (s.a. to sort out prObleBs like "eim1n~ in.urance;
clearing up aeee: replacing money stolen; repairing thing.
daaaged)

record bttief
details

Lr\
r<'I

u,

XN70RMATION ON On'ENDERS

(G:W

jid JOU actually see tho

90rso~ls)who

did It ?

YES
2. NO

I..

(1'6 )

,I

Old anyone otter or provide helo In any way

~:-

~:-

record brlet
details

~ui

to to

~w-wou1.cL r

ask:(

j, )

W~ 1tL~?

ho .... many ot them were there ?
1. One
2. 1,"
3. Three

(f7 )

4. llor.. thnn three

Were you contacted by IslInGton VIctims

------------1. ?ES - by

S~FPort

Scheme ?

:$.

lctt~r

( c )

2. YES - by televhone
3. YES - Was vIsited
4. NO
If contact.d by letter, ssk:- Old you get in touch with them
~tter zou received the letter?

Don't kno..

Were thoy :.1:010 or Fomale?
1. Mal ..
2. Female
3. ~l1xed :~/?
4. Don't tn.".

:\

1. YES

Howd old ..ere they?

( ct.)

2. NO

en )

1.
It NO to
to this
quesion, Il8k..:...-

"hat was the m:lln reason 71hZ jIolll didn't contact
the!ll?

~11dren

of achool age

.1

%. Young ~rson(s)16-31 Irs
3. Person(s) over
yra

4. Person(s) of !IIixed
5. Don't k~oy.

n~s

\.0
t<\

t..r\

(G1.) Waa it a person/people known to you or that you recognised

(record
co.....nt)

by siSh!, or strausers 1
1. Knew them by name
2. Knew them by sight <only
3. Strangers 4. Kn.." some - but not others

(F' )

Ii y18lted or telephoned by rves prob.:- lfhat tr.>e of hlep did
the Scheme provide? WAS It the help which was needed? Wbat
other type of help could the Scheme have ~rovided. Also, h07
did r •• pondent fe.l about ~•• t referred by the polioe to the
Scbe_?

(G3 ) Do they live round her.(1n thia ereQjon this 1>a-.te), or
elae"horo )
1. Round here
2. Ela_h.r.
3. Don't know

.... oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CG-t) HUlV

~ watJ-J..

I~No (G5) Wko..t oart
)J, ~\.I. GllL

'1

dOVL

<U..SCh

rear

~ ft\:r-.,

7

d.o jV'IA ft;:4. ~ tL.cA ; (-

?

._----------_._----------

J\5t. ,ALL-

0b) W~

cl.o

OC'-'- tt:.~...1::. ~

JJ1A-/ d0tU" ~V-J~I.cu?

ciicA. fu's tJJ 1

-------------------- .

__._--_._-

::r
(1)

t-3

Ix>
'1:1

;s::

'1:1

(1)

I"j

txj

CIl
(1)

CIl

1-'-

p.-

\.Jl
VJ

--J

(1)

0

Z
t.::1
H

><

I"j

1-'-

S

(1)

CI.l

~

<:
(1)
~

(1)

CIl

c+-

1-'-

0

S

In
1-'I"j

(1)

H
H

-

·--------------------------

I7,rrm[]

1iJd..

~." 0'10"

5.

35 North.1mp,on Squart LOndon KrV OAX To'· 01·250 '866
Northrrn F~'d or"Ct C~raztl HouJf' (;alflford Darhngton Co. Durham OLl lEG Ttl 0325 730888

c...JLS~__

CRIME AND POLICING IN MERSEYSIDE

Address Serial No.

Kay 1984

ow..
'I :.
Col./
Code

-A.L.L
1.

Under 1 year

1

H.~ES.

1 but under 5 years

2

ON'-i

5 but under 10 years

3

10 but under 20 years

4

20 ~ears or more

Thinking about your
living within a few
how many of them do
talk to? Would you

4.

neighbours, the people
doors on either side,
you know well enough to
say ••• READ OUT •.•

<b.,JIA

1

No

2

(141)

~:.JJA

••• all of them,

1

most of them,

2

a few of them,

3

or none of them?

4

OUT ONE BY

ONE AND

RECORD

Ck.cJ<. ""'- <od.<. ~J.fr V-IA. f~"

'I :.

,,/A·

.. -

..

ANSWER

Bit of
a problem

Not
a problem

Don't
know

PMiTI c)

TO

e) FOR HALE RESPONDENTS

Not at Not

,JIll

Quite a A lot Don't
bit
___ know

~ ~

1

6.a)

2

3

4

8

1

rr-Having your home or property
damaged by vandals?

1

2

3

4

8

g) Being attacked by strangers?

1

2

3

4

8

(160)

h) Being insulted or bothered by
strangers?

1

2

3

4

8

(161)

2

3

4

8

9~..yA ok

A

No

3

Don't know

7

fairly likely

2

0od)

IF YES (CODE A AT a) Bow likely is it that
something might happen to them ••• READ OUT

or not very likely?

1

(OON'T KNOW)

8

ASK ALL
----7.

I

(163)

Do you yourself ever feel worried about going
out on your own in this area after dark?

q~

2

3

8

(142)

2

3

8

(143)

Simply as a precaut10n against cr1me, dO you ever avoid going out
after dark?
RECORD BELOW. IF NO, REPEAT FOR NEXT PRECAUTION.
b)

e) poor schools

1

!1_~oo-E_~~!!~_~!~~~r!

~

~

~

(144)

2

3

8

(145)

2

3

8

____________! _________ _________ _1 ________

g) Poor street lighting

~

~

(147)

1

2

3

8

(148)

h) Race relations

1

2

3

8

(149)

i) Vandalism

1

2

3

8

(ISO)

1

2

3

8

(151)

"'-,

j) General unfriendliness
k) Not enough places for
children to play

1) Not enough things for
young people to do

1

1

2

2

3

3

8

8

I ~

IF YES AT·a) Do you do this just occasionally or often or all
the time?
RECORD BELOW. ASK a) FOR NEXT PRECAUTION.
(a)

(b)

Yes ~ No : O<;:casionally
i)

avoid going out after dark?

ii)

avoid walking near certain
types of people?

iii) stay away from certain
streets or areas?

A

A
A

~

0

:

~

~ ~~

.
~ 0~1 ~
~

0°'

~:

~

~

.r- 1: of'

1

v)

avoid using buses or trains?

A

vi)

use a car rather than walk?

AooO-1J~

~

0

't:

Always
3

(164)

~

2

3

(165)

~

2

3

(166)

~
~

A-lI~ ll~
5 ~:., 1
i-

qo out with aomeone else

rather.than by yourself?

1

Often
2

l-"d'\

Iv)
(152)

(153)

No

M

(146)

__ _

Yes

tJ/A

1

1

(159)

Yes

1

________________ ! _________ __________ ________ __ _

(157)
(158)

(162)

Do you think there are risks for women
who go out on their own in this area
after dark?

a) Unemployment

~1_~~~~_!~!!~_~£!~~

(155)

(156)

1

b) Poor housing

d) Crime

(154)

d) WOMEN ONLY being sexually molested?

b)

8.a)

a~

...t,

.&J:.

FOR EACH

Big
problem

"-

{ur 41P.t.I.. ,I1JU..:A

e) WOMEN ONLY being sexually pestered?

I am going to read out a list of things that are a problem in
some areas.
As I read each out, would you tell me whether in
this area, within about 15 minutes walk of here, it is a ~
problem, a bit of a problem or ~ a problem.
READ

REPEAT FOR b)-h) BUT
,

~,J.

2
3
4
8
~-------------------------------------------------------------------

5

Yes

l.O<k.

l~~-~~!~e~:;-~:;!!;~~!Z----------!------;-----;------~-----;---

(140)

Apart from people living with you, do you have
any relatives or close friends living in this
area, within 15 minutes walk of here?

0"'-

a) Your home being broken into and
s'AIIething stolen?

Skip
to

(139)

How long have you lived in this area?
I
mean the area within about 15 minutes walk
of here.

q~>II~

2.

RECORD BELOW.

I Time interview started

((.HE.C-I< ""IT>! ARF

Col.!
.J:/:wI.a..

SHOW CARD A Host people worry a bit about unpleasant thinga that
might happen.
How much do you yourself worry about the possibility
of your home being broken into and so~ething stolen?

CIC/IMtMUNITY ~ .u&AItOf

P.794

2 -

2

3

(167)

1

2

3

(168)

19<>

2

3

(169)

b)

I

Q.7

~L!1

- 4 -

- 3 -

l.

ALL

. (AI.!

Skip

Do you eve~ feel unsafe in your own home
because of the possibility of crime?

L...Crui.o.
(170)

to

q, oJ/A

Yes
No

I

In the past 12 months, have you yourself made

1 ~.

Sltip

(209)

a direct 999 call to the Merseyside police?

1

I

Col./

ASK ALL./'

~-:.Illtl

2

Yes

1

Q.16

No

2

Q.17

/(; q,Oq "

lO.

Would you say that EeoEle's houses beins burs led
is more common in this area now than it was five years ago, less
RECORD BELOW. THEN REPEAT FOR b) TO 2)
common or about the same?

C4c4.

11.

wdP. 0"'b ~tI. ,.;.

ON:

'1 -:. wIll

0

More
Common

Il....v.. LMWM.

Less
Common

Same

a)

Don'~

know

Gftl;C/<

J

. . . . "

a) people's houses being burgled

1

2

3

8

(171)

b) people being mugged in the street

1

2

3

8

(172)

c) rowdiness by teenagers

1

2

3

8

(173)

d) fights and disturbances in the street

1

2

3

8

(174)

e) vandalism and deliberate damage to
property

1

2

3

8

(1'75)

f) sexual assaults on women

1

2

3

8

(176)

g) women being pestered

1

2

3

8

(177)

What about the number of police you see patrolling
on foot in this area.
Would you say that generally
there are ... READ OUT .•.

9"

.)/4

• IF MADE 999CALL (CODE 1 AT Q.lS)
'
How many 9".9 calls have you mad:E to. the
Merseyside police in the last 12 rr.onths?

b)

:I. O'~IT

l:.",rll.l OIl

'lq ~ ,.;j,~

WRITE IN
0"
CODE

II

Calls
Can't recall

(210-11)

I

99

I The last time you did se, what was the reason
for the call?

PROBE FULLY.

RECORD VERBATIM.

:fo Sf (DOE!) Ot~To ("O,Ah ~£.£"r- SEE

oPE'rJ-CpO."';:7

(178)
too many,

1

t.oo few,

2

or about the right number?
(DON'T KNOW)

It
12.

h.

I

8

a-

c)

And what about the number of police you see in cars
in this area.
Would you say that generally there
are ••. READ OUT •••
'I: ",Ill

(179)
too many,
. too few,

3
8

Yes

'I &,.;/n

this area, would you say the police treat all
different groups and types of people fairly and

d)

(180)

Do you think the Merseyside police have a good
understanding of the problems in this area?

2

Don't know

8

0
(2oB)

AF'NO

AT a) What sorts of people do not get fair and
equal treatment?
Any others?
PROBE TO NO

It'

,,,QEO

OV1'P (oD1'>I5

:'HEH -

.$f°E

OPEN
.

~lODI"("

I Why do you say that?

"fa

CARD02
(207)

J..Ofl/q:o oJ/II

q-:'NJA

PROBE FULLY.

(212)

•.• very satisfied,

1

fairly satisfied,

2

a bit dissatisfied,
or very dissatisfied?

4

(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER)

8

RECORD VERBATIM.

1

No

ec;a:~:J.

:to

2

(DON"T KNOW)

~4. I~ In

I

1

or about the right number?

On that occasion, what did you think of the
way your call was answered and dealt with?
Would you say you were '" READ OUT ..•

Yes

1

No

2

I

Q.l5
b)

"*'

tDQiiO ONTC (pol"1

S+tE.f-t

S,EE offoN-WOit..iS

M

If)

I

- 6 -

- 5 -

CoLI

Skip

Cnd.

t..a

CoLI

ASK ALL'/
--Apart from

999 calls, 1n the past 12 months,
have you yourself contacted a Kerseyside police
station by tele?hone at all?

(213)

q.. oJ/A

Yes
No

1
2

IF TELEPHONED STATION (CODE 1 AT 9.17) I~
How many times have you telephoned a Me~ police
station in the last 12 months?

I
b)'

I

C~((.R

;Z 0", T EoJTRy oQ.

qq :...lJIl

WRITE IN

II

Q.19

.). a.~

I

1'3/'

l8.a)

IF CALLED AT STATION (CODE 1 AT 2.19)

Q.18

Calls

(214-15

J
b)

OR
CODE

Can't recall

q-:: oJ/A

Yes

1

Q.20

No

2

Q.21

oi,

How many times have you called in at a
Merseyside police station 1n the last
12 months?

Clt"~ :t OI1IT

Skip
tg

(217)

In the last 12 months, have you personally called
in at a Merseyside police station for any reason?

Jr.

17.

C'llde

ASK ALL./

E.>I..,.II.1 DR 'l9 "- N/A

WRITE IN

OR
CODE

II

TIMES
Can't recall

(218-19)

99

The last time you did so, what was the reason for your
visit?
PROBE FULLY.
RECORD VERBATIM.

99

The last time you did so, what
was the reason for the call?
PROBE FULLY. ih:CORD VERBATIM
:Co GE

{oDED

coJ-rc (oO,N', WEE.,. - SEE.

Or<t.rJ··(OO,o.j<,

-;06f (OIlED ONfo WO.NS S!'lfC-6E.E OfP>.WQ.N'j

c

I

On that occasion, what did you think of the

way your call was answered and dealt with?
Would you say you were ••. READ OUT .,.

'1: oJlA

0

(216)

••• very satisfied,

1

fairly satisfied,

2

a bit dissatisfied,

3

or very dissatisfied,

4

(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER)

8

c)

q" oJ/A

V
d)

d)

Why do you Bay that?
PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM

On that occasion, what did you think of the way
the police treated you and dealt with the matter?
Would you say you were
READ OUT ••.
. .. very satisfied,

=to BE.
Jh 6£ (DOW O"'fl? (COlO¥;

5.t!gr - set;: O!'EoI' (co'-JS

PROBE FULLY.

(220)

1

fairly satisfied,

2

a bit dissatisfied,

3

or very dissatisfied?

4

(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER)

I Why do you say that?

.:::r-

RECORD VERBATIM.

\PQ.O ONTO (OOlll'i !:lItE"..,. - bE.f.

Of'EN-(OO""~

8

ILf

- 7 -

- 8 -

Co1./
Cod,

~/
In the last 12 months, have you approached and
spoken to a Herseyside police officer in the
street or any other public place for any rea·son?

21·

IF ,,""ROACHED POLICE (CODE 1 AT Q.21)

9-:. r-lIA

Yes

1
2

1

OlEO<

a. 01,11"

EN'fA.'( QII..

qc,,,

,.,/A

LJ.

In the last 12 months, has a Merseyside police officer
approached you and spoken to you in the street or any
other public place for any reason?

I

Q.2£
Q.23
IF APPROACHED BY POLICE (CODE 1 AT Q.23)

a)

II I
TIMES

WRITE IN

(222-23

Can't recall

99

",nQ

(1)01"5 SijU'f -

se E

OPfN

tn

(225)

9~N/A

Yes

1

No

2

IE aasfl

About how often have you been approached and spoken
to in the street or any other public place by a
Merseyside police officer In the last 12 months?

C!-IE'->::

1.

OI~'T

oit

qq :. tJ{A

WRITE IN

\1

CODE

OR
CODE

Skip"

TIMES

(226-27

OR

b)

The last time you did so, what was the reason?
PROBE FULLY.
RECORD VERBATIM.

"To BE ,POliO

~I

ASK ALL'/

"1.

wi,I

About how often have you approached and spoken
to a Merseyside police officer in the street or
any other public place in the last 12 months?

a)

"b)

IF

to

(221)

No
22.

I Ski'l

99

The last time i t happened, what reason did the
officer give for approaching you?
PROBE FULLY.
RECORD VERBATIM.

10 6f. (ooeo 0"1"" '" P'I'I1 S1iEEr -

-CpOlo.lC,

Can't recall

~EE

OPH.. -<OP •.,,';

.::t

c)

On that occasion, what did you think of the
way the officer treated you?
Would you
, say you we:rre ••• READ OOT •••

q ~ "'I~

(224)

Why do you say that?

PROBE FULLY.

On that occasion, what did you think of the

way the officer treated you?
you were ••• READ OOT •••

(,ODE]) 0o..l1p

••• very satisfied,

1

1
2

a bit dissatisfied,

3

or very dissatisfied?

4

or very dissatisfied?

4

8

(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER)

8

RECORD VERBATIM.

(OO,%!.m:eI -

Would you say

fairly satisfied,

Cf-:. ,JIA

d) I Why do you say that?

1"q &

"To BE

(228)

••• very satisfied,

(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER)

It
d)

c)

SEE. o~.J- <.00 INS

PROBE FULLY.

(oQcm

ONTQ

fairly satisfied,

2

a bit dissatisfied,

3

RECORD VERBATIM.

CoOlN!i SttEfl -

'FE

Opt.-N-lpo,NC,

,

II'I

- 10 -

- 9 -

I

CoLI

ASK ALLV

Cod.

I

ASK ALL./

Skip
to
27.a)

25.a)

In the last 12 months, has a Merseyside police
officer ever searched your home?

~q: ,JIA oJ: ~.,.,J

0

Yes

I

AA

b)

No

I

00

Q.26

i
c)

If

II

Can't recall

q

Yes

q:.oJ/1I

r

No

X
(231)
1
2

c)

d)
Q.26

RECORD VERBATIM

How often has this happened in the
last 12 months?
IF- .~ >4.uLL' dLlJ.'(" 'r1 o.NI. M -ux/.- A '18

..11TH

$81W

WRITE IN
OR
CODE

TIMES

In the last 12 months, has a Merseyside police officer
ever searched your person or asked you to open bags you
were carrying?

Cj'i =,.ifl M.

ASK b) AND c) IF 1111

~J. oJ.

h

o«D1.l·

dJlxtJ

99:vJ. .. -~

I> 9~

~ IN
OR
CODE

d) What was the reason?

n"'''L

~

Yes

(239)

q=",/A

IF YES AT c) ASK d) AND e)

~

d)

PROBE FULLY.

What was the reason?

iI'.1

WIIH

1

d)

No

2

Q.28

RECORD VERBATIM

St::l'l'H'

lk.H"i'R

No I

(240)

1

e)

2

~"It!

Yes

AA

b)

No

00

Q.27

8.
!

Would you say that was a sufficient reason?

'I ~~f.I

1

Yes

2

Can't recall

9: .,JIl

A(235)

Yes

1

No

2

How often do police stop and question or
search people in the street in this area?
Do they do it ••• READ OUT •• ,

9 -:.,J IA

• •• very often,

1

qui t., often,

2

occasionally,

3

or hardly ever?

4

d)

(DON'T KNOW)

8

Sometimes without sufficient reason
Don't know
31.

(TIbf

e) Would you say that was a .aufficient reason?

'I: .... /11

Yes

1

No

2

IF WITHOUT REASON (CODE A AT Q.30) If

A .(,;(,1'0

/'lor

How often, when the police atop and question
or aearch people, do they do i t without sufficient reason? Would you say ••• READ OUT •••

~

-:. ,JIll

,,-r qJo 0"

!Sl?>1

~30

(243)

I

1

Q.32

A

Q.3l

7

almost always,

5

mostly,

4

sometimes,

3

hardly ever?

2

~

I

2
3

Do you think the police only stop and question
or search people in the street if they are acting
OM (.xL< o~
suspiciously or do you think the police sometimes
do i t without-Sufficient reason?
Only if acting suspiciously

see 1m. tJ 11M££'

Ll\

1

or is it about right?

Q.27

(\j

.:::t

8
(242)

Do you think that, in this area, the police
more people in the street
should stop and question or search '"
READ OUT •••
or less people

9-:.")111

RECORD VERBATIM

I

(241)

(DON'T KNOW)
29.

TIMES: (233-34)

.·0.

PROBE FULLY.

LW

tj a.d. i.)

II

c) The last time i t happened, did the officer give
any reason?
IF YES AT c) ASK d) AND e)

Q.28

Yes

ASK ALL . /

-i

How often has this happened in the last
12 months?

if 'u.-J

b)

00

~

No

a)

AA

(237-38)

Can't recall

ASK ALL,,/

)
I

I

(2'32")

'l: ..

IF YES AT

Yes

Ny.,n'ffl.

e) Would you say that was a sufficient reason?

26.

0

/1

The last time i t happened, did the
officer give any reason?

flrJ!\l
6,,;9L LIb!

a..,{

tn

No

TIMES: (229-30

The last time i t happened, did the officer
give any reason?

d) What was the reason? PROBE FULLY.

~

Skip

IF YES AT a) ASK b) AND c) I~ AA ~.J: o-l "')

How often has this happened in the last
12 months?
WRITE IN
'~ >f].Jl1.(' J.Wlt iq ....LI-I.-Lt><O b 'II?
OR
CODE

IF YES AT c) ASK d) AND e)

Apart from anything we have talked about already,
in the past 12 months, has a Merseyside police
officer ever searched a car you were ill?
'1'1 =

NIt! oJ:

IF YES AT a) ASK b) AND c) ,FIlIl,.."J..J.r.)
b)

I

Col.!
C".nA.

I

2·32

I

-

- 12 -

11 -

Col.!

I erut ..

ASK ALL./

32.a)

b)

IF YES (CODE A AT a)
past five yel\rs?

..! ..\l'I!l»
"7

A

b)

o

Q.33

Yes

2

c)

No

1

Q.33

Skip

~

ASK ALL./
34.a)

No

~

If you were seriously dissatisfied about something a police officer had done or failed to do,
would you make a complaint?

9~

PROBE FULLY.

Yes

1

No

2

b)

Don't know

8

Q.3G

oJ/,1

~J2.
N

tD

(248)

Q.35

RECORD VERBATIM.

(245)

When did it lHst happen?

d)

Yes

Q,4ri

Has this happened at all in the

IF YES (CODE 2 AT b) ASK c) AND d)

r

(244)

J

Have you ever been really pleased abo~t the way a pollce
officer behaved towards you or a member of your family
or handled a matter in which you were involved?

CoLI

Sid I'
~

9~,.j\A

In past year

1

1 but under 2 years ago

2

2 but under 5 years ago

3

Can't recall

8

"'f0

6E. (DOEll DI.!1'P (001% S+lEET - bEE

oPEN-WQ.NS

Last time, what happened that pl~ased you?
PROBE FOR OUTLINE
DETAILS OF INCIDENT AND REASON PLEASED.
RECORD VERBATIM.

I NOW SKIP TO Q.36
a)
10

IE ~~Sl'

IF WOULD COMPLAIN (CODE 1 AT Q.34a)

35.

Do you know who you would complain to?

IF~~
b)
IF
. (CODE

33.a)

Have you ever been really annoyed about the way a police
officer behaved towards you or a member of your family or}
handled a matter in which you were involved?

.
b)

IF YES (CODE A AT a)
past five years?

Yes

q:w/il

Has this happened at all in the o!<3IM

No

':1

Yes
No

IF YES (CODE 2 AT b) ASK c) AND d)

c)

1
d)

IE 2Lr-bi2

9:.+

__ -2 __ 2
1

In past year

1

1 but under 2 years ago

2

2 but 'under 5

y~ars

ago

Can't recall
Last time, what happened that annoy~d YOU?
PROBE FOR OUTLINE
DETAILS Qt. INCIDENT AND REASON ANNOYED. . 'RECORD VERBATIM.

3

8

(251)

3

(252)

.::t

Local police station

4

(253)

I

Police Committee/County Council

5

(254)

Local councillor

6

(255)

MP

7

(256)

Home Secretary

8

(257)

Other (SPECIFY)

9

(258)

61;

HW1'''(QDEO

b-)

:

(.I"fl~

III).I><.E &.RUI"- ( ( fI.t»

50L.,c.ITOR

Q.34

£4 - ,.xl"

SF COOED !)JIC

(OOI"~ :;.H£Ef- SEE

on>!- 'pD'N,

4 •/l;;1t.. K..

oIly...1-¥.
A?

~; 2t;~11
READ

(Ul4.':<

q"oJ\1I

to by name?

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)

our

tr\

(259)

Do you know any police officers well enough

b

I
(Y)

(o.lc q

ASK ALL/
Yes

1

b)

No

2

Q.37

Are any of these •• ,

AND RECORD ANSWER FOR EACH: O~ £lIok .A

q

1b

Q.36

Police headquarters

2'~1 :t ~

36.a)

~:

(250)

~ 2...,3/'

c)

2

2

b)

Q.34

No

1

(247)

I

When did it last happen?

A

b)

Senior police officer (other or rank unspecified)

Mo/q "" ",}fI 0.1:

(246)

I

1 AT a) Who would you complain
to?
DO NOT PROBE BUT CODE ALL ANSWERS
GIVEN.
Chief Constable

HA':f
ASK ALL./"

(2:9)

Yes

9 ~ ../11

8.:: (00.;0 QrJ=fo CoQ'N£,!:o1tf E,- - S.EE. 0i'EN-(QQ,>JS

;t

/JIll •

Qp.u..

el7,""",,,

Yes

No

••• relatives or close personal friends?

1

2

(260)

••• neighbours or people you meet SOCially?

1

2

(261)

.••• other officers you meet through your work?

1

2

(262)

••• other local officers you see regularly when they are on
duty?

1

2

(263)

· .' __'_____ ,__

-,-_,_.:::.:...:...:.-,-~:_..c....

-

13 -

fu.J..
37.

(A!. I

HAND RESPONDENT SHUFFLE PACK X 'The police are asked to do a lot of
different jobs.
Some of them are shown on these cards.
The y have
limited resources and cannot always cover everything .
Can you sort
the'cards into three piles - one for the jobs you think are v e ry
important , one, for the jobs you think are fairly important and one
for the jobs you think are not very i mportant.

~

Sl<.i..,

On~ , <..ocl4 O~!:J ~

9
1.

2.

3.

=-.llfi

1.,,- ~d... ~

Fairly
impor-

tant

Not very
importtant

38.a)

control crowds at public meetings
and sports matches
be around on the streets to deter
crime and people who might start
trouble

1

2

2

1

3

I

Col./

b)

I

=

know

CJti;Q, No LOL .. " .....

Ai/£ Hw-rI-c.QOEO

(a)

(b)

RING NO
MORE THAN
FIVE

RING NO
MORE THAN

8

1

2

11. Drunk driving

1

2

(264)

(265)

::l

14. Burglary of peopl e's houses

1

<l

2

3

8

(266)

2

1

3

8

(267)

':l

~

6.

7.

respond immediately to emergencies
playa part in youth and community projects

2

1

8

(268)

2

1

2

3

3

8

8

(269)

(270)

18. Theft of motor cars

1

8.

9.

keep a check on the security of
shops and offices
control and supervise road traffic

v

1

2

2

1

3
3

8
8

(271)
(272)

~

Vl

20: Glue sniffing

1

"< "' 1

________ _

~

Q

~

'1:°1
'=~

<I

-~~~~e~~~-!~~~-~~-~~~~=!~~~~--xr-------'F .... N~ cooeD 2. O,J (~301!-4 .... f'MoI"

'"

'" 1

1

'i'l.bl"l

26. Racialist attacks

---------,------------------r------..

<t.

'"

C>
I

----~-r-----

F--"'C>iL1DJlf.Il l(~_ 'lo;:-:tS),.~oI3.?sIlCANNOT CHOOSE ANY

(311)

(312)

2

(313)

(314)

.3 2 ~

,
,

(315)

~
~

(316)

V"\

(317)

2

( 318)

2w
0

_~_i_~ _______ ~-~~---

23. Shoplifting

CO<. :oil' s..-K ~ ..

2

(310)

'"

22. Use of heroi n or other hard drugs

25. Vandalism

.:l

<dl 2~
<>~
el2'"
-~---!-------~---~---

-----------------------------------------------

_~~~~~_~!_=~~~~~~_£O~_~~_~~~!~~~~

1

investigate crime

3

(309)

~1

19. Prostitution
5.

2

-~---!-------~-------

16. Robberies in the street where violence
is used
17. Unruly behaviour at football matches

give advice to the public on
how to prevent crime

'"

'" 2

,

4.

(308)

----------------------------------------------- -~---!-------~------13. Bag snatching and p i ckpocketing
S 1
~ 2
-~~~-~~~~!~~-~!-~~~£~-~~-~!~~~~~-------------

1

tn

THREE

10. Rowdyism in the streets

12. Sexual assaults on women

3

Skip

HAND RESPONDENT SHUFFLE PACK Y AGAIN And which three do you think
the police should spend least time and energy on~ROBE TO OBTAIN
A lOTAL OF THREE IF POSSIBI::E.'
•

=~c:!~
(1a3-32Lr)
n f {:~~t1.J>
/ M~ ~~
E~(:"8-321t)

Don't

8

-C.o.d...

There are a lot of different sorts of offences and the time
the police have is limited.
HAND RESPONDENT SHUFFLE PACK Y These are a selection of different
types of offence.
Which five of these do you think the police
should spend most time and energy on?
PROBE TO OBTAIN A TOTAL OF
rIVE IF POSSIBLE.

".."

keep close contact with schools
and give talks to school children

Bl.J.

\c"

What are the numbers of the cards you picked as very important?
rECORD BELOW .
REPEAT FOR FAIRLY IMPORTANT AND NCfI' VERY IMPORTANT.
THEN RECORD ANY ON walCH RESPONDENT CANNOT DECIDE.

Very
important

- 14 -

r----

(319)

2 'u
""

(320)

i'2'"

(321)

~
u.
-

2

J

(322)

1

2

1

2

(324)

1

1

(325-26

( 323)

(

ASK ALL,/'

(327)

RI:~$~

\.JRI.,.e

'N

(.OL~

.2.-13

~O Jo~

2.-r4

IF

/\'~""l-t~O

273-80) SPARE
CARD 03

(307)

39.10) ( SHOW CARD B In the last 5 years, have you yourself
actually seen any of these things happening?

~
IF YES AT

b)

a)

0

Hfr:t &

3~Q/'l

NIII.lHOQl;O

:

NI~ Al: bj

Which?

Any others?

9 -=- "J/It

Yes

1

b)

No

2

Q.4l

PROBE TO NO
Vandalism

1

Shoplifting

2

(329)

Indecent exposure

3

(330)

Theft fran a motor car

4

(331)

A seri ous fight

5

(332)

(328)

Q.40

- 15 -

40.

- 16 -

CoI.1

ASK THIS QUESTION SEPARATELY FOR EACH TYPE OF INCIDENT WITNESSED
AT 2.39

lr.nda

til

b)

a)

IF NO AT a)
Was that because you were able to deal with the
matter yourself?
RECORD BELOW.
IF YES, GO TO NEXT TYPE OR

I

If you had seen a couple of youths smashing up
a bus shelter and the police were looking for
witnesses, would you be prepared to tell the
police what you had seen?

TO Q.41

c)

d)

IF
b)

IF NO AT b)
Was it because someone elsa was dealing with the
matter and it was up to them to call the police?
RECORD BELOW.
IF YES GO TO NEXT TYPE OR TO Q.41

Vandalism

~
(333)

Shoplifting

~
(336)

Indecent
Exposure

I

No

2

2

2

2

2

b) Dealt with personYes
ally: 'I: ..//1 foot~A<.~ "Ut'~'
(D ..."",,., No

1

1

I

I

I

2

2

2

2

2

I

1

~EJ.k/4::"~..

C\:~r1

341d I

No

Don't know

fEs

IF
d)

I I I

~S

Yes

Q.42

1

c)

No

2

d)

8

Q.42

Yes

1

Q.42

No

2

d)

Don't know

8

Q.42

-I

3L&/l. ~ IF ·34'\/~ OQ. IF '!>51"l.
Why not?

U

Don't know

AT b)
Would you be prepared to give
evidence in court about it?

IF NO (CODE 2) AT a), b) OR c)
RECORD VERBATIM.

b)

d)

(349)

IF
AT a)
Would you be prepared to help
identify the people who had done it?

q:.~A

~~
~
(339)
(342)
(345)

I

Fo<: ."'''

c)

Theft Fight
from"",

Yes

a) Police called:

(348)

Yes

Cf:. oJ/A

IF NO AT c)
Why didn't you call the police?
PROBE AND RECORD
VERBATIM BELOW.
THEN GO TO NEXT TYPE OR Q.41

'I ~ oJ/A

ALL./'

ASK

41.
a)1 The last time you saw an incident of '___ , did you call the police?
RECORD BELOW.
IF YES,GO TO NEXT TYPE OR TO Q.41

ffl.

Skill'

~~

PROBE FULLY.

~Fi3>~i7i------~k--~-------(334)----1337)----1346)----(343)--1346)-

\

7;;~~7i-------------------(335)----(338)----(34if----(344)--1347)-

c) Other dealt with:

Yes

I I I

:tc1Q:IQOfP Ot..\lc (00'1)14 5\-U-f:I-$-t.[
1

ofE~ .. (DOUJ().

I
111

.:::t
111

~-~~-~:~-~~~~~--~~-----~--------~--------~--------~------~--POLICE NOT CALLED

I

SONS

an a
~
IF

'l.

sm:

I

42.

:ns{:z.

IF
Shopliftin 9 :

04-I/:z..

IF
Indecent exposure:

a)

,..

i
I
(351)

ASK ALL./'
If you had seen a couple of youths knock a man
down and take his wallet and the police were
looking for witnesses, would you be prepared to

q:. ,JIll
Don~t

t?~l1i~~police what you had seen?
F
S AT a)
Would you be prepared to help
identify the people who had done it?

Yes

1

b)

No

2

d)

know

b

'ho.ll A

, 1i'ESAT b) Would you be prepared to give
evidence in court about it?

If 1>~2
Theft from Car:
d)

3~1

IE !tilt:!.. £11\ If
IF 0 (CODE 2

at. If~

AT a)
RECORD VERBATIM.

r

)

OR c)

Why not?

<f:.~A
PROBE FULLY.

IF )4.1/"Fight:
.,." OlE COOEQ PiTa (00 ,oJ 'I SMaT - $£E

cPl:N -""0I ooJ 5

Q.43

Yes

1

c)

No

2

d)

Don't know

~,

8
(352)

Yes

8
(353)

Q.43

I

Q.4)

No

2

d)

Don't know

B

Q.43

- 17 -

- IB ~l.1

~/
~3_a)1

('.nil ..

If you had seen a traffic eccident in which
someone had been badly hurt and the police were
looking for witnesses, would you be prepared to
tell the police what you had seen?

1

No

2

c) .

Don't know

8

Q.44

oil. IF 365/7-

I

Q.44

No

2

c)

Don't know

8

Q.44

PROBE FULLY

-Co 6£ (oDED OMs; CoD,N'l 5HffT -

~K
a)

b)

Yes

9,,0)/A

44.

SHOW CARD C Not all c~11s the police ,receive are really urgent_
Which of these do you think would be the most suitable response for
the police to giv<' to a caller who said __ . ASK SEPARATELY FOR EACH
CATEGORY ON LEF7 BELOW
C.H£<.t;, ONe (oOG Ot-k.y R\J"~te..u I'J e:A<H (.oO.tHIJ Car
Foot
Visi t Call at Don't
q :. rJlA Fo( ~ .. COt. ... ..,....
now patrol later station know
---- he had discovered in the morning
~';at his car had been stolen'
from outside his house during
the night
I
2
3
4
8

(355)

AT a) Would you be prepared to give
('vidence in court about it?

:wJJ.

·;5.

Yes

q".JIA

Se E

O"QI-<PA o¥,

ALL./

(356)

If a police officer told you he was investigating
Yes
11
an outbreak of vandalism in your area and you had
No
an idea of who might be doing it, would you tell
Don't
know
the
Off~er?
IF :)5&
b) IF
(CODE 2 AT a) Why not?
PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM.

Q,,4

I

Q.45

2

b)

8

c)

~1.1

ASK ALL/

~

(354)

~rES
If

Skip

..J:'.w1L

Skip
_ t.D.

(35B)

- he could see an unknown youth
in the back garden of a neighbour·who is on holiday

I

2

3

4

8

(359)

- he wants police advice on how
to secure his home against
burglars

I

2

3

4

8

(360)

- he can hear screaming next
door, where he knows the husband is sometimes violent to
his wife

I

2

3

4

8

(361)

- he is organising a sponsored
walk for charity and wants
advice on safety precautions

1

2

3

4

8

(362)

- there is a group of youths
playing football in the street
to the annoyance of residents

I

2

3

4

B

(363)

I

'"

~~~------------------------------------------------~-----+-----+-----+=;
"Ta 6!< coO!fO O"'.,.~ CODI>I'j !>\ItEr - See

QfE-.)-WO,oJ<;

..If:.~W-~~
c)
NO OR

DON'T lCNOW (CODE 2 OR 8 AT a) And if you
had definite knowledge of who was doing it.
WOuld you tell the officer?

~

. NO (CODE 2 AT c)

Why not?

One way in which people can help prevent crime is
through a Home Watch Scheme_
This is a group set
up and run by people living in an area.
Residents
are asked to watch for anything suspicious and
,eJ?Ort it 1;0 the.nVce _
?'
~" tl \tI.U> ~ -

PROBE FULLY.

';:;;;r-

(357)

Yes

1

Q.45

No

2

d)

Don't know

8

Q.45

Cj::..JjA

~

(364)

q,oJlA

Yes
No

~.

'YES (CODE 1 AT a) Is there a Bome Watch
Scheme operating in this area?

-r"

Be

(OIl@!

9::.J/A

-

I

I

1

No

2

Don't know

8
(366)

you think that, for this area, Home
Watch Schemes are ••• READ Otrr .•.
Do

0"'10 COO...q~f"'- b!;:1i ofg>j-(QO.o.)£,

2

Yes

ASK ALL'/
47.

b)

(365)

"I:,"I~

RECORD VERBATIM.

1

a very good idea,

1

a fairly good idea,

2

not a very good idea,

3

or not at all a good idea?

4

(DON'T KNOW)

8

Q.47

- 2(; -

- 19 fiLL

4'8.a)

CoLI

Skip

If you were asked to take part in a Home Watch
Scheme, would you agree or not?
Yes

1

No

2

b)

Don't know

8

Q.49

9~1J111

J.LID./2
b)

IF Nb (CODE 2 AT a)

Why not?

"TO ru; CADE]) 0..>10

PROBE FULLY

(,001"'1

52.

Col.!

~./

Skip

~

ttl

The next few questions concern things that may have happened to you
over the twelve months since ....• (DATE OF INTERVIEW), 1983 in which
you may have been the victim of a crime or offence.
I am only Concerned with incidents which have happened to you personally or to
other members of your household - that is people living with you and
catered for by the same person as you.

Q.49

RECORD VERBATIM.
I don't just want to know about serious incidents _ I want to know
about small things too.
It is often difficult to remember exactly
when things happen, so I will take the questions slowly and I would
like you to think carefully about them.

:;tIg"1- SEC o/"ON~wQ,,.J(.

First, I need to ask a few questions to find out which parts of the
questionnaire apply to you and which don't.
Does anyone in this household own or have the regular
use of a car, motorcycle, scooter or moped?

ASK ALL./
\JR'O),l.t'l

49.a)

Have you ever heard of Police-Community Liaison Forums?
These are meetings between local police officers, local
community leaders and councillors. which the public can
attend, to discuss matters of local concern?
Heard of them

b)~HEARD OFa Police-Community
THEM (CODE
AT a) Have you ever
Liaison Forum?

Not heard of them

Yes

nLTk.~

(368)

>h.,..l'"
k.

J

1

b)

2

Q.51

b)

..IF, NO ,
AT

a) Has anyone in this household owned or
had the regular use of a car, motorcycle, scooter
or moped at any time in the last 12 months?

Yes
'i :.oliA o.l l.) o.e.)

.

~;o

..

Q.5t
c)

53.

a)

o.

---~---'

'1

2

Q.S3

No

3

Q.S4

During the twelve months since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW),
198), have ~ has anyone elS;-;Ow in your household
had their car, van, motorcycle or other motor vehicle
~ or driven away without permission?
q~,..qA .uo~""d.~) Yes

AA

IF VEHICLE IN PAST 12 MONTHS (CODES 1 OR 2 AT Q.52)

~s

{J

"l <:)

Q.S3
b)

Yes

1

~ttended

} ~ =,.,I

1en"

No

NOTE:

If

371'

0«1

INCLUDE VEHICLES FOR WHICB B/B MEMBERS WERE RESPONSIBLE

I

t--

No

b)

b)
c)

!?tjul _ !.Eli

oe!?»· (CO,NS

How man:)' times?

'-

~ITE

~b=
0 of" M ..... ")
'I, = Nj4
'I,,,..o.lI"<>-<.

IN:

II

(And ~ art from this) In that time has anyone had
their vehicle tampered with or damaged by vandals
or people out to steal?

d)
=1Q 1If' CiJO£D mUo CM •..lC1

i

IF YES AT a)

If ?i71 10'<.2

IF YES AT c)

How many times?

"S:.:

til" oJ. ~ '11k AA .t- <)

q1= Q1o. """...,.

WRITE IN:

II

TIMES

(373-74~

c)

I

9<b ...jAofc.)M<I<:l}Xes

AA

No

00

TIMES

~275-76»)1

L("\

I

00

b)
Q.52

.:::r

d)

Q.54

-

21 -

Col./1

~./
54.a)

(377)

Does anyone in this household own a
bicycle?

9.,.,.;/A

b)

55.

IF NO AT a)
Can I check.
Has anyone in this
household owned a bicycle at any time in the
last twelve months?

..t 0) o....l.

J

IF BICYCLE IN IAST 12 MONTHS (CODES 1 OR 2 AT Q.54)
a)

If

'SubI

~.

1

Q.55

No

II

b)

IF YES AT a)

(NOTE:

How many times?

Yes

2

IF 2+ BICYCLES TAKEN TOGETHER,
COUNT AS ONE INCIDENT)

l.-)

No

3

Q.56

b)

~

~

Yes

AA

b)

No

00

Q.56

TIMES

9{i-:. oJlll

oJ: ~od'"' ~

'1,~

Or """~

(\I

c)

a)

(378-7

o

00,...).. 0·

Yes

AA

1
[';'1==::;=::::;:I~TI-HE-S--'(4OB-09J

IF YES AT a)

~

c)

How 1Jl3l1y.
<r€ =/JIll ii:

'II .. q-,

.1;.1mlls?
L.\
'1 "6'" A~ ..... '7

~

WRITE IN:

..--

(Apart from this) In that time has anyone got into
your house/flat without permission and caused damage?

q'l: N/A.l-

How many time.~?
.\ WRITE IN:
0,8 • ~A ,.k ~ ~ AA.l- '?
~
.'1'-:. c\l<r>-,..."......
.
(And apart from this) In that time have you
ever found anything that showed that someone
had tried to get in without permiusion to
steal or to cause damage?

d)
e)

IF YES AT c)

II

9....,1. d)

Yes

IF YES AT e)

How

~ny

times?

'\8. 1I/~ ~ d)

-./b.. ~ ...t:

~

MRITE IN.

I

AA

00 }

TIMES

(410-11)

I

[Q

I TIMES

(AS ~

Yes

WRITE IN:

d)

WRITE

IN}[Q

r;1.;=:;:::::::;-T-IMES-- , , , : ; }

IF YES AT e)

How many times?

WRITE

..flu.....

}

,", I I I

And (again, apart from anything you have told me aLout
already) in that time has anyone deliberately deface d
or done damage to your house/flat or to anything outside
it that belonged to someone in your household?
~

c)

AA

d)
e)

(416:7J

q' -

~m ,",

~"' H_.,

As

Yes

AA

T~ (H8""}
No

Yes
"b o..(

I I

f)

00

AA

T'~' "'~nJ
No

g)

IJ)

00

The next few questions are about things that may have happened to you
personally, not the other people in your household, over the twelve
months since _____ (DATE OF INTERVIEW), 1983.
Please include anything
that happened to you during that time - at home, in the street, at
work, in a shop, in a pub, in a park, on a train or anywhere else.

IF YES AT a)

.hJ....

How ~ny ~im".s? ~

qg.

"l1:.

oJ

_\

A ,.k ~ ~ n" A! ":;;I

l

WRITE IN:

0, ~ . . .

(Apart from this) In that time has anyone tried to
steal something you were carrying - out of your
hands or from your pockets or from a bag or case?

II

AI. ...b(>..c:

Yes
No

I l

TIMES

(422-23j!

Yes
No

d)

IF YES AT c)

How many times?

WRITE IN:

/1

TIMES

AA

00

I OO} I
AA

(424-S)

r

~

I.!'\

Q.S8

ASK ALL./
--

b)

c)

00)

(4l4-J

I TIMES

And (apart from anything you have told me about already).
in that time has anything else that belonged to someone
in your household been stolen from outside the house/flat
- from the doorstep, the garden or the garage for
amPle?

f)

Q.S1

b)

No

(Apart from anything you have mentioned already) Have
you had anything you were carrying stolen - out of
your hands or from your pockets or from a bag or cas,,?
h\
.\
C¥I~ "III ..l: 7 ......!. ~
AA

AA

~

h, " " " AT

c)

Skip

""''I....

How many times?

b)

e)

No

f)

g)

58.a)

No

qt.\,.\~ o.k ')~) Yes

IF YES AT c)

00

1

1".

"l"

(Apart from this) In that time have you eVer had
the milk stolen from outside your house/flat?

f)

(407)

110

b)

Yes

ih "b.,...., .

(380)
SPARE
CARD 04

Now I would like to ask some questions about things
that may have happened in your home - either here or
somewhere else where you were living - during the 12
months since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW), 1983.
In that
time has anyone got into the house or flat where you
were living without permission and stolen or tried to
steal anything?
99, L1~ oJ::

How m~ny t..imes ?
\
'1'& = oJ A il: I:;l 0./11.. 1\1\ ~."

IF YES AT a)

d)

t>k.0

ASK ALL/

56.

~

qq, oJl~ ol- .y,t>I.H)

Q.55

01\1,

WRITE IN:

(Apart from anything you have mentioned already)
In the twelve months S1nce
(DATE' OF
INTERVIEW), 1983, has anything been stolen out
of your house/flat?

No

e)

b)

LI

ASK ALL'/
----

7_
a)

Yes

9

During the twelve months since
(DATE OF INrERVIEW),
1983, have you or anyone else now in your househbld had
a bicycle stolen?
9'1. oJ~
<}aNl.

....,

' '1

- 22 -

b)
c)

d)
Q.59

I

- 23 -

Col.1

:59.a)

And apart from this, in that time has anything else
of yours been stolen, from a cloakroom, an office, a
car or anywhere else you left i t ? '
9Q • .JIA.1. ~ClNt0

)
c)

IF YES AT a)

"m AT c)

"""

m~y

- 24 -

I

Col./

~

AA

b)

OO}

c)

Yes

AA

No

00

Skip
te~

CHECK QUESTIONS INDICATED BELOW, WRITING IN NUMBER OF INCIDENTS.
CROSS THROUGH BOX FOR NONE.
No (oo,Y'j fEIS.\I'&!· Q

&;1

"'Hie. ,uFrgt1/1-f!CH I!!if/[

Selection Digit in Serial Number is:
Even (0,2,4,6,8)

Odd (1,3,5.7,9)

IS (QIIe£t:!.

C><J
C><J

Q.53bl .Car Theft

/l$ Ahol-O. •

~= ""

U .... ,

'j,
FOR ALL

r;:=::;:==;--T-IME-S-'(426-27)
WRITE IN:/!

Bow ~ny t~mes?
.\
'\\?o "A ..A: 9 "d\l..J All .... ')...tu.....
"1" 1 Or ""' ... '
And apart from this, in that time has anything
else of yours been deliberately damaged or tamperedj
with by vandals or people out to steal?

d)

to;

62.
Yes
No

b)

Sl<ip

l.r.od..e..

ASK ALL'/

Q.S3d)

Damage to car

Q.SSb)

Bicycle Theft

d)

fl

I I I """" ""-'"

Q.60

t><]

----------------------------------------------------------------

ASK ALL,/

60.

a) I And again apart from imything you have
since _____ (DATE OF INTERVIEW), 1983,
peoplE you know well, deliberately hit
or with a weapon of any sort or kicked
violence on you in any other way?

already mentioned,
has anyone, .including
you with their fists
you or used force or
<t'l=- oJl~ 0.1: o)~

<1

Yes
No

b)

IF YES AT a)

~

How IDjlllY tf~~,~?'J\. L
qg~ "IA o.l ~ '\1-' ",.. .... "':I
A

"',,, <\1

\

IF YES AT c)

I

00

r.11==;:::::::;--T-IME-S--'(430-31)

WRITE IN:

b)

1
f

Yes

(

How many times?

~ o..bo-.t ,

AA

No

00

J

d)

CHECK
Q.6l

qq ~ o.l\A

ttu.

c)

; : !j,.n~ tlf';J! AADJ.)

q, .. '\1 D<

WRITE IN:

,." ..

ol-

~ o..M. ~

1~~'

IF YES AT c)

I

Y:JS

No

AA

0)

00 }
c)

TIMES (434-35)

Vandalism to home

I

I

t><J

Q.SBb)

Theft from person

Q.S8d)

Attempted theft from person

Q.S9b)

Other personal theft

Q.S9dl

Personal vandalism

I"

I
,:====:,I

~
"

I><J
1><1

Assault

WRITE

Q.61b)

Sexual assault

Q.61d)

Sexual pestering

I

I

I

,

t><J

IF "NONE" TO ALL RELEVANT QUESTIOOS, GO TO 12.65.
IF NO MORE THAN ONE INCIDENT AT ANY PARTICULAR QUESTION GO TO Q.64.

Yes

I

No

IF 2+ INCIDENTS AT ANY PARTICULAR QUESTION GO TO Q.63.

AA

d)

OOJ
Q.62

Bow many times?

Q.STh)

1«)MEN ONLY

.\

II

~t from anything you have mentioned already, In
that time have you been sexually pestered or insulted
by anyone?

d)

1><1

Theft outside home

Q.6Od)

Apart from anything you have mentioned already,
since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW), 1983, have you
been s~ly attacked, assaulted or interfered with?

IF YES AT a)

l><J

Q.S7f)

,
I
C='
Threat
_._1><1
------------------------------------------------------------

FEAALE RESPONDENTS ONLY IF /,17/l.

b)

t><J

Q.60b)

IF RESPONDENT IS AALE, SKIP TO Q.62
a)

I

Milk bottle theft

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

~

61.

I

Q.S7d)

I'
I'
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

TIMES (432-33)

•

Other theft from Home

c)

Or ,.." ... ,

c,> -' And in 'that time, has anyone threatened to damage
things of yours or threatened to Use force or
violence on you in a way that actually frightened
you?

d)

AA

Q.57b)

I N , ) r n TIMES (436-37'

I

J
~

.:::t
L()

I

- 26 - 25 93.

IF 2+ INCIDENTS RECORDED FOR ANY PARTICULAR QUESTION AT Q.62, ASK

Col.!
r.l'!l.A.

SEPARATELY FOR EACH RELEVANT QUESTION.

None in
Series

ASK ALL./
--

65.a)

You mention
(NUMBER) incidents of
(TYPE OF OFf'ENCE).
Were any of these very similar incidents, where the same thing
was done under the same circumstances and probably by the same
people?
QUESTION
MO.

Col. I

Sk i~
>n

Number of Similar
Incidents in Series

SHOW CARD D In the 12 months since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW) •
~~~J , have you yourself been upset because of any of these
things happening?

WIll! ~fR f!oiQ

DOtER

A

a)

b)

c)

IF ANY INCIDENTS NOTED AT Q62~
Tetal number of Iseriest of incidents
identified at Q.63
WRITE IN:
Tetal number of other ~
incidents noted at Q.62
Overall total of series and
&ingle incidents (a + b)

~

...... II:t 1'1:1'

rIT]

Uol(,~:.

00-'7

fITJ INCID~S
ITJ

WRITE IN:

QA~Ir..:.

<}: S"" OF £""A,E; I'I~ OJ'''"'" ~

IF '1'OTAL AT c) IS 1, 2, 3 OR 4, COMPLETE VICTIM FORMS FOR THESE
IN~IDENTS/SERIES.
------~'*I ' lIoIfoA r1f'r1tQrJ A16l;, Eu 8Q1b?' (lffQC
PUBIC PI UII.:. 436- 443
IF THE TOTAL EXCEEDS FOUR, ESTABLISH WHIO! FOUR INCIDENTS/SERIES
OCCURRED MOST RECENTLY AND COMPLETE VICTIM FORMS FOR THESE
NOTE BELOW IN ALL CASES WHERE VICTIM FORMS CCf1PLETED.

VICTIM FORM

SINGLE
INCIDENT

SERIES

SCREEN

Q.66

Were you upset because it made you feel threatened or frightened
or because it made you feel annoyed or insulted or because it
made you feel uneasy or embarrassed?
CODE ONE ANSWER ONLY

No. of
times

~

(440-41)

- being stared at

A

(442-43)

,- being followed

A

- being approached
or spoken to

.

(c)

,

Upset by:
:

00

INCIDENTS

b)

2

Bow many times have you been upset because of

(438-39)

R·~UIrd"&

WRITE IN:

1

No

c)

(b)
SERIES

¢: I qq ~ oJ/A I::~t
~ I II!
I

q: 1
A '

"0\
A

- being touched
or held

A

~:

t~

rl-""""-"
L._ _

A

- being confronted

A

Annoyed/
InsultE'1

Uneasy/
Embarrassed

Can't
Say

1

2

3

8

(445-7)

1

2

3

8

(448-50

2

3

8

(451-3)

2

3

8

(454-6)

2

3

8

(457-9)1 ~

1

)-~

~ <1 1

-L_~

~l

--L---.J

1-1

,

v""
~ ..

1

I

0-

,~

,=> t

•

~

I:

<1.1

- instances of
kerb crawling

l

<t

1'3'

~: L._-'-__.J
¢,

- being shouted at
or called after

(d) Effect - - - - t - - -

:Threatened/
'Frightened

qr,

?

:: I

~

,I

1

I: 50"

1

,

2

3

8

(460-2)

3

8

(463-5)

OUESTION NO.
ASIC ALL../

I

1

A

B

2

A

B

3
4

66.a)1 (Apart from yourself) do you personally know any people who have been
mugged in the street in the last 12 months?
IF YES AT a) ASK b) AND c)
b)

B

A

Bow many?

c) Bas any of these incidents happened in this area?
THEN REPEAT FOR (H)-(iv) BELOW
(b)
~
(a)

B

A

II

i
lIFTER CCf1PLETIOO OF VICTIM FORMS, RETURN TO Q.65.
c.Hg.r;.

Ii
II,

NlJ.HACfl a E- \l,17"" fORM!> AUSV,J(

hr..fEScuf 0« 8Y- QEntE BE~ vF~(W 4)
-'
tts 31 IN, Eo/rEt nt£ eil!n6(-( Of tf6$/eJ~

'*

NOt

yr'~

P6m;lJr

8)"

=fotRy

100000I fN[~ oN

CIlc";'" 437

x

Yea

- people who have been mugged in 1'1 ,
the street
~f- AA
- households which have been
!: ~
broken into and had s omethinq III
stolen
0(
AA

t

=tD

,

Yes

d)

A

64.

Oft

(CODE 1 AT a)
Which?
Any others?
PROBE TO NO.
RECORD BELOW
ASK c) AND d) SEPARATELY OF EACH YES ANSWER AT b)

~~MN~

geL£yetJf

Skip

(444)

9:oJ/11

~
YES

CtI'H1s OfWU tim;

A

~.

l

- women ,who have been sexually ~.:
attacked
0~
- women who have been sexually
mole,.ted

AA

g~
Cl

AA

No

j

...... H&;A

00

'JJ'''l' "1
~1

~'~
..-;"\

oolj~

oor4J!J
oo!ili Iii

(c)

, In this area
No
: Ye.
OK

,-

:~ l.s.

2

8

(466-8)

2

8

(469-7

2

8

(472-4)

2

8

(475-7)

:f t

"i
..
•
<f'

:9 0
llll
'. l'

:~ ?

:51~

I
I
I

L[')

I

- 28 -

- 27 -

Col.!

"ASK ALL/

I r.Ni.

---

67.

Now I would like to ask about things that have happened to y ou in the
last five years, since this time in 1979, but not in the time since '

;,t.R".r",

,,'

the t1"&~
1983.
()cIIt-fl. OF .",~"'\5."'"
Apart from anything you have mentioned already, in the last five
years have you yourself been mugged in the street?
RECORD BELOW.
RESPONDENTS
~

t)

REPEAT FOR b) -d) BELOW BUT

en..

c.ocL:.

<t "-

pMiT)

...

o~ I~ tAu..

LII'--'V'-

.'

~

-,

';/11

b)~ad

No
2

(508)

1

2

(509)

~~~~

1

2

(510)

1

2

(511)

ONLY .•• been 5exually attacked?

WOMEN ONLY

been sexually molested?

SHOW CARD E Some crimes are more likely to happen to some people
than others . How likely do you think it is that , in the next year,
your home will be broken into and something stolen?
RECORD BELOW.

.Bll..

a) Your home will be broken
into and something
stolen?

1

b) You will be mugged in the
street?

u.Gc.\<

Fairly
likely

Fairly
unlikely

,,<oJ~

o,J~y

w~E-

'I ~ oJlA foot - . .
1

2

.OJ

,,,iJV'. .

Very
unlike ly

.

E.A(..,ri

Don't
know

1

MEN OOLY you will be
raped?'

d) WOMEN ONLY you will be
sexually molested?

1

e) WOMEN ONLY you will be
sexually pestered?

3

4

8

(512 )

3

4

8

(513)

1

2

1
1

2

2

3
3

4
4

8
8

(514)

3

(EQUAL)

4

([)CtI'T KNOW)

8
(522)

And do you think most burglaries
are committed by
REAr OUT ...

. •. unemployed people,

9-.J/A
-

1

or people with jobs?

2

-

3

(EQUAL)
(DON'T KNOW)

B

(523)

What kinds of people do you hear about being
mugged in the street?
Is it .•• READ OUT ...
...... moiO.tly men,

1

~

mostly women,

2

~

both equally?

)

l

And in terms of age, are the people you hear
about being mugged in the street .• • READ OUT

q."/II

I

or does it happen

(515)

mostly young ,

1

or mostly old,

2

or mostly in between ,

3

~o

1

2

3

4

8

(516)

all ages equally?

1

2

3

4

8

(517)

g) You will be attacked by
strangers?

1

2

3

4

B

(518)

h) You will be in~ulted or
bothered by strangers?

1

2

3

4

B

(519)

8

----

SHOW CARD F This is a list.Qf things the police or the courts can do
about offender·s.
Suppose a man of 25, who had been in similar
trouble before, had mugged somebody.
Which ~ of these things do
you think should happen to him? Please read out the number from the
card.
RECORD BELOW.
DON'T KNOW m 98.
b)

IF COMPENSATION (04) Should anything else happen to him apart
from having to pay compensation?
IF YES What?
RECORlJ BELOW. DON'T KNOW - 98.
---

NOW REPEAT FOR (ii)-(vi)
(1,

.
l. 0,,11 (.00'" .0.)
mugged somebody :~QI_II o~ ~ roo 'A'~
""""'" QUI;

A"1" 0.) of! '¥I <. "'~
into a home and stolen something
.

(ii)

broke~

(Iii) stolen £5 worth of goods from a shop

A"'~U\W,
(OL'> (\1 ~ 1Iik!.. oS M"",
If PIt l.00!i!l

(iv)
Iv)

stolen a car
committed raoe·

QI- ",",S

(a)

I

4

I

ASK ALL./

74.a)

If"I
If"I

8
(524)

(DON'T KNOW)

f) You will have your home
or property damaged by
vandals?

1

9" ..>IQ

2

or people over 20?

(DON'T KNOW)

.AI.!:..

'1

8
(521)

... children under 16,

If:.oJ/A

---------------------------~---------------------------- --------------

I

3

c...oL", ... ~ .....

*1~1fI!------------------'------------------------'-- -------------------

c)

2

(EQUAL)
(DON'T KNOW)

j
72.

Very
likely

people who live outside it?

And do you think most burglaries are
committed by • •. READ OUT . ,.

1
l

REPEAT FOR b)-h) BUT OMIT c)-e) FOR MALE RESPONDENTS

~

or people aged 16 to 20,

AiL./

ASK

q~~~

(520)
1

people from the area

.

71.
68.

most burglaries are
committed by • • . READ OUT...

j

70.

Skip

I r.Ma

ASK ALL./'
--Do you think

.

o

1

your home broken into and something stolen?

69.

SPARE

(507)

Yes

been mugged in the street?

Col.!

r ..

CARD 05

c) lIND d) FOR MALE

.

(478-80

SUii'

(b)

I
I
I
I

(525-28
(529-32
( 533-36
(537-40

I

)()

- 29 -

Col.1
• 75.

Finally, some questions about yourself.
Row old were you last birthday?

a)

GHc<.K

f<A ""'_

=-

b)

1
c)

~

tI

WRITE IN:

,j/11

I

YEARS

,A5K
- -ALL./
77.

CoL/

1i,.
,.<. '" ",. ,.,'.'01'. ".,"' wi," ,00 0<1
catered for by the same perso~ as you?

( 549-50

I mean a (husband/wife), or someone
you live with as if you are married to them?

Yes

1

No

2

At present, are you in full-time education,
in paid work, seeking work or doing something else?

Other (SPECIFY)

Full-time education

p.,·loJ.{

IJ

prnSiHe

Paid Work

ot/J,.....,

(,,4<1£

IJ

tDJJ.

s-

d) IF IN PAID WORK (CODE A AT c)
Is that IF II ~.( to1 c)
full-time work, over 30 hours a week,
or part-time work?
Q"o.J/~ old)
A0.1

"du.

q :oJIA 0.1:

0G.NI d)

V Full-time
Part-time

I ouel

IF RESPONDENT IN PAID WORK
What is your job?
8.EEAA'To HAN..eJL.OOk.U.' OIARI
}
PROBE AS NECESSARY
wnat l.sthe name or title of the job? 1980 ~fl(!tT!CN

o,.!\'''Al'Qw~

What kind of work do you do most of the time? IF RELEVA!'I'l': What
materials do you make things with?
~E,jT ~A-rI>J.. - - -

Q.71

4
A

d)

~}

Q.77

N~-r~-

~

Are you ••• READ OUT •••

~1 '

•• _.c

.~ n",

Relationship
to respondent

Q.76

d)

(561)

q;.i\A

(553-7 J)

J

e)

=r=

fJ

• •• an employee,

A

c)

B

f)

A

b}

No

0

Q.79

PERSONS 16+

~

~

C

I
F

E

0

CARD 06
(tIR.~IiC

E~'TR.IE..S

11>+

fiT

(565)

(569)

0" "R.D

~ <;/!l,£ \o.I'T>

tJc'

(607)

(.I)LSbO

0
(573)

(577)

(608)

Male

1

1

I

1

I

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

lti\o>;E Ib<-

Economic Status

(564)

(56B)

(572)

(576)

:580)

I

•

-

Paid work - full-time

2

2

2

2

2

- part-time

3

3

3

3

3

3

;

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

Seeking work
Other

Do you supervise or are you responsible for

I

I

2

ESTABLISH IDENTITY OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD (PERSON IN WHOSE NI\ME
At A'lMODATION IS OWNED/RENTED Cfl MALE PARTNER OF THAT PERSON)
RESPONDENT

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD IS:

A

9:oJjA

SPOUSE/COHABITEE-OF RESPONDENT
PARENT/STEP-PARENT OF RESPONDENT

What industry ia your employer in? PROBE AS NECESSARY: What
does your employer do or make? _________________________________

II' be

lI'
Wl!o,,~

e)

Including yourself, how many people are employed
under 25,
at the place where you o.ually work (from)? Is
i t ••• READ OUT •••
or 25 or IIIOre?

f)

IF SELF-EMPLOYED: Do you have any employees?

g)

IF ANY EMPLOYEES: How many ••• READ OUT •••

;11
B

Yes

A

No

~I

»nder 25,

~

I

FIl..TIi"

*~~

Q·,l
g)

Q.77

hI

~

CIIlIER PERSON

~cG

IF H-- IS SPOUSE/COHABITEE/(STEP)PARENT OF RESPONDENT
CHECK f) ABOVE AND RECORD:
IN PAID WORK (CODES 2 OR 3)

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD IS:
CMEU

CI--.o IH"~)

9 ........ lUFI~.

NOT IN PAID WORK

(COOES 1, 4 OR 5)'

----------

U1
U1

I

(611)

.1

q•..jA

I
C\J

m LrJ' Lfj) Lfj) (EU LLJ

Yes (WRITE IN NUMBER)
d)

(560)

oJ c.1l..O

~

Full-time education

g)

No, none

10

Yes

Female

(WRITE IN) "f\ 0 ,.)l~

( 55B-59l

.,.40\

B

Spouse/
Co
habitee
(if any

Sex

~•

(n .

A

"

or self-employed?

the work of any other people? IF YES: how many?

"",

n, ""'"

PERSON :
c)

IF EMPLOYEE ASK c)-e)
c)

WRITE IN:

IF RESPONDENT HAS 00 SPOUSE OR COHABITEE. HRsT COLUMN IS BLANK.
r~

What qualifications or traini r ... are needed for that job? __________

b)

.

tn

IF RESPONDENT HAS SPOUSE OR COHABITEE RECORD DETAILS OF THAT PERSON
IN FIRST COLUMN.

J
or

How many?

Ski;

RECORD IN GRID BELOW RELATIONSHIP TC· RESPONDENT, SEX. AGE AND ECONOMIC
STATUS OF ALL PERSONS IN HOUSEHOlD AGED 16+ APART FRCtI RESPONDENT.

(552)

Ortc..c.c>k. ~

q=- Hlri
8=-80''''0...(

(551)

"b..Jla

.1:ru!.

Can I just check. Apart from yourself, are there
any other adults, aged 16 or over. who normally

b)
Do . 'ou have a partner,

Seeking work

..:'

I

IF YES AT a) ASK b)-9)

IF 2+ ANSWERS? CODE
FIRST TO APPLY

7£'.

t"

2.~tc,IT I'."TA.,{

U? - %'
<{q

1

Ski!"

~

- -ALL./
ASK

(612)
1

:1
4

Q.79
h)

Q.79

(613)
1

Q.7B

2

Q.79

.

- 31 -

If bl3!1

7~.

IF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD ~ PARTNER OR PARENI' OF RESPONDENT AND
WORK (CODE 1 AT Q.77h)
. hi /
j b?
R£i~" -r" HthJ\\Hl I LOOkUe lItlll11'
What 1.S
s her 0
PROBE AS NECESSARY:
'

I

a)

What is the name or title of the job?

1'1'Oi:' (IN,!,lfI,;,I\r-,''''

liS! IN

PAID

r
~

OUO

I

Q~ Plll:,/I'"flO"c,

What kind of work does (he/she) do most of t.he time? IF RELEVANT:
materials does (he/she)make things with?

:::!:'

,
SUI'

- 32 -

,

,,~

(614-8)

I

i

81.a)

82.

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)
(:,or ""'><!

••• an employee,

A

c)

or self-employed?

B

f)

IEb

d)

e)

,

f)

g)

What industry is (his/her) employer in?
does(his/her)employer do or make?

PROBE AS NECESSARY:

bl

Under 25

A

or 25 or more?

B

Does (he/she) have

Yes

A

No

B

Under 25

C

or 25' or more?

0

I

q:

p:iLY)

SHOW CARD G To which of the groups listed on
'19::. oJl~
the card do you consider you belong?
.
RA"'t,~ ~ 01-\1
WRITE IN CODE FROM CARD

II ""'fI
1

q" >.l)il

g)

REFflt. tIA: ..

TO

Q.79

c)

Q.83

Number given

1
2

(627)
MALE

1

FEMALE

2

(628)
1
I

2

INDIAN/PAKISTANI/BANGLADESHI

3

OTHER NON WHITE

4

MIXED/UNCERTAIN

5

<f"'~

TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION:

DETACHED HOUSE

(Y)
I.[')
I.[')

I

I

( 621-2>

l!:l

'.8~

~

1}

SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE

2

TERRACED/END OF TERRACE HOUSE

3

SELF-CONI'AINED FLAT/MAISONETTE

4

d)

5 }

END

I

ROOMS/BEDS lITER
Other (SPECIFY)

Re- (oJ~

ff

ft'PilXt oJl.u......

~ ," cod>. b

6

IF b:zqi't
IF tLAT/MAISONE'ITE

d)'
gr.;~I~I~

(630)
NUMBER OF FLOORS

IN FLAT/MAISONETTE BLOCK.

~=oJ1R

.'

1-2 FLOORS

1

3 OR 4 FLOORS

2

5-9 FLOORS

3

10+ FLOORS

4

Time interview completed ________________________________

ASK ALL/

80.

2

Number refused

WHITE

e>JT/(Y

IF CODED 10 (MIXED) OR 11 (OTHER) AT a), SPECIFY DETAILS

1!il:61&£ ltI:

A

BLACK (WEST INDIAN/AFRICAN)

N01

b)

(629)

IF ANY' EMPLOYEES How many?
Is it •• , READ OUT •••

CltE'-'S 1!I~t!!!:!e:! ~

oj

RACE OF RESPONDENI':

(£0

1

(626)

'TA6 IF f?,UI>JK

ASK ALL./

b)

Yes

RECORD BY OBSERVATION FOR ALL

Q.79

Q.82

(624)

No

q~NI/

79.a)

0

cb') A

..

Including (him/herl, how many people are employed
at the pi ace where (he/she) usually works (from)?
Is .it ••• READ OUT •••
IF SELF-EMPLOYED
any employees?

What

Does your household own this accommodation or rent it?
IF RENTED: .From the Council, from a housing association
OWNED
or from private landlord?
RENTED - from Council

'~>-iJA

<.AW"-"

Date of interview

'i'l'l tJ/A

Duration of interview

q2_~

MINUTES

2

- from housing association

3

- from private landlord

4

RF.NT YRF.F. WTTU ,tOR

[I '2."'''''I I

(623)
1

<;

r.

Signature of interviewer
Interviewer No:
•

i

(625)-1

What is your telephone
number?
We would like this in case my supervisor
needs to clarify anyt.hing you have told me.
}

SEX OF RESPONDENI':

r"

At.)

No

CHILDREN

I

INTERVIEWER:
a)

10

WRITE IN:

,,)

•

RECORD NUMBER ON ADDRESS SLIP
83.

\I

Yes

IF~S (CODE 1 AT a)

b)

A

.

Do you have a telephone in this
acco~tion?

IF EMPLOYEE ASK c)-e)
Does the job involve supervising or being
No, none
responsible for the work of any other people?
(WRITE
IN
NUMBER)
IF YES: How many?
Yes

How many?

ASK ALL . /
a)

c)

q:o.l/fl ..L 0)"',,), t.-)
8 - oIiA oJ: b-) <,If.., II ~
-

b)

sltir

I

Are there any children aged under 16
in this household?

I

, What. qualifications or training are needed for that job?

Is he ••• READ OUT •••

~

16l9-X)

7

f: HfL.O~HE,.l1' $1i\1',,!,

b)

Col./

~/

C~Hk flllt' lib-I')

'1"1"1 q e ... /11

I ....

'0#.

OI'iIT

E~'f',«f

'i.'P'ot<. 'N'

"',-..~

(631-32)

I

(633-36)

, , __ \

END

- 2 -

Col./

r--l~lg]']
L
[11 L_
[.J .

~

iL._ J

SOCIAL AND

__ .

l.

.. _ . ...J COMMUNITY

3.

He~d

OffICe. 3S Northampton Square london ECIV OAX Tel 01·2501866
North.,n Foeld
Chara,,' Hou.e G..nlord D,,,"n9(On Co Durham DlZ JEG
~LAHN'HO

orr",

r., 0325 730 BB8

Skip

ASK ALL
Where did it happen?
CATEGORIES.

a)

PROMPT AS NECESSARY WITH PRECODED
(013)

".UAJtCH

OWN HOME

Q.4

Inside own home (include attempLed break-ins)

b)

In garage specifically for Lhis house/flat
P.794

CRIME AND POLICING IN MERSEYSIDE

May, 1984

l.

INTERVIEWER:
a)

(001-4)

(007)

VICTIM FORM NO.

D

One
Two
Three

.2
3

Four

4

Col./
Code

RECORD

IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE
HOME

QUESTION
NUMBER
(RING
NUMBER)

Q :53
Q :55

·

Q :56
Q ;57

4

In street immediately outside horne

5

Skip
to
IF IN GARAGE SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS HOUSE/FLAT
Is there a door inside the garage with direct
access into your house/flaL?

Yes

d)

2

f)

3

h)

4

IF IN HOME/INTEGRAL
4.a)

·
·
g

I

2.

IF SERIES (CODE 2 AT b)
OF INCIDENTS IN SERIES:

b)

AN INCIDENT

01

Q.2

A SERIES

AA

c)

(OlS)
Yes
No

I

who were invited in, workmen doing a job, or

guests, or people who lived with you?

Yes
No

(011-12)
c)

ASK ALL
Can you tell me, very briefly. what happened?
PROBE FOR OUTLINE
DETAILS OF NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF INCIDENT. RECORD KEY DETAILS
ONLY.

IF NO OR DON'T KNOW (CODES 3 OR
Did they Lry LO get inside?

Yes
No
know

ASK ALL
Yrs
No

I

I
I

c)

~

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)

I -.J

Q.5

n

Q.5

(017)

Can you Lhink of any reason why Lhe (person/people)
who did it picked on you?

b)

___;J

b)

(016)

B AT a)

Dor, I t

5.a)

A

IF YES (CODE A AT a)
Did (the person/the
people) who did iL have a righL to be inside?
I mean, for example, was it done by people

NUMBER
INCIDENTS

Q.5

GARAGE (CODE 1 AT Q.3a OR b)

(Was the person/Were Lhe people) who did iL
actually inside yo~r (home/garage)
at all during the incident?

Don't know

;61

c)

Q.4
2

1

Q :60

THIS VICTIM FORM REFERS TO:

8

(014)

(CODE 2 AT a)

Q :59

I

I

No

Q :58

b)

Q.5

6

Elsewhere

b)

b)

or car park attached LO flat/block)

Don't know

(010)

QUESTION
SUBDIVISION
(RING
CODE)

Outside own home on same premises (doorstep,
corridor of flat block, garden, carport, yard

----------------------------------------------------------

SCREENING QUESTION AT WHICH THIS INCIDENT/SERIES WAS MENTIONED.
(008-09)

-

In row of garages for block of fldLs/',sLate

VICTIM FORM
ADDRESS
SERIAL NO.

------

--------------------------------------------------------------

What reason?

PROBE FULLY.

RECORD VERBATIM

b)

Q.6

-

-

3 -

Col.!
FOR ALL:
INTERVIEWER:
CODE FROM WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN SAID
IF THE ANSWER IS WHOLLY OBVIOUS.
OTHERWISE ASK:

a)

c)

d)

Yes

(CODE 1 AT Q.6)
One

2

.9

IF KNOW WELL (CODE 3 AT a) ,
Wl.i1t was their relationship to ·you?

(NOTE:
RING ONE CODE ONLY.
PUT ANY MULTIPLE ANSWER UNDER
("OTHER")

1

Spouse/cohabitce
Other household member

Former spouse/cohabitee

4

~

Other former household memb(~r

5

Five or more

5

Former boyfriend/girlfriend

6

Don't know

8

Other relative

7

Friend

8

----------------------------

(020)
1
2

People of both sexes

3

Don't know

8

How old (was the person/were the people)
who did it?
Would you say:
a child/children under school age

2
3

or an older person/older people?

4

PEOPLE OF MIXED AGES

5

DON'T KNOW

8

As far as you know, (was the person/were the people)
who did it ... READ OUT '"

9.

0"", '''ecmJ

white,

1
2

Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi.
or something else?

(SPECIFY)

DON'T KNOW

Was anything at all stolen during the inCident that
belonged to you or anyone else in your household?

No

10.
a}

InclUding any cash, what would you estimate
was the total value of what was stolen?

Not-hinq
Under

02

£5 but under £25

03

£25 but under £50

04

£50 but under £100

05

£100 but under E2~O

06

£250 but under [500

07

£500 but under .1000

OU

4

7
[loo0~

8

b)

1

Q.8

2

know)

- none known

Was any of the stolen property recovered?

5

}

Q.8
Q.9

Yes
No

c)

:

0'1

'JlJ
(030)

Q.9

2+ people - all known

- some known

Q.ll

01

[[~

(023)

- stranger

2

(028-9)

IF ANYTHING STOLEN (YES AT Q.9)

3

I
Q. 10

y"s

(Don't

One person - known before

"

t '

(027)

OTHERWISE ASK:

(022)

(West Indian or African) ,

(02b)

FOR ALL
CODE IF WHOLLY OBVIOUS.

1

a child/children of school age

Neiqhbollr

, I

(021)

a young person/people between 16 & 25

(Was it someone/Were any of them people)
you knew before it happened ~r (was i t al
were they all) stranger(s)? - -

2

Current boyfriend/girlfriend

3

Female

Q.'!

, b)

Three

Male

}r

(025)

2

MIXED GROUP

e)

~

Q.7
b)

-1

(024)
JUst by sight

TWo

(Was the person/Were the people) who
did it male or female?

black

to

(All/Some) known well

1

(019)

How many were there?

RING ONE CODE ONLY
OUT OF 1-4.
IF 2+
CODES APPLY RECORD
AT CODE 7.

Skip

Just to speak to casually

Four

b)

How well did you know them?
Just by
sight or just to speak to casually or
did yo~know (any of) them well?

Col.!
1I"".nt'i.

(018)

No
IF I\nl INFORMATION ABOUT OFFENDER

i IF ANY KNOWN (CODE 1, 3 OR 4 AT Q.7e)

a)

Can you SdY anything at all about the people who
did it - how many th",re were or what sorts of
people they were?

7.

-

Slti!>
8.

6.

'I

U' YES

(CODE 1 AT b)

Some or all of it?

SOUl('

1\11

1\

Ie)

---;-}-'Q'11
2

j

U\

~

- 5 -

Col.I
('.t'ul ..

ASK ALL

11.

-

I~

Yes

(016)
Y(:' .

.... ot·se eff in t.he en:i?

Nu
Don't Know

8

ASK ALL

b)

(Apart from things that were" stolen) Did the person/
people who did it damage, deface or mess up anything
that belonged to you or to anyone else in your household?

(032)
Q. ] ,

2

IF YES (CODE 1 liT cd

By bow much ,.

~)

b)

~}

Q.17

£S

02

E2',

OJ

£25 but under E50

04

Unde r
£S but under

Q. ].1

ANYTHING DAMAGED (CODE 1 AT Q. 12)

13.

]

(037-8)

PROMPT WITH PRECODED
CATEGORIES IF
NECESSARY.

I

Yes

No

tn

and anything you got from an insurance company
fo:r what was stolen or damaqed, weTe yo~ financidlly

(031)

No

12.

Skip.

Bearing in mind any property that was recovered

a)

Don't know

Col. /
!'.nrlp

IF ANYTIIING STOLEN OR DAMAGED

16.

(Apart from what was actually stolen) To the best
of your knowledge, did the person/people who did it
~ to steal anything (else) that belonged to you
or any other member of your household?

"-

Wh~t

damage did they do?
Anything else?
PROBE TO NO. RECORD VERBATIM.

£50 but under £100

OS

£100 but under [L50

0(,

[SOO

01

£ 1 (X)O

OH

OOCH

0<)

t Kno ......

99

£2:,0 but

UfvjL-' I

£500 but under

DfJn

r

..

(03~
Nothing
b)

14.

I

a)

I

~

CODE IF WHOLLY OBVIOUS. OTHERWISE IISK:
At the time it hilppeneci, were you or anyone else
1

Yes

aware of what was happening?

£20 or under

Nu

£21 but under [SO

2

£50 but under £100

3

£100 but under £250

4

£250 but under £500

5

£500 but under £1000

G

b)

IF YES AT a), ASK

Who was aware of it?

CODE AS Ml\NY AS APPLY

Q.14

-~-

£1000+

7

(Don't know)

8

SOMETHING STOLEN OR DAMAGED (CODE 1 AT Q.9 OR Q.12)

A

Q.lS

NOTHING STOLEN OR DAMAGED

B

Q·17

outsid~

r-

.... -.

(0·10)

1JJ(~mber

2

(0·11)

housphold

'1

Other household
Person

<;1.20

~

Respondent

b)

'---

_(Q:l.:'l...

----

I INTERVIEWER CHECK:

I Was

any of the property which was stolen or damaged

covered by an insurance policy?

IF ANYONE AWARE OF WHAT WAS HAPPENING (COllI:: 1 Ill'

18.

(034)

IF ANYTHING STOLEN OR DAMAGED

15.
a)

What was the total value of the damage they did?

I

0

I

(0"1)

FOR ALL

17.

a)

,>.lZc')
(0'13)

Did (the person/any of the people) who <lie! it
rla,,~ rt 'N'!",'l;-'0n or somct!lin~1 the", uSC'u or

No

2

Don't know

8

I

'it'S

threatened to use as a weapon?

b)

Yes

No

b)

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)

What was the wcapon?

.. -f-~ ,---,(04'; )

~.---

b)

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)
Did you get anytbing
for the toss or damage from the insurance
company?

(036)
Yes

1

No

2

Dotl't know

lklt tlE'/'Jlass

Q.16

...

Knife

2

(01 r ,)

Stick/club

j

(04(,)

4

(047)

s

(0·H1)

Firearm
..

Claim outstanding

----t

CODE AS
MANY AS
APPLY

Oth..,r
8

(SPECIFY)
..

hi

Q.l'l

~
I

- U -

- 7 -

Skip

Col.!

I Crull!

Col.!

IF ANYONE AWARE OF WHAT WAS HAPPENING (CODE 1 AT Q17 a )

J9.
a)

21.
(049)

Did (the person/any of the people)who did it
actually hit anyone or use force or violence
on anyone in any way?
IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)
On whom did they use force or violence?
CODE AS MANY AS APPLY

b)

RespOhJ.\.·nt
1~()u~t:"llo1d

Other

Yes

1

b)

No

2

c)

1

~-

(052)

Yes

1

No

2

a)
Respondent

1

(054)

Other household member

2

(055)

3

Other person outside household

- I
:0.

Can I just check as a result of what
happened. did you or anyone else in
your household have attention from a
doctor?

b)

IF YES AT a)
Who had attention from a doctor?

1

b)

2

Q.21

(O~l

IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)

Which?

CODE AS MANY AS APPLY

23.

Respondent

Other household
member

1

(059)

1

(065)

Shock/worry/nerves/
other psychological symtoms

2

(060)

2

(066)

3

(061)

3

(067)

Other

d)

(SPECIFY)

Did(you -/
) need to stay
overnight in t.;';spital at all?

(062)

1

1

No

2

2

How many nights?

2

(110)

Financial problems

3

o.il)

Insurance claim

4

(112)

Compensation

5

(113)

Repairs

6

(114)

Legal advice

7

(US)

Someone to talk to

8

(116)

Progress of case

9

(U7)

(063-4)

(069-70)

I I

LLJ

I'Ll\
Ll\

I

(18)

No
IF NO (CODE 2 AT a)

Q.23

(l09)

Yes

\'/hy not?

PROBE FULLY.

RECORD VERBATIM.

(068)

Yes

e) IF YES (CODE 1 AT d)

1

Did the police come to know about
the matter?

h)
Physical injuries

Transport

Replacing documents

ASK ALL
a)1

b)

2

PROBE TO NO

Any others?

c)

Respondent and other household members

What was the reason (you/
) needed
attention from a doctor? -----

(072-80jrspi\RE-CARD 11
(108)

SHOW CARD H After the incident were there any of these sorts of
help or advice which you needed but could not get?

b)

I :;

I

No
Respondent

CODE AS MANY
AS APPLY.

8

ASK ALL

ASK c) & d) SEPARATELY FOR EACH CATEGORY OF
PERSON RECEIVING ATTENTION FROM A DOCTOR

c)

(DON'T KNOW)

No

Yes

Other household member

RING ONE
CODE ONLY

(057)

J

Yes

(056)

I
ASK ALL

a)

Q.20

Whom did they threaten?

2

4

d)

::2.

(071)

or was there no effect at all?

(053)

Did the (person/any of the people) who did it threaten
to use force or violence on anyone there or
harm them in any (other) way?
d)
IF YES (CODE 1 AT a)
CODE AS MANY
AS APPLY

quitp hig
not very big

(051)

Other person out.siJe household
c)

ASK ALL
How much effect would you say the incident had on you or other
people in your household? Would you say the effect was
••• READ OUT •..
vpry bi<]

(050)

member

Skip

r ...

NOW SKIP TO Q.25

Q.24

2

b)

- 10 -

- 9 -

24.

IF POLICE KNEW ABOUT MATTER (CODE 1 AT Q.23a)
a)

Col.!

Skip

t"ft..f ..

~n

(119)
a)

Police told by respondent

1

Police told by other household member
Police told by other person

b)

Police were there

4

Police found out in other way (SPECIFY HOW)

5

it?

Don't

c)

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the
police dealt with the matter?
Would you say
you were ..• READ OUT •..

Yes

1

No

2

know

b)

RECORD HELOW.

Please read out the nu~)er from

DON'T KNOW = 98.

IF COMPENSATION (04) Should 'anything else have happened
to them apart from having to pay compensation?
IF YES What?
RECORD BELOW.
DON'T KNOW = 98.
(a)

W

(b)

IT]

3
(121)

... very satisfied,

fairly satisfied,
a bit dissatisfied,
or very dissatisfied?
(DON'T KNOW)

d)

the card.

(120)

Did the police ever find out who did

~"

SHOW CARD F This is a list of things the police or the courts
can do about offenders.
Which of these things do you think
should have happened to the (person/people) who did the thing
we have been talking about?

3

Skip

ASK ALL

26.

How did the police come to know about it?

Col.!
rnA.

~}

Q.25

GO TO NEXT VICTIM SHEET OR, IF NO MORE, TO Q.64 OF MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

~}

d)

8

Q.25

IF DISSATISFIED (CODE 3 OR 4 AT c) Why were you
dissatisfied?
PROBE FULLY.
RECORD VERBATIM.

co

L!\
L!\

25.

ASK ALL
SHOW CARD I When the police come to know about an
offence like the one we have been talking about, how
high a priority do you think they should give to
Very high priority
investigating it?

(122)

1

High priority

2

Average priority

3

Low priority

4

Very low priority

5

Should take no action I
(DON'T KNOW)

6
B

J

1

t-3

:r>

CD

I-Q

H

I-Q

::r
CIl

I-'

1-'-

t>d

L::

c+

t:J

\.n

::s

H

\.n

0

~

0

\..0

Ii
1-'S
CD

C/.l
~

~CD
I

!

00
~

CD
CIl

c+

1-'.
0

S
\D
1-'-

Ii
CD

H

H
H

SURVEY OF VIcrIM3

I

1.

col./code

1 11\.>,~n
the area within about 15 minutes walk of Ipre.

I HeM long have you livt'<.i in this area?

I

MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

(1])

Urrler 1 yenr

1

1 but uncler 5 years

2

5 but under 10 years

3

10 but under 20 years

4

20 years or more

5

OOUSEOOID SAMPLE INI'ROOOCTION

Interviewer:

Make the !=Dints clear to resroncEnt:

This is a survey bein:J carried out for the Council on CRHof': and other problerrs in the
Borough. You will have received a letter fron the Council ab::mt it. We are
interviewin:J people in a cross-section of households. I want to ask you sore questio
arout this estate/area and arout your experiences during the year. The survey is, of
course, canpletely anonymous.
2.

'\t-urt [t·~11 ;J<.'<.';:>1", Ih·ing with you, do you h..we
3I1y ["2lativc:; or c:io:;e I'rien.is living in this
ar:d, wi t:lln 15 minutt?$ 'W';tl< of hl,?c\,?'?

WJM::N'S SAMPLE INTRODOCTION

Interviewer:

(18)

Make these points clear to respondent:

This is a survey being carried out for the Council on the irrpact of crine on ;onen.
You will have received a letter fron the Council about it.

J.

ETHNIC BOOSTER SAMPLE INI'ROlXOlOO:

No

1

Yes

2

rhl::.<i~g .'Wou: your n.=i~hbour5, the people
! li Vl:1i1 wi ~'1i:1 3 tew Jovc; on ei ther side,
:a..""" :nany of c.'1an do yO'J rmow ~ll enough
:0 :.ali< to?
\oiouU 1"C'J say .•• READ OUT •••

This is a survey being carried out by the Council on the impact of Crine and Policin:J
on Islington's Racial Minorities. Yoo will have received a letter aoout it and will
have sroken to one of our ennumerators.

<19 )

. .. all of them
I

(2 )

(1)

(3)

most of them

(4)

3 0

a few of them

2

or none of them?

1

SERIAL NUMBER

i:R

(5)

I ~ 1Oi~~ ~ Lead ou~ 3 list o~ L,ings
:.:10.: 3.re a. ~roO:'e:l. :~ .3CX"I'€ ar2as. :\:; I
=-=a.:l e.aC:l. :)1... ;:, ""D'Jld yo'] ~-=ll ;re w~ :~er
.:...:: ::"''li3 3r~a, 'Ni :"Ti.:l ~u':. is min,.. ~:=;
',.":3.,:",< cf =-=.r::, i':. is a ~ ?roolem, 3 bit
~: 3. pt"obl~"i:. ::;r- :'kJt r~all'i a prOblem.

CJ

CARD

(7)

(6 )

(8)

(9)

?£.;..l)

AREA

(11 )

(10)

<12 )

.; J

<15 )

C~£

ay

OL\"E", ;..:~

<13 )

ED
<14 )

;:Y,lr

RB:DRD f...:,.j3'~·11::..q fDR f.JCH

Bi,

Bit of

Don't

problem

3.

Know

·;lIerr:p~:)·;::7.e..'"'l:'

2

2::0:: :c:.;..; l'~I~j

(16 )
I

:

I

INTERVIEWER

r:.~3.

',"'/

. . .: ' ~/

~:-

- FRONr PAG[, -

.=-h.::'

'i>': ~,(/~ .. "

~".r)r

.J~:;. ~

(20 )

9

(21)

2

<)

(221

~

'J

I.':)

2

'I

1 ..··1)

L

'I

\

2
.~.(")

_-;~:

--... C i. ...... f".:

::.

9

": .......;:. '::Y" . . r".

J

-

1

.." " ,

g) Poor street lighting

Bit of
Not
Don't
Big
Proolem a Problem Really Know
r-_..........,:;--_ _-:::-_ _.,--_~---11 COl./Code
3
2
I
9
(26)

h) Race Relations

3

2

1

9

(27)

i) Vandalism

3

2

1

9

(28)

j) General unfriendliness

3

2

1

9

(29)

k) Not enough places for
cnildren to play

3

2

1

9

(30)

7.

I ASK

I'D
YES

5.

2

1

9

i)

avoid going out af ter dark?

I

2

3

4

(42 )

ii )

avoid walking near certain
types of people

1

2

3

4

(43)

1

2

3

4

(44 )

go out wi th someone else
rather than by yourself?

1

2

3

4

(45 )

v)

avoid using buses or trains?

1

2

3

4

(46 )

vi)

use a car rather than walk?

I 1

2

3

4

(47)

(31)

iii) Stay away from certain streets
or areas?
i v)

REPEAT FOR b) - h) Bur (MIT

to

c)

e)

FOR MALE

(

RESPONDENTS

Not at Not Qui te
all
much a bit

1\ lot Don't

know
9.

a) Your hone being broken into and
-sanething stolen?

1

2

3

4

9

(32)

b) Being mugged and robbed?

I

2

3

4

9

(33 )

1

2

3

4

9

(34)

I c)

WCX1EN ONLY heing raped?

c:

I
I e)

-(MEN ONLY being sexually
molested
ONLY being sexually
pestered

2

I

3

4

I

1

2

3

4

f) Having your tY-:m~ or property
danaged bj vandals?

I

Ig) being attacned by strangers?
Ih) strangers
being insulted or bothered by
6a)

Do you thinK there are riSKS for WO!T\?n

I a-ln

(3&)

I
IWould
you say that people being musged and robbed in the
street is more common in this area now than it was five

0)

1

2

3

4

9

(37)

I

2

3

4

9

(38)

I

2

3

4

9

(39 )

Who

YES
I'D

1

KN::A-I

8

FAIRLY LIKELY
I'DT VERY LIKELY

3
2
9

roN ''f
Ti.S - HaN liKr; t'l is it th3t something
micen::. n;Jj)~n to them

I ---

lX>N 'T KN::A-I

')

(49 )

NO

1

YES

2

years ago, less common or about the same? REXXJRD BELOW.
More
Less
S;m: Don't
Ccmron Comron
know

i

I

a) people being mugged and robbed in the
street

3

1

2

9

(50 )

b) people's houses being burgled

3

1

2

9

(51)

c) rowdiness by teenagers

3

1

2

9

(52)

d) fights and disturbances in the street

3

1

2

9

(53 \

vandalism and deliberate damage to
property

3

I

2

9

(',4 )

3

1

2

9

( ~;I~ )

3

1

2

'l

(t,b)

c)

f) sexual assaults on women

g) w:>rren being molested or pestered

- -

Ll\
1
2 I

THEN REPEAT FOR b) to g)

(40 )

00 NJT CODE AND 00 to B

~-

11.

go out on their

in thi'; 3.rea after dark?

IIF 'f£5

II IF

10.

Do YOt:- have any special locks or other
_ security devices in your home as a precaution
I against crime?

--------------~----------------------------------------------------

I

(W

(35)
9

9

Do you ever feel unsafe in your own home
because of the possibility of crime?

I'D
YES

IQ1EN

I

2

I

SHOW CARD A. Most people worry a bit about unpleasant things
that might happen. Ha-l much 00 you yourself worry about the
possibility of your home being brOKen into and something stolen?
REl.I)RD BE:.l.O'i.

1

Simply as a precaution against crime how often
do you •.• REPEAT FOR EACH BEWW
Never Occasionally Often Always

I) Not enough things for young

3

(41)

Do you yourself ever feel worried about going
out 00 your own in this area after dark.

B.

people to do

Col./Code
ALL

- 3 -

12.

IWhat
about
number of police you see patrolling
on foot in tllis area. Would you say tl1at generally

Col./Code

tlle

there are .... READ

Co1./Code
16al

(57)

oor ..

bl
.•. too many
..• too few
or about tl1e right number?

(OON'T
13.

3
1
2
9

I<N:M)

Arrl what about tl1e number of p:Jlice you see in cars

14.

I Do

I of

b)

... too many
..• too few
or about tl1e right number?

1

(lXlN • T I<N:M)

9

YES
NJ

OON'T KNJW

l\O AT a) - what sorts of people do not get
a fair and equal treatll'ent (RflX)RD VERBATIM)

II

(68 )
(69 )

I

2
2
2

(70 )

I

2

(71)

2

1
9

N

'"

Lf'\

(61)

(62)

(PROBE ro NJ)

I
I

0(63)

I
!
i
I

I

; ASK ALL

, :::n aJerage i'>:Jw many times a !TOnth do you go out
j~ring L~e evening to anywhere?

(64-65 )

WRITE IN No. of tirres
hSK ALL

iinis'1 evenin'J oE the wzek are you ITDst likely to go out?
SUNDAY
M)NDAY
TUESDAY
WEIJNE'.SllAY

(66 )
1
2

mIDAY

3
4
5
6

SATUHlJAY

7

TI~UBS/)AY

- 4 -

1
I

2
1
9

o
o

I

dl

YES

(60)
YES
NO

I

::)

NO

(59)

I IF

I hny others

1--cc72
2

any of tl1ese •...••

.•••• relatives or close personal friends
• .••. neighbours or people you meet socially
..••. other officers you meet tl1rough your w::lrk
••••• other Local officers you see regularly
when they are on duty

2

OON"r KNJW

I

NJ
YES
READ our AID REmRD
FOR ElICH

3

you think tlle police have a good understanding
tl1e problems in tllis area?

I In tllis area w::luld you say the p:Jlice treat people
of all sorts fairly and equally?

I

IF YES. (roDE 2 at A)

(67)

(58)

I
I
l5al

I

Are

in this area. Would you say tl1at generally tl1ere
are .... REAl) our ...

II

Do you know any police officers W2ll IF NJ CODE 1 AND 00 'ID Ql7a
enough to talk ,to by 1'laITl!'>?

DJES I'UI' 00 OlJ'r

tl

rntJ" ....

II

t(1\Y"lAJ

- 5 -

17a)

I In

the past 12 mnths how many direct 999 calls
have you yourself I1\3.de to the p:>lice?

COl./COde
roNE
CAN'T iREl:ALL
00 ro. OF CALIS

I The last tirre you did so, what was the reason for
the call?
PROBE FULLY

I ASK

COl./Code

ALL

!'ONE
CAN'T REX::ALL

OR

OJ

b)

I

The last tirre you did so, what was the reason for the
call?

REOJRD VERBATIM

VERY SATISFIED

4

SATISFIED
DISSATISFIED
VERY DISSATISFIED

3
2
1

roN' r ~/CAN'T ANSWER

9

1.D.

IT]

1

VIS 1 81

SATISFIED
DISSATISfIED
or VERY DISSATISFIED
OON'T ~/CAN'T ANSWER

J)

1

-m

I

(

1"'hY do you
, PROBE FULLY

LJ

PROBE FULLY

(6T

i
I

D

I

(7 )

D

say that?

2
1
9

(13)

REJ:ORD vERBATL'\

I
I

Why do you say tha t?

CARD

4
3

41
(

SERIAL NUMBER

U

'-D

(1if\

VERY SATISFIED

(1-4)

- 6 -

(10-11 )

""

I On that occasion, what did you think: of the way
your call was subsequently dealt ~·ith?
Would you say you W2're ... READ our ...

(77-80)

REOJRD VERBATIM

IT]

(76)

IOn that occasion, what did you think of the way your
call was subsequently dealt with?
Would you say you ~re .••. READ OUT ...

c)

d)

OF CALLS

00-cc15
99

TO Q.19a

·PROBE FULLY

c)

ro.

- IF PNf CALIS WERE MADE WRITE IN
NlMlER OR CIRCLE 99 AND CO TO Ql8b,c,d,
- IF N:) CALLS WERE MADE CIRCLE 00 AND CO

(74-75 )

REOJRD VERBATIM

(8-9)

Apart frem 999 calls, in the past 12 rronths how many
tines have you yourself contacted a p:>lice station by
telephone at all?

OJ

IF PNf CALLS WERE MADE WRITE· IN NlliBffi
OR CODE 99 AND GO TO 17b, c, d.
IF ro CALIS wERE MADE CIRCLE 00 AND Q) TO QlSa
b)

18a)

(72-73)
00-cc77
99

!l4 )

D

I

I
I

D

- 7 -

Co1./Code
19a)

I ASK

IiltIiepast

12 rronths, roo. I1\3ny tilllf!!; have you
personally called in at a rx:>lkf' sl.llioo for imy
reason?

<15-16)

roNE

CAN'T ROCALL
OH Kl. Of' VISITS
IF ANi. VISITS WERE MADE WHIT" IN NIIMIII':H CH(
CXJDE 99 AND
'lD Q.190,c,d, IF ii)VI:;lj~;_~I'lU'; MIIDE
CIRCLE 00 AND
'lD Q.20a.

en
en

0)

20a)

ALL

The last ti£re you did so what
visit?

Wil.5

the r..·."'Oll I or your

roNE
CAN'T REt:ALL
roo OF TIMES

00-cc22
99

IT]

I IF

ANi. APPRDPCHES WERE MADE WRITE IN NLMBER OF TIMES
OR CXJDE 99 AND
'lD Q.20b, c, d
IF NONE WERE MADE, CIRCLE 00 AND 00 'lD Q.2la

IT]

Ra.'ORD VERBATIM

On that =casion, what did you think of the way
the police dealt with the matter? Would you say
,'-'1 were .... RP..Al) OUI' ••••
VERY SATISfIED
SATISFIED
DISSATISFIED
OR VERY DISSATISFIED
1,.)1>/ • l' KNCM/CAN' l' ANSWER

I The last time you did so, what was the reason?

On that =casion what did you think of the way
t~e officer treated you? Would you say you
were .... READ our ...

VERY SNrISFIED
SATISfIED
DISSATISfIED
OR VERY DISSATISFIED
roN' 'f KNCM/CAN' l' ANSWER

<19 )

I Why do you 53y tnat?
PRC:BE FULLY

d)

Why

99

IT]
(24-25 )

IT]

(26 )

4
3
2
1

9

do you say that.

PROBE FULLY - REroIm VEKBA'fIM

D
D
(28 )

(20)

R£CORD VERBATIM

D
(21)

D
- 9 -

- 8 -

00-cc29

(27)

4
3
2
1
9

(
d)

Col./Code
(22-23)

PROBE FULLY - REroRD VERBAI'IM.

c)

c)

en

(17-18)
b)

PROBE FULLY

I ASK ALL
li1tiielast 12 rronths, roo. ll\3.ny times have you approached
and spoken to a police officer, in the street or any other
public place for any reason?

~

\,!)

I.!\

21 (a) I ASK ALL
Ii1tl1E!last 12 Il'Onths, about Ir!w many times has a police officer
approached you and spoken to you in the street or any other
public place foe any reason.
NONE
CAN I T REr::ALL

NJ.OF TIMES

Col./Code
22a)

Col./Code

ASK ALL

Iii:t:ile"past

12 Il'Onths, now many times has
a police officer(s) searched your hone?

(29-30)

<36-37)
!'ONE

ellN I 'l' ROCALL

00-cc36

99.

00-cc41

99

N'.l. OF TlMI';S

[[]

IF ANY SEARCfiES WERE MADE WRITE IN NLMl3EH
OF TIMf:S OR COOE 99 1'u'ID 'ill
NONE WERE MADE,

IF ANY APPROACHES WERE MADE WRITE IN NLMBER
OF TIMES OR CODE 99 AND GO 'lQ 0.2Ib, c,d.
IF NJNE WERE MADE CIRCLE 00 AND OJ 'lQ 0.22a

b)

'l\)

Qnb. IF

CIRCLE 00 AND OJ 'IU Q23a

I The last time it happened, what reason did

(38-39 )

the officer give you?
IV REASON (;[ V~N

b) 11'he last time it happened,what reason did

Ol-cc41

<31-32)

the officer give for approaching you?
IF NO REASON WAS GIVEN, CIRCLE 01 AND OJ
'lQ 023a
IF REASON WAS GI VEN PROBE
FULLY AND REr::ORD VERBATIM AND OJ 'lQ 022c

PROBE FULLY - REr::ORD VERBATIM

[[]
(

(

I

I.C\

'f)

IS\

c) I On that occasion, what did you think of the
way the officer treated you? Would you say
you were .... READ our ....
.

(33)

VERY SA'l'ISI"IED
SATISfIED
DISSATISFIED
or VERY DISSATISfIED

1

DON I T KtnoI/CAN I T ANSWER

9

4
3
2

(

c)

you say that was a sufficient reason.
(40 )

(34)

d) I Why do you say that?

NO

YES

PROBE FULLY - REr::ORD VERBATIM

D
<35 )

D
- 10 -

- 11 -

1
2

23a I

I ASK ALL

Colo/Code

'iil'tilelast 12 m::mths, h:Jw many ti.m:s has a PJlice
officer searched your person or asked you to open
bags you were carrying?

2 ~a)

roNE

CAN'T RECALL

ro.

ALL

Col·LCode
(46-47 )

Apart fran anything INe have talked about already.
in the past 12 nnnths h:Jw many ti.m:s has a
police officer searched a car you INere in?

I

NJNE
CAN'T RECALL
NJ. OF TIMES

<Xkx:46
99

00-a:51
99

OF TIMES

IF ANi SEARC!iES WERE MADE: WRITE: IN Nli'1BER OF
TIMES OR CODE 99 AND G) TO Q23b. IF NONE: WeRE
MADE, CIRCLE 00 AND G) TO Q24a.-

b)

I ASK

(41-42)

IF ANi SEARCHES WERE MADE:, WRI'J'E: IN NlMBER OF
TIMES OR OJDE 99 AND G) TO Q240 IF NONE WERE
MADE CIRCLE 00 AND G) 'I1J Q25
(43-44)

I The.last time it happened, what reason did the

(48-49 )
b)

officer give you?
NJ REASON GIVEN

01-a:46

The last time it happened what
reason did the officer give you?
IF 00 REASON WAS GIVEN CIRCLE 01
AND G) TO Q25
IF REASON WAS GIVEN PROBE FULLY RECORD VERBATIM AND G) 'I1J 24c

IF l'O REASON WAS GliTEN CIRCLE 01
AND G) TO Q24a

NO REASON GIVEN

\.0
\.0

01-cc511f1

IF REASON WAS GIVEN PROBE: FULLY RElX>RD VERBATIM J\J.'lJI) TO G) 23c

(
c)

c)

I Would

Would you say that was a sufi:icient r-'>..ason?
N)

II
you say that was a sufficient reason?

1

1

YES

(45)
N)

1

YES

2

- 13 - 12 -

(50)
1
2

25)

Col./Code

ASK ALL
Hew often do rolice stop and question or

(511

search people in the street in this area?
[);) they do it •••• READ Oll!' •••••

VERY 0f"I'EN
QUITE 0f"I'EN
OXASIONALLY

or HARDLY EVER?
(!XJN'T Kf-OoI)

26)

4
3
2
1
9
(52)

[);) you think that, in this area, the
rolice should stop and question or search
READ Oll!' ••.•.•.•.•

28a)

Col.{C~

ALL
Have you ever been realJy pleased about the
way a rolice officer lx'llilVlxl towards you or
a rrembe.r of your falni Iy or h;",dled a matter

in which you

~re

YES

involVl'u'l

N:)

IF 00 CIRCLE 1
0)

ANO W

'Jt)

IF YES
(55 )

rive years?
N:)

YES

3
2

(!XJN'T Kf-OoI)

9

1-=59
2

IF 00 CODE 1 AND 00 TO Q29a

1

Clr IS IT AOOll!' RIGHT

2
l-cc59

Q2'1i1

Has this happened at all in the 1<1st
/-ORE PEDPLE IN THE
STREET
or LESS PEDPLE

(5 )

I ASK

c)

I IF YES (CODE 2 A:r b) Last time, what happened
that p1easad you? PROBE FOR OUTLINE DETAILS OF
IOCIDENl' AND REASON PLEASED. RfXX)RD VffiBATIM-

0(56)

27a)

I [);) you think the rolice only stop and question

(53)

0(57)

or search people in the street if they are
acting suspiciously or do you think the rolice
scmetiJres do it without sufficient reason?

0(58)

1

IF ONLY WH&~ ACTING SUSPICIOUSLY, CODE 1
.AND GO TO Q28 - IF OON'T KNOW CODE 8 AM) GO 'TO Q28

8

f'-

'!)
b)

L!\

I IF WITHOll!' REASON
How often, when the rolice stop and question or
search people, do they do it without sufricient
reason? Would you say ••.. READ Oll!' ....
alIrost always
rrostly
scmetimes
or hardly ever?
(COt'l'T KNOW)

- 14 -

5
4
]

2
9

- 15 -

29a)

I ASK ALL

Have you elTer been really annoyed about the
way a police officer behaved towards you or
a m:mber of your family OR harrlled a I113.tter
in 10ihich you _re involved?

Col./Code
159)
30a)
YES

NO

I ASK

ALL

Col.{Code

If you _re seriously dissatisfied about something a
police officer had done 01: failed to do, w::mB you
make· a complaint?

2

l-cc64

(64)
NJ
YES
DON'T m:M

IF NO CIRCLE 1 AND GO 1D 03Oab)

(60)

I IF YES
Has ~is happened at all in the last EilTe years?

IF YES GJ

NO

IF NO CODE CODE 1 AND GO
c)

ro

YES

l-cc64
b)

OF IN:IDENT AND REASON ANNOYED.

RBXlRD. VERBATIM

D
D
D

IF NO

ro

Q32

WHY NOT?

PROBE FULLY - REXXlRD VERBATIM

(61),

(62)(

2-cc68

9-cc77

031.

IF DON'T KN::M GJ

2

030a

IF YES (CODE 2 AT b) Last time, what happened
that annoyed you? PROBE FOR OUI'LINE DETAILS

ro

1

D

(65

D

(66

D

(67

(

(63)

a)

\.0
U\

31)

I

I IF

I

YES AT 30a

NO

Cannissioner
Senior police officer (other or rank w1specified)
Polic" headquar ters
G:x:al ~'olic:e station
Police Ccmnittc',,'/1'I12 COtlncil
G:x:~L Councillor
MP
IICJlYe Secretary
OL'ler (SPOCIFY)

YES

1
1
1

2
2
2

1

2
2
2
2
2

1
1

1
1
1

(68 )
(69 )
(70 )
(71)
(72)
(73)

(741

:75 )

2

(76 )

(77-8:) )
1.0.

I I I 81
V

S

(1-4 )

- 16 -

o

SERIAL 00.
(5)

CARD

LJ

32

I ASK

33

Col.LCcxie

ALL
SHCNI CARD B

l'he p.:Jlice are asked to do a lot of different
You may think SOIT~ of them are IlOre i.np;lrtant than

I

SHOO CARD C

jobs.
others. How important do you yourself think it is for the
p.:Jlice to k~ close contact with scnools and give talks
to school children?
REXXlRD BELOW.

THEN REPEAT FOR b) -

ana

Very
Fairly
Not very
tbt at all Don't
successful successful successful successful know

i)

a) mugginq &
robber ies in the
street

Fairly Not very Don't
first Very
i!T1port- import import import- know
ant
-ant
-ant
ance

I

keep close contact with
schools clOd give tali<s to
school children

4

b) control crowds at public
meetings and sports
mat::hes

I c)
Ii d)

give advice to the
publi:: on how co prevent
crime

4

9

2

2

3

an1

g) detect 2cimina15

I
I

9

2

3

4

I

I h) keep a check on

3

2

1

9

(15)

b) people's
houses being
burgled

4

3

2

1

9

<16 )

c) rOONdiness in
teenagers

(8)

(

4

3

2

1

9

(17)

d) fights and
I_disturbances in
the street

4

3

2

1

9

(18)

4

3

2

9

(19 )

e) vandalism &
deliberate damage
to property

(9)

f) sexual
assaults on women

e) respond iIcmed La t,~ 1Y to
999 ::a11s

If) comnunlty
p-,-ay a, p3.rt in youth
prO)cct5

9

2

3

3

I

(7)

3

4
th'~

1

9

(10)

2

9

(11)

2

9

(12)

9

(13)

9

(14)

1

3

I

4

(6)

(
4

I

9

2

3

4

be around on tne streets
to deter criminals and
people who might start
trouble

robberies in the street?
THEI'l REPEAT FOR b) - g)

RBXJRD BELO'i

Of
I a)

4

3

2

i

2

4

i

4

2

!
i

- 19 -

-

l~

-

1

9

(20)

9

(21)

I g)

wocren r..eing
1lO1ested or
pestered

d'I

\.0
Lf'\

security or shops and
offices

Ii) control and Super-vlse maj
traE Eic

I Col./Code

Now I WDuld liKe your op1n10ns on how successful

the p.:Jlice are in dealing with serre p3.rticular sorts of crime.
Ib¥ successful WDuld YO'l say they are in dealing with ~s

b)

COl./Code

I GIVE RESPONDENT CARD PJICK .AGAIN
And which THREE 00 you think the police should

34a)

I Th2re are a lot oc d1iier-ent dOrts of offences and the tine the
police have is limited.

spend least tine and energy on?

Col./Code

PROBE TO OBrAIN A TOrAL OF THREE IF POSSIBLE
WRITE THE APPROPRIATE mOE IN THE BJXES IN THE
ORDER GIVEN BY RESPONDENT

GIVE RESPONDENT CARD P.ACK These are a selection of different
types of offences. Which five of these 00 you think the police
should spend llOst tinE and energy on? PROBE TO OBl'AIN A TOrAL
OF FIVE IF POSSIBLE

FIRST RESPONSE
(32)

(3)

(34)

(35 )

D6 )

(37 )

WRITE IN THE APPROPRIATE CODE IN ElICH OF THE BJXES IN THE ORDER

GIVEN BY RESPONDENT
SEU)NO

OFFEOCE
Rowdyism in the streets
Drunk drivin:j
Sexual assaults on women

01

Bag snatching and pickpocketin]
Burglary of people's houses
Burglary of shops and offices

04

FIRSr RES.PONSE

02

D

(22)

RobOeries in the street wher2
violence is used

(23)

05

06

c)

S&:OND RESPONSE

U7

Theft of llOtor cars

09

Prost~cution

10

Glue Sniffing

11

Use of cannabis, pot or
rrar i juana

12

IF NONE OR DON'T KNOW CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CODE
lIND OJ TO Q.35
(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

13

Shoplifting

14
embezzl~nt

D8-3,9 )
0

f'-

U\

NONE
roN'T KNOW

FIRS'r RESPONSE

IF YES WRITE APPROPRIATE mOE IN roXES

d)
(30)

(31)

(

I any others?

PROBE TO NO
WRITE IN APPROPRIATE CODE

SIrOND RESPONSE

16

Racialist attacks

17

00-cd48
l8-cc48

IF NO M)RE ARE Glvr.'N LF'AVE
BlANK lIND OJ 'lD Q. 35

THIRD RESPONSE

FDURTH RESPONSE

FIFrH RESPONSE

-

IT
IT
(40)

15

Vandalism

I

FOUfmI RESPONSE

FIITH RESPONSE
Use of heroin or other hard
drugs

I GIVE RESPONDENT CARD PJICK M;AIN
Which of these offences do you tlJink the [XJ1ice
spend llOre tine than is necessary?

(25)

THIRD RESPONSE

Unruly behaviour at football
rratches

fraud and

THIRD RESPONSE

03

(24)

C~~ny

RESPONSE

mOE

20 -

- 21 -

(4

IT
IT
IT
(42)

(4

(44)

(4

(46)

(4

35a)

I ASK

Col./COOe

ALL

In the past five year" have you yourself I'CTUALLY
seen any vandalism?

(48)

N:>
YES

bl

N)

I The last tim= you S<1W 311 incident of v'illdalism did
you do anything about it your3elf?

r.o
YES

I

Col./COOe

ASK ALL

In the past five year:; have you yourself
seen any ?HOPLIF'TII'IG?

(49 )

GO 'lD QUESrlON 36a
If YES ASK b) 'lD d)
IF

36a)

l-oc52
2

t-O
YES

IF NO GO TO Q.37a
IF YES ASK b) to d)

b)

2

t-O
YES

NO
YES

I Did

you call the p:>lice?
t-O

c)

2:

lIT r.o

I Did you inform 311yone 213e ''''ho !night have done
som=thing about it?
t-O
YES

not

PROBE FULLY

I

2

I

(55)
d)

YES

IF

I Why

(

2

YES GO 'lD Q.36a

e)

1

12

(54)

1
(5lJ

d)

2

I The last time you saw an in::ident of shoplifting
did you do anything about it yourself?

I Did you infor:m anyone else who might have done
something about it?

l-cc56

(53)

1-

(SO)

c)

(52)

~ruALLY

I Did you call the p:>lice?
t-O

RECORD VERBATIM
e)

I "ihy not.?

PROBE: fULLY

1
2

IF YES GO TO Q.37a
If NO

YES

Ra.I)RD VERBATIM

~

L!\

(

- 22 -
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37a)

I ASK

ALL
In the past 5 years have you yourself ICl'OALLY
seen an incident oE indecent exposure?

Col./Code
NJ
YES

IF NJ G:) 'lD QUESTION 38a
IF YES ASK b) to d)

38a)

(56)

I ASK

ALL
In the past five yeaes have you yourself
actually, seen a theEt from a motor vehicle?

1-=60
2

Col./Code
(60)
2
m~64

YES

IF NJ G:) 'lD Q.39a
IF YES ASK b) t:O d)

(57)
0)

The last time you saw an iocident of indecent

(61)

exposure did you do aoything about it yourselE?

The last time you _33W an incident of theEt from
a motor vehicle did you do anythin3 about it

b)
NJ
YES

1

yourself?

2

NO

1

YES

2

(58)

c)

-("621

I Did you inform anyone else who might have done
something about it?
NJ
YES

c)

1
2

I Did you inform anyone el3e who might ha\le
done something about it

'
NJ

YES

1
2

(59)

d)

I Did you call the po 1ice?

(63)

If YES GO 'DJ Q.3ea

NJ
YES

IF NJ
e)

d)

1
2

IF YES
IF NJ

I Why not?
PROBE FULLY

I Did you call the police?

e)

REJ:ORD VERBATIM

G:)

NO
YES

'lD Q.39a

I

r---

U\

RfCORD IlERBATlH

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

-- 24 -

2
N

Why?

PROBE FULLY

(

I

- 25 -

39a)

I ASK

ALL

I

In the past five years, have you yourself
ACTUALLY seen a serious fight?

ro
YES

Col.iCode
(64)
1
2

IF N) 00 'TO Q.40a
IF YES ASK b) to d)
0)

I

40a)

ASK ALL

II <afII

you had seen a, =uple of youths
smashing up a bus shelrter and the [Dlice were
looking foi' witnesse~; would you be prepared to
tell the [Dlice what you had
en?

(65)

last time you saw 3 serious fight did
you do anything about it yourself?

IF N:J CODE 1 AND
IF YES 00 'TO b)

The

ro

1

YES

2

I Did you infocm anyone else who might have
1
2

N:J

e)

I Did

I
I

you call the [Dlice?

IF YES 00 ro Q.40a
IF N)

Why?

N:J

1

YES

2

41)

I I I

IF NO CODE 1 AND
IF YES Q) 'TO b)

I I I
(72-73)

(7)

I

Q)

mDE ONLY ONE ITEM

'ro Q.42

1
2
3
4

: b) Would you be prepared to help identify the

I I
(74-75 )

I I I(

I

people who had done it?

IF tn mDE 2 AND 00 'TO Q.42
IF YES Q) TO c)

c) Would you be prepan,>j co gi'Je eviden~"" in court
about it?
IF NO CODE 3
IF YES CODE 4

(76 )

IBlANK I
(77-80)
ID

I IsI
V

81

41

<1-4)
SmLlI.L 00.

4

I ASK ALL

(70-71)

I

2
3

a) If you had seen a =uple of youths knock a
ll\3n down and take hi,; wallet and the [Dlice were
I looking for witnesses, would you be prepared to tell
the police what you had seen?

ROCORO VERBATIM

I
I

1

IF N) mDE 3
IF YES CODE 4

(

(68-69 )

PROBlo FULLY

mDE ONLY ONE ITEM

'ID Q.41

c) Would you be prepar.2<l to give evidence in
=urt about it?

(67)
d)

Q)

IF N:J cODE 2 Q) 'ID Q.41
IF YES 00 'TO c)

done something about it?
YES

(6)

i

(b)
Would you be prepared to help identify
the people who had done it?

(66)

c)

COl.iCode

I I I I I
(5 )

----

- 27 -

""

G=\

42)

I ASK

Colo/Code

ALL

a) IE you had seen a craft ic accident in which someone
had been badly hurt and the police were looking for
witnesses, w:Juld you be pr<!paced to tell the p::>lice
what you had 5een?
.

I

If' 00 CODE 1 AND GO
IF YES GO ro b)

ro

mOE ONLY ONE ITEM

ro

45 )

~)Q

should decide how

3

(9)

0)

brea~-in,

mOE ONLY ONE ITEM

I Would

(11)

1
2

3
4

5
9

I When the police are investigating people, do you
thin~

they ever use threat', or unreasonable pressure

to get the answer they want?

would you

1
2
3
4

IF NJ CODE 1 AND GO 'lD Q.44
iF YES GO TO b)

I

2

(12)

46)

If you overheard a conversacion between cwo people

I

1

The po lice themsel ves
'!he Council
The Hare Secretary
The Weal people
Combination of above
Don't know

IF 00 CODE 3
IF YES CODE 4

I

NO
YES

local area is policed?

Q.43

who were obviously planning a
inform the police.

(10 )

2
3
4

Q.43

c) Would you be pr2pared ta give evidence in court
about it.

43a)

Col./Code

If a p::>lice officer called ac your lure and told you he
was investigating an outbreak of vandalism in the area,
would you give him any information you had about p::>ssibl.e
culprits?"

1

b)
would you be pr2pareJ to help identify the people
who had done it?

IF NJ CODE 2 AND GO
IF YES GO ro c)

44 )

(8)

IF NO CODE NEVER AND CD

ro

IF YES - How often does

t~i3

1
2
3

SCMETIMES
OFTEN

Q. 47

happen?
Frern what you have heard w:Juld you say it
, happens - READ our

you be preparo2<1 to help identify the people?

NEVEl<
HARDLY EVER

VERY OI'"I'EN

4
5

r:!
ll"\

(I")")

I

c)

IF '0 CODE 2 AND GO TO Q.44
IF -::> GO TO c)

IWO~ld

47)

you be prepared to gi'Je evidence in Court about it?

I

I ~ NO CODE

I Woen

th~

p::>lice taKe written evidence frern people,
do you think that what tOey weite down is 3lways a
I fair and accurate record of what w3~ said

I
,-

IF YES CODE NEVER AND CD TO Q.48
IF NO •••

3

~ YES CODE 4

I Ha.v

often is it not

3

"rIir and ac:clJrate

I record? From YI.1ai: you have head, v.ould
you say this happens?

NEVER
HARDLY EVER

s::METIMES
OFrEN
VERY

..•. READ OLJf •.••

- 29 -

- 28 -

m~rEN

1

.,

~

4

:'

Col./Code

Police Ofl icee3 ~retilres have to use force to defer.d
themselve:i when they are maKing arrests or restraining
prisoner,;. Ap3.rt from this, do you think the police
in London ever use morp force than necessary when
making arrest5?

Sa)

(14)

NEVER
HARDLY EV8H
s:METlMES
OFTEN
VERY OFTEN

If 00 CUDE 1 AND GO 'lD Q.4%

IF YES
Does

0)

c)

,\S~ 0,

tlll '3

c, d

I or

I

fOR El'CH

Does this happen ... READ

our ...

HARDLY EVER
s:METIMES
OFTEN

2

3
4
5

1
2
3

c)

And does it happen Ilore now than it
used to, less, or abou t the same?

lESS
AOOUT 'IHE SAME
!-ORB

1
2

3

ill)

have you come to know about it?
Is it through':

YES OR NJ

b)

l-cc28

0.50a

ill)
LESS
AOOUT ;lliE SA.'1£

How

I READ our

4

-ro

than it u3ed to, less.

about the same?

I

NEVER

IF N:) CODE 1 AND GO
IF YES ASK 0, c, d

VERY OFTEN

now

MJRE

d)

(2lJ

violence on people held at p:>lice stations
without goOd reason? ,

l-cc2l
2
3
5

Col./Code

ASK ALL
And do you think the p:>lice in l.a1don ever use

(15 )

ilapren ... (U:;N) OUr. ..

I Does it happen nore

49a)

(16)

d)

have you cx:tre t.":>
it? Is it through:

How

KnOW

about

AND CODE

- it actually happened to you
or someone you know?

ro
YES

(17)

- you or SO!IlL~ne you Know
seein:j it happen to
someone else?

N:)

YES

1
2
(18)

- seein:j news pictures on
'IV of it happening?

N:)

1

YES

2
(19)

- hearing it

3i~cuss2d

rCl.JlO or IV

on

ro

1

YES

<.

t...1e

new3:).3rY:~("5?

-

)0 -

READ OUT AND CODE
YES OR ro fOR ElICH

ro

1

YES

2

N:)

1

YES

2

(24)

- seein 1 news pictures on
TV or It happening?

NJ
YES

NJ

YES

1
,2

(25)
1
2

(26)

- hear in] it discussed on
n.dio or 'IV'?

NJ

YES

1

,

~

\27 )

read in) about i.t in the

N:)

1

ne w"3t-")3.:,:>ers?

YES

L

- 3l -

I'-

t.r\

- you or someone you know
seeing it happen to
soreone eI'5e?

~

(20)

reddin3 about it in

- it actually happening to
you or so:reone you know?

1
2

~

I ASK
')(la)

COl.~
( 28)

ALL

hav~

I
I

52a)

ASK ALL
N::M 1 W::lU1d like to ask ocme questions al:out
things that nay have happened in your heme -

Fran what you
heard, do you
think [Xllic~ of f icer;; in London ever
make up evidence 0[" plant evidence
on peo[)le.
IF 00 ,-'001:: NEVI::R AND GO

C).5la

NEVER

•.• READ OUT •••

HARDIli EVER
s::METlMES

11:)

either- here or sameWhe["e, else whe["e you we["e
living - dudng the 12 !IOnths since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW) 1984. In that tirre has
anyone got into the house or flat whe["e you
wer-e living without permission and stolen or
tried to steal anything?

1 --=31

IF YES ASK b, c, d
b)

Does this happen

OFTEN
VERY OFTEN

Col./Code
04-35 )

IF 00 (x)[)E 00 AND 00
*IF YES ••••

2
3
4
5

b)

Hcw rra ny tirres?

11:)

c)

WRI TE I N OR (x)[)E 99

00. OF TII£S

-----u9)

CAN'T RECALL

And is it happel1in,] nnre t."an it used to,

c)

less or 3bout tj'e

IESS

',';aJT>= '?

AOOUT 'IHE SN-IE
MJRE

Ll

U

(

I When t'1is happens do

yo~ thini( it is
!IOstly '.lI1if-:Jl:"flB.i police who do it or
!IOstly'C1D or dOI1' C yOU bow?

,m""",",

",",C'

CID

OOTH AOOUT SAME

DON ' T KNOW
Sla)

ASK

I

VICTIM FORM FOR BREAK AND ENTER AND (x)[)E IT 'RESPONDENT' MUTE
IN THE NUM3ER OF TII£S IN THE APPROPRIATE lOCATION OF THE VICTIM
FORM BEFORE ooI~ 11:) Q.53
c)

2

3

9

IF 00 CODE 00 AND GO
IF YES • • •
Hcw rrany tirres?

I

lNrl
I it

i

3

i "-_

>k1t;)~}~;ll.nJ I~r)(!.~

:J:5,!- J t.c) ,

l ..:!..; :.; 0~-

Lf\

e)

00

WRITE IN OR CODE 99

-

by
by
by
::>r

!lOst police office["s at some time
quit-= a lot of police office[" s
a f~w police officers
by '1acHy any [X)lice officers

1-;:c34

e)

00. OF TIMES

! ASK

ALL

08-39 )

4
:I

2

IF 00 CODE 00 AND GO
IF YES • • .

t.!1dr1

):)()ut: ':hS' ·3.:l:n~?

IESS
AtlOUl' 'mE SAME

1
2

MJRE

"

f)

I Hew ffi3ny time s?

11:)

0.53a

00

(33)

_'ft)

; )(

. 1' )11 1 C.

)'C) U

;Z;,,JW?

UNH':)RME)) I'OLIC E
CID
3JTlj I\BO'_'[' THt': SAME

DJN'T KNOW

1

Li

-

~3

-

00

00. OF TIr£S

LLJ

CAN'T RECALL

99

WRITE IN OR CODE 99

'Nhen l'~ 'ltl ppS'n3 , -Jo / :),J (\linK j I . i..;
rro.:;::l ·,· '.mi ' "()Cm 2'.. l ~X)ll:-:.':"_· .....iy) flo i . . ')(
fTO~;:-_ l~ '

99

ever found anythi ng that showed that scrneone
had t["ied to get in without pe rmission to
steal 0[" to cause damage?

5

(32 )
flOw

I
i
j)

00

And apa["t fran this, in that tirre have you

tnink bribes are
accept,:0 . .. READ OUL ..

I

I"-

CAN'T RECALL

00

I

c)

11:)

~

I

~~

II Do you

<36-3' )

Apart f["an this, in that tirre has anyone
g::>t into you[" heme without permission and
caused damage?

IF 00 COOl:: 1 AND GO 10 0.52a

0)

ASK ALL

F["on ",",at jClU ha"J'? " 2,1 rJ , do you thin,: [)Ol i ce
offi. " in l.DnJC)11 eJer accept swns of mon~y
as bl , _'s ?
IF YE.S__ASK

99

our

(31)

ALL

I

* INI'ERVIEI'ER NOTE: IF RESPONDENI' HAS ANSWERED YES TO 0.52a TAKE

I

(30)

d)

00

00

53a)

I ASK

54a)
ALL

Col./Code

IF NO (x)[)E 00 AND
IF YJ';S '"

b)

I Ha..: many ti1l'es?

m

TO

c)

N)

h1U'TE IN 'OR CODE 99

c)

00,

00. OF TIMES

CAN'T RECALL

Apart frern this, in tJlal tirre have you ever
had the milk stolen [rern outside your hane?

IF NO CODE 00 AND !XJ TO c)
* IF YJ';S

IF NO CODE 00 AND !XJ TO e)
IF YES '"

d)

I

Ha..: I1\3ny tirres?

WRITE IN 'OR CODE 99

bl
N)

Ha..: I1\3ny tirres?

00

N)

WRITE IN OR CODE 99

r-K) •

CAN'T RECALL

e)l~

INTERVIEYER NJTE: IF RESPONDENT HAS ANSWERED YJ';S TO Q.54a TAKE
'Om VICTIM FORM FOR THEF1' AND ENTER AND CODE IT 'RESPONDENT' WUTE
IN THE NUMBER OF 'TIl£S IN 'THE APPROPRIATE lJX:ATION OF THE VICl'lM
FORM.

99
(44-45 1

f,NO

c)

u,

I'NJ

00

IF YJ';S •••

!XJ TO g)

Ha..: I1\3ny tirres
N)

,,!UTE IN 'OR C'ODE 99

(50-511--

~
Has this happened to anyone else who l1\3y live here?

IF YES • _.

Ha..: many times?

99

*

And apart fran anything you have told me about
already, in tl1at time has anything else that
!:elonged to s::meone in your household !:een stolen
fran outside the '-one - frern tl1e doorstep, the
garr'~n or the gac,'9 0 for example?

I IF NO CODE 00

00

OF TI MES

(

00. OF TIMES

CAN' 'T RECALL

f)

(48-49 )

Apart fran any incident you have rrentioned, already, in the
past 12 mnnths since
(DIITE OF INTERVIEW) 1984,
have you had anythin] you \ere carrying stolen - out of
your hands or fran your pockets or fran a bag or case?

99
(42-43)

ASK ALL

Col/Code

few questions concern thin]s that may have
happened to you personally over the past twelve rronths,
since,
(MrE OF INTERVIEW), 1984. I don't
just wmt to know abGut serioos incidents. I want to
know about small thin]s too. I t is often difficult to
remember these, 60 I will take the questions slowly and
I would like you to think carefully about them.

, (40-41)

Apart fran this, in the 12 rronths since <DIITE 'OF INl'ERVIEW)
1984, has anything b:'en '~tolen oot of your hane?

I ASK ALL
~t

r-K).

NJ. OF TIMES

00

CAN' 'T RECALL

OF TIr-ES

99

d)l~

CAN' 'T RECALL
g)

I ASK

ALL

99

(

Apart frern this, in tl1at time has anyone tried to steal
somethin] you \ere carrying - out of your hands or frern
your pockets or frern a bag or case?

f

\

(46-47 )

Arrl again, apart frun anything you ha'-e told me about
already, in tl1at time has anyone deliberately defaced
I or done damage to your herne or to anything outside it
that belonged to ouncone in YOUc' household?

IF NO CODE 00 AND GO TO Q.55

NJ

~
e)

IF NO CODE 00 AND GO TO Q.54
* IF YES •• _

r-K)

Ha..: many tirres?

WRITE IN 'OR COnE 99

(52-53 )

r-K).

'OF TIr-ES

00

CAN'T RECALL

h)

Ha..: many times?

iVlUTE IN OR COOE 99

r-K).

OF TIMES

CAN'T RECALL

* IN'l'ERVIEI'.ER N'OTE:
our VICTIM FDRM FOil

If RESPONDENT HJ\.". ANSWf..RED YES TO Q.53h TAKE
VANDALISM AND CDDE iT 'RESPONDEN'T'.
WRITE IN THE NUM3EH 'OF 'PJ M';S IN 'J"HE APPROPRIATE lJX:A'TlON 'OF THE

00

~

99

*

INl'ERVIEVER 00l'E: IF RESPONIENT IS MI\IE ASK QUESTIONS 55a~

56a)

Col./Code

AND THEN GO DIRECTLY TO QUESTION 56c.
IF RESPONDENr IS FEMI\IE: GIVE RESPONDENl' PKiE A. YOU MJST SAY TO
HER 'I \'DUW LIKE TO KOOW IF ANY OF THESE THIN3S HAVE HAPPi'NEO TO
YOU IN THE PAST 12 M:lNTHS SINCE (DATE OF INlERVIEW). PlEASE CHEO<
OFF THE THINSS WHICH HAVE HAPPENED TO YOU AND WUTE OOWN THE NUM3ER
OF TUES. '
THE INTERVIEVER MJST COpy THE INFORMATION FROM PAGE A INID THE
APPROPRIATE PUCES IN QUESTIONS 55 AND 56 OF THE MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE
55a)

FEMME RESPONDENTS ONLY
IF MIUE GO TO Q.57

Col./Cod
(60-fil)

have mentioned already in the
(DATE CF INTERVIEW), 1984
have you been sexual
interfered with, assaulted or
attacked, either by someone you know or by a stranger?
Apart frem anythin;!

12 ROnths si nee

IF NO CODE 00 AND GO
* IF YES •••

I In the 12 m:mths since ••• (DATE OF INTERVIEW)

~~

£l

NO

. 1984, has anyone (including people you know well)
deliberately hit you with their fists or with a
weapon of any sort or kicked you or used force or
viole~ce on you in any way?

b)

HOY' rrany times

VRI'I 'E IN OR CODE 99

NO. OF TIl£S
CAN'T RECALL

IF 00 CODE 00 AND GO TO c)
IF YES •••••

NJ

I HaN I1\3ny times?

WRITE IN OR CODE 99
CAN'T RECALL

* INTERVIEVER NOTE: IF RESPONDENr HAS ANSw;:RED YES TO Q.56a
TAKE our VICTIM FORM FO
FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT AND CODE IT 'RESPONDENr '
WRITE IN THE NUM3ER OF TIMES Nr THE APPROPRIATE I.OCATION OF THE
VICTIM FORM.

99

(

(62-63
MlUES ONLY

• INTERVIEWER NOI'E: IF RESPONDENT HAS ANSw;:RED YES TO Q.55a
TAKE OUT VICTIM FORM FOR ASSAULT AND CODE IT 'RESPONDENr'.
WRITE IN THE NUM3ER OF TIl£S IN THE APPROPRIATE LO:ATION OF
THE VICTIM FORM.
c)

In the past 12 rront
has any female member of this
household been sexu
interfered with assaulted or
attacked ei ther by someone she KI1<;MS or by a stranger?

I ASK ALL

ro

(56-57 )

c)
1'0

Ha.v, Ii' times

I

00

NJ

99

(

Arrl in that tirre, has anyone threatened to use force or
violence on you or threatened to d3ffiage things of yours in
a I<'dy that· actually frightened you?

Q. 56a
Q.56c

(

00

NO. OF TIl£S

IF RESPONDENr IS MI\IE IGO TO Q.57

(58-59 )

CAN'T RECALL

99

ALL FEMALES

FEMALES
MALES

1'0

00

(64-65)

d)

e)l~

HaN fT13.ny times?

~

IF YES: TAKE our VK~~. FORM FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT AND CODE
IT 'OTHER HlH l£MBER'
CAN'T RECALL

;F NO CODE 00 AND GO TO

I

,yone else who rray live here?

HOY' rrany times

IF YES TAKE OUT VICTIM FORM FOR ASSAULT
AND CODE IT 'OTHER H/H MEMBER'

ASK ALL

LC\

Has this happened D

IF YES •••

1'0. OF TIl'ES

d)

f'-.

.ALL FEMMES

Has this happened to anyone else who may live here?

Q:.T<; .. '.

99

00

NJ. OF TIMES
b)

00

!54-55 )

\'lRITE IN OR CODE 99

Apart from anything you 'have mentioned already, in that
time have you teen sexu ally pestered or insulted by
anyone?

NO

NO. OF TIl'ES

CAN'T RECALL

I

IF NO CODE 00 AND GO TO Q.57
IF YES •••

99

e)
- 36 -

00

HaN rrany times?

WRIT!
TE IN OR CODE 99

00. OF TIl£S
CAN'T RECALL

99

57a)

COl./Code

ASK ALL

~yone in this household own or have the use of a car.

(66)

van, scooter or 1lOped?

59a)

ro

IF 00 CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.58
IF YES CODE 2 AND GO TO b)

l-cc71

Do you have a telephone in this accommodation?

2

YES

Col./COde
(74 )

ASK ALL

IF 00 CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.GO
b)

YES

I IF VEHICIE IN H/H IN PAST 12 M:lNTHS
DJring the 12 nonths since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW)
1984, have you or anyone else now in your household had their
car, van, notorcycle, scooter or noped stolen or driven away
without pennission?
IF NO CODE 00 AND GO TO d)
IF YES •••
Hew mny tines?

2

IF YES ••• In the 12 motns since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW) has anyone made an
oascene telephone call to this household?
IF NO CODE 00 AND GO

00

NJ

b)

WRITE IN OR OXlE 99
AND GO TO d)

l.cc77

NJ

(67-68)

00. OF TU£S

-ro

(75-76 )

Q.60

00

IF YES •••
Hew many tines?

WRITE IN OR CODE 99

NO. OF TIMES

99

CAN'T RECALL

CAN'T RB:A.LL

99

(69-70 )

d)

(77-80)

An:] apart frem this, in that tine has anyone had
their vehicle tampered with or danaged ~ vandals or
people out to steal?

1.0.

I I I~
V

IF NO CODE 00 AND GO TO Q.58
IF YES

00

NO

S

(1-4)

NJ. OF TlI£S

99

CAN'T ROCALL

58a)

I ASK ALL

(5)

(71 )

CARD NJ.

Does anyone in this household own a bicycle?
IF NO CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.59a)
IF YES
. b)

2

YES

Hew mny tines?

(

00

NJ

WRITE IN OR CODE 99

(

(72-73)

Apart frem anything you have nentioned already, in
the 12 mnths since
(DATE OF INTERVIEW) 1984,
has anyone in this household had a bicycle stolen?
II-' NO CODE 00 AND GO TO Q.59a
IF YES •••

c)

l-cc74

00

00. OF TlI£S

CAN'T ROCALL

I

99
- 39 -

- 38 -

CJ

I

v)

Col.iCode
(l9-2C

Being touched or held by anyone

OO-cc~

WRITE IN OR OJDE 99

. 60a)

I ASK

NO. OF TIMES

Col.iCode
(6)

ALL

SHOW CARD E

CAN'T REX::ALL

In the past 12 months since

D

99

(DATE OF INTERVIEW) 1984, have you

(21)

yourself teen upset because of any of these
things happening?
NO

IF NO CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.61
IF YES CODE 2 AND ASK FUR EACH •••

(7-8)

b)

I

c)

I Were you upset the last tirre tecause it made you
feel threatened or frightened or because it made

fb-J many tirres?

vi)
00-ccl0

you feel annoyed or insulted orbecause it made you
feel uneasy or enbarrassed? -

OF TII£S

I I

CAN'T REX:ALL

99

N).

i)

Being stared at
WRITE IN OR CODE 99

THREATENED/FRIGHTEl'ED

ANNJYED/IN3ULTED
UNEASY /F.'lBARRASSED
OON'T KNJW

iii) Being approached or spoken to
N).

OF TI/£S

l'iRITE IN OR CODE 99

CAN'T REX:ALL
THREATENED/FRIGHTENED

ANNOYED/INSULTED
UNEASY /EMBARRASSED
OON'T KNOW

DON"r KN:M

NO. OF TII£S

CAN'T REX:ALL

vii) Being Confronted

THREATENED/FRlGHTENED

WRITE IN OR OJDE 99

30

9~

NO. OF TIMES

CAN'T RECALL

THREATENED/FRIGHTENED
ANNOYED/INSULTED
lNEASY /EMBARRASSED

(

DON'T KN:M

99
(15)
1
2
3
9

I I I
~

(24 )
1 I
2

OO-cc2

I I I

99
(18 )
1

99

(2!:26

(16-17 )
OO-cc19

Being shouted at or called after
WRITE IN OR CODE 99

THREATENED/FRIGHTENED
ANNOYED/INSur>TED
UNFASY /EMBARRASSED

9

99
(12)
1
2
3
9
(13-14 )
CO-ccl6

ANNOYED/INSULTED

iv)

CAN'T REX::ALL

(

3

CAN'T REX:ALL

UNEASY /EMBARRASSED
OON'T KNOW

NO. OF TIMES

(9)
1
2

I I I

1
2
3
9
(22-23

OO-cc2

I

NO. OF TII£S

THREATENED/FRIGHTEt£D

Instances of Kerb Crawling
WRITE IN OR OJDE 99

(10-11)
OO-cc13

ii) Being follCMed
WRITE IN OR CODE 99

THREATENED/FRIGHTENED
ANNOYED/INSULTED
lNEASY /EMj3ARRASSED
DON'T KN:M

l-cc28
2

- 41 -

99

(27)
1
2
3
9

Col./Code
(28)

61al

62)

I ASK ALL
Apart fran your own household, do you personally
krlcM anyone who has been mugged and robbed in the

b)

I IF

N)

OJOE 1 AND GJ 10 c)

NJ

1

REPEAT FUR b) - g) aUT CMIT
RFL'ORD BEILW
c) AND d) FOR MALE RFSPONDENTS
Very
Don't
Fairly Fairly
Very
likely likely unlikely unlikely know

YES

Was it in this area?

Col./Code

Saaq CARD F. Sane crines are mre likely to happen to BC:IIe
people than others. HeM likely do you think it is that, in the
next year, l2ur hone will be broken into and sanething stolen?

last 12 mnths?
IF

I

ASK ALL

YES

3

NJ

2

a)

Your rore will be broken
into and BC:IIething stolen?

I

4

3

2

1

9

(31)

4

3

2

1

9

(32)

(29)

c)

I ASK

ALL

b)

----------------------------------------------------------

Apart fran your own household do you
personally know anyone who has been
sexually attacked or mlested in the last
12 mnths?

c)

d)

I IF

NJ

1

3

4

3

YES

3

N)

2

J:
f)

(30)

ALL

g)

Apar - fran your own household do you personally
I kno.~ ~yone who had their rore oorgled or broken into?

~~-':

~v~

You will have your rore or
prq:Jerty danaged by
vandals?

f)

NJ

I

I

YES

3

NJ

2

2

1

9

(34)

1

9

(35)

4

3

2

1

9

(~)

You will be attacked by

,cr_"

You will be insulted or
bothered by strangers?

L!\

4

3

--- - - - - -

(

- 43 -

- 42 -

<33 )

2

IF YES •
Was it in this area?

9

3

-\

1

1

4

'1

IF NJ mOE 1 AND GJ 10 Q.62

2

--------------------

--------------------

e)

I ASK

I -4

\'01EN ONLY you wi 11 be

sexually nolested or
I=estered?

(

YES

Was it in this area?

e)

\'01EN ONLY you will be

raped?
d)

IF NJ mOE 1 AND GJ 10 e)

You will be mugged or
robbed

2

1

9

d)

Col./CciJ.e

63)

67a)

I ASK ALL

Do you think nest oorglaries in this area are a:mnitted by
••••• READ our ••...

people fran the area

1

or people who live outside it?

2

(~'T

KOCW)

(42-43)

SHCM CARD G This is a list of things the p:>lice or the courts
can do about offenders. Suppose a mnan of 25" who had been
in similar trouble before, had nugged and robbed sarebody. Which
one of these things do you think should happen to him? Please
read out· the nurrber fran the card.

9
WRITE IN OR CXlDE 99

64)

Col./Code

(38)

ASK ALL

Arrl do you think nest oorglaries in this area are
a:mni tted by .,. READ our ...

(39)

children under 16

1

or people aged 16 to 20

2

or older people .

[X)N'T KOCW

99

IF 04 <XMPENSATION

b)

(44-45 )

I Should anything else happen to him fran
having to pay compensation
WRITE IN OR mOE 99

3

[X)N'T KOCW
([X)N'T KOCW)

(40)
65)

What kinds of people do you hear about being mugged
robbed iri this area? Is it. •. READ our ....

(

(46-47 )

REPEAT A AND B FOR CATEl3JRIES BErm

ii)

Broken into a hare and stolen 5C:1:rething

Irell

1

or nestly w::xren

2

or both equally

3

bl

(OON'T KOCW)

9

WRITE IN OR mOE 99

nestly

OON'T KOCW

WRITE IN OR CODE 99
99
(48-.9)
IF 04

(41)
66)

OON'T KOCW

Arrl in terms of age, are the people you hear about

being mugged and robbed in this area ... READ

99

9

our ...

iii)

I

rID
99
(50-5lJ

Stolen £5 WJrth of goods fran a shop

IlOstly young

2

or IlOstly old

4

or IlOstly in between

3

b) IF 04

or does it happen to all ages equally?

1

WRITE IN OR CXlDE 99

([X)N'T KOCW)

9

WRITE IN OR CXlDE 99
OON'T KOCW

99
(52-53)

99

lXJN'T KOCW

(54-55 )

iv)

Stolen a car

WRITE IN OR mDE 99
lXJN'T KOCW

99
(56-57 )

b) IF 04
WRI'lE IN OR mDE 99

- 44 lXJN'T KOCW

I

99

68a)

I

ASK ALL

.

Col.~e
( )

69a)

(68-69)

IF 00 CXlDE 00 AND GJ 'ID Q.70
IF YES ASK"b) to f)

l-cc77
2
b)

IF 00, GJ 'ID Q.73
(59)

c)

a:ME1'IMES
OFTEN "
VERY OFTEN

I

00. CF TIMES

DJN'T KN:M

I The last tine it happened

1
2
3

"

ONE
'MJ
1lIREE

1
2
3

FOUR
FIVE ill MJRE
IXlN'T KN:M

5
9

00

WJRK
NEIGHOOURS

BUSINESS
FAMILY

CXlNl'J>CT 1N S'IREET
S:X:IAL
HARASSMENT

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4

(71)

our ...

CXlDE FOR ALL
THAT APPLY

99

00w many did it?

Do you have =ntact with people of another race due to

••• READ

YES

dJ

(60)
(61)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

(62)

(63)
(64)
(65)

HeM old was the person/Were the people who did it?
W::>uld you say:
a child/childr-en under school age
a child/children of school age
a young person/people between 16 & 25
or an older person/older people?
people of mixed ages
IXlN • T KN::J.ol

(66)

(67)
d)

I HeM many tines in the last year?

00-cc77

(70 )

I How often have you had =ntact with people of another race?
HARDIX EIlER

c)

NJ

WRITE IN OR CXlDE 99

IF YES

b)

Col./Code

In the last 12 nonths, has anyone of another race shoute:i
insults at you?

In the last year have you had any oontact with people
of another race.
NJ
YES

I~

I Overall IDuld you descri"be your =ntact with people of

1
2

3
4

5
9

r<\

CO

Lf\

(72)

e)

I Was the person/were the people who did it
•••• READ OUT ••••

another r-ace to be gener-ally
NB3ATIVE
FOSITIVE

1
3

MIXED

2
9

CAN'T '!ELL

white

1

black (West Indian or African)
Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi
or something else? (SPECIFY)

2
3
4

MIXED GROUP

7

IXlN • T KN::J.ol

9

our

RIR> ONE CXlDE ONLY
OF 1-4
IF 2+ CXlDES APPLY, REXXlRD Kr

OJDE7

f)

I Why do you think they did this
PROBE FULLY

to you?

0(73)

REmRD VERBATIM

0(74)
0(75)
- 46 -

(76 )
BLANK

Col./Code

(77-SO)
1.0.

70al

I vi I 81

41

S

I

Col./Code

ASK ALL

(6-7)

In the past year, has anyone of another race Plysically
assaulted you?
.

(1-4)

IF 00 moE 00 J\ND ro 'R) Q.71
IF YES ASK QUESTIONS b) to f)

SERIAL 00.

00

OO~14

00. OF TIMES
(5)

CARD

WRITE IN OR moE 99

c:J

c)

IXlN r T Kt£.W

99

(8)

I Tl:e last tiae it happened row nany people
did it?

(

em:

1

'IW)

2

'lHREE

3

FOUR
FIVE CR MJRE

4

IXlN r T Kt£.W

(

5
9

(9)
d)

I HON old was the r;ersonfwere the r:eople
loOuld you say •••• READ

our ....

who did it

a child/children under school age
a child/children of school age
a young r;erson/r:eople between 16

1

&25

3

or an older person/older people?
Prople of Mixed ages

4

IXlN r T Kt£.W

2

@
l.C'\

5
9
(10)

e)

I Was the personfwere the r:eople
READ

(

our ....

roN:; ONE moE ONLY
om OF 1-4. IF 2+
CDDES APPLY, REO)RD AT
mOE 7

who did it. ••

white

1

black (West Irrlian or African)
Irrlian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi
or sccrething else (SPECIFY)

3

MIXfD GROUP
IXlN 'T Kt£.W

7
9

2
4

f ) I Why do you think they did this to you?
PROBE FULLY - RElXlRD VERBATIM

- 48 - 49 -

D

(11

D

(12

D

<13

Q:ll./Codl
(22-23)

Q:ll./Code

(14-15)
7la)

In the last year has anyone of another raCe
any of your property?
IF 00 moE 00 AND 00
IF YES ASK b) to f)

b)

72a)

I ASK ALL

11)

In the las t year has anyone of another race stolen
anything f ran you?

dMlagro

Q.72 .

IF 00 moE 00 AND 00·
IF YES ASK b) to f)

00~22

00

b)

I HCM many times in the last year?
\'lUTE IN OR moE 99

ASK ALL

11)

00

Q.73

HCM many ttimes in the last year?

00. OF TIMES

\'lUTE IN CIR moE 99

00. OF TIMES

99

IXlN 'T KN::M

lXlN'T

m:w

I The last tiIre it happened,

tx:J<,.r

many people did it?

c)
One
'l\oQ

1
2

Three
Four

3
4

Five or ITOre

5
9

Dc:n't kncM

(

Tne last tiIre it happenai, tx:J<,.r many people did it?

I

ONE

1

'M)

2

'lliREE
FOUR
FIVE 00. MJRE
IXlN'T KN::M

3
4
5

I HCM old was the personfwere the people who did it?

d)

Would you say:
a child/children under school age
a child/children of school age
a young person/people between 16 & 25
or an older person/older people?
people of mixai ages
Dc:n' t kncM

,

HCM old was the personfwere the people who did it?

Would yc

1
2

say:

3
4

5
9

a child/children under school age
a child/children of school age
a young person/people between 16 and 25
or an older person/older people?
People of mixai ages

1
2
3
4
5

Dc:n't know

9

I Was the person/were the people who did it. ...

e)

READ (){JI' •••

white
black (West Indian or African)
Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi
or SCIlething else? (SPEX::IFY)

1
2

MIXED G<OUP

7

IXlN 'T KN::M

9

RINJ ONE moE ONLY
OtJI' OF 1-4. IF 2+
mOES APPLY, REn:lRD
AT mOE 7.

f)

(

3
4

0

White
black (West Indian or Mrican)
Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi
or sarething else? (SPEX::IFY )

1

MIXED G<OUP

7
9

RINJONE moE ONLY
OtJI' OF 1- 4. IF 2+
moES APP LY, REX::ORD
AT moE 7

f)

REX::ORD VERBATIM

Why do

IXlN 'T Kl'rn

u think they did this to you?

(19)
PROBE F ULLY

REX::ORD VERBATIM

0(20)
0(21)

- 50 -

ex)

l1\

Was the personfwere the people who did it .... READ OUT ...•

(

Why do you think they did this to you?

PROBE FUILY

l1\

(26 )

(18)

e)

9

(25 )

(7)

d)

99
(24)

(16)

c)

00~30

.

- 51 -

2

3
4

0(2
0(2
0 (2

73)

Col./Code
(30 )

~

16 )

a) Have you heard of the l£'ffi()POLITAN POLICE
miGHIUJRlIXX) W\1OI?

Victim support scherres are groups of volunteers
trained to offer information help and oovice to
the victLms of crime.

N)

-IF 00 CXXlE 1 AID (jJ TOQ. 77
IF YES •••

Have you heard of victim support Sdlerres before rw::M?
N)

1

YES
OON ' T KIO'I

2
9

[)) you know

row

YES

it 'NOrks?

N)

D

around to see if victims of crime need any further information,
advice or assistance, for example about insurance claims, repairs
or court appearance; or if people are upset they can talk about
their feelings.

(40)

Do you think all victims of crimes should be contacted by such

scheaes or lDU
tOm
N) - OOT ALL
OOLY SERIOIE QUMES
YES - ALL QUMES
OON'T KIO'I
N) -

(

1

77 )

ASK ALL

a) Have you heard of the ISLnGI'ON mIME WA'lOI the one
bei ng run by the Counci 1 ?

2
3
4
9

N)

YES

b) IF YES - Do you know

I IF A vrcrIM

row

L!'I

it 'NOrks?

ID
YES

)

a) Were you contacted by a Victim support Sdleae
N)

YES

b) Did you a:::cept their offer of assistance?

N)

YES

I

D

1-36
2-36(34)

(44 )
78a)

c) Would you have liked to have been contacted
by a Victim Support Sdleae or lDt?

N)

OON "r

YES
KIO'I

1
2
9

ASK ALL

Have you heard of P.A.C.E. the group which rronitors the
performance and I:;ehaviour of the police in ISL:m::;rom
N)

(35)
d)

Would you have accepted an offer of
assistance from such a scheae?

N)

YES
OON ' T KIO'I

1
2
9

YES

1
2
(45 )

b)

Do you think there is a need for such a group to rronitor police

performance and I:;ehaviour?
N)

YES
OON'T

- 52 -

1 ,
2
(42-4]

IF YES BRIEFLY REXX>RD DETAILS OF ANS\'ER HERE:

1-cc34
2
(33)

IF N) (X)!)E 1 AND ASK c), d)
IF YES ASK b AND 'mEN ro TO Q.76

l-cc44
2 ,

(W

(32)
75 )

1-cc4C
2
(38-35

IF YES BRIEFLY RD:ORD DETAILS OF ANS\'ER HERE:

I In sane areas the police ask victim support Sdlerres to call

00 OOT pR(MPT

1-cc4(
2
(37)

YES

(31)
74)

Col.i:'<:0&
06 )

ASK ALL

~

1
2
9

--

79)

Are

86a )

Col. Leoda
(46)

ASK ALL
you • • • READ

our . . .

married or living as married
single living with parents
wid~

Is the head of this oousehold at present. .••• READ

IF MJRE 'lliAN ONE
ANSWER CXJDE FIRST
10 APPLY

(47-48)
80 )

IboI many total years of schooling and college did you o::mplete?

\'lUTE IN

ID. OF YEARS

I

I

A;E

IN YEARS

I

I

(511
82)

Apart fran yourself how many other adults aged 16 OR OVER
ronnally 1ive here in this household catered for by the 5a!re
person as you?
\'lUTE IN

ID. OF PIDPrE

I

I

ID. OF Oil IrnEN

I

OOES your household •••• READ

REm' this acccmrodation fran Council

RENT th i s acccmrodation fran housing assoc.
RENT this acccmrodation fran private landlord
or rec:ei ve this a::ccmrodation RENT FREE with your job

What is his/her job?

c)

D

I What is the title of his/her job?
ffiOBE FUILY - REXXlRD HERE:

d)

I"-

I What qualifications are needed for that job?

CO

L1\

ffiOBE FUILY - REXXlRD HERE:

D
e)

1
2
3
4
5

I Is he/she •.•• READ our ....

CIRCLE APPROPRIA'IE RESPONSE

an arp10yee
self --anp1oyed
IF EMPIOYEE ASK f)
IF SELF-EMPIJJYEl) ASK g)

(

f )

Who is the head of this household?
Resp:>ndent
SfOuse or cohabitee of resfOndent
parent/Step-parent of resfOndent
Other person

* IF H.O.H. IS SPOUSE OR PARENT OF RESPONDFNI'
00 10 Q.86a
EISE 00 10 Q.87a

I IF EMPIOYEE
Does the job involve superv~s~ng or being
responsible for the -.orle of any other people

(54)
85 )

I IF IN PAID WJRK

our ...
own this a::ccmrodation

CIOCLE NO CR
\'lUTE IN

1--a:57

NO

2

~

3
4--{;c57
g)

I IF SELF EMPIOYED

MANY _ _ _ _ _ __

CIOCLE APPROPRIA'IE RESPONSE

HCM many arployees

NJNE
moER 25
CJ<Jm 25

does he or she have?

- 55 -

- 54 -

3
4--a:57
6--a:57
7""1::C57
8--a:57
9--a:57

ffiOBE FUILY - REXXlRD HERE:

(53)
84)

2

(

IboI many children aged Under 16 live in this household?

\'lUTE IN

1-1:c57

IF IN PAID WJRK ASK b to g)
IF N)T IN PAID WJRK 00 10 Q.87a)
b)

(52)
8'3)

in full-ti.tre education
in paid full-ti1re -.orle 011'& 30 hr/weelc
in paid part-ti1re -.orle under 30 hr/weelc
seeking -.orle
ill
disabled
Other

I

IboI old were you on your last birthday?

\'lUTE IN

our ...

O.A.P.

(49-50)

Bll

ColJCode
(55)

OF RESl'OmFNI'

5
4
3
2
1

divorced or separated
single

I ASK ONLY IF H.O. H. IS PARENT OR SPOUSE/COHABlTEE

(56)

D

5)

O;Jl.~COOe
(5 )

I ASK ALL
Are yoU at present. ••• READ

PAID K>RK

COl./Code

our ..•.

88)

in full tiIre eJ.ucation
{in paid fulltiIre 'oOrk over 30 hr week
(in paid part tiIre work
seeking work
dependent on H.O.H.
ill
disabled

O.A.P.

or other (SPOCIFY) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ASK ALL
How

1

nany

(59)

I IF IN PAID

5

(60)

6

89)

7

8
9

Considering inccrne fran all sources IxYw rm.x:h do you
estimate was the total inccrne for this household last
year •.• READ our •••
Under £3,000
£3,000-£7,999
£8,000-£11,999
£12,000 or rrore

~

PROBE FUILY

n

REmRD HERE:

What
(IF

(X)\Nl'RY
IN lX){JBT

does your family

REFER 'ID FMHER' S FMHER)

_~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

U.K.
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
CDNTINENrAL FAJROPE
CDNTINENrAL ASIA
rnEEX:E/TURKEY/CYPRlor 00 OON

RE:ORD HERE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I What qualifications are need for your job?
PROBE FULLY

I\FRlCA

WEST INDIES
ORIENT

REOJRD HERE:

ornER SPECIFY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~)

I are you •••• READ

our ...

8

OJ
OJ

Ll\

Which political party would you identify yourself with?

IF FMPIDYEE ASK f
IF SELF-FMPWYED ASK q)
ornER (SPECIFY)

:) I IF FMPWYEE
~TE

1

IAOOUR
SOP/LIBERAL

2
3

OON'T ~

8
9

ID
YES

1

(63)

IN NU1BER

92a)
b)

I Do you know anyone who has ever used heroin

HCM nany people do you know who have useJ. heroin? WRITE IN

CIRCLE APPROPR.IA'lE RESPONSE

ID. OF PEOPIE

SELF FMPWYED

(58)

OONE

lNDER 25
OVER 25

D

OON'T

~

99

(66-67 )

c)

I HCM nany of these are regular users?

WRITE IN
ID. OF PEOPIE

- 56 -

2

I IF YES
(64-65 )

_________

OCM~

How nany enployees do. you have?

CDNSERVATlVE

(

CIRCLE 00 or

00

I IF

6
7

(62)
91)

Self -enployed

Does your job involve supervising
or being responsible for the 'oOrk
of other people?

1
2
3
4
5

CIRCLE APPROPR.IA'lE RESPONSE
An enployee

J)

2
3
4

cx:IIE fran originally

is the titHe of your job?

PROBE FUlLY

1

(61)

90)

What is your job?

:) I What

D

OJOE 0 OR WRITE IN

3
4

IF IN PAID ~ ASK b to q)
IF oor IN. PAID ~ 00 'ID Q.88

:»

o

people are in paid 'oOrk in this household?

2

**

00 'ID CHEI:lCLIsr **
- 57 -

OON'T

~

D
99

INTER~:

REXJJru)

Co1./Ccxle
(68)

BY OBSERVATION FOR ALL:

1

MALE
FEMALE

SEX OF RESPOIDENl'
-,

2
(69)

RI'CE OF RFSPOtVENl':
BI.JIC.K (WEST INDIAN/AFRICAN)
ItIDIAN/pAKISTANI/BANGU\DESHI

1
2
3

OTHER tOl-wHlTE
MIXED,ltN:ERTAIN

9

~iITE

'lYPE OF l'CCXlflJI)ATION:

4

(70)
1-=73
2-=73
3-=73

DETACHED IJJUSE
SEMI -DETACHED mUSE
'IDWCIDjEN) OF TERRACE IDUSE
SEI.F-<XlNTAINID FLAT/MAIOONETTE
KXl'IS/BIDSITl'ER

4

5-=73
DOC73

ornER SPECIFY

(71)

IF FIAT/MAIOONET'lE tUMBER OF
FIAT/MAIOONET'lE BIDCK.

FI£X)R5

IN
1-2
3 OR 4
5-9
10+

F1LORS

1
2
3

FLCORS

4

loIhat floor does respondent li ve

0'\
CO
Lf\

(72)

-

IF FIAT/MAISONEITE
On

F1LORS
FLCORS

1ST
LNi.J I
300
4'll1
5'll1
6-10

1
L

3
4
5
6

11+

7
(73 )

INTERVIEW ME'IH)D
~jwaren direct
~/wcrren indirect

1
2
3
4

nenjwaren direct
menjwaren indirect

(74-76)
TIME INl'ERVIEli CCMPLETED

D

OOTE OF INI'ERVIEli
DURATION OF INI'ERVIEli

- \'RITE IN
(77-80)

V

I

S

I

8

I

4

I

Colo/Code
119-20)

SURVEY OF VICTll£

PHASE II QUESTIONNAIRE

~

Ha) HeM many times in the last year were
you a VIcrIM (F ••••• REl\D aJl' APl'OOPRIA1E

Col./COde

CA'J.m)RY OF CRIME •••

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

I

I I I I I

SERIAL tUMBER

BREAK, ENTER, '!HEFT, VAIDALISM, '!HEFT
FRCM PERSON, ASSAULT, SEXUAL ASSAUIJl'

(5)

WUTE IN OR CODE 99 IF NJ.

[J

CARD

(7)

(6)

(8)

(9)

I I I I I.

AREA

(10)

(11)

I

(14)

(15)

I

(21)

(b) You mention ••.. (number) incidents of •••.••.•.
(type of offence). \'ere any of those very similar

(12) (13)

incidents, where the same thin;J was rune under the
same circumstances arrl probably by the same person/
people?

NJ - IOCIIENr

YES -

(16)

2.

0

RECORD KEY DETAILS OF I>OST RECEm'. IF A
SERIES REX::ORD KEY DETAILS OF THE SERIES.

3.

5.

I

2.

THEFT FR01 PERSON

3.

ASSAULT

4.

SEXUAL ASSAULT

5.

- FRONr PPG: -

(1)
OSTMH

D
D

(18)

VANDALISM

l!\

(23)

4.

l.

,
(J\

Can you tell rre very briefly what happened?

PROBE FOR ourLlNE DETAIlS OF NATURE AND
CIRCUM3TAOCES. IF t-ORE THAN ONE IOClDENr

2.

BREAK, ENTER, THEFT

SERIES I 2.

(22)

11l.•

VICTIMISATION TYPE

1.

ASK ALL

(17 )

VICTIM FORM NUM3ER

99

I

I I I I

INrERI1ThWER

NJ. OF TIMFS
CAN'T RECALL

Q.,b

I I I I I

ED

OF Tn£S

EXCEIDS ONE GO TO (b) IF NJ. OF TH£S
IS ONE COOE 1 at (b) AID THEN GO TO

-:i.''f~'~'
3.

Col./Code
(29)

Col./Code
(24)

Pat ALL

(d) As far as you knc:M, was
did it •••• READ CXJr ••••

the Peroon/the

INlERVIE'i£R: a:DE FROM mAT HAS AIREADY' BEEN

....no

SAID IF THE ANS\'ER IS ~LLY OOVIOOS.
amERWISE ASK:

Rlll> ONE a:DE ONLY OUT OF 1-4.

IF 2+ COlES APPLY?
REXX>RD AT al!E 7

The people who did it - can you say anythirq at all
abJut hc:M lIBIly there ~e or what sorts of pecple they.
~e?

White

1

Black (West Indian

2

or African)
1. - cc 32

N)

YES

12.

IF N) CO£E 1 AN) 00 '10 Q. 6a
IF YES COOE 2 AND 00 '10 Q.4, Q.5.

4.

(a)

IF ANY

HcJof rrany

~ION

Was the person/Were the people who
did it male or fanale?

One

1

1'io

2

Three

3

Four

4

Five or IIOre

5

Don't knCM

9

Male

1

Fanale

2

people of roth sexes

3

Don't know

9

(c) HCM old was the person/.,;ere the people who
did it? I'blld you say:
a child/children urrler
school age
a child/children of school
age

3

Other (specify)

4

Don't know

9

One person - knc:Mn tefore

stranger
2+ People

)•
(26)

(b)

Irrlian, Pakistan
or aarqladeshi

(e) Was it scmeone/Were any of than people you knew
before it happened or was it/1Nere they all stranger(s)?

(25)

ABOUT OFFENIER

.,;ere there?

people

Sane knCMn

4

None knCMn

3 - cc 32

IF ANY KN)WN

(30-31)

the

numter frcm the card

loIU'lE IN NUM£R

IF NUM3ER 14 PROOE FULLY AND REXX>RD VERBATIM
(27)

1

2

a young person/people 16 I 3
to 25
4

People of mixed ages

5

Don't know

9

1 - cc 32
5

HCM .,;ell did you knc:Mn than?

or an older person/older
people

2

- all knCMn

SIDW CARD H

Please read out

(29)

(2)
(3)

~

l!'\

Col./Code
(32)
6.

(al

ASK ALL

mIE

IF I'HJLLY OOVIOUS, Ol'HERWISE ASK:

Col./Code
(35)

Was anythio;J at all stolen dIldo;J the incident
that belonged to you or anyone else in
your household?
IF N) OJIE 1 AND 00

m

&l

1 - cc 35

Yes

2

QUESTION 7a

IF YES CXlDE 2 AND ASK B, C

(33)
(b)

7.

(a)

ASK ALL

mOE

IF WOOLLY OBVIOUS: Ol'HERWISE ASK

(Apart fran thi o;Js tha t were stolen),
Did the person/people who did it
damage, deface or !lESS ll> anythio;J
that belonged to you or to anyone
else in your household?

Under £5

1

£5 but unrer £25

2

£25 but under £50

3'

£50 but unrer £100

4

£100 but mrer £250

5

£250 but under £500

6

£500 but under £1000

7

(b) IF ANYTHING DAMAGED

£1000 +

8

WlBt damage did they c:b?

Con't know

9

IF ANYTHING S'IDIEN

Includio;J any cash, what
you estimate
was the total value of
what was stolen?
~)Uld

IF N), CXlDE 1 AND 00
IF YES,

mIE

m

N:J

Q.8a

2 AND ASK b

AID

Yes

e

11 - cc 40

12
(36)

0
PROBE

m

N).

(3'f)

Om

Anythio;J ELSE

RECORD VERBATIM

(38)

<34 )

(e) How IlUlCh of the stolen property
was recovered?

&lne

1

Sane

2

All

3

0
<39 )

(e) What was the total of the
damage they did?

Under £25

11

£25 but under £50

2

£50 rut under £100

3

£100 but under £250

4

£250 but under £500

5

£500 but under £1000

6

£1000 +

7

Don't know 19

I

8.

COl./Cod
(44 )

(a) IF ANY'IlUN:> STOlEN OR DAMl'GED
Was any of the property stolen or
darraged covere:l by an insurance p::>licy?

9.

CODE IF \'H)LLY OBVIOUS I OIllERWISE ASK:

Yes 12

IF N:) COrE 1 AND GO TO c)! d)
IF OON'T KNJW CODE 9 AND GO TO c) I d)
IF YES CODE 2 AND ASK b) I c) and d )

Don't know

ASK ALL

9 - cc 42

At the time it happened, \olere you or anyone
else aware of what was happening?

(41)

IF

(b) IF YES

Did you get anything for the loss or darrage
frcrn the insurance ccrnpany?

N:) I

woo

Resp:lndent and other H/H members I 3

OTHER specify__________________

3

Did rot make claim 14
Don't know

10.

(,

9

(42)

(c) Was anything that was stolen or
darraged have a sentimental value
to you?
IF

N:)

IF ANYONE

AWARE OF WHAT loUIS HAPPEN IN:>

N:) GO TO Q.lla

r<\
()'\

IF YES - Wha t ki nd of \oleap:ln

Did it have a lot of sentimental
value or just a little

Alituek
tbne 11

A

lot

3

(43)

(d) Bearing in mind any property that was
recovere:l and anything you got frcrn an
insurance ccrnpany, for what was stolen
or darraged, were you financially worse
off in the end?

tb 11
Yes I 2

Don't know I 9

(6)

5

Did (the r:erson/any of the people)
who did it have a \oleap:ln or so:nething
they use:l or threatened to use as a
\oleapon?
IF

CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.9

IF YES

Other H/H members only I 4

WAS /\WARE?

Yes 12

Claim OJtstanding

Resp::>ndent only I 2

CODE 1 AND GO TO Q.14a

IF YES -

tb 1 1

tb one I 1 - cc 77

CODE FOR EPCH

N:)

YES

.Lf\

OOITLE/GIASS

1

2

(45 )'

KNI FE/ SCI SSORS

1

2

(46)

STICK/ CLUB/BLUNT

1

2

(47)

1

2

( 48 )

1

2

(49 )

1

2

(50)

1

2

(51)

OBJECI'

FIREARM
OTHER SPErl FY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-----i

11.

(a) IF ANYONE A~ OF WHAT

._-

----

.

Col./Code

-

12.
Did the person/any of the
actual 1y hi t you or use fo
on you in any way?
IF 00 00 TO Q.12a
IF YES

- In what way

CODE FOR El'CH
HIT WITH WFAPON/SOMEl'HUG

ONLY IF NOT RAPED:
ONLY IF NOT A'lTEMP'lED/
RAPED
. OTHER SPOCIFY

(b)

IF

S
I

Were you injured in an
N)

1

2

(52)

1

2

(53)

1

2

(54 )

1

2

(55)

1

2

(56)

1

2

(57)

1

2

(58)

1.J,.

2

/<;Q\

1

2

IF

- In what way w=re

(

YES

1

2

OCRATCHES

1

2

CUTS

1

2

mOKE
OTHER SPOCI FY

II'ES

.1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

YES

1

2

(68)

PUNCHED/SLAPPED

1

2

(69)

KICKED

1

2

(70)

HIT WITH WEAPON/SCMEI'HIN3 USED AS WEI\PON

1

2

(71)

RAPED

1

2

(72)

ATTEMPTED RAPE

1

2

(73 )

I

4-

ONLY IF NOT ATIEMP1ED/
RAPE

injured

Ll'CK El'E(S)

•

IV

GRABffiD/PUSHED

ONLY IF NOT RAPED:

N)

BRUISE

00 TO Q.13

CODE FOR El'CH

,?

CODE FOR El'CH

N)

IF YES - In what way?

00 TO Q.12a

~

Col./Code

Did the person/any of the people who
did it actually hi t anyone else or use
force or violence on anyone else in
any way?

YES

00

(a) IF ANYONE AWARE OF WHAT WAS HAPPENIN>

SEXUALLY ASSAULTED

OTHER SPOCIFY _________________________

1

2

(74 )

1

2

(75)

1

2

(76)

0'\
l1\

I

(77-80)
1. D.

Iv

I

21

8

4 :
1

(1-4)

SERI I\L t-O.

I

I

I I I
(5)

CARD

CJ

CoLLCode
.(b) Was anyone else injured in any way?
IF NJ 00 'lO

~

IF YES - In what way were they injured
CODE FOR EJICH

IV

I

J

CoLLCode
(15)
14.

(a)

ASK ALL

Can I just check as a result of what
happened, did you or anyone else in your
household have attention fran a doctor?
(6)

1

2

(7)

ClJI'S I 1

2

(8)

1

2

(9)

IF IV CODE 1 AND GO 'lO Q.16

1

2

(10)

(b)

1

2

(11)

What was the reason you needed attention fran
the dxtor?

9:RATCHES

1

I - cc 36

Respordent

2

BRUISES/BUCK El'E(S)

N:J One

2

Other H/H Manl::er

3 - cc 26

Respordent & other H/H Meml::er

BROKEN BJNES
Of HER SPOCUY

I

IF RESPONDENI' ROCEIVED IXX::'lOR I S ATIENI'ION:

NO

1

2

(16 )

Difficulty Sleeping

I

2

(17 )

Felt Wbrried/Anxious/Nerves

1

2

(18)

Felt depressed

1

2

(19)

Shock

I

2

(20 )

Headaches

I

2

(21)

1

2

(22)

1

2

(23)

1

2

(24)

Of HER Sped fy

IF ANYONE AWARE OF WHAT WAS

HAPPENI~

Did the person/people who did it threaten
to use force or violence on anyone there
or harm them in any way.

YES

Physical Injuries

Nausea

13.

(25 )
(c) Did you need to stay overnight
in the hospital?

IF IV GO 'lO Q.14

tb

Yes

IF YES WHOM did they threaten
CODE FOR EPCH

4

IV

YES

RESPONCENI'

I1

2

(12)

Of HER H/H MEMBER

1

2

(13)

Of HER PERSON Nor MEMlER OF IV'H

I

2

(14 )

(11)

11
12

Lf\
0'\
Lf\

15.

(a) IF CYrHER H/H 1£l£ER RECEIVED !XX:TOR'S
ATlENl'ION
Needed attention from the doctor?

Col.LCode

~

Col. LCode
(36)

N)

How.much time did you lose from work as a result
of this incident (these incidents)

YES

Physical Injuries

1

2

(26)

Difficulty Sleeping

1

2

(27 )

Felt WOrried/anxious/nerves

1

2

(28)

Fel t depressed

1

2

(29 )

Shock

1

2

(30)

Headache

1

2

(31)

Nausea

1

2

(32)

1

2

(33)

1

2

(34)

CYrHER specify

16.

17.

1

Yes

2

1 Day or less

2

2 Days

3

18

~ek

4

Over 1 ~ek

5

Over 1 rronth

6
(37 )

ASK ALL

How much time did anyone else in the
household lose from work as a result
of this incident (these incidents)

r
\

tb

1

3 days to a

(35)

(b) Did
need to stay
overnight in the hospital?

tbne

(a)

tbne

I

1 Day or Less

2

2 days

3

3 days to a

~ek

4

Over 1

~ek

5

Over 1 rronth

6

\D
CJ'\
L1\

(38)

ASK ALL

How ltU.lCh effect ~)Uld you say the incident had on
you or other people in your household?
Would you say it had .... READ OUT ••••

or

(b)

What w=re the effects

PROBE FULLY - RECORD VERBATIM

a very big effect

4

quite a big effect

3

not much effect

2

no effect at all

I

(roN'T KN::W)

9

<39 )

D
D
D

(40 )

(41)

(12)

(42)

...-----,

Col./Code
(49)

19

a)

Col·LCode
(43)

ASK ALL

Did you receive any help from anyone?
IF 00 GJ TO Q.20

20.

a)

ASK ALL

What:
N:J

Yes

1:-=49

W3S

the \\Drst aspect of the incident?

PROBE FULLLY RECORD VERBATIM

offered help.

PROBE FULLY - RECORD VERBATIM

D

(51)

D

(45)

D
(46)

(50)

D

(44)
b) IF YES ASK b) and c)

woo

D

b) Were there any others?
PROBE FULLY RECORD VERBATIM

(52 )

D

D
c)

Woo

W3S

the roost help?

PROBE FULLY - RECORD VERBATIM

(47 )

D

I

i'--

c) What w::re the effects of the \\Drst aspect of
this incident?

(53)

(48)

D

PROBE FULLY RECORD VERBATIM

D
(54)

D
(55 )

D

fI\

Col.LCode
21

a) ASK ALL
Did you receive any help or -advice from any
professional people such as: READ our
RECORD FOR EPCH

~

(56 )

1

2

(57 )

I

2

(58)

C.A. Bureaus

1

2

(59)

Solicitors

1

2

(60)

Police Cttee Support Unit

1

2

(61)

Others

1

2

(62)

[):)ctors

IF 00 FOR ALL

ro

(67)

No

l-cc72

Yes

2

s=ial Services

a) ASK ALL
Did you receive any help or advice from
anyone else?

1

police

Col./Code
22

(63)

TO Q.22

D

IF YES FOR ANY ASK Be C

b) What sort of help or advice W2re you given?

2
(68 )

D
D
D

PROBE FULLY REC'ORJ) VERBATIM

(69)

(70 )

(71)

c) Were you satisfied from this help or
assIstance?
No

1

Yes

2

CO
CT\
Lf\
(72- 6)

(64 )

D
(65)

D

BLANK

(77-80)

I.D.

V

I

2

I

(1-4 )

SERIAL 1\0.

~

c) Were you satisfied with this help

No

Yes

1
2

(5 )

CARD

I

CJ

8

ASK ALL

COIJ9Jde
(6)

23

a)

24.

ASK ALL

Did the Police cone to know about this
matter (these matters)?

SIDW CARD i After the incident were there any
of these sorts of help or advice which you
needed but could not get? .
IF NO 00 TO

IF YES

Yes

(c)

Which?

lib

1

Yes

2

Oon't know

No

b)

COl./COde
(20)

2

IF YES 00 TO Q.25a

1 - cc 16

IF DON'T KNOW 00 TO Q.26

Any Others PROBE TO NO

IF NO
NO

YES

1

2

(7)

Replacing documents

1

2

(8)

Financial problems

1

2

(9)

Insurance claim

1

2

(10)

Conpensation

1

2

(11)

Repairs

1

2

(12)

Legal Advice

1

2

(13)

Scmeone to talk to

1

2

(14 )

progress'of case

1

2

(15)

(21)

D
(22)

D

CODE FOR EPCH
Transport

Why not? PROBE FULLY REX:ORO VERBATIM
AND THEN 00 TO Q. 26

3 - cc 36

(23 )

/

D
(24 )
I

[j
(25 \

D
(26)

c) Were there any other sorts of help or
which you needed but could not get?

d) IF YES What sorts of help or advice
Any others? PROBE TO NO

c

Jvice

(16)

Yes

2

No

1

D
(17)

D
(18)

D
(19)

D

25

IF POLICE KNEW ABOUT MP.TIER

Col./Code

(a) HCM did the Police cane to knCM about it?

(27)

Police told by respondent

1

Police told by other person

2

Police were there

3

Police found out in other way (SPOCIFY

Col./Code
(36)

SOOW CARD J When the police cane to know
about an offence like the one we have reen
talking about, how high a priority do you
think they should give to investigating it?
Very high priority

I 6

High priority

I 5

1m)

Average priority

I 4

Yes

2

LaN priority

3

No

1

very law priority

2

D::ln • t know

9

Should take m action

1

([DN'T KNOW)

9

(28)
(b) Did the police ever find out who did it?

26.

(29)

(c) Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the
police dealt with the matter? Would you say you were
•••••• READ 0<Jr ••••

very sati sf ied

4

fairly satisfied

3

a bit dissatisfied

2

I

or very dissatisfied

1

o
o

([DN'T KNOW)

9

\.0

(30)

(d) IF DISSAXISFIED (CODE 3 OR 4 AT c)
Why were you dissatisfied?

RECORD VERBATIM

PROBE FULLY

D
(31)

D
(32)

D
(33 )

D
(34 )

D
(35)

27

a)

Col.LCode
(37-38 )

ASK ALL

SHOW CARD G This is a list of things the police or
the courts can do about offerrlers. Which of these
things do you think should have happened to the (person
/people) who did the thing we have I::een talking about?

Col./Code
30.

Please read out the nwnl::er fran t.he card.
WRITE IN OR CODE 99

ASK ALL

Don't know

Are you ...... READ OUT

99

Jl'arried or living as married

5

si ngle living with parents

4

wi~d

3

divorced or separated

2

single

1

(39-40)
b)

(43)

ImERVIEI-ER: ASK ONLY THOSE QUESTIONS TO APPLY
INTERVIEI-ER: GO NOW TO FINAL PI\GE

IF NUM3ER 4 COMPENSATION

Should anything else have happened to them ar.art
frCrn having to pay ccrnpen'3ation?
WRITE IN OR CODE 99

Don't know

99

(44-45 )
(41)

28

The goverrurent is con'3idering schemes in which victims
arrl offerrlers 'V.Ould !Teet OJt of court in the presence
of an officially appointed person to agree to a way in
which the offender could make a repayment to the victim
for what he had done. Would you have accepted a chance
of s.uch a meeting after this crime?
No

1

Yes

2

Don't know

9

f

3l.

How many total years of schooling arrl college did
you ccrnplete?
NO. OF YEARS

WRITE IN

(46 )

32.

Apart fran yourself how many other adults AGED 16 or
OVER normally live here in this house~ald catered for
by the same person as you?
wRITE IN

29.

(42)
If an out of court agreement like this COl_
arranged without you having to rreet the c'
'V.Ould you like this to happen or not?

~d be
,~nder

33.

Q

I

NO. OF PEOPLE

I

flo, old W2Jre you on your l?st birthday?

(s)

I

L'RIT,- IN

(47-48 )

AGE IN YEARS

(49 )

No

1

Yes

2

Don't know

9

34.

(

How many child!"l'r, "qed Under
household.
---

,live in this

\~l-UTE IN
---

D

NO. OF OHLDRL'N

(50)

35.

DOES your household ..... __ . _ READ OUT _ ..••
OWN

~hi s

acccmrodation I 1

RENr uris acccmro:iation fran Council I 2
RENT thi s aCCfTl1l'ro:lati on :Cran housi ng assoc. I 3
RENr thi s accnrno:lati on fran private landlord
Ol"

36.

recei ve th is ncccmrodati on REm FREE wi th your job
(5lJ
- cc 54

Who is head of Ulis household

Rc"rorrlent
srDuse or cohani tee of respondent

2

37.

ASK ONLY IF RESPONDENI' IS lUI' HEAD OF OOUSEOOW
(a) Are you at present •••• READ OUT •••

Col./Code

38 •

(a) ·Are you at present .•.• READ
in full tiIre education
(in p3id full tiIre ~rk over 30 hr ~ek
(in p3id p3rt tiIre ~rk
seeking ~rk
deperrlent on H.O.H.

PAID w)RK

Col./Code

ASK ONLY IF RESPONDENI' IS HEAD OF OOUSEHOW

----m>

(52)

ill
disabled
O.A.P.

1 - cc 56
2
3
4 - cc 56
5 - cc 56
6 - cc 56
7 - ee 56
8 - ee 56

our ...

IF M)RE THAN ONE CODE
in full tiIre education
F JRST TO APPLY
( in pclid full tim? \o.I:)rk over 30hrjWeek
(in paid p3rt tilT\? \o.I:)rk
seeking \o.I:)rk

1
2
3
4

ill

6
7

disabled
O.A.P.
OR other sped fy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

or other speci fy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8

9

9 - ee 56
(55)

IF IN PAID w)RK ASK b) to g)

IF IN PAID w)RK ASK b) to g).

IF N.)'l' IN PAID w)RK GO TO Q.39

IF lUI' IN PAID w)RK c,o TO Q.39

IF IN PAID w)RK
(b)

What is your job?
PROBE FULLY - RECORD HERE:

(e) .

(d)

(53)

f

D

IF IN PAID w)RK
b)

What is your job?

PROBE FULLY - RECORD HERE:

What is the title of your job?

e)

PROBE FULLY - RECORD HERE:

What qualifications are needed for your job?

d)

- RECORD HERE:

What qualifications are

o

'-0

"'"f'd.'u

t()r that job?

. PROBi:: FULLY - RECORD HERE:

CIRCLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

e)

Are you .,. READ

our ...

(e) Are you ..... RFAD OUT .•....

C "CLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

AN EMPIDYEE
SELF EMPIDYED

N

What is the title of your job?

PROBE FULLY - RECORD HERE:

PROBE FULLY

D

an employee

(

self employed

IF EMPIDYEE ASK f
IF EMPIDYEE ASK f)
IF SELF EMPIDYED ASK g)
IF SELF EMPIDYE[, ASK
f)

q)

IF EMPIDYEE
IF EMPIDYEE

Does your job involved supervIsIng or being
responsible for the WJrk of other people?
ClRCrE NJ. C;:< \',lUTE IN NUM3ER

g)

IF SELF EMPIDYED

HON Imny Employ,:('S

cn

f) Does the job involvn :'l:rY2nolsll1Cl
or being resIDnsibl(' ,,,r ~!w w:)rk of any
other people
CIRCLE OR ~UTE IN

NO
HOW MANY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NJ

CIRCLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

HOW MANY_ _ _ __

you have?

IF Sf;LF EMPIDYED

Cl HCrE APPROPRIro'E RESPONSE

Im'ERVIEVER: RECORD BY OBSERVATION FOR ALL:

Col.L:Code

Col. Code

(61)

(56-57)
39.

SEX OF RESPOt.'DENI'

ASK ALL
HON many people are in paid WJrk in this oousehold?

WILE

l.

FEMALE

2.
(62)

CXIDE OR \<RITE IN
RPCE OF RESPONDENI'
WHITE

l.

Bll\CK (WEST IIVIAN/AFRICAN)

2.

1

1 NOlAN/PAKISTANI /BAl-GLADESHI

3.

£3,000 - £7,999

2

OTHER NJN-WHITE

7.

£8,000 - £11,999

3

MIXED/UNCERI'AI N

8.

£12,000 or IlOre

4

CETN::HED !UJSE

l.

SEMl-OOTN::HED !UJSE

2.

TERRN::ED/END OF TERRJlCE !UJSE

3.

SELF-CONTAINED FLAT/MAISONETTE

4.

R(X)vS/BEIX31 TIER

5.

(58 )
40.

Considerio;J inccme [ran all sources !"ow nuch do you
estimate was the total income for this household
last year ••••• READ our ...
Under £3,000

\

i

1

(63)

TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION

(59)
4l.

What COUNTRY does you family came fran originally
(IF IN DOUBT REFER TO FATHER'S FATHER)
U.K.

l.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

2.

CXlNI'I NENl'AL EUROPE

3.

CXlNI'I NENrAL ASIA

4.

GREECE/TURKEY/CYPRIOT OR NJN

5.

AFRICA

6.

WEST INDIES

7.

ORIENI'

8.

I
OTHER SPECIFY

(64 )

IF FLAT/MAISONET1'~ NUMBER OF FL(X)RS IN FLAT/
MAISONETTE BlJXK
FL(X)~

l.

3 ,)R 4 FL(X)RS

2.

- 9 FL(X)RS

3.

10+ FL(X)RS

4.

1-2

OTHER SPECIFY

(65 )

IF FLAT/MAlSO'lETI'E

(60)
42.

On what fl=r

doe~,

respondent live

1ST

l.

l.

2ND

2.

LAOOUR

2.

3RD

3.

SOP/LIBERAL

3.

4TH

4.

4.

5TH

5.

9.

6-10

6.

ll+

7.

Which p::>li tical pc,rty VoDuld you identi fy yourself
with?
CONSERVATIVE

OTHER SPECIFY
CON'T KNOW

""0

\.{)

I

Col.LCode
(66)

SEX OF INI'ERVIEI'ER
MALE

l.

FEMALE

2.

ORIGI NAL RESPONDENT

l.

orHER H/H !'EMBER

2.

1

(67 )

RESPONDEm' IS:

. (6S-69)

THE INrERVIEW COMPLETED:

I

DATE OF lr-ITERVIEW:

(70-76)
BIANK

DURATION OF I NrERVIEW: - WRITE IN (MlNUl'ES)

(77-SO,'

SIGNATURE OF Im'ERVIEWER'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\

I

V

I 2 1&1

(2S)

<3

\.0

I

I

:YJ

